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A Personal Note from
\\\c Autt^or5

The sky has become important to us
=.nticÍDated For each of us the way to the sky has been.n a way p^idel really fell inte the night sky, he

different. The southeast Wyoming. The
was a boy lymg on a hi , ¡ blackness above him, and
Milky Way arched w.de and sp^khng
he lost the hills a.d aícient Indtan catnpsites. It was
was a high school volun ^ archaeologist and led
the first step on the )Ourney that turnea
tothisbook. j:ff„ent. She was a professional painter and

For Linda Schele, it was ^ vacation in 1970. The place she
studio teacher who happene forever changed by the
went to visit was léxico an ^
experience. But the sky i ^ ^ place-Tixkakal
until the summer of 19 „as dark enough and cloud-
GuEirdia in Quintana Roo, Milky Way. In the pattern
less enough to see the f^g of Creation and the World Tree
arching across the sky, she saw the face
standing at the center of the special meaning because

These exhilarating moments a . . jhe patterns of stars in
of what we discovered yf^y^ are the primary symbols of
the night sky, and especia y niyth was just a story—but
Maya Creation. We tho"g ^ ^^is myth presented a
before this book was finís Writing together, changing each
breathtaking and literal map o ^ describe what we had
other's words and ideas, strivmg for some way
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come to understand about the Maya world, we had stumbled inte the
Creator Shaman's attic. There we found the Maya sky, a painted book
whose constellations imfold its picture story of génesis across the face oí
the cocí darkness while the sun illuminates the Otherworld.

Over the last twenty-five years, weVe spent a great deal more time
looking down in the dirt or at dusty stone inscriptions than up at the sky.
Working with teams of dedicated people, we've slashed through snake-
infested undergrovnh to lay down map trails, pried big rocks out of small
holes, squinted with sweat-stung eyes to scribble notes in the blinding
midday heat. Or we have patiently sat in contorted positions and traced
the Unes of an eroded inscription onto a paper damp with the sweat that
dnpped from our chins. In retum for all this hard work, weVe been
pnvileged to stand and gaze at man-high painted masks of the Maya gods,
released from their darkness for the first time in two thousand years!
We ve watched ruined cities emerge and seen fallen stone facades re-
stored to comprehensibility. WeVe seen the walls of long-buried temples
appear under the hands of men patiently chipping away at the stone-
filled, concrete-hard dirt m the dark, hot tunnels under pyramids. We've
been there when the ñames of powerfUl leaders dead and forgotten for
more than a thousand years have been spoken again, not only by people
from our world, but by their living descendants.

Beyond the sense of accomplishment we feel in our craft and the sheer
joy of the work, we have felt a driving need for something more: not just
to find the Indian behind the artifact—as the adage goes in archaeol-
°Sy but to understand that person's way of seeing the world. This book
is about the Maya way of seeing. At its heart is the experience of a
spiritual and magical world. It is a world in which ancestors affect the fate
of the hvmg, where human beings can transform into their animal
counterparts, where ritual transforma space and objects into powerful
energy carriers. It is a world alive in all its parts.

Before writing this book, we studied the beliefs the ancient Maya
recorded in their art and architecture as if they were part of a fascinating
altérnate reahty that had little relevance to our personal Uves. We did

mZZllT - "bjective distance. Like the
worldview superiority of our own
to this alien wLld^with '
createdby the Maya
^ our own.

as, and is, just as powerful, meaningful, and viable

To write this book, we had to reach inside ourselves to find both
Jqj" their way of being and a method to communicate this

worldview to others. Because their way is pervasively spiritual, we had to

discover our real feelings about spirituality and faith in the shared
wisdom that guides daily Ufe and conduct. To write about the Maya
cosmos, we had to accept the significance of its supernatural reality and
learn to play by the rules of its own internal logic.
We haven't turned our backs on scientific knowledge or methods. On

the contrary, in the course of describing the Maya cosmos we have
systematically referred to concrete and material patterns of Maya
things—to buildings, pots, sculptures, inscriptions, and to the contexts in
which they were found. We have also included germane historical and
contemporary eyewitness accounts of actual Maya behavior in many
different situations. Yet the heart of this book—or perhaps its soul—is
our personal encounter with the Maya, past and present, and our adven-
ture of discovery as professed novices in the world as seen through their
eyes, words, and deeds.

Far from presenting a detached point of view, we have integrated
ourselves, our experiences, and our understanding into what we have to
say Because our book is about a body of knowledge created and per-
petuated by the Maya, it must also be about how we ourselves have begun
to absorb that knowledge, learning a different rationality ,ust as one
learns a new language. Contemporary scientific research has, m our view,
taken the human witness out of our cosmology. Maya reahty places
human beings at the center of the cosmos and makes humamty responsi-
ble for creation as an ongoing, endless process. We have tried to take a
page from their book by using our own experiences to open a wmdow of
understanding into what they have created. u u ■ u

j  Krtnk to our editor, we tnougnt it wouldWhen we first proposed this book to our e , g
.  , . , the relieionof the ancient Maya. As webegan
be a book on shamanism in tne r g i r u u

Uo/1 abosen to read the work of ethnographers,to research the themes we had chosen, i u u i ^
a. mndprn Maya ritual, the book trans-

and most of all, to particípate f A/tava
r  Tt bpcame a book on the contmmty of Mayaformed itself before our eyes. It becam

•  . into the nresent. None of us will ever againreality from the ancient past into tne prese
Viikatan Chiapas, or Guatemala and thinkbeableto walkthestreetsofYulcatan, on p ,

of the Maya we see as merely biological descendants of the ancien^ cut
off from Lir past by the trauma of the Conquest. Our view of Maya
history and the continuity of their cultural heritage has ch^ged.

Yet even with this change, shamanism remains at the heart o
10 11
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book. From his student days onward. David Freidal has been fascmate<i
«h shaman.sm and he has trarrsferred that interest to Linda and Joy.
SU Fr T T behef system was in the work of
ismTs a SS W h" »haman-
draws iUZ r
abouttheworldUwUfrrrheSsr knowledge
The most imnnrf ^'"'P ® °'^®>™bols and assumptions.
being has ners ^ sP'ritual forcé that every human
U ÍvUí n ' uT""' " 'he cosmos
of the caTacitv f" ' ospecially overt examples
beUjL " d 7'" f--- Jehannes W.l-
ela mtd US r, T o ̂ P-Ple of Venezu-
XUa, ' "anscendent Creator out there, or as an imma-
ZÍ IT -^-^-here. We th.nk he was refer-
wonderful th^^ 7'*^ Premise of shamanism we described above. The
tTthe w ,Í 7 ""«"-s a sense of belonging
the sun U TV° "P "'ght sky or
brivht K 'nsigmficant. Rather, shamanism teaches that those
humanity"^' of a shared history and life-force that belong to all
We believe that shamanism can function as a guide in complex

Urld h sU7h ^ ̂ organizing knowledge about the'spans the Americas today. We had the privilege of experiencine

«TLT ■'h I'" ^ -I»»"»
attended thT norida.
México I.i H í, 7'"^'' "^bzation that preceded the Maya in ancient■tr.iridíd""'"' á- ■"."■• p='p" .»shop and participate in th ^ ®"oestors glyphs to attend the work-
house for a potluck diLer n Í ̂̂ """"«bt people together at Linda's
Martín, a Kaqchikel Maya froUo conversation witho^an. These men, speaking SpanishIJ eÍÍ T
Provided a halting translation h E"gbsh respectively while David
?• •>»» «d,„„d„,, o r. "■«■«.on d.„™.

-«h. s.«„ •» «I» ~»
'  -P»!» "f Ih. «.po„ibiU.
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ties of people in this balance. They saw together that in the European
languages, space had the connotaüon of empúness, while in their words
space is full and substantive. So balancing all the things embraced within
it made sense. Martín said that many things are alive, things of stone and
wood (and here he touched the coffee table in ffont of him with its stone
top and wood side). Sakim said that anything with form, substance,
purpose, and place is a being. Inspired, Sakim drew off his sacred shell
pectoral and placed it on Martín. Martín, deeply moved, broke into a
speech in Kaqchikel. By this time, David had recruited Dennis Tedlock
to help in translating an increasingly complicated d.cussion. Denms
Tedlock is a trained K'iche' day-keeper. Linda stopped by to show Sakim
a framed page of paper she treasured greatly. It was a thank-you note
written by Martín in modern Kaqchikel using the oíd writmg system of
hieroglyphs. It was, to her knowledge, the first example, in at least Aree
centuí7 of a Maya using his native writing system to record somethmghe wanted to say. Lim, no longer able to contam h.mself, beg^ to pray

r  k over the page. Surrounded now by three adepts speakmg fourm Creek P witness to the first meetmg of an
languages, David fel
American un.ted nat^^^^^
brates a way o co Ugmisphere a visión that is the natural legacy
nf thp firstcomers to this hemisp > • i_ •oí the tirstco purpose

1 !l!! ÍLT.™.".* •' " "•
that spawned us all. relevanceThese ^ The contemporary Maya were taught,
to many ' ^ad inherited nothing from the Precolum-
or carne to e leve, beoríes hold that modern Indian institutions

"TbTf. ó' " ■and behefs a P ^ ^^nquerors. The ruins left by the ancient
cultural entity y represent, have been appropriated by
Maya, and the cu r patrimony of modern nations, without,h. »a --7 "Í :: J,.. .K.n.. W. h.v,
learned a d.fferent ^ .^^p^ly the same as their
become our fnends. P^^^ 3^^ as the people who
ancient forebears, ««y . ^ century. Yet the historyfought the Vikings m the f 3,„„, ^„ppp,ents and
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the fossilized remains of rituals in temples and hamlets, all hold a visión
for the modera Maya that reflects their heritage because it still makes
sense in their languages and practices. The modera Maya can claim their
past because it Uves in their present. Their pageants and beliefs shed light
on the ancient arts of their forebears in ways that cannot come from our
world or our science, and they offer us the gift of new knowledge about
an ancient cosmos.

David Freidel

Dallas

Linda Schele

Austin

JoY Pakker

Los Angeles
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THE ORTHOORAPHY

In Maya studies, spelling has always
been a problem. When the Spanish carne, they found people usmg
consonants and vowels that did not exist in their own language. and ,ust
as bad, they found that consonants and vowels in their own language
were unknown to the Maya. The early friars, usually using convenUons
developed within their respecüve orders, worked out standard ways of
representing the sounds they tried to record, while other chromders used
their own systems. The result was a hodgepodge of orthographies that has
not been helped by the introduction of modem techmcal systems.

Glyphtc studies traditionally use the colonial orthography imposed on
Yukatek by the Spanish. This orthography is súll used by scnbes among
the Cruzob Maya today to write their books of prophecy. t as serve e
Yukateks well and yielded an enormous Uterature, inc u mg numerous
dictionaries, the Books of Chilam Balam, and the writing
h-men of the Cruzob Maya. It has also become the tradiüonal o^ogra-
phy used in epigraphy: it was the calendric terms from Bishop Diego de

-  J V tViat earlv researchers used for
Landa's Relación de las Cosas de Yucatan tna y
their own wrriting. . i„

Unfortunately, there are many problems caused by usmg ese ear
orthographies, including the Yukatek one. Many Mayan langu^es ave
contrasting sounds that do not exist in Spanish; often Spamsh chromclers
never heard them at all or simply ignored them. Furthermore the Span
ish settled on different and inconsistent systems for different languages.
The orthography they developed for Yukatek, for example c^ot be
used to tvrite most of the Cholan languages and none of the highlan

15
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Maya leinguages. As we moved inte the twentieth century, the situation

only got worse, because a new set of orthographies was added to the
alphabet soup, including practical orthographies developed by linguists
on the one side and translators of the Bible on the other side. When the

intemational phonetic alphabet was added to the already confused situa
tion, we ended up with some systems using diacritics, some systems that
didn t use them, and almost as man y ways of spelling IVÍaya words as
there are Maya languages and researchers.

As a result, the same word is often spelled in more than one way within
one docvuuent. One of the most confusing problems facing students of the
Maya, especially those new to the field, is how to make sense of the many
different ways the same word can be spelled. The word for "lord" can
appear as ahaw, ahau, ajau, ajaw, or axaw, depending on which orthogra-
phy is used. Having to cope with all these different ways of spelling is
often the first problem to be faced, even before cognate sets' between
different languages can be determined.

In earher, more techmcal publications, we tried to use linguistic ortho-
graphies, but since early glyphic studies began using the system of
colonial Yukatek, many terms simply looked funny when they were
wntten m a technical orthography. We tried keeping established terms
in the oíd orthography and changing any new ones into modern orthogra-
phies-of which several are used by different researchers. Unfortunately,
we ended up with a combination system that was more confusing than'
simply keeping the oíd Yukatekan system. Chínese presenta a similar
problem with múltiple orthographic conventions and the same resulting
confusing plethora of different spellings for the same word.

In our last book, A Forest of Rings, we chose to retain the Yukatekan
orthography that is traditional to the field of epigraphy, with a few
alterations to accommodate particular difficulties. That decisión worked
adequately when we were working with the languages of the inscrip-
tiona-Yukatekan and Cholan. However, in this book we found ourselves
acmg a ifferent problem, since we were including words from most of
the extant Maya languages. In this context, the oíd Yukatekan orthogra-
phy simply will not work.

Furthermore, since the publication oí A Forest of Rings, the Maya of
uatemala have themselves adopted a uniform alphabet with which to

Z Ma'" Lingüístico Fran-
with writing and language groups all over the highlands of Guatemala,
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adaptad the alphabet from the practical orthography developed at the
PLFM during earlier research with professional linguists from the United
States In 1989, the Ministry of Culture and Sports of Guatemala adopted
the alphabet and Margarita López Raquec's Acerca de los alfabetos para
escribir los idiomas Maya de Guatemala as the official government pu i-
cation of the alphabet and its history.
A very similar alphabet is now being used by the ivriters -operatives

of Tzotzil and Tzeltal, and several organizations have adopted the alpha
bet developed by Barrera Vásquez for Yukatek. Since these ver>- similar
alphabets have been developed in cooperation with or by nat.ve speakei^
and adopted by them for writing their own languages, we have decided
to adopt their uniform alphabet for Maya Cosmos, as a means of reducmg
the confusión of altérnate spellings and, most of all m recognition that
the Maya have the right to decide how their own languages shoul e
"'ZTdecision brings with it both advantages and disadvantages. The
„ajor disadvantage is that words with traditional spellings, including
place ñames, suddenly look very strange to someone used to seeing them
L the oíd form. The advantage is that everything is spelled m the same

H that most of the traps that led English speakers into mis-
^  Mayan words are gone. Words now look the way they sound.pronounci g traditional

Cimi is . ,ug place ñames that are fixed in the colonial spelling
calendar terms spellings. DzibiUhal-

j  bat to do with these situations where there are traditional
""Z and decided that we had to apply the new alphabet to all wordsspellings a ^ Hispanicized

Zs We have decided to keep the traditional spellings when
: r..e ^ ~ -

.«a .pp,»»»!. hpp., b, ,h. b..
rbX" ub i. 1» "«»■ "*

form alphabet as follows: . n .u
r = a (pronounced like the n m father)
c  = k (pronounced like English k)

17
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e  —

h  =

i  =

i  =

k  =

1  =

m =

n =

o  =

P =

PP =

q  =

s  =

t  =

th =

tz =

u

u

e

h

i

j

k'

1

m

n

o

P

P'

q  - q

q

s

t

t'

tz

dz = tz'

u

w

X —

y =

z  =

X

y

s

(pronounced like the e in set)

(pronounced like an English /i)

(pronounced like the ee in see)

(pronounced like a hard /z sound, as with the

Spanish /)

(pronounced like a A, but with the glottis closed)

(pronounced like the o in hold)

(this is a glottalized p, pronounced with the glottis
closed)

(this post-velar á: is pronounced deep in the throat
and has no equivalent in a European language;
neither is it present in the lowland languages)
(glottalized versión of the same consonant)

(this is a glottalized 4 pronounced with the glottis
closed)

(this is another consonant that does not exist in
English or Spanish)
(to the confusión of both nativo and non-native
speakers, the oíd Yukatek orthography had dz for
the glottalized form of this consonant)
(pronounced like the oo in zoo)
(the Spanish used the letter u to write the
consonant so that many traditional spellings,
such as a/tau or Uaxactun, have a u in the place of
the consonant)

(this is equivalent to the English sh)

There are other consonante, especially the retroflexives and an n pro
nounced like the final sound in smg, that are used by several Mayan
anguages, but because we do not use vocabulary from those languages,

18
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we have not included them in our list. However, there is one correspon-
dence problem that should be noted, because we do refer to terms usmg
them L in all other Mayan languages is pronounced r m Chorti, but m
Kaqchikel and K'iche', r corresponda to y in other Mayan l^guages. We
wdl note these except.onal spellings when they occur m ̂he text.

Fmally we will use the Yukatek Maya plural suffix -oA for Maya
words. More than one Chak w.ll be written Chakob, more than one sahal
will be sahalob.
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CHAPTER ONE

WORLDS APART, JOINED
TOOETHER:

The Road of naya Rcality

THE CH'A-CHAH CEREHONY
(as told by David Freidel)

The plains of Yaxuna in northern Yukatan are usually covered with a
green sea of waving maize plants and waist-high grasses in the month of
July. The temple-mountains of stone rubble rise skyward Uke the gray,
forested islands of a landlocked archipelago. but in the summer of 1989,
the sea had become a desert. Red dust jumped in small puffs as I
stumbled, heat-stupid, through the stunted weeds and stillborn cornstalks
from the June planting—the second failed planting of that year. Stripped
of its life-sustaining greenery, the plain was a maze of low rock patterns,
the homes and household lots of the ancient community's farmers, war-
riors, craftsmen, and merchants. The earth, torn up by burrowing igua
nas, was littered with the broken pottery trash from two thousand years
of habitation. The sherds glittered in the relentless glare of midmorning.

I climbed the steep broken stairway of a temple pyramid and saw two
Maya farmers sweating over thirty-pound chunks of quarried stone at the
bottom of the shallow square hole on the summit. Torn from the earth
two thousand years ago by their ancestors, who bore them by tumpline
from nearby quarries and piled them into platforms to raise the eyes and
voices of kings and shamans to the horizon above the tangled forest, the
stones were being moved once again by the muscle and will of Maya men,
who were heaving them into neat piles by the side of the pit. At the
bottom of the pit, the men had cleared away the rubble to reveal the
summit of an earlier templ^a mountain inside a mountain. Its stairway
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of brown-plastered masonry disappeared under the rubble of the temple
built on top of it. I jumped down and carefully brushed clean the surface
of the noor so that I could stand on the ceremonial platform. Maya rulers
had last stood there when the Maya civilization was new, centuries before
the birth of Christ in an alien world far away. This was one of the first
temple-mountains raised by the Maya in this northern country.
My exhilaration of discovery was tempered by worry as I struggled out

of the pit and scanned the eastern horizon for the blue-black shadows of
rain-yielding thunderheads. The cloud-borne Chakob were ndmg the
wmd but they weren't coming our way. They were headed south toward
the vtllage of Santa María. No one around me had spoken of rain for some
tim^^ it had been days smce the last sprinkle on the lands of Yaxuna.

ey held a Ch'a-Chak at Santa María yesterday. The shaman from

vilkÍe'r ^
who°tb^*""^^ ̂ amans perform Ch'a-Chak ceremonies for the tourists
to cali admire the temples. These rituals are supposed
ChÍihTb - Yaxuna, however,
drought thit business, a plea for relief from the
DmuVht T -y «-ds.

catastrophe forth nP  for the villagers who lived along the western edee of the
anctent city around the ancient well of Y. ^
oíd tensions surface and chronic afflictioTT' 1
redress the balance between the neo 1 ^ Ú ®
through communion with the unseen be'^ f l o
days, said some of our workers nelll L O^herworld. In the oíd
high forest in times of droughl and Uv!"" u
still the grumbling in their bellies and stmtchTeiT' d"!"' "'"'l "
of corn. Now the high forest is gone cut do ="PP^'^'
farmland and rf^r^la a u ' " lumber, cleared forf^land, and replaced by tangled young growth. Wild honey is hard to
The archaeologists working on the ancient site of Yaxuna were a nart

of that tensión. We brought desneratob, „ j j t axuna were a part
stocks of seed o j I Y needed wage work. Now that the
«i r r"' "• .. b„y „„ ,«i
«n.„y zriTr r

. .. ' «híduline th, m.n in
b..» h™t " ""I" b... b«n

"»a.ng l.ng.r d.y, Wn

had brought the village some financial relief, but we had also dug into
the temple-mountains, the dwellings of the oíd gods. Perhaps by upset-
ting them, we were bringing misfortune along with opportunity. W^e had
a camp of thatched-roof native houses at the edge of the village where
the ruins began, on land that belonged to everyone, lent to us by every
family in Yaxuna. Because of all of these things, we were of the commu-
nity—and we were part of its crisis.

Next door to us lived Don Pablo, the village h-men or "doer." He was
joining in the common effort of the shamans from villages throughout
the neighboring región by preparing a Ch'a-Chak ceremony to bring the
rain gods to Yaxuna. Several nights earlier, he had come over to our
household after dinner with Don Leocario, the mayor, to visit and to
discuss the coming ceremony. But he had said nothing to us directly about
this sacred work. I reminded him that we had offered to help and asked
what we could contribute. Since Don Pablo Uves and works with people

of modest means, his request that night, out of courtesy, was for small
quantities of inexpensive things—two bottles of the cheapest rum, ten
candles, ten bags of incensé. I suggested that we might supply chickens
as well, and he agreed that we could bring two Uve chickens for the
ceremony.

Since Ch'a-Chak ceremonies are a community effort, the work and the
materials were all contributed voluntarily. Don Pablo brought his knowl-
edge, his prayers, and his sacred stones. The other men built the altar and
dug the nearby fire pit where the sacred breads would be cooked. Their
altar looked simple and improvisad, a shaky table of poles held together
with vines. During the ceremony, however, it would become the center
of the cosmos. All the participants brought the dough made with corn
ground by their womenfolk for the sacred breads that are layered, like
heaven and the underworld, on the altEir, as well as the cooked meats, and

the "wine" made from honey and "virgin water" from a deep natural

well.

That day, while I was studying the ancient cityscape and presiding
over our excavation in the temple-mountain, the ceremony was well
under way in the woods at the far side of the village. Don Pablo and his
helpers had set aside three days for the prayers and preparations. The
following day, all the villagers and archaeologists together attended the
climax of the Ch'a-Chak ritual and witnessed the legacy of thousands of
years of Maya devotion and ritual knowledge. This is the Cha-Chak, the
"Bring-Rain, ceremony.
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As Don Pablo passed in front of the altar, he paused to pray more
loudly, shaking the arching branches of the arbor the way the thunder
shakes the roof of a house. He pulled on one of the six vines that radiated
outward from the center of the arbor. Entranced, his eyes half closed, he
raised his face heavenward and summoned the gods to save the crops of
the farmers who stood anxiously around the altar observing him. The
late-afternoon air hung heavy, still, and expectant over the fallow corn-
field with its tangled thicket of new-growth trees. Clouds passed by above
the treetops £uid suddenly everyone heard a distant rumble of thunder.
Perhaps it would not come that day, but soon, they knew, the Chakob
would bring back the rain. They had heard the h-men's prayers.

Every one of us, the men and boys of the village and the motley crew
of Ajnerican and Mexican archaeologists working nearby, was caught up
in that moment. That hopeful rumble of thunder broke the tensión
caused by our hesitant, sympathetic attempt to believe and the mild
embarrassment of the villagers caught between their faith in ancient
knowledge and their aspirations to become "modern" people. Being pre-
sent at this ceremony was like something glimpsed from the córner of
your eye, something you're not really sure youVe seen. For a brief time
Don Pablo had gone a little beyond our view, into a place representad by
an altcir set with cooked breads, gourd cups of corn gruel, and magical
stones. He talked to god in that place and god listened to him. Don Pablo
is an h-men^ a "doer," the shaman of his town.

Shamans are specialists in ecstasy, a state of grace that allows them to
move freely beyond the ordinary world—beyond death itself—^to deal
directly with gods, demons, ancestors, and other unseen but potent beings.
Shamcmic ecstasy can last moments, hours, or even days, but the amount
of time spent in trance is less importcmt than the knowledge of its
existence. As the spell broke—and the villagers began joking, passing
around drinks of honey wine, cmd doling out the feast of breads and
chicken stew that had been sitting on the altar—we, the archaeologists,
believed that we had at least tried to help our friends. By our presence,
our goodwill, and our heartfelt desire to suspend our own disbelief, we
had aided Don Pablo on his journey to ease the suffering of his village
from the drought that burned their land.

On the surface Don Pablo appears an ordinary man, a farmer, robust
and enormously energetic, with dark, intelligent eyes and a quick smile.
Although he heard the calling rather late in life, he has walked the
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shaman's path for some years. Yet his journey did not begin with the
dreams that called him to help his people. It began thousands of years
ago, when human beings first conceived of a place beyond death inhab-
ited by ancestors, spirits. and gods—the place between the worlds, To
joumey to that place in ecstasy and retum alive is a very special talent,
^ shamanism is a special institution we humans have invented to
narness that particuleir talent.
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Figure 1:2 The Castillo at Chicheen Itza

Equinox observance photographed at 4:55 p.m. on March 21, 1987

scraggly forest. Were it not for the ancient fame of some extraordinary
buildings like the Castillo and the Great Ballcourt, the city might have
passed for an oddly bumpy stretch of terrain in the otherwise flat plain
of northern Yukatan. Indeed, for the intrepid tourist willing to venture

away from the excavated portion of Chich'en on small, unmeirked paths,
the typical scene of forested hillocks with odd bits of rock sticking out of
them is still there. Cleared, consolidated, £ind partially restored by archae-

ologists, the ruins at the center of the city were recaptured from nature
to stand as living testimony to the architectural brillicince and cultural
sophistication of an gincient people. Preserved as a huge open-air mu-
seum, these ruins inspire the admiration and the imagination of thou

sands of modern pilgrims, even as the portraits of their ancient makers

slowly dissolve back into the natural limestone from which they were
brought forth by artisans a thousand years ago.
The ruins of Chich'en Itza are not the Chich'en Itza conceptualized by

the ancient Maya. This city has become part of our contemporary experi-
ence. Because we modern pilgrims are ignorant of the intentions of the
original builders, we impress our own meanings and aesthetic valúes on
the Maya monuments, just as we always do when we contémplate master-
works of art from other cultures and other times. At Chich'en, all that is
different is the scale—in this huge museum, visitors stand inside the
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artifact they have come to sea. And our ignorance is convenient, for it
allows free rein to the modern imagination. We see in these mins what
we want to see, be it affirmation of the romantic mysticism of springtime
pilgrims, or the practical materialism of many modern scholars who
devote lifetimes to studying the Maya. And when we begin to understand
what the builders intended-through our decipherment of the Maya
dedicatoiy texts, analysis of their images, and the study of their architec-
ture and the mtfacts they left littering the landscape, we leam that our
ima^nattons have been constrained by our own cultural filters in tricky

tTe we have tried to interpret the mtenttons ofthe Maya wtthm the context of what we see as "civilued behavior "

rer^i:;; ^ "P"- the pattern:;f
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successfully pass back and forth between altérnate realities is a funda
mental feature of mysticism in general, shéimanism in particular, cind

cmthropology in practice. A convergence of the spiritual and the material
domains is perhaps disturbing to some scholars in their citadels of West
em rationality, but we believe it is our best hope if we wish to create a

future of tolerance éind effective collaboration between peoples.

Our own culture's premisos about the nature of civilized society and
what it should achieve provide only partial and sometimos misleading
clues to the understanding of the Castillo at Chich'en Itza, of the leaders

who envisioned it, and of the meiny people who built it. Neither the

romantic projection of our yearning for the mystery beyond our material
existence, ñor our dreams of the power it took to hcimess thousands of

Uves to the task of creating human-made mountains, can ultimately

encompass the past we are seeking. There are rationales for power that
are different from those in our world. Our rationales mostly honor power

over people rather than power shared between them because we moderns

identify power with sources outside the humein spirit. In the scientifically

envisioned world of energy and matter, people own power, they don't

engender it. Once we have discovered the rationales of the Maya—
through the words and actions of the Maya themselves—it is our heart-
felt belief that we will also discover a central truth: that Don Pablo's

rickety altar of saplings erected in the parched woods, the mined temples
of Yaxuna built at the dawn of the Maya civilization (Fig. 1:3), and the

Castillo of Chich'en Itza raised in its final glory are essentially forms of

the same thing. They are all s3rmbols of the Creation of the cosmos. They
are all instmments for accessing spiritual power from the creative act, and
that power continúes as a fundamentally human experience and responsi-
bility. In this common purpose, they are signposts on the Maya road to
reality stretching across the landscape of history.
Maya kings emd lords of oíd were sheuncms, but contemporary Maya

shamans are not kings. Maya society has cheuiged profoundly over the last

three thousand years, especially since the arrival of Columbus and those
who followed him. The Spanish conquerors and their descendants worked
hau-d to destroy all vestiges of indigenous government, and they tried even
harder to warp Maya belief to fit their own expectations. Under this
pressure, the cultural reality of the Maya changed and adapted—but it
endured. Just how much that reality has changed is a matter of intense

interest to many anthropologists working with contemporary Maya, and
historians working with archival records from the last five hundred years.
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Perhaps the most dramatic example of this kind of transformation is
embodied in the Maya's adaptation of the Cross of Christ, the central
symbol of European donaination. The Maya promptly appropriated and
reinterpreted this most Christian of all symbols by merging it with the
World Tree of the Center (Fig. 1:4), xhe yax che'il kab, as the Conquest
period Yukatek Maya called it. The Christian cross became, quite liter-
ally, the pivot and pillar of their cosmos, just as the World Tree had been
before. Anthropologist Evon Vogt often recalls with irony and amuse-
ment his discovery that the ostensible Christian piety that the present-day
Zinacanteco Maya of Chiapas display toward their wooden crosses is, in
fact, a declaration of cultural autonomy from their oppressors.' This, we
believe, is how the Maya visión of the cosmos works. It is a dynamic
model combining historical knowledge, myth, and the practical experi-
ence that is perpetually being re-created through ritual performance.

In many ways writing this book has set us on a joumey of discovery.
The effort has revealed to us, with dramatic poignancy, that a significant
number of Precolumbian Maya ideas from the deep past have survived

up into the present time. Maya cultures evince continuity particularly in
their core ideas about the essential order of the cosmos, its patterns and
purposes, and the place of human beings in it. Maya shamanism as a
social institution has survived the last two and a half millennia because
the shamans help their neighbors in their communities to re-create this
view of reality over and over again—when they heal a sick child, or bless
a new home, or renew the nurturing bonds between the inhabitants of
this world a^d those of the Otherworld. Through participation in these
rituals, the Maya, both exalted and ordinary, reaffirm their culture's

L
ir

the cross symbol of the Classic period
representing the tree at the center of the
cosmos
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LaOoking back into antií^uity, it is easier to see the fundamental unity of
the Maya world. Fifteen hundred years ago, people in the great city of
Tikal (in what is now Guatemala) in the southern lowlands (Fig. 1.6)
wrote in Yukatekan,' an ancestor of the language spoken by Maya now
resident throughout the northern lowlands (in what is now México).
Scribes wrote Yukatekan at the vigorous Classic city of Caracol in central
Belite and at Nah Tunich, a huge shrine cave in southern Belize. So the
Precolumbian territory inhabited by speakers of this language was larger
than any of the modem Central American states with Maya populations.
We also know that in the eighth century the educated people who lived
in the western city of Palenque, and their counterparts in Copan in the
southeast, a thousand kilometers away, spoke the same language, used the
same writing system, and participated in the same cosmology and politi-
cal institutions. These two cities even established alliances through mar-
riage between their royal families. The unity of ideas that illummates the
wonderful art, architecture, and written texts of the Precolumbian Maya
reflecta a common cultural visión that existed all across this vast región.
While this unified worldview never manifested in a single overarching
government or political state, it bound the multitude of Maya towns,
cities, and kingdoms into a single world as decisively as the visión given
to Muhammad and written down in the Koran bmds together the many
nations of Islam in a common culture, whatever their political conten-
tions.

This Maya tradition of thought was systematically subverted during
colonial times. Europeans tried to eradicate the ancient ways by educating
Maya children in the ideas and language of the conqueror and through
the mass destruction of Maya art and images ("idols"), the repression of
ritual, the burning of books, and the methodical eradication of literacy in
the oíd writing system. Where once Maya communities had been in
intensive communication and interaction with one another over long
distEinces, now they were fragmented by the Spanish and kept in delibér
ate isolation.' Contemporary Maya groups today remain isolated and
alienated from each other by poverty, by policies that discourage aggrega-
tion and communication, and by national borders. They all share a history
of local oppression and difficult encounters with the dominant cultures of
the modern nation-states in which they fínd themselves. Today there is
not a single Maya society, linguistically or culturally, but rather a mosaic
of rural enclaves, each preserving branches of the original visión planted
by their ancestors. These branches are changed by centuries of social
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Lcoking back inte antiquity, it is easier to see the fundamental unity of
the Maya world. Fifteen hundred years ago, people in the great city of
Tikal (in what is now Guatemala) in the southern lowlands (Fig. 1.6)
wrote in Yukatekan/ an ancestor of the language spoken by Maya now
resident throughout the northern lowlands (in what is now México).
Scribes wrote Yukatekan at the vigorous Classic city of Caracol in central
Belire and at Nah Tunich, a huge shrine cave in southern Belize. So the
Precolumbian territory inhabited by speakers of this language was larger
than any of the modern Central American states with Maya populanons.
We also know that in the eighth century the educated people who lived
in the western city of Palenque, and their counterparts in Copan in the
southeast. a thousand kilometers away. spoke the same language. used the
same writing system. and participated in the same cosmolo^ and politi-

1  • • two cities even established alliances through mar-cal mstitutions. These two ciiies cvci ,

riage between their royal families. The unity of ideas that illunimates the
woLerfUl art. architecture. and written texts of^e Precolumbi^ Maya

1  tViat pxisted all across this vast región,
reflects a common cultural visión that existen aii s
While this unified worldview never manifested m a single overarching

rtical state it bound the multitude of Maya towns,government - as decisively as the visión given
cities. and kingdoms into a si g together the many
.o M.h...,n,.í »d «.«" f 1¡, polltol «.«n-
nations of Islam in a common culture, whatever P
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We knew about the coherency and integrity of ancient Maya thought
long before we began to work on this book. Our own studies and more
than a century of research attest to the overall homogeneity of Maya art,
writing and symbolisra throughout the entire Classic period. Neverthe-
less we were surprised that every element of Maya cosmology, no matter
wh¡re we started. drove us toward a few basic central themes: the creation
of the cosmos; the ordering of the world of people. and of the gods and
ancestors of the Otherworld; the triumph of the ancestral humans over
the forces of death, decay. and disease through cunning and tnckery; the
miracle of true rebirth out of sacrifice; and the origins of maize as the
substance of the Maya body and soul. All of tl-se themes - e^-d
in the Popol Vuh. the Book of Council of the Khche Maya of h.ghland
r atemala * The génesis stories in the Popol Vuh are a redaction of the
central myths celebrated by lowland Classic Maya as a fund^ental
expression of their own génesis. These stories. as our colleague Mtchael
rí nuts it' anchor Cla^ic Maya thought in the same way that the
Mlabhara¡a and the Ramayana epics anchor popular Hindú experience
7  • yyf roval Dower in Bali. Because of their great importance to

Zy unrstanding of modern Maya Ufe, we will be returning to these
''t^e PojrVuhTs Ítorc"a^d the closest thing to a Maya bible

U  hutitisnot the solé surviving expression of great■z:rrr.r.z.». .
nf .r. :: zín Z. Z" of i.—. THo of Chiu™ B.,™, .Uo
from Yukatan, contain important references to Maya cosmology^ M^y of
these references are still obscure, but others make sense m hght of new
understandings recovered ffom Classic-period records. By working back
and forth from the ancient cosmology to the modem, we are becoming
increasingly convinced of the integrity and continuity that Maya thought
displays over thousands of years of history. Just a short distance below the
surface of apparent differences, the ancient roots Uve on.

The road that led to our belief in the essential integrity of the Maya
tradition has been rocky and filled with detours. Ite source stretches back

er a hundred years,' to an era when three important types of resources
bicime available to the leading Mayanists of the day. The first was
Brasseur de Bourbourg's' discovery and translation into French of the
Relación de las cosas de Yucatán (published in 1864), a description of
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Maya life wn-iuen around 1566 by Diego de Landa, the ñrst bishop of
Yukatan. The publication of this book and other early source materials,
especially the accounts of the various early expeditions into the Maya
región and the histories compiled by Spanish eyewitnesses that were
already available, enabled students of the Maya to have access to f.rst-
hand descriptions of Maya religión and rituals recorded in the years iust
after the Conquest." Landa and other early chron.clers' accounts were of
course. btased, but in spue of the d.stort,ons caused by the cultural

This information was especially valuable when annl.ed .1, ^
great discovery of the age—three Maya books that u
Dresden (Fig. h7), the Paris, and the Madrid cod
cities where they were found. A fourth kno
published in 1973 by Michael r , ' " ̂ he Groher codex, was
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specializing in the use of the calendar. Before the discovery of these

códices, scholars had no Maya books. This circumstance was due to two
factors: the widespread burning of Maya texts by the Spaniards and the
destructive influence of the wet climate upon those books that were found
by archaeologists in excavated tombs. Even to this day, we have only four
códices.

The third important resource to become available to Mayanists in the
early part of this century carne from the efforts of a new breed of
explorers euid scholars. A series of resourceful and resilient people, includ-
ing Alfred Maudslay, Teobert Maler, Sylvanus Morley, Franz Blom, and
others,' traveled throughout the Maya world mapping, making casts,
using the new art of photography, and creating the first accurate draw-
ings of the writing and imagery left by the ancient Maya when they
abandonad their cities. The work of Maudslay, Maler, and Morley made

available to interested scholars, for the first time, a major selection of

texts and images that could be studied in the comfort of their homes and
libraries, and as a result, the understanding of Maya art and writing took

a major leap forward.

At the same time another set of scholars'" began to publish studies of

the monuments, of the three Maya códices, of Maya pottery, and of the

archaeological information that was being provided by organizations like
Harvard's Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology, the Carnegie
Institution of Washington, Tulane's Middle American Research Instituto,
and the Field Museum of Chicago. Still other scholars, led especially by
the great Mayanists Alfred Tozzer, Ralph Roys, and Adrián Rocinos,
among many others," preserved, translated, and analyzed documents
from the colonial period and more recent times.

Alfred Tozzer was also one of the first people from our world to study
the modern Maya, their beliefs and their way of life. The tradition he
started has continued, with many great ethnographers" publishing stud

ies of different Maya communities in México, Guatemala, and Belize.
These studies have their own set of problems stemming from the biases
of the researchers, but they also provide insights into the Uves of these
Maya communities from the first two decades of the twentieth century
until the present. They offer us a chance to see how the Maya have
changed adapted, and preserved oíd ways through a century of experi-
ence W¡ will use information from many of these sources to present our
own understanding of the Maya, ancient and modern.

middle of the twentieth century, these many avenuesBy the
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search had come together to form a bread direction, and on hand to take
advantage of the situation was an Englishman named J. Rric Thompson.
As one of the most famous and influential of all Maya scholars, he shaped
the modern visión of the ancient Maya with h.s persuasivo and eloquent
writing. Sir Eric produced a body of work that combmed all the disparate
investigations he inherited from his predecessors in a new and partid.-
larly effect.ve way. He studied the modem Maya, the.r folklore and
languages. He read historical records from the colonial period to recon-
stmct who, where, and what the Maya were at the Conquest. And he cast
what he learned from both the modern and colonial Maya back to the
Cl^sic penod. He excavated ancient sites, and following the death of
Sylv^us Morley in 1948." he reigned as the leadmg expert on Maya
^^hjc writing until Tatiana Proskouriakoff supplanted him in .960
withher spectacular studies of dynastic history" He was a master of

deities th^'°"h^ ""ming the existence and nature of a pantheon of Mayadeities through a senes of imponant anieles and books.

were°dl!'ell "í Sir Eric proposed that the Classic Maya
cXdÍtl mn ' r". n ^ ̂ -P^-nt god
itcWe of M God D according to Paúl Schellhas's alphabetic no-nclature of Maya gods in the códices)." Several of Thompson's prede-

Ziñ M.y. .1 vuk.„„, ,h,.
.~i»ctaie M.y. rr'''T ••

Thomjaon „ LteniZt "
the Cosmic Monster Visión S ' ̂ images, including
the Schellhas «! t ' i and the Manikin Scepter (God K in
ineí>cJiellhassystem,knowntotheMava«ci^' n .
These r ^ awil), as the god Itzamna.

..r eZrí,~ZsT r 't t -""Z ■"
a xrrpat arí ♦ m today, however, ha vea great advantage over Thomoson in tk • • .
thpv arí> aki + j • 1 ^tivestigations of symbolisrn:tney are able to decipher the jtrlvnhio ño r
rale Tko u r 1 yphic ñames of many of these supernatu-
Itzamna. oTd A
"ixniana k " r n assic period, but that he was not the
creato d ^ ^ identified. Itzamna is one of thecreator gods-one of several. He is also one of the aged gods who oversee

scenes m the palaces we find on the elaborately painted clay vases
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of the Classic period. Along with God L and God N, Itzamna ruled the
Otherworld of Maya cosmology as its principal shamcin and doer, making
him very important to the themes of this book.

This ñame glyph is an excellent object lesson in the way interpreta-
tions of Maya cosmology change when new kinds of evidence and new
approaches are found—a process that will surely not cease with this book.
Beyond this fundamental fact, Thompson's proposal of Classic-period
monolatry, intensivo focus on one god in a cosmology that includes many
gods, reiised some fundamental issues we must tackle. To begin, we'll let
him speak for himself:

The conception of Itzam Na is indeed a majestic one. One realizes why the
Maya rulers carne at one time to consider him the only great god, for it
rather looks as though the Maya of the Classic period had developed a cult
of Itzam Na into something cióse to monotheism, with all other beings,
such as sun and moon, probably the Chakob, and so on, as Itzam Na's
servants or his manifestations, expressed by setting their heads in his open
jaws. We find the god retaining his iguana form, but also developing into
two anthropomorphic manifestations, Gods D and K. Perhaps such ideas
were too abstract to appeal to the Maya peasant, for, as we have seen, the
cult of Itzam Na completely disappeared with the collapse of the oíd ruling
class following the Spanish Conquest.

With the end of the Classic period, the fragüe cult of postulated near-
monotheism was overeóme. It was still remembered six centuries later as
a golden age before "idolatry" was introduced. . . .

The children of Israel found difficulty in adhering to monotheism
notwithstanding the fulminations of their prophets; perhaps there was
always greater difficulty in persuading the Maya peasant to abandon his
down-to-earth Chakob for the monotheistic abstractions of the Itzam Na
cult, but after the collapse of the oíd order and the end of the ceremonial
centers there may have been no Maya prophets around to destroy the
peasamts' golden calves and altars to "Baal" and "Moloch."

(Thompson 1970:233)

The implicit assumption buried in Thompson's interpretation is that the
ancient Maya elite moved their religious thinking in the direction of
monotheism in the course of becoming "civilized" during the Late Classic
heyday of their hierarchical society. In his conception, however, the
majority of people, the commoners, found the unification of the many
spiritual forces of their beliefs into a single universal concept of one god
unconvincing. Thompson believed the Classic-period commoners and
villagers were involved in a "simpler" visión of the cosmos, explicated by
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their shamans and performed in ritual by their family leaders. This
woridview he saw as perpetuated to the present day among the predomi-
nantly rural populations of Mayan-speaking people. To Thompson then,
these practicas of the peasants, both ancient and modern, were discon-
nected from the ancient religión of the elites.

For US, this is the fundamental issue. For if the ancient Maya ehte
beheved in a different kind of universa than the people subject to their
aut ority then their ritual performances, art, and glyphic texts were
meaningful only to themselves and offer little insight into the broader
experience of the majonty of the people. Moreover, if this sp.ritual chasm
between ehte and commoner existed, then the great art.stic and mtellec-
tual achievements the massive public construction efforts in the hiin-

sustamed oppression of the majority by the elite minority Rather than
being products of one of the ereatesi i • "atner tnan
inventad, these cities and the visions humanity has ever
of the Europeans and their d merely presaga the oppression
last half millennium Tho shaped Maya life for the

P~ revolting against '

unifirdlíroTLyT'rkua? ̂ 7 oppos.te-that a-."ennia. We have eirÍrd
belief have descended from the OI «""ations the structures of
years oíd and perhaps aven more a^lT?
refute the difference of reí' ' • • ^ persisting patterns
between the exaltad and Thompson believed existed
.i¡~. i.nk The,. .1».

Classic kingdoms and the s'' ninth-century collapse of the
that shonir tU ^/r panish Conquest as cataclysmic catastrophes
this worldview stilfLlnT^'"""
formorí u survive both events, disguised and trans-ut essentially intact. For this effort, we draw inspiration from
several quarters.

Ethnohistorian Nancy Farriss, in a brilliant and subtie study, has
Quest^r^ ui Yukatek Maya cosmos survived the Spanish Con-
eions ^ ^ Thompson's arguments that monotheistic reli-g  are rational" evolutionary advancements over "primitiva,"
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magical folk religions. In the process, she exposes the cultural biases
undergirding our fascination with monotheism.

Farriss suggests that at the time of the Conquest, there was a three-part
hierarchical división of Yukatek religious practico that matched analo-
gous levels in the Spanish Catholicism of the times. She proposes interac-
tion and syncretism between the religions at all three levels. At the base,
she places the level of personal experience. This is the level of the local
practitioner, the shaman.^

In the middle level," Farriss documents the process by which the
traditional Yukatek Maya elite, reduced by the Conquest to living on the
same economic level as the commoner, oversaw the transformation of
indigenous Maya worship of the pantheon of deities into a Christianized
worship of a pantheon of saints. Feasting, the elabórate festivals of local
saint cults, the devotion to and material adornment of saintly images, and
the construction of churches to house them were all methods of trans-
forming and disguising Maya indigenous beliefs so that their community
life and culture could survive. The Maya simply replaced their "idols"
and many spirits with "images" and many saints and proceeded to adapt
Spanish Catholicism to their own worldview. We could not agree more
with her interpretation of this process and will explore this syncretism
further in our own journey into the Maya cosmos.

Farriss's concept of the upper level of Maya spiritual belief—which
involves the more universal side of religión as opposed to the more
personal side—corresponds to the Christian idea of God Almighty. She
speculates^' that the educated elite had no great difficulty absorbing such
notions as the Trinity, since their divinities already had múltiple (com-
monly fourfold) aspects. But like Thompson, she associates the concept of
a high god, such as the cult of K'uk'ulkan or the idea of Itzamna, with
the elite and assumes that this concept had no real meaning to the rural
peasants. In other words, Maya farmers felt no more connection to the
monotheistic Christian God of their new overlords than they had for the
K'uk'ulkan or Itzamna of their oíd rulers. The disenfranchisement of
the native elites who now had to live among the commoners in the small
towns and villages did not help the matter, for they, like their former
constituents, began to feel that the magical performance of village ritual
had more relevance to their lives than the high god of the Church.
So like Thompson, Fcirriss believes there was an uncrossable chasm

between the cosmological perspectives of the elites and the commoners
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during Precolumbian times. However, unlike Thompson, Farriss does not
regard thU dichotomy as central to her argument, ñor as a matter of great
consequence in Maya social organization. Instead, her study focuses on
the remarkable unity that the elite and common folk shared after the
Conquest in their devotion to a pantheon of gods who became saints. As
we mentioned above, the transformation of the oíd Maya gods into the
Catholic saints preservad the core of the Yukatek Maya visión and en-
abled their collective cultural survival. Nevertheless, where Farriss joins
Thompson in seemg a división between a single universal god embraced
by the elites and the local divinities of the commoners, we must part
company.^ The worlds of the elite and the commoners of Maya antiquity
may look different, but they could not have become so closely joined
together after the Conquest without a shared worldview and cosmology
that reached from the bottom of society to its very top "

Magical and personal experiences are the elements that form the
lowest level of Farnss's model, and this level mcorporates the world of the
villageshaman—the cosmos of Don Pablo n
individuáis of illness assua^e th rn " """""

Vik r j ' S he afflictions of the household, zind helpnetghbors fmd peace with the spirits of their maize fields. But their work

Sham ^ personal, ñor even to the local sceneShamans are also responsible for community propitiation of the Chakob'
mms Id'

Rala k u T ' ^ivinities who hold up the sky; of theUalamob, the Jaguar Protectora nf tkck -f u i
r AI ■ u L s of the fields and towns; and of Halal DiosGod Almighty, who is the sun. Whatever th» ■ .■ u

7 j. . . . , vnatever the variations, these are not«el d,v,„,„„ b.. „,b„ b,..dly J"
to. „d being. to. to tocto, „d
.™. bccc, „ to to,„, gto to IWlumbto p„,h.«„, „

" I" «f d.. Aitototo Sptoh bumrf to. boob. by to thoutod., ». kno» to. t,„m to
four survivmg Maya códices we have in our possession.

As we mentioned above, the triune aspect of the Spanish God would
have made as much sense to the Maya farmer as to his king because all
Yukatek Maya understood the fourfold nature of divinity.- This concept
remams at the center of their religión today. Hunabk'u, the Oneness God

e Spanish, also made sense to Precolumbian village shamcms and
kings because all Yukatek Maya understood, and understand today, that

e center of the fourfold cosmos is the one. Like the purloined letter
Poe s story, the unitary ideas of the Maya cosmos, the prime elements
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of Farriss's highest and most abstract level, are not hidden behind a veil
of secret knowledge." They are out in plain sight, manifested openly in
the household and field rituals of the modern Maya.

When Don Pablo performs his rituaU, he regenerates the order of the
cosmos and rejoins the two separated worlds, the human world and the
Otherworld, by creating a portal. Within this holy space, he calis forth
and binds together the fourfold gods: the rain nurturers, the protectora,
and the burden-bearers at the edges of the world. From the center, he
brings the source of life to his people. Through the now-open portal to
the Otherworld, he sends maize and other sweet and fresh things to the
other side so that they may nurture and honor both the lesser gods and
God Almighty. This sacred, universal space that he creates is the center
of the heavens, and the center of the earth. He calis it u holgloriyah, the
"glory hole."" The ancient Maya had other words for it the Black-
Transformer, the mouth of the White-Bone-Snake, the yol ("the he^
of) Though called by a variety of ñames throughout the ages, the
experience has not changed. Whether opened by the anaent Maya or
Don Pablo, an inheritor of their understanding, the portal hes at the
beginning of the path to the Otherworld. And those of us who learn to
see it tue on the Maya road to reality.

Itzamna, an ancient form of Almighty God, who was
been meaningful only to the elites of older times, can a so becontemporary Maya world. The itz of rtt. the blessed subs^ce of
the sky whtch flows through the portal represented by sky
platform on the shaman's altar (literally, "its blessed

nitprallv "one who does itz or an itz er )is the itz of itzcmna. Itzam (Uteraiiy, on
is the term for shaman-the person who opens the portal ""ng ̂  mm
the world What is ¿z?» For the Maya it is many thtngs: the mtlk of an
animal or a human; the sap of a tree, especially copal, the resm used asc m a tiiiman bodv tears from a human eye, theincensé- it is the sweat from a human ooay,
melted wax dripping down the side of a candle, e
substances considerad precious substances

raturJrGods. is the magic stuff the shaman brings
through the portal from the Otherworld. As an irz-er, the sham^ . the
direct analog of Itzamna," the greatest uz-er of them all. When the

Tiortal from this side, Itzamna opens it tromvillage shaman opens the portal irom , . , ,
the other and sends the precious itz through to nounsh and sustam
humanity in all its diversity. Obviously, a reciprocity is at work here.
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As we try to understand the bonds between the ancestral Maya world
and the world of the living Maya, all five million of them, we are in good
company. Many specialists who know a lot more about the contemporary
Maya than we do, and who have spent years studying with shamans and
other knowledgeable people, have heen following this road for a long
time. ThU is the same path walked hy Tozzer and bis compatriots who
earlier in this century recorded the many ways the modern Maya propá
gate their reality. The work of all the specialists of the last hundred years
tells US the Maya have not ceased changing, adapting, and transforming
their modern experiences inte meaningful patterns.

Our own contrihution to this enterprise comes from our study of the
ancient Maya. Until the decipherment hegan in earnest thirty years ago
students of the ancient Maya could contémplate their cosmology and
ntu only hy extrapolatmg hackward from the Conquest period—pre-
suming a contmuity in the people the j .

corded hy the Spanish With the 'he customs re-
texts and the analysis of the art Class.c Maya
can access the ancient cosmology direir We""
concepts the Maya themselves used to descree 'tT"

Spe,„h „k„ "i'

rr
People have heen extending analogies from past to present and

versa for decades with varying degrees of success. For example wh T

aTr rectangular huildings raised a thousand'lrlg resem le the foundations of modern thatch-roofed dwellings archae

„v„u a„y ,1,, •
CM found ,n the word (pronounced like the English "why") In
e current mterpretatton of the glyphs, the Classtc word refers to
ngs, ntual performers, and gods in their magical alternative forms as

«tmals stars, and fantastic heasts. In ancient times these were
poyrful, temfying conduits of supernatural power who could defend

Ipposel tVr' Í'" "P' " destroy those who

ghhors. Although the practice has dimimshed, the essence is the same.
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While Mayéui words have changad in form or meaning since the
scribes of the Classic period wrote their texts, the ancient and modern
forms of words, like way^ are fundamentally relatad. Furthermore, the
way they have changad and adaptad sheds light on the connections
between the dynamic living experience of the modern Maya and the rich
symbolic record left behind by their ancestors. The connections between
words and concepts of the past and the present open wonderful bridges
between the ancient Maya world and the modern one. The patterns found
at the core of the Maya worldview have lasted, tenacious in their grip on
the mind amd tongue.

The pathways connecting ancient words, concepts, images, historical
analogs, and their modern counterparts are pcirticularly evident in the
striking resemblance between the World Trae and the modern Christian-
Maya cross, as we have sean with Don Pablo's altar. The first Europeans
who saw the images of the World Trae at Palenque callad the buildings
housing them the Temple of the Cross and the Temple of the Foliated
Cross with good reason. These Maya "crosses" had the same basic shape,
and were as elaborately decorated, as those gracing the altars of larga
European churches. The carvings of these ancient traes are outlined with
reflective mirrors, and they wear jada necklaces and loincloths as if they
were living beings. Modern Christian-Maya crosses both in Yukatan and
Chiapas are decorated with mirrors and dressed in clothing, or flowers
and pina boughs (Fig. 1:8). They too are considerad to be living beings."
The ñames of the ancient traes are as important as their appearance.

The hieroglyphic ñame of the bejeweled and bemirrored World Trae
(Fig 19) was wakah-charu It was written with the number six prefixed
to the phonetic sign oh and the glyph for "sky," hecause the sounds of
waM, the word for "six," and ak are homophonous with the word wakah,
meaning "raised up." The ñame of the tree literally meant "raised-up
sky - The Classic texts at Palenque tell us that the central axis of the

11 J "raised-up sky" because First Father had raised itcosmos was callad the raisea up ^ .u
,  , • • rrf^ation in order to separata the sky ífom the earth.at the beginning oí crea • r

Each World Tree was, therefore, a representation of the axis of creation.
Classic artisans and lords also depicted the World Tree as a luxuriant

maize plant heavy with ripe ears of corn, o^n depicted in personified
form as the face of the Maize God. At Palenque and Copan, eighth-
ce^rscrihes called this maize tree (Fig. l:9h) the Na-Te'-K'an, "First-
Tree-Precious (or yellow)." By comhining the Maya Conquest-period
stories of First Father given in the Popol Vuh with textual evidence and
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Figure 1:8 Crosses from San Juan Chamula
decorated with pine top» and bromeliads

a. fVakah-Chan
the Worid Tree b. Na-Te'-K'an

the Foliated Cross

Figure 1:9
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images from the Classic period, we can say that this maize tree symbolizes
the original act oí creation. sacrifice, and rebirth. Fiist Father was also the
Maize God, Hun-Nal-Ye, "One-Maize-Revealed," and was depicted both
in his human form and as this tree. After Fúst Father's defeat and
sacrifice by the Lords of Death in Xibalba. he was reborn as matze. the
staple sustenance of humanity and the stuff from which the gods created
human beings. Colonial Yukatek Maya referred to both matze and God
Almighty as gracia, "grace." showing that they understood matze and
divinity to be the same substance, a concept deeply rooted

.1 b. .h. sp^ .p ■Ho.y
thing" or "saint," although Yukatan crosses today are also referre to as

h ' "Kirst (or green) Tree." Yax che' also happens to be the ñame
'• u t anfwe have naturalistic images from the Classic periodof the cetba tree, and wehave ^

nf fniit-laden ceibas that represent u*of fmit laden ^ut
working area of Don F ^
also the arbor-table p^^ake of offerings placedsacred space where sptr^ is where Don Pablo places his magical stones
on or below the table. ^nlrhp' to receive the blessed powerandlittlegourdcupsofhoneymead^^^^
of the gods. Shainans ffequently dtp A ^ of 3II prayer andthemwithyZút¿t^>^^°^^ "sky tree" or
ritual a«entton. Jh ^ ^aby mmze
elevated wood. N y ^ ̂  maize-tree place

^^""therTÍK'-. the foliated cross of Classicperiod imagery.

Itzam-Ye landing in the World Tree

Figure 1:10
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u hol gloria
Ixlabl ka an

"sky ropes"
arbor nrchcs

xpeten ha'an

lurkey siew and food pinnts al Ihc four comcrs

boys playlng ihe frogs at Ihc four

adult Chak impersonalors

wax; the^haíigi'ng UUrte^rgo'u^^^ re"
sky; Ihe cross at Ihe rear ofthe table is Ihe sonto

3; t

frogs move lowardÍhe1Í''posUions^'' "ho are playing the
F.gi,re 1:11 The Ch'a-Chak Table al Yaxuna
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"Raised-up-Sky," "First-Tree-Precious," "Sky Tree," "Elevated Wood,"
"Platform of the Sky"—these resonances could be coincidental, but we
think they are all ñames for the same fundamental thing. The ñames may
vary in time and place, but Don Pablo's altar is the present expression of
the IVIaya cosmic center; the axis Ttiundi, transferred through practice and
appr0nticeship from shaman to shaman for nearly a hundred generations.

Sometimos the patterns of modern Maya spiritual belief are embed-
ded in ritual actions and the Classic-period meanings are lost or
changed. Sometimos the meanings from Classic times remain but are
attached to different symbols. Regardless of the transformational pro-
cesses at work, we can still discern continuities in the basic structures.
And these continuities will often elicit new possibilities of relating the
past to the present.

David Freidel has seen this process in action himself, beginning with
the ñrst time he participated in a ritual with Don Pablo, back in 1986.
For this ritual, Don Pablo built a ka'an c/ie'with six legs instead of four.
This time the number four was represented by four leafy saplings, instead
of the usual six, arching up from the corners of the altar to the peak of
the arbor. Four sturdy vinos of a kind called xtab ka'anil,*^ the "cords of
the sky," completed the arches to form the "sky-platform." In Yuka-
tek, the words for "sky," ka'an, and for the number "four," kan, are near
homophones. In Cholan, they are homophonous, and moreover, the
glyphs for the number "four," "sky," and "snake" (all chan in Cholan or
kan in Yukatekan) freely substituto for each other in the ancient writing
system.

This wordplay between "four" and "sky" seems to have been an
important principie in Don Pablo's construction of his altar. He may have
reversed the usual order of things by using six platform legs instead of
the normal four, amd four vinos instead of six—but he still retsdned those
numbers as the all-important components of his work.
When Don Pablo reversed the numbers the first time, Freidel took it

to be a coincidence. However, in 1989, when Don Pablo made another
altar, he built that one with four legs and six arching vinos. His curiosity
aroused by the possible association with the Classic-period words, David
asked Don Pablo about this. Don Pablo confirmed that this four-six
construction was exactly what was intended. In the ancient Classic period,
wak and kan ("six" and "four") formed the ñame of the World Tree—^the
Wakah-Kan (or Wakah-Chan in Chol). We don't know if Don Pablo
would interpret the play between wak and kan in exactly the Scime way
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that we do, but this incident points out the importance of words and their
meanings to the work of epigraphers and archaeologists."
The pattems in words, images, and artifacts are the stuff we study. In

order to detect pattems that were meaningful in Maya cosmology
throughout their history, many different kinds of knowledge must be
brought to bear. When the field was young, masters of the subject could
become "experts" on many aspects of the Maya Ufe. Today, we Mayanists
no longer have that luxury, because there is simply too much ac-
cumulated knowledge to absorb, too many different disciplines to master,
and too many opposing methodologies to apply. Instead, each of us must
speciaUze in a few aspects of Maya studies and rely on collaboration with
our colleagues to widen our perspectiva and incorpórate as many different
viewpoints as we possibly can.
The many experts in the field, both past and present, represent many

Í! r t-havlng. Even
LtenÍ f ' Thompson many
decairTfiTll'"""""^ T '""S are evident. Over thedecades, Thompson managed to collect a wonderful variety of modern
^eatton myths from different Maya societies. In truth, there are many
p hs to an ̂ derstanding of the reality of the Maya. These paths aU
ollow a similar direction, but so far, no single road has yet appeLd We
seme however, that the road is there-old, wom, and overgrol but sTl
able to accommodate the best nf j '

thoroughfare. We find evidence of thlsradl
00 ng at the world, like their concept of the fivefold structure (the four
directioi. plus the center) of material and spiritual space; the vítality "í
their behef in the importance of the ancestors; the Maya one-in-mLy

mg that bin^ humanity to the gods; and the understanding that people
were made from the divine and life-sustaining substance maize. T^ty-
ive years of study of the ruins, the written histoiy, and the art left on
monuments and painted vases, and the more than a century of work by
e icate , meticulous, and visionary professionals, have given us our

personal understanding of the ancient Maya cosmos. We believe that the
ive^e contemporary expressions of these ancient beliefs in the Uves of

and 7d testimony to the resourcefuUiess^d^adaptability of their culture in the face of a difficult and changing

CHAPTER TWO

THE HEARTH ANDTHETREE:

naya Crcation

Here follow the first words, the first eloquence:

There was not yet ene person, ene animal, bird, fish, crab, tree, rock,
hollow, canyon, meadow, forest. Only the sky alone is there; the face of the
earth is not clear. Only the sea alone is pooled under all the sky; there is
nothing whatever gathered together. It is at rest; not a single thing stirs.
It is held back; kept at rest under the sky.

Whatever there is that might be is simply not there: only the pooled
water, only the calm sea, only it is pooled.

Whatever might be is simply not there: only murmurs, ripples, in the
dark, in the night. Only the Maker, Modeler alone, Sovereign Plumed
Serpent, the Bearers, Begetters are in the water, a glittering light

So there were three of them, as Heart of Sky, who carne to the Sovereign
Plumed Serpent, when the dawn of life was conceived:
"How should it be sown, how should it dawn? Who is to be the provider,

nurturer?"

"Let it be this way, think about it: this water should be removed,

emptied out for the formation of the e£u-th's own píate and platform, then
comes the sowing, the dawning of the sky-earth. But there will be no high
days and no bright praise for our work, our design, until the rise of the
human work, the human design," they said.
And then the earth rose because of them; it was simply their word that

brought it forth. For the forming of the earth, they said "Earth." It aróse
suddenly, just like a cloud, like a mist, now forming, unfolding. Then the
mountains were separated from the water, all at once the great mountains
carne forth. By their genius alone, by their cutting edge alone they carried
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out the conception of the mountóin-plain,' whose face grew instant CTOves
of cypress and pine. ®

(D. Tedlock 1985:72-73)

So begins the story of Creation in the Popol Vuh tho ♦
o, .h, K'ich.. M.,. of Kv.^ i " ór"'
gooo.,., by lookfo, .. - »»"
th. p.opl« wt,o mdt, Am. Wo m ,h, w„ ,.ii c.f
show our reverence for science- thp R' n stones that
Theory. the Theoty of Chaos. We have creaTed th
reality to explain how things got to be the
basic stuff of the universe works wb ^
going, We use science and i,!^' ̂  ^^ere we are
nature as living beings and "«derstand our world, our
worh in the way we -■"
ually. The Maya myth of Creation is no d^f"" ®"d individ-
smeenth-centuty highland K'iche' form or i^r
sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-centiirv ^ versión inscnbed on
lowland royal capitals. The mnh ^ ® in the ruins of the
it, and the rituals that celebrated t that expressed
investígate the same questions. Maya used to

We have been studying these ancient M,
m»y y.„ „d ,bo„jh, „ wbrüTr^!,
events that began the world. Oh how wy- about the
a series of events^ began that pulled back ^eT TT'
stunnmg and magnifícent understanding of the ^ ®
Maya, Creation was at the heart of everything thTv'""^^ and architecture. When we toofc a secoL 1001^7'"'"'''"'
ballcourts, statuary, muráis, and ceramic art in the V h r '
understanding, we were overwhelmed by how the K-'
Maya's unique visión of realitv Letf i, ° mirrored the
"ib- - b.™
experiences of our lives. exhilarating

«íw .rrsiTtf^rb'r" «»•pattems we had found and the'^ t"" ' S^ew out of theearlier studies we harm^
Creation texts are found at sev 1 importantmost important of these texts wTh WT'"en about thete«s. We had associated them with images found
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on vases and sacrificial plates, and had synthesized an account of the
Classic-period Creation story to serve as the basis of our chapter on
dedication ritual (now our Chapter 5). These data had given us the
principal actors of Creation, the dates of the events, and their mythologi-
cal contexts. For example, the K'iche' Popol Vuh told us that the world
had been created, destroyed, and re-created at least three times before the
present Creation, the one in which we now live.^ In both the K'iche' and
Classic-period versión of the story, important protagonists were male and
female Creators born just before the current Creation. They were the
instigators of the world in which we are now living. In the Popol Vuh
they are called Xpiyakok and Xmukane. They are also:

Maker, Modeler, named Bearer, Begetter,
Hunahpu Possum, Hunahpu Coyote,
Great White Peccary, Tapir,*
Sovereign Plumed Serpent,
Heart of the Lake, Heart of the Sea,
Maker of the Blue-Green Píate,
Maker of the Blue-Green Bowl,

as they are called, also named, also described as

the midwife, matchmaker,
named Xpiyakok, Xmukane,
defender, protector,
twice a midwife, twice a matchmaker.

(D. Tedlock 1985:71)

Since we still do not know how to read the ñame of the Classic-period
mother goddess, we will cali her First Mother. She appeared to human
beings in the form of her avatar, the moon. Her husband was named
Hun-Nal-Ye, "One-Maize-Revealed."® He was the Maize God and the
being who oversaw the new Creation of the cosmos.

We also realized that the ancients regcü"ded the day of this Creation,
the world of human beings, as an extraordinary point in the cycles of
time. In three magnificent texts at the site of Koba, scribes recorded it as
one of the largest finite numbers we humans have ever written. Accord-
ing to these inscriptions, our world was created on the day 4 Ahaw 8
Kumk'u. On this day all the cycles of the Maya calendar above twenty
years were set at thirteen (Fig. 2:1)—^that is to say, the cycles of 400 years,
8,000 years, 160,000 years, 32,000,000 years, and so on, all the way up to
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f  I3(20''tuns)

13(20" tuns)
13 (20^0 tuns)

13 (20'« tuns)

13 (20" tuns)

13(20" tuns)

•3(20'í tuns)

13(20'<'tuns)

13 (20® tuns)

13 alawtuns (20" tuns)

I3ka!abtuns (20^ tuns)

'3 (20" tuns)

13 (20" tuns)

13 (20" tuns)

13 (20" tuns)

13 (20' tuns)

13 (20' tuns)

13 k'inchiltuns (20® tuns)

13 piktuns (20® tuns)
13 bak'tuns (20® tuns)

O tuns

O k'ins

G9

passed after it amved fiha moonl

O k'atuns (20' tuns)

O winals

4 Ahaw

wore the headdress

the nth lunation had expired

was its sprout ñame

13 Kumk'u

f^'oh (the image)

13 bak'tuns

the twenty-nine

halah (was made to appear)

were completed

Jaguar-Paddier?

F.omE 2:1 Koba Slela í, Creation Day
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a cycle number extending to twenty places (2O2, x 1 360-day year). In our
calendar, this day fell on August 13, B.c. 3114 (or September 20, -3113 in
the Julián calendar).

To understand what this mecuis, we need a little scale. The thirteens

in this huge number act like twelve in our docks—the next hour after

twelve is one. Thirteen chcuiged to one as each of these cycles in the Maya

calendar was completed; therefore, we have the following sequence:

13. 13. 13. 0. 0. 0. 1 5 Imix 9 Kumk'u (Aug. 14, 3114 B.c.)

13. 13. 13. 0. 0. 1. O 11 Ahaw 3 Pop (Sept. 2, 3114 b.c.)

13. 13. 13. 0. 1. 0. O 13 Ahaw 3 Kumk'u (Aug. 7, 3113 B.c.)

13. 13. 13. 1. 0. 0. O 2 Ahaw 8 Mak (May 1, 3094 B.c.)

13. 13. 1. 0. 0. 0. O 3 Ahaw 13 Ch'en (Nov. 15, 2720 B.c.)

13. 13. 13. 0. 0. 0. O 4 Ahaw 3 K'ank'in (Dec. 23, a.d. 2012)

13. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. O 10 Ahaw 13 Yaxk'in (Oct. 15, a.d. 4772)

1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. O 7 Ahaw 3 Zotz' (Nov. 22, a.d. 154587)

Each of the years, called a tun by the Maya, in these dates is composed

of 360 days. If we return to the Creation date with its twenty cycles set at
thirteen, we see that it will take 41,943,040,000,000,000,000,000,000,000

tuns for the highest cycle to change from thirteen to one.® This huge
number functions on severa] levels. As you've already seen, it allows
linear time to unfold in a cyclic structure. As the cycles in the Creation

number get larger, we hiunans can perceive them only as a tangent in an
unimaginably huge cycle. To draw an analogy from our own culture, we
experience the eauth as fíat even though we know it is round. Our own
Big Bang theory of Creation follows this same pattern. Our own cosmolo-
gists contémplate that this universe is only one in a series of many euid
that the matter in this one will eventually collapse back into a monoblock
£Uid explode once again. Comparisons between cosmologies are not really
the point here, however. What ¿s important is that the Classic-period
Maya conceived time on so gremd a cyclic scale. To the Maya, time only
appears to move in a stredght line. The Creation date is a point on ever
larger circles within circles within circles of time.
The symmetry between the Maya date of Creation and the structure

of the Maya calendar is also important. On the first day of the present
Creation, all twenty of the progressively increasing cycles were set at
thirteen. The most ancient way of reckoning time in Mesoamerica, the
way shared by all the peoples of the región, consisted of thirteen numbers
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combined with twenty day ñames to give a cycle of 260 days. Creation
day was this sacred calendar writ large upon the face of the cosmos—
twenty cycles set at thirteen.

We have no Classic-period book equivalent to the Popol Vuh, which
was written by the K'iche' people after the Spanish Conquest. But we do
have the Creation story as Maya kings inscribed it into their royal
monuments. At Quirigua, a small but important town on the Motagua
river in Guatemala, a powerful lord named Kawak-Sky raised a series of
enormous stelae, stone trees to display himself arrayed in the imagery of
the cosmos. On one of these, prosaically dubbed Stela C, Kawak-Sky s
scribes wrote precisely what the Classic-period Maya believed happened
in the ñrst moments of the current era.

We re going to take you step by step through these opening words of
creation on Stela C to share with you what we knew when our adventure
with Creation began. People sometimes get the impression that decipher-
ment is the work of one extraordinary individual who comes along and
decodes the entire story. Nothing could be further from the truth. The
translation of even a single text almost always involves the combined
efforts and insights of many different scholars working together or build-
mg on each other's work. The same is true here.

The text on Stela C (Fig. 2:2) starts with a shorthand notation of the

13

bak'tuns

O tuns

O k'ins

8 Kumk'u

m

Introduclory
Glyph with the
patrón oí the
month Kumk'u

O k'atuns

O winals

4 Ahaw

halah k'oh

was made to

appear, the image

day—short compared to the immense date recorded at Koba, that is.
Kawak-Sky's scribes recorded the birthday of the contemporary cosmos as
13.0.0.0.0 4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u. The phrase that follows this date is found
in almost all Classic-period Creation texts. Our friend Barbara MacLeod
deciphered the first part of this phrase as haí, which means to say and
"to make appear." As the opening quote from the Popol Vuh explains,
Creation began with the utterance of a word and the appearance of the
thing embodied by the word. The ancient Maya apparently thought of
the process in the same way.

We learned how to read the second glyph of the Quingua Creation
story through a remarkably serendipitous accident. In February 1992
Linda opened a package containing a book from Austna. It wasn t until
later that she realized the parcel had been addressed to her Germán
friend, Nikolai Grube. By then it was too late. Inside the package was Karl
Herbe'rt MayerV new volume of unprovenienced Maya monuments. The
book arrived in the middle of a hard day of writing. At first Linda decided
to put it aside, but then she began thinking about the odd quirk of fate
that had placed this book in her hands. Maybe it had arrived for a reason.
She opened it and began to look through the inscriptions it contamed.
Sure enough, one of the monuments in the book had a CreaUon tejrt that
she had never seen before. That text held the phonetic key that allowed
her to decipher the second glyph in the Quirigua Creation story as koh,
"image or mask."® u ^ i • iv/r >

Furthermore, the full reading of the inscnption on ̂ e stela in ayer
book (Fig. 2=3) was iUhiya. k'oh ak chak k'u ah.w, was seen, die firs
^  ̂ inrd " This turtle is a very special one (Fig. 2:4)turtle image, great god lord^ 1
associated with the Maize God, Urst rau .
Pather was killed in Xibalba, the Maya Otherworld, by the Lords of
Death. They then buried his body in a ballcourt. His twin so„s went to
Xibalba, defLted his killers, and brought him back to Ufe. Classic-period
artists depicted First Father being reborn through the cracked carapace
of a turtle shell, often flanked by his two sons. The text on the new stela,  u . the main event of Creation was the appear-
in Mayer s book tola us tnat in
anee of this turtle shell.

On Stela C, however, the Quirigua scribes evoked a much more com-
monly usad Creation imag^that of "three stone settings (Fig. 2:5).
They named each stone, and told us who set them and where they were
set, as follows:

Figure 2:2 Opening Phrase of Quirigua Stela C
65
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i\

8 Kumk'u

yax k'oh
Ihe first

image

chak k'u ahaw

great god lord

lurtle

4 Ahaw

ilahi

it was seeri

On 4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u, was
seen the first image of the
turlJe, the great god lord.

Figure 2:3 A Creation Text

The Jaguar Paddler and the Stingray Paddler seated a stone.
It happened at Na-Ho-Chan, the Jaguar-throne-stone.

The Black-House-Red-God seated a stone.

It happened at the Earth Partition, the Snake-throne-stone,
Itzamna set the stone at the Waterlily-throne-stone,

After reading the books written by our colleag^es who specialize in the
study of the ideas aind practices of contemporary Maya peoples, vvre

4 .\haw

8 Kumk'u

01' tim tzukah

three stones were set

tun

the stone, Jaguar Paddler

utiy na-ho'-cfian
it happened al the First-Five-

Sky

u tz'apwa tun
he planted the stone

utiy kab ???

it happened at Earth-
Place

iwal utiy

and then it happened the
stone was set

vvaterlily throne stone

Yai'-Ox-Tun-na¡
First-Three-Stone-Place

it was his action

7( hal k'ohba

' was manifested, the image

u tzapwa

they planted

Stingray Paddler

jaguar throne stone

Ek'-Na-Chak-??

Black-First-Red-??

serpent throne stone

^1 Na Itzamhi

utiy ch 'a-chan
it happened at Lying-dowm-Sky

were eompleted 15 bak'tuns

H'ak-Chan-Ahow

Raised-up-Sky-Lord

Figure 2:5 The Creation Passage from Quirigua Stela C

The Maize God is reborn
from a turtle carapace by
his sons, the Hero Twins

deduced that these three stones of Creation are syrmbolic prototyrpes for
the hemhstones used in Maya homes for over three millennia. As the

hearthstones surround the cooking fire and establish the center of the

horae, so the three stone thrones of Creation centered the cosmos and

allowed the sky to be lifted from the Primordial Sea. The text on Stela

C goes on to tell us many more things—that all these actions happened
at a much lairger place called "Lying-down-Sky, First-Three-Stone-Place"
(Ch'a-Chan Yax-Ox-Tunal), that "thirteen cycles ended" on that day, and
that these activities were done because of a being called "Six-Sky-Lord"
{fVak-Chan-Ahaiv).

The setting of the first of these three stones of Creation is shown on
an extraordinary pot (Fig. 2:6), The scene on this pot depicts six gods
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Figure 2:4 The Rebirth of the Maize God
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on 4 Ahaw 8 Kiimk'ii was ordcrcd. lilack-ls-lls-Cciitfi-

Ihe six sealed gods are named in thc middle set as
Ihe beings who put Black-Is-lts-Center in order

jaguar llirone
stone

Figure 2:6 Pot of the Seven Gods

seated in front of a wizened personage whom scholars have dubbed God
L  ene of the principal denizens of the Otherworid. Large bundles, two
marked with a Nine-Star-Over-Earth glyph, rest on the floor in front of
them. The aged God L, complete with his cigarette and Muwan Bird
headdress, sits inside a house made of mountain-monsters with a croco

dilo on its roof. Behind him is a bundle called ¿katz, "burden,"'® represent-
ing the weightiness of his office. He sits on the jaguar-covered throne
mentioned in the Quirigua account of Creation.

The text that accompanies the imagery on this remarkable vase begins

with the Calendar Round date 4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u, assuring us that we are,
in fact, seeing the Creation. The verb in the first phrase reads tz'akah,
which means "to bring into existence" and "to put in order."" The place
"brought into existence" is called ek' u tan,^^ "black [is] its center.'
Remember that in these first moments of the Creation the sky is still
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"lying down" on the face of the earth, so that there is no light. The black
background of this vase is meant to express that darkness. Iii this case t e
thmgs being put in order are the seven gods thentselves, aU descnbed as
ch'u, "god" or "holy being." They are organized in the heavens m the
followfng sequence: first God Sky. then God Earfit, God N.-Footsteps

rr^ u Ha-tc-chi and the Jaguar-Paddler, whoGod Three-Born-Together, God Ha-te cni, an e
.s named as one of the stone-setters on Stela C at Qutn^a. The n^e of
a seventh god" didn't fit at the bottom of the hst and was put m the

•  r , of the uoper row of gods. In the Classic texts, as well ascórner m front of the upp ^ ^
in the PoDol Vuh, Creation is not tne wopk ui j t,in the f opoi V u , together.
effort brouffht about by man y g vr^ i-p,eiiort orougxik ^ community hfe. The

o. ,ta ..h.r ..d. et c,..í.. .. d.. T.bl.,
capital of Palenque c inscriptions in the Temples
of the Cross. This most important surviv-
of the Fohated Cro^ ^ ^ aetails of the
ingClassic-penod texts. ^^^er

Creafion ^^e Popol Vuh in its incorporation of the
kmgdoms, but they a p . ̂^er of a Maya state.
Creation story into the po i ic^ p j gccount begins with the birth
On the Tablet of the on 12.19.13.4.0 8 Ahaw 18

of First Mother six yew ^he
Tz'ek(December7,3l2lB.cO 12.19.11.13.0 1 Ahaw 8 Muwan
birth of First Fathe^ un ^ connected to the Creation day,
(June 16, 3122 B.C.). His ' s ^^en, according to the inscrip-
4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u (Au^st 13 ^ p^^^er
tion, thirteen cycles endect. decipher what
accomplished on Creation ay,

"  " Palenque scribes repeated CreationHowever, in the ne^ Jus^ Lying-down_
again and descnbed a learned that five hundred
Sky, the Fi«t-Three-Stone-Place^ Hun-Nal-Ye "en-
and forty-two days later \ mViic "enterine" event occurredtered or became the sky" (0.A Th'» §
on February 5, 3112 B.C. (Fig. 2 Jb . extraordinary
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no days, 5
months

2 days

9 months

8 tuns r aftcr he

was bom

imagc of ihc

Lying-down
Sky

1  tun aftcr

it appcarcd

and they was
an event

Firsl-Thrcc-

Stonc-PIacc

on 4 Ahaw he cntcrcd

into thc sky

8 Kumk'u

13 bak'tuns

were

compictcd Hun-Nai-Yc

a. Tablet of the Croas (Dl-CS) b. Tablet of the Cross (D5-D8)

r. One-Ahaw shoots Itzam-Yeh as he lands in the World Tree

1 Ahaw o
C

3 K'ank'in

och chan
he entered the sky

Itzam-Yeh \ d. Itzam-Yeh with a snake in bis

Figure 2:7 Entering the Sky

Ahaw in the Classic texts anrl u
and a great bird who is tiying to landTn b "
fruit. This mythical bird is Itzam-Yeh Cla?-^

"-Tm"
Seven-Macaw imaginad wLlelíTtÍLTh"' m
Hero Twins h ki j u- O^^^nded by his pride, the
apTuelZÍh . -th witheir owgun (Fig. 2;7d). This pot shows One-Ahaw aiming
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at the bird as he swoops down to land in his tree. As Itzam-Yeh l^^ds
his perch, the text tells us he is "entering or becoming the sky.

This particular "sky-entering" is not the ene mentioned m the Pa
lenque text. It is the final event that occurred in the prev.ous creatmn
before the universa was remada. Before the sky could be

1  1 J „ .11 its snlendor, the Hero Twins had to put the falsareal sun revealed in aii its spien ,

Voh in his nlace If the date on this pot corresponds to thatsun Itzam-Yeh, m Pl^ j^^.yeh was defeated
pre-Creat.on event as we b ^ ̂
on 12.18.4.5.0 1 Ahaw 3 ^ R„t Father also entered the
universa was finally brough ^ ^ image
sky by landing m the tree, )us
to associate with a human bemg, but we w
imaginad such an event. continued the

Wh.. .K. P.L»,u.

inscription, they usad o ^ i„formation from the
hterary conventions—a P p^ssage told us how
preceding passage m comp ^y g ̂), after
First Father entered the sky First-Three-Stone-Place." The
the "image appeared at ̂ ^-"^¿trmal ñame of the day-13 Ik',
second versión of this event ° ^ versión of what hap-
the lying-down of Mo ( tg— ^^e sky was por-
pened. This time around, Fi«t Fa „
trayed in the poetic akah chanal waxaknu-tzuk u ch'ul k'aba
The second passage reads Aojr R^i^ed-up-Sky-Place, the Eight-

yoíot xaman," "[it] was ma e p north." In this way
House-Partitions, [is] itó h° y nam , ^
we leam that First Father s g^itions. The ñame of that house,
north and that it was made g "Lying-down-Sky" of
"Raised-up-Sky," is ''^'"^'"^jgd^up.Sky" {fTahah-Charf') is also the
the 4 Ahaw 8 Kumk u p ace. Temple of the
ñame of the World Tree at ̂  primordial tree- rises out
Cross (Fig. 2:8b). Moreover, the g
of the original offenng ° ^ ̂ y^^^^ erected at Creation with
thoughtoftheentirenort penetrating its central axis. First
the World Tree, W^'C „,g gf a píate of sacrifice.
Father "entered the sky by . Father's cosmic house
We believe that the eig *; P ' ̂ diagram of the cosmos ffom the

correspond to the eight dmsm ^^^g^¿gd on the walls of
Madrid Codex (Fig. 2:8c) and to tlie air
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13 Ik'

was macle

proper

u ch'ul k'aba

was ils holy ñame

xaman

north 1 ̂

Place

a. Tablet of the Cross

lying-down
of Mol

ffakah-Chan

Raised-up-Sky

fVaxak-Na-Tzuk
Elght-House-
Partllions

yotot

the house of

b, the Wakah-Chan from the
Tablet ofthe Cross

effJ 9 ero

i

m
o. the eight partitions from the Madrid
Codex

d. the eight partitions from the Río
Azul tomb (drawing by David Sluart)

Figure 2:8 The House of Creation

a tomb at Rio Azul, an Early Classic capital in northeastern Peten (Fig.
2:8d). The glyph phrases denoting the cardinal directions of east, north.
west, and south are written on the proper directional walls of the tomb.
Rut the four intercardinal direction phrases are written in the room's
corners.^" At least one of these inscnptions refers to the Wak-Nabnal,
"Raised-up-Ocean-Place," and another reads "Crocodile-Sky."
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Taken together, these phrases comprise the eight direcüonal partitions
of the world that were established when the World Tree of the Center
was erected. The center tree, the Raised-up-Sky tree, itself often has the
head form of the glyph tzuk "partition," inscr.bed on its tmnk to m^k
it as yet another world partition.'' First Fathers house thus orders the
entire upper cosmos, the world of humanity. of plants and an.mals^ ̂ d
of the sky beings, by establishing the center, the penphery, and the
partitions of the world. Even today the Maya practice this partitioning
and ordering of the world in their rituals nartitions as the
The Maya conceived of the roof of this house of eight partitions as theineiiay „or,;rirallv called it voíoí xaman, house

dome of heaven, but they ¿.He cosmos did not
of the north." For from the point in the
run from the zenith of t „

sky directly over our hea
it penetrated heaven
near Polaris, the North ^ .^e
it marks lie much lowe .esembles the interior view of
rotation of the stars across the night sKy
a barrel turning on its 1°"® Palenque Creation house allows us to
Furi..™.,., -si,-(o,R.¡,d.

unravel the identity of e y Oniriffua. Palenque leaves no
up)-Sky-Lord," of the ^ ®"p^ther, was the being who "raised
doubt who he was. Hu euj t ord" was the person who accordmg to
up the sky" and "Raise -up- pianted when the sky was still

"lying down."" That he was also the M

deified

píate

Slingray
Paddler

Wak-Chan
Winik

Maize Double-headed Jaguar
Ood Ecliplic Serpent Paddler

PK... T,^. «■ »» '
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Figure 2:8 The House of Creation

a tomb at Rio Azul, an Early Classic capital in northeastern Peten (Fig.
2.8d). The glyph phrases denoting the cardinal directions of east, north»
west, and south are written on the proper directional walls of the tomb.

^ direction phrases are written in the room scomers. ̂ At least one of these inscriptions refers to the Wak-Nabnal,
Raised-up-Ocean-Place," and another reads "Crocodile-Sky."
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Taken together, these phrases comprise the eight directional partltions
of the world that were established when the World Tree of the Center
was erected. The center tree, the Raised-up-Sky tree, itself often has the
head form of the glyph tzuk, "partiüon," inscribed on its trunk to mark
it as yet another world partition." First Father's house thus orders the
entire upper cosmos, the world of humanity, of plants and animaU and
of the sky beings, by establishing the center, the penphery, and the
partltions of the world. Even today the Maya pracüce this parütiomng
and ordering of the world in their rituals."
The Maya conceived of the roof of this house of eight partltions as the

dome of heaven, but they also specifically called yotot zoma., house
of the north." For the Classic Maya, the central axis of the cosmos did not

from the zenith of the sky to its nadi^that is, from the point in the
skv directly over our heads to the point exactly under our feet. Instead,

,  ted the heavens at the north celestial pole,« which today hes
neL'Polis the North Star. In the tropics, the North Star and the pivot
it marks lie much lower in the sky and closer to the honzon, so that the
iron "f the stars across the night sky resembles the interior view of
a barrel turning on its ^ Palenque Creation house allows us to

™„„1 .h. .dW ^ „
up)-Sky-Lord, ,^ho "raised

doubt who he sk;.Lord" was the person who according to
up the sky and ^ ^gs still
Stela C, also caused Maize God is confirmed on a
"lying down.- That he was also the Maize Ix

tBLiaiE
omjsi

deified

píate

Slingray

Paddler

Wak-Chan
Winik

Maize Double-headed Jaguar
God Ecliptic Serpent Paddler

MT 140 OÉfering Vessel from Jaguar-Paw's TombFigure 2:9 Tikal
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offering vessel from Tikal, MT 140 (Fig. 2:9), that ñames the Maize God
as the Wak-Chan-Winik, the "Raised-up-Sky-Person."
On the Tablet of the Cross at Palenque we found yet a third repetition

of the events of Creation. In this passage the scribes wrote pethi Wak-
Chan-ki,^ "turaed, the Raised-up-Sky-Heart" (Fig. 2:10). The ki phonetic
sign has two references here. One is to an object, that is, a "heart," that

3 tuns

1 bak'lun

Hun-Nal-Ye

iwal huí
ancl Ihen he arrived al

no days, 12 winals passed

18 k'atuns

pethi wak chan ki
turned the Raised-up-Sky-
Hearl

GI

Maíawil

a. Tuming the sky passage from the Tablet of the Cross

b. The circumpolar star trails photographed in Baja California, December 1,
1989 (© E.C. Krupp, Griffith Observatory)

Figure 2:10 The Turning of the Sky
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Itzam-Yeh often grips in his beak, and the other is to the heart of heaven.
Today, that heart of heaven would be the North Star, Polaris, but m Maya
times, the north pivot of the sky fell in a dark area. This black void was
the heart of heaven. The "turning" motion described is the movement of
the constellations around it. The standing up of the orfr rnundtnot only
lifted the sky from its lying-down position on the earth but it imparted
motion to the star fields, This motion the begmnmg of ume and
space, for it is through the movement of the stars, the Mi^y Way, and
the planets that we human beings calcúlate the p^age of time.

This then was the Creation story as far as we knew about it. Under
the aegis of First Father, One-Maize-Revealed three stones were set up

1  colled "Lving-down-Sky," forming the image of the sky. First
kthLTad entered the sky and made a house of eight panitions there.Father ha Wakah-Chan, the World Tree, so that its crown
He had also raise ^ ^^e
stood m the ^eir dance through the night. This is
sky, setting the meaning hidden in these events

suddenly began to r wnrHs

AU.™, »11 'I» '

LINDA'S encounter with creation
.  nnfoldinc of Creation was given to David Freidel in aThe key to the American Anthropological Meetings in

hotel lobby m C were over
November 1991. ^ Love, an epigrapher
for the mormng, he ^ Riverside. Bmce just happened to
from the ° ̂  ^ppeared among the zodiacal constel-
mention m passing books

lations representad in tn
•  • f Precolunabian times.survivmg from r ^^^^ered that the blowgunner pot shows a

David imme la vVakah-Chan tree. Maybe, he thought, this
scorpion at the I'®®® ° constellation as the one in the Paris
scorpion represente ^ resisted it, stubbornly and
Codex. ph„„e conversations we conducted in writ-
vociferouslyfc ^^^h and south
mg this book, argued for the widely held view that
in Classic Maya thought. Uavia arg . ^ . . . . ..in uiassi y ^ associated with the zenith, while
north was conceived ot as up
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south was "down" and linked to the nadir» I argued for their being
associated with horizontal directions. If the head of the World Tre
pierced the north pivot of the sky, he asked, couldn't the scorpion be
opposite it in the south? Yes, I replied. as I remembered the image of
Scorpius poised over the mountains south of the Group of the Cross at
Palenque.^

His Idea grew on me through the next month. enough that I presentad
g conference we attended in San Juan, Puerto Rico," in January.  ere I revised my former position and said that the ancient Maya

concepuon of the sky was a tunnel stretching from the north polar axl
to the Scorpion in the south. When I retumed to Austin shortly thereaf
ter I had to put the finishing touches on a paper on Maya cosmology I
nad written for my friend Nikolaí Pm u r

curatinginGermaní.'^AsIw!rkeÍl!rT f ^been at the San Juan conference Johann
pher of the Warao of Venezuela' cam h , ethnogra-
me always to look to nature for the so f admonished
the last minute, I decided to folio ^>™bolism. At
skv T w + ^ r- ^ advice and look at a map of the

th^ North Íar'° Scorpius was opposite
I rummaged through my bookshelves and found a book of star maps

Menzel's Stars and Plani>t^ ^ , "^^ps,
and nnrfh ' r i_ "f^ortunately, this book printed the south^d north views of the sky on two sepárate pages, so I had to find some
tracing paper a^d place it over the page showing the north sky. I drew
and then shifted the tracing paper to the south page and joined both

sides of the sky toeether I dr^w c , . ; ootn
I  1, J U f Scorpius and the North Star and thenooked at the result. My heart jumped into my mouth. There it was Th!
M.ll.y W.y (Re. 2:U) Sc„,¡ZZ^'
North Star. The Wakah-Chan was the Milky Way
When I presentad this new insight at my next seminar, one of mv

gradúate students, Matthew Looper, contributed yet another critical ideí
to the growing pattern. While I was telling the class about the Wakah
Chan World Trae being the Milky Way, I heard him murmur frTm the
back of the crowded seminar room, "That's why he entered the road " His
words exploded like a lightning bolt in my mind. The great image of
Pakal's sarcophagus at Palenque (Fig. 2:12) shows him at the moment of
his death falling down the World Trae into the Maw of the Earth. The
expression the ancient Maya usad for this fall was ocA bih," "he entered
the road." The road was the Milky Way, which is callad both the Sak Be
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The shape and orienta-
lion of the Milky Way at
20° north latilude when

Scorpius is opposite the
north celestial pole

Figure 2:11 The Wakah-Chan

3

XK

verb for death-on

the sides of the

sarcophagus

och bih

"he entered the

road"

As he dies, Pakal falls down
the Milky Way into tlte
southern horizon. This

falling was called och be,
"he entered the road." The

Maya word for the Milky
Way was the Sak Bih
("Wliile Road") and Xibalba
Bih ("Road of Awe").

Figure 2:12 Palenque Temple of Inscríptíons Sarcophagus
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("White Road") and Xibal Be, "Road of Awe," by the Maya. Pakal enters
this road in death.

I went heme that night a little awed by the discoveries and callad

David to infect him with my excitement. He immediately locked on to

the idea, but countered that John Sosa, a brilliant young ethnographer
who had been working with Yukatek Maya on their cosmology, had

concluded that the ecliptic was symbolized by a double-headed animal.

According to Sosa, this was nona other than the sun-plate-skull icón we

cali the Quadripartite Monster joined by a snake body to the same head

on the other horizon. I didn't believe that the Quadripartite God was the

ecliptic, but the idea of a double-headed snake symbol bagan to make

sansa in terms of what I knew about the ecliptic.

The ecliptic is the lina of constellations in which the sun risas and sets
throughout the year. We divide this band into twelve zonas that gives us
our zodiacal birth signs. At night, these ecliptic constellations create a
path across the sky which mau-ks the track of the sun in its daily and
yearly movement. The planets and moon also follow this path, which
sneikes from north to south gmd back again as the year proceeds. In the
tropics, the ecliptic actually crosses directly overhead and occupies the
zenith position of the sky.

I thought about the image of the World Trae and realizad that the

Double-headed Serpent (Fig. 2:13) that was draped around and through

Itzam-Yeh (Seven-Macaw)
The Big Dipper

Wakah-Chan ("Raised-up-Sky")
The Milky Way

Double-headed Serpent
The ecliptic

deiRed offering píate

Figure 2:13 The Wakah-Chan Tree and the Ecliptic Snake
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branches had to be the ecliptic"
.on also explained in Cteation (ri. .9). In the
identify the holding the ecliptic snake in bis
scene, he sits at the p from one mouth and the Jaguar
arms with the Stmgray

Paddler from rhe path of the sun and the
creation when First

planets across the sky. ^^out two more
The next day Matt carne y Tedlock."

observations he had fo.^ 1" .„.Macaw of the Popol Vuh was the Big
They had discovered that Chimalmat, was the Chimal
Dipper in the north sky. an i„formation interesting, but not
Ek- or the Little Dipper -Did you know üiat
really mind-blowing. of the hearth. he
Dennis Tedlock idenuñed Orion
asked innocently. ^^d we rushed into my
"No," I answered. "Where "foday [Alnitak, Saiph,

library to find Tedlock's Popo " • hearthstones of the typical
„d R16.11» Or¡..l ^ «.a doud, ».•

ki..b.n ^ ^ .H. .„p. R.„

they endose (Great
(Tedlock 1985:261)." fr,ree stones that were laid

I was stunned. These had to gg^.
at Creation when the sea was ^g^^^g^ gf ̂ he
The first act of the go Creation could be started (Fig. 2:14). In
universo where the first ̂  ̂ ^.g Aztec's ñame for Ae
fact, John Carlson later p g^eated new fires.
belt of Orion was J'"'" lyjng down upon the earth on 4 ALaw
realized that since the sky w triangular pattem of t e
8 Kumk'u, the act of and in the sky at the
hearth created an image on together.
same time. The two ^gfr,er of my students two days la er.
The next bombshell cam gftgmoon to file away some of the

Khristaan Villela had come jg^g, he ̂ ked,
stacks of papers that Oh dear, I thought to myself. are
"What about the Bonamp
.h, golng » fb Fa.,d L.u™b.< b.d p.op~d m„,

My friends Mary M.Uer judgment scene m the middle
years earlier that the cartouches
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Alniiak

M4¿ nciniln * •

Xk'ub'

Tliree liearlhslones"

Figure 2:14 Orion and the First-Three-Stone-
Place

m at Bonampak represented constellations that were seen at dawn on
the day of the battle. At Khris's urging. I checked out the sky on that day,
ugust 6, A D. 792, with EZCosmos, the computer program I use for

° 9°!^ ^ stunned by the results. In the hours before dawnig- • ).t ® constellations ofGemini and Orion hadhoveredabove the
eastem honzon with Saturn and Mars above and between them. The
cartouches of Bonampak' show coni.Uti„„ • • .
,  , „ , opulating peccaries m the cmouche atthe left, a turtle with three stars on the righ, and between them two
an^ropomorphic figures throwing star signs into the scene. Lounsbuiy
had already pub ished evidence that some sources called Gemini the
turtle star, while others identified the turtle with Orion.
As I looked at the computer screen, everything clicked. Gemini had to

be the copulatmg peccaries and Orion the turtle. The three stars on its
hack in the cartouche at Bonampak' were placed in the exact pattern of
Orion's belt. But more important, the Maize God was rebom from the
cracked carapace of a turtle, and we had a text that said that the first
image of the turtle was seen at Creation (Fig. 2:4). The two an-
thropomorphic figures between the peccaries and the turtle had to be the
personifications of Saturn and Mars. And we already knew many exam-
ples of other planets, such as Venus and Júpiter, that were represented by
anthropomorphic figures. We seemed to have two more here. Not until
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copulaüng
peccaries
Gemini

Mars Saturn the turtie

the belt of Orion

The cartouches from the north wall of room 2 at Bonampak'

Pleiades

Saturn

Gemini

peccaries

Orion turtle

Sky on the night of August 6, 792, at Bonampak'

Figure 2:15 The Constellations at Bonampak'
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pMllSI) ecliplic

sun

cords üf heavcn

Ihree sloncs

turlle

Figure 2:16 Detail from the Madrid Codex

much later did it hit me that August 6, the date of the zenith passage at
Bonampak', was only seven days before the Creation day of August 13-

Matt Looper provided the confirmation by calling my attention to a
picture ffom the Madrid Codex. another of the four Maya books. It shows
a turtle (Fig. 2:16) with a triangle of stones on its back. The turtle in the
codex is shown suspended from cords tying it to the skyband because
O^non hangs below the ecliptic. Clearly Orion was the turtle from which
t e Maize God rose in bis resurrection (Fig. 2:17). The Milky Way
rearing above the turtle had to be the Maize God appearing in bis tree
form as he does on the Tablet of the Foliated Cross at Palenque. The
image of the first turtle really is in the sky.
The identification of Gemini as copulating peccaries made sense in

another curious way. For years we have seen pots that have these odd
modeled peccary heads as their feet. All of these pots have the sea painted
or drawn on their bottoms and an extraordinary one in the Dallas Mu-
seum of Art shows the sun god paddling a canoe across this sea (Fig. 2:18).
I realized that this must be the sun riding the ecliptic across the Peccaries
of Gemini. I ran into a bit of trouble at this point because there was a
lot of counter evidence that identified Gemini as a turtle. The Yukatek
Maya of Chan K'om'"' cali Gemini Ak Ek\ "turtle," and they say that the
three stars in the middle of his back are the chocha "intestines," of the
turtle. Fortunately, I found the solution to this paradox cióse at hand.
Floyd Lounsbury had pointed out that ak is the word for both "turtle" and
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.h., ■'•7 " d...
Justin Kerr, another fríen . g ^^^^tgH^tions in both ways. I

showed that the \ ^ ̂
already had pictures sh ^ ̂  when
peccaries at BonanipaK, p..i,ruary 1992, he used the enormous
I was at Justin's to find images of peccaries. One
database of pottery imag published twenty years ago in Mike
of these images occu^e on ^
Coe's The Maya Scnbe an ^ ^ Waterlily Monster (Fig.
magic stir again. Here was

Maize

' Copulating Peccaries
' (Xmulkane and Xpiakok)

ihe turtle of rebirth

Í*^ree stones of the hearth

Figure 2:17 The Place of Creation
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sun god paddier

mist

The sun god paddics a
canee across the ecliptic al
the peccaries ¡n Gemini.

canoc

nsh

water

ak peccaries

Figi re 2:18

2:19a) attached to its haunches just like the one attached to the Maize
God s turtle shell (Fig. 2:4). It was split open just like the turtie shell and
Gut of the cleft rose the Maize God carrying a brush and paint pot in his
hand so that he could paint the images on the sky. Here was a cleft
peccary directly substituting for the cleft turtle. They had to mean the
same thing.

Justin then called my attention to yet another pot from Maya Scribe

%

a. the Maize God with his paint pot and
brush emerging from a crack in the
back of a peccary. This is the peccary of

b. the sun sits on a peccary hanging
from an ecliptic snake. This is the
peccary of Geinini.

Figure 2:t9 Sky Peccaries
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m

a. The Interior door ^j^doud-
croccdile head and froni eg
scrotl body archlng f up by the
plme on ihe right. The
Pawahtun-bakabs who squat over ui
Xibalba.

b. The sky al sunset on Deeem-
ber 21 at Copan. The normal
orienlaüon ofthe sky map has
been reversad to pul west on the
left so that il matches the
orientation of the door.

Figure 2:20 The Milky Way Monster

,h the four-petaled flower that representa the sunshowing a ^nake undulates along its back,
on its back (Fig- 2:19 )■ . the ecliptic rather than below it.
confirming that the " peccary. Likewise, the belt of Orion is
Gemini is both the turt e an constellation also contains the
both the turtle and the
place of the three stones

I was breathless by ^ magic time in Copan in 1987
seemed to discover. It rem Fullbright. I had gone up to Temple
during the last day of my si sculpted with the Cosmic Monster
22 to photograph the great oo jg, the sun was on the south
(Fig. 2:20a) because on thaj ^opan in the summer all my
side of the building. bince I wanted to get it m the hghtphotographs »howed the door in^^ photographs, I went into the inner
for the first time. Ai e When I turned to leave, I noticed
sanctum of the temple to 1 by the doorjambs (Fig. 2:21).
that there were almost no s a ¡t was 11:15 A.M., almost noon
Surprised, I looked at my watc "Ah-ha," I thought to myself as
only ten days before ^ winter solstice building."
I took record photographs. ^ computer to find out what

Five years later, I took t jgwn on the night of the
the sky looked like at sun > cpvgiKi sunset. The Milky Way in thej. j ) Uov6 to gO
winter solstice. I didn ^^utire stretches across the sky from east
hour or so after sunset on winter
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Figurf: 2:21 The doors inlo the interior of Temple 22 as photographed at
11:15 A.M. on December 8, 1987

VVakah-Chan

ecliptic

Mllky Way

Quatiriparlile
God

región of the Quadrlpartile God

Cosmic Monsler

Figure 2:22 The Junction of the Ecliptic and the Milky Way
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to west with its westem side spüt into jam of the crocodile (Fig.
2;20b). The Cosmic Monster is also the Mi y ay.

With that discovery. I reaUzed that eve^ major im^e from Maya
cosmic symbolism was probahly a map of the '
sun-marked offering píate depicted at the

Mllkv Wav is in one oí its two norm soumWorld Tree, when th ^ ^^
positions, also occurs o
both of these points in the y
Way (Fig. 2:22). ^^j^y Way. I spent

I knew I had to fin o'J ̂  j an astronomy
two hours on the flo nighttime sky every month of the
book that showed its posi removing the ouüines
year." I made drawmp ^ identified and
of onr Lr I adjusted the maps for 15» north
the outline of the Milky »»ey
latitude, I had a Milky ̂ ®j|^^®°^^"^gotherinterestingthmgs. When

With these new maps, the horizon, the area over-
the Milky Way is Ipng o
head is completely dark f g— Qtherworld
falls on his sarcophagus U white-Bone-Snake, but it

<. "BW!.

was also called the M 5' to mind another important clue,
D.„.pW.." Th.. ,h. r,« ™...
an incised peccaiy skuU ^ ̂ .p^e incised scene
made sense that this pgint of view representad is from
shows the dedication ot a s ' ^ g^js and the ancestors were
the other side of the porta^ Qtherworld. Some of the animals
looking through at ^ Ek'-Way position
cavorting around this po peccaries of Gemini above
of the Milky Way and foun ^ of
its northeastem honzon ̂  ^ ,ky pattern to the drawmg on
its southwestern honzon. , delight, that peccaries were sittingthe skull from Copan and foun , ^jg^^ xhe

on its northeastem side just Qtherworld is also found in thegreatestoftheClassicMayaportalstoth
night sky. . realized that I saw the Milky Way

I looked at the sky symbol—a tree with a crocodile head
forming another pervasi Milky Way turns from its north-south
at its roots (Fig. 2:24a). As t e
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ek' way,
black iransformer"

Ihe

VVhlte-

Bonc

Snake

the

Whlle

Bone

Snake

ñame oí this

locatlon

waterlilies

symboiizing the
Primordial Sea

peccaries
of Gemini

a. the Black-Transformer from the Cosmic Fot

peccaries

b. the Black-Transformer confígura-
tlon of the Milky Way (the image is
reversad to put the west on the leít)

c. Copan, inclsed peccary skull
showing a stela dedication seen fVom
the supernatural side of the Black-
Transformer (drawing by B. W. Fash)

Figure 2:23 The Black-Transformer

position as the World Tree to its east-west position as the Cosmic Mon-
ster, it arches from the southwest to northeast quadrants of the sky. At
that time it looks as if the crocodile is riding just above the swollen bulge
of its base. This "crocodile tree" is a very ancient image among the Maya
and is featured in the Popol Vuh versión of Creation. In fact, a monument
(Fig. 2:24b) from the very early ceremonial center of Izapa in Chiapas
shows this crocodile tree along with a picture of one of the Hero Twins
after his arm has been ripped off in a struggle with Itzam-Yeh, the Classic
ñame for Seven-Macaw. With his good arm he is holding a pole on which
a Late Preclassic-period versión of Itzam-Yeh perches.'" If Itzam-Yeh was
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u 1- j u .h» DiDPer in the Classic period, this picture aisosymbohzed by the D pp
happens in the sky. When Crocodile Tree, the Big Dip-
erect north-south ^ ^orizon, It disappears as the
per dives downward unt 2:24). I
Crocodile Tree changes m Seven-Macaw by
believe this movement may corresponü to
the Hero Twins. ^ f^<,us canoe

At this point I thoug Guatemala. These extraordinary
scenes from Bunal ^ of Hasaw-Ka'an-KWl.« one of the
carved bones were foun of the

raost important kmgs m ^
bones are incised with ^ ^na, a monkey, a parrot,
paddlers, First Father as the Maize t^oa, g

Itzam-Yeh

touches the

horizon

Itzam-Yeh
descending

sky maps are iwohours apar

Itzam-Yeh
gone

b. Izapa Stela 25
The Crocodile Tree

Figure 2^4 The Defeat of Itzam-Yeh
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Figure 2:23 The Black-Transformer

position as the World Tree to its east-west position as the Cosmic Mon
ster, it arches from the southwest to northeast quadrciiits of the sky.
that time it looks as if the crocodile is riding just above the swollen bulge
of its base. This "crocodile tree" is a very ancient image among the May^
and is featured in the Popol Vuh versión of Creation. In fact, a monument
(Fig. 2:24b) from the very early ceremonial center of Izapa in Chiapas
shows this crocodile tree along with a picture of one of the Hero Twin
after his arm has been ripped off in a struggle with Itzam-Yeh, the Classi
ñame for Seven-Macaw. With his good arm he is holding a pole on whic
a Late Preclassic-period versión of Itzam-Yeh perches."" If Itzam-Yeh ̂
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h, ,h. Big Dlpp.r " ü.. CI-». •k" P'""'
,n .1.. .k,. Wl..n ü,. W.k.h-Ch„ M.|kp W., »

•  Kornmps thc Crocodile Tree, the big JJip-
erect north-south position and becomes uie c r

A  til it touches the horizon. It disappears as the

C„,»dil, T,« d,.ng»2" "„™nd .. d.. d.r«. Ot S™.-M...w b,
believe this movement may P

the Hero Twins. ^ famous canee
At this potnt I thoug Guatemala. These extraordinary

scenes from Bunal 1 Hasaw-Ka'an-KW,« one of the
carved bones were foun

most important km^ with two
bones are mcised w. ^ ^ ^
paddlers, First Father as the Maize uro

Itzam-Yeh
descending

Itzam-Yeh

touches the

horizon

Theskymapsaretwohoursapart

Itzam-Yeh
is gone

The Crocodile Tree

Figure 272

b. Izapa Stela 25

4 The Defeal of Itaam-Yeh
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Stingray
Paddier

11 15 slar- the
Ak'bal Sak over- Paddiers'

earth ñame

Maize God
Jaguar
Paddier

the canoe sinks

m

d. the canoe the canoe sinks over a four-hour períod

Figure 2:25 The Sky Canoe

and a spotted dog. A second pair of bones shows these passengers flailing
at the water as the canoe sinks out from under them (Fig. 2:25b-c).
We have known for a long time that these scenes had to have astro-

nomical associations because the accompanying text (Fig. 2:25a) has the
star-over-earth verb that appears very frequently with Venus and Júpiter
hierophanies. No one, however, had ever been able to associate the date,
6 Ak'bal 16 Sak, with an important station of either planet. I checked the
date's most likely position in the Maya Long-count Calendar, 9.14.11.17.3
(September 16, 743), and found something remarkable. At midnight the
Milky Way was stretched across the sky from east to west in the form of
the Cosmic Monster (Fig. 2:25d). It suddenly oceurred to me that this
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configuration could also be the canoe, and that during the four hours after
midnight the Cosmic Monster canoe "sinks as the Milky Way turns and
brings the three hearth stars of Orion to the zenith just before dawn.
There was a lot of evidence to support this idea. I had published a

discussion of a fabulous black eccentric flint from the Dallas Museum of
Art. This flint showed a crocodilo canoe sinking downward with its
passengers, just like the Tikal canoes. In fact, another of the Tikal bones
shows a canoe with a crocodile face on its bow, replicating the mouth cleft
at the western end of the Milky Way in its east-west position in the sky
(Fig 2'26a). When I was drawing this bone, I noticed that the paddier in
the picture was Itzamna. not the Oíd Jaguar Paddier or the Stingray
Paddier from the other bones. Then the use of two different paddiers in
these canoe scenes made me realiza something. We have Classic-period
pottery images of Itzamna riding a peccary (Fig. 2:26c). When the Milky
Way is in the Cosmic Monster-canoe position, east-west across the sky,
the peccary stars of Gemini are at the eastem end of the Milky Way (Fig.
2:26b). The peccaries are exactly where Itzamna sits as he wields his

crocodile canoe from the Tikal bones

b. the sky canoe

c. Itzamna riding the
peccary of Gemini

Figure 2:26 The Crocodile Canoe
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paddle. Abo. Itzamna and the two Paddlers are three of the four stone
setters that are named in the Quirigua Creation text on Stela C They are
the makers, along with First Father, of the First-Three-Stone-Place raised
up into the night sky on 4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u.

These Paddlers. then. are central actors in the celestial play of Cre
ation. Like Itzamna. the original shaman. the Paddlers are up in the skv
riding the Milky Way to the place of Creation where they will set the.r
stones in the hearth of Orion. They propel the Milky Way canoe w.th its
precious cargo, to the same location. I realized that the Paddlers bring the
Maize God to the place of the three stones of Creation and to the tLle
carapace. the belt stars of Orion, so that he can be reborn and create the
new univetse. He is the Wak-Chan-Ahaw who made eveiything happen.
Two painted pots depicting this same canoe scene confirm its associa-

tion With the myth of First Father as the Maize God. One (Fig. 2:27a) has
a black back^ound showing that the action occurs in the lightless time
before First Father raised the sky. The narrative scene includes three
episodes ffom the story. In one. the Jaguar and Stingray Paddlers paddle
a canoe carr^ng the Maize God to the place of Creation. He carries a seed
bag on his chest so that he can plant the seeds that are the Pleiades when
e rmses the Wakah-Chan. or as Enrique Florescano suggested to us. so

that he can use them to form the flesh of human beings after Creation
is done. Below the canoe. the reclining figure of the Maize God emerges
from the mouth of a Visión Serpent in a position that mimics exactly the
emergence of a child from his mother's birth canal." The third episode
shows two young women helping him dress after his successful resurrec-
tion. Here is the rebirth of the Maize God into the Primordial Sea. Both
the birth and the dressing scenes occur underwater.
On another pot (Fig. 2:27b). the reborn infant reappears carried in a

huge píate by one of his sons. Around the baby resb the jewelry he will
wear when he has grown into adulthood. When Nikolai and I taueht
Creation to thirty Maya in Guatemala in the summer of 1992. a chuch-
kahaw, "mother-father." named Manuel Pacheco told us that tíie people
of his town (Chiniki. Guatemala) dispose of the afterbirth by carrying it
to a burial place in a píate just like this. When they enter the cave where
they intend to buiy the afterbirth. they cany the píate over their head
in exactly this position. The other scene on this pot shows the mature
Maize God being dressed by woman. but the fish in the first scene and
the text associated with this scene show that these events abo took place
underwater.
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Maizo God dressed by two nude
women as he slands undenvaier

The Paddlers lake the Molze God to the Place of
Creation

Maize God is reborn in the sea
from the niouth of tlie snake

IM imn

--=79jM^|uju I

The 1 lero T>vln carries the infont Maize¿od and his ciothesüianoíTering píate
The Maize God is dressed by a woman as
he stands in the sea.

Maize God steps out ofthe
cracked turtie carapace

¿h^d me Ja^ Paddler convey the Maize God

The Hero Twins cavort around the
K'an-cross Waleriiiy MonsterChakob break opan .be .urUe sbell with "

that tlie Maize God can emerge

Figure 2:27 The Canoe Pots
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Yet another pot (Fig. shows the Maize God stepping froni the
cracked turtle shell from which he is being reborn. Here, there are three
canees instead of ene—each marked with a tzuk, "partition," sign. The
god Chak stands in the first, holding a stone cjuatrefoil on his shoulder.
Chak, like Itzamna, can be associated with peccaries,*^ but more impor-
tant, as Karl Taube explained to us, another pot (Fig. 2:27d) shows two
Chakob cracking open the turtle shell so that the Maize God can emerge.
They are thus attendants of the rebirth. As David pointed out in his
account of the rainmaking ceremony in Chapter 1, people personifying
Chakob have been the helpers of priests and shamans in Yukatekan Maya
ritual at least since the Spanish conquest.^

As he rides in the central canee, the Maize God holds a huge K'an-cross
with a turtle shell attached. This combination of symbols corresponds to
the K'an-cross Waterlily Monster found at the base of the Foliated Cross
at Palenque, and on the pots with the Chakob, on which the sons of the
Maize God, the Hero Twins, cavort among the pads and branches of the
same plant. Often the turtle carapace from which the Maize God sprouts
in rebirth also carries the K'an-cross. David also realized that when the
three stones of Creation come to the zenith, this cross sits at the point
where the ecliptic crosses the Milky Way at right angles. And we learned
from Susan Milbrath"*® that when this configuration comes to zenith at
midnight, the sun sits below the earth at nadir. The K'an-cross is a kind
of "X marks the spot" sjnnbol of rebirth and Creation.''''

The beings who paddle the canoe fall into a special category called "sky
artist. Following a clue I had given her earlier, my friend Barbara
MacLeod brought me inscriptions that described the Paddler Gods as
^o-'Ho-Chan Itzat (Fig. 2:28). Na-Ho-Chan is the place where they set

Q
The Paddlers Na-Ho-Chan Itz'at

Itzamna wearing ihe napkin headdress of an itz'at, "sage"

Figure 2:28 The Artists of Creation
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up their stone, and «zW is the word for "artist" and "sage." Then Justin
Kerr reminded me that Itzamna was also shown wearing the special net
headdress of an itz'at All three gods carried the special title of "artist"
because they set the stones of Creation, probably by drawing their images
in the constellation of Orion. As Barbara pointed out, this üz at title also
matches the Popol Vuh's nomenclature for the creator gods: modeler,
shaper, Sculptor, and masón. , , i r r -
A. .11 .t .h.» 41ng. "'P

thp Milkv Wav and the constellations
I realized that these pattems in tne ivii y y
l e Lc^elated to the Maya visión of Creation. Using my computer
and my newly made Milky Way dock, 1 sat down to see what the sky
loohed like on'the two days of Creation, Au^st 13^ Q--

j T Viad found incredible patterns, but ii any one oífrankly, I was scare ̂  ^ tumbling
my basic assumptions ^
down like a house of car
perfectly. discoveries in the 1992 workbook for the

I planned to mota of information.
Texas --«ngs ̂  j ̂,,ed to be tough but
I printed them out an ^ ̂  feedback from them, and some sage
open-minded critics. go archaeoastronomer in the
advice from Anthony • ^ ^ p^ssible in a
field. He urged „„,ked in the field. I
planetarium and to . ̂ company of Justin Kerr at the Hayden
followed his first suggestio Natural History in New York
Planetarium of the Americ jjansen Planetarium in Salt Lake,
on February 21, 1992, an checked out. I was able to follow his
UUA. M.y 3. . W Moto „d Dua». E.,1.
second suggestion m tne c p jyi^ch 3, 1992, and with Nikolai Grube
at San Juan Chamula, México, exhilaration, the results I had
on August 18, "^"j^^^gjoutintwoplanetariumsandinthefield
gotten on my comput®^
with the real T  ame to realize that the critical componentIn working these dates, c^^^^
was the day of the year, reg^ pebruary 5.®^ However, it seemed fairly
Creation days were August 1 an connection between these days
clear to me that the Maya a Qf Creation. First, it's

and the sky constellation in around at that time. And
doubtful there were people we cou different in 5114 B.c. because
•r 1 would have been vcijif there were, the sKy
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of something the astronomers cali precession. Because the axis of the
earth wobbles a little, the sur. raigrates through one constellation on the
ecliptic every two thousand years or so. This shift changes the times that
a particular constellation would pass the zenith on a particular night or
which form of the Milky Way would be visible at a chosen hour It
seerned more likely to me that the Maya, or perhaps their predecessors
the Olmecs, would have wanted the astronomy to work with the myth
when they could see it, rather than in a mythological past. I supposed that
they had made the connection during historical times—that is, after 1200
B.C. and then cast it back to the time of Creation. Nevertheless, to be
sure. checked August 13 and February 5 in 3114 B.c., 1000 b.c 200 B c
and A.D. 690, the year in which the Group of the Cross was dldicated "

I decided to start with a.d. 690. On August 13 of that yeai-and all the

dark CFiff 2-2Q) Dax ri when the sky became fully

for his sons to mm u severed head of First Father waiting
visible in the dark^eTXÍ sunfT '
pretedasboththeCrocodllrre ::,^^^^ "
the cosmic bird, Seven-Macaw Th' confrontation withPr^ared the oíd nniversrf:rcmarn
ing itse/by half past^ miXi^hrintl^the cÍ^
to the place of Creation. By 2:5o a.m th
A.M. until just before dawn, the three stones of rrelÍrt^e'^stuÍh
east of the zenitL The Pleiades, which the Maya of today cali aTlTu
of maize seeds (also the rattles of a snake), were just to the west of the

boys of the Popel Vuh who were killed by Seven-Macaw's son
Thus, the final events of the third Creation were all played out in the

sky. At sunset, Seven-Macaw was put in his place; during the hours of the
early morning, the Maize God was delivered to the place of Creation. At
dawn. he was at the cracked turtle shell from which he was resurrected.
From there he rose from the K'an-cross where the ecliptic crosses the
Milky Way. There he became the Maize Tree the ancient Maya called
the Na Te K an, First-Tree-Precious. The three stones of Creation were
in place cióse to zenith at dawn. It is significant that in most Mayan

T/ie Hearth and the Tree

sunset at 6:38 P.M. 8:38 P.M.: the Crocodile Tree

tums as Itzam-Yeh dives

toward the horizon

10:38 P.Nt.: Itzam-Yeh knocked

out of the Crocodile Tree,
readying the sky for Creation

l2:38 A.M.: the Crocodile

Tree transfomis into the

Cosmic Monster

5:38 A.M. at dawn, tlie Place of
Creation and First Father are
just east of zenith

2:38 .A.M.: the Paddlers convey 4:38 A.M.: the canoe sinks,
First Father in the sky canoe taking First Father to the place

of Creation

This is the movement of the Milky Way on
the night of August 15, A.D. 690, the year In
which the Group of the Cross was dedicated.
On this night the Milky Way moved from the
Crocodile Tree in the hours after dusk, until
the three stones of the hearth arrived high in
the sky at dawn. At IODO B.C., at the latitude
of La Venta, this sequence of positions
started with the Wakah-Chan at zenith and

ended with the place of Creation at zenith. In
the seventeen hundred years between
Olmec times and the late seventh century,
precession had moved the constellation
about two hours to the east.

Figure 2:29 The Night of August 13

languages, the word for "to dawn" is also the word for "to create.""
August 13 was, and is, also the day of zenith passage at Copan and other
sites that lie along 15° north latitude.®® Thus, at noon, the sun, one of the
children of the Creator couple, sat in the exact center of the sky.

I then checked the February 5 date in my computer and at the

planetarium. I found it was the reciprocal opposite (Fig. 2:30). At sunset
the three stones of Creation and the Pleiades lay near, if not exactly in,
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6:15 P.M.: the Three Stones of 8:15 P.M.: First Falher and the 10:15 P.M.: the Plelades, called
Creation begín just east of the Place of Creation are at zenith a "handful of com seeds," fall
zenith loward the horizon

12:15 A.M: the Three Stones of
Creation have just set

2:15 A.M.: the Black-

Transformer Filis the sky
4:15 A.M.: the Wakah-Chan
rises from the entire eastern
horizon

6:15 A.M.: at davvTi, the
Wakah-Chan is fiilly erect

The night before February 5, A.D. 690, bagan
with the Three Stones of Creation in the same
position they achia ved at dawn on August 15,
because the two days are reciprocáis of each
other. The sky at dawn on one day is the same as
it is at sunset on the other. The Three Stones of
Creation, the Turtle, the Peccaries, and the
Handful of Com Seeds, then fall toward the west
and sink into the horizon. The sky then moves
through the Black-Transformer out of which
rises the Raised-up-Sky-Tree. At dawn the trae is
overhead in a north to south arch. Again in IODO
B.C., this movement went from zenith to zenith.

Figure 2:30 The Night of February 5

the same positions they occupied at dawn on August 13. By midnight, the
hsuidful of maize seeds and the three stones of the heairth had set in the

west, and by 2:00 A.M., the sky had changed into the Ek'-fVay pattem that
meant transformation for the ancient Maya, the portal through which
things emerged from the Otherworld. By 4:00 a.m., the Milky Way had
risen erect from the eastem horizon amd arched over the dawn sky. The
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top of the tree edged past the heart of heaven in the north, while the
scorpion sat at the base of the tree in the south. Fhis movement through
the night was truly tiie Raising of the Sky, and you can still see it today.
The last component of this amazing month of discovery came after I

had presented all the information above to the 1992 Texas Workshop on
Maya Hieroglyphic V\ riting. A week earlier I had received a cryptic letter
from my friend Nikolai Grube suggesting that the famous zodiac pages
in the Paris Codex recorded events at Na-Ho-Chan when the universe was
made. Ouring the workshop I was too exhausted to think and did not
have time to ask him what he meant until the week following.
When we fmally spoke, he told me about a black-background vase that

has three gorgeous young gods reclining among entwined cords ending
in snake heads (Fig. 2:51). The text on this pot recorded a birth that
happened at Na-Ho-Chan-Witz-Xaman, the "First-Five-Sky-Mountain-
North" place. The pages preceding the Paris zodiac have the same black
background with entwined cords that link floating beings together (Fig.
2:32). One of these cords is clearly an umbilicus^" emerging from the
belly of the Maize God, so we can be sure that these scenes were asso-
ciated with death and the rebirth of the Wak-Chan-Ahaw who made
Creation happen.

If Nikolai is right, and 1 think he is, then the pot and the París Codex

Piale 4

IQ

A god is bom at a place called Na-Ho-Chan-mtz Xarnan, "FIrst-Flve-Sky-MounlaIn-
North." The twisted cords are the sky umbilicus.

Figure 2:31 The Sky Umbilicus
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m

pages 19 20: An umbilicus leaves the Maize God's belly. He carries oul various actions
wlth birds and other beasties againsl a red background on the lefl and a black
background on the right of each page. Nikolai Grube suggested that this place is Na-Ho-
Chan. Each page covers 540 days.

O©
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CD®

H©©'

í©© m

page 21: Time is orgaiiiz'^^ '"f'vTihe
umbilicus. The dates inoluded m
grid cover al least forty izoikins.

1

page 22: The umbilicus meanders
Ihrough llie sky, while below two Death
Gods emerge from the mouths of serpents
hiaterializing from the eyes of a monster

- _

©i-

w S) i-2^ © :aci® -

V: 1
« lUi fl

S«¿I

B! Gd* >#. -

naces ''3-24- The constellalions are distribuled along the ecliptic in 168-day
fnten'als covering a 1,820-day cycle. Aher three runs, the table was correcled by
using the green numbers at the top of columns 2 and 5 and the bottom of all other
columns.

Figure 2:32 The Paris Zodiac

scenes show both ene of the places of Creation and one other critical
event the laying out of the ecliptic. Furthermore, the Paris zodiac may
be less an almanac for predicting where eclipses can occur, as David
Kelley has suggested, and more a recounting of the laying out of the path
of the sun at the time of Creation. Intriguingly, the text above the zodiac
includes the phrase "was skyed, three stones," in what I take to be a

reference to the three hearthstones set on the first day of Creation. One
of the recurrent actors here is Itzamna, who is recorded as a major player
at Quirigua, the location of Stela C discussed above.
The story of my own encounter with the Paris Codex zodiac began

with yet another suggestion from Germany—this one from the epigra-
pher Werner Nahm. When Werner read my identification of the Double-
headed Serpent as the ecliptic, he faxed support for the idea by informing

me that the little creatures shown climbing a serpent body on the Late
Preclassic monument called the Hauberg Stela and on Tikal Stela were
constellations. Moreover, he had found that they matched the s^e order
as the zodiacal animals in the Paris Codex. I knew when I read that fax
I could no longer avoid the Paris zodiac.

For help In r.g.riní ou< Ih. ~i¡K ""1^ ' "•'«I J* " •
W He h.d .«¡«d .h.. «K... ... d«.»

Jm d.y. be,we.n »eh ef ü.. p¡<»~ The» .b»™.!.
le. .1.. ...."ll."» « «Pl"'" """ "• I I"

é ...h ..He,. S,ne. .topl, de ... .p..! b". .<pl"-
°i.„ did en,.» «P «.y Pie»~ ■" "" """■ ' TI'
ÍS. .. P.l.»qb.- Tb.» > -Jbrf "■ «" 101
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Figure 2:33 The Maya Zodíac

Scorpius, the only constellation whose identification I was really sure of,
and printed out the sky at dawn on that day. I added 168 days and printed
out the dawn sky again. I kept this up until I had printed out the full
thirteen stations. After tracing each of the constellations in which the sun
rose, I matched the drawings I had made to the ones in the codex and had

my zodiac." Later, my friends Richard Johnson and Michel Quenon used
a slightly different technique and worked out the boundaxies of the

thirteen Maya constellations (Fig. 2:33).
Then I checked the sky on the dates of the two stelae Werner Nahm

had mentioned and found that he was exactly right. At critical times on
both nights—midnight and dawn—^the Milky Way had been in its
north-south position as the Raised-up-Sky Tree, the Wakah-Chan.^ If, as
Werner suggested, we assume that the king corresponds to the Wakah-
Chan and that the scorpion is not shown because it was directly on the
Milky W^ay, then the rattlesnake and jaguar constellations are on his right
and the fish and the Chak-peccary constellations are on his left (Fig.
2:34). Sam Edgeton, a Renaissance-art historian who has followed up on
this work, pointed out to me that the Blowgunner's Pot also follows this
pattem. I had forgotten the image was painted on a cylinder. The
scorpion is on one side of the tree cmd a snake is on the other (Fig. 2:7c).
These are our constellations of Sagittarius and Scorpius.

David Freidel, with his usual ability to glean the important things I
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Richard Johnson)

used by the Precolumbian Maya (based on a chart calculated by

fflissed. faxed me seven pages of ruminations on the cords of the heavens.
As we described in Chapter 1, the modern Yukatek Maya have sky
ropes" attached to their "sky tree" altars which radíate out in four or six
directions. He also remembered a riddle in the Book of Chilam Balam of
Chumayel in which the heart of heaven is described as cordage, Auan. a
near homophone of k'an, as in the Na-Te'-K'an. He suggested that the
cords in these zodiac scenes are related to heavenly umb.hcal cords and
to the rebirth of First Father as the Maize Lord at the k an-marked place,
where the ecliptic crosses the Milky Way cióse to the zemth posmon m
the sky. As usual, I resisted his ideas until he struck at my stubbomne^
bv saying, "There has to be something with those cords and they have
be umbilical cords that give birth." As usual he was uncannily accurate
in his speculations. , „
The day we had that discussion, I received a paper frorn José F -

nandez, a young Spaniard teaching archaeoastronomy at Baylor Umver-
T V has smdied the role of astronomy in the ahgnment of Utatlan,

ILTcapLl of the K'iche' at the time of the conquest," fmding that all the
X temples were oriented to the heliacal setting pomts of stars m
° H^also commented on K'iche' beüefs about an umbilicus connecting
the navel of the sky-the North Star, Polaris, to the Kiche-to the
Otherworld. Polaris is the main axis of the sky. Because rt never sets, rt
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provides the center around which all the constellations rotate. Modem
K'iche' also cali the Big Dipper "cupped hands." Fernandez believes they
conceive of these hands as receiving a newborn sky from the umbihcus
stretching from the sky navel. He says that "as the Dippers are rotating
endlessly around the star Polaris, they are sustaining the very center of
the celestial vault until the end of time." He associates the concept of the
umbilicus with the Milky Way, but to us his descriptions of this umbihcus
seem very cióse to the cords of Na-Ho-Chan and the birth scenes of the
Paris Godex.

During and before the Classic period, Polaris was not the North Star.
Instead, the north polar axis fell in a dark area. This makes little differ-
ence to the overall visión that Fernandez described. The Classic aya
apparently called this center darkness the "Raised-up-Sky-
Heart" or the o/, "the heart." but it functioned just like
Polaris. Furthermore, at the 1992 Texas meetings, Barbara Tedlock to
US that K-iche- bury the umbilical cord and afterbirth from a
in the center of the hearth, while a male's umbilical cord is ^
ton of a tree" When we examine these actions agamst the backdrop of
wL we know of sky symbolism. we see that the hearth is in Orion, while
the top of the tree is in the región of the Wak-Chan-Ki, thj —d-P
heort If the sky The cords in the Na-Ho-Chan are the umbilical cords
emerging from the Maize God's body at the Orion^Gemini Place of
cTealn They also emerge from the Raised-up-Sky-Heart at the north
celestial pole. In the Classic Maya mode, they have sriake heads at each
end. David Freidel suggested to me that these snake-cords coul e
stretched out to become the Double-headed Serpents of the ecliptic.
think he is right, and suggest that the París Codex records the laying out
of the constellations along this path." Maybe this is also the action of the
Maize God depicted on the Tikal cache vase (Fig. 2:9).

After this I found a set of papers that Peter Dunham, an archaeologist
friend of ours, had sent to me just before the Texas meetings in March.
As a student, he had compiled information on a sky umbihcus in Yukate-
kan sources and from modem informante. He quoted an account o
Creation recorded by Tozzer (1907:155-154) as follows:

there was a road suspended in the sky, stretching from Tuloom and
Coba to Chich'en Itza and Uxmal. This pathway was called the ku^an sum
or sakbe. It was in the nature of a large rope [snm] supposed to be Imng
[kuxan] and in the middle flowed blood. It was by this rope that the food
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was sent to the ancient rulers who lived in the structures now in ruins. For

some reason this rope vanished forever. This first epoch was separated
from the second by a flood called Halyokokab.

Karl Taube" helped us understand this flood and how it related to the

pages in the Paris Codex that Nikolai had associated with the place of
Creation. He showed me that we had, in fact, been looking at the New
Year's pages of the Paris Codex. 1 Pop, the first day of the Maya 365-day
calendar, can fall on only four days—Lamat, Ben, Etz'nab, and Ak'bal—

because of the structure of the Maya calendar." These four days are called
the Year Bearers. K.arl showed me that the columns of days surviving on
these pages were two of the four Year Bearers—Ben and Ak'bal. The
other two Et znab and Lamat have been destroyed, but can be de-
duced from the pattem. Each day is repeated thirteen times with num-
bers arranged in exactly the pattern we expect for a full set of flfty-two
years. To read the table you begin in the upper left córner with a
now-destroyed 5 Lamat, then read across the top row, which once con-
tinued with 6 Ben, 7 Etz'nab, and 8 Ak'bal, Then one reads across the next
row below and the next until all fifty-two years in the cycle have passed.

the Cosmic Dragón and Milky Way
belching out the waters of the flood

the Oíd Moon Goddess

GodL

page 74 of the Dresden Codex: The
flood that ended the last Creation

Figure 2:35
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My surprise at KarVs revelation led us into a discussion of New Year's
ceremonies in the códices and ethnohistorical sources. He told me they
are consistently associated with a destructive flood, just like the one
mentioned by Tozzer. In fact, he showed me how the revised pagmation
of the Dresden Codex places the destructive flood (Fig. 2:35) immediately
before the New Year's pages. The Maya—then and now-understood the
end of one year and the beginning of the other to be dangerous times
when one world was destroyed and another created. It was a replay of the
original creation.

This period has been the most exciting and intensiva time of my
intellectual Ufe. During it I have seen all of the major Maya cosmológica
symbols woven together into a coherent, eminently logical pattem a
i JTn essence, a map of the sky. That first discovery of the scorpion sucked
Iverything I knew about the Maya into the "Black-Transformer and spi
roXcha^ged. And most of all, my friends and I affirmed in powerM
and dramatic terms that this story of Creation is still meaningful for the
modem Maya of today. Creation and re-Creation were and are at the
heart of being Maya.

CREATION IN THE POPOL VUH

At the time the K'iche' Maya of the Guatemalan highlands were
recording their own versión of this Creation myth the details had
changad and been adapted to differences in language, history,^d tim^
but the main story remained the same. Since we recount parts of thi
great myth in subsequent chapters, we will begin here with a general
retelling to flesh out the missing parts of the Classic Creation myth

The Íeator Couple in the Popol Vuh are named Xpiyakok and XmM-
k Je They were responsible for the first and for all subsequent Creations
ofTe Jiverse, or the "sky-earth" as the K'iche' cali it. That first CreaUon
consisted of:

the fourfold siding, fourfold cornering,
measuring, fourfold staking,
halving the cord, stretching the cord
in the sky, on the earth,
the four sides, the four comers

as it is said,
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by the Maker, Modeler,

mother-father of life, of humankind,

giver of breath, giver of heart,
bearer, upbringer in the light that lasts
of those born in the light, begotten in the light;
worrier, knower of everything, whatever there is:
sky-eairth, Igike-sea

(D. Tedlock 1985:72)

Next they created the Izind, sea, ajid sky as we recounted at the beginning
of this chapter, and filled them with animals and birds, who squawked,
chattered, and howled but were unable to specik the ñames of their

makers. It so dismayed the Creator Couple that the animals were unable

to pray or to keep the days that they limited their dwellings to the wild
places of the forest and canyon and told them that their service would be

to provide food for the beings who would come later—the beings who
would be able to praise and nurture the gods.

Xpiyakok and Xmukane consultad together to create this provider and
nurturer, this being who would invoke emd remember them. First they

shaped people from mud, but the new beings were too soft. They crum-

bled, beccime lopsided, and dissolved. Dissatisfíed, the Creators made a

divination emd tried again. This time they made manikins from wood.

The wooden people could not remember their Creators and were stiff.

They had no feelings and were unable to care for anyone, not even the

animals that served them, so the Creators sent a flood to wash them away.

They became monkeys, and today are a sign of the previous Creation.

The third Creation is the world of the Hero Twins, Hunahpu and

Xbalanke (whose Classical ñames are One-Ahaw and Yax-Balam). This

part of the story begins with the tale of their fathers, One-Hunahpu and
Seven-Hunahpu, who were great ballplayers. One-Hunahpu had already

fathered one set of twins named One-Artisan and One-Monkey, who were

great artists and scribes. One day One-Hunahpu and Seven-Hunahpu
were playing hall. The noise of their hall bouncing in the ballcourt
disturbed the Lords of Death, who lived just below the playing floor.

They summoned the noisy culprits to Xibalba, the Maya Otherworld, to
answer for their misbehavior. After defeating the Twins with a series of
traps and triáis, the Xibalbans killed them. Afterward they decapitated
One-Hunahpu and hung his severed head in a gourd tree as a warning
to other people. Then the Lords buried their bodies under the floor of the
ballcourt in Xibalba and went about their business.

The Hearth and the Tree

Eventually the daughter of one of the Xibalban Lords got curious and
went to see the skull in the tree. When she spoke to the skull, it asked
her to hold out her hand. The skull spit inte her palm and impregnated
her. When her father found out she was pregnant, he was furious. He
ordered the owls of Xibalba to kill her, but they took pity on her and
helped her escape into the middle world where people lived. After finding
shelter with her babies' grandmother, the girl, whose ñame was Bloo ,
gave birth to twins she named Hunahpu and Xbalanke.

As the boys grew into maturity, they went through a series of adven-
tures that explain how the world got to be the way it is. Eventually, they
caught a mischievous rat who had been stealing seed from the.r milpa,
as Maya cornfields are called. The rat purchased his freedom by tellmg
them where their father and únele had hidden their ballgame eqmpment.
The Twins were delighted and immediately began to play ball. But

they disturbed the Xibalbans below, just as their ancestors had before
them. They too were summoned, but before they left for Xibalba, each
planted a maize ear in the center of his house, telling their grandmother
that when the maize dried up they would be dead.
Hunahpu and Xbalanke took their blowguns and left for the Other

world, where the Lords of Death were preparing a number of traps for
them. But these Twins were more clever than their father and únele had
been. As we relate in Chapter 8, each time the Xibalbans tried to play a
trick on them, they evaded the trap. Each day they confronted the
Xibalbans in a ballgame, and played them to a scoreless tie. Each night
thev were put in a different house to face a trial designed to defeat and
kill them. But each night they outwitted the Xibalbans and survived to
ülav another game.

Lntually, the Hero Twins made the Xibalban Lords so angry that
they knew they would be killed. Realizing what was commg, they worked
with Xulu and Pakam, helpful diviners, to plan a way of dying that would
let them come back to life. The next morning, the Xibalbans ««mmone
them to an oven filled with a raging fire. Knowing this was the death that
they themselves had arranged, the Twins jumped gleefully
and died The Xibalbans crushed their bones and threw the powder into
the nearby river, as the diviners had told them to do. Five days later, t e
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brought them back to life. Finally, they were commanded to perform
before the Lords of Xibalba. Through their miraculous dances, they
tempted the Lords inte allowing themselves to be sacrificed, and when

the Lords were dead, the Twins did not revive them. Thus did they defeat
death cind banish the Xibalbans from the world of humans.

After chastising the other Lords of Death and limiting their domain

to Xibalba, the Twins went to the Ballcourt to resurrect their father and

únele, who represent different forms of the Maize God. Unfortunately,
when One-Hunahpu's head and body were reunited and animated once

more, he could not say the ñames of things properly. The Twins decided

to leave him there in the Ballcourt, where he would be forever worshiped
by future generations of humanity."

According to Dennis and Barbara Tedlock, the final event in the third

Creation was the Hero Twins' confrontation with Seven-Macaw, a bird

who had beautiful blue teeth and metallic eyes. As the Classic texts tell
US, Seven-Macaw was so beautiful and vain that he declared himself to

be the sun and demsuided that everyone worship him. Vanity and pride
ran in the family, because his sons Sipakna and Earthquake claimed that
they had made the earth and could bring down the sky. Offended by this
hubris, the Twins decided to teach Seven-Macaw and his sons a lesson.

They knew the bird always ate at a nance tree, so they lay in wait for him

cmd shot him with their blowgun. The pellet struck one of the bird's

beautiful teeth, which abscessed and caused him great pain. In despera-

tion, Seven-Macaw asked an oíd grandfather for help. The grandfather

said his teeth and eyes would have to be removed. Overeóme by the pain,

the cid bird agreed, and when his teeth were pulled and the metal

trimmed from his eyes, everyone saw him for what he was and his

greatness left him.
His sons were no better. Sipedma lured four hundred boys into his

house and then collapsed it, killing them all. Determined to stop this
terrible person from harming others, the Twins built a huge false crab

from bromeliads, placed it in a tight canyon, and lured Sipakna down to

it Hungry, Sipakna struggled to get inside the shell to get at the tasty
meat, but became trapped as the Twins had pleinned all along. The
mountain settled down on his chest and he turned to stone. Sipeikna's
brother, Earthquake, was also defeated by the twins.

After their adventures with the Lords of Death and the resurrection of
their father and únele, the Twins rose from Xibalba. It is said that the sun
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belongs to one and the moon to the other. The four hundred boys killed
by Sipakna rose with them and became the Pleiades.
The scene was now set for the fourth Creation-the one in wh.ch we

are living today. Once again the Creators—the Bearer, Begetter, Makers,
and Modelers spoke:

"The dawn has approached, preparations have been made, and morn-
ing has come for the provider, nurturer, born in the light, begotten m the
light. Morning has come for humankind, for the people of the face of the

the sun, moon, and stars were about to appear over their hea<h,
Xpiyakok and Xmukane stood thinking about what they would need to
Sri.—y. Th.y te" .h" ™ r"
from yellow and white com, but where to find it? Fortunately, a fox
Zl a narrot and a crow carne to help them, bringmg news of a .«

Zl»» »iw'spu,-pi'" (ü.. Cl„l. M.y. I." «'yft «—
T-TnI-lVitz, "First-True-Mountain ).

The mountain was full of fine foods of all sort^maire, ̂cao, sapotes,
ananas iocotes, nances, matasanos, all fruits still eaten m the area today.
Xmukmie the First Mother, ground the yeUow and white corn nme

The ground corn became human flesh and the grease from the
water in which she washed her hands became human fat.Shemolded the first four human bemgs, who were calle agu .
JaTIÑight, Mahukutah, and True-Jaguar. They were the first mother-
LTeÑ tce;tors) of this Creatiom "They were sirnply made and mod-
1 ^ ;+ ic cíiid- thev had no mother and no father.
^ They were perfect beings. "Perfectly they saw, perfectly they Imew
everything unL the sky, whenever they looked." Like Ae gods, then
knoZÍedge was limitless and they could see through every^mg thmugh
trees, through lakes, through seas, through P'"""
The first human beings turned to their Creators and thanked them.

The Creators were pleased that these humans could spe^ and e^ress
«atitude but at the same time they were a litde fnghtened. These
Lnans could see as well as the gods themselvesr-all the way out to Ae
four sides of creation, to the four comers of the sky and on the e .
Modeler and Maker did not like this. Human beings were, after^l

A Kv tbp íTods Yet the Creators did not want to destroy

them, jnst a little.
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"And when they changed the nature of their works, their designs, it
was enough that the eyes be marred by the Heart of the Sky. They were
blinded as the face of a mirror is breathed upon. Their eyes were weak-
ened. Now it was only when they looked nearby that things were olear."
Thus was humanity given permanent myopia.

CREATION AND THE SKY

When we put together the Creation images and texts of the Classic
period with the myth of the Popol Vuh, the miracle of the entire story
touched US to our deepest core. The great cosmic symbols of the ancient
Maya are a map of the sky, but the sky itself is a great pageant that
replays Creation in the pattem of its yearly movements. Sunset on August
13 darkens the sky to reveal Itzam-Yeh (Seven-Macaw) falling from the
tree after he has been shot by the firstborn twin, One-Ahaw (Hunahpu).
Then the Crocodile Tree transforms into a canoe. This canoe runs east to
west, propelled by the Jaguar Paddler and the Stingray Paddler, or by
Itzamna, the original shaman. As the canoe sinks under the water, it
brings the Maize God to the Place of Creation, the space between Gemini
and Orion. The Paddler Gods and other Itz'at of the Sky center the sky
by setting the three stones of Creation. This is also the hearth where the
first fire is drilled. They draw the picture of the turtle and the peccaries
on the earth and the sky simultaneously, at First-Three-Stone-Place at
Lyitig down-Sky. There also, Hun-Nal-Ye, the Maize God, rises reborn
from the cracked turtle shell. The copulating peccaries of Gemini (re-
member that the Creator Couple in the Popol Vuh were called Great
White Peccary, Great White Coati) lie nearby. Perhaps the Maya also
once shared the Aztec definition of Gemini as a star ballcourt—the one
where the Maize God stayed after he was reborn so that humanity could
worship him. As the Maize God is reborn from the Turtle-Peccary of
Orion, his umbilicus stretches out to become the ecliptic on which his
sons. Venus and the Sun, and his wife, the Moon, will travel through the
new Creation. When the day dawns, the first acts of Creation come to
fruition.

On February 5, sunset finds First-Three-Stone-Place still at the center

of the sky. It sinks toward the west, taking the handful of seeds (the
Pleiades) to be planted in the earth. This is also an image of the four
hundred boys falling to their death. After midnight, the Black-Trans-
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former appears and from this great sky-wide portal the Wakah-Chan
rises, along the entire eastem horizon until it is archmg from north to
south across the heavens. First Father has raised the sky in the form of
the Milky Way, a great tree with its buttress roots in the south. This
Wakah-Chan arches north to touch the heart of heaven, the black void
that was celestial north in ancient times. When he raised the sky, First
Father created a house in the north made of eight partitions. On earth
these unfold as the kan tzuk, kan xuk, "four partitions, four comers."
When all was fmished, First Father started the constellations moving in
the circular motion "that sustains the very vault of heaven until the end
of time"—until the next Creation. The gods wrote all of these actions in
the sky so that every human, commoner and king alike, could read them
and affirm the truth of the myth.

OTHER CREATIONS IN TlflES HODERN
The Maya of today still affirm the myths of Creation, althougli ̂ ey

sometimos do not rememher how oíd the roots of that
s Xersity in the various forms of Creation celebrated by the modern
Maya The oíd traditions and myths have fused with the new David
Freidel for example, found this description of an agricultural ritua
practicad by the Mopan-speaking Maya of San Antonio Corozal, Belize.
J Eric Thompson, the famous Mayanist, stayed there and wrote an
ethnography of the people in 1927. In the ancient myth the W^ah-Chan
was raTsed on February 5. The ritual Thompson descnbed took place on
February 8, three days later.

The agricultural year of the Maya of San Antonio may be said to
commence in February. Until recent years it was customaiy for the whole
DOpulation of San Antonio to repair to the church on February 8 each year
for an all-night vigil. This service appears to have no connection with any
ceremony of the Catholic church; in fact the CathoUc priests were quite
unaware that it took place. Within the last few years there has been ari
atterapt to shift this service, which is an intercession for a successful
^Lral year, to the first Saturday in February. The instigator of this
cSge was an ex-alcalde, Janaro Chun, who had been educated in Belize,
and Ls opposed to all the oíd customs that savored of paganism. There

considerable opposition to the change, and since Chun lost his post of
rdlde, there has been a return to the oíd date of February 8. Until recent
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¿ttend^ncc at th© vigil was compulsory, and non-attondants werc
liable to a fine. At nightfall the whole village proceeded to the church,
where fifty or sixty candles were lit. Prayers were offered to the Almighty
and Huitz-Hok \Ah Witz-Hok\ the Mountain-valley god. The ceremonies
were enlivened by the drinking of considerable quantities of nim. At
midnight the more devout members of the congregation filed out of the
church and, kneeling or standing, offered more candles and copal, as they
prayed anew. The prayers have now, unfortunately, fallen into disuse
except among a few of the older generation, and some of the people in the
remoter alquilos. I was unable to obtédn any texts, merely the statement
that God and Huitz-Hok were invoked. One informant added that the
moming star and the moon were appealed to as well to send good crops.
All-night vigils are a part of many Maya ceremonies of aboriginal origin,
and except for the fact that this intercession takes place in a church, and
that the God of the Christians is added to the oíd list of pagan deities
invoked, there is no evidence of the ceremony being of post-Columbian
origin. This is the only ceremony of supposedly Maya origin that is fixed
in the calendar. According to the Goodman-Thompson correlation of the
Eiuropean and Maya calendars, the days clustering around the position
occupied by February 8 in the tropical year were more emphasized than
any other date in the year dunng the [Classic period].... There seems then
a strong possibility . . . [that] this festival still maintained at San Antonio
is the same as that observed over 1,200 years ago by the Mayas of the
so-called Oíd Empire in this same general area. Bishop Landa states that
either in Chen or Yax the temple of the Chacs was renovated, eind their
idols, braziers, and pottery were repainted or renewed. At the time of the
conquest these two months corresponded to the period January 2 to Febru
ary 10 (Landa, chap. 40). The Chaks were agricultural gods, and therefore
there might be some connection between the modem and the ancient
ceremonies. However, in Bishop Landa's time it would appear to have
been a movable feast. Among the Lacandones the ceremony of renewing
the incensé vessels commences in the middle of February and continúes
until nearly the end of March, but the time depends to a Icirge extent on
the ripening of the products of the milpa.

(Thompson 1930:41-42)

The Chortis of the circum-Copan area also meirk the beginning of the
agricultural year. Alfonso Morales, one of Linda's students, compiled the
following descriptions and translations from the work of Rafael Girard."
On February 8 the Chorti Ah K'in, "diviners," begin the agricultural

year. Both the 260-day cycle and the solar year are used in setting dates
for religious and agricultural ceremonies, especially when those rituals
fall at the same time in both calendars. The ceremony begins when the
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diviners go to a sacred spring where they choose five stones with the
proper shape and color. These stones will mark the five positions of
the sacred cosmogram created by the ritual.
When the stones are brought back to the ceremonial house, two

diviners start the ritual by placing the stones on a table in a careful
pattern that reproduces the schematic of the universe. At the same time,
helpers under the table replace last year's diagram with the new one
They believe that by placing the cosmic diagram under the base of God
at the center of the world they demónstrate that God dommates the
universe. , t-i- u .u

The priests place the stones in a very particular order. First the stone
that corresponda to the sun in the eastern, sunrise posiüon of summer
solstice is set down; then the stone corresponding to the western, sunset
nosition of the same solstice. This is followed by stones representtng the
western, sunset position of the winter solsüce, then ~'^"Xur
position. Together these four stones form a square. They stt at the fou
Lrners of the square ¡ust as we saw in the Creation story from the Class^
period and in the Popol Vuh. Finally, the center stone is placed to for
the ancient five-point sign modern researchers called the qumcunx.

Girard emphasized that this action not only starts the new calen
but also reenacts the Creation of the World. "The
action was done a long time ago and that it is bemg reenacted by the sam
'ds who now have different ñames. These gods do it by 'measurmg Ae
Lc¡ and squaring their measurements.' They explatned to me that this
was the way it was done at the beginning of the world. The priest m
charge 'makes the world' as it was made by the gods the first time and
they continué doing it now" (Girard 1966:53).

Later on in this series of rituals, the Chorti go through a ceremony they
cali raising the sky. This ritual takes place at midnight on the twenty-
fifth of April and continúes each night until the rains arrive. In this
ceremony two diviners and their wives sit on benches so that they occupy
the córner positions of the cosmic square. They take their seats in the
same order as the stones were placed, with the men on the eastem side
and the women on the west. The ritual actions of sitting down and lifting
upward are done with great precisión and care, because they are direct y
^elated to the actions done by the gods at Creation. The people represent
the gods of the four corners and the clouds that <=over '
rise from their seats, they metaphorically lift the sky. I their lifting
motion is uneven, the rains will be irregular and harmfu .
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The Chortis, like the K'iche', pay great attention to the Milky Way.
Their diviners cali it the "Road of Santiago," and they identify Santiago
as the god of storms who sends the thunder and commands the rains. He
also controls the Milky Way and the rainbow, which are described as
giant white and multicolored snakes that move through the sky.
A lot of attention is paid to the positional changes of the Milky Way,

especially in relationship to the sun. On the saint day of Santiago (July
25), the sun runs from east to west and the Milky Way from approxi-
mately north to south. On that day, the ecliptic and the Milky Way make
a giant cross in the sky. This is the Wakah-Chan of the ancient Maya.

This pattern also signáis the beginning of the canícula, a short period
in the middle of the rainy season when the rains cease and the tempera-
ture nses. At this time, the Chortis say the rain gods "rest" and make a
üttle dry season. When the Milky Way tilte into the position the ancients
saw as the crocodile tree, it signáis the renewal of the rainy season. This
position coincides with the second of the zenith passages of the sun—
August 12 or 13 in the Chorti región. For the modern Chorti, this signáis
the beginning of the second planting season. For the ancient Maya, this
was the day when the sky artists placed the three stones of Creation in
the hearth of Orion. August 13 is the day of Creation.

At the end of February 1992, just as the dizzy intensity of discovery was
gmng way to the more normal pace of life, Linda went to Chiapas,
México, to observe the Festival of Games held in the ch'ay k'in, the five'
lost days, that mark the end of the oíd year and the beginning of the
new year. During that time the people of San Juan Ghamala destroy the
oíd world and create a new one. They re-create Creation. This adventure
had its own component of serendipity, because at the 1991 Texas work-
shop, Duncan Earle, an ethnographer who had just that year begun to
teach at the rival institution of Texas A & M, mentioned that he knew
the outgoing Pasión of the San Sebastián barrio. Duncan had been invited
to attend the pageant, and he threw out a half-serious invitation for Linda
to come Wlth him, which she half Seriously aocepted By ihe o.id,l1e „f
nmil ñS Cmion UnMáá kL. U stunn«l .Meo
tions became very ser.ous indeed and she bought plañe tickets for both
oí them. Here s what happened.
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THE HONKEYS OF THE BEFORE TIME
(as told by Linda Schele)

Duncan and I had arrived in San Cristóbal de las Casas very late on
Thursday night, after a hard afternoon in the México City airport wwüng
for a connecting flight. We found the oíd colonial house our fnend Alfred
Bush had offered, got a night of sleep, and puttered around the city unti
noon finding friends and getting ourselves oriented. After lunch, we took
a coUctivo taxi (a VW van stuffed with Chamulas and two oversize
gringos) out to Chamula to find the house of the outgoing P^ion so that
I could be introduced to his family and the other officials who were part
of his entourage. . ,

During the next three days, we spent most of our time among the
Chamulas. Duncan speaks Tzotzil and wears Chamula clothes wit e
knowledge of one who has worked among them. His blue eyes and light
hair always gave him away and the Chamulas kept asking him if he was
Lol, the ñame they gave to Thor Anderson, who had once been allowe
to make a film about their Festival of Games.
Muid n.. »uk «• -u» 1««° "».u, «urtd. Au..ug to Ch.u.ul. I ™ . Ji». "k'-f fogf

and doesnotspeak¿.itíziVAbp,"true human speech. I had another sk ,
however, that fascinated them. I could draw. They were susp.cious o my
drawing book at first, but as they gathered around me, they
see what I was drawing and began talking among themselves^ To them
the image "carne out" of the page. Through Duncan, I asked many
questions, and with those Chamulas who spoke Spanish, I could even
communicate. Soon word spread of my strange antics, and the moment
I pulled out my notebook and pen, dozens of Chamulas closed in on me
until I was packed in like a hot dog in a bun. Before long, I got my
Chamula ñame—MuAte Antz Chingan or Large Woman F»»"r^ Believe
it or not. the "««e i. a no^pUment, for they nalled me that when they

" F;; d^írn^ncan and 1 watched the Pasiones and the Flowers»
roo the flowered banners that are the Sun-Christ around the square of
Chamula We attended Ihe pilbll^ ban<|UPW ami tflsiPd the food tbe
Pasiones pmvidecl to all the people of the cotnmunily. We watched as the
banners were fed w.lh clouds of Smoke fiom hand held braziers. We
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watched the civil officials feed their bastones and join the authority of

their offices to the Creation of the world. Most of all, we watched men

and boys dressed in costumes resembling those of nineteenth-century

French grenadiers cavort through the crowds, playing musical instru-

ments and singing the Scune song—Bolon Chon—over and over again.
These oddly dressed apparitioñs are the Max, the Monkeys, who are

creatures from a previous Creation. In the Popol Vuh myth, the wooden

men of the second Creation, who were dispersed by a flood, turned into

these emimals. Some of the Chamula Monkeys range free, playing tricks

on the crowd, misbehaving in many ways, making off-color jokes, and

msiking sure no foreigner takes an unauthorized photograph.
Other Monkeys are in the service of the Pasiones. We watched them

dance the Sun-Christ banners around two clay drums in endless circles for

five long days. They cali this movement hoy, the same word used for the

act of dedicating the Wakah-Chan on the Tablet of the Cross. I drew the

Monkeys time and again and everyone recognized my images of their
high-pointed, beribboned hats. I had read about the Monkeys, but they
cannot really be described in words to one who has not experienced them.
While I watched them, Duncan's powerful and vivid words brought
home to me what they are and what they do. They are pre-cultural beings
who tear down the order of the world in order to prepare for its re-
creation when the Sun-Christ is brought out of the Otherworld. Dunccui
explained that I too am classified as a precultural being from another
Creation. All of us strange people from beyond the Chamula world are
from that past Creation. The wonder of it struck me, for there I was, a
being left over from a before-time, watching the Chamulas create the
world just as their ancestors had for thousands of years. More than that,
I realized I had been thinking of them in exactly the same way. I study
the ancient Maya world almost as if it were a past creation of another
time. Until that moment, I realized, I had thought of the Chamulas and
all of their Maya cousins as beings who had inherited wisdom from that

past Creation. We are not so different after all.
One of the most important ceremonies in the five-day sequence of the

Festival of Games took place the night before the Fire Run on Tuesday,

March 3. Starting just before midnight, the Pasiones and Flowers, who

are the principal officials in these rituals, take their people to nearby hills
that bear great thirty-foot-high crosses on their summits. They are called
Calvarios, and each barrio has one of these sacred summits. I wanted very
much to see this part of the ritual and so did our hostess, Susanna Ekholm,
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a friend and archaeologist who has lived in San Cristóbal for over twenty
years. Carol Karasik, a ffiend of hers who had edited a set of Tzotzil stones
and dreams, joined us at the last minute.

Duncan and I spent Monday in easy activities, resting when we could
for we knew we would spend the entire night at Calvario. As we ate
supper at Susanna's house, we would step out periodically into her court-
vard to follow the progresa of the hearth stones in Orion across the sky.
There was too much polluüon from San Cristóbal-s lights to see the Milky
Way, but Orion and Gemini were clearly and prommently visible.

At midnight, we piled into Susanna's car and drove to Chamula. We
were wrapped in múltiple layers of clothes to keep w^, but wem
resigned to being miserably cold and tired. We arrived to find our Pasión
and bis people running their banners around the square. They were soon
ioined by the Pasión of San Pedro, who added their ranks to the running
crowd. Being a middle-aged gringa, I thought it prudent to leave for
Calvario with the musicians, independent monkeys, and fireworks spe_
cialists. It was a steep hill. Susanna and I had to stop several tunes to <^t
our breath. but we made the summit and had regamed our sttength by
the time the Pasiones and their entourages ran the banners to the summit
r»f San Pedro's Calvario.

We spent the next two hours watching the banners circle the diws,
walking among the people, observing the Monkeys feeding huge
crosses. I drew what I saw in the near darkness. Rockets arched high into
the black sky, thundering their booms off the hillsides, pun^atmg e
murmur of the crowd and the drone of the Bolon-Chon song. Duncan an
I circled through the crowds twice, returning each time to where Su^na
and Carol waited. On the third circuit they jomed us in our wa^. When
we saw the fireworks handlers and musicians gathenng their thmgs, we
ioined their exodus to the Calvario of San Sebastián.

Susanna and I wound our slow way up the concrete stairs of San
Sebastián Calvario to find a place on the rail overlooking the town ̂ d
the other Calvario. Chamula threw up as much light pollution as San
Cristóbal had, but it didn't make any difference because clouds had
covered the stars and hidden the Milky Way from us. Rocketó arched
soarkling trails toward the clouds while we watched the flashlights of the
Pasiones and their entourages leaving San Pedro Calvario to cross the
valley past the ruins of the oíd church and the cemetery and mount
the hill where we stood. I imagined how it would have looked when they
used torches to light their way. This time two musicians announced the
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arrival of the banners with the long doleful cry of conch-shell tnimpets.
The trumpets were not very well made, for the trumpeters had to struggle
mightily to make some very uncertain sounds. The drummers arrived

with their net-bound water drums, and soon the banners continued their

endless, circling path through the Dance of the Warriors.

As we watched the ceremonies and tried to see what was ocourring near
the croases, we were surprised at how passive the Pasiones had become.

They took no peirt in the dancing ñor did they participare in feeding the
croases, It seemed to us that the Monkeys had taiken over and were in
charge, but neither of us knew why. Later, Gary Gossen, an ethnographer
who has spent his life studying the Chamulcis, told me that we were

seeing the triumph of chaos over order. The Monkeys had won the battle
and banished the Sim-Christ from this world.

We watched for hours. I filled pages in my book with spidery linea
hastily drawn in near-complete darkness. Several Chamulas helped me by
holding their flashlights on my page. Finally, about 4:30 in the morning,
I gave in to exhaustion and sank to the ground next to Susanna, who wais
sitting on the stool built into my pack.

The cloudy night had disappointed us all, and I had given up, resigning
myself to the probability that I would not be able to fulfill Tony Aveni's

admonition to check the astronomy in the field. Well, I thought to
myself, Til be back and there will be other times. Suddenly, as we sat

there in our exhaustion, eyes heavy and minds filled with cotton, the

wind blew away the clouds. The sky opened up before us in all the glory
it could steal from the electric streetlights of Saín Juan Chamula. The
light pollution didn't matter. I looked up and saw Scorpius poised exactly
behind the huge croas of San Sebastián Calvario (Fig. 2:36). The Wakah-
Chan was arching over my head, and while I could not see its shape
because of the amount of light, I knew exactly where it was because of
the scorpion. As I drew it in my book, one of my kibitzers reached across
my shoulder, tapped the image of Scorpius with his finger, and said
"Tz'ek." Duncan told me it is the Chamula word for "scorpion." Thus the
Chamulas today see the same scorpion in the sky as did their ancestors

a thousand years ago.

We drove back to San Cristóbal about an hour later and stopped on the
side of the road where we hoped the light pollution would be less intense.

We had no luck with that, but I saw something else that I think I was

supposed to see. As the sun stained the rim of the night with a huge red
arch, filling much of the eastern horizon, we watched Venus hovering in
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Figure 2:36 Calvario and the Wakah-Chan Linda's journal

"mbern sky and saw the Big Dipper. the great bird ̂ am^Yeb^ dmng
toward the horizon. Both of these constellations, as well a^ Onon on he
opposite side of night, are visible until the sun peeks its face above
surface of the earth.They are the brightest constellations in the sky.

At first I was disappointed that I had not been m Chamula or some
other place in the Maya región on February 5 to see Creation as the
ancients had seen it. Later it occurred to me that the mother^fathers had
consnired to get me there exactly when I was supposed to be. You see,
since the eighth century, precession has moved the constellations ,ust
enough to make the night sky on the date I was there correspond to what
''''l rad'TwXsix more months to see the tree and the bird
glory. It happened with my ffiend Nikolai at the sacred place of Ma
I3dia in southem Quintana Roo, a place we wdl discuss m the next
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chapter. Nikolai was living in nearby Señor, the town established by the
Cruzob Maya early in this centuiy. On the second night of my visit, we
waited until the full darkness of night had banished the light of the sun,
and drove out of Señor halfway to Tixkakal in order to escape the electric
lights of the town. There among the vegetable fields planted by the Maya
as a cash crop, we saw the sky in its full glory. It was August 18, 1992,
just five days after the Creation day. We got out of the car and let our
eyes adjust to the dark. There it was, arching across the sky from south
to north the great tree in a crystalline glory more powerful than any-
thing I had visuaUzed in my mind. The scorpion blazed away in the south
next to the rattlesnake in Sagittarius, and below them the Milky Way
spread outward in the form of the buttress roots of the tree. To the north
I saw the great Bird diving toward the horizon as it had at Chamula half
a year earUer, but this time it was surrounded by the sparkling light of
a billion stars. In the center of the sky above our heads, we saw the dark
cleft that the Maya read as the head of the crocodile The tree the
scorpion, the crocodile, the bird-all of the images I had seen on com
putar sCTeem, on the pages of astronomy books, and in the pictures
c^eated by the ancient Maya, were there. And they were so much bigger
than had |magmed for I had grown used to seeing them at the scale of
a page held m my hand. It truly was the Path of Awe painted with all
the bnlliance the Itz'at of the Sky had originally given it

CHAPTER THREE

centerino the world

the navel of the world
(as told by David Freídel)

V  "Vofftie " as his gradúate students affectionately called
d our car át the summit of the pass and got out. The dusthim^topped followed him to

swirled around us squinted until the air cleared, looked

wonaem/wt we had ̂ opped here. Below us lay the valleyaround, an .-heckerboard green that rose westward until it was
in a broad swathe highland Chiapas. At the far end of that
lost in the foreste ^he

vTsta, I could just maKe

'"^iling with delight, Vogtie motioned us over to a roadside cross madeof rough lod. Our Lcher looked relaxed and natural in the black ̂
mantle of a Zinacanteco.' In his hand he camed a bottle of clear, ho
made liquor, posh, the local lubricant of ritual Ufe. Handing each o us
a small jigger of liquor, he instructed us to first sp.t out a little for the
p r and Ln swallow the rest in one gulp. Then he turned and gazed
XÍ tloMlun, "town." His students called it "Z center."
^ "Here at this cross," he said, indicating the shrine in front of us, we

te" the world of Zinacantan. This is the foot of the sacred mountain,
,  ■ ,ID there at its summit"—he poinwd upwaid towaid a
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sky—"is another cross shrine. Over there," he said pointing to the east
and south, "is bankilal mukka vitz. Sénior Large Mountain."^

As I stared at the breathtaking volcano that towered over nine
thousand feet above sea level, Vogtie explained the Zinacantecos' be-
lief that it housed the corráis where the Father-Mothers, the ancestral
spirits guarding the village, keep the more than eleven thousand wild-
animal companion spirits of the people. Swinging his arm southward,
he indicated the other mountains and shrines ringing the valley: sisíl
vitz, the steep-sided pyramid-shaped mountain; kalvaryo, the great
shrine that lies along the road to the outlying settlement of Nakih;
and so on, all around the valley. "Each mountain has its ancestral gods
and its doorway cross shrines where the 'seers,'' the shamans, speak for
the people."

pointed down into the valley below our feet. "There," he said,
"is mixik' balamil, the navel of the world."
"Where?" I said.

"There, that little hill," he replied.
Puzzled, because I really couldn't be sure where he was pointing, I

inally decided he must mean the cross shrine near the edge of the village.
We got back into the car and proceeded over the bumpy road into the
small town, the center of the larger municipio and home to a cadre of
professional ntualists and a larger number of temporary religious and
civic officeholders, or cargo bearers, as they are called. We toured the
many crosses of the town; admired the Church of San Lorenzo the
Church of San Sebastián, and the Chapel of Esquipulas, the Christ who
bartered for the souls of the Zinacantecos. We also visited the great bolom
ton, the jaguar rock where a Chamula boy feigns sacrificial death every
Fiesta of San Sebastián.

But I could not understand why, with all the elabórate forms that the
sacred geography of Zmacantan could take, that the navel of the universe
was a little nondescript bump outside the town (Fig. 3:1), truly an earthen
belly button.

This was my first encounter with the sacred world in which the Maya
hve. Clearly the small size of the mixik'balamiJ^ the center of the world,
was not a problem to Evon Vogt or his friends, who knew a lot more about
such things. I put the matter away in the sock drawer of my mind, the
place where I keep a disorganized collection of handy thoughts that
might occasionally generate an insight or two. In the years afterward, the

niLxik' balamil

Píate 1

Figi'RE 3:1 The Navel of the World at Zinacantan

"belly button of the world" surfaced from time to time, but it was not
until my first large project at the ancient Maya city of Cerros in Belize
that I met the mystery once again, face-to-face.
The smallest cuid least impressive pyramid at the Preclassic center of

Cerros, a building dwarfed by a cluster of massive acropolises, tumed out
to be the pivotal building that euichored everything else in this coastal
community. hs the kings of Cerros expanded and elaborated upon the
sacred precinct of their town, they shifted the active, accessible, and
presumably public ceremonial space outward to the south and east of this
little founding pyramid and plaza group. I discovered the nature of this
original conceptual center (Structure 5C) by accident. Because the pyra
mid was small, I decided to document it in its entirety, to clear a large
portion of the earth and rock covering its surface. My students and I
subsequently stumbled into a fantastic discovery: the carefully buried
stucco facade of an early royal temple. That small mound turned out to
be the heart of the town, dating from its most ancient beginnings as a
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royal capital/ Like the mixik' balamil of Zinacantan, it was a small,
unimpressive bump off to one side of the sacred landscape.
When I returned to the Maya area to undertake my second major

research project, at Yaxuna in Yukatan, I had a similar experience. One
of my first jobs was to direct the layout of a survey control grid on a
cruciform axis encompassing the ruined city. Standing at the approximate
center of the group of pyramids, on the east-west axis, I searched for a
line of sight that could become the north-south axis. A large acrópolis,
hard to climb and difficult to survey, stood in the way of the sight line
some distance to the north. I didn't want my crews struggling to chop a
straight line up and down the steep sides of that acrópolis, so I edged to
the west a little to miss it with this main survey trail. When at last I found
the clear line of sight I needed to stake the north-south trail, I shoved the
long metal survey pin into the ground. And as I looked down, I saw a
large black spider in an enormous web right next to my hand. The spider
had bright orange markings on its back and eight legs clustered into pairs
radiating out toward the four directions.

I called to Don Sefarino, who was chopping brush on the east-west trail
nearby, and asked him what the Maya called this spider.

'Tt's an ¿zm," he said, "quite poisonous."

In spite of that, I took the spider as a good sign. Am \s also an ancient

ñame for Maya divining stones of the sort used in casting lots and
foretelling the future. The spider stones of antiquity also helped shamans
map out the four perimeter points to open their portáis.^ Modern shamans
like my friend Don Pablo still use a variety of magical stones. Yukatekans
use their clear "stones of light" to discern the true location of the four
córner points in an area that must be cleansed of evil or made ready for
ceremony. My survey eventually revealed that the true center point of
ancient Yaxuna was a small stepped platform dwarfed by a huge nearby
pyramid and that the survey benchmark and the black spider were just
a few feet north of this little pyramid.

OTHER KIND5 OF CENTERS

Since the Spanish Conquest, most Maya towns have been stamped with

the grid of the European worldview—straight streets, and churches and
government buildings arranged around a square. But Vogtie showed his
students, Freidel among them, how the patterns intertwine with the
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European overlay; how the metaphysical dimensions of the Maya world,
the boundaries of the four directions and the center, exist in relation to

one another. How the wild world of the forests, mountains, and ancestral

abodes and the tame world of homes, churches, and community are

woven together in the pilgrimages of the shamans, or the h ilolstik^ ̂  the
Zinacamtecos cali them.

A few years after the experience Freidel describes above, Vogtie com-
mitted his perceptions of the Zinacanteco cosmos to paper in one of the
clearest analyses of Maya reality ever written. Tortillas for the Gods.
There he explained how the center relates to the four directions:

Houses and fields are small-scale models of the quincuncial cosmogony.
The universe was created by the VAXAK-MEN,® gods who support it at its
comers and who designated its center, the "navel of the world,' in Zina
cantan Center. Houses have corresponding comer posts; fields emphasize
the same critical places, with cross shrines at their comers and centers.
These points are of primary ritual importance.

^  (Vogt 1976:58)

We now know that the first act of Creation was to center the world by
placing the stones of the cosmic hearth. The second was to raise the sky,
establish the sides and the corners of the cosmic house that is the sky. The
Maya at places like Cerros, Yaxuna, and Zinacantan have been centering
the world and creating the four sides ever since. The center could be
grand both in scale and execution, or like the navel of a human being,
it could be a faint, vestigial marker of the remains of the umbilicus t at
w£is once connected to an original source of creation and sustenan
could be created by ritual wherever the Maya needed one. Each house-
hold shrine in the outlying hamlets of Zinacantan is central to the y
that worships there. Each water hole shared by families living toget
for generations is central to their lives. Each of the great mountain homes
of the Father-Mothers is central when its crosses are adorned wi p
tips £uid carnations, the offerings are arranged, the portáis are op
devout descendants kneel before them in prayer while t i_ _f
partake of the offering meal. In fact, Vogtie told us, the three pe^J
Sénior Large Mountain, the most important of these moun am
are called the three stones of the hearth. at thpir

i-Vi#* anccstors* sicccssiblG tli0irWithin the sacred mountams hve the an deeo
cross-shrine portáis. Below is the "land warmed by bones the deep

•  tVi» dark embrace of the Earth Lord, yahvalearth that rests within the dark emnrace
balamil, who is powerful, dangerous, and potentially evil. e
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Maya thought of these underworld beings as mcinifesting in disease and
affliction. The Earth Lord of the Zinacantecos, not too surprisingly, takes
the material shape of a fat, rich Ladino, the colonial oppressor incarnate.
The weak-willed sell their souls to him for temporal fortune, only to
serve, after death, on his netherworld cash-crop farms until their iron
s£indals weaur out. High above the land of the living, the saints preside in
their heavenly chapel homes, allies and protectors of the devout.

In the highest levels of heaven dwells Almighty God the Sun who
traverses his flowery path across the sky once a day. The rising of the sun
is the daily affirmation of the dyneunic and participatory presence of
beneficent spiritual forces in the lives of the people/ This general concept
is universal among the Maya. The sun is so central in the mythology of
the Tzotzil Maya that they believe north and south, the "sides of heaven,"

were first defined when the sun made its original journey across the
cosmos. To these contemporsuy Maya all the directions have sacred

properties. West is the entryway into the earth where the Sun-Christ had

to go before he could rise in triumph. South is nadir, the darkness where

the Sun-Christ first traveled before arising from death in the east. As-
cending to the zenith in the north, Christ slew his mythological enemies

with his curativo heat (Fig. 3:2).®

For the Zinacanteco Maya, the central point where the horizontal and

vertical axes intersect, the mixik^ balamil^ is the navel of the world, the

belly button whose very ñame evokes the image of a life-sustaining cord

traversing the layers of the cosmos, connecting humeinity to the gods, the

source of life, and the gods to the human sustenance they require—

processions, prayers, and offerings that ñow to them when the Other-

worldly portsJs are opened. The Precolumbian Maya represented this
conduit between the supernatural and human worlds as a snake-headed

cord that emerged from the belly of the Maize God and the sacred place
they called Na-Ho-Chan. Classic Kings carried it in their arms in the form
of the Double-headed Serpent Bar. The descendernts of the Maya who
fought the Gaste War of Yukatém cali it the kuxan sum^ £md they believe
that it was cut by the Spamish invaders. Oíd men who spoke of this
umbilicus with our friend Nikolai Grube said that it lies dormant under

the Ballcourt of Chich'en Itza. One day, they believe, a Maya king will
reign again, and when that happens, the cord will emerge from the great
cenote and join the Maya once again to the original source of sustenance.

Just as the gods marked the periphery by placing the four sides and
corners'» around the center, the Maya shaman creates a five-part image
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Figure 3:2 The Chamula Modal of the Cosmos

to sanctify space and open a portal to the Otherworld. Mayanists have
adopted the Latin word quincunx for this five-pomt-plan concept, al-
though the Maya have many ways of expressing it m then own lan-

ages." The disceming of the four sides or the four corners and the
establishing of their position relative to the center point is what we mean
hv "centering." The Yukatek farmers today "center" their fields ntually
eL before they begin to cut them out of the fallow brushland." They
mark off their fields and the units within them with small piles of stones,
just as villages mark off their lands from those of neighboring communi-
ties with large piles of stones.
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The very act of preparing a plot of land for growing food—the clearing
and measuring out of rectilinear spaces—echoes Creation mythology
thousands of years oíd. Before cutting down the traes and brush, a devout

Yukatek farmer will make offerings at the canter of his field. His field

has four corners and four sidas like the original order established at
Creation. The farmer centers the ñeld by piling up the stones to mark the

canter—properly a layar of three followed by a fourth and then a fifth

one stacked on top. This centering trainsforms the land from wild forest

to cultivated laind. Like his wife who starts the day by lighting a fire in

the three-stone he£ü-th of the house, the farmer repeats the acts of Cre

ation first enacted by First Father when he set up the first three stones

of Creation to establish the cosmic canter. He meirks the corners and sidas

of his field, just as First Father lifted up the sky and created a house with

four sidas and four corners.

The Maya field and house are analogs of these cosmic structures.

William Hanks (1990:349) says, "Altars, yards, cornfields, the earth, the

sky, emd the highest atmospheres cure described in terms of the five-point
cardinal frcime." According to him, these concepts are built into the very

language itself. Thus, the basic work of making the world livable—

building houses, planting fields—is the everyday experience of all Maya;

and it is the same work that the gods undertook at the beginning of

everything. These ideas are woven together in the quincunx pattern so

prevalent in Maya imagery and symbolism. The Classic-period glyph that

included this quincunx pattern in its canter reads be, the word for "road"

or "path." Hanks's shaman informant says that he "opens the path" when

he lays out the cardinal locations on his altar."

In present-day Yukatan, Maya divinities £ind spirits regulsirly conform

to this five-point pattern of the cosmos. The balamob or jaguar-protec-

tors," the babatunob^^ or sky-beeirers, eind the chakob or rain gods are all

fourfold beings associated with the four directions. The jaguar-protectors

are the most intimately involved because they opérate at the level of the

human lamdscape. In the Classic system, the Chakob, the K'awilob, the

Pawahtunob, and many others were also fourfold gods.

This quincunx view also has a part in healing a Maya house of
afflictions. Hanks describes how Yukatek shamans use their crystals, their

"stones of light," to discern where evil is located in the domestic space.
Called a "solar," this space includes all the buildings and grounds inside
the family's stone-wgJled enclosure. First, the shamcin "fixes earth," hetz
luum, because it is the eairth that is in need of treatment, irrespective of
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the location of the afflicting spirit within the yard." He causes his crystals
to "dawn" or become illuminated so that he can see something he calis
butz'ox "smoke" inside them. This "smoke" identifies the afflicting spirit
and "corners" it in one of the four corners of the house-lot space. To
contain this evil, and then forcé it out of the family space, he raises
guardián spirits in the four cardinal directions" by pointing out the
boundary stones to each guardián, except for the one who resides in the
place where the evil spirit is "cornered." When the shaman is ready, he
gets the guardians to "drop" the evil spirit and to cast it out into the
wilderness where it can be locked into an abandonad underground place
called a chultun.'' As we shall see, the conjuring of spirits is a very ancient
Maya practica indeed.

Centering the world is thus a way of re-creating a spatial order that
focuses the spiritual forces of the supernatural within the material fonm
of the human world, rendering these forces accessible to human need.
Because centering the world requires movement to, from, and mom e
designated center point, the processional route humans use to define the
center is as important as the center itself. The traditional label ceremo-
nial center," whether it refers to modem places like the town of Zmacan-
tan or to the pyramids and plazas of the ancient cities, accurately re ec
the function of these places. These locations are not so much
ceremony as they are centers because of ceremonies performed m them
by ritualista who center the world each time they create sacred space and
open the portáis to the Otherworld.

This work of creating centers, of marking off their corners, °
cling them in order to "bind" them up," of moving in ̂ d out of Aem
has an effect on the shape of time as well as space. The anaent M y
were experts in discerning complex and intricate patterns o
and symmetry in both human time and cosmologic^ tune-—
ments of the planets across the house of heaven. They co i le ^
patterns into dozens of calendrical cycles. The *^^5™ ̂  rhvthms of

vill.gelifc,elíte polines, iPtercommuni^w tos fOmous Maya lasei-
.i.h Chenoosld «n,. P'*''' diseei., «.d
nation with time is no more than p
codifying the patterns that give time an space m
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THE OLNEC AT LA VENTA

The Maya not only centered their world through ritual in their homes
and in their fields; they also replicated the sacred landscape of Creation
in their cities. They did not, however, invent the idea of centering or the
components of that sacred landscape. Instead, they inherited these ideas
from an even oider civilization called the Olmecs. Our guide through
their world has been Kent Reilly," a colleague who has penetrated many
of their mysteries. We draw upon his work for much of our discussion of
Olmec cosmology.

For the Olmec, the place of Creation was a huge volcano today called
San Martín Pajapán. Located in the Tuxtla mountains on the Gulf Coast
of Veracruz, this volcano towers above its neighbors and dominates the
land around the sacred lake of Catemaco. The Olmec who lived in the
región knew these volcanic mountains intimately; they quarried the dark,
fire-bom stone to make their sculptures. No doubt they had witnessed the
frightening miracle of the earth bleeding stone in slow, molten sheets
ffom the craters on top of the great cones. Volcanoes were, in the Olmec
experience, the clearest example of the world being born out of the
Otherworld helow. No people who have seen the sky turn black in
billowing clouds of eruption and then rain stony fire and desolation onto
the fertile, surrounding countryside could doubt that mountains contain
spmtual forces capahle of dispensing prosperity or disaster in human
hves. Perhaps because of this, volcano and cleft mountains are a promi-
nent feature m Olmec art. They cany sprouting vegetation and represent
openings between the earthly plañe and the world below it, and between
this world and the Otherworld. This, we think, is the Olmec prototype for
the Maya clefted First-True-Mountain that we mentioned in Chapter 2
as the place where humanity was first created out of maize."

In 1897, an engineer surveying the región^» found a life-sized statue
sitting in the saddle between the two highest peaks of San Martín's cráter.
The statue (Fig. 3:3) depicts a kneeling Olmec ruler wearing a headdress
decorated with a cleft-headed god and a maize plant. Kent realizad that
this god is grasping the trunk of the World Trae, ready to lift it into an
upright position. Like the Maya First Father, the Creator of the Olmec
cosmological imagery raised the sky away from the earth by setting the
World Trae upright.'' For the Olmec, the ordering of the earth and sky
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m O.' P

Figure 3:3 The figure from the cráter atop San Martín Pajapán

apparently took place atop the great volcano that was the source of
creativa forcé within their world.
The Olmec who lived in a town today called La Venta bu.lt a replica

of this creation mountain and surrounded it with equally potent cosm.c
structures. Built between 1000 and 600 B.C., La Venta s.ts on a sm^
island in the Tonalá river in the steamy, hot swamplands of coasU
Tabasco.» Although the rulers of La Venta created their cty m a swampy,
stone-poor environment, their people met the challenge of their envirom
ment Lh ingenuity and determination. Their master builders w^ked
with what they had, raising platforms and excavating simken co^ by
shaping the natural sandy soil around them. They capped floors ̂ d walls
with brightly colored sands and clays. They transported hundreds of tons
of basaltic stones, cut from the volcanoes of mountains. Floating huge
stones down rivers and through swamps, they dragged them to their fina
resting place in La Venta, where they were carved into images of go
and kings. The largest of these stones weighed a hundred tons, an t e
Iving of it was a marvelous engineering feat. From even farther away
in the mountains of southern México, these lords imported vast quantities
of nrecious greenstone and serpentino, which they arranged into massive,

«.«a P.»" P"»™. "■
""S oí™ ".Tu Ven» bullt .ffiíX vota» » th. «.«thm .»d of
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Figure 5:4 La Venta Complex A

the set of buildings known today as Complex A (Fig. 3:4). They used local

clay to create a huge earthen pyramid and fluted its sides^® to make it

resemble a volcano. But the La Venta pyramid was not just a replica of
a volcano; it was intended to echo the mountains made by gods and to
show that a similar thing could be made by human hands. It was a fiery

portal to the Otherworld, harnessed to the will of living kings. The Maya
who carne after also built their pyramids to resemble sacred mountains

and called them by that ñame.

Extending the symbolism further, the lords of La Venta embedded
huge stone stelae into the base of their ceremonial volcano-pyramid. One
portrayed lords conjuring their companion spirits, while another depicted
the World Tree. Like the Maya who came after them, the Olmec portray
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their kings contacting the Otherworld and they gave physical substance
to the central axis of the world. Their stelae were meant to represent

beings who stood at the corners auid the center of Creation. The stelae
often represented their king as the embodiment of the World Tree. We
don't know what the Olmec called their stelae, but the imagery they
carved on at least one of the stone slabs they erected at the base of this
human-made volcano at La Venta showed they also represented cosmic
trees.

At the north end of Complex A, opposite the volcano (Fig. 3:4), the
builders shaped a court enclosed by clay walls. These walls symbolically
cornered the space and made it into a sunken plaza a place "beneath the
waters" of the Otherworld.®® Throughout its construction history, the
court had three small platforms arranged in the triangular form of the
three stones of Creation.®' At the center of this arrangement was an
enormous pavement made of brick-sized serpentino blocks. In the final
phase of this plaza's construction, the Olmec builders added two large
adobe platforms on either side of the entrance into the court and placed
inside them massive deposits of serpentino. Built by the citizens of the
city as an act of devotion,®® this greenstone gateway at La Venta was
sacred power incarnate—its modern analog would be an entrance into the
heart of a nuclear reactor.

Teams of men laid down the heavy serpentine blocks in layer upon
layer, forming deposits that were meters deep. Finally, they capped each
of these platforms with a fmal mosaic symbol that directed its massed
energy down into the Otherworld below to fulfill its specific function—
the conjuring up of supematural beings. Kent reaUted that these images
were the Olmec versión of the Maya quincunx.^ The mosaics, placed as
they were on either side of the entrance, established a physical gate, a
threshold joining the sunken court to the plaza path. This path, in turn,
spanned the space between the sunken court and the volcano. Attached
to the southern edges of the fivefold mosaic pattems capping the serpen
tine offerings are fnnged, diamond-shaped tassels representing aquatic
vegetation and flowers floating on the surface of water.» People who

sed through this serpentine-empowered gate into the sunken court
entered onto the surface of the Primordial Sea of the supematural Other-

long narrow mounds formed the path, an alley between the
volcano-shaped pyramid at the south end of Complex A and the sunken
court at the north end (Fig. 3=4). In the center of this alley, the La Venta
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Olmec constructed another immense serpentina pavement, incorporating
the quincunx designs flanking the gateway to the sunken plaza, but
without the tasseled flowers. An earthly portal rather than a watery one,
this pavement showed the abrasión of long-term use. The other serpen-
tine pavements we described had been constructed and immediately
buried, but this one had felt the feet of many people running or walking
across its surface." Kent suspects that this may have been the center
marker of an Olmec ballcourt." Whatever its true identity, it created a
path, a threshold, and an edge, a liminal space betvzeen the Primordial
Sea of the sunken plaza to the north and the Creation mountam to the
south. T TI u •

In the midst of this sacred landscape, the kings of La Venta, like their
Maya successors, placed themselves at the pivot of this cosmic structure
and the quincunx" that centered their universe. This concept is beauti-
fully illustrated by two small stone celts from Arroyo Pesquero (Fig. 5:5).
On both, an Olmec god is depicted cradling a scepter in his arms and
wearing 'the headband Olmec rulers wore to mark their status. Both
figures may, in fact, be rulers wearing the mask and accoutrements of the
god. A budding tree sprouts from their heads to identify them as the
World Tree of the Center.

Reilly discerned two things about these images that demonstrated
their connection to the worldview of the Maya. First, the feet of the
full-figure versión of the man on the celt are depicted as the head of a
crocodile diving downward. Reilly knew that in later Izapan and Maya
imageiy (Fig. 3:6), the roots of the World Tree are often transformed into
a crocodile head. Second, he guessed that the other symbols were not
floating above his head and below his feet, but were surrounding him on
a fíat surface. As an experiment, Kent moved the five images apart and
cast shadows from them. The transformation was amazing. Suddenly, the
center tree and the four corners were visible (Fig. 3:7). The Olmec artists
surrounded their king with sprouting seeds set at the four comers, defin-
ing the periphery of the human world and containing the sacred space of
the center. The Olmec king was the embodiment of the World Tree of
the Center. The Maya after them inherited this concept of kmgship and
placed it at the heart of their worldview. Just as our culture sees the
Leeks as the source of much of our fundamental culture and philosophy,
so the Classic Maya saw their source as the Olmec.
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THE HAYA INHERITORS

The Maya inheritcd more from the Olmecs than the idea of the king
as the World Tree. When they built their cities, they also replicated the
sacred landscape of the Creation. In the Maya story, the gods planted the
three stones of the heavenly hearth cind raised the sky, and then formed
the landscape of mountains, lakes, and forest that became the world in
which their new creatures would live. Then they created the first humans
at the sacred mountain that was called Split-Moimtain in the Popol Vuh.
Palenque s artist made an image of this mountain eis a living being with
its ñame glyphs sitting inside its eyes. It was the Yax-Hal-Witz, the
"First-True-Mountain" (Fig. 3:8) of this Creation. At Bonampak', it has

cleft with maize emerging

Yax-Hal-Witz

a. Palenque Tablet of the Foliated Cross

cleft with Maize God emerging

b. Bonampak' Stela 1

Figure 3:8 Creation Mountains
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a cleft opening on its summit ffom which Hun-Nal-Ye, the First Father,
emerges in rebirth, while at Palenque the king in the guise of the Maize
God stands on it. Here was the place where First Father and First Mother
fashioned the flesh of human beings from maize dough." The precious
maize was located in a pool of still water at the heart of a cleft mountain.
The representaron of a sunken court as the surface of a pool of water

and a portal to the Otherworld also has its analog in Maya architectural
symbolism. In Classic Maya texts, nah^ was the word both for "plaza" and
for large bodies of waters, including lakes, rivers, and the ocean. The
Maya conception of a plaza as a "watery" place through which spiritual
communion with the Otherworld could occur was anchored in the prece-
dent of the Olmec. Both saw plazas as a place where people could "swim '
through the incensé in the ecstasy of dance. The ballcourt as a portal to
the Otherworld euid as a piece of pre-Creation space and time is also found
at most Maya sites.

The lowlgind Maya began raising sacred mountain-pyramids'® of their
own by at least 600 B.c. They soon became masters at sculpting in plaster,
the abundantly available architectural material of the región.^® By around
300 B.C.*® Maya master builders were decorating their human-made
mountains with extraordinary cosmic images. These artisans, like their
Olmec counterparts, did not yet put lengthy texts on their buildings.
Nevertheless, we can identify the meaning of their designs because the
Classic-period Maya who followed them retained the strategic symbolism
of the early Maya builders quite faithfully. And these later descendants
put texts on much of their art—ranging from single glyphs to entire
histories. We can extrapólate the meaning of these symbols and images
backward into the Preclassic Maya world with considerable confidence.*'

WAXAKTUN

In Group H at the city of Waxaktun in Guatemala, Guatemalan
archaeologist Juan Antonio Valdés uncovered stunning and beautifully
preserved buildings from the earliest centuries of Maya kingship. One of
these buildings depicts a witz^' that we think is the First-True-Mountain
of the world rising directly out of the primordial waters of Creation (Fig.
3.9)—or more literally, out of the "watery surface" of the plaza in front
of it.« Fish are shown swimming among the water scrolls and liquid dots
below the fangs of the personified mountain sculpted as a mask on the
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lower terrace of the pyramid, while vegetation grows from the monster's
sides and cleft. A second monster raask looming above the first has a

Visión Serpent undulating through its mouth bearing a head on its tail.
In Classic-period imagery, the Visión Serpent was invoked during the
ritual of communion between this worid and the Otherworld. It was the

embodiment of the path to éind from the Otherworld, cind ancestral

figures were often shown leaning out of its open jaws to communicate
with their descendants.

The open maw of the upper monster grips a small face, a little god with
a mirror in its mouth. Recently Nikolai Grube and Linda Schele^ realized
that the mirror smd its head vguriant read tzuk (Fig. 3:10), the word for
"partition." This partitioning was a primordial act of Creation and here
refers to divisions of the earth, the sky, the sea, and the Waxaktun
kingdom. Most important, this word refers to the idea of the marking off
of the four comers or directions in relation to the center.

This Weixaktun monster mask contains one of the earliest known

excunples of this partition symbol in the lowlands, but this symbol soon
appeared on every image that had to do with the center, the corners, the
directions, and the pairtitions of the world. This symbol marks the belly*^
of the great magical bird, Itzam-Yeh (Fig. 3:11a), represented on monu-
ments at Kaminaljuyu, because this bird of Creation sits in partition trees.
It Weis also engraved on the trunk of the great World Tree, Wakah-Chan
because this tree marked the partition of the center as well (Fig. 3:11c).
It sat on the noses of Mountain Monsters (Fig. 3:11b) because they
marked the center eind the comers of sacred space. At Waxaktun, the

personified form of this symbol sits in the mouth of the mountain because
that mountain is at the center of the world.

Creation shows up in this group at Waxaktun (Fig. 3:12a) in cinother

way—the triadic arrangement of the first three stones of the cosmic
hearth."^ Here we see triads upon triads—each associating its components

with the beginning of time and space. Three mini-acropolises (Fig. 3:12b)
are arranged in a triangle atop a huge foundation platform, while yet
other building triads sit upon their summits. The largest of these mini-
acropolises lies on the eastern side of the main platform. On its summit
is yet another group of buildings surrounding a large court. Like a
miniature of the acrópolis it sits upon, this upper group also has its largest
building on its eastern side. Looking out through the trees that grace its
summit, you can see the temples of Tikal twenty kilometers to the south.
A tiny building stood on the western edge of this acrópolis opposite the
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c. World Tree with a
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big pyTamid. Doorways in both its eastem and westem walls provided a
formal passageway between the outer court and the interior of the acrópo
lis complex. The walls of this building are marked with great mats
modeled in plaster. On the comers of the building and on the jambs of
the doors stand lords wrapped in clouds of ch'ulet'—soul stuff—conjur-
mg holmess ffom the Otherworld. Like the Pawahtuns, the age-old
burden-bearers who stand at the four sides of the world and hold the
heavens up above the earth, these kings stand at the comers of the world
(Fig. 3:13).

This httle bmldmg is more than just a threshold house. The Mayan
word for mat is pop, and the word for council is popal, so that the mat
signs on its walls also identify it as a Popol Nah, a community council
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house," a place where the king interacted with his people—especially
through the performance and teaching of sacred dance. The courts of this
acrópolis, like many others in the Maya world, were the settmgs for great
dance pageants that enabled the lords and their people to travel to the
Otherworld to greet the supernatural beings who gave power and legiti-
macy to the human community. Directly below the Popol Nah and
flanking the grand stairway that rises up ífom the outer court sit two
huge masks of ancestral gods (Fig. 3:12)." These gods represent the
founders of the community and are sacred manifestations of the Other-

"'"we find that the Olmec and the early Maya defined sacred space m
fundamentally similar ways: plazas shimmered with the hidden currents
of the Primordial Sea, stairways descending
mountains shaped paths between worlds. Threshold
court alleyways" marked out the liminal space for dance, nwal sport

centering the world and anchoring it in the original moments of its b .
With the Olmec we must resort to educated ̂ esses
what they meant to express in their imagery,
and no sure descendants left to ask. With the Maya,
written records of their ancient history and mythology, an
ants are here today to tell us how they understand their wor .

a ñgure was
also here

foldouts of the comer stuceos;: lords dancing in visión clouds

FIOURE 3:13 Waxaktun Group H
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PALENQUE

riouníains on íhc Big-Sca

Much of the story of Creation we told in Chapter 2 is recordad in the
Group of the Cross at Palenque. As at La Venta and Waxaktun, the
architects of the city echoed Creation in its temples and plazas. The city was
built on a flat shelf halfway up one of the slopes of a majestic ridge of
mountains. From this vantage, the city overlooked a tidal wave of green
foliage rolling over the broad plain that edges the Gulf of México. This shelf
formed the foundation for a great plaza that runs from one edge of the

sacred precinct of the city to the other. In their texts, the Maya of Palenque
rallad the shelf and its plaza Lakam-Nab^^ or "Big-Sea" (or Lakam Ha^

"Big-Water") perhaps in honor of the sea that lay to the north.
On this Big-Sea, the kings of Palenque built their homes Eind their

human-made mountain-pjTamids surrounded by the forested mountains

raised by the gods when they brought forth the land from the sea (Fig.
3:14). Explorers cind archaeologists have dubbed the royal acrópolis where
the kings lived the "Palace." Just to the north of the Palace lies a small
ballcourt whose form was ñrst revealed by Mexican archaeologists in
1992. With the low side benches characteristic of the ballcourts at Yaxchi-

lan and Tonina, this playing field contained by this ballcourt lies just off
the eastern side of the great processional stairway that mounted the north
terraces of the Palace. Like the navel of Zinacantan, it is small, unimpres-

sive, gmd unassuming compsired to the elabórate buildings around it, but
terribly important in its time-wom ties to the source of creation and
sacred power. It was a portal that led to the time cind space of the
Otherworld.

Pakal, perhaps the most important king to have ruled the city, raised
his funerary mountain, the Temple of the Inscriptions, against the flank
of the huge mountains that loom behind it. In the warm evenings, its palé
silhouette shines in harmony with the sunset edging the southwestern
sky above the Big-Sea. To the east, nestled against a steep mountain
the city folk called Yemal-K'uk'-Lakam- or "Descending-Quetzal-
Big-Mountain," his son Chan-Bahlam" recorded the history of Creation
inside the three temples his architects arranged in the pattern of the
cosmic hearthstones (Fig. 3:15). We believe that this mountain, like the

Píate 9

The Group ofthe Cross is in Ihe upper iefl beiow the
Mountain; the Paiace and the Tempie of ^
te'-nob; the ballcourt is below and )ust to the letl ofthe Palace.

Figure 3:14 Aerial View of Palenque

Sénior Large Mountain near Zinacantan center, housed the ancestors of
the Palenque people.®*

These three temples not only record the events that culmmated m e
Creation of the world, but they replícate these events in their arrange-
ment, their imagery, and their ritual fiinction. Inside two of these temples
are exquisitely carved visions of the World Tree that centered the cosmos
at the moment of Creation (Fig. 5;lí). The Temple of the Cross, at the
northem apex of the triangle, recorded the events of Creation and the
history of the dynasty, surrounding the image of Raised-up-Sky Tree.
When the Tree is erect over the Group of the Cross, the scorpion hovers
iust above the mountains to the south of the group, as the Xibal Be enters
into the Otherworld in its Milky Way form. The Temple of the Foliated
Cross on the eastern sunrise side, depicts images of the First-Tree-
Precióus maize plant, the First-True-Mountain, which contained the
maize used to mold human flesh in the last Creation, and the shell that
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The Group of the Cross wilh the Descending-Ouetzal-Big-Mounlain behind it

Figure 3:15

opens into the Otherworld and the sacred space of First Mother and First
Father. The theme is the rebirth of the Maize God and the generation of
humanity from maize and water. Most of all, the text and imageiy of the
eastem temple identify the cleft mountain we have seen at La Venta and

Waxaktun as the First-True-Mountain of the Creation myth.

COPAN

CcntcringmcValIcg

The rulers of Copam created ein urban center that used the same

elements cis described in the cities above, but arranged into their own
particular and eloquent pattern. To the south,®® the earliest rulers built a
great mass of pyramids. This human-made sacred mountain ramge had
Witz Monsters modeled into the walls of its temples (Fig. 3:16). Today
we cali these sacred mountains, comprised of four hundred years of
layered, superimposed construction/® the Acrópolis. Just to the north of
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this Acrópolis, the Copanecs built their own Ballcourt portal to the
Otherworld. This Ballcourt was rebuilt at least six times during the
history of the city. The three-dimensional macaw heads that served as
the bench markers remained throughout every incarnation.®' The final
phase that we see today was dedicated by Waxaklahun-Ubah-K awil,
nicknamed 18-Rabbit, on January 10, a.d. 758. We will return to this
Ballcourt in some detall in Chapter 8.

A ruler of great architectural visión, 18-Rabbit shaped bis city's sacred
center into its greatest and most elegant incarnation. Over a twenty-five-
year period, he remade the Great Plaza north of the BaUcourt (Fig. 3:17),
erecting one stela after another, each portraying him in the ritual guise
of a different god £ind more often than not as the embodiment of the
World Tree. He created a forest of images manifesting the axis of com-
munication and himself in the guises of the actors of the Creation myth.
This big-stone forest marks out a ritual pattern timed by the events of
ancestral history. It also reflects a cosmic pattern, timed by the move-
ments of Venus and other planets, all interacting with the movements of
the Milky Way £ind the constellations of the ecliptic.®® Last, these stelae
record the unfolding of the k'atuns (a period of twenty years made up of
360 days each).

During the years these stelae were being raised, 18-Rabbit also re-
shaped the great mountain range of the Acrópolis.®® His most memorable
work during this period was Temple 22, a building that has long been
admired as one of the finest of all Maya architectural expressions. We
know now that by raising Temple 22, 18-Rabbit was re-creating a type

The Great Plaza with its big-stones is to the lell: the Central Plaza with the Ballcourt
and Structure lOL-26 in the centen the Acrópolis and its two surviving courts to the
right, and the residential area of the royal famUy to the extreme right (drawing by
Logan Wagner)

Figure 3:16 Copan
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of structure that had been built méiny times before by his ancestors,®®
expressing their own special visión of Creation. This temple's last and
most ambitious manifestation was constructed with mud mortcir, a kind

of construction that required constant 2ind careful maintenance to ensure

that its plaster seal did not leak and weaken the walls. Once the Copanecs
no longer maintained it, it deteriorated and collapsed. Today we have
only fragments of the beautiful sculptures that once decorated it—pieces
found lying in the grass by the temple's feet—but they are enough to
help US contémplate the building's lost beauty cind significance.

hmm

^  .w ^ i ¿st5í<j3^o

The Great Plaza with its tree-stones is above and the Ballcourt is beiow
(photograph by William Ferguson and John Royce)

Figure 3:17 Copan

Comer masks of the Mountain Monster from Temple 22 with the fangs from the
central door monster visible on the right

Figure 3:18

A stack of three great stone-mosaic masks representing the Witt, the
personified mountain" with cleft forehead, adomed each comer of Tem
ple 22 (Fie. 3:18). Maize sprouted from these heads above each earflare.

1  * a bird*"® we believe to be the great Celestial Bird,Atop each stack stood ^
.«»-Y.h.».« »«" « cp...,
in the Creation myt heavens and landing atop the
Itzam-Yeh is shown descendmg Temple 22 in-
holy temple-mountam. Other scu p jjun.Nal-Ye, First Father,
elude stunning three-dimensional port i„termeshed with
in his manifestation as the ° himself; smaller Witz Mon-
skeletal Venus gods; portraits o . that graced the upper half
Sters; and dozens of other symbo s an i atop them.
of the walls between the córner ® p;„t-Tme-Mountain of Creation.
Temple 22 was Copan's ° door of his temple to

18-Rabbifs master — f ^^z Monster (Fig. 3:20).«
represent the mouth and gullet oí g
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of structure that had been built many times before by bis ancestors,"
expressing their own special visión of Creation. This temple's last cind
most ambitious manifestation was constructed with mud mortar, a kind

of constmction that required constant and careful maintenance to ensure

that its plaster seal did not leak and weaken the walls. Once the Copanecs
no longer maintained it, it deteriorated and collapsed. Today we have

only fragments of the beautiful sculptures that once decorated it—pieces
foimd lying in the grass by the temple's feet—but they cire enough to

help US contémplate the building's lost beauty emd signiñcance.

The Greal Plaza with its tree-stones is above and the Balicourt is beiow
(photograph by William Ferguson and John Royce)

Figure 3:17 Copan
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comer masks of üre Mounlain Monster from Temple 22 >viü. the fangs from the
central door monster visible on the right

Figure 3:18

A stack of three great stone-mosaic masks representing the Wit^ the
personified mountain" with cleft forehead, adorrted each comer of Tem-
pie 22 (Fig. 3:18). Maize sprouted from these heads above each earflare.
Atop each stack stood a bird» we believe to be the great Celestial Bird,
Itzam-Yeh. As we saw in Chapter 2, this Celestial Bird is a central player
in the Creation myth that united Classic Maya civilization. At Copan,
Itzam-Yeh is shown descending from the heavens and landing atop the
holy temple-mountain. Other sculptures that decorated Temple 22 m-
clude stunning three-dimensional portraits of Hun-Nal-Ye, First Father,
in hU manifestation as the Maize God (Fig. 3:19), intermeshed with
skeletal Venus gods; portraits of 18-Rabbit himself; smaller Witz on-
sters- and dozens of other symbols and images that graced the upper hal
of the walls between the comer masks with the Celestial Birds atop them.
Temple 22 was Copan's versión of the First-Tme-Mountain of Creation.

18-Rabbifs master masons shaped the central door of his temple to
represent the mouth and gullet of the great Witz Monster (Fig. 5:20).»
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Figure 3:19
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The monster door in Temple 22 (hypothetical reconstruction based on 1986 field-
work al Copan)

Figure 3:20

Figure 3:21 Inner Door of Temple 22

intn the heart of the mountain. lo the uiassicliving cave that opened
Maya, all natura openmgs otherworld. Their architecture
(sunken waterholes). were ^faere
echoes this belief. Deep ancestors and the gods.
1S Rahbit and his successor con)ure p

The frame of the doorway that led inte this inner chamber one ohe tram „^hitectural compositions ever conceived by the
^e most extraordm^ .epresenting the arching

'X way L its east-west configuration. frames the door inbody of the M y writhing out of the wall. Thesuch deep reliefcarvmg that usee „<,eodilian head and is
„d .t "»• «■"•"""*"

mth te V" » tet plm.» •("»
the sky of this great oro P opposite end,.i.« i. b,iiy te .» te tete, ofte Miik,
the sun-marked píate of sacn ice ^ stingray spine, used
Way and ecliptio rides the tai o nurture the»pi,™ teJ nte iTilrte •
^ods luts from its head as it opens a p n ut' tt great lazy-S scrolls composing its arohing serpentlike bodycavortthe beings who have been coniured up by the bloojetting rituals
inside the sanctum. These particular scrolls are clouds. For t e aya,
clouds of light in the night sky constitute one perception of the Milky
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Way. Clouds as metaphors for the heavens still prevail among some
modern Yukatek shamans." Clouds, rain-laden, celestial, or in the form
of sweet incensé smoke, harbor ch'ulel, the soul stuff of the living uni-
verse. According to John Sosa's shaman teacher in Yalcoba, the pink-
tinged clouds of dawn and dusk house the souls of deserving deceased
relativos " Here at Copan the beings conjured up in the clouds are spirits
called way or nawal and the serpent-footed god, K'awil—all beings that
the king called upon in the exercise of his power.
The cloud-conjured body of the Cosmic Monster is held up by the

elegantly modeled figures of two of the Pawahtunob, also called bakabob,
the world-bearers who hold up the four comers of the sky. Their buttocki
transform into the tzuk, "partition," glyph" to mark them as beings of the
four quarters. Here are the bearers of the east and the west, the path of
the sun.®® Below their feet rest skulls, referring to the place of death and
to the gaping skeletal maw of the Visión Serpent that opens into the
Otherworld.®® The inscriptions along the tread between the skulls record
the completion of 18-Rabbit's first k'atun of reign- and also the dedica-
tion date of this temple. The inner sanctum of Temple 22 thus recalls the
original acts of establishing sacred space at the time of the Creation. It
lies within a mountain sprouting maize in a replication of the vegetation-
bedecked Creation mountain we saw at Waxaktun.
On the west side of 18-Rabbit s temple at Copan stood the Popol Nah,

or "council house," an identification first made by Barbara Fash" (Fig.
3.22). As with the Popol Nah we saw at Waxaktun, great mats carved in
mosaic stone decórate the upper surfaces of the building. At Copan, the
upper wall also displays portraits of lords seated in majesty upon the
glyphs that might represent localities in the domain. Like the council
house at Waxaktun, the working space of this meeting place was not the
cióse interior of the shrine but a space outside, under the sun and stars
A wide porch in fi-ont of the house provided space for the council to meet.
Barbara Fash^' also discovered that the location had a second great func-
tion—the teaching and performance of sacred dance. A second low plat-
form, much longer and wider than the porch, lay in front of the Popol
Nah, all along the western side of the East Court. It is littered with the
remains of stone censers. From this platform, dancers could easily move
out onto the terraces that run along the south side of Temple 11, and
along the north side of the Acrópolis. The ceremonial view of the audi-
ences standing within the East and West Courts may have been restricted.
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but the pageants that begcin at the Popol Nah could expand into the far
larger euid more visible plaza spaces north of the Acrópolis.
The East Court itself addressed this dance platform in a very special

way. Across from it on the eastern side stood a now-lost building that
Bcirbara Fash has identified as an embodiment of the Bat House in the

Popol Vuh." This Bat House completes the court as a representation of
the great myths that guided the lives of the Maya, for that was where one
of the Hero Twins lost his head during their sojourn in Xibalba. On the
northern side of the court sat the First-True-Mountain, which declared

the apotheosis of First Father as Maize and held the maize grains that
became the flesh of humanity. Within this mountain was the place where
■jj^0 conjured the gods and the ancestors into this world through

Structure 22A
Popol Nah

dance platform-

Temple 22

Venus Stairs and the
False Ballcourt

Temple 16

fVayibal, a house for
speaking to ancestors

['emple 21

— Temple 20

—East Court

Temple 18

Stela 11

-residential area

Figure 3:22 Copan, the East Court of the Acrópolis
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Reconstruction drawing of the Popol Nah and Temple 22 above, wlth Ihe Venus
Staírs on the lefl and the ballcourt markers on the right (drawing by Kathryn Reese-
Taylor)

f

Figure 3:23 Elast Court of the Acrópolis

sacrifice. On the western sida, directly under the dance platform, was a
falsa ballcourt (Fig. 3:23) marked by a great Venus God'" emerging from
the jaws of an ecliptic snake. Flanking the stairs, which constituted the
"plajdng area" of this falsa ballcourt," cire rampemt jaguars, the spots on
their pelts originally rendered with inset obsidian disks. They dance, just
as the Hero Twins danced in victory ovar the Lords of Death. The three

Marker from the false
ballcourt in the East Court
wlth the head of Hun-Nal-Ye
hanging in the vines of the
gourd tree

Figure 3:24
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markers that lie in the canter of the East Court" depict the severed head

of First Father (Fig. 3:24) tangled within the twisted vines that the Lords
of Death usad to hang it in the gourd tree at the edge of the Place of
Ballgame Sacrifica.

The East Court was a place of communion where the lords of Copan
and their people reenacted the stories of the Creation, of First Father and
the Hero Twins. These lovely buildings, like their predecessors fashioned
by the Olmec kings and earlier Maya lords in the lowlands, provided the
interior and the exterior sacred, magical space in which pageant and
ritual could unfold, joining together the worlds of human and divine
experience. Seen symbolically, the heart of Copan contained the Primor
dial Sea in its plazas, the portal that pierced through to the Otherworld
in its Ballcourt, the forest in its big-stones, and the mountams m the
temple range of the Acrópolis. To the south of the Acrópolis, royal lords
and their families dwelt in their palaces cióse to the homes of their gods
and ancestors, near the navel of their world.

CHICH'EN ITZA
nouníain, Path, and Pool

After over a thousand years of success. most of the Iringdo^ of
southern lowlands collapsed in the ninth century. In Ae wake of this
upheaval, the Maya of the northem lowlands tried a different ty^e o
government. They centered their world arovmd a ^ "
Chich'en Itza." Not quite ruler of an empire, Chich en Itza became, for
a time, first among the many allied cities of the north and the pivot of
1  11 /liffPTpd from the royal cities beforethe lowland Maya world. Yet it also Jed Jit. for it had a council of many lords rather than one ruier

this form of government, the traditional componente of sacred place
remained the same. The Pawahtunob-Bakabob are still there, raismg the
sky just as they do in the sanctum inside the Creation mountam at Cop^
They squat on their carved jambs, straining against mass.ve wooden
Untéis in the doorways of the temple on top £ .
mountain called, by today's modern pilgrims, the Castillo (Fig. 3:25 . Thi
mountain was a Creation mountain complete with Visión Serpente, ,ust
like the ene we saw at Waxaktun. j i_

Instead of a single stairway that rose to ite summit, this pyrami as
four, one running up each of ite four sides. Here we see yet another
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The Castillo at Chich'en liza with the spring equinox shadow (drawing by Kaihryn
Rccsc-Tíjylor)

Figure 3:25

symbol of the fourfold partitioning of the world at Creation. Unlike the
temple-mountains of Copan or Palenque, however, this temple sat at the
center of time as well as space. The axes that run through the northwest
and southwest corners of this pyramid are oriented toward the rising
point of the sim at the summer solstice smd its setting point at the winter
solstice. This declaration of the four corners as solstitial points makes the
pyramid a massive sun dial for the solar year."
The balustrades along the four stairways descend in the shape of

enormous Feathered Serpents, their mouths gaping at the bottom of the
stairs. Cuttmg across the dominant four-part pattern, the main doorway
of the outer temple on the summit is on the northern side, and the
sanctum sanctorum of the temple on the summit opens only to the north.
The northern stairway is clearly the principal sacred path: on the eve-
nings of the vernal and autumnal equinox, the stepped terraces of this
pyramid cast triangular shadows across the northeast balustrade wall,
manifesting a serpentlike diamond pattern of the rattlesnake this sculp-
ture represents.®"

A broad plaza surrounds the Castillo on four sides. We can tell by the
northern orientation of the innermost chamber inside the temple on the
summit of the Castillo that the plaza on the north side of the Castillo was
a major location of ritual activity (Fig. 3:26). This, like the plazas in the
other Maya cities we have discussed, is Chich'en Itza's Primordial Sea of
Creation. In the center of this north plaza stands a low platform with four
stairways oriented to the solstitial directions, symbolizing the four parti-
tions set by the gods at the beginning of the world.®' The walls of the
platform carry elabórate reliefs celebrating the Venus war god, a super-
natural we will meet again in Chapter 7. This plaza connects the Castillo,
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The sacred hearl of Chich'en liza sviüi the Temple of the Warriors on me lelt, me
Castillo in me eenter, me Baiicourt on Üie right, and me cenote m me foregroimd
(drawing by Kathryn Recse-Taylor)

Figure 3:26

as Creation mountain, with two other portáis, one natural and one
human-made. The first, an enormous cenote known as the great we o
the Itza " is reached by a causeway leading northward from the Venus
platform. Here the earth is pierced by a natural portal, reveaUng the
watery depths that lie beneath the surface of the earth—certamly a
dramatic symbol of the Maya view of the world.

At the west end of the plaza lies the second portal, the largest balloourt
ever built in Mesoamerica. Here the people of Chich'en Itza celebrated
the myth of the Hero Twins through sacrificial pageant. Here they also
painted muráis documenting the founding wars of the Itza that gave the
kinsdom its sacred charter.'" Their descendants today believe that the
cosmic umbilicus lies under the floor of the baiicourt and wiU emerge
again one day through the great cenote. • i , r
On the eastem side of the plaza stands the Chich'en Itza equivalent of

a Popol Nah, the Temple of the Warriors, its porch held up by the
Northwest Colonnade. Although this meeting house (Fig. 3:27) is not
marked with the huge mat signs we saw at Waxaktun and Copan, it bears
its own equivalent of the lords represented on the roof of the Copan
shrine. Converging on the central staircase of the Chich en Temple of the
Warriors are portraits of the council members, resplendent in the regalia
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Figure 3:27 Temple of the Warriors

P.« .he ..e„. l„d. in ,he .h.dew, ot .h. k.., ehüüL'",h"' d
to the upper chamber by means of a steep stairwav R
plaza below, a procession „n th e For witnesses on the
appeazanceasitpUTZrrh t^^^^^^^^^ ^ ̂tails held up the lintel of the doorway of the^'^
visión might cali to mind the images of the' ««"«"ary. Such a
their prophets and leaders thoueht to h and the spirits of
Nah during times of ritual ' " 'he Popel

senÍnek °P'" menacing.-' were thesentmeis oí the upper chamber (Fia tu^ u
War Serpents of the Itza and the ■ !' ^ ̂ynbolized both ther  le itza and the ancient Maya concent nf tU u r
communication to the Otherworld. PawahtunL h l/
doorjambs, flanked them on either side Or t i' t
Itzam-Yeh bird marked off the corners of th ̂
fourfold space of the sacred niountai;;
,  , , ^ summit. Un the cúter walls nfthe upper chamber, we f.nd the time-honored theme of the bird o
creation descending to rest on the mountain. Several mosaic sculptures
of creation birds are represented as screaming, sharp-taloned battle Lasts
flanking the doorway and guarding the four sides of the temple The
heads of warrior ancestors emerge from their beaks. The stone councillors
frozen in their colonnades stride up the stairs beneath them

As described in ethnohistorical sources, the meeting places of Maya
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councils were also the sites of much ceremonial dcuncing. We think the
dancing place of Chich'en Itza was right next door to the Temple of
the Warriors, a building found within the structure called the Group of
the Thousand Columns. Images of dance processions and of other ceremo-

nies conducted there are ceirved on the benches lining the colonnade. It
is much more difficult at Chich'en Itza than at other sites to identify
which buildings were the palace homes of the councillors. But a building
called the Mercado was probably residential. It forms, along with the

Temple of the Warriors and the Group of the Thousand Columns, the

southern side of a vast quadrangle. The design of this building, an open

interior patio surroimded by roofed space, is replicated in smaller residen
tial structures throughout the city.®*

If Chich'en Itza did without a d)mastic monarchy, seat of Maya worldly

power for a thous£ind years, it still clung fervently to the transcendent
cosmology that had buttressed those lineages of holy lords. The watery
surface of the Otherworld revealed itself naturally and magnificently in

the great cenote at the northern apex of the ceremonial center. The white
stone causeway traveled south from this portal to the Venus platform,
then farther south, onward up the stairway of the Castillo, the Creation

The outer walls have Itzam-Yeh belching up a way from the Otherworld, while the piers in the door
are feathered Visión Seipents. The Pawahtun on the right occurs on the dooijambs.
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Figure 3:28 Temple of the Warriors
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raountain, into the sanctum at the summit. The mountain, the path, and
the pool are connected here by the same spatial axis as at the ancient
Olmec site of La Venta. The north-south axis of Chich'en Itza's center is

not limited to the city s ceremonial center. This road continúes southward

from the sacred precincts through the dense residential areas of the city.
Just as significantly, the Temple of the Warriors faces westward across

the plaza to the Lower Temple of the Jaguars on the Great Ballcourt. Its
doorways held up by aged Pawahtunob and skull-headed, bare-breasted
women, the Lower Temple of the Jaguars declares the presence of the
Father-Mothers, the ancestors, in this portal as it faces the dawning sun
rising in the east. Just as the four partitions were set at Creation, so the
four partitions and the center had to exist for the life of humanity to exist
in balance with the cosmos.

Mesoamericans still care deeply for such spatial patterns and orienta-
tions in modern communities. When the La Venta kings and the rulers
of Chich'en Itza laid out their mountain, path, and pool on the north-
south axis, they forged these symbols into a coherent cosmogram en-
dowed with the power and integrity of the sky axis itself. But neither the
Olmec ñor the Maya after them allowed this pattern to become frozen
and inflexible when they created their ceremonial centers. The ceremo

nial centers of the ancient world display not a single rigid pattern but the
unique, personal expression of the Maya cosmic visión as created through
the imaginations of each reigning king.

As we shall see in later chapters, each king also had his own political
agenda when he raised his sacred buildings, his own problems to solve.
These sacred spaces were arenas not just for religious pageant but also for
the political activities of the kingdom—for the Maya made no separation
between these domains of activity. Pageant always had both functions, so
that architecture that replicated the time and space of Creation sanctified
all the activity that took place within it. A king who controlled Creation
and the power of the Otherworld wcis by definition a successful king.
There was also an aesthetic element involved in the crafting of these
sacred spaces. Both king and community sought to enhEuice and amplify
the natural potential of their landscape. Als the landscapes varied, from
mountainsides to valleys to plains and coastal swamps, so did the centers.

The miracle of Chich'en Itza is that even as they declared the death of
the holy kingship, its lords managed to reach deeply into their heritage
for the visión needed to forge a new, revolutionary and hopeful future in
the shadow of the social collapse occurring in the south.

COZUriEL AND THE PATTERNS OF A
RURAL AREA

No matter how ingenious their visión, the revolutionaries of Chich'en
Itxa would have failed without the cooperation and understandmg of Ae
commoners. This broad class of people comprised the real
from which Maya government would rise agam. even
city As David Freidel discovered when he was a surveyor for the
V Jd-Arizona Cozumel Project in the early 1970s, the humble as well as
fbe miohtv designad their communities upon the principies of sacred
space-the four directions and the center. When David began his survey^space—tneio location of Cozumel s

ing of the no under the kind of dense second-

^T"*h tha?fills milpa fields after they are abandonad. In simple terms,Idíí st yl feet in front of you unless you cut a trail -th ayou '^Ytrails was a treacherous affair. for the forest holds an
machete. Cutting «

extrav^^t v-e^ to make a way through them. Because of this
snap at any . ^ake sense of the patterns of ruins that
problem it took Qnly
ralXíd^edetailsbegintoemerge.mapsweremadeandthedata
f.om grid after tinally into focus,
When the mentar that was probablys^

the ntap ^rtés landed on the shores of Cozumel. Its four noble
of the islwd «hen j^^^^^^olds at four points around a common
farnilieshadc^ns^ with temples and colonnades. This pattern

r''!¡t7eage-oldconceptofquincunx-orderedspace.Thelayoutof
conformad to ag ¿ residential space with public space m
this —Íe msSial compounds of the four familias stand at
such a fMhion that t .^.^earers—the protective, prosperity-bring-

'^^^Ch^obhloreTby ihe Yukatekan Maya of the contact period.
The Sz^el leadeis designad their houses with an open patio at theThe back. facilitating the combining of both

puSc'ld prívate ritual. This house style was originally developed at t e
[al PostclLic community of Mayapan, capital of the last ma,or confed-

A
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.3:

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

residential compounds and the
road system at San Gervasio a small shrine building

Figure 3:29 Cozumel

f  kinds of house-holds had shnnes both inside and out. The outer shrines were always at
he edge of the front patio, facing the residence. Sakhes-ceremonial
dways or path^led from the main temples and colonnades to the

oí shnnes. connecting each household to the center of the city.
isli O /IT'"'" over the
lifrof ?h"^ T®" important in the ritualhfe of the regron. As tt led out from the city. it passed under a fine

plZI Oth "n""" ceremonial temple on a raised
I arriad « t^ ^^e length of this road until
corrlzum? r All along the
of the hrlls formmg a perimeter of portáis to the Otherworld th!t
mtegrated the sacred life of the whole islánfí TV, • 4.

f c r. island. This mtercommunity sakbeand the others of San Gervasio served as sacred paths for processions that
trave e fi-om temple-shnne to temple-shrine. These little temples were
much hke the cross shnnes of modern Zinacantan and those tLt mark
the penmeter paths and entryways into Yukatekan towns on the nearby
mamland. In both ancient and modem times, the connection of home and
shrine by means of paths indicates how the spaces of public ceremonies
embraced and ordered the places of daily living; and how. in tum. the
places of daily living nurtured the spaces of public life. The pillars'that
upheld the four corners of the cosmos on Cozumel were prívate homes.
This principie extended from the homes of the four ruling families down
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through all the strata of society, to the homes of their constituents in the
towns of the island.

We used to think there was an abyss separating the way the Maya in

the time of the great Classic kingdoms thought about the cosmos and the
religious beUefs of their Postclassic descendants. Postclassic homes did
have shrines inside them or next to them on their patios. But J. Eric
Thompson argued that the high religión of the Classic period had been
vulgarizad in the Postclassic. It had fallen from the grace of the glorious
urban centers to the dwellings of individual families. Now, however, from
studying the archaeology of Copan, Tikal, and Palenque we know that
Classic homes also had shrines. The household devotion of the Maya did
not dilute the central ceremonial practico; rather, it integrated the inter-
ests of the people with those of the king, and integrated the community
itself through cosmic spatial patterns.

Postclassic Maya decorated their offering vessels and incensarios with
three-dimensional pottery unages of supernatural beings, the notorious
"idols" destroyed in the autos-da-fé of the Spanish priests. Thompson
thought that these pottery images bespoke a move from public to prívate
ceremonias.®® Now we know that these images were also fashioned and
used by Preclassic and Classic-period Maya in their homes, and that they
represent the same gods and ancestral heroes found decoratmg the great
pyramid mountains.®

AFTER THE CONQUEST

The Maya continuad to repUcate the space of Creation in the moda of
their ancestors until the Europeans arrived in their land. surroundmg
forever the outward patterns of their Uves with Chrístian doctrine and
modem development. Leaming the language and ways of the Maya was
integral to this conversión process. and what resultad was an mteresttng
hybrid of the two religions. In his Relación, Diego de Landa descnbed the
centering of sacred space in indigenous rituals of baptism" conducted for
young children. To cleanse the space in which the ritual was to take place,
the priest chose four oíd and honorable man to assist him by fulfilling the
role of the Chakob. First the house or courtyard where the ceremony was
to take place was swept clean and spread with ffesh leaves. To drive out
any hostile or evil spirits that contaminated the space. the four Chakob
sat on stools placed in the four corners of a plaza and stretched a cord
between them. enclosing the periphery of the space.
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When all the people who had been purified by fastings and other
cleansing rituals had stepped across the cord into this secured space, a
fifth stool was placed in the center. There the ritualist himself sat down

before a brazier. First, he bumed ground maize and copal incensé. Then
he called each of the children to be baptized to come forward and drop
their contribution of maize and incensé onto the coals. When he deemed
the space cleansed, a man carried away the cord that had bound the space,
the brazier with its coals and ash, and a cup of what Landa called "wine"
into the wild, untamed forest beyond the periphery of the human com-
munity. The individual who performed this ritual was bound to refrain
from drinking the wine or looking behind him as he retumed, lest the
evil attach itself to him and thus recontaminate the community.

In sixteenth-century Yukatek rituals, especially the New Year's cele-
brations, Landa describes how processions moved from the center of the
community to its periphery, and then from the periphery back to the
center agam, along each of the cardinal directions. Remember that New
Year s ceremonies included the concept of the destruction of the oíd world
^d the creation of the new. To accomplish this, gods were then carried
from the outer boundaries-the sides-of the community into the center.
Dunng the Muluk years, for example, a god called Bakab-Kan-Siknal was

in a temple along with a bird

f tV "Green-Firefly-Bird."- In the court in fronto this temple, the Maya made a figure of stone upon which they burned

th.s idol squn.els and plain cloth woven by oíd women, whose duty it was
to dance m the temple before the image of Yax-Kokah-Mut. The day

small clay dogs, after wh.ch a small dog with a black back was sacrificed
The most devout drew blood fmTM u j-
TK j V t.TT the gods."Tbe god Ya^ Kokab-Mut was still around over a centuxy and a balf

ater wben Avendano vis.ted Lord Kan-Ek' in bis capital on Lake Peten-
Itza. In tbe center of Kan-Ek's palace stood a round stone pedestal
surmounted by a column called tbe Yax-Cheel-Kab, tbe "First Tree of tbe
World." Tbe western side tbe pedestal base was sculpted witb tbe image
of Ab-Kokab-Mut, a variant ñame for Yax-Kokab-Mut. tbe bird god tbe
Yukatek Maya brougbt to tbe center during tbe New Year's ceremony for
the installation of the Muluk years.
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ENCOUNTERS WITH THE HODERN MAYA
WORLD

Tbe components of sacred space tbat gave form to tbe Olmec and Maya
worlds tbree tbousand years ago still govem tbe sbape of Maya commum-
ties today. Nikolai Grube eloquently brougbt tbis reality borne to Linda
Scbele during tbe summer of 1991. Linda and Nikolai were togetber in
Antigua, Guatemala, working on the inscriptions of several Classic king-
doms in between visits to bigbland sites like Mixco Viejo and Iximcbe,
tbe capital of tbe Kaqcbikels at tbe time of tbe Conquest." One afternoon,
Nikolai bad arrived late after raeetings in Guatemala City to find a
contemplativo Linda brooding over tbe structure of tbis very cbapter.
Tbeir conversation led Linda to explain tbe pattern sbe bad discerne in
tbe organization of tbe sacred space of Copan and otber Maya cities. As
sbe talked, Nikolai's face ligbted up witb excitement ̂ d be h^ «Ibng
ber about Tixkakal Guardia, tbe modem Cruzob village wbere he had
been working for tbe past five years. He agreed to contnbute the fo
ing description of Tixkakal Guardia to our discuss.on of sacred place.

THE SPATIAL ORGANIZATION OF
TIXKAKAL GUARDIA

Tixkakal Guardia is one of four Sbrine Villages of tbe Cruzob-Maya
,r E-. a„»i Quí.». M-y.. "h.
Uve in several small villages dispersed tbrougbout tbe forest are tbe
direct descendants of tbe Maya of Cban Santa Cruz, wbo m 1847 staged
le largest Indian uprising against wbite domination m tbe pencas.
Tbis war, during wbicb tbe Maya almost reconquered tbe wbole penín
sula of Yukatan," is known as tbe Gaste War of Yuka.^. Tbe rebellious
Maya bad almost conquered tbe capital of Yukatan, Merida, wben t e
rainy season began and tbe Maya soldiers were forced to return to tbeir
milpas to plant tbeir crops for tbe coming year. According to local oral
tradition, tbe retum of tbe Maya to tbeir fields allowed tbe Mexicans to
drive tbem out of tbe more developed and densely populated nortbwest
part of tbe peninsula. Tbey bad to flee into tbe jungles in tbe soutbwest,
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which were virtually free of permanent Spanish or Mexican settlements.

In that remote area, the Maya remained independent for the next fifty
years. These independent Maya named their capital Chan Santa Cruz,
"Small Holy Cross," after a wooden cross that became the object of
veneration central to their religión because it made prophecies and gave
religious advice. For the Maya of Chan Santa Cruz, the Talking Cross
became the Indian counterpart of the Christian Messiah.

Their independence did not last long. In 1901 Mexican troops con-
quered the capital of the Chan Santa Cruz Maya and, once again, the
Maya fled into the deep jungle and settled in small villages. Although
the victorious Mexicans burned the Talking Cross of Chan Santa Cruz,
the Maya had already split into several small groups. Each of these groups
had its own capital, complete with a shrine to house one or more "new"

Talking Crosses. Today, the descendants of the Chan Santa Cruz Maya
cali themselves Cruzob after the most important material component of
their religión. They are organized into four groups and live in the state
of Quintana Roo on the eastern side of the Yukatan peninsula.

Figure 3:30

A view toward the Iglesia and the Popol Nah in Tixkakal Guardia

Centering the World

The shrine village of Tixkakal Guardia is the religious and political
center for a group of Cruzob living in about ten villages. The small
permanent population of Tixkakal Guardia Uves around the sacred pre-
cinct in traditional houses, called xaanil nahoob, "thatch houses, in their
Mayan language. The center of Tixkakal Guardia is the shrine itself, a
Itu-ge oval masonry building with a roof thatched like all of the Maya
houses in Yukatan. The shrine is called Iglesia (Fig. 3:30), although the
religious ceremonies taking place inside it only superficially resemble
Catholic rites. All important ceremonies, from weddings to okotbatam
rain ceremonies and matan offerings, are conducted inside the shrine.

Three portáis lead ffom the plaza into the shrine, one large front portal
and two smaller portáis on either side of the building. No one is allowed
to enter the shrine wearing shoes, dirty clothes, or when obviously drunk.
Armed guardians carefully watch that all entering persona behave accord-
ine to the rules. The rear of the shrine contains the actual sanctuary
wLe the crosses and some of the holy books are kept. These books ̂ e
still being used, written, and read publicly by the scribes of Cruzob^
Another portal leads from the publicly accessib e part of the Igle—
the rear sanctuary, which can be entered only by persons hol g

^^'Srtolhriglesia is a building called the Popol Nah or Community
Hoürmile the Popol Nah is the same size as the Iglesia, tt ts ma<^e
completely of wood and palm leaves. The functmn of J
to house all instrumenta used in the ceremon.es of the Cruzob, but.t
also a place where the leaders of the commun.ties meet and where
political activities, like the election of new officeholders, t^e ^ ̂
the Iglesia the Popol Nah has three entrances protected by guardias.

In front'of the Popol Nah and the Iglesia is a large platfotm. Many
ritual activities, especially during the week-long fiesta, take place here.
One of the main functions of this platform is to serve as a smge where
dances can take place. The most important of these begms with the dance
of the wakeratt-<Ai, honored women who are )omed one by one, by a
the men of the community. The platform is also the place where in
dividuáis are named who are to enact the main roles m the vaiious
activities of the next fiesta. This ceremony is called eleksyones and lasts
an entire night, until all of the participants get drunk in the early
morning hours. During the eleksyones hundreds of spectators watch the
ceremonies, carefully noting the ñames of the few who have been elected
for this honor.

Píate 29
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In front of the dance platform is the corral, or bullring, which has
become the modern analog of the ancient ballcourt. The corral is roughly
circular and is enclosed by á fence, making it also into a kind of sunken

court. Since there cire no seats, people climb the fence to watch the

spectacle from a safe place.

For several days, all members of the subtribe come together in Tixka-
kal for the ñesta of the Patrón Cross, which is the most important of the

Cruzob ceremonies. The Fiesta begins with the young men going into the
forest to secirch for a young ceiba tree between twenty cind thirty feet

high. The tree, which is called Yax-Che\ "First Tree," is cut, brought to

the bullring, and erected in the center «is the modern analog of the
WaJtah-Chan—the World Axis—from ancient imagery. When the tree is
firmly planted, a young mam called chik or coatimundi®^ climbs the tree

and throws candies down to the crowd as the ritual proceeds.®"^ With the
erection of the Yax-Che\ the week-long fiesta is formally inaugurated.
Every day bullfights take place in the bullring. In the time when the
Cruzob were poor and had no contact with the outside world, they could
not afford to buy emd to kill living bulls. Instead, one of the men was

placed inside a framework of vines, wood, and sacking in the shape of a
bull and simply played the part of the bull. Today, the Cruzob can afford
real bullfights. Often, after the bull has been killed, it is divided sunong
the various lineages, who then prepare it £is a food offering.

Finally, the four comers of the sacred precinct containing the Iglesia,
the Popol Nah, the dance platform, amd the bullring are marked by four
altars becu-ing crosses. Around the periphery and outside the boundaries
of these córner crosses sit the houses where members of all the lineages
from the various villages reside during the fiesta. In the time between the

two fiestas, every male member of Cruzob society has to spend at least a
week in the shrine center performing religious service and protecting the
Cross. During this time, people reside in the house of their lineage.

As Nikolai told his story and drew a diagram of Tixkakal Guardia (Fig.

3:31) in Linda's notebook, they both realized that it reproduced in detail
the pattern of the East Court at Copém. There Temple 22 and Structure
22A, the Yax-Hal-fVitz and the Popol Nah, correspond to the Iglesia at

Tixkakal with its sanctuary holding the Talking Cross and the sacred
books, and the Tixkakal Council House. In front of the buildings at Copan
sat a huge damce platform and a sunken court marked as a false ballcourt
where sacrifice took place. A large dance platform also sits in front of the
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Yax-Che*

corral

^'houae tom \ j-vl
houses for ihe '^down in m\^j
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K'ampok'olche'

ihe dance platform with its new wall

0 O / Q comer cross
Popol Nah

pso
! Iglesia Gloria

0

houses of Yaxley houses of Señor

Sketch of Tixkakal Guardia made in 1991 by linda Soheie

Figure 3:31 Layout of Tixkakal Guardia

T 1 • i iho Ponol Nah at Tixkakal. The Ballcourt at Copan has itsIglesia fo, although the game has changed, the
counterp «acriñce for the sanctification of ritual is
purpose and the end result—sacntice lor
the same^ .. :„un,ev through the sacred landscape of the Maya began

with DW fVeidel's first encounter with the navel of the world. Here atThfend Tn good Palenque fashion« we cióse this chapter with a simi^the end, g ^er the

^"TToavid described. At the time, Linda was involved in research for
Tt k She was studying Barbara Tedlock's work at Momostenango,
I town°in the Guatemalan highlands, where priest-shamans, called ch^h-

■1. " thor-fathers " undergo long training and initiation rites.
B Jtoa Tedlock herself became a chuchkahaw and

process of training and initiation in her 1982 book Tune and theHighla^
Maya Among the series of lessons, ceremonies, pilgrimages, and ttms or-
maL rituals she underwent in the process of becommg a chuchkahaw
there is one ceremony that involves the idea of being at the center of
everything. During the 260-day period after initiation, the new "mother-
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father" must lesirn about a place called waqibal or "Six-Place." IVaqibal

is located on the summit of the hill in the canter of Momostenango.

Called Paiklom, this hill "is the 'heart' {k'ux) or canter of the Momostekan

world, spiritually connected to four córner hills of the four directions or
comers, each located within a radius of about three kilometers" (B.
Tedlock 1982:71). Within this Icindscape—given shape by these sacred

places—the mother-fathers visit shrines that are sacred to individuáis,
lineages, and the town itself, timing their raovements and rituals accord-
ing to the rhythms of the sacred calendar.

In the summer of 1991, Kaqchikel cind K'iche' friends invitad Linda to

attend rites at Momostenauigo in celebration of Waxaqib Batz' (8 Mon-

key), the day when the Momostekan calendar begins and the mother-

fathers are initiated. Many highland Maya have adoptad this day as their

own and celébrate it as a day of renewal of their cultural identity with

both traditional and modem rituals.

THE SIX-PLACE
(as told by Linda Schele)

I drove to Momostenango in a rentad car, picking up one friend in
Tekpan emd another at a dusty little crossroads called Los Encuentros.

The three of us carried a little food and baskets of offerings for the long
night ahead. We foliowed the paved highway £md then turnad off onto
the washbocurd dirt road that led to Momos. Along the way, we saw
Duncan Ecirle, the friend and ethnographer who would accompany me to
Chamula six months later. Duncan had driven past us on the road,
recognized me through the steady drizzle that had fallen throughout the
day, stopped his van, cind come nmning back to stop me. The apparition
of his purple-coated body loping down the road waving his arms to get
my attention brought me to a skidding stop. He told us that there would

be a ritual that night atop a mountain at a location called nima sabal or

"Nine-Place," and that he would meet us there. We continued on and

entered the crowded center of Momostenango about an hour before dark.

Parking the car at the edge of the town plaza filled with the makeshift
shelters of the Sunday market, we made our way through the crowd.

Pakal and Saqahix, my Maya friends, led the way.
I told Pakal that I wanted to see Paklom and explained that I knew

that place was important from my reading of Barbara Tedlock's work and
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from studyirrg Maya Creation for th.s book. He quickly asked ̂ ound arrd
found that Paklom was located under the local radio tower Somehow
had visualized the center of Momostenango a htde to the

>  • the "navel of the world, but 1 was

.t: «..wrong. Pakal, with all the ene gy I followed my
the steepest hill around mounte Americans we hadcompanions upwM^accomp^ie y steepness of the hill
met along the way g homes we finally breasted the
and the altitude. Climbing past stores
H.1 and walked Tg^ -^k and forth

tí"i" wh^e we moked around for center of
TwTtrreíríí^^^^^

Figure 3:32
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centuries of burning copal and covered by the broken remains of hun-

dreds of clay pots. A mother-father and bis assistants kneit before a pillar
of smoke rising from the copal incensé they burned, chanting prayers
against the shrill background of the playing children. Piles of copal
pellets bound into corn-husk tubes sat beside him ready for bis all-night
vigil. Across a shallow depression on the other side of the hill was another
small rise marked by a small concrete pedestal and three soot-blackened

crosses. A family knelt in prayer before the crosses, burning their own
incensé to blacken the hallowed altar of that place.

We stood there, caught halfway between the most sacred piece of
landscape in the valley and the thoughtless enthusiasm of the playing
children, between the beliefs and rituals of the traditional world of the

Momostekans and the modern world we had left behind only hours

before. For recisons I still do not understand, a powerful presence em-
braced me in that moment, evoking an expsmding emotion that eased out

of my conscious control and brought tears to my eyes. I was at the place
I had read about. I knew what it meant from the outside, from the

detached view of the anthropology created by our worldview—that thing

we cali science. Yet, at that moment, I was neither detached ñor objective.

I knew where I stood in time and space. For the Momostekéuis, I was

at the center of everything—their versión of the mixik'balamil^ the navel
of the world. They cali it waqibal, "Six-Place," and I knew that the Classic
Maya called the tree at the center of their world the Wakah-Chan,
"Six-Sky" or "Raised-up-Sky." I truly did stand at the place of the
Creation, not only in terms of space, as the Momostekans understand it,
but in terms of time. The axis of waqibal pierced straight back through
three thousand yesu-s to the kings on their stone images at La Venta.
JVaqibal truly was and is hallowed ground and in my heart I centered the
world.
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CHAPTER FOUR

HAYA 50ULS

IDOLS AND SAINTS
(as told by David Freidel)

Yaxkaba is a sleepy Uttle town off the main road
and Mérida, the capital of Yukatan. It is the county seat for Yaxuna a

^lomet^rs to the east, Driving into the dusty center. one ts tmmedt-
Ir Viv the visión of a massive, beige-limestone eighteenthately struck by tne vi . • • i cr»irp<! it rises

centory church. Still graced by its original three spires, rises
7 nv from a plata adomed with red-flowered trees. It is a grand

rnÜ —ent to the Christian god and his saints. I found a
Xce of Yukatek histoiy under Spanish rule hidden in this quiet place.
T the summer of 1992. I took a small group of Amencan tomists to
Yaxkaba to show them the church. The young priest is a local Maya.

and learned. In one auxiliary building next to the church,pír»h.„. c«. w„,
f r^ifí^d m-aceful arches to protect themselves against the Chan

f i» '"■»" - 7 r' rr,
„111 tk. m vi.íbl. m th. tont t«.d. ot.  . . Here for a time in the nineteenth century was a borderÍreertheSe Maya and their enemies. The church. the best lookout
tower around. became a symbol of that struggle. The priest who was om
ouide had thought about having the defensive walls removed so the
Lhes could stand clear again. but these walls are part of history and must
stay.
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We went into the cool interior of the church and slowly walked its
cathedralhke length. Under its bread barrel vault, huge wooden altars
edge the high white walk. One altar holds an image of the Virgin in
mourning black lace, hovering above a Christ in white winding sheets, his
image laid out in a glass coffin. Across the way is a large cross painted
bright green with a bloody red heart at its center. The cross is decorated
with the multicolored symbols of the religious brotherhoods of the com-
munity, the cofradías. At the time of our visit, this cross was dressed with
a beautifully embroidered banner draped across its arms. The words on
the banner thanked the cross for answering the prayer of a supplicant and
gave the date of the offering.

At the front of the church, we found ourselves at a cluster of benches
huddled at the foot of the high altar. This altar is a glorious and elabo-
rately carved wooden original, rising to the ceiling with masterfully
sculptured portraits of saints who still bear flecks of their original gold
and painted colors. At the center of the altar stands the more freshly
painted image of San Francisco, the patrón, inside a niche framed with
glass doors. The priest took us around to the back of the church where
there is a stairway leading up to a small door. This door leads into the
niche holding San Francisco so that he can be turned around to face
mward on Good Friday before the midnight resurrection of Christ, or
removed for redressing and processions.
We walked out into the moming glare and stopped briefly to look at

another building along the side of the church. I was moving on when
several of the tourists stopped me and pointed to the crosses carved above
the archways: they looked as if they had ears of maize on the ends of their
arms. Yes, said the priest, they were maize adomments. The main arch
carried the date of the building, 1789, and we wondered at finding yet
another bridge between the Classic Maya maize tree and the cross of
Christianity.

I next took our group over to the library at the edge of the plaza. There
we looked at a carved bas-relief depicting a seated lord of the Terminal
Classic period (a.d. 800-1000) wearing a god mask. The glyphic text, I
explained, showed that he was acceding to the title of sah or Fearful One,
a rank second only to Ahaw, king, in parts of the southern lowlands.

The style of the god mask was particular to the lords of this local area in
the time of Chich'en Itza's great power, I said, so this was probably one
of the lords of Yaxkaba in that period. An unusual feature of the relief
portrait was a circular hole, about two centimeters deep and ten centime-
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ters in diameter, carved in the lap of the seated lord. This hole is about
the size of one of the mosaic mirrors people used during that time and
I speculated that this relief carried such a mirror. These mirrors, found
at nearby Chicheen Itza, served as portáis for ancestors and gods.

I trundled eveiybody out into the van and we drove over a bumpy dirt
road to the abandoned church on the edge of town. Sitting in an over-
grown farm field at a place called Mopila, this building was probably
built in the seventeenth, or even the late-sixteenth, century. The roof is
mostly gone over the nave, but the gray stone walls are still standing and
some great black wooden beams, from the time the roof collapsed, are still
scattered about. Over the apse, the roof is still intact, and protects a
weathered and dilapidated wooden altar, a smaller versión of the one in
the main church. The niche is empty and the glass broken out of its door,
but the saints are still here (Fig. 4:1). At the base of the altar stands an
oíd wooden image. Somebody once decapitated this samt; then later
people took the headless body and replaced its missing head with a plain
stone. It makes for a faceless head but is sufficient for the purpose. Next
to the saint is a large and simple wooden cross. The area around the altar
is swept clean. Neatly arranged masonry blocks ffom the rums, arrange
in a semicircle before the altar, function as seats. Traces of bumed mceiwe
and candles, corn husks, and gourd bowls, show that people ffom ihe
vicinity still come here to pray before these images under the open sky

After a few quiet moments, I took the group around to the outside of
the church and pointed to a hole high up in the wall directly behmd the
niche of the wooden altar. That's where the image of the seated lord had
been before the townspeople took it to the library for safekeeping. This
older now abandoned church had been built by the Maya under the
direction of their new masters shortly after the Conquest. At first appear-
ance its basic structure looks a lot like the design of the newer church, but
the stone of its walls came ffom oíd Maya structures—buildmgs that had
been sacred places for generations before the Spanish had come. Maya
masons had mortared one of their own cherished heirloom images, a lord
ffom a time of past glory, into the wall of the new foreign place of
worship. In the church the Maya use today, a doorway sits behind the
image of San Francisco. In the original church, the saint sat in front of
a proud Maya ancestor, perhaps cradling his mirror portal to the Other-
world. Who indeed received the prayers of those Maya, and who receives
them now?
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The altar ín an abandoned church at Mooila Ynirntan a . jhead has been replaced by a sTone'LmTéa^ytins"' ^

Figure 4:1

From the moment the first of the Spattish invaders stepped ashore on
17 7 M 7 --l'' —tt-y classtfy Maya rehg.on as pagan and worthless. Maya day-keepers,

doers, seers, and mother-fathers were brujos, "witches," while Spanish
rrr..Tr • "•" ^ were lfos.idols, while statues m a Spanish church were santos. Maya gods were
demons, although the closest word in their languages to the European
concept is kisin. Kisin ("farter") does not connote evil in the Western
sense, but is closer in spirit to the ideas of the Greeks, who regarded their
daemons as supernatural heings who mediated between the gods and
humankind. The Yukateks also called their statues k'ulche', "divine tree"
- "holy thing of wood," a term that is still used these days among theor
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J  rrosses Finally, an idol was simply a k'ul, a

ü.™gb ~ m.,. w. «. u.. —
of the two. • uu A nn difficulty with such distinctions, for they

The Catholic Span'^h a ^ ^
worshiped their crosses remarkable congruency

•I» «-y "*5 »b.. -
between the worship fo^tered the
worship of idols and ^he latter in Maya thought.
eventual substitution o ^ spirit" or "god" (which makes
Indeed, the ancient Maya during the Classic period), has been
replaced in sonae con e p crosses are called santo or santoh de
santoho, "thatsaint.-; Modem ^ ...^^ved from
che'. In this context saín , parmers can gratefully
God," the sacred source ot ali B t^achingobserve, "Here comes ^YZVmatural being now denotes the sacred
as an image portraymg ancient Maya used the word kulmqualityofallimportantthin^^Th
their texts in much the sam saints not as aUve or

Contemporary Maya can abide. John Sosa describes
sentient but as places ^he perimeter paths of Yalkoba m
how the tree-crosses,' Jes where r"-
Yukatan have slabstone atar pebbles touched to e
guardián," rests and -pather guardián" is neither the crossItomsofthesandalsofpassemby^^ .,anch"
ñor the altar, but he c^ ^ and object, between soul and

The Maya relationships between human agentó an
person, are dependent upon ^^at we would cali,
supernamrals. The actual op or object there
in our culture, "channelmg. ^^^^hpiece through which the super-
is a human agent who a^ Quintana Roo could also
natural spirit can speak. The „s also spoke
deliver messages in for the human agent was chilan,through the written word. The
"translator." . object itself speaks without any outóide

On much rarer occasions, ^ u„expected. Several times since the
help. Sometimes communK» ^j^nifested directly in objectó that
Conquest, supernatural being
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"talked," and most of them exhortad their followers to throw off the yoke
of the foreigners.® The tradition of talking statues certainly goes back to
PrecoluinbÍ£in times. The Grade of Ix Chel on Cozumel, a life-sized day
statue of an oíd woman, was such a talking object. The Spaniards who saw
it' said there was a small door so that a Maya priest could enter it and
speak for the goddess unseen by the supplicants. This oracle was no doubt

only one of several on the eastem coast of Yukatan in the Postdassic
period. The most famous Maya talking image is the Talking Cross of the
Chan Santa Cruz Maya. Although the first "translator" was killed by
Mexican soldiers, another took his place and the Cross continued to
communicate both verbally £ind in written letters. For more than ten

years, it was the effective ruler of the rebellious Maya of the Chan Santa
Cruz. Today that Talking Cross sits in Tixkakal Guardia. It still speaks
to the descendants of those rebels through the descendants of the original
translator.

In 1867, a Chamulan girl in highland Chiapeis saw three stones drop
out of the sky while she was tending her sheep. She took them home and
gave them to a local Maya official, Pedro Giaz Cuscat who, some weeks
later, created a cult around them. He claimed that the stones talked and

that the girl, Augustina Gómez Checheb, had given birth to them; there-
fore, she was the Mother of God aind the stones were saints. So began
another Maya revolt. Just as the original Talking Cross of the Chan Santa
Cruz Maya embodies the symbolism of the World Tree, so the three
stones represent the three hearthstones of Classic Maya Creation cos-
mology.

Stones continué to talk among the modern Maya, although they do not
currently threaten the civil peace. Paúl Sullivan, in his sensitiva and
penetrating book on the Chan Santa Cruz Maya,® relates the tale of a boy
who in 1985 was addressed by a stone figure who wished to adopt him.
The stone also spoke to the boy's father, a shaman, who trcinsformed
their home into a chapel, which was soon a center for devotees from all

around the surrounding countryside. David Freidel has confrontad this

special feeling about stones in his work eis an archaeologist. He describes
it this way.
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THE TALKING STONES
(as told by David Freidel)

When I read Paúl SulUvan's book, it helped me uuderstandvvnen i reaa iraui Voviina who worked with

I had witnessed among the village people of -e villaeers
•  * ;^r Whpn excavation first began, tne viiiagersme on the nearby ^ ,emove stones, especially

were deeply concemed tha ® ^derstanding their anxi-
carved stones, from the rums. artifacts had to be removed for
ety. I explained to ̂ em
analysis, but that they wo únportance to the
could be built for jhaman, took it personally upon
villagers that fmally Don P . removed from the site. There
himself to ensure that no archaeologists of the Mexican
were some stramed ^^ertes be taken to safekeeping and the
government insisted tha tensions were finally
Yaxima people insisted t a ' ^nder the watchful eyes of
resolved. The stones of Yaxuna matter loomed so large: such
U.. «d I ¡i"; *
stones are likely kan che, sea pablo and talking stones. One day

I had one other encounter ^^j-k on the camp
r lOfiQ after he had done , j

in the summer of 1^ ' Thinking it belonged
kitchen, I found a clear glass the "lights" he used when
to Don Pablo and was ¿^or to him that evening. He took
focusing spiritual forces, too
the marble and inspected it care u üght."

n  is a stone oi xigiif
"Yes," he said finally, tn soaked m

maize gruel, sak-a, an

WORKINO PRAYER5
.  material appearance, because words are

Spirits speak, whatever ̂  ® ^^^^lion between this world and the
a fundamental médium or j-eamble to some magical action or a
Otherworld. They are not mere y P through tangible supernatu-
way of describing things that ar
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ral and natural forces like rain, lightning, and thunder. They are, rather,
an essential conduit of those forces.

The Creator goda of the Popel Vuh made humana so that they might
have intelhgent, nurturmg bemgs to communicate with. Even so, it is
important to stress that the means through which the goda and anc^stors
convey their messages and guidance are still human agenta, the Maya
shamana and pneats who relate these insights to their people. Thia same
rule held m anuquity, when kings and other exalted individuáis could
become, under special circumstances, the talking idola of their people.
Because their bodres were the vessela of life's sacredness, they acted as the
conduiU of dtvme revelation. They recorded their viaiona in worda of
stone ̂ at tody open the world of their ancestora and goda to their
descendants and to those of us who seek tn . j u

T 1 _ c > V 1 1 1 CK to understéind their world.John Sosa s Yukatek h-men teacher refere tn i u r
„  j . . eiers to the ntuals he performs assacred work —and it is indeed work to brinxr anHc a

Ca. 1 oring gods and saints amongg p ople. Stones and crosses may sneak fíret tn ' u v,
•  • speax tirst to mnocents, but thennracle of Maya viaionary communication is rarely a matter of spontane-

oua expresaion. The circumstancea in which an inHi TT
visión SPP mdividual can enter intovisión, see appantions, or communicate witVi a -

work and u divine requires diligentwork and attention on the part of many peonle In th. A

dividuals-whether kings, shamans,orpatLTh;i^lh? ,7 " '7leave the world of the spirit at will T
back its wisdom to the reat of the ' «"<1 bringing

it is difficult for the Weatern fltLom "
Phrase sai-.'cAe'

L^wÍe™ r^-'^ ' ? " í'-an-made"; is
offerinffs When int ̂  ^ and water used in ritualoííenngs. When interpreted in the contevt of ri •
this combination of words brings together the
.  rr A + r 1 idea of maize gruel, theatuff and suatenance of human life, and the World Tree, theTo-I of
commumon wnh the dmne. Just aa maize is the basic food of Ufe and the
dough that h^ans are made from, maize gruel la the primeval sacred
hquid. Several of the elaborately painted vessels used in royal banqueting
and ritual m the Claaa.c period have been identified aa vessela made to
hold sak-a 7

In the Popol Vuh, the Hero Twina jumped into a great fire pit where
immolated. This is a direct analog to the creation of a specialthey were
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maize gruel by the modem Maya. Today in the community of Santiago
Atitlan, this maize gruel, called is made by roas^g the maize
kemeb. Just as the bonea of the Hero Twins were ground and cast into
the river, so the kemels of bumed maize are ground and mixed yn
water. The sacrificial acts of the Hero Twins set the stage for the- re^
to life and eventual triumph over death. Later, hum^
Creation were made of maize and water drawn ffom ,he P°°l
of the Cleft Mountain. In that^episode, the water m the gruel exp y
declared to be human blood. comen and
To the Maya of Guatemala and Chiapas, the gruel is like semen and

1  • u T tVi#> Atitlan ritual, the association is explicit.
is the source of rebirth. In
Linda Schele ^ March 1992. The gruel at Chamula
maize gruel at Sm m a hot, steaming shed
is made by the ^h¡ie it thickens over a fire. The
stirring a huge vat of Je gelatinous in consistency, translu-
resulting mixture is thic ^
cent and milky-white in co or, únmediate and inescapable.
only slowly. The resem anc translators, the

Just aa in the ancient p^t, so ancestors and to the
doers, and the and statues of the Maya world are
spiritual bemgs who in substance that gave form to human
associated with Creation an
flesh.

ON SOULS

•  „f soul are compUcated and multifarious. Still,The Maya conceptions oí ^ Westem experience. For exam-
they sometimes fmd partía p^ yukatan culture conceive of two pijcom,
pie, John Sosa's informants m contrast of good and evil is
"souls"—one good and the ot er pomts to
familiar to us. While the con p spirit inherent to Maya reality.
a fundamental and distinctive 12 ¿q many other Tzotzil-speak-
Zinacanteco Maya also have t ^hem, one of these souls is invisible,
ing peoples of highland parts. A scary accident, like a fall
indestructible, and divided ^ ̂  person to lose a piece of this soul and
on a mountain path, can pitees of soul and sell them to the
become ill Evil witches can a so s proper prepara-Earth Lord. Shaman seers can 1
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tion, the cooperation of the subject, and supernatural help and restore the
human soul. Zinacantecos cali this kind of soul chulely^^ which has the
same root as ch ul or h ilI¡ a word used by ancient IMaya scribes to describe
"holiness" and "divinity."'*

Although subject to temporary damage, the ch'ulel is eternal. When a
person dies, this soul hangs around the grave for some time, then becomes
part of a pool of such souls in the care of the Father-Mothers, the ancestral
gods, who may decide to plant it again in the body of a newbom baby.
Parents have to be especially careful with these babies: "A small child is
especially susceptible to 'soul loss,' as the soul is not yet accustomed to its
new receptacle" (Vogt 1976:18). Ch'ulelob can move around outside the
body, in dreams during sleep, and visit the ancestors. The real power of
the experience of soul, however, is revealed in its universality:

important and valuable to Zinacantecos also possesses
a CH UI^: domesttc anúnals and plants, salt, houses and household fires,
CTosses, the saints, musical instruments, maize, and all the other deities in
the pantheon. The most impoitant interaction in the universe is not
between persons and objects, but among the innate souls of persons and
matenal objects.

(Vogt 1976:18-19)

It is hardly su^rising that the Classic Maya callad their kings ch'ul ahaw,
lords of the life-force."

The s^nd type of soul conceptualized by the Tzotzil Maya is callad

"Si o O Yukatek Maya commu-
asuDema?""'l "'"Pematural guardián" or "protector."" This is
and si"" a wtld animal
animÍu^t l the baby and the
other for'g"dTr !n ur^' I"
the chanul and keen it ' J ̂'^'^tal Father-Mothers take care of
tains. But if they get antrrJ^t ̂  ^ ^agical corráis inside the moun-
chanul. People learn th ' ̂ punish someone by neglecting their

a spiritual joumev Lik#> tV, u ^ ^ iHness or guides them on
danger. body. the cHanul is subject to mortal
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a. ch'ay u sak-nik-
nal, "diminished,
his while-flower"
(Yaxchilan Stela
12)

b. Uval ch'ay u
sak-nik-nal

"and then

diminished,

his white-

flower"

c. k'ay sak-nik-
nal, "ended
the vvhite-

flower"

d. "white flower"

combining "white"
>vitli tlie square-
nosed serpent
(Copan Temple 18)

e. flower

earflare

(Yaxchilan
Lintel 24)

f "while 6- nower h. the White-Flower-Soul
Lwer""fDos fromthe Keeper pulllng maize mto the
Pilas Stela 25) Wakah-Chan Precious-Shell-Mataml

íl> and c are from the Hleroglyphic Stairs at Copan)

Figure 4:2 "White Flower" as the Term for Soul

the Tzotzil and the Yukatek, they apparently believed in more than one
kind of soul. Another word they used for soul oombmed the stgns or
"white" with the signs ahaw. ¿A'and U Proskounakoff first recogmze
tM^hrase in the death statement she identified in the mscnpttons of
Y  hdan but her idea that it was related to soul carne from the appear-

f Ae svllable ¿fc'which means "breath" and "spirit." It turns out
L idea was correct. but her reading wrong. Nikolai Grube and

¿L Stuart have independently found clues to the correct readmg: c/tsnA-nfA-nní "expired, the white-flower-thmg (Ftg. 4:2)
F^r US the most important context for this new readmg ts found on

depictions of the World Tree. The bell-shaped objects on the ends o i
brLches (with square-nosed serpents emerging from them) are the iconiclepresentation of these white flowem." When all of this ts put together
it Lis US that the souls of human beings were created when First Father
raised the great tree. We are the blossoms of that tree. All that remame
was to shape human flesh from maize and create the host for these flower
souls Very probably this maize came from the First-Tree-Precious de-
picted in the Temple of the Foliated Cross at Palenque, the tree that rises
from the three stones of Creation in Orion.
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Moreover, the Temple of the Foliated Cross telb us what happens to
this white-flower soul when its owner dies. On the main panel, the
persomficatton of the flower soul appears in the mouth of a huge conch
sheU where it is shown pulling in a maize plant. This great conch carries

L  f,/ (Fig- 4:2h). "Precious-Shell-Mata-w.. Matawxl' is the place where First Mother and her children-the
P^enque Tnad go^reside. Thus, the keeper of the white-flower souls
takes them to dwell with First Mother in the Otherworld

These three ways of defining the life-force resonate in the contempo-
ZuTT ^í-y--Pealcing peoples. as well as in theworld of thetr ancestors. The Trotzil of Chamula speak of a sky tree of
m^y breasts that suckles the souls of unweaned hahls, while the people
lo i"to flowers tiedto the celestial cross Thp i • ¿owers iiea

human being from birth.» For the K'iche' .. ^
day" on which a child is born.^' The • ^
the powerfhl deities of the f spirits are abo associated withL. urr:j.r:rr,i* r
shaman médiums to communicate in no' j ""'«ínight rafters above
audience seated on the floor « Íor the lT. T"

Yat-Balam, the foimder,
emerging from the
snake with his spear
and shield

he was nawal fthe
soul-companíon)

wi-ch 'o/c-/e '-na,
'root-sprout-lree-
house"

FlGirRE 4:3
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tion between human souls and animal-spirit companions made by the

Zinacantecos. Calling an ancestral soul a nawal also has precedent in the
practices of the ancient Maya. The image of Yat-Balam, the founding
ancestor of the dynasty of Yaxchilan, emerging from the mouth of an
enormous Visión Serpent is called "nawal of the founder (Fig- 4.3).

In the summer of 1992, Linda Schele got the chance to visit the most
sacred of these ancestral shrines—the cave under the mins of the K'iche'
capital. Today tourists cali it Utatlan, its Aztec ñame, but the K'iche' cali
it Qumacir Kah. Here is her story:

THE CAVE AI UTATLAN
(¿is told by Linda Schele)

I had been in Antigua for only a short aftemoon when Duncan Earle
arrived at my door to remind me of the trip he had planned for us. It was
time for him to return to his chuchkahaw mentor. Don Lucas, for the
next stage of prayer and sanctification in his own journey as a Maya-
trained shaman, and he wanted me to go with hnn. The next mora, g
he arrived in the huge Texas A & M van he had brought ̂ own for h.s
field school. It was loaded with his wife, ^
pher, their two children, and a gradúate student who had agreed to help

''off we went very early on a Saturday moraing, out of Anti^a, along
the Iding Panalrican Highway to the fork that took us to Ch.ch.c^-^  j c rni7 K'iche' and the little town of Chinik .
t.pnango and beyond to Santatenango aiiu j ^ houses built along
Th.„ i"» hou» <•( Don O.», «.a .« A.

™ 1. vlUace. « «. » O»

h.... L.- ».a. • "»»">■ " • »
the arrovo behind their house. „ ^ .

Then we piled into the van along with Don Lucas, M^uel an
Manuel's teenaged daughter to go to Utatlan. For the ritual on ucas
brought his huge divining crystal and Duncan brought naoonshme from
México We drove back to Santa Cruz K'iche, stopped to buy the candles
and copal we needed, and then headed for the grass-shrouded ruins of
Qumaar Kah. Unlike the Kaqchikel capital of Iximche , the K iche capital
has never been cleared archaeologically and consolidated. Its mounds lie
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under a pine grove, their forms and functions hard to discern beneath five
hundred years of deterioration, neglect, £ind the use of its stones for
making the streets of colonial towns.

Aiter parking, we walked past the low mounds along a dirt path
that leads along the side of the central plaza, ringed by high temples,
until we dropped over the edge of the platean upon which the city

was built and climbed down to the cave. The entrance was blackened

by centuries of buming copal and surrounded by piles of corn husks
that had once held disks of copal. In the cave ritual, the people teike

the pellets out of the husks before throwing them into a fire. At
Momostenango, I had seen the chuchkahawib throwing the entire

packets—husks and all—into the fire. While we were waiting for a

group of Ladino schoolchildren to leave the cave and give us some

peace, three college students from the United States arrived at the en

trance. They were clearly curious about us and respectful. The ques-

tions they éisked led Don Luceis to invite them in with us.

The cave was narrow, deep, and very dark.^' I distributed the four or

five small fleishlights I regularly keep in my pack for the tunnels in Copan

to people in our group. We entered, feeling our way along the uneven

floor until we arrived eventually at a tight little cheunber at the end of

the cave. There was the altar in the form of a large stone covered with

thick layers of candle wax and surrounded by soot-blackened walls. In

fact, I got more them one wcirning about leaining up against the walls and

getting the soot on my jacket. On the altar lay the head and feet of a

chicken that had been sacrificed that moming.
Don Luceis squatted in front of the altar and prepared to begin the

ritual of the next stage of Duncan's preparation as a shaman. He carefully

avoided disturbing the remnants of the morning ritual. He made sure
Duncan, who was squatting next to him, had the videocamera turned on,

and then he began his prayers. Don Lucas wanted the rituals eind prayers
recorded so that they wouldn't be lost. No one but Duncan and Manuel

and his daughter understood the words Don Lucas chanted as he lighted
candle after CEindle. He would soften the base of one candle over the fleime

of a previous one and stick it upright on the altar. Before long, a row of
burning cemdles illuminated the prayer-filled darkness.
When Don Lucas finished the ceremony some twenty minutes later,

he led Duncan into a side corridor that angled off to another chamber

even smaller than the first. The rest of us followed and quickly real-
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Wp retreated one by one to the main altarized there was no room. candlelit darkness, we all

fell into our own thoughts. Some of us spoke,
u  „ if we would break the magic of the moment II wwere whispered if a

made understand what Don Lucas
little to the students so that tn y

was doing. I tried to help too^ cwitched into Spanish to ask
One of US. I don't ^is own bundle and is a

Manuel a question abou . ̂  j„ ̂ he flickering üght, he
chuchkahaw, a shaman, m i speaking in
„pprf "C^SipJpl. a..ly
his soft voice, volunteermg to share his leammg
cared and wanted to know. i ormn to exnlain that the chicken

had been sacrificed m the ^ j who lived in the cave

for permission to kill anima s s farmers to disturb the earth
Mundos also had to .equired a gift m exchange for
when they planted niaiz ^ ^ chicken, he said, had been e
the bounty they supphed th p P
gift the farmer had given to t ® ^ p He said there was Tekun
I asked him about the Mundos. jk^gw that TekunUman was

Uman, the most important »d power andthe ñame of the lastK'iche kmgi^ ̂  ̂ ^eing who
his people Tekun had become community. It was as if
protected the land, its bounty, ^^pjj__began with the death of the
Manuel's concept of histoiy « gxplained more about how the
last independent ruler of his peop chuchkahawob drew
Mundos worked, about the . . ^ all the K'iche'world. Laterfrom thecave.This was themostsac^plac^^^
in the week that gave in Antigua, Manuel toldus that
Nikolai Grube, Federico F^se , ^.birth of their children m the

„.pi. .r hi.»«. pte-te « d,™. Th. — .<
cave at Utatlan because of t e p ready to help their
„„y, „„y te .h, ». » aiv. ted, d,.
sucCMors H1 tel.
powerfulenergiesofth »
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In death, ordinary K'iche' souls linger in prisonlike places, released
only on special days to commune with their descendants at grave sites or
in churches. They receive prayers and offerings from those who remem-
ber them. Great souls of shamans cluster at the shrines they used in life,
comprising the mai^ the generations, recalled in the prayers of the living.
In this way, the shrines constantly increase in power and efñcacy with the
lives £uid deaths of the shamans who use them. Among the K'iche', many

of the shamans are 2dso calendar priests and leaders of their lineages. It's
not surprising that many of the important shrines are dedicated to lineage
ancestors and that shamans visit them according to carefully calculated
calendrical schedules. In principie, each K'iche' lineage in Momostenango

has nine of these special shrines. The Zinacanteco notion of reinczumation

may be echoed in the presentation of pregnant K'iche' women before

lineage shrines, so that the current lineage priest-shaman can "sow or

plcmt" the soul of the new family member into her womb from the pool
of ancestral souls."

The K'iche' lineage shrines reveal something of the integration of
sacred and natural spaces in the highland Maya world. In fact, mainy are
placed in low spots cióse to natured springs or other water sources, while
others are placed high on mountain tops.^ Here as elsewhere among the
Maya, the shrines represent points in a greuid pattem of procession aind
visitation, timely ritual action, and prayer. They are holy places along the
path of words.

The K'iche' shrines also serve as importemt markers on our own jour-
ney into the Maya past. Their word for lineage or cofraÁía shrine, where
the dead souls are propitiated, is warahal literally "sleeping house."
This concept has echoes in the Maya Classic period. The logic of calling
the shrine home of a dead soul a "sleeping house" is given by one of
Garrett Cook's informants in Momostenango:

This then is what I believe. It is as we say when we dream of someone
who has died. We have known him and we have a dream. Then we say
that the spirit comes down visibly to our spirits in this way when we sleep,
and so the two spirits converse, the living and the dead."

(Cook 1986:146)

When we examine Classic Maya glyphic texts, we can see that the

modem K'iche' term for sleeping house is derived from the glyph waybil
Waybil refers to a number of important classic structures, including the
Temple of the Inscriptions at Tikal.'° U waybil ch'ul, literally "the sleep-
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»  a class of üttle stone houses found nearing place of god." cUy of Copa. (Fig. 4:4a). NiWai
residential groups at the P effigies were
Grube and Linda Sebe e propose • . g relatives. The warabal
gifts from the king of CopM to c^ose box-shaped altara
ja, the lineage shrines o e i . reputedly
made of slabstones. In Momostenwg . seventeenth
gifts to the lineages from the founder of the new
century." models as lineage altars was con-
The identity of these Copan ho University ex-

firmed when Will Andrews and h
cavated the residential area sou xesidential
a small L-shaped buildmg i,ouse models had been
compound and below the AcropoUs. The

Qvvner s

ñame
u waybil kuihedreamingplaceo g

—  The Lineage
Figure 4:4 me

House
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founcl on thc 6&st sjid south sidss of tliis building. By a miraclc of time
and luck the whole rear wall of the building had fallen intact. With
exemplary technic^ue, the Tulane team excavated the fallen wall stone by
stone, carefully marking its exact position in the fall. Then the inspired
eyes of Barbara Fash and Kudi Larios managed to put most of it back
together again.'^ When they were done, they had a wall (Fig. 4:4b) with
ancestor cartouches surroimded by S-shaped cloud scrolls. In Yukatek,
tzak, the word for conjure," also means "to conjure clouds." These may
be clouds in the sky or clouds of incensé smoke, but they are the médium
in which the visión comes. Here they float all over the tvaybil in which
the ancestors of Copan s royal house were conjured.

Although the waybil structures and altars of the Glassic Maya may be the
prototypes of the modem K'iche' lineage shrines, it is likely that the ancient
altars abo housed gods intimately related to the lineages as well as lineage
ancestors. A death and resurrection memorial of a king of Palenque,
K'an-Hok'-Chitam (Fig. 4:5), refers to the "housing" of the deceased in the
waybU of a god named Ox-Bolon-Chak under the auspices of Pakal, the
reignmg king of that city. The text telb us that someone "stepped on
the base of the mountain"—an expression referring to dancing—in a
reremony with an actor named u ch'ul hü u tz'akhi K'an-Hok'-Chitam
"the soul of the deceased one, the replacement of K'an-Hok'-Chitam "
When we conneaed the concept of the waybü lineage shrine to this dance,
we realized that this ritual signified the process by which a descendant
became the replacement of his ancestor. In other words, Pakal's second son
bec^e the replacement of the ancestral king K'an-Hok'-Chitam, who had
died exactly nmety-four years earlier. The rites necessary to this transfor-
mation occurred in ffont of a waybil shrine.
The notion of powerful humans having special soul-bonds with gods

js now documented in Classic Maya thought by more than just imagery.
Nikolai Grube m Germany and the team of Stephen Houston and David
Stuart m the United States» have independently deciphered a centrally
important glyph that reads way (Fig. 4:6) or "animal companion spirit"
fVay as "companion spirit" derives from the words "to sleep" and "to
dream." In later tunes it also carne to mean the act of transforming into
a companion spirit and bewitching (in the Maya form of wizardry). The
words for the lineage shrin^«,qy¿t7 in the ancient inscriptions and
warabal in modem K'iche'—derive from the same word. The word way
applies to Kan-Hok'-Chitam's dance in two ways—his lineage shrine was
a waybil and he danced as the way of Ox-Bolon-Chak.

píate 37

och ?? tu waybil Ox-Bolon-Chak
entered inlo his dreaming-place, Three-Nine-
Chak

tek■ahyok tu witzil u ch-ul « U'akabih
he stepped on the foot of his mountain, his god,ÜSd then he replaeed K'an-Hok'-Chttam.

FtouBE 4:5 The Dumbarton Oaks Tablet

The wayob of Classic Maya J J^J^P^rrotlqu'TLmbinltions ofinghumanhkeforms, animas ¿^picted dancing like human
human and animal bodies. ^ above the action. It is
beings, although they can a so ^ kingdoms depict
interesting that pottery scenes o inrds (Fig- 4:7); but with the
creatures who are the way of their ^ ngver recorded the

ñames of their way m the texts on

ñ

Three wayob. two of the ske.etai type and on^e a
water jaguar who is the way of a

Figure 4:6
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a. bakle(l)-way from the Tablet of the b. bakle(l)-way in Chan-Bahlum's
96 Glyphs at Palenque ñame on the Tablet of the Sun

o. Piedras Negras
Lintel 12

d. Dumbarton

Oaks Tablet

e. Tonina F91 d. Tikal Temple 6

dedication of a waybil or lineage shrine

Figure 4:7 The Way Glyph

that particular companion spirits were associated with particular lineages
and kingdoms, and that their ñames were generally known to the artist
who painted the pots. Every rule, however, has its exception. Palenque
ruler Chan-Bahlam, K'an-Hok'-Chitam (his younger brother), and a later
king, Bahlam-K'uk', recorded their nawal, bakle(l)-way, "Boney-Thing"
(Fig. 4:7a—b), as part of their ñames. Nikolai Grube suggested that this
way might be one of the great skeletal death gods who dance on Maya
pottery and that members of the same lineage may even have inherited"
their way from their parents exactly as the Lakandon do today.'^
The ancient Maya also transformed into their wayoh when they fought

their wars, and they very likely saw the planets and constellations as
wayoh of the gods and their ancestors.'® Today stories abound throughout
the Maya región of people being followed in the night by wayoh that look
like anunals. Among the Yiikatek-speakmg Maya of Quinterna Roo, the
ancient concept of way—úi^ spirit companion of gods, ancestors, kings,
and queens—connotes an evil, transforming witch, a person to be feared
rather than admired. Nikolai Grube told us of a visit he and his mentor,
Ortwin Smailus, made to the most respected and feared shaman in the
Cruzob area. When they left on the long walk back to their house, a pig
followed them. The people of Señor told them it was the shaman follow-
ing them in the guise of his way.

The modern designation of such beings as evil may have at least partly
resulted from the suppression of indigenous prácticos and beliefs during
the era of Christian domination. Nevertheless, we must acknowledge that

Maya Souls

there is something inherently are al^ys
of powerful bemgs, objects, an e
at least potentially .^nerate poverty. famine.

rar ar— have' to work at thetr craft to avold arousing. even
unintentionally, evil in the cosmos.

ON STATUES AND SUSTENANCE
f his reían Chan-Balam of Palenque createdDuring eighteen years o j' íes of the Netv World. One of

one of the great and his own accession to the
his first acts after his a funerary mountain, the
throne was to decórate the p p^^^aits
Temple of the . ..radling him when he was six years oíd.
of his parents and other a ^ ¿¡vine being, a smoking ax
As signs of his power and . ̂̂d into a snake (Fig. 4:8).
pierces his forehead and his eg i^ ^ ^ v a
Th,.. divi.. ..-u» «
sacred being who symbolizes th
rial objects. K'awil pierced through

Adults could also disp y

smoking

celt

serpent

foot

composile from the piers °f the Temple
oflnscriptions showlng the ehüd Chan
Bahlum displayed as K'awil for hisdes"o„Vthehelrto the throne

Figure 4:8 Temple of Inscriptíons Pier
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their foreheads, but only sdter they were dead. Pakal wears it as he falls

down the Milky Way into the Otherworld (Fig. 4:9a). At Copan (Fig.
4:9b), the last scion of a dynasty that had niled for four hundred years
wears it as he dances in the portal to the Otherworld at the moment of

his own death. The inscription on the rear of the panel tell us that the
dynasty has ended with this particular dcince. Each appearance of this
smoking ax represents a moment of transition—from child to heir or
from life to death. As we shall see, to wear the ax through the forehead
signaled that the person was in a state of transformation embodied by the
power of lightning.

The Temple of the Foliated Cross, a temple commissioned by the adult
Chan-Bahlam, records the birth of K'awil, who was the third-bom child
of First Mother and First Father. Here we learn this god's full ñame, Tzuk
Yax Ch'at K'awünal Winik Ox Ahal Ch'u CWok K'awilnaaX'' This trans-
lates as "Partition'® First Dwarf,^ K'awil-bom Person, the Third-mani-
fested God,-^' Sprout, K'awilnal" (Fig. 4:10). This is quite an impressive
title, but what then does k'awil mean?

In Yukatek, k'awil means "sustenance" or "alms"—any precious sub-
stance, usually some type of plant or body fluid like blood or sap, given
freely as thanks for the sustenance provided by the divine.'' The Popol
Vuh records that the gods wanted to create beings who could reciprócate
their love and care by retuming nourishment to their creators. The gods

smoking celt

a. Pakal falls into the

Otherworld atop the
deifíed píate of
sacrifice

b. Yax-Pak stands in
the Black-Trans-
former

c. an ancestor with a K'awil
celt in his forehead is
reborn from a tzuk tree

Figure 4:9 Images of the Dead
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u ox-tal
the third

Tzuk Yax Ch'at
Partiüon First

Dwarf

OxAhal

Thrice Manifestad

he was

K'awilnal

winík

K'awil person

K'a>vinalCh'ok

Figure

failed several times before and water. And that
human beings made ® ^u^st hopes, resulting in beings
final try was su^ess u y sustenance for their
who were capable P ^ hloodletting and sacrifice.
gods by "suckling" them. 7°"® equated with human flesh, and

So, in the Popol Vuh maize g
the original waters of bonding people and gods, for the
represents the contracma ^ provided in the first place
gods receive from people that « ̂  ^he gods continué to
maize and water transforme springs, rivers, and cenotes, and to
provide water in the form ^ f^us the cycle of generations is per-
engender maize from "substance" conveys the idea of the
petuated through time, a jjaj,ges food (maize) into the flesh of
magical transformativo cyc e equivalent).
gods and humans, an t ® and ceremonial banqueta in
The central role of too ation.
Maya religious hfe mges ^ chan-Bahlam on the Temple of
The serpent foot we see ¡g^'awü's important aspects, his

the Inscriptions depiction of K'awil, known ̂
association with Visión jggg has transformad into a
Manikin Scepter (Hg- • ' ^ jhe ruler who holds

I»
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K'awil as a serpent
footed scepler

K awil margad wilh a Visión Sarpant K'awil emarging
from Sarpant Bar

Figure 4:11 K'awil and the Snake

othe«, K'awil emerges from the mouth of the Douhle-headed Serpent
Bar (Fig. 4:lld), which symbolued both the ecliptic and the sky umbili-
cm « For the ancient Maya, these serpents were symbols of the path along

t  --'fested in thiswor d. The Malte God was reborn from the serpent's mouth, and accord-
ing to the Palace Tablet, human souls find the bodies of their newborn
o^ers y travelmg along the serpent's gullet. Serpents were also the path

%^e time of Chan-Bahlam, the K'awil serpent foot was an oíd, fai^iliar
who déri'cted tr^^r"^ ^ píctm-es left by the Olmec kings
as thf SmM r" r their statusas the World Tree, the uxis mundi of creation

shifheíl^Lnrr, "d to this relation-
ÍFi! 4 rr , Z IT""" tealited that a text at Copan(  g. 4.12a) explains that K awil's serpent foot is bis bis animal snirit

^;rr , . ̂  ^ ^ anotber serpent known bv a

sÚ~"r n " "T' as he spits out the
KwT fd r ■ "" d Otherworld. Thus,
LTodieT h T"T Serpents. He
eondui t T "latter the form thatconduit took on a particular occasion.

sumt"ZÍ"f tme thatC ear y in the highland Mayan languages. The terms used
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to describe ritual practitioners, as recordad in sixteenth-century dictio-
naries of Poqom Mayan," include ih cam cavil, "one who carnes the
figures of the gods," and helen cavil, "cave god." In these entries, cavil is
the word for the physical statues of the gods, which the Spanish called
"idols " With these entries alone, we would not be able to ascertain if this
word has the same meaning as the k'awil of the inscriptions; however, by
comparing Poqom to other highland languages, we have found that this
word corresponds to the K'iche'an word
the word for the statue of a saint and its spirit; and in K iche • Kaqchikel,
and their sister languages, it is the word for
g'abawil are wood and stone images of the titular deities of the K
lineages. ,, ., "ctatne" we realized why the Visión
Whenwe found that A'aifilmeant statue, wereaiize j

r v *1 v^nt/ñl rpfers to an obiect made of wood,Serpents are the way of K'awil. Kiat'il refers an j
Ston'e, or some other material,
resides in it. Classic raonuments an po shamans (Fig.
small wooden images j « have four k'aunhb from
4:14). And by an arcbaeological mira , ^lounted
Burial 195 at Tikal (Fig. 4:15a). of the tomb into
on staffs,"' tbese four statues accomp decayed, but our friend
.k, o.h.™.,ld. Th. ..«.1 — d.. ..id
Rudi Larios saved their impression by mjectmg p
wbere tbey bad been.

a. was placed the foot of Yellow
DI

i:
^  White-Bone-Snake

b. v®**"

-???? ???? companion of K'awil

the soul companion of K'awil

the soul companion of K'awilWhite-Bone-Snake

4:12 Visión Serpents as the Way of K'awilFigure
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■4'/

tzakah Yax-??? Na- u way K'awál
was First-??? chan Ihe soul
con- snake compan-
jured ion of

Yaxchilan Lintel 15

Figure 4:13 The Rearing Visión Serpent
(pfaotognph O Jiutio Kctt)

i

Och-Kan, the way of K'awil, emerges from a ceremonial bar
Figure 4:14

a. K'awil statues from Tikal Buriai 195
b. an eccentric flint wlth human
proñles pierced by smoking celts

Figure 4:15 K'awil

NIaya Souls

« tVio pvtTaordinary eccentric flints (Fig.K'awil also regularly appears o significantly, most
4:15b) placed in cachad offenngs at f„,,,eads, ¡«st
of the K'awil heads on these flmts palenque. The
like the image Je flint k'awilob with the K'awil
overlappmg relationship Double-headed Serpent Bars is
gods who emerge from both en emerges
reinforced at Copan. There almost ev ly ^
from either end of a '^e^ouble-headed Serpent Bar has flmt
(Fig. 4:16a).« The ve^ glyph J®/ eonclude that the
blades in its mouths (Fig. . statue made of wood an

„.i.bie d.«« «< b.,«. m. D»bu.
.... .hleb . ».b bo»

headed Serpent Bar, mane o
°M®ct. snbtleties. When we understand k awil

Yet the word k'awil has many p^^cess by which spint
as "idol," we have just begun to u Tedlock" in his analysis ois manifestad within material objectó^ ^^^^^^^ d,.t,es
the Popol Vuh talks about ^hree ? ̂  .«st
called or Violent Light-
or Smallest Lightning ; and .^^e^enon in Mesoamerica. T
ning."» One-legged ^ ® J Xezcatlipoca. the Aztec goj caUeonly major example besides K a-lt^ ^^^g of K'awil.Smoking Mirror.'-Tedlocksees Huracán

h alvohfor the Double-headed
.  , cun God emerglng from ^ ^ mouths: D^utXt-" ment Bar on Copan Sei^e^^^^ ^

Stela A

■ mints and the Uouülcheaded Serpent Bar4:16 Eccentric Flmts anFigure
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a. personified eccentric flint

C

b. ax with lighting marks on ihe blade

Figure 4:17 Flint

r. " <• hi. ,o„h..d. J. í„uuier contexts are marked with "kawat» oí • i

ucts of lightning (Fig. 417) » Even t H ° ̂ ^
sidian are thouglt
Maya calendar Kawak was the day of lightnt^Tr''''
the silhouettes of human AWl/oi on them 'Je rhT"''" Í"""
ffozen in stone. of Ughtning itself. matenahzations,

tradition, regará initiated shaman in the K'iche'
beUefs of those highland M and
feel lightning within the blood and musclenf 1J
blood to speak. The ability to divine and reveJthe T Jf
ancestors rests on the adem'Q r>ar, • intentions of the
through his own pulse. This Ughmi^g JXe'b
to sheet lightning that flashes over the fo 7 likened
K'iche' country. sacred lakes of

GarrettCooktoldusaboutacharactercalledth T- ■tic trickster in the modem K'iche' ritual calleH .1, a shamanis-
This character manifests in three differ» , r ^ Conquest.
Uman, the chief Mundo

K'iche'). AIl three dress in red clothing Jd cajj^a . ̂
them. one played by an adult and the other byTIh7 '
"He, the Wizard," and "Red K'oL) " '

■^oxol. In myths and stories,
200

Píate 25

píate
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Saq.k'oxol.«"WhiteK'oxol.''isthe^ar^^^^^^
magical corral beneath the^c'ent "youngest
adult, Ah Itz, carnes a smal . of Tekum
brother." Ah Itz divined the defeat of the K .che an
Uman in their battles doUs for sale in Antigua in 1992.

Linda Schele found one o ^epresented Santiago,
The shop owner thought the litt ^^istakably that of the
but the red color of the face an identity was the little red ax in
Kaqik'oxol. The final confirmation o ^
his hand. Curiously, only six wee . ^hat may be a scene from
drawing of a petroglyph at "^*7imagery to her, he pointed out the
the Popol Vuh. In R had an odd shape that rose to
special crown worn by the K ich g Linda found m
a peak over the forehead of ^ ̂  Even today, with sumes made forAntigua wore ex-tly ̂  .^rh tenacious commit-
tourists to buy, the K i
ment. . ir'oxol who awakens lighting in

In Momostenango thought, i^s ^ his httle
blood of novice shamans by „„e of K'awil's binh n^es

sin oftheserpentTooted,axheaJdKVw^^onerf^^^colmorrlaf aj fÍ *""hÍ
know that the snake foot rep ^hat ^ ,ritual, we can when newooden statue during Otherworld, )U t a. c Tf'awil

antecoMay»!®''""' . . ddlkd shaman diagnows wui. ^ "t is the blood of the P^^^he wrist and elbow. Sometimeshowever, it is th ^^1,, at the
sickness by takmg P their soul {ch u )> Jorneath the

U m. lost a piece ot tneu ,„.estral corral underneatn tnepatientó a jeóng lost ouUide t e ^ ^.jnacantecocompanion u w ,he great «th» ^ P
mountain. li^ven X"- . gpgaKing i" ^ .
M.,., U no. m" .h. "...o. «"> «' 'P™ " »
blood, bot bo has
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a

scrolls of ch'ulel flowing from the body as blood and some of the signs oích'ulel
that can oceur in Maya imagery

Figure 4:18

individual, abides in that blood, and perhaps it is that soul that speaks.
For the ancient Maya," human beings released ch'ulel from their

bodies when they let their blood (Fig. 4:18). Through bloodletting, they
conjmed" (tzak) the way and the ch'u, the "companion spirits and the
gods. They conjured them into the clouds of smoke rising from censers,
^d mto the swirb of mist and clouds hanging in the mouths of caves and
dnfting over the slopes of ancestral mountains.
The axheaded K'awil not only embodied the spiritual forcé of blood,

ut WM the mstrument by which it was released from bodies to feed the
go . The ax wielded by K'awil and the many Chak gods (Fig. 4:19) was
e principal mstrument of decapitation sacrifice. One of the words for

sacn ice in Yukatek,p'a chi', means "to open the mouth," because people
iterally smeared blood upon the mouths of the wood and stone images
to feed the gods within them. chi' also means "to sacrifice and
dedicam somethmg to god" and "to discover, to manifest, and to de-
are. Gmng the god sustenance (k'au^il) by feeding blood to its image

(which was dso caUed allowed the lightning to flow (also a form
of kauuO tmd estabhsh the path of communication, manifestad in the
image oí the serpent-footed god K'awil.

This li^ing of means and ends in sacrifice was fundamental to Maya
thought. Dennis T^edlock says that in the act of creating the world, the
gods in the Popol Vuh required three things-their words, their nau^als,
and their pus. He defines nawal and pus this way:

In K'iche', nau,al refers to the spiritual essence or character of a person,
P ant, ammal, stone, or geographical place. When it is used as a metonym
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•t ic hPTP it refers to the ability to make these
:rn"leTa:drbi: by meails of ritu.. ̂
"^TmlftÍartÍe ÍÍ ras' :L%UsheT(in pan) through sacri-
fice." Tedlock 1986:79; our orthography)

•  u- as the Manikin Scepter embodiedWe think that K'awil in his form eighteenth-century
concepta ancestral to both the nawal and pus of eigti

te eonioinrf .pin. .. Wy - «cd,
some light on the comp ic ^ He describes how a black
flesh, and spirit in contempor^ y ^^^^anged for a piece of lost
chicken is sacrificed „ "substitute" for the patient. The
soul. The black chicken is the kh.„ .. í te. ■i»" "
away part of their soul forcé, y ei spirit"). The shaman offers
molesting their chanul ("anima jn retum for the lost
the ancestral gods a substitute for the p i^„ed to Linda andsoul. This is the same idea that Mj^l P-h-J
the other gringos in the cave of ^ ,
there had been given to the from anisubstitute for the sustenance people tookfr
mals.

0-Chak holding an

Taube)

Figure 4:19
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a.-b. bloody mouths from women who
have let blood al Yaxchilan

c. dancer with bone awls through
bis penis

Figure 4:20

For contemporary Maya like the Zinacantecos and the K'iche', sacrifice
is a two-way process of exchange between people sind gods, involving the
consumption or absorption of soul and flesh by both humans and super-

naturals. One of the significant features of Zinacanteco sacrifice is that
blood does not convey simply sustenance but also soul, ch^ulel This
connection between blood aind ch^ulel weis also fundamental to the world-

view of the Classic Maya and explains their devotion to pious bloodlet-
ting. In Classic Maya images, ch'ulel appears as stylized droplets of blood
that fall from the hands of people letting blood emd often stain their
mouths, faces, and ears (Fig. 4:20).®'^ Other precious substcmces, such as
copal incensé, maize dough, rubber, and jade also contained soul gmd were

burned in huge braziers where they were converted to smoke, the form

of sustenance the gods could consume. These same soulful materials were
buried under floors to endow places with portáis to the Otherworld. First

£ind foremost, however, ranks the blood of people, the primary conduit of
ch'ulel

When the ancient Maya let blood, they were feeding the gods their
ch'ulel 2ind giving of their souls. The modern Maya do not practice
bloodletting to the same degree but use mainly intermediary offerings—
chickens, deer, earth-oven bread, candles, and incensé.®^ They view these
direct exchanges with the supernaturals as dark and dangerous adven-
tures: they may commune with the Mundo or the K'oxol in the cave
under the mountain fortress of Utatlan. The search for supernatural
power Ccm be rewarded with eaurthly treasure, but it can also result in the
loss of soul and body and accusations of witchcraft. Surely the stakes were

Mayo. Souls

1  ■t-v>o+ tVip íincients did not let fearjust as high in antiquity, but we among adult males of the
stop them. Bloodletting was were central to bloodletting
Conquest period and elite <,ommunion with the supernaturals
rituals in the Class>c peno ",oul-stuff of human
and the nurturmg of th g ^onuments and recorded m
beings, are clearly portraye "kine") hhe the black chickeni,,
of modern rituals, was
ment," sacrifice for the commumty. ^^^^^^aed the bloodletting

The complex of images an wor únportance. One of the
ritual in Classic-period art s ows i ^ ^^sidian blade ffagment
favored instruments of ^ examples of these from Tikal,
or worked flake. We have cLsic Maya cities. These
Waxaktun, Piedras Negras, an m scorpions and other shapes or
pieces of obsidian were oh>PF Sak-Hunal (the Jester God), Hun-
Lised with images of Ch'ul, K Am (the divinatton
Nal-Ye (First Father as Maize). p^^^^es of these
stone«). and K'in ("day." ^i^^a.^plattered paper and bloody ropes

fai^edtting image is used as a glypb sacnficia

seorplon from Tika. and Waxaktun

b. offering plates
with bloody paper,
lancéis, and rope

m
ÍPli:
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phrases, it means ch^am,^ "to harvest." In English the word "harvest"
brings up images of wheat being gathered, but to the Maya it means

plucking the ears of ripe maize from their stalks, an action with sacred

connotations. Karl Taube informed us that the act of husking maize is a
perfect ansdog of penis perforation. In fact, the bone awls the Maya use
today to husk maize are exactly like the ancient awls that were inserted

into the opened woimds along the top of the penis. Karl" says that
"during harvest, the ear of com is dehusked by holding it about waist
level and inserting the pointed instrument near the tip of the cob." The
harvesting of com is more than the mundane action of a farmer. It is the

analog of the first act of sacrifice in mythologicsd history, the decapitation
of the Maize God. It is also the action that puts food on the tables of
human beings. And since maize is a plant that cannot seed itself, cutting
off the head of the maize is necessary if the seeds are to be removed and
planted for the next crop, an action that symbolizes the perforation of a
penis. Maize is a maivelous metaphor: sustenance, sacrifice, and rebirth
all rolled into one.

To the ancient Maya the blood and spirit given in sacrifice were
constantly recycled between the world of humans and the world of the
gods. Lords and shamans bumed their blood after sprinkling it on paper
and mixing it with other materials, like incensé. We have pictures of
ch'ulel pouring off their hands into buckets during rituals. We have other
pictures of great scrolling S-shapes rising from bowls of bloody paper,
representing the clouds of smoke and incensé described ffom the time of
the Conquest and witnessed today all over the Maya world, swirling
above the praying adepts. This association is confirmed epigraphically:
the same S-shaped scroll is used as a glyph for the word muyaL,^ "cloud,"
in Classic texts. (Fig 4:22)
We learned why clouds and smoke are so synonymous in Maya

thought when we began observing and participating in Maya ritual.
During the festival of Carnival at San Juan Chamula, Linda saw the
banners and the men who carried them all but disappear in clouds of
incensé rising from two clay censers in their midst. Every day at Chi-
chicastenango, supplicants wave impromptu censers made of tin cans
filled with burning incensé. The clouds of smoke rise high above the
church ffont, carrying prayers upward. During most of their festivals, the
Tzotzil fire rockets into the air so that the fire and smoke will be closer

to heaven. In the Classic-period symbolism, these clouds convey ch'ul,
"soul," just as blood does, for they are marked with the same gl5rphs and
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0-Chak

conjuring
clouds with
the Paddler
Gods and

Tlaloc

Warriors

lloating in
them

stream

oích'ulel
flowing

into a

wrapped
bucket

a. Bird-Jaguar scatters on La Pasadita
Lintel 1

b. Ruler scatters on Ixlu
Stela 2

Figure 4:22

elementa that connote preciousness blood and en-
Maize consumad by peop e ^ ancient Maya believed that the

dowed with soul. We can't prove "holy spirit."
rains, like blood and the clou s o s
but their descendants m Yu ^beir thirsty fields. as they
saint rain," declare the giood sacrifice for the ancient Maya
watch the black clouds cove ^he mmdful
was necessary to the ^^etrical to the expressions of

VISION SERPENTS AND TRANCING
r»rticed bloodletting and sacrifice to sus-

If the Precolumbian Maya p commune
tain the cycle of the soul, conjured up by the ancientswith the gods. Recallthatthe Visio^^^
in trance rituals have nam ^ ^ cosmology that wePra.aklahunM-Kan,^- P diey convey the
can identify. When the Vis on P ,be most
gods and the ancestors mto the
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(0)

u tzakwa

u k'awil

he

conjurad
it, the
k'awil of

u tok'-

pakal
the flinl-

shield of

Ah K'ak'

0-Chak

He of Fire,
0-Chak

u ch'ul huí

tzak

[is] his holy
lancet

conjurar

Lady K'abai-Xok conjures up a War Serpent
with the way of the founder of Yaxchilan's
dynasty (drawing oflintel by lan Graham)

Figure 4:23

masterful representations of this rite to have survived ffom Classic times
is the beautiful Lintel 25 (Fig. 4:23), commissioned by Shield-Jaguar of
Yaxchilan. The scene depicts the principal wife of this king conjuring up
the founder" of her husband's lineage during his accession rites. Wearing
the costume of a Tlaloc warrior, this ancestor emerges from the jaws of
a fhghtenmg, double-headed beastie with a half-flayed body decorated
with feather fans. He is Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan, the Maya War Serpent.
The Visión Serpents of the Preclassic" and Classic period Maya sur

vived mto the final centuries before the Spanish Conquest. The Feathered
Serpent, a Postclassic expression of this idea, was a major god of the Maya
m Yukatan and among the K'iche' in the Guatemalan highlands. Today,
however, this image is lost. Along with the practice of bloodletting, the
visión rites, and ecstatic trance, this dynamic and palpable manifestation
of communication with the Otherworld has faded fi-om Maya practice."
There is one surviving modern example of the Visión Serpents. A remark-
able account of this survival was recorded and published by J. Eric
Thompson in his ethnographic research among the Q'eqchi Maya of
Belize more than sixty years ago. In this account Thompson described the
final initiation of a Q'eqchi' shaman in the village of San Antonio:

The instmctor and the initiate retire to a hut in the bush for a month or
so that there may be no eavesdropping. During this period the initiate is
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h,. ~ ̂ .h.

and curing sickness. At the en o (^^ch-kan), which
Kisin. Kisin takes the form O a g and having a larga shiny eye.
is described as being very big, not rears up on
When the iniüate and their faceL are ahnost touching,
his tail and, ^ In this manner, he communicates
puts his tongue in the init
the final mysteries of sorcery. (Thompson 1930: 68-69)

f one of the Classic-period Visión SerpentsOch-Kan is also the ñame ot one pommunion characterizing
(Figs. 4:14 and 24)." ^hared with its modem ñame-
this Visión Serpent of antiquity is facilítate the work of
«I,, B,.h ™ ot 1. Thomp-

the shaman. We find it ^ ,opes and bark paper through
son's story, because the ancien V Thompson recounted another

story of the learning o cnake and an ant's nest:

Each ant's nest is presided over J j informant made Ais mp
in bnijerié [shamanism]. The ^ him. The master
in the company of a Hmer, w^o was te J^d forth. The master W
three times on Ae nest, ^as standmg nude. The snakej^e
previously removed all his ^ eded to swallow hmi whoK
A few moments later «u the worse for his adve Vegauiasterdidn'tappearto bemu hAe^^ Nufiez de la Vega
iAtiation ceremomes m .ojo IOQ-HOí brackets ours)
[1700]." (Thompson 1930.109-1

Och-Kan, the
way of a lord
ofKalak'mul

—  A oá. K Visión Serpem
Figure 4:24 A
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Perhaps this story'* is related to the emergence of visions from the
serpent's mouth. It's possible that there are more examples of this kind
of encounter to be found among contemporary Maya, but the subject of
magical snakes is a dangerous one that the Maya are not eager to talk
about. David Freidel once casually asked Ven£incio Novello, first foreman

of the Cerros Project in Belize, if he had heard of such snakes. Venancio

was a generally genicd man with a great sense of fnn, so when he turned

deadly serious at the mention of magical serpents it brought Freidel up

short. Venancio said that there were such things, but that even talking

about them was to invite trouble.^' Here, a central public symbol of
ancient Maya thought has become marginal, dangerous, and principally
associated with evil.'®

The contemporary Yukatek Maya of Yaxuna, for example, have a
number of ideas about the magical properties of snakes. Chip Morris, who
has been working with Yukatek craftspeople told us about one of the most
interesting. Yukatek Maya women say that they stroke a snake when they
leam how to embroider. Moreover, all of the ancient embroidery designs
of Tixkakal Guardia are of snakes, such as a boat snake. Thus, even today
snEikes represent the idea of special knowledge.

¡TZ, THE COSmC SAP

As we discussed in Chapter 1, commimication with the Otherworld also
involves the powerful concept of itz. In the Maya world of today, itz refers
to excretions firom the human body like sweat, tears, milk, and semen. But
it can also refer to moming dew; flower néctar; the secretions of trees, like
sap, rubber, and gum; and melting wax on candles. In Yukatan the itz of
melting votive candles is directly analogous to the itz (the blessed rain)
of heaven that God sends through the portal opened during shamanic
rituals.

When celebrating the ends of important time cycles, Emcient kings and
lords also scattered different types of itz, along with their cA'wZ-laden
blood, into large braziers where the itz was converted into smoke, the
form of divine sustenance. Scholars have long argued about what this
scattered stuff shown pouring off the hands of kings in Maya art might
be" (Fig. 4:22), but we know that it sometimes represents ch'ul, the
"soul-stuff' residing in human blood. At other times the holy stuff that
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is being scattered could be a tree-gum incensé called ch'ah," "copal";
rubber (yet rsTLings of sustenance to the

People took bloo excretions, itz, as suitable additions
gods, but they also g ^lood of sacrificial victims.
to—or even as su stitu e ^eestral Hero Twins, escaped the
Blood Maiden, the rno Qtherworld when her assigned sacrific-
death ordered by her a er i

Te trorDe\r.'"a:d^c.W are fundamentally related substance^
magical and holy stuff. opposite: the term is

Set in contrast to this posime Guatemala highlands.
sometimes translated as • ^Vip shaman-trickster portrayed in

.h. »h.-. tó
A. Dan» .1 C..qu..l «f 4. W.rMT»-
man," a person who worked with ^ „„^gesU .ha F W Sb».. »d ... .f .to i
of the consteltetioBS on the s y a „„onified fonne—the aged

Cl.-e-p.rted ttnagety - Ita-íeb-" The
1.™..». and the gt... ® be the .»./ et
bird, whose ñame means Itzam Seven-Macaw, the
Itxamna.-» Itzam-Yeh's anahig ^ J Seven-Macaw comes as
bird who thought he was the J ̂e great flood and the
a curious interlude in the Popol fo
destruction of the earlier expenm resurrection
event to take place in Seven-MacaWs behavior
of First Father, which takes P ̂ ^ of material an spirwhich takes place at erial and spiri

and defeat is a commentary on ' ,^ho brightened a dark
1  <;pven-Macaw was a g g . were bnghttual power. beven incarnate tiis y ^

a gorgeous ,
tuai powvg. incarnate— 7

Plates 12a, b

world with his beauty. He beautiful stones, an
A iade his teeth were hnastful and prideful.with silver and jade, „:„or. But he was boastiui r

T  /I like a brilhant mi ir Up the sun and moon.

^olt fn trarrogance, he "üi and power would inspire
•  .Veat Seven-Macaw s claim o , y .Ue Hero Twins decidedKnnwmff that oeve rkf the world, tne nc..nh, -d eney in .» rtt. -th th.h ««-f

„..h h». hit "* F' hin. do», .»d bt.k. h» ■-
pe-ted in h» n-f „d tote tt ont of h«Ltgeted, ,b.h etcpe th. T— -d h.lp fto.» the.
shoulder (Fig-

Piales lia, b
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Itzam-Yeh

World Tree

a. Izapa Stela 25: Hunahpu loses
his arm to Seven-Macaw

b. Quirigua Stela F: the king as the
World Tree wllh the Cosmic Bird
on his head

Figure 4:25 Itzam-Yeh

grandmother, Great White Peccaiy, and their grandfather, Great White
Tapir, and eventually defeated the vain bird. With their new guides, the
Twins set out to pretend to cure the wounded Seven-Macaw. When they
came to his home, they heard him complaining loudly about the pain in
his teeth. Pretending to be shgunEin healers, the twins fooled Seven-
Macaw into allowing them to remove his bejeweled, broken teeth and
replace them with ground white maize. They also persuaded him to allow
them to remove the shining metal from his eyes. Blinded and helpless,
Seven-Macaw died. Hunahpu retrieved his arm and the grandparents
magically restored it to its place.
As we saw in our description of sak-a\ ground white maize is an

enduring and important ingredient in the sacred gruels used in offerings
described on Classic-period pots and in modem rituals. Seven-Macaw
tried to declare himself a god by means of material wealth and physical
forcé. The Twins transformed him through attack and trickery into
something comparable to a sacrificial offering. Seven-IMacaw personified
what the Maya farmer feared to find in his own lord and king: a false god
decked out in the trappings of power. When the Hero Twins defeated

Seven-Macaw, they opened the way for the eventual creation of human-
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ity When a Maya king stood up as the World Tree he wore in his
headdress the fabulous plumage of birds. more often than not those ofheaddress tne ^ ¿,0 Hero Twins, was responsi-
Itzam-Yeh htmself (F.g. 4 25b)^ .
blp for keeDine the cosmos in its prop •, rr\ i«ob e g his head like the sword of Damocles,
plumage of Itzam-Yeh
reminding him and his peop gncestors in order to
job of the king was Properly used, this power preserved
sustain the balance o iKam-Yeh's arrogance, it
cosmos and country. Improperly used,
became empty strength and a danger to aU around.

the heart of sacrifice
to see Maya art, what they mostlyWhen people walk into » muse^^ ^^igs too,

see are beautifully adorned clay p tubs,
but we also see in our die hopes, and the hearts
and steel buckets that hold the foo
of Maya farmers today (Fig- ■ ^ • ^^h'a-Chak ceremony in 1986, e
students, even noticed that ^-om our archaeology pro
villagers of Yaxuna borrowed bl^k felt p^^ ^owls
ject to write their ñames the offering a personalholding their maize g^«Un lovely glyp -

^^ptr^und the r^s "^l^^^^pÍiely because everyone spend^
Platesandpotsaregoodtop y of the rea y

a lot of time looking at píate Nowadays, when
universal metaphors ^er husband, she may well throw
Yukatek Maya woman is roa everyone eats. aya me
stool, his ithn cAe', out '^i^^of thesharingofUfeb^
are a deep, commonsense illus«^° . ̂ ^^^y for offerings o food
and eods The vessels Maya nobihty u ^^^d forand gods. yersions ot tne sa. .uroueh decorating
and drink were just fan y ^ yaxuna, thro g
the family meáis. But just as th P P p„ts and plates roto
T  /nlacine them on the altar, tr regardedthem and placmg blessing, so tne ai
nrecious offerings suitabl crockery.
.hel. p.» ««I P"- " "ti., .ff."»!- ""°T "h" ,"0"^
jr»!." Í- """""
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lak,

"píate"
hawate,

"footed píate"
sak lak,
"censer"

Figure 4:26 Offering Plates, Ancíent and Modern

Maya history—a large píate with angled sides called a lak"^ or sak lak,^^
a píate with three feet called a hawate, and a bucket made of clay or
stone known as sak lak or sak lak tun^' (Fig. 4:26b). We have had hints
for a long time that these particular kinds of plates were more than just
material things made of clay, wood, woven reed, and stone. Today the
Lakandon Maya think of their offering pots as living beings who tramsfer
sustenance to the gods. They are called lak k'uh, "píate god," a term that
is remarkably cióse to the oíd Yukatek month ñame kum k\ "pot god."®®
We will see how they bring those pots to life in Chapter 5.

It took epigraphers a long time to figure out what the ancient Maya
called their most important category of living vessel. Antonio Gaspar Chi,
Bishop Landa's informant, however, gave us a vital clue we just recently
discovered when he wrote the month Kumk'u in the sixteenth century,
he tried to help the confused Spaniard by spelling out the way the
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j 4-Uía namp nf this month. He had to do this

ch.,

That is, the Yukatek speakers shared the g yp _
Chol coustns. but not the wotd fot it. ^ J «
of and "heart," not in the sense of an organ but as m

"  .H. .t .1..
™ A. ü..t th. «..di I»
In fact, an altar from E ^uirth was yol ak, "the heart of
from aLe (Fig. 27c-d). the turtle's cra^
"adrffíl Z that has sytnboUzed the portal to the Othetworldtrbtgrnning of civiuzed Ufe in Mesoantenca.

ku

ol

versión

b. u yol ak, "ihe heart of the ^
turtle" is the glyphic ñame
of the cartouche in the
cerner of El Perú Altar

C. the Maize God „ackin the carapace. This isn
appearsinsideview

d the Twins resurrecting their
father from the crack, which
ap%ars in both side and top view

—■ TórTheOÍ Portal
Figure 4:27 i ne

ni
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a. Tikal píate wlth the 7-
Ek'-K'an location in the

01 portal

b. the "Nine" super-
natural location

floating In ch'ulel

c. severed head of the
Malze God floating in a
bowl

d. the Maize God sits in the mouth of a

Visión Serpent emerging from the píate
(drawings c-d. © John and Donald Hales)

e. God A' emerges from a Visión
Serpent floating in ch'ulel

Figure 4:28 Images on the Lids of Cache Vessels

So we think that the offering platas the kings and nobility usad in
visión ritas wara both "god pots" and portáis to tha Otharworld, Thair
paintad platas oftan displayad tha imagas of locations in tha suparnatural
world (Fig. 4:28a-b). Artists also paintad fabulous Visión Sarpants rising
up out of tha platas and carrying amarging gods in thair gaping mouths:
food in, god out of this primary orifica. Still othars showad tha savarad

haad of First Fathar as tha Maiza God lying in tha sama kind of plata in
tha Otharworld (Fig. 4:28c-a).'° All of thasa platas opanad eui 01 portal,
all raachad for tha covanantal haart of tha mattar: sharing lifa-giving
sustanainca with tha gods.

A spacial form of tha offering plata, callad tha Quadripartita God by
modarn rasaarchars,®' rosa sparkling in tha night sky at tha placa whara
tha acliptic crossad tha Milky Way in tha cosmic imagary of Craation.
Archaaologists hava nevar found an actual axampla of this pot with all
that it containad, which suggasts to us that, lika tha World Trae, its
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physical forms were metaphor^real pots with objects in them that
representad the things symbolized in the images. The artists showed therepresenten t g w a skeletal head attached to its bottom.'
power in the píate persomfied J skeleU
Thisplate's specialcoiitents,as ^
representations, signa e g stingray spine or
Grail. These contents inc u crossed-bands or a
shark's tooth; a boun and spirits as a pectoral; and a spon-
"kimi"—death—sign worn y go and we have plenty
dylus shell. The stingray spine was for g device was worn

of Ihe» from actual offering Ollienrorld and also
consisten,ly by .«roí, te ».■ ~">r •—«. W. ha.»by di. gtd Chali when he ^I^Í^dih one ndght have b...
lots of pectoral, in almos, nnl.ernJ offering
made out of knotted cío . jepresented ch'ulel, the "soul-
in burláis and a caches, perhaps ^ in this specialstuff. o, th. unl-erse tha, ""f ob|.c.. tha. ..de the
píate, then, the stingray sp . ^ ̂^ell representing the cA ufef given
sacrificial cut, the blood-red spo y ^he spiritual trans-
insacrlfic. and aai,.^^^
formation that was the resui
sacrificing. .fferine. It rested at the base of th

This píate was the exeinp ^le ScorpionRaised-up-Sky as a big "^gdletter, was inside it. This con,un^
constellation, another image o ¿uaiiy rose westward m e
tion of the ecliptic with the position. When the Milky
sky as the Milky Way position. the conjunctmn with
Way was in the east-west gajt, the
the ecliptic shifted ^hen rodé the tail of the Milky
place. The great heart-o . f^ces westward), and so the aya
Way as the Cosmic Monste ( Cosmic Monster
artiL showed it. August 13, the Three Stones of
position at midnight on C ^g gg^^ern sky. Here
the Hearth appeared next gf ^he sky for t ethe stones emerged to take ^^e|^ ^j^g rp^ree Stones m
miracle of First Father s re g„ appearance that con)Oins
the sky «-'-.^^g'';Sg"heÍt of heaven, the 01, from the western to the
with the shifting death to the side of life.
eastern side of decorated with images that actuallyThe palace artists fashione p
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show the OI portal open and in use. On one such píate (Fig. 4:29a), a
Visión Serpent is portrayed as if it were erupting up out of its surface. On
another (Fig. 29b), the píate god is shown sitting on the portal as the
World Tree springs up from the píate. Others (Fig. 29c-d) show the same
tree rising from the píate or erupting from the stingray spine itself. Even
more telling are the images (Fig. 29e-f) that show the maize tree, flesh
of god £md humémity, or the jeweled square-nosed serpent representing
the soul flowers of the tree actually replacing the stingray spme of
sacrifice. People and gods opened the portal in the píate with sacrificial
offerings, and through this heart of heaven flowed the miracle of birth
and life for both gods euid people.
The souls of infants came through the 01 portal to find the bodies

growing for them in the wombs of Maya women, making them the
progeny of the píate of sacrifice at the heart of eveiything. The Palace
Tablet of Palenque tells us that K'an-Hok-Chiteim, the second son of
Pzdkal, was bom from the "heart of the center of the Primordial Sea" (yol
tan K'ak'-nab) (Fig. 4:30a) and that his white-flower soul (sak-nik-naí)

b. the píate
Bits on the

portal

e. flower replaces
the stingray spine
(Palenque Temple 14)

a. Visión Serpent emerges from the
offering píate

c-d. World Tree springs from the píate

f. maize replaces the
stingray spine (Palenque
Temple of the Cross)

Figure 4:29 The God Píate, the Portal, and the World Tree
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he was yol tan na-??-mi k'ak-nab
born the portal
(from) oflhe d.alSea

center

u sak-nik-nal Visión Serpenl

,  K^anHok'- c. Yaxchilan Lintel 13 Bird-Jaguar's
«S on ̂  Tablet son being born from the snake

Through «he Mouth of the Snake
Figure 4;

came from a Vrsion Serpent (Fig.
shown on Lintel L held in his
emerges from the jaws of a V isio v
4:30c)." , . „ r-ujid erobedded in some rituals
The cosmic path of infant ® Bascoupe, a student

that Don Pablo still nmse. spent several months in
of medical anthropology an descriptionYaxunavillageduringthe spnngo shamans; k'ex

of a Lo K'ex ceremony. Lo here it
!_ As it does among tne nigmeems substituto. As

refers to curing of affliction.

don PABLO'S CURINO CEREHONY
(as told by Grace Bascope)
.  see if I wanted to go with him to Santa

Don Pablo carne and got m ^ was a
María. There was ® ^<,ther said he had been sick for a
big fat boy. nme mon^^^^^^ he was happy
couple of mon fpver to the touch.
„a i. . —«:•" «• »■' •'"»

^ *•<'•»' a»» "" ""
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and made sak-a\ maize gruel. The father had already made little round
vine hoops and harnesses in which to hang the gcurd bowls that would
hold the sak-a\ Don Pablo stretched a rope over the baby's hammock,
parcillel to it, and attached it to the walls on either end. On this rope he
suspended the thirteen little gourd bowls. At this point Don Pablo closed
the door of the hut.

The kax is a small seed pod about the size and shape of a large walnut,
although its thick skin is smooth. Don Pablo took several of these kaxob
and cut off one section of the sphere of each one, making thera look like
tiny gourd bowls. He placed thirteen of these in the shape of a cross on

the floor perpendicular to the baby's hammock, emd between it and a
little table where he had his léirge gourd bowl full of his sastunob^ his

stones of light. He also placed on the floor six candles, two at the end of
the cross closest to the baby, two at the far end next to his table, eind one

at the end of each arm of the cross. He then ñlled each of the tiny kax

bowls with alcohol (because he didn't have any of the correct cerne liquor).
Don Pablo's little table stood about three meters in front of the mother

and baby in their hammock. On the table, he had placed his "lights" in
a bowl of alcohol, a small switch of leaves to sweep the baby, and a candle,
whose light he would use for seeing with his principal crystal. Beside the
gourd bowl he put another stone, smooth, oval, euid golden brown in
color. Don Pablo told me he got it from a cenote and that it is shaped like
a flsh. He had told David some yeeü*s ago that he uses it especially for
cunng babies. He also placed a little tied-up paper of dried herbs on the
table. He later gave these to the father with instructions on how to

administer them to the baby.
Next Don Pablo took out of his bag a comcob wrapped with thread. He

told me later that the thread must be white cotton. He called it the sakbe^

the white path. He strung the thread carefully along the rope with its
thirteen gourds suspended over the baby's hammock. He passed five
times back and forth along the rope so that it was covered with five
strands of the white path. Then, from the middle gourd bowl on the rope,
he ran the thread down onto the floor and covered each of the little kax

bowls, passing once over each arm of the cross and then onward to the

top of the cross. From there, he passed the thread up onto his little table
emd into his large gourd bowl ñlled with his "lights."

All these preparations meticulously checked, rechecked, and com-
pleted, Don Pablo seated himself on a low log seat behind the table. He
washed his hands, arms, neck, and face with a little alcohol. He sighed
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and let his face relax. He then waved his hands over the large gourd bowl
and prayed. Then he took up his principal light and looked through it at
the candle on the table. He looked through three stones in all, frownmg
with concentration. He smiled and picked up the smooth yellow stone an
the little switch of leaves. Holding these in his right hand, he went to the
hammock where the mother was holding the baby and rubbed the chdd
with the leaves. around and down the head. from the chest out the arm^
down the legs, and from the heels of the feet to the toe. He P^-1
attentmn to L fee, rubbing them most carefuUy wrth
stone At the end of each movement, he shook the swrtch as rf shak ngstone. At tne e , „f lax bowls. Next he moved the switch
something off onto the cross y , i, ■ mntínn numerous

1- u rxf tViP babv in a clockwise motion numerous
and the stone above the head of the baby
times, saying prayers as he did
Don Pablo checked ,He table to pray and

to make sure ̂ ^ey «ere prayed over it
examine his principal ¿le
for some time. He cupped times,
top of it. Then he shook and consultad his light.
For a third time he returne ^le

After this he began to take ^ working his way
end in the large gourd bowl that hammock. He put
to the end of the little bowls suspen^ ^^¿e
the thread into the large gour of the thread to touch the floor
the sak-a\ He was careful not to a ow y^^^
or any other object while he w^ tafa^^ ^^e
kax bowls into the big jmo this same big gourd bowl.
thirteen small bowls suspen ® ¿nt,, the gourd bowl.

Last, he put the switch of the others in
Don Pablo put three of his ig j,„t and the

the alcohol in the gourd bow on hundred meters, climbed
compound, we walked down f ^ush. There Don Pablo
a stone fence, and went up a i ^^je of the hill.
and the father moved Hole and re-covered it withThey put the contents of ^ ^^tions with prayers.
rocks. Don Pablo accompam ^ sastunob m the
We then retumed to the "'f®. Consulting his principal

light again, he smiled and pr ^ ^ ^
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How much does Don Pablo understanH fi,

w.« ̂  4,. :r;^°2
suspended on the path of the ecHntic Pem i " =°"ste"ations
cross, source of baby souls and the svmbol f
the suspended rope runs the white path the iZbT "
times, just like the "first five sky" of th' r • *^'"8
the Malte God floats lifce a baby attacLdT'h""
Don Pablo's white path ofthread therf ,^" 'bowl of magical stones, like the cord ^ the cross and into the
Tree on Itapa Stela 25'(Fig. amDol P Wakah-Chan
candles—again, the all-important numV. ̂  ° ̂ adorned with six
(Wakah-Chan) Tree. The thread ' tK Six-Skybaby and into JsTbÍ^ " ̂ affllction out of
bttíe bowls. Rationally. the path that
baby should be the same L it m Í ^ tbe
remarkableresemblancetotheone^Íp" T" bears athis world at his rebirth. 'oul took back into

OTHER PORTAIS

«p'~ trrr-'» "'"™
pents could emertre ' locations th
contained in theS"*'" " Palen^uÍ
house») and kunU ("L'CTt^^ buildings called pib
""•a-' pp a.';rs2/S' "«i«"Sr:Tnentrances as places where ¿tTl Itaam-Yeh hoverin» k ' t ̂
the inner sanctum of T i ®ateriaUzed At r

St-^ay (BiackT , " the OtherworU ,, "aageay of the
r - ~ ̂;rh" *=a- «a of the 0.he..„,g^ " >»
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itzam-Yeh

drawing of a pib na from a pot

the pib nail (kunil) inside the
Temple of the Cross; the wing of
Itzam-Yeh is süll visible on the
right side of the entablature

Figure 4:31 Conjuring Houses

White-Bone-Snake

raised platform under the debris

inner sanctum of Copan
Temple 11 with the raised
platform sculpted wjth thimageoftheWhite-Bone-Snake
on the side and °
recalled ancestors ̂ elow (afleraphotographbyMaudslay)

Figure 4:32
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The cosmic sap was and is dangerous stuff, and shamanic power can
be used as a forcé for evil as well as for good. Surely the ancient Maya
common folk understood this contradiction, even when they gazed with
envy and admiration upen their nobility decked out in the evidence of
prosperity. We understeind the Precolumbian Maya conception of soul
and its incarnation primarily through the words and images carved by
these elites on the objects they owned, the structures they built, and the
tombs where they embarked upon the road to the Otherworld. These are
the people shown dancing in their wayob accompanied by gods and
ancestors in the Otherworld. These are the ones shown conjuring K'awil,
bringing forth the Visión Serpents and nawals, sprinkling ch'ul into the
world, and sending itz through the portal. We know that they undertook
these dangerous transformations on behalf of their people, and with their
people's understanding and support. We also know that the descendants
of these ancients eire still perpetuating import£int aspects of this complex
spiritual and material view of the world.

If the ancient Maya elites received itz, magic, from their encounters

with the Otherworld, they also accepted the responsibility to wield this
power well emd not fall into the trap of pride in wealth. The penalty for
failure was the withdrawal of the blessings of the gods, famine, disease,
defeat in war, and exposure of the all-too-human frailties that afflict
leaders, stripping them of charisma and power. Living embodiments of
blood and chul, the amcient Maya elites grew up understanding these
responsibilities. It fell to them to pour out upon their people the divine
soul forcé that flowed freely when they sang the path of words, of
memory, and of truth, embracing their ancestors cmd children in the land
of their gods.

When we have been able to participate in the ceremonies of modern
Maya communities—David at Yaxuna and Linda at several places in the
highlands, we have been given the opportunity to watch these things in
practice. Duncan Earle provided Linda with another such opportunity on
the day after we went to the cave at Utatlan with Don Lucas and his son.

A DIVINATION
(as told by Linda Schele)

Having spent the night in Chichicastenango, we all got up on Sunday
morning, ate breakfast, and prepared ourselves to visit the most famous
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market in Guatemala. FilUng the central plaza of the town, its plastic-
covered stalls present an explosión of color and cholees to wandering
customers-both foreign and local. We spent the morning movmg down
one tiny people-choked path after another, then visited Ae westem
church called Calvario along the way. and stopped at the stalb owned by
special acquaintances of Duncan's. I bought more than I ̂^ould hav^d
less than I wanted. but after a couple of hours I was l
couldn't carry more. I thought we were going back to the hotel to drop

u  e.TT.xriTiíT ac manv of my purchases as I was,my loot, but Duncan, who was carrying as m^y oi my p
J US through a high wooden fence on the road ,ust down ffom the
church. wp entered a bare courtyard and passed

Passing through ̂ open g - pun^
mto a narrow aUy ̂  J ,^ous inhabitants. Notus,feelinguncomfortableunderm g ^
many of the tounsts w ^^is. Duncan disappeared,

TdT rrTus'^leTdown to wait politely while we watched the

ra p>«.- ̂
porch. At the far end, a pjg looked around briefly, smiled
next to him hunche ® returned to an eamest conversation wit
to acknowledge our arriva , Sebastián Panjoj." He is a
the woman. Duncan told ^ by his people. He was
highly ° ,^ho is also, I leamed later, one of the four
also a very powerful Ah G I. ^oment, he was in the midst of a
alcaldes of Chichicastenango^ j ̂alized that Duncan had arranged
divination for the woman. Sudden y,
to have a divination done or me^

I took off my pack, which
where Duncan Maya bornes. The chuchkahaw's mfe
of the small chairs use watched us surreptitiously from their
and daughters a flea-ridden litter of kittens that
kitchen. Duncan's childrer^ p y in a frenzy of play. As

te. .h. '1"^
I sat there waiting, o^en handmade woolen clothes. His

"  .Ti T- i >»- !"• ■"«trousers ended )ust
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that hid some of his graying hair. Beautiful embroidered flowers graced
the edges of the jacket, and flowers with sun daggers, an image that goes
back at least to Aztec times, decorated the flaps on his trousers. Duncan
told me that the more órnate the designs, the higher the rank of the
owner. Panjoj's were omate indeed.

At the comer of his porch, just beyond where his present client sat, was
a table about the size and height of an American card table. I could not
see everything that lay on it because it was crowded with papers marked
with his clients' ñames and the rituals he had agreed to do for them, with
candles of various sizes, and with several jars holding bundles of tall white
lilies and freshly cut pine boughs. Tied to the ceiling beams, dried ears
of com hung at the level of the lily blossoms. Pictures, many of them
faded with age, hung on the wall. I realized that they showed the Ah Q'ij
in many different places and with important people in his community.
Ah Q'i) Panjoj was bending over a smaller table about the size of a

TV-dinner serving stzmd. It was covered with a handwoven cloth with
black-lined green stripes against a red background. An odd assortment of
rocks, coins, and other objects was piled two or three inches high along
the top and left sides of the table. If these coins had been paid by the
clients who had come to see him that day, then he had seen memy people
already.®® I saw coins from all over North América and Europe and a
sprinkling of anomalous objects from our world—a broken watch, a small
metal box. His magic stones were of many different shapes and kinds
most of them dark, but some of them crystals. Some had special shapes
that could lend themselves to seeing faces or animals. I also recognized
fragments of PrecoliunbÍ£in axes and the little adze-shaped stones that
must have been used as tools.

This collection of stones and assorted trinkets were the q^abawilob he
had collected over a lifetime's service as a chuchkeihaw. Most of them he

had acquired during the 260-day initiation period when he had become

an Ah Q'ih. Many of the stones were of the type that the Maya identify
with lightning, and they helped him focus the lightning in his blood on
the work of divination. These stones were unimpressive at first sight, but
I realized that I had seen them before. The white stones and associated
green stones, the axheads and celts, the eccentric flints and incised obsidi-
ans I had been studying for twenty years had served the same function
for the ancient Maya. The k'awil of the Classic period lived on in Don
Sebastián.

When the Ah Q'ij finished his work with the woman, Duncan nao-
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tioned me forward to the little chair next to the table. Putting away my
sketchbook and pen, I took my seat and focused my mind. I did not intend
to be an objective observer of the divination, but a fuU participant. For
me to do anything else would be disrespectful.
The Ah Q'ij and Duncan spoke for a minute and then Duncan asked

for my question and told me to pay the diviner. I put five quetzals (the
equivalent of a dollar) on the table, and after a bit of back and forth m
English, Spanish. and K'iche', we were all satisfied that he understood the
quLion I wanted answered. I won't tell yon what the quest^n was for
it was a prívate thing for me. The Ah Q'ij tumed his lea^ery fa^ toward
me and asked my ñame. He nodded his head. repeated rt out loud, and
turned to his beans murmuring prayers I could not understan .
He gathered all of the bright red beans together m a smgle pile an

pusheíthem around by running his fmgers through them ̂ th a mmmg
.,h. Th.. b..

and pulled them awy into a arranged the beans and crystals
seemed to/gg/when he ha eno g • j on the table Throughout

rr „ntil Vip had two rows lined up on tne ta • 5m groups of four until occasionally pausing as
it all he chanted the pray listening to the Ughming in
he glanced down at a leg or hand. He was i
his blood. . j thrpe more times in

He gathered the uttle other
quick succession. ^e explained the divination to
informationfromm . ^^^^g^iy^expected,buteminentlysatisfac-
mein Spanish. The ans he made a divination for her.Herel saw
tory. Then Erica took my p ace ^
thedifferencebetweenthet^^^^^^^^^^^^^p^^^^^
diviner does not work by ^ incisivo, hers was farof hisclients. Whilemy divinrf^^^^ ^en
more difficult. pinally he was done. He imparted her
resumed his work wi earlier.
divination to her just as he had g costumbre he called
The Ah Q'ij offered to conduc a nmal

it -for the coming ̂ ''®"*y;°^77oblems'he had detected through the
divination and to ^^aw took on such responsibility at

the peril of his soul and he , on a piece of
hi„ i. ü.. .h.,eh „d d,.n Uft te
paper that he put on the larger
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We did not fmd him again until three that afternoon, for he had been
seeing people continuously throughout the day. I paid him for the long
round of prayers he had agreed to do for us, knowing that a chuchkahaw
could not neglect his obligations without bringing illness and disaster on
himself and his family. He also had to buy special tallow candles, copal
incensé gathered from special trees, and aguardiente or white lightning
to pour out in prayer. According to traditional valúes, diviners cannot
become rich from their work. The fees they charge the supplicant covers
only the cost of their time and the materials used in the prayers." To be
a diviner, especially a very powerful one, is a heavy responsibility and one
that does not bring wealth to the practitioner, unless he enters into the Pi»"> ̂
practice of witchcraft. ^

Dodging the flower sellers sitting on the round steps outside the pi®»®
church, Duncan, Erica, and I followed our guide into the church. I was
raised a Protestant and have not actively practiced religión for over thirty
years so I wasn't sure of what to do. There were simple wooden pews on
either side of the central aisle of the church. Six low concrete platforms
about five inches high, three feet wide, and five feet long lay on the floor
in a line down the center of the church. Huge, very oíd paintings or
cabinets containing the statues of saints lined the walls, a pair facing each
other across the nave at each of the six stations. The retablo and altar
fiUed the east end of the church behind the low chancel rail. A small table
sat on the nave side of the rail. Thus, combining the front table with the
six floor platforms gave the church seven stations for prayer and ritual
leading from the altar to the entry portal.
The Ah Q'ij led us to the platform closest to the chancel, where we

knelt on the floor behind the platform and facing the altar. He prayed
over Erica for a while, then took three candles, and motioned with them
over her head £is he chanted emother complex series of prayers. These
prayers were in K'iche' so I couldn't understand him. When he was done,
he touched the top of Erica's head with the camdles, then touched each
shoulder in turn. He held one side of the candles to her lips so that she
could kiss them. Turning them, he then presented the other side to her
lips. He bent over the platform for a moment as he lighted them from
an already burning candle; he gave two to Erica and one to Duncan.

Next he went to the table by the chancel rail, prayed, lighted a candle,
and set it on the table where he left it burning. Moving to the station of
Santo Tomás, the patrón saint of Chichicastenango, on the southern wall
of the church, he lighted another candle and set it before that saint as he
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prayed. Afterward he crossed to the northem wall and did the same at a
station he called Justicia or Justice. He carne back to us and performed
the same series of prayer and ritual for me, only using two candles mstead
of three When his prayers were completed, he returned to us and took
Erica's two candles and Duncan's one. He heated the bottoms on a
burning candle and then stuck them to the platform. He placed my two
candles beside them, leaving five candles burning m a row. To comple e... „ .i, jrrr rji;™ rri'

" tL w. ...." «»;• "ti::
ritual at the third platform, "t® ^ ¿ diuchkahawob. A cross
whil. ... a. th. ^ s„ p.jr.. m. par»

^.«.tm.., he « a «ai. <.-
samt of divmers, and S > calendar,
prayers at the cross that evo es climbing the high
My knees have üre getting up and do^ at

steps of pyramids, so «infal for me as the ritual pro-
aa,^ ....... « -te - ',;::h«l t, .h .r^.l-ígeh.
ceeded. By the second stop, cou ^ ^le
At the fifth, I felt my legs begm to g j
pressure and keep my blood flowrng. ,ensation flowed
í. » hre eaperie.»,hr.ugh my lepa «.a ™ ';''Í ..Aa ., my .mua, I h..»
m, lag. m.a faet «»t " ̂a ble») mpply ™ " '« »» »
I  faeling .01™ P?"f «¡«11. mltlvate f.r tha 1.» aemula.
.ha.tharsiae.fmyeel ."O m p . h.ve .. rati.nal .aplamtti.n.
h,a mina that » .]» .« «tP"";?.' " „ the M that th. dr.d.-
, „.„daraa If th» - «.t tha, «a « the
kahawabuset. roake t eir ahuarkahaw. .nly «a damnba

them in a differen Y jf can.
they cause us pain an e j thought a lot about my

In the months smce it
experience. I think I unders penetrating

as those of a traineu o.
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divination gives clients a chance to focus on their problems, to share them
with other people, and to receive advice that often links them back inte
their community and the greater cosmos. In our world, medicine ad-
dresses the body, while divination and healing in the Maya world work
with the mind and spirit. I suspect both are necessary for good health, but
we have trouble dealing with the second.

I also saw the q'abawilob in action and can now picture how the
anonymous stones and trinkets in Maya offerings and graves were once
used by their owners. I had participated in a process of divination that is
millennia oíd. I know that the details of divination vary today from
community to community across the Maya world. And there are surely
differences between the methods used by Sebastián Panjoj and the divin-
ers of the ancient world. Nevertheless, the underl)ring intent; the use of
sacred stones that have living power in them; the coimting of the days to
lock people into the bcisic structures of the cosmos; the use of sacred
places, incensé, prayer, flowers, and other sacred things to reinforce
the efficacy of the divination—all link back to prácticos thousands of
years oíd.

Duncan even explained to me the role of sacrificial offerings in the
process. The candles that Don Sebastián bumed for us were made from
the tallow of special bulls sacrificed in Chichicastenango's most important
religious ritual. There is even a cofradía that has the special responsibility
of making the sacred tallow Ccmdles. They are the candles everyone in
Chichi prefers to use in these sacred rituals. Sacrifico was different in the
Classic period, for people drew blood from their own bodies £ind gave the
lives of captivos to sanctify their most important rituals. Today the bulls
sacrificed at Chichic£isten£mgo, San Juan Chamula, and other communi-
ties feed the people who participate in the ritual, as well as providing such
things as tallow camdles. Yet I think the idea is the seune. The bull gives
bis life to nourish emd sustain the people in an exchange that is not unlike
the ancient story of Creation in which the Maize God died to enable the
birth of humanity.

CHAPTER FIVE

ENSOULINO THE WORLD
and raisino the TREE

A DEDICATION at IXldCHE
(as told by Linda Sóbele)

In July 1991, my Kaqchikel Iximlhe', the
rr.rcs :í=r ht:
conquest of the Maya of the u had
already been there a Y ^ wonder-
taken me and my friends Nora E g ^ g^oup
ful visit after a workshop on hremg yV ^ highland site,
of Maya. It had been J sites were so alike and yet so
I learned a lot -"o"» how tho^^^ry^^^^^^^
different from their Claas' P j^.^go^ation ceremony for a new
going to see the ruins but to ^ of Tekpan women.
weaving co-op ̂ hat ̂  o„e of the women in the group
Since Dofia Juana, a s j come to the ceremony. n a
H. ú,. ~

road from the Fan lu
house. , her and a man of more than seventy- our
Don Rodrigo, Pak^ s ^^aan and heade

years, stayed at home. The i^che'. After twen^
for the washboard road that ,„to theminutes ofbottom-bumpmg
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grassy parking lot at Iximche', which was full of cars belonging to both
the ceremony participants £ind the normal cadre of Sunday visitors. I
threaded my car into a slot and parked on the grass. Then we made our
way to the site of the ceremony just outside the en trance to the ruins and
next to the Iximche' museum. The women had lighted ñres in a nearby

grove of trees to cook their meat and heat the tubs of ffeshly made
tamales that would be washed down by liter bottles of Coke and Pepsi.

Paper plates and cups, napkins, and plástic forks lay in ready piles for the
hungry hordes who would eat when the ceremony was done.

A bemd of musicians from Tekpem, sporting two huge marimbas and
a set of drums, had arranged their instruments under the porch of the
museum. Behind them the brilliantly colored wares of the co-op weavers

hung on its whitewashed exterior wall. Rows of metal folding chairs sat

in front of the display, soon to be filled with the audience milling around
waiting for everyone else to arrive. My friend Federico Fahsen and his

wife, Mcirta Regina, who had just ended her tenure as the minister of

culture, came out from the capited to join us for the ceremony. The crowd
included people from Tekpan, friends and guests from Antigua and the
capital, and tourists who were joining the celebration out of curiosity.

I had never been to a Kaqchikel ceremony of this type, but over the
two decades of my work in Central América, I had sat through dozens of
other similar ceremonias from México to Honduras. Traditionally, these

occasions are times when every politicism and petty officeholder in town

gives long, flowery, and usually inane speeches to a long-suffering audi
ence waiting impatiently for the food and drink to flow. I had braced
myself for exactly the sgime kind of perforaicince here—but I was wrong.
Oh, there were the expected speeches, but they were mercifully short—

except for the one given by the head of a local Ladino organization. He
mcinaged to offend just about everyone before he ended his speech and
left the grassy stage to the Maya women who had organizad the co-op.

At that point the ceremony chemged into something very different
from cinything I had anticipated or yet experienced. The mairimba band
struck up a song—and the women of the co-op appeared dressed in their
finest formal garb. They wore their best cortes—^yards-long, finely woven
cloth wrapped around their waists many times and bound tightly in place
with woven cinch belts. Their normal huipils—blouses with astoundingly
complex patterns woven or embroidered into them—lay hidden under
formal capes they wore only on special occasions. Woven from un-
bleached-cotton threads, the dark brown capes were accented by brilliant
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pattems of zigzags representing lightning, Unes, flowers, and shapes of ̂ 1
sorts blazing in bright whites and hues of undiluted intensity. DeUcatóy
woven white cloths, decorated with brighdy colored b^ds. lay folded
doubled and redoubled on top of their heads, balanced there only by the
women's natural grace and long experience. ■ .

They danced out from behind the comer of the museum m a double
Une swaying to the complex rhythms of the marimbas, ca^ng basketsune, swaying r audience at the end of the

dancing was when a watching this collection of

embarrassed f»'^ ,eally happening here. These
Gradually I began to reali «f resnected status, economic

rzír'-rr——, »d •«,.
forces in Tekpan an ea «idest in their sixties—and they
youngest were in their .^^ly felt such a concentra-
were people of worth and pri • women.
tion of power focused in a single to another time and

Then, in a moment of msig t, weeks later when I stood
place, just as I would be at suddenly transformed pu» Z3
on the Six-Place. Doña Sak-K'uk', the wives and mothers
for me into Lady predecessors of fifteen hundred years
of Classic-period kings. ^ ̂<,^ent of begmning m
ago, these women were
their world. dance in the manner of Dona

I do not know if all rao ^ ^ enough modem
Juana and her partners ^land Maya would do it the same way,
ceremonies to know even following prescnbed ntuals
but I suspect that these wom ^eived that together they
had invented, perhaps re^lU g appropriate for then
hood, a new dance, but they read from the Popol Vuh.
purpose. And not only did grounds
More '»P°''^';^brnear the hallowed portáis built by their ancestors.
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They did what seemed right to them'—and what they did linked in-
stantly and directly into a way of understanding the world and making
it proper that comes from Precolumbian tradition.
When Doña Juana, her children, and the Maya living throughout the

Yukatsin Península dedícate new houses, inaugúrate new organízatíons,

bless the thíngs they make, and pass on theír land to theír children, they
do these thíngs ín ways that were tíme-wom when the Spanísh landed
on Cozmnel Island. The ancíent Maya danced, read from the myth of
Creatíon, and gave theír blood and other precíous thíngs to vest wíth soul
the objects they made. For them, the begínníngs and endíngs of thíngs

were occasíons of rích and complícated pagecint and ceremony.

Begínníngs were ímportant because of the way the Maya thought of
the materíéd world. They belíeved that places and thíngs made by the
gods duríng Creatíon were ímbued wíth sacred forcé and an ínner soul
from the begínníng of time. In contrast, places, buíldíngs, cmd objects

made by human beíngs had to have theír ínner souls, theír ch'ulely put ín
them dunng dedícatión ceremoníes. As long as people used these objects,
thís power was safe, even though ít grew through use. But when am object

was no longer to be used, thís lívíng forcé could become dsmgerous. It had
to be contaíned or released ín specíal termínatíon rítuals that protected
the communíty. The rítuals Maya desígned to accomplísh these acts of
ensouling and termínatíng objects cmd places represent a sígníficamt
portíon of the Clcissíc ínscríptíons and the archaeologícad record.
In theír texts, the Classíc Maya descríbed the actíon of dedícatíon ín

several ways—"to make proper," "to bless," "to círcumambulate (through

the four quarters)," "to cense wíth smoke," "to deposít plates full of
offeríngs," "to set somethíng ín the ground."^ People gave proper ncimes
to objects líke temples, shrínes, houses, stelae, altars, and ritual accoutre-

ments accordíng to the ímages represented on them. They brought these
thíngs to lífe wíth pagezmts ín whích partícípcmts danced, played hall,
held rích feasts, took blood from theír bodíes, and sent messages to the
Otherworld on the tongues of the people they sacríficed, all to bríng

samctíty to the newly made thíng.' They deposíted precíous caches that
remade the Primordial Sea under the floors of theír buíldíngs: jades,
spondylus shells from the sea, the red pígments cínnabar and specular
hematíte, mercury, eccentríc flínts, obsídían. Sometímes great fíres were
líghted and jade was thrown ín to shatter ínto hundreds of píeces. And
when everythíng was done, the object had íts soul. These deposíts were
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accompaníed by ritual and symbohc sequences that reestablíshed the
condítíons of the first act of Creatíon.

So the formulae for dedícatíng buíldíngs ínvolved far more than sím-

ply díggíng a pít and concealíng valuables, however excítíng those are for
the archaeologísts who díscover them. The Classíc Maya knew that
cleansíng, preparíng, and propítíatíng were vítally necessaiy to create
ensouled and pívotal places, around whích the business of lívíng and
governíng, of prayíng and playíng, could revolve. The ancestors and the
gods required properly made spaces in order to come into the world of
people and help those they favored. To conduct Ufe and ritual m a poorly
prepared space was unthinkable for the ancient Maya, as it is for their
descendants today.

We think dedication rítuals pervaded Precolumbian Maya expenence
because excavation shows us that caches of special sacred object accom-
panied most architectural modifications of any significance m the urban
centers We also think that during the Preclassic and Classíc phases1,. .h. wid.1, ~1<« P—
ted mr-n df dedíation noad. W. . pmd md .Ubo»»
ccl. rf «rtoro»». ""y ■'•y' ■«»»»"" ™ 'yfI hT. «pii I-*" "•y-"-',».dmg ot thd M.y pdopid d» ~d.ldf imp»""'»1»»

*■ w"! ht'^iy hip. df d.. »d.pi."»d« y'•  1 The Mava recordad them in their inscnpuons andthese great rítuals. The y depositad offeríngs,
showed them in paintm in the archaeo-
these rítuals yield o"® ° (,f (hese pageants is,
logical records of Maya together our picture puzzlehowever, ffagment^^so^^^^ ^^ i„scríptional, and visual record from
by combining the toeether we become aware of one of the
""''Ti aSic^pérrLmonial cycl¡s, the re-creation of Creatíon.
essential Classi P ^ ̂ ^e dancing
This cycle the living truth of their own history
Tekpan women at Iximcne .i
find practíccs.
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CHAN-nUWAN'S DEDICATION AT
BONAHPAK'

One of the most detailed depictions of Maya house-dedication rituals
was painted on the walls of the three rooms in Temple 1 at Bonampak',
a small but important capital of the western lowlands on the Mexican side
of the Usumacinta River. At King Chan-Muwan's behest, his artists
depicted a complex series of events that celebrated his son's formal
presentation as the heir and the ensouling of the temple itself. The
muráis present a dramatically detailed view of Classic Maya ritual. The
artists divided the composition of Room 1 into double registers so that
they could depict two important historical events at once. In the upper
register of the eastem, southem, and western walls, they painted the
presentation of the young heir of the king to fourteen high-ranking lords
on 9.18.0.3.4 10 K'an 2 K'ayab or December 14, a.d. 790.*
The second event, Chan-Muwan's dedication of the building itself,

took place two hundred and thirty-six days later, on November 15, A.D.
791. At sunset on that day Venus first appeared as the Eveningstar. The
artists depicted this second event, the ensouling of the temple, in the
entire upper zone of the north wall and on the entire lower register.
The narrative scenes® concéntrate on two moments in the long cere
mony—the dressing of three dancers and their public performance.
The dressing scene (Fig. 5:1a) shows a group of people busily accou-

tring three lords in the elabórate feathered costumes of the dance. Attend
ants on a lower terrace open bundles and chests and then pass their
contents up to their counterparts above. One attendant ties wrist cuffs on
the central dancer's arm, while another paints his skin. Various people are
straightening out the feathers of a backrack that is about to be inserted
into another dancer's belt. A group of bystanders watch as they talk
among themselves.
The same three lords reappear in the lower register performing what

the accompanying text calis literally a feather dance® (Fig. 5:1b). To the
right of the dancing rulers, we see thirteen lords—all of them vassals of
various ranks (Fig. 5:2)—in an informal processional array, talkmg
among themselves while they move toward the dance area. The first man
in Une holds a battle standard, which he points straight down toward the
floor. The sixth holds a staff over his head, and the ninth and tenth carry
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i

Ihe adoming of Ihe Uiree dancers
I norüi wall, upper register showing

a. Room

showing the three lords daneing
b. Room l.south wall. lower register:

FiGUEE sTTh^B^lTampak' Moráis

•  • to the war that must i latpx- ceremonies.dards anticípate the w for later cererites so that suitable sacnUc^^^
To tbe left of the feather . ^ tal white

dancers cast in and they shakelargemagrcalgot^dheaddresses and pamted le^e^ak ^
rattles." Behind them, a drum terpoint his rhythm on turtle-
nied by three other xwo other ^
shell drums beaten w feathered battle standards, ec oi g

'ZI'Z —Id d..»» «"■ "7t,^
scene on ,pp«» A. «h. ..w ..d oí th.

-i-procession is a pe^
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Room 1, lower register, west side, showing a procession of sahalob and ahawob
accompanying the three dancers

Figure 5:2 Bonampak' Dedication Dance Procession

Room 1, lower register, east side, showing the procession of the musicians and
masked dancers into the main ritual

Figure 5:3 Bonampak' Dedication Dance Procession

the masked dancers from Bonampak' and a Yaxchilan ballplayer wearing a similar
mask

Figure 5:4 The Masked Figures from Bonampak' and Yaxchilan
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For our purposes, the masked dancers (Fig. 5:4) are the most important
figures in the procession, for they appear often in similar rituals depicted
at other sites and on pottery vessels. Dressed in the ffightening masks of
the monstrous Otherworld beings they have become through trance
dancing, they hold ears of corn, bundles, and staffs in their arms, or wave
huge cráb-claw gloves about. One, wearing the head of a crocodilo, sits on
the floor next to another person dressed in the costume of the First Father
as Hun-Nal-Ye, the Maize Lord' who was resurrected from the Other
world by the dance of the Hero Twins. He and the masked dancers
around him wear waterlilies to represent their status as demzens of the
waterv Otherworld. We'll have more to say about these charactere when
we detall the rebirth of First Father in Chapter 5. For now they are
important because they bridge to another scene at Ae nearby city of
Yaxchilan on the mighty Xokolha, the Usumacmta ̂ ver,
Tn the dedication rituals of a place called the Three-Conquest-Ballcourt

at Yaxchilan," the sculptors carved these same masked d^cers m a senes
(  S on the stop of a monumental stairway set on the mountamsiof scenes on Ae ̂  P ^^^^rs are each bouncmg

Tb 11 íom the sÍ bench of the court (Fig. 8.13). Since this Yaxcht-a big hall from dedication of a buildin^in this case

7""^°e"rmise that ballplaying was a general pan of the ̂ de
:«on rituals. However, iust
complex of ^rthl bTllg^e depicted at Yaxchilan served as
formal ballco^-Al ° ̂  the actionof the masked playerstook
pan of the -ledt^a U ^
place not m a hall . place,"" these kinds of structures

painted tem^w^^^ to coincide with an inferior conjunction of Venus
sun, which h PP 2 (p.g 7^11)_ the victorious lords of
as Mornmgs^^ ,,bjected to torture
Bonampak miserable captives who survived that event finally
and humihation. along the terreces of a pyramidal

tV m'depid in Room 3. Sacrifico linked to dance was an integral
^«¡Li» I" <>■'
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"SOUL-STUFF" IN THE OROUND

Thc Empty Cache
(as told by David Freidel)

A lot of people worked with me on Structure 5C at Cerros back in the

1970s, but Jim Garber was the main supervisor of this exciting excava-
tion. Jim loved the circhitecture; he lived the cleéiring of this masterpiece

for months on end and spent days of his life meticulously writing notes
and recording plans, profiles, and photographs of it. But for all the
wonders of the giant masks, Jim wanted to find a cache to help us date
the building more accurately. We joked a lot about how he wanted to tear

up every suspicious floor surface, and in the course of investigating, we
found a lot of interesting holes. Some were postholes for enormous poles.
Another was the dump from a termination ritual. It held shattered stucco

tom from the facades of the last building and buried in the comer next
to the stairway. The cache we wanted eluded us. Then early one day
when I cmised out to the temple to confer with Jim about excavation
strategy, I foimd him sitting at the top of the broad plastered stairs,
stanng like a gargoyle at the bottom of them. He motioned me up to the
top excitedly, turaed me around and pointed. It had rained the previous
night, and there at the bottom of the staircase, on the smooth plaster
surface of the plaza, was a shallow round pool of water. No doubt about
it. Jim had found his plaster patch. This had to be the dedication cache.
I made hun dig it readly slowly, recording every detail of the context.
When we got down to the two big red plates placed lip to lip under the
plaza floor, it got hard even for me to maintain detachment. Finally, Jim
got to lift off the upper píate with trembling, sweaty hands: the lower
píate was completely empty. "Damn," he said, "it's doin' the nothin'." It was

a hard lesson: the point of the cache weis to cache, not to hide precious things.
Over the years Tve leamed what lip-to-lip vessels in the ground mean

to living Maya in Yukatan. They are the earth ovens they cali pib in
which people cook special stews in just about every ritual—from the town
festivals to the remembrance of a parent on his death day. There in the
ground they transform raw stuff into cooked food. This food is blessed
with the itz that passes into the oven from the altar when the pib is built
for the Ch'a-Chak ceremonies. So the empty cache at Cerros, devoid of
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even perishable offerings in the form of carbón or dirt residue, declared
its function in a way that it could not have done if it were full of stingray
spines and shells and jade. It was a pih, puré and simple. When the lords
passed over that threshold and danced up the stairway to the temple
above, they passed over the pih and, perhaps, into it. For pib na, under-
ground house, is the other ñame for the conjuring houses Chan-Bahlam
dedicated in the Group of the Cross at Palenque. And there in the pib the
Palenque king was magically transformad into sustenance fit for the gods.

We have found the remains of these dedication rituals in cached
offering deposits at dozens of archaeological sites at Kolha in Belize, at
Waxaktun, Tikal, and other central Peten sites. Lords and shamans
placed magical offerings inside these large ceremonial plates and used
other plates as lids to cover them. These are sak-lakob, "puré or human-
made plates,"" and the 01 "portáis" we talked about m Chapter .
Lip-to-lip caches are among the most ancient e^presno^ of Maya
ceremonialism. One such cache vessel, dating to the Mtddle Preclassic
Teriod was discovered at the stone-tool-manufactunng -—ty of
Kolha. It held an extraordinary set of materials that our colleague Dan
Pntter who discovered the cache, explamed to us. , _ ,Potter, wno Q participating in this ritual struck a

As Dan eore of beautiful honey-brown
large leaf-shaped sacn icia shamans threw
ohert. This first blade brote as " ̂  ̂  us of his

U u ̂ r^rr. nf the pit and struck oft anotner.it into the bottom P ^^e core and
excitement when he irs ^^e shamans had
discovered that the second blade remainder of the

1  tbP second blade, they tnrew xnesuccessfully struck 0^^^^ they then fiUed up with dirt and offerings of
core into the pi » *tnm nlate into the pit. Someone used

¡.1.- TI.» i»y »• -i» ,,1 Th. bkd, w„
the ehert blade ^ heads. ehark's teeth. laige cait and

reCt:---- - zt --í
íh-: —»* -"
again after two thousand ^eld the severed heads of victims

Similar lip-to-Up caches at W rituals we saw at
who were sacrificed in t m ipvolved lip-to-lip
Copan and other centers. ^ ^uildings and
caches and buckets placed in p.ts g
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plaza areas." The offerings (Fig. 5:5) included sea creatures brought Uve
from the coasts, spondylus shells, jade, eccentric obsidians with mcised
drawings of various gods, and bloodletters of various types including
stingray spines, obsidian blades, and thoms (today called "cuerno de
vaca"). GeneraUy, participants used these sharp objects to draw blood,
enabling them to enter the visionary trances necessary to the successful
spiritual activation of these places.

At Copan, caches ranged from the simple to the elabórate—objects
placed in simple pits dug into the floors and then plastered over, or put
into badly made buckets hastily decorated with modeled cacao pods.
These humble buckets belie their contents, for the lords of Copan filled
them with spectacular treasures and instruments of supematural power,''
including poimds of raw or roughly sawn jade, "popcom" jade shattered
in fire pits, earflares, jades and greenstones shaped like charcoal briskets
and drilled for stringing together into necklaces, and greenstone images
of hunched-over shamans. The latter items were all probably carved in
central Honduras. Craftspeople sliced jade pebbles into slabs of various
thicknesses and carved them into small images of lords called "Yahaw-
Te'," little figures with their hands hooked in front of their chests (Fig.
5:5c), accompanied by images of the great World Tree.'® Other items the
Maya placed into their caches were spondylus shells lined with red
pigment, often closed around a jade bead to form a natural jewel box (Fig.
5:5b). These objects were often accompanied by bloodletters of various
sorts—stingray spines and flint blades—and sets of extraordinarily com-
plex and beautiful items called "eccentric flints"—^branching pieces of
flint knapped to create múltiple human proñles. Some of these flints were
manifestations of K'awil, the god of spiritual embodiment (Fig. 5:5g).
At the Late Preclaissic site of Cerros at the summit of a huge acrópolis,

David Freidel and his colleagues uncovered a cache bucket that was not

just "doin' the nothin'." It contained mainy of the same objects described
above (Fig. 5:5a). The time frEime for the interring of this cache falls
roughly halfway between the period of the Kolha cache and the Copan
cache.'® The Cerros cache contained five beautifully carved jades that had
once served as the headband and chest pectoral of a king.^° These stones
of prophecy amd symbols of the kingship were arranged in a quincunx
pattern at the bottom of the bucket. The king who made this temple
covered the heirlooms with layers of mosaic mirrors made of blue hema-
tite crystals, originally glued onto mother-of-pearl backings. The remain-
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ing contents of this Cerros cache were jade beads, a jade earflare, and
some red-orange spondylus shells—highly prized by the Maya. Because
of the careful arrangement of these items, we think this cache was
probably tied up in a bark-cloth bundle, then reverently placed at the
bottom of this deep bucket. Archaeologists discovered a similar bundle in
an Early Classic lip-to-lip cache at Tikal.^'

At Tikal our friend Peter Harrison found another soul-vesting cache
vessel revealing how Creation was connected to dedication rites. Discov
ered under the stairway (Fig. 5:6a) of Structure 5D-46, Jaguar-Paw's
palace in the Central Acrópolis, this black cylindrical vessel contained
spondylus shell figurines, jade, textile (possibly a bundle), wood, and nine
imitation stingray spines. A text running around its rim says, "It was
made holy, the house of, the holy place of the nine successor lord,
Moch-Xok, Six-Sky ???, Jaguar-Paw, Tikal Lord" (Fig. 5:6b). In other
words, this building was the palace of the king.

The imagery carved on the side of this cache vessel includes the
Quadripartite God píate, the holy heart of heaven, holding its special
things, the feathered shell, a bloodletting instrument, and the "kimi"
variant of the way glyph. This is the sun-marked offering píate that
generates the Raised-up-Sky World Tree and Visión Serpents, and accom-
pcinies the Cosmic Monster. On the Tikal incised pot, First Father, in his
guise as the Maize God, Hun-Nal-Ye, appears next to the deified offering
píate. The Double-headed Scepter he holds in his arms is the ecliptic
snake with the Paddler Gods emerging from either end. Three hundred
years later, Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil, the twenty-sixth successor of the same
Tikal royal lineage, represented this same scene on a set of incised bones
as the Milky Way canoe carrying the Maize God to the place of his birth
as the Na-Te'-K'em at the center of the night sky (Fig. 5:6c).
The objects placed in these offering plates are the material manifesta-

tions of ch^ulel, the holy "soul-force" of the universe. Because ch^ulel
resides in blood, red pigment—both cinnabar and hematite—were often
substituted. When heated, cinnabar yields mercury—a liquid mirror that
the Maya made offerings of in small bottles or pooled in shells.^^ Hema
tite before being ground into red pigment, could be polished and used as

mirrors. And mirrors, both liquid and solid, were portáis to the
1« 24

Otherworld into which people could gaze and discern true reality.
Classic Maya artists depicted ch'ulel as streams of holy substance repre

sented by jade beads, bones, shells, the color signs chak,yax, and k'an (red,
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a. a cache pot from Great-
Jaguar-Paw's Palace in its
original localion with
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around it (photograph
courtesy of Peter Harrison)
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Irernels and mirrors. In addi-
blue-green, and yellow), zero jade beads, ahaw
ion glyphic texts add spon y us . ̂ obsidian to the inventory
signs. shell or pearl counte^e^g objects
of things that represent c « obsidians
placed in caches-,ade ,ewe^^ a
Ld fltnts, ^el \P p^.„„,dial Sea of the
sharks, sea fans, coral, and so^^^^ used to

r the tlTti:r:;:ned th; portal m the offermg píate. Once this
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portal was opened, ch'uM from the Otherworld, and from ancestral
buildings encasad within the new structure, could enter inte the new
building and bring it alive. These dedication rituals replicated the condi-
tions that existed at the beginning of the world when the Lying-down-
Sky pressed against the dark sea and the acts of First Father raised up the
sky and let holiness enter the cosmos. Placed in the groimd like the
festival stews and breads in their pih, like the body of the sacrificed First
Father in the place of Ballgame Sacrifice, cached things became trans
formad by the dedicatory act of caching into the source and sustenance
of fruitful life.

AFTER THE SPANISH CAflE

The ceremonias for the creation and ensouling of sacred objects and
houses continuad to be complex eind interrelated activities aven in the
centurias foliowing the ninth-century collapse of the Maya kingdoms.
Bishop Diego de Landa^® described the madting and renewal of god images
in the sixteenth century as a long suid very dangerous ritual sequence
beginning in the month of Mol. After consulting with a chilan, an
interpretar for the gods, to choose an auspicious day, the man who servad
as Chcikob, the four assistants, begém fasting. Meanwhile, workers, usually
belonging to the family who were meiking the idol, went into the forest
where they chose a tree,^' cut it down, and brought it back to the town.
There they built a small hut, fenced it in, and brought in wood, carving
tools, and leirge urns to be used for storing the statues as the work
progressed. Here is the shrine place again, the properly preparad house
where the divine can enter into things. Incensé was burned in front of

gods callad akantun, "erected stone," which were placed at each of the
four directions. When all was ready, the workers brought lancets, papar,

and bowls for the bloodletting rituals they would conduct in the house.

Then the priests and the ChEikob closed themselves into the hut with

them. During the cairving of the gods, the sculptors eind ritual practition-

ers drew blood to anoint the wood and burned incensé. Nona of the
participants in the ritual could sea their wives during this time and
the owners of the new gods were obligated to feed the craftsmen until
the work was done.

During the folio wing month of Ch'en, after the carvings were ñnished
and images perfected, the new gods were taken from the hut and placed
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in an arbor built outside the owner's home. The priests and the sculptors
washed off the brazier soot they had used to anoint themselves durmg the
carving. Then the priest solemnly blessed the new sculptmes and dxove
out any evil spirits that might have become attached to woo<i. Now
completely consecrated. the sculptures were wrapped m cloth ̂ d placed
in a hamper. After a lecture from the priest about the d^ger bret^mg
abstinence and fastings when making god sculptures, the people feasted

- si'íis vL'rr—.

Tr°i ir.™ »"«'• i—p- 'y "of the gods, who we „ecessarv, houses were rebmlt or reno-
placing new clothes on e " ^ recorded in hieroglyphic
vated and then the ^ ̂anda-s time, the months of Mol,

s:.rrar«
lis 1 riíSr.S C a., a».
to the ancient time of Creation.

the lakandon ood fots
,  |v[„a still clothe and renew the samts and

Although many mo em Lakandon still make gods like the
crosses in their churches, only ^ k'uh, "god pot""
ancient sak-lak. L'""® ̂  transmit offerings to the _ ̂
serves as a brazier (Fig. 1 ^jde. Although
consista of a bowl wit » ^he human being
they combine the ^ .epresentation of thewho owns them, these p ^ únportant anatomical
god. They are instea i g vertical strip and female
S- 1 "•?"""

.  ,1 in the bowl of a new god pot to represent dieFive cacao beans are p aced n di and dia-
heart (pkcan), lun^ ̂ „t„lded on the head of the god pots are the

u M hah (--..o), ¡aw (k^M eye-
9.4.7
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A Lakandon burns oiTerings of copal in the god pots

Figure 5:7

brows {maktun), space between the eyebrows {chV u pam), eyes (wwh)^
cheeks {puk), and mouth {chi*). The front of the god pot is called the chest
{sem), and the bottom is called the feet {yok).

(Davis 1978:73)

Five thin threads are placed in the pot with the cacao seeds to become the

intestines of the god.

The god pots eire made in a special house calledyatoch k'uh, "house of
god," made in a traditional pattern using a dirt floor, thatch roof, and no
walls. Set apart from the rest of the village, the yaíoc/z k'uh is dedicated

in ways that transform the normal space of human activity into sacred
space. Circular designs are painted on certain beguns and posts with a red
dye made from the annatto tree" and called k'uxu by the Lakandon.
These designs, according to Jon McGee, "are a reminder of the time in
the ancient past when the creator god Hachákyum ('Gur True Lord')
sacrificed human beings, collected their blood in a gourd, and asked the
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god Tzibatnah (Tainter of Houses') to paint his dwelling red with human
blood."

Even the halche' canoe in which the sacred drink is made bears these

red marks, to warn that the yatoch Ar'i/A is a "meeting place of the gods
and humans, where they will sit in your presence, partake of your
offerings, and listen to your prayers." And in the sacred space of this
house, ordinary tortillas are transformed by clouds of incensé into food
the gods will eat. The ceremonial tamale nahwah becomes human flesh,
and the corn gruel called atole becomes "sacred water." In addition to
food offerings, incensé boards {xíkaí) are carved into human form to serve
as symbolic human sacrifice, and rubber humanoid figures {k'ik') are
ceremonially given Ufe and also bumed as a sacrifice to the gods. Finally,
in the god house, the annatto dye k'uxu become another symbol of human
blood offering."

Into this charged space the men of the community who would make
the gods came in 1970, along with anthropologist Robert Bruce, for the
forty.five-day ceremony—to sleep, to eat, and to mold the raw clay of the
earth into the u lakil k'uh. All clothing, haimnocks, benches, personal
possessions. and tools were either made new or scrubbed and refimshed
for the ceremony. and no nonparticipant could touch them. The women
continued to prepare food and leave the men's share on neutral gro^d,
but chile peppers and sexual relationships with women were forbrdden,
for contact with either would endanger the commg process.

According to Bruce.» the participants slept only an hour or two a mght
during the entire time span. The result was an alternated ^
every experience became sharper and brighter. In thrs ̂ owmg s«te of
awareness the god pots are made. stage by stage. until t ey are r
.e hrought to Ufe during the last
ready for this ̂ 7-"; thick residue of
their house. Sacred heirloom pebbte g «ansferred
burned copal in the oíd pot "^^i^xheTe stones.» called » k'amhe'k'uh
into the new pot that wi serv ancient ancestors
.•üte new pots are fed like human
of the modem Lakan . ^
beings. given drmk. an aw e beings. When incensé burns

Z ZrZl o»a P-» i»"
in

to
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The bones of god pots resting in a cave with the bones of the dead

Figure 5:8

of Our Lords," cind are tumed to the west. Eventually the oíd bones are

taken away and deposited honorably in a cave with the bones of the
honored dead cincestors (Fig. 5:8). This god-m£Lking ceremony was not

held again until 1991.

In his analysis of Lakandon dream s)rmbolism, Robert Bruce gave us
critical bits of information that are left out of most of the other descrip-

tions of the ritual. In regard to the interpretation of a dream about
painting a god pot, he said, "It should be noted that the painting of the
new god pots occurs during the incensé burner renewal ceremony, which
plays on the allusion to the end of the world and the Celestial Jaguars
devouring everyone" (Bruce 1979:133). He went on to say that the
Celestial Jaguars {Nah Tz'ulu*) and the end of the world are "not quite
as fatalistic in Lakandon cosmology as in ours, as Hachakyum may be
'about to destroy the world,' but then be persuaded to stop. . . ■ The
association with the Celestial Jaguars ... plays on the allusion to the end
of the world (or more correctly, the end of one Cycle and the beginning
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of the next) which is the theme of the incensé burner renewal cere
mony)" (Bruce 1979:126-127).
So we learn that the renewals of the god pots in 1970 and 1991 were

reenactments of the Creation of the world. Today s Lakandon no longer
keep the ancient calendar. The date 4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u would have no
meaning to them. Nevertheless, the renewal of their god pots resonates
conceptually with Yax-Pak's re-creation of the world in the place of the
Lying-down-Sea.

THE LIVINO CROSS AND SOUL-FORCE

We believe that the living forcé that animated all properly dedicated
things in the Classic Maya cosmos survived the Conquest and endures
today. One accessible expression of this continuity is found in the ancient
svmbol of the World Tree, which transformed into and merged with the
modern Cross of Christ. As we have tried to show throughout our story
of the Maya cosmos, the World Tree-Cross as an ob)ect had its conju^g
houses, its altars, and has today its churches. But
thines to manifest the soul of god. For the house of the World Tree

"  temples of lime and stone, set on pyrreported ... temp be

idols, figures of serp , Cozumel, the Spanish saw a
peiinted representa 10 „f «hite lime in the center of its

py^^id/j^'^l^gfKa^Ekrru'fer oTtTe last independent Maya kingdom,courtyard. Inl697, K , "First-Tree in the
planted a stone co Yax-Cheel-Kab was associated with
World," in the centór o P another sculpture called
ancestors and the Creation s . Cosmic Bird that perched in
Ah-Kokak-MuU perhaps a ren i lo throughout
d,e »p .t to W.,ld T».. C"» ^ to
Y„k.»n. to pto-" í""
"first or (green) tree. nw»
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The Cross-Tree stands, blessed, dressed, and adomed, as the symbol of
ancient understanding in contemporary homes and shrines. Crosses have
literally spoken to the Maya across the ages, £ind still do so in the modern
world.

In Quintana Roo, crosses became living oracles for the Chan Santa Cruz
Maya during the Gaste War." The cult of the Taiking Cross first appeared
the summer of 1850 near the modern town of Felipe Carrillo Puerto.

Located at a cenote known as Chan Santa Cruz ("Little Holy Cross"), this
particular image of the cross was carved on the trunk of a tree. The ñrst
temple the Maya built for this cross was constructed west of the town and
called X-Balam Na, ("The Jaguar's House"). The cross spoke to the people
in several ways—at first through the voice of an interpretar, and later
through written messages communicated by the people who served it.
The Maya gave the crosses an Indian identity by clothing them in huipil
(Fig. 5:9) and fustán, the dress and petticoat wom by Maya women. But
the idea of clothing the cross was already an ancient idea, for the Foliated
Cross at Palenque weairs a necklace and jewelry like the living being it
was (Fig. 5:10).
Sometimes the Cruzob carried one of their crosses into battle to guide

them to victory, and the losers, in particular the English soldiers taken
prisoner at Bcdtalar, were forced to negotiate with the cross. The negotia-

Teodócio Nahuat Canche with the Cross at the Center of the Earth in Xok'en.
The cross wears a huipii and efllgies of bread and metal hang from its neck

the Foliated Cross from Palenque
wearing a pectoral and loincloth
aroimd its neck

Figure 5:9

Figure 5:10

tion was held inside a house in Bakalar where the cross was kept, attended
by boys called "angels." The proceedings unfolded to the accompaniment
of drums, bugles, and songs. During the negotiations the oracle cross
squawked and demanded more ransom." , r

In 1901 when the Mexican army finally capturad the capital of the
rebellious Maya and renamed it Felipe Carrillo Puerto, t^y
into the forest and established four new centers and several mdependent
Images. Each center was protected by its militia led by Maya ̂
Señor where Linda visitad Nikolai Grube m the summer of 1992, is one
fV,' Tt is onlv a few kilometers from Tixkakal Guardia, the oldest andof these. It is on^y a few ^
most sacre o Mexicans humad. Nikolai took Linda

::Sral wC, accompamed by several of the

r  - -■ -there behind the pi^^ria
the h">Wtng- t wo ^^e ^tar. The
flowers, nikte to Y
door into the ..L^tleNikolai PO«^o"t on the outer sida of the arch.
Holy Cross Ja^ » the'original sanctuary destroyed by the Mexicans.
This was the ñame g the

The cross continúes to play a g
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present-day Cruzob. Crosses are put in milpas to protect them. Lineages
have their own crosses, many of which can perform miracles. Of course,

the modem inspiration for these crosses comes from the Catholic doctrine

taught to the Maya since the Conquest, but the cross shape eis the emblem

of the World Tree was at the heart of Maya religious thought for at least

two millennia before the Spanish ever arrived. The Talking Cross may

be Catholic on the surface, but deep inside its voice 2md soul are Maya.

Even Maya crosses that don't talk are considered to be living beings.

In Zinac8intan, the cross is always painted some shade of blue-green, yax^

in honor of the living ceiba tree that is its inspiration.'' Each cross has £m

inner soul—a ch'uleL The crosses are never set directly into the ground,

but are lashed to a standing pole or set in a cement base. Three crosses

are the minimum number that must be decorated for a ritual to succeed.

Crosses are added to shrines when a shaman dreams that the Ancestral

Gods have appesired emd asked for tmother one. A cross is activated when

someone ties the crown of a yellow pine tree onto its vertical shaft, places

red geraniums at the crossing point of the «urms, and lays a carpet of fresh

pine needles in front of it."*® The pine top edways faces away from the town
toward the forest, and the geremiums always face inward toward the

center, the "navel of the world," mixik' balamil

Although cross shrines must always have three crosses, when one or

more crosses are missing, they can be replaced by inserting three pine-

tree crowns into the ground and tying on the geraniums.*' The Zinaceui-
tecos cali these pine tops cind geraniums the clothing of the cross. They
are nichim, the growing and germinating "buds," like the sak-nik blos-
soms that decórate the arms of the Classic-period Raised-up-Sky World
Tree. Zinacanteco shamans speak of the three crosses as three Ajicestral
Gods "dressed and waiting for candles for their food." These crosses,

which £ire located at the foot and top of the mountains that hold the

Ancestral Gods, are doorways to the houses of these important deities.
Zinacanteco shamans cali the Ancestral Gods Totil-me^iletik^ literally

"Father-Mothers."*'^ They have souls.*' Like the Wakah-Chan of the

Classic world, the crosses of today are portáis that penétrate into the
Otherworld.**

The Classic World Trees not only lived themselves but were sources of
life. Robert Carlsen and Martin Prechtel bear witness to the continuation
of this understanding among the Maya of Santiago Atitlan, who Uve next
to the crystal-blue waters of Lake Atitlán beneath the towering volcanoes
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that have shaped the highlands of Guatemala. Here is the way they
describe Atiteko belief:

... before there was a world (what we would cali the "universe"), a solitaiy
deified tree was at the center of all there was. As the world's creation

approached, this deity became pregnant with potential life; its branches
grew one of all things in the form of fruit. Not only were there gross
physical objects like rocks, maize, and deer hanging from the branches,*'
there were also such elements as types of lightning, and even individual
segments of time. Eventually this abundance became too much for the tree
to support, and the fruit fell. Smashing open, the fruit scattered their seeds;
and soon there were numerous seedlings at the foot of the oíd tree. The
great tree provided shelter for the young "plants," nurturing them, until
finally it was crowded out by the new. Since then, this tree has existed as
a stump at the center of the world. This stump is what remains of the
original "Father/Mother" {Ti Tie Ti Tixeí), the source and endpoint of
life.

(Carlsen and Prechtel 1991:27)

This Father-Mother tree stands at the heart of Atiteko religión just as the
Father-Mother ancestors of the Zinacantecos stand at the heart of theirs.
If properly maintained. the Father-Mother renews and regenerares the
world. For the Atitekos, as for the Zinacantecos, this great central concept
of life has a physical representation—the main altar of the church m
Santiago Atitlán:

This altar, constructed when the church was without a resident priest and
Lder ful cofradía'^ control, is dominated by a mountarn c^ed m wood
To "ther sidfof the mountain are carvings of cofra^ members, complete1 o eitner ascending the mountam. Atop thewith them staffe o^offi e-^^^^^
mountain. a Wor ^ "Flowering Moun-
behevethati^ "fed" it will continué to provide sustenance. In Atiteko
tam be literal. For example, some Atitekos ̂
religión, this teed g offerings are given to the
have an this hole is called r'muxu. ("umbilic^").ancestor.Inthe Ttu u accomplished through ritual, cosmnhre^

can feed ancestral form. ,991,27-28)
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The Maya have been feeding the tree at the center of the world for three
thousand years. The details of the rituals have changed, but the differ-
ences do not belie the underlying continuity in the way they think of the
world. It is aUve, and aU sacred things in it—including things we would
cali alive and things we would cali inanimate—have soul. And as with
a child, the souls of these objects must be brought into them and then
nm^ed for their continued health. They understand that these rituak
replícate the Creation of the world. They dance; they make offerings at
the four comers or the four sides; they use flowers. maize, copal, candles,
^d food-whereas their ancestors offered shells, eccentric flints, eccen-

of V ̂ i*" red pigments, and all
coní d manifestations of the ch'ulel
the """e
shark'stee^ 7 »reall sharks, fishes, fossilized
down-Sky" JiTe so tll;re"7r
world tL fom. r 7 °^der the
world was that of

cross and as the tree The Ma • ^
feed the tree and its's to re-create the world and to-en the Tktd: :rki:r:ey t —
bnng a new Creation—a new beginnino—' u extinction,
celestial jaguars back from their threat ^ ̂  """g® ^be
god pots to Ufe. Like the fruit of the At^ko
and communities have sDniníT n traditions
sprouting into a newer versión oTthe 077""^
i-Hto the future by transforming and hTl~;;t

1. The sacred landscape of the valley of San Lorenzo Zinacantan. The three-peíiked
Sénior Large Mountain lies in the center of the distant horizon. Its peaks are the
three stones of the cosmic hearth. The wooded hill cadled the navel of the world lies

to its left, just to the right of the tallest tree in the foreground.
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2. Incensé rises from people praying
in front of the church at Santo

Tomás Chichicastenango, Guate-
ttiala.



3. The Great BaUcourt of Chich'en Itza looking towaid the North Temple

-  i L»,. ^

C^n-^¿í2.Xamfl^^ThT"Flm supernaturals at Na-Ho-sent the sky umbilicus. ^ ountain-North." The snake-cords repre-

b;;¿ v-

5. The Passions and the Flowers nin the Sun-Christ han« i
at San Juan Chamula. along the Path of Fire

6. The crosses overlook the graves of Chcimulas at Romería. The planks are doors
that cire opened when family members talk with their dead.

7. The Ah Itz divines the defeat of the K'iche' in the Dance of the Conquest. The
dolí that represents the youngest brother sits on the low table.

8. The Passions and Flowers of San Juan and San Sebastián pause to touch their
banners during their mn around the square at San Juan Chamula.



9. The Group of the Cross
at Palenque taken from
the front of the Temple of
the Foliated Cross. The
"tree-sea" is visible beyond
the Pcdace.

10. The head of the

Pawahtun from Temple
11 at Copan. A huge ceiba
tree rises from the top of
the mound behind him.
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lia and b. An Early Classic pot showing one of the Hero Twins aiming his blowgun
at Itzam-Yeh. A long-lipped being, perhaps a monkey from the previous creation,
offers the bird a fruit as he worships it. The cylinder on the side of the bird is
marked as a nance tree by /ri-sprout signs just below the rim.

' L,-: n V n V A.;/.í

yáívA. ■ í" ■' -í/ }0.
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12a and b. An Early Classic píate with lid showing Itzam-Yeh spreading his wings
above the Primordial Sea. The lid handle represents his human nawal, Itzamna,
sitting on a water-lily pad.



13. A line of men and bovs Dlavina tV,^ r-u i lmesa in a Ch'a-Chak ceremony at Yaxuna^ approach the 15. The alcaldes of Santo Tomás Chichicastenango carry their staffs of office in
ceremonies before the church.

i

H. A Lakandon dips balche'out
strain it into a pot.

16. A figurina of the Maize God sitting on a
mountain. Matura maiza plants circla his
arms.

17. Carvad bona from Tikal Burial 116. Tha

imaga shows an ancastor in a cartouche.
Bona was ona of tha substances that carned
ch'ulel or soul forcé.
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18. Spondylus shells from a dedication
cache at Copan. Notice the spines íind
the red color of the shell.

19- A slab of jado carved with the
■mage of the World Tree. As part of a
buiidmg cache for Structure lOL-26 at
Copan, it brought ch'ulel into the
building.

20. The Great Plaza of Tikal with temple-mountains, tree-stones, and the Primor
dial Sea. The ballcourt is in the lower right córner.

21. A monkey being from the last Creation walks among the people at a Maye
festival in Guatemala.

fr-í "ó. ' i*', V.iJ



Itpltivfnofll dedication ritual for their new weavingcooperative. Dona Juana sits m the center.

23. A masked Xibalban dances in a Maya
festival. 24. The Ah Itz and Kaqik'oxol take a divina-

tion together in the Dance of the Conquest.

25. The Ah Itz stands with his red ax that

activates the lightning in the blood of sha-
mans.

26. A open pib at a Ch'a-Chak being pre-
pared to receive the food that is to be cooked.

27. The Passions and their Flowers wait to begin their run along the Path of Fire.

Notice the different shapes of the silver heads on the banners.
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30. A Chamula cross with its flowers
carved into the wood A boundary cross of the Cruzob

between Señor and Vallalodid

32. Oíd Chan Kin prepares a pallet of copal offerings.

r»;a

\

33. A copal pallet found on January 4, 1993, deposited behind the statue of Bird-
Jaguar in Temple 33 at Yaxchilan.

L
34. The west side of Copan Stela C stands
before an altar representing the Orion turtle.
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severed heads 39. A scaffold sacrificial scene like that modeled in stucco on the Tonina terrace
facade

36. A scribe sits i, ■
the monkey are itz'a, tages. ThTg„l®Jta7

®  Creation in stara ac

Ü

He and

across the

40. The Oíd Jaguar Paddler God wears the headdress of Three-White-Dog in a
scene from Creation mythology.

i

7' A procession of 41. A Lord wields the 18-Rabbit-Snake Battle Standard

¡2^"itcompanionsofpeoplc and gods

42. The Maize God stands in the cosmic ballcourt

gtoup of u,ayob
a ritual
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43. Dmican Earle sits with Don Lucas out-
side the cave of Utatlan as they start the
copal offenng buming.

44. Masks on the Temple of the Warriors
wear the flower headband of Itzam-Yeh,
the Magic-Giver-Bird.

45. Chuchkahawob tlivrw .»nto a fire on the altar in f^om'ortheThurh ^«"^aining pellets of copal
urcn at Chichicastenango.

CHAPTER SIX

DANCING ACR05S THE

ABYSS:

MAYA FESTIVAL AND
PAOEANT'

[ laya ruins are usually quiet places,
steeped in the natural sounds of the forest. The bass roar of the howler
monkey, the croaking of ffogs in the rainy season, the scream of a hawk,
and the song of cicadas might punctuate the sounds of gentle winds and
rain or the sharper murmur of human visitors. People who come from
mechanized civilizations take a few days to get the engine sounds out of
their ears and settle into this timeless peace. But the tranquil modem
rhythms of the abandoned royal capitals luU tourist and scholar alike into
forgetting that once these were vibrant metropolises whose plazas rang
with the voices of the thousands of city foUt who made their homes
around these urban centers. Here crowds filled the great plazas, their
bordes covering the red-painted floors and terraces, their voices lifted in
song, their feet dancing across the abyss of drought and death to the green
rebirth of Ufe and abundance. Here the miracles of existence were not
merely given lip service—they were performed and affirmed by the
kings and their people in pageants proclaiming their views of the myster-
Íes of life and death.

Our fiiend Gary Gossen is as unlikely as we are to imagine these peat
open plazas as empty, for he has spent years Uving in Chamula,' the
community that Linda visited to experience the re-creation of the world.
He knows as much as an outsider can about its festivals and ceremonies.
Chamula's large population, more than 100,000, accounts perhaps for the
elabórate scale of its ceremonial life. More than twenty major festivals
mark the rhythm of the solar year—nearly two a month by our way of
reckoning. The greatest of them all, the K'in Tahimol or Festival of
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Games that Linda attended, today wears the appearance of the Christian
Carnival, as do similar pageants in many other Maya communities, but
beneath its cúter guise lies the modem analog of the ancient Maya
festival that ended the oíd year cind renewed time in the new year.

This pageant, which takes place in Crazy February (also the time of
ancient Creation), involves over two thousand official participants in the
dances and rituals that take place in the center and the surrounding
commumty. Of comse, these are just the officicd participants, for everyone
in Chamula who can walk or ride and a huge number of visitors from
the outside comes to witness this five-day extravaganza, to eat and
drink heartily, and to remember the true human nature of things. The
deafening roar of hand-held bombas and skyrockets; the out-of-tune
cophony of handmade guitars and harps, the plaintive cry of dented

trumpete blaring before the flashing standards with their flowered
g , e whistles, cheers, jeers, and laughter that encourgige the runners

c arging through clouds of sweet incensé as they race around the plaza—

K  u the people of Chamula make as they shout out to theirbare hills and the nation beyond that they are still here. As their ancestors
ousands of years before them, they remake the Maya world and

Tr pageant.
and 1 ^gdoms of the Classic period boasted populations equal to°  g^e«er than modem Maya communities. The ancient kingdom
Iv ^ the population of Tikal
amnh tr^ «en the better pan of half a milUon souk.' The natural
vihÍtÍ T u r'®"* «ties must have regularly
feet as th • ^ «taccato voice of drums and the thud of dancing

kií' "T"" ""r' --Id. celebrated the history of
fesTvS^tínS bT Otherworid in
Íavl w7o 'T ™ Although we
Í^allT wStT - could only
winiriTto i "''lÍ 'tas opened a
Zd T„T ^owing US to truly get inside their
Zn Í r® 1 ^"tbe found this windowwhen he was able to decipher the glyph "dancp" ^ • u i
of the inscriptions (Fig. 6:1).* ot m the language

Nikolai's imight followed upon almost a century of research in which
many people had noticed depictions of important lords standing with one
eel raised (Fig. 6:2). Nevertheless, it wasn't until 1966 that Michael Coe

and Eluabeth Benson' finally realizad that this position signaled dancing.
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<3S

ak'otah

he danced

ak'ot

dance

yak'ot
his dance

ak'ot

dance

Figure 6:1 The Glyph for "to Dance

Yet even with the pose identified, either we dismissed the examples we
knew as insignificant or else we did not know how to interpret dance
scenes in the larger context of Maya history and religión. Nikolai's
decipherment of the ak'ot glyph was a cmcial breakthrough, for it identi
fied dance as one of the pubUc actions most often depicted by the court
anisans of the Maya. Their representations of dancing kings, consorts,
and nobles bear witness to the fact that Maya mlers and their courts were,
above all things, public performers. Everyone, citizens of the realm and
neighbors from other realms, knew that the king's body functioned as a
vessel for awesome spiritual forces that could be both inimical and
beneficial, but their confidence in that knowledge depended at least
partly upon how often and how well the king affirmed his power to
control these forces through dancing in the plazas of his city.«

dance position with the heel of one foot raised

Figure 6:2
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We can now say that dance was as central to most of the public rituals
of the ancient Maya as it is to their modern descendants in highland
Chiapas and Guatemala. Just as they did in ancient times, the dances of
contemporary Maya serve as a vehicle for expository pageemts: the events
they reenact bridge the mythological past and political present,' the
seasons of the year, and the generational cycles of families and communi-
ties. Festival, dance, and pageant are midwives to the periodic rebirth of
the Maya soul in a people faced with daily hardships and the pressure to
conform to national identities as the rural poor and lower caste.® A
beautiful example of this can be seen in our colleague Gary Gossen's
description of the Chamula Festival of Games, portions of which we
discussed in Chapter 2:

... the Festival of Games addresses a whole range of normativo themes
in everyday Chamula life, from sex roles to political integration, the
agncultural óyele and world view. Thus, the festival celebrates virtually all
aspects of Chamula everyday custom, internal ethnic identity and histori-

u  acknowledging, without charity, the wider world ofthe Mexican nation, the state govemment of Chiapas, even Guatemala
opain, and foreign tourists. '

Because the festival considera these themes so poignantly and so self-
conscomly, even angrily, it is not an exaggeration to attribute to the event
a powerfiü political statement about who the Chamulas are. They state in
countless ways, banal and sublime, that they are not about to be engulfed
by Mexican national culture. They reenact once a year just how untenable
and immoral cultural assimilation—better said, capitulation—would
prove to be.

(Gossen 1986: 228-229)

GODS OR PEOPLE

Ancient Maya art and dance share similar themes, but in the realm of
dance the Maya could combine the dynamics of pageants with the mysti-
cal transformation of human beings into supematurak by means of
visionaiy trance. Participants in the pageants of the Classic-period king-
doms transformed into their wayob ("soul companions"). These soul
companions were depicted in dramatic reality through the masks and the
costumes people wore in the dance. Scenes painted on elegant pottery
serving vessek ffom the myriad ritual meáis of Classic festivals show
humans, both kings and nobles, dressed in costumes. Their human faces
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Figure 6:3 The Jaguar Dance

are shown in cutaway view (Fig. 6:3) inside the fantastic creatures ̂ ey
have become through the transformation of the dance. Sorne of these
wayob are recognizable as animaU like jaguars and birds of prey, but
others (Fig 6:4) are creatures far stranger than the most imaginativo of
the monsters conjured up by Hollywood's makeup magicians.
Some of these bizarro creatures show up m the dedication dance

Figure 6:4 Dance of the Monster Suits
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dancer carrying a dancer decapitatíng
himself

insect carrier jaguar diving
into ñames

Figure 6:5

depicted in the Bonampak' muráis. There we can identify them (Fig. 5:4)
as beings of the before-time who participated in Creation. The masked
performers of Bonampak' are anonymous, but those depicted in a ball-
game at Yaxchilan are not: they are eUte performing for their liege and
reahn.

Moreover, the boundary between a human dancing as a supernatural
and supernaturals materializing in this human ritual was never as sharply
drawn as we modern researchers would like. For example, in one dance
scene painted on a pot (Fig. 6:5), we see a supernatural stabbing himself
in the neck as he dances with other lords who have transformed into their
soul companions. One lord dives through bright red fire, while the other
dances with huge insects, perhaps bees, in his hands. The blood-splattered
belts these individuáis wear show up on another pot, where the Hero
Twin One-Ahaw dances gracefuUy on his toes with the White-Bone-
Snake wrapped around his body (Fig. 6:6). In this case, we can't deter
mine from the glyphic caption whether the individual is a historical
personage dancing in his way as One-Ahaw, or altematively the god
One-Ahaw himself dancing with his way, the White-Bone-Snake. In still
another scene from a Tikal altar (Fig. 6:7), we see named historical lords
dressed in the guises of gods kneeling beside the bones of a woman who
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a Hero Twin dancing
with the White-Bone-

Snake around his neck

Figure 6:6

The disinterred
bones of a noble-
woman sit between the
two kneeling dancers,
who wear the disk and
knot belt and other
accoutrements of wayob
Both hold knot-decorated
staffs, while the left ¿ancer
wields a trilobed fUnt, and Ae nght
one holds a flint sacnficial knite.

Figure 6:7 Tikal Altar 5
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WJI

human dancing in his ivay as White-Three-Dog White-Three-Dog represented aa three dog

Figure 6:8

had been exhumad eight years after her death. An extraordinaiy figurina
dapicts a human dancing in tha costuma of Whita-Thraa-Dog whom wa
mat in Chaptar 5 dancing bafora tha magic housa. Yat anothar pot shows
tha sama god depictad as thraa whita dogs (Fig. 6:8). Which is tha raal
imaga? AU of them are. Through dance, paopla bacama gods, and gods
became people—if only for a moment.

Commemorated on the serving vessels of ritual meáis, carved and
painted on the walls of temples and palaces, the pageants of gods and
kings display an elabórate, fuguelike pattern of substitution in the sym-
bols of divinity that adorn the performers. There are some constants that
label actors beyond a doubt for example, One-Ahaw almost edways has
black spots on him—but many attributes combine and recombine in
impressive pattems of alteration and transformation that leave the mod-
em researcher breathless. It is as if, in the end, the gods and some
exceptional people, like the kings, were aspects or incamations of each
other. as if all of them were just temporary histórica! expressions of the
same cosmic stuff. Each expression, however, was uniquely and individu-
ally real, enriching the totality of the cosmos.

This continuity of identity with the sacred and supernatural was not
always accomplished by masquerade. In the mural of Room 1 at Bonam-
pak', the procession moves from the Masque of the Monsters to the
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beautiful formal dance of three nobles of the king, revealed plain in aU
their human majesty (Fig. 5:1). Similarly, Bird-Jaguar plays hall un-
masked on the stairway of Temple 33 at Yaxchilan, but is flanked in the
outer scenes by lords wearing monster masks (Fig. 8:13). This dichotomy
of the monstrous and bizarre in one phase and the stately and exemplary
in another is a compeUing feature of many contemporary Maya major
festivals. These paired opposites are modes for moving into and out of the
sacred time and space of ritual performance.

It is important to realizo that Classic pageants were more than just acts
of civic pride and piety. They transformad participante into super-
naturals,'» as the paths across the abyss oponed on the grand stairways and
plazas of their cities. Both gods and humans danced, and through the
dance the one became the other. For the Maya, the ambiguity was as it
should be. Sorcerers, kings, and nobles transformad into theh ^d
joumeyed into the Otherworld before the transfixed gaza of their people.

DANCE OF THE WÁYOB

With particular relish, Maya pottery artists painted the walls of cyün-
drical vessels with the images of dancing in fantastic scenes o
pageant. One such pageant is depictad on one of^e most beautiful

fniind—^the polychrome vase from Altar de Sacri-r^FraTTire ríe Jor the lords of Classic cities like
mal J Yaxchilan dancing in charged, ritual space.-' Y^-Balamt^"
the «inr of a lord from a place called "Four-Sky, st-ds

tv. dancing in jaguar-skin pants, mittens, and a head pelt, which
r  ' hat A personified perforator dangles from his belt in ffont
of tirdlain from his bleeding genitals. His parmer in dance, Buchte'-
n »the way of a lord from an unknown place, wears pants made from
the diamon ^ his head bald,
snake, prob y feamres of a torturad captiva. The text
and his face swo „ ̂ but whether this image was meant
clearly identifies t wearing the guise of his way or as a
to be ""derstood ̂  „„dergone a physical transformation into this
human being particular way he is mamfest-
being, is unkno • u thp features of a torturad sacrificial victim.
in, i. J..,. .h.™ to t»»™ ^
The other four wayob m the group
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Six wayob in a pageant: the left dancer performs bloodletüng, while the rieht one

Figure 6:9 Altar de Sacrificios Vase

mcludes Nupul-Balam, the way of the ch'ul ahaw of Tikal. He is floating
above Ch'akba-God A', who sits on the grovind engrossed in the remark-
able feat of cuttmg off his own head." On the other side of the dancing
Yax-Balamte, floats a way holding a giant death's-head in his arms. His
ñame is Tzak'AGod A'. Below him, a way named for his dragon-deer
headdress sits with half his face hidden behind his shoulder.
These bemgs are the wayob of actual human dancers who participated

m a real, histoncal Maya ritual. Their floating positions and impossible
acts, like self-decapitation, signal that these dancers have transformed
themselves through ecstasy into sacred and very ffightening beings.
These wondrous and terrifying dances were part of pageants performed
by great lords in their urban centers. The records of these great public
events were recorded on commemorative drinking cups, serving bowls,
and offering platters, some of which were perhaps used in those very rites!
These keepsakes sealed the political and spiritual covenants of the Maya's
collective visión and accompanied their owners to the grave on their final
jouraeys to the Otherworld.

The artist of the Altar vase painted a similar scene of dancing wayob
on another pot (Fig. 6:10). These wayob include the following creatures;
a great bird with a boa around his neck; a death god with flint knives on
his knees and elbows; one of the headband Hero Twins holding fire";
Ch aktel-Ix, a jaguar in a bamboo cage; a trumpet-blowing death god; and
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m

Dancing wayob in a scene painted by the same painter as the Altar de Sacrincos pot

Figure 6:10 Dance of the Wayob

Nab-Ix, the Waterlily Jaguar who roars from the ̂ nter of a water
cartouche. The dancers in this scene are "Tzak-God A. our oíd frtettd
"White-Three-Dog," and a handsome young dan^r weartng dr^ond-
marked pants combinad with jaguar mittens and headdress. He blows a
flute and shakes a ratUe as he dances to his own tune. Here is another
assemblage of wayolr-some the same, some different. The cast of charac-
ters croslg from the Otherworld changos, depending on the o^ion.
Gllic Maya lords danced to bare their souls to each oAer, to the gods,

and to their people. Masked and manifesting the eternal gestores of the
u  steoDine enraptured in visión, wieldmg as talismansgreat wayob or a^.üig lords declarad in

the outwar ^or reaüties."

^rthree of us who wrote this book together, only Joy Parker has
had direct experience of trance dancing. She describes it this way.

the dance of the sufis
(as toU by Joy Parker)

A tViis state of "the reality behind all otherI personally j ̂  studying Sufi dancing with a
reauties" during the penod wh» I ^

-hL i» -Mi-s O"of clear-mm e , g^tion of the rotation of the earth, arms
counterclockwise m the direction
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outspread, the right hand extended palm downweird to draw energy up
ÍTom the earth, the left hand extended palm upward to release that
energy. With practice I was able to whirl for extended periods of time,
moving into a timeless space where I experienoed a deep feeling that I
can only describe as being at the center of true reality. It is perhaps
impossible to convey what this feeling was really like, but it filled me
with a vivid sense of unity with all animate and inanimate things
everywhere and a powerful feeling of wholeness. After long periods of
dancmg or whirling, I was able to observe the conlhsions and conflicts of
my daily hfe hne up into meaninglul patterns. Creativo inspiration was
also one of the benefits, and ideas for projects. and even their conse-
^u^nces should I decide to pursue them, would simply appear in my

Once I got used to experiencing mental and emotional states through
my o y. could cali these energies forth by simple, stylized danc»
rnove™ or even by slow "meditativo walks," of which there are
severaltóferent types in the Sufi tradition. Speed and energy of move-
^nt often have no direct correlation with the intensity of effect dance
^ have upon your psyche. I thought of these meditativo walks immedi-

moíl Maya'elde"'
thé^h 7 r accessible to us throughthe body than through the mind. Modern Maya shamans who diagnose
illnesses by paymg attention to the messages given them by the ̂ ight-
nmg m the.r blood are examples of this type of knowledge. I cannot
c aim to understand precisely what the Maya lords were feeling when
they danced upon their pyramids. But I do know that sacred daní raises
powerful energ,es, especially when performed in the company of otherhke-mmded dancéis^ I, not diffieult to miagine how pLLd Ma^;
dancers could shift from normal consciousness into an altered state II
means of movement. It has been three years since I stopped Sufi dancing
on a regular basis, but even now, when I extend my arms outward and
move my body m certam ways when I am dancing at social functions, I
will immediately feel myself lifted to the edges of another state of
consciousness.

For the Maya, both ancient and modern, dance was public in its
performance. It induced visionaiy trance in which individuáis and large
groups went into altered states that allowed both transformation and
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a. Tzum Slela 3: a king dancing over the
WTiite-Bone-Snake, the openlng to the
Otherworid (dra>ving by Eric Von Euw)

b. Palenque Sarcophagus: Pakai falls down the
throat of the White-Bone-Snake along the
Milky Way (dravvlng by Merle Robertson)

,;th the Otherworid. Just as the real world in which theycommumcationwithth ^ountains, and valleys, so the
danced had a g-graphy with « ̂
Otherworid had a alive to tell the
were strong enoug themselves dancing quite literally out
tale. The ̂eat otnerworld. For example, the lord of
over the abyss „orthem part of Kampeche (Fig. 6:11a),
Tzum, ® ̂  ̂  i the ñame glyph of the supernatural place
depicted himself Black-Yellow Place."" Beneath the
named Wuk Ek'-Kanak White-Bone-Snake. This is
glyph for this P ted the portal to the Otherworid. It is this
the bony monster tnat r p
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abyss that receives Pakal's falling soul as he slides down the road to
Xibalba at the moment of his death (Fig. 6:11b). The Lord of Tzum
dances atop the same opening presumably because his dance will let him
jouraey Xo Wuk Ek'-K'anal and return without having to die.

DANCING WITH SACRED OBJECTS

The formal dancing in modem Maya ritual often proclaims the sacred
obligations of the performers and is not much more than a dignified
shuffle. But the lack of scintillating steps only serves to imderscore that
it is the simple act of performance that designates one as the holder of
a powerful status ^that and the adomment of the dancer and the objects
grasped during the dance. Freidel recalls seeing a prosperous rancher on
Cozumel Island dance sedately aroimd an arbor in the little village of El
Cedral, holding a severed pig's head in a bowl, followed by an entourage
of Maya and mestizo natives. A comic sight, this was clearly a serious
moment in the festival, despite the exotic offering, which Freidel later
leamed marked the ritual obligations of the rancher to the community
in the coming year.
The display of objects denoting power and status was one of the

hallmarks of ancient Maya festivals as well. But there is a further, and
more important, reason why the ancients and their distinguished de-
scendants hold powerful objects when they dance. As we saw in the
previous chapter, these objects are actually considered to be imbued with
soul forcé. Evon Vogt,^' steeped in decades of experience with the Tzotzil
Maya of Zmacantan and other communities of highland Chiapas, ob-
served that "in this profoundly spiritual world, the staff of office carried
by officials has a strong inner soul which is placed in it by the Ancestral
Gods, and like a newborn infant, a newly acquired staff must be baptized
to lock the soul in and guard against soul-loss.... Furthermore, the living
Zinacantecos are constantly in touch with, and receive messages from, the
Ancestors via dreams in which the inner souls are in communication.
Henee, it is the inner soul of the batons of command that gives them their
potent sacred power."

Vogt goes on to observe that the really powerfhl staffs of the Maya
officials are handed down as heirlooms from one holder to the next
throughout the annual festival cycles. Imbued with their own souls, these
objects accumulate experience far beyond that of any individual human
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bearer and are regarded in some cases as infalUble guides. Ritual actioM
like prayer and offerings enhance the potency of these objects. As m the
symbolic and literal supematural displays of the masked pagearrts, the
formal staff dances are performances of souls acting in concert^ Formal
dances are not just declarations of sacred and social status. They are
opportunities to ampüfy the power of both the dancéis and their objects,
some ancient and some being brought to Ufe for the first time. Dancmg
with objects played the same role for the ancient Maya. M^y of the
scenes depicted on the lintels of Yaxchilan show Bird-Ja^».
and family. dancing with the flapstaff called hasaw^l^an ^2). Ae
tree-sceptl; called .ukpi,- the serpent-footed K'awil. bundles caUed
íkatz}^ and other sacred objects (Fig. 6.13).ai performed with
And it is clear from the art tnax uics, -v j u «

1 r lilrp the ones we described above. The
staffs imbued with soul-force, hke the ones

a. Stela 16

b. Stela 11

Dance of the napstair called ka.aw-ka'an al Yaxchilan

Figure 6:12
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a. Lintel 5: Bird-Jaguar dances with a
xukpi "bird" scepter while his wife
dances with a bundle

b. Lintel 53: Shield-Jaguar dances with a
K'awil scepter while his wife dances
with a bundle

Figure 6.13 Dances with Various Sacred Objeets

Manikm Scepter of K'awil along with the Double-headed Serpent Bar are
two of the most venerable and popular soul containers wielded by Maya
lords. Sacred bundles contained many kinds of objeets—various sorts of
scepters, eccentric flints, bloodletters, and offerings of shell, red pigment,
and jade—all of the things that embodied ch'uleL Modem Maya of
Chiapas venerate this soul-force, bundUng their most important staves
when they are kept at the homes of officials.'"

THE 5NAKE DANCE

The staves bundles. and scepters of Maya royalty were animated in
ritual dance, but sometimes kings danced with real animaU. The lintel
that gave Nikolai Grube the clue to the ak'ot reading depicts Bird-Jaguar
of Yaxchilan dancing with a snake. This extraordinary panel was looted
from an unknown site we have designated Site R.» It was probably
located somewhere within the larger kingdom of Yaxchilan. The sahal"
who mled the town depicted himself participating in important rituals
with his king. In this scene (Fig. 6:14), both men are wearing elabórate
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Bird-Jaguar and a sahal
dancing with a snake at
Yaxchilan

Figure 6:14 Lintel from Site R

• ufc o„„,/ta'anstaffsstuckinthem,personifiedwings,matheaddresses with W behind them

and reed decorations, and lo g
as they dance with living gird-Jaguar, He of Twenty Captives,
Mak, he danced with a sn ^
three-k'atun lord [puiu Ahnm\ " Bird-Jaguar leans toward his
BaUm, Ah K'd Bak, Ox- holding a boa constrictor^ in
sahal, lifting his left leg » in his right hand and extends
both hands. The sahal o s a nuter fingers raised in an elegant
his left hand toward his lord.
„jsture. celebrated this Snake Dance. On the piers
The lords of Palenque ^ presumably Pakal, dances with

of House D of that city (Fig- ' ' ^ the other. A second person,
an ax in one hand a "-e® grasps the lower body of the
perhaps a woman of th s ^ b^tween them. Here, however, the
king's snake, as it rears up i^^^^er, the deities
dancers wear the Creation and the birth of all the gods. We
whose actions enabled tne p^^haps his
presume these figures P
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Pakal performs the Snake Dance with a
woman. He is dressed as First Father and
sne as First Mnífio»

Figure 6;15 Palenque House D Pier

Creator gods. Surrounded bycftulel, holiness they dance on a platform marked by a sun-cartouche
and po.nt toward the role of dance in the story of Creation.

THE DANCE OF CREATION

^de.^d it fully we tnnst retum to the story of the
Popol Vuh that we mtroduced in Chapter 2 Wa K u ,
.ow ... H„ Tw,.. n
of Death, and how, after defeating the Lords' eveiy trick thev all d
üremselves to be ̂ lled in the ovens where maúe J^el ̂  tde ̂
bones were ground up and thrown in a river. This is the part of the story
where dance and performance in pageant play a critica! role
Frve days after the Twins immolated themselves, they reappeared in

rÍr^Tk 'b rf dressedrags hke vagabonds. Even though the Xibalbans took them to be
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country bmnpkins, they were soon enchanted by the Twins skill as
dancers and magicians. The Hero Twins danced the Dance of the Poor-
will, the Weasel, and the Armadillo. They performed miracles also, like
burning down a house and then making it whole agam. Most important,
they demonstrated their ability to sacrifice each other and bring each
other back to Ufe. T-t i_

Soon their fame came to the attention of the Lords of Death, who
promptly invited them to a command performance. Feigning great hu-
mility, the Twins told the Lords that they had no home and never knew
who their parents were. The Lords told them to perforrn. so they sang and
danced before a whole crowd of Xibalbans. As they dan<^d. the Lx>r<ft
tried out their powers by telling them to sacrifice a dog. To everyones
amazement, the dead dog rose up and walked away waggmg hrs tari m

^XTeir next trick, the Lords ordered them to bmn down a house full
of Lords. Miraculously, no one in the house was bumed as the W
disintegrated around them. The Twins were even ab^e to reconstrtute the
house í if it had never been bumed at all. Amazed, the U>r6s orderedremoved the victim's heart, held it up
them to sacrifice a person. They removea

1  1 j «r» tVi#»n brouffht the man back to lite. J_.iKe tnehigh so the Lords could see, then oroug

dog, the man walked something difficult, the Lords next
Thmkmgthat ey .-h other In the middle of their dance,

Xbalanke asked his " ® heart.
off Hunahpu-s head. whrch ^

^hÍet^olI "Get upi," and his brother came back to Ufe and joined
him in the dance. mí^aic the Lords were overeóme with

Dazzled by ^oTnunahpu 'and Xbalanke. One-Death and
a yearning for ttie . . , . j ^egan to cry, "Do it to usl SacrificeSeven-Death,the twoprmcrpalL.^^
usl Sacrifice both o us ^ kiUed all the other Xibalban Lords
dispatched g^it this time they did not bring them back
who were getting ^^eir Lords die, they ran away in terror

Ufe. When the Xi a fearfully surrendered to the
hide in the depths of a cany

Hero Twins. víH^lbans' power over human beings forever, the
After limiting the uncle's bodies from the floor of the

Twins dug up their father
275
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Ballcourt and brought them back to Ufe. In this part of the story father
and únele are both called Fathers of the Hero Twins, perhaps in the sense
that they were the prototypical ancestors of all humanity. Seven-
Hunahpu, their únele, never fully reeovered, for he eould not ñame all his
body parts. Leaving their aneestor there in the Balleourt, the Twins
eonsoled him with the words, "You will be prayed to here. You will be
the first resort, and you will be the first to have your day kept by those
who will be born in the Ught, begotten in the Ught. Your ñame will not
be lost." The Twins then rose into the sky where the sun belongs to one
and the moon to the other.

DANCE AND THE REBIRTH OF THE DEAD
This story of Creation, Death, and Rebirth appears over and over on

Y ̂ monuments ffom the Classie period." Hun-Nal-
One ^ 1, Classie-period imagery, was the equivalent of
XwiÍTnÍra ' Seven-Hunahpu, the fathers of the
at^H^w the instigator of the last Cre-at om He was so often portrayed with his arms outstretched and his feet
r^sed m dance that he has become known as the Holmul Dancer after

renrert ""T excavated." Wearing a special backrack
a dwarf (Fig. 6.16), In fact. as Nikolai Grube and Werner Nahm pLted
out to US he can appear alone, in pairs, or in tripleta. Moreover, he carries
one of three ammals in his backrack-a jaguar, a snake or lirard or a
monkey. They suggested that these animals representad the three thrones
that were set up in the first act of Creation. We think they are right The
scenes showmg one, two, or three images of the Holmul Dancer are
showing different moments in the Creation epic.

dJth^ ,T''!rÍ »'te forces ofdeath were ongmally defeated, and the method by which the souls of
uman bemgs can survive their own journeys to Xibalba after death. The

a^sic Maya beheved the soul traveled down the Milky Way into the
White-Bone-Snake,» the same path taken by the Maize God in his
unsuccessful confrontation with the forces of the Underworld. Depicted
on his magnificent sarcophagus deep inside the Temple of Inscriptions at
alenque, Pakal» falls dressed in the same net skirt that Hun-Nal-Ye

wears in his guise as the Holmul Dancer (Fig. 6:11). The king, defeated
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Hun-Nal, the Maize God,
dancing with the snake-
throne backrack

Figure 6:16

iiist as the Msdze God was by his sons theby death, can be resu^ec
Hero Twins. The c i retrieved their own
through the ^ ^he souls of all human beings faced
parent. The ancient M y have
the same tnals, altho g ....^terparts were, by education and
been as well equippe as ^
access to the holy power o ^^trayed on Stela H at Copan, a stela
We now believe this exact ac i stmggle to

that has long ° aphers have given it many different
identify this carved prfest, a god, the only woman
ñames. We have called it a ^ ^oman's dress. Now we know
portrayed at Copan, and ev stela portrays 18-Rabbit in
from the inscription and day or, more likely, on the
the guise of First Father ig gtands, gorgeous in his net skirt, his
night of December 5, a.d. i g^^j^-ack with its image of Itzam-Yeh andshark-shellbelt, and his órnate Dancer, he has

the Píate of Sacrifice. Like i P Serpent Bar with
danced into the court holding the
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a. Stela H

b. Stela A,
taxi detall

bolon

iplah
bakil

bones
susah

were cut

Figure 6:17 Copan, Dance of the First Father

K awib emergmg from its gaping mouths. But perhaps the most extraor-
dinaiy detall occurs on the sides of the stela where the snake cords that
^e the umbilicus of the sky twist upward. Tiny Malte Gods wlelding the
Pei^onified Lancet of the bloodletting rite cavort among the tJsted
strands. The sak-nik-nal soul sign sits on the tips of the umbiUcal snake's
nose.

The text on the hack of this heautiful stela records that its dedication
oocurred on 9.14.19.5.0. On Stela A, the hig-stone just across the court
another text tells us that on that same day, 18-Rabbit conjured up a
Visión Serpent as he commemorated one of his ancestors named Butt'-
Chan. We are still trying to understand the verh, which reads bolon-iplah,
"nine-strengths" or "nine-deaths,"» but the action is clearly connected
with bones. In fact, our friend Nikolai Grube has read one of the phrase
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as susah bak, "bones were cut." He suggested that this event was the
exhumation of bones from Butz'-Chan's tomb to take relies." Altema-
tively, the actors could have been using reüquaiy bones that had already
been taken from the dead king when he had been buried a hundred years
03xll0]r«

That the king would be dressed in the guise of First Father makes
sense now in a way it never has before. for First Father's bones were
exhumed by his own sons so that he could be rebom. We think 18-
Rabbifs dance and the pageant in which he performed replayed that tale
of First Father," and the timing seems to support our contentaon. At
sunset on December 5. the canoe configuration of the Milky Way arch^
over the Great Plaza in its east to west trajectory. At this time of year, the
canoe would be just ready to sink. taking First Father to his turde sheU
and the hearth of Creation. At midnigh, that "ery h-rtli-as duecüy
overhead, and the hour before sunrise saw the Milky Way ri
horizon forming the Ek'-Way, the Black-Transformer. The «late -

■K ,1' <;t.la 1 feU sixty days later, on February 3. ]ust two days shortscribed on Stela A- feU ^ ^ xhis tells us that
of the day when the Wakah- exhuming of First Father'sStela H signáis the Í of Íe rÍsing o'f the sky on the
bones. Stela A celebraba «nd that the

^te'ttvotd" R:hhU dancing in the role of the resurrected

This one is drawn m e eg , . of the Ancestral Heroes, Yax-
(Fig. 6:18) and depicts the secón father's head and jewelry.
Balam, as he lifts up a uge P ^fter the defeat of
We assume this is a depiction ° remains of their father
the Lords of Death, where e is the

hark toeether again. ine ua j rprior to putting him ^he gesture still used
reborn Maize God held a ove afterbirth to its burial. The
today by the K'iche of Chiniq ^ fish" holding a bundle.^ In an
second Twin, One-Ahaw, sits atop a^^^ Maize God dances in
adjacent scene on the same v mouth of the White-Bone-Snake.
front of a woman" who ¿evice that will go on his belt.
She hands him the shar s palenque shows the same scene reinter-

The panel from Temple 1 a mother, who awaits
preted for a king. Chan-Bah am. ^^e

K-'flwil manikm reau^ihim extending the K
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mim

m

l-l"! ini|ii[uiu.iuiuim| ̂  lu HUI ¡S^?

domer ^ "«sses the rebom Maize Godas she sits inside the White-Bone-Snake

Figure 6:18

L  i„r ®'2,174« years earlier. This puts
co^t ro„edt;K"CHoI Tr waslan> and the nZt W wÍo ^
(Fig. 6:19a). His dance'of rebl^f t T''
a watery place called "FivÍrwer " t"'
White-???-Place" (Mn A7 i.^ tx ^y^^g-down-Sea-Place,

fa. a,™, r:t?:r:,tr*
K an-Hok'-Chitam commissioned anr>tli<>r

D, pier c. of the Palace at Palenque (Fig e STn ""
ch'uH the sacred essence of the universe a Palen
himself, dances across the watery surfac^ of th fTt
.k« of Hun-N.l, i„. „ k„.,„ « T™;™;" i,"*

The resurrected king dances toward a kneeling attendant Tn tV.
of hrs left the king holds the same sun-marked sacrificiÍwiTat
held his falhng body on the sarcophagus Ud. Now instead of holding his
1 eless body, it contams a sproutmg and emergent World Tree growing
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Wñ

m

b. House D, pier c: a lord,liX* A *V» fc«w»w *^7 r »

a. Temple 14: Chan-Bahi™ his perhaps Pakal himself, dances
molher, who plays the role of First Moüier

«  uSo Mciirrf^rtlOn«
momer, wiiu piajo

d
in the guise of Hun-Nal-Ye111 —-

ressing her child afler his resurrec (drawing by M. G. Robertson)

ñooBE 6:19 First Kather's Dressing uance

hlkkodletter. Here is the ultímate symbol of re-
ffom the stmgray-spme

birth ffom sacrifica. In h « ^ Ye that he has received fi:om an
shark-shell belt omament o gahlam, the son who went to the
attendant, who perhaps representa Chan Ban
Otherworld to retrieve his fathe resurrection occurs on an

offenng píate (Fig. 6.20). . engraved on the side of this
the cracking turtle carapa^- i emerges." In 1992,
carapace ñames the crac o named in a Dos Pilas text as K'an-Tok-
Nikolai Grube realizad the crac^ i^^ resurrection
Kimi, "Ptecious-Tor^-De«P. ^ The
scenes shows the reborn Xree-Precicus on the Tablet of the
monster at the base of the ^gj-gion of this crack. Reborn maize
Foliated Cross is the person Through this crack the sons
emerged from it to sprout engendered them in the first place,
gave rebirth to the father w great central mystery

This engendering of the fat ^£ ̂ g Classic-period myth we
of Maya religión. This is the cu ^

j • rVianter 2. The sequence orecounted in Gnapter
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a. The Hero Twins help their father h Hnn Woi
emerge from the cracked turtle shell and a K'an-crosr^^

Figure 6:20

Chan-Bahlum and the Na-Te'-K'an standing on
the Yax-Hal-Witznal R'an-Hub-Matawil

Fiouhe 6:21 Palenque, Tablet of the Foliated Croas
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bit different from the later Popel Vuh. In the Classic versión, the re-
dressed Maize God was carried to the place of Creation m a canee.
There, he emerged from his cracked turtle shell to set the three stones of
the he'arth and help his companions in Creation draw the images of the
constellation on the sky.

Chan-Bahlam narrates the final result of these acts of Creation and
the dance of Hun-Nal-Ye in the Temple of the Foüated Cross (Fig. 6:21).
The imagery in this temple, along with its complementa in the Tablet
of the Cross and the Tablet of the Sun," depicts his last visión^ commu-
nion with his father Pakal and his transformauon from the stato of
heir-apparent into king. This tablet is set inside a small con,unng house
(W or pib-nail^), Uke the one we described in the ecstauc dance of
dedication in Chapter 4, inside the larger temp
The tablet inside this pib-nail depicts Chan-Bahlam we^g the xok-

j  1 vt nf the Maize God. The mythological sectionfish-shell and the netted skirt of the Maize tr p , ® ry. . 51
of the text celebrates the birth
the god K'awil, ^d^^This amazing birth and the subsequent
by his mother, the ̂ oon Je sacred locations, which
conjuring happened m the ^
are shown under the feet ^bundled image of Sak-
First, the new kmg, Chan • Na-Te'-K'an, the "First Ripe or
Hunal,'^ the Jester God, toward Ae N^T ^W W, b.U« "• Sr. L on».
Way emerging from the p ace , an instrument that, like

His father holds the personi ¿g^th. He stands upon a comstalk
the stingray spine, nurtures ^ ^he white-flower-soul. The
being pulled into a shell by a go p gf Matawil." First
shell is called K'an-Hub-Matawi^^ palenque Triad, were lords of
Mother and her sons, the three go s o gg¿s that generated
Matawil. It was the native place o
existence, time, and space. yax-Hal-Witznal, the "First-True-

Chan-Bahlam himself stands holding the substance
Mountain." In keeping with its ro e summit sprouts maize.
from which humanity s Jeaves and the king himself. Chan-
This maize takes the form o his father, but as king he has also
Bahlam is the child who has resuix ^
become the father. All ®' Jb, the Primordial Sea into which theas "water." This is the Ch'a-K \ ̂ s^nie watery sea portrayed on
canoecarryingFirstFathersank.lt
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Tablet 14 and the pier from House D. This sea is the place of Creation,
where First Father raised the sky and where First Mother modeled the
flesh o£ humanity from maize dough and water.
The Popol Vuh tells iis that after the trivunph of the Hero Twins at the

end of the previous Creation, the gods made one last attempt to make
belngs who would honor, obey, nourish, and sustain them. In the three
preceding creations they had tried to fashion nurturing beings from
anímala, mud, and wood, but none of these materials had worked. Follow-
ing these failures, they sent Fox, Coyote, Parrot, and Crow to "Broken
Place, Bitter-Water Place" to find white maize, yellow maize, and the
water firom which Xmukane, the mother of One-Hunahpu and Seven-
Htmahpu, will mold the flesh and blood of humanity. This time the gods
are succ^iul, and com, or maize, is the stuff of human beings in the
world today.

Pan paxikpan cayala is the K'iche word for the place where the
substance of human flesh was found. The expression means "at the split,
at Je bmer water," and the Yax-Hal-Witznal, as it is depicted on the
ablet of the F Jated Cross, has a cleft in its forehead and sits on the

TZ7T Sea. The First-True-Mountain is that very
We r T" Thus, the

reeenerati ''«th Ae creation of humanity and the
faLTZl Íu 'O"- Secóme the
ofhuirianbem°" ^ whence carne the flesh

•'-o- - ancestor
the mother of '^'^''^-Matawil," the Otherworldly place whereme momer of the gods and her children reside.
In the story in the Popol Vuh thf» Híai-rt t" • i z

Y«r. 1 » i_ 1 ' -H-cro Twins planted maize seeds inXmukane's house before thev .
confront death and tn 5 descent into Xibalba toconlront death and to resutrect their father and únele. That maize tree
grew m her house lust as the Na-Tp' , maize tree
Tablet of the FoliLd Cross. Th^xti" ̂ai: 7.
known as "little skulls,"" left by their father and these kT.e'l^™^^'
a plant that symbolized their own well-being. When the;ia r^Te fim
jt, the plant withered and dried. Their grandmother, Xmukane
harvested the dned ejs and replantad them, just as she gave birth to thé
ongmal twms and hfe to humanity. And when the Twins were rebom
from the river, the maize tree in her house sprouted once again The
imagety in the Temple of the Foliated Cross includes all of these mira-
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des: the death of the father, his rebirth as the tree and in the flesh of his
son, and the maize flesh of humanity brought from the First-True-
Mountain.

Borrowing from Dermis TedlockV explanation of "dawning" and
"sowing" in the Popol Vuh, Robert Carlsen and Martín Prechtel have
compared the modem Tzutuhil concepts of birth and rebirth, of replace-
ment and transformation (haloh and k'exoh in K'iche'). of the relationshrp
of parent to offspring, and interrelations of the living and the dead to a
Mebius strip. These concepts begin on one side of the strip and get to the
other without changing sides. Carlson and Prechtel describe thrs unrfj^g
concept asM pronounced "bal." Jal means "transfo^atronal Jange as

.  1 an individuái s life óyeles. Tradi-these transformations evolve thro g , , • * •+u ♦u*
J .U ^ lífíz arises from death. Consistent with thistionally, Maya beheved that hfe anses irom .. . . •

belief, beginning with death, is the
tion to life through rebirth, through youth and oíd age, and fm y
again into death. substitution, as in Don Pablo's

As we saw m ap er , ^
substitution of the hquor f p, k'ex is generational

or replacement change. it i F grandparents,U l..d. „ .h. id» A..« "¿Tai». «1 b».... A.. p.«.
so that a grandchild is n^e addressed as parent, and
in personality and soul. Ihe ^ uk'joV or 'my son.' Likewise a
"males will address their .^^^ich translates as 'child.' " The
woman will often cali her at e metaphorical relationship of
Maya are aven more expUcit children, eventuaUy
children and ancestors to traes. form new sprouts, these are the
drop to the ground spUttmg open ^f^g^ cali their grandchil-
grandchildren. Significantly, gran ^^ grandparents become older,
dren tzej jutae^ which means sp people
they sjrmbolically assume th p fs¡im Kam, or Big Tree Big
will sometimes be addresse -gcpectful title that can [be] given anVine,'this beingperhaps the mostresp
Atiteko." and tensión between transformanon

This ever-changing ""««f ^ ^irth to the parent—between regen-
and replacement—the chiW gi successor, lie «Je J«t
eration and sacrifice, between J Maize God and theof the imagery of the Foliará ^ J but require sustenance andHero Twins. The gods engendere
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nourishment from them. The father engenders his son, but relies on his
son's courage and skill in dancing across the abyss to dig him out from
under the ballcourt floor and bring him the gift of renewed life.
When Chan-Bahlam danced on the tablet in Temple 14 (Fig. 6:19), his

mother rose to meet him dressed in the net-skirted costume of First
Mother and First Father His grandmother, Sak-K'uk', wore this cos
tume as she handed the crown of kingship to Pakal the Great on the Oval
Palace Tablet. Male or female, dead or living, the costume of the dancing
Hun-Nal, the resurrected Maize God, and his wife, the Moon Goddess,
were the symbols that united the nobility of the Maya in sacred mystery)
and Unked their regeneration to that of corn, the food of all human beings
and the basic substance of life. When their ancestors were clothed in this
costume the ancient Maya, like their modem descendants, regarded

r T""" of gender, Totil-Me'iletik,aJer-Mothers, as the Zmacantecos say it. To the Tzutuhil, the stump

Father/Mother, the source and endpoint of all Ufe."

uuít tÍtVt' P-geant, the visionary ecstatic
Sol ín which the awesome power of venerable

tionslf l t -Pi- niyth cycle, interpreta-
daily elerieS fT ""S ^^^ored in the
har^stTfS I r P^^^ing and
honor and celebmtioLl ÜeStÍS
royal statecraft; one that over the opportunities of
amplification and eton;ttlSlTa™'TÍ
and perceptions of all Maya villaeers e H j hearts

w. „ Y' ■"
and tailored to the ongoing experience of th j transformed
.gtmetoitsbasicprLiSgl^^^^

THEC0NQUE5T AND AFTER
The myths ^iding Maya festival endured, as did the context of the

t^lebration of the official status of high lords. So did the manner in which
^e Maya jomed their festivals to the óyeles of time. All major Maya
festivals of the Classic penod were firmly linked to the cycles of days, and
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regenerated the community by mirroring the cyclic events of actual and
mythologiccLL history. The Xihalba Okot was one such dance. It was
performed by the Maya of Yukatan on Kawak, one of four days in the
260-day calendar that can bear the binrden of the 365-day year. These are
the Year-Bearer" days on which the first day of the year, 1 Pop, can fall.
Landa described these ceremonies with great detail, and it is from his
accoimts that we get the following information.

The Yukatekan New Year's ceremony actually bagan five days before
the year ended. At that time an appropriate" lord was chosen to preside
over the coming yeeir's festivals. At the correct time, the people made an
image of the god of the Wayeb days (the final five days of the year).
During the years when Kawak was the first day of the new year, this god
was caUed Ek'-u-Wayeyab ("Black-his-Wayeb"). The Maya camed this
god to a pile of stones at the appropriate entrance to the village ^west
for the Kawak years—^where they dug up the god who had been buned
there at the end of the last year's ceremonies. They also made a statue of
another god named Wak-Mítun-Akaw ("Six-Hell-Lord") and took it to
the house of the chief.

From there they returned to Ek'-u-Wayeyab and prepared a path to
bring the Six-Hell-Lord into the center of the village. Priests incensed the
god and then cut off the head of a chicken®® as an offering. They put the
Six-Hell-Lord on a staff calledjyaa:-eA'("first [or blue]-black"), which was
surmounted with a skull and the image of a dead man alongside the head
of a vulture. They carried this strange staff-banner" with great devotion
as they processed toward the center of the village, all the while dancing
the Xihalba Okot, the Dance of Xibalba.

Cupbearers brought drink for the lords and dancers as they bore
Ek'-u-Wayeyab to the house of their ahaw and placed it opposite Six-
Hell-Lord. The lords carried offerings to the two gods, mcensed them
witU smoke, and drew blood from all parte of their bodies to anoint yet
another statue called Ek'el-Akantun ("Black Upright-stone"), which may
have been a black-painted stela mounted in front of the lord's house.
After the five days of Wayeb had passed, they took Six-Hell-Lord to the
temple and placed Ek-u-Wayeyab in a pile of stones at the south entrance
of the village, where he would be ready for the following year's ceremo-
UlCS

According to Landa, the Kawak years were considered to be ve^
dangerous, with drought and death the sure outcome for many P^^Pl^^o
combat these predicted calamities, the Yukateks made the statues of four
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gods—Chi-Chak-Chob. Ek'-Balam-Chak (Black-Jaguar-Chak), Ah-Kan-
wol-Kab, and Ah-Buluk-Balam (He-of-Eleven-Jaguars). These gods were
put mto the temple. There they were incensed and given balls of rubber
that were bumed, and offerings of iguanas, bread, headbands, flowers,
and precious stones. When the offerings had been made, the men of the
village built a huge arch of wood and filled it with firewood. A singer
mounted the huge structure and sang and drummed as men carrying
un ̂ hted ocote torches, looking just like the figure of White-Three-Dog
m Cl^ic pageant (Fig. 6:8), danced solemnly through the arch and
aroimd the pyre until they were exhausted.

u  •'"t ̂ et^ed at
thfs 1, r attendance. They danced again,
m-lT eventually used to ignite the
Z  down, they spread the coals across
of fST an r f
otherrerr - d TT' -hile
dance IfZZ ul ^anda» says they thought this
Kawak years. Just as the Hero Twins threw themselves into the fire and

tL Y spiritual leaders of
across the fires oTxibalÍa" ^^^e manner, dancing
In 1543, the Popol Vuh story of the Hpm T •

performed as dan Hero Twins was still being

Dominican ffiar, reportad in thf' ̂  ^ English-bom
Guatemala between the years of lS°Md
what town he observad these dances but his de ' •

: '-t-He described" how each town had several ho„ ^hromclers.
each kind of dance. The men in charle w Id ®PP°'°^d »<> oversee
ceremony, drinking cA¿cAa« and chocolate while^y ""d ''h^T
The house where these preparations took place was ve.^ prrbabtlt°'^l
Nah. For two or three months before the great event, the danJmastel
fi-om this special group would train other men from the ee
t^e dance. Gaga complained that the silence of the night "ri: t
their smgmg, their halloamg, their beating upon [drums and using as
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trumpets] the shell of fishes, their wails and with their piping." The
dance, when the time finally arrived, lasted for eight days, during which
the men drank, sang, and dsmced from house to house.

Modern Maya festivals continué to commemorate the violent conffon-
tations of the community with its enemies. The Maya dance their history,
remembering Cortés and the tragedy of the Conquest in the Dance of the
Conquest," which traces the movements of Cortés, Alvarado, and other
Spanish intrusions into their world." In this dance the Spanish are repre-
sented as Gentlemen cloaked in red satin jackets and knee breeches
decorated with gold braid. Men also impersonate Spanish Ladies wearing
black and purple veils topped with large black hats®® banded with gold
and sporting peacock feathers.

Montezuma is also present, personified by characters called the White
Heads, who represent not only the conflict between Montezuma and
Cortés but also the Tlaloc war complex of Precolumbian times." Even the
ancient cultural hero called Quetzakoatl among the Aztec and Waxak-
lakun-Ubah-Kan" among the Classic Maya stiU appears in the dance. His
modem ñame is K'uk'ul-chon among the Tzotóil and K'uk'uUcan among
the Yukatek. From the earliest times in the Maya región, this feathere
serpent has been a symbol of the visión rite and sacrifice. At Chich'en Itza
feathered-serpent warriors were among the great battle leaders, so power-
ful that they became legend to their descendants. By Postclassic times
myth and history had merged into one, producing stories of a great wise

Quetzalcoatl, who was driven from the Toltec to Yukatan. Some
legends, manipulated by the Spanish who knew them to support their
subjugation of the Indians, said that Quetzalcoatl had disappeared in a
canoe to the east and that Cortés himself was the retuming god.

Later wars appear in contemporary dance as dancéis impersonate the
Lakandon" Indians, who fought with the Spanish against the highland
Maya. In the dance-drama of Zinacantan, the death of San Sebastián is

vrith the ancient scaffold sacrifice," where the victim was also
tied down and slain by arrows, a wonderful example of how aspects of the
oíd reUgion are incorporated into the new. The Tum Teleche, another
dance in the highlands of Guatemala, recorded as late as 1624, was a
representation of an Indian, whom, taken in war, the elders sacnficed an
offered to the demon, as is declared and said by the Indian himseH, tied
to a hitching post, and those who attack him to take his life m four figures
which they say were those of their nagiwfe: a tiger, a hon, an eag e, an
another animal which is not recalled.
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In the highlands of Guatemala, the Dance of the Howler and Spider
Monkey includes "six impersonators of Pedro de Alvarado dressed in
feathered trioom hats and 'excessively blond European face masks,' six
men in deer masks surmounted by deer antlers, and four 'monkeys' with
monkey masks and tails who were wearing 'Admiral Dewey naval uni-
forms and shako hats.' These dances in the highlands of Guatemala
and Chiapas freeze history and incorpórate everyone in the pageant—
Spanish conquistadors, Aztec emperors, Lakandon enemies, French
grenadiers, African slaves and mulattoes, even the expulsión of the Moors
ffom Spain.

Even the Xibalbans are stiU tbere. Garrett Cook sent us pictures of
gold- and silver-skinned masked dancers. He reported tbat "an eider
costumbrista wbo was tbe chuchkajau, rech tinimit for one of tbe outiying

tb r nTvt'. -P-entations of an evil people ofAe past t^ed Xibalba^ Tbese people be said bad no religión, went naked,
rlí h 7 7"" 7' " post-Conquest ele-
wXe d 7' ancientwarfme and confbct to create a contemporary pageant of bistory.

77 ;7nt 7" highlands of Liapas,
in bricbt red 7"'°" 7' 'he town, dressed
I7falre7 'P-i^h lords, carty flower-printed
7jurr77 'he prinicipal bLio of
SJ oTbe 7c t r'" chapes like tbe trilobed
Pedro tip their hZ u sacrifice. San Sebastián and San
ancient leaf-shapedT^rs^of th?^^ w
are the body and the silver lar, ki j ' ^ower-pattemed flagswbo for J <iays7ut7ort:etrof^r Í7
Around tbe red-bedecked Snani.h i destruction.

Flowers bave become run primeval S^CDTi^dÍk
centuiy Frencb grenadiers, tbe Monkeys are survivl of
Tbey represent chaos and will banisb tbe Sun Ch ' a. ^ Creation.
five davs tbese MonW. . T Sun-Cbnst ffom tbe world. Fornve aays tbese Monkeys, along witb numerous otber offici^i n

mus^ians, adrisers, poli^men, and otber
m all-cany tbetr clay drums ffom one location to another, wbereTTey
su m patrs beattng tbetr drum in a monotonous rhytbm. Carrying tbe
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flower banners and led by the game master with his unadorned staff, the
Monkeys circle tbe drums endlessly, in tbe exaggerated walk described by
Gage two bundred years ago. Tbe game master and a beller walk out into
tbe crowds to cboose a man by banging a bell-laden jaguar pelt down bis
back from bis forebead. He is banded one of tbe banners, and tben round
and round tbe new dancer goes, bent sligbtly forward from tbe weigbt of
bis banner. Tbe game master precedes bim and tbe beller follows, jm-
gling tbe jaguar pelt in time witb tbe drum. Monkeys carrying tbeir own
banners circle bebind tbe warrior wbo has been drafted to tbe service of
tbe Sun-Cbrist. Tbeir endless circling creates a surreal scene of intermi
nable movement and flasbing color. Wben tbe dancer has circled tbe

,  n • • uic Kart the entire time, an Embracerdrums tbree times, bellsringingon bis back tneenureu ,
j wv.:!,. .ho dancer dios tbe banner to the fourlifts bim from tbe ground. Wbile the uancer aip ^ , ,

directions, tbe Embracer carries bim several paces toward tbe Pasión md
puts bim down. Tben tbe beller runs into tbe crowd and picks anotber
mem to circle the drum. . , i r ,.+v. rio,r

Tbis ritual lasts for five days. During tbe nigbt, before ^o^ ydawnstbetireddancersrunuptbebillcalledCalvano,wberetbeMonkeys
awns, tnex i^aTiishtheSun-ChristtGthedarknesscfthe

wintbestruggleforcontrol^
Underworld. Tben someU ^
Pasión and bis people repai Sun-Cbrist out of
Juan, tbe sénior barrio, arrivmg last, "here ̂  " P
tbe Underworld by running ̂ e Pat ° ^ present—Cbamulas
By tben. bundreds, eommunities, mestizos from

who do not hold offices, aya

San Cristóbal and all over exi ^orld. Free Monkeys and other
Europe, and many other corners ^ excited, dense crowd
officials have cleared a pathway Monkeys hold them at
pressing always inward to a ̂  penises. The entourage
hay with whips made from le thatch from an oíd house.

.  AaA V,v men wno cajiyfrom each beirrio is prece y stretches in a thirty-foot-wide
They lay it along the long pat > churchyard, called an atrium,
swathe from the portal into the opposite side (Fig. 9:3).
across the open plaza to a station Monkeys have the excited crowd
When all the thatch is laid an ^he thatch and the

under a semblance
of contro , t e ^^e

officials of all tbree barrios spr ^ ^ symbol of Cbrist, across
"Patb of God," represents tbe roa o ^he
tbe sky. Running tbrough the t ic
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banners of the Sun-Christ back and forth across the flames and coals, east
to W6st and back again, a total of throe times/®
So the Jesús gods (there are two of them in the Maya Christmas créche,

older and younger brothers), soon to be resurrected on Easter Sunday,
voluntarily dance out across the flaming abyss. They follow the Hero
Twins of the Popol Vuh who, by submitting to sacrifice and resurrecting
their Father as Maize, brought life to all Maya. Across the still waters of
the ancient kings, or the hot coals of the modern Alféreces, the banner
bearers, the Maya dance the terrifying path from death to life as they
always have, with grace, courage, and devotion.
Chamula dances may differ in their details from the dances of ancient

Yaxchilan or Palenque, but this difference is on the surface only. Modem
Tzotzil and Qeqchi' dancers wear the pink face masks of the Spanish
puerors and the long-tailed coats of French grenadiers. but they dance

1° M Chamulas dance to
worid fr J back into the
líen^' h.s -°°frontation with the forces of destruction and war. The
their L r ^0 and. most of all. danced to awaken
1 teTfr danced and his own mother
Eer oí i-t as First

Wstcirt T T" " *^0 exhumed the bones of
floor of T "P í'- "o-s from the
wer ÍeÍn! ir"" " ancient Maya dancers
Ma^ LTto leat'"' 7" that the modern

tr:L::;:;rs::::;-r - -

space. penetrated the portal to the Otherworld í "
from the grasp of the Xibalbans. If blood was the' the dead
dance was its soul. mortar of Maya society,
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CHAPTER SEVEN

FLINT-SHIELDS AND BATTLE

BEASTS:

The Warrior Path of hingship

A PUZZLE IN (lESOAriERICAN HISTORY
(as told by David Freidel)

The School of American Research in Santa Fe is a lovely and peaceful
place for visiting scholars. Graceful southwestern-style adobe buddmgs.
u ■ u J ¡ ma«iificent panorama of the Sangre de Cristo moun-bnght gardens, a magnincent p i i t rva,r

«nirits and mental clarity. 1 attended mytains, all contribute to uplift p „n r i í • +
first dvanced seminar there in the fall of 1977. It was a week of intense
conversation with a small group of coUeagues-mostly elders and bet-
ters-about Maya settlement pat^rns and archaeology in general,ters—anout y ^^e seminar

As we sat in eaj aebates about the nature of the
building. we periódica yj ^ ^
Mesoamerican past an ¡^portance of understanding the native
arguments. We talke a culture, as important factors in
point of view and. more go^^j^^ian people behaved as they did.
our attempts to explain J ^^.^olar. eloquently argued that
William Sanders. a grea ^^^curces. population densittes. and
information about avalla factors determining the basic
subsistence technologies were ̂  ® P development. Sanders is
logistics, and henee the dsome with a full mane of white hair,
formidable in debate, rugge Y mesmerized me even as I disagreed.
flashing eyes, and a rich voice. e admitted during

After a week of making bis cas , ^ ̂j^^t he couldn't answeroneof our social hours that there was a puzzle t
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by means of material explanations alone. Why did the Azteca, who called
themselves the Mexica, lose the pivotal battle of Otumba in the war of
ü,. H. h,„ rt,, ü,.
in their capital against the invaders and with overwhelmingly superior
numbers on the field, had let the haggard and frightened Spaniards and
their Tlaxcalan allies slip through their fmgers and escape to safe haven
in rebel territory beyond the reach of the Imperial govemment in Te-
nochtitlan. Sanders told the stoiy well and the puzzle has stayed with me.
What aspect of the Aztec way of thinking about warfare might have
contnbuted to this fatal debacle? The Mexica defeat began, according to
all accounts, when Cortés charged on horsebacfc out of bis encircled
troops, struck down the commanding officer of the Mexica army, and
tnumphantly raised the captured Imperial battle standard

Over the yet^, Sanders and I have disagreed energeti^illy about the
natme of Precolumbian Maya warfare. I have argued for the importance
o m sacred and ntual dimensions and he has focused on the practical
motives of conquest and the acquisition of land and tribute.
The connecüon between Sanders's earUer comments about the battle

in th c Z to mespnng of 1990. It happened at the Maya workshop in Austin when
was watchmg Linda Schele present an analysis of an Early Cl^ccj^ xikal

monument caUed the Ballcourt Marker. The text on the V
the ̂ ng forth twice of a war god, the first time

lTard"r:o^n """Í; ^noble enemies. they werf probabi?tÍ ^Pt"te of
gods at the same time. Thri was oIm their
out of nowhere. I went to the nod' ^ °í^t"sight that comes
Another person whose ñame I r'
and was also up on the stage. Linda ^
the discovery to the audience after the^rlak"^! and amiounced
Maya and their Mexican allies presage those of the MtlT
We have started our discussion of war with the Battle of Otumba

because it remams a great mystery as weU as a vital tuming point in the
conquest of the Mesoamerican world by the Europeans in the earlv
sixteenth centuiy. The Spaniards were grossly outnumbered on the field
exhausted. surrounded, and cut off from retreat. How then did they
manage so decisivo a victoiy? As a practical matter, there was no way that
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th6y and their equally war-torn Tlaxcalan allies could have avoided total
defeat; yet they not only did so, but also completely routed their enemy.
The answer given to this riddle by the history books is that the Mexica

were barbarians with little battle discipline; that the killing of their
general destroyed the Mexica command structure and left the elite offi-
cers and their militia in disarray. For us, this is an unsatisfactory answer,
for the Mexica were the preeminent fighting forcé in México." They were
not barbarians but Imperial masters over an ancient civilized world. The
Mexica officers who clustered around the Spaniards like vultures around
a dying animal believed they would have a decisivo victory at Otumba,
as Cortés himself observad in bis letter to bis king.
Of course. Cortés was as bravo as he was brilhant. His attack agamst

the Mexica lord, against all odds and with death or capture as the likely
consequence, was just the kind of audacity that had brought him that far
on bis campaign.' He truly believed, on later reflection, that bis success
and its immediate effect on the battle were miraculous signs ffom God
and Saint Petar, bis patrón, and that bis cause was just. His men thought
that Saint James, whom they knew as Santiago, patrón saint of Spam,
rodo with them that day as he had on other equally dangerous occasions.
Both Spaniard and Mexica understood mirados. Later explanations of
this battle, ffom both sidos, clearly indicate a mystical interpretation of
the events that resulted in the defeat of one world by another.
We also beUeve that the supematural played a role m the battle of

Otumba and the ultímate defeat of the Mexica. For it was dearly the
premiso not only of the Spanish but also of the Mexica that their gods
were in the melee that fateful day. From this vantage, it was not only the
slaying of the Mexica leader that was critical, but also the capture of the
Imperial battle standard and its god. Battle standards were obviously as
important to the Spanish as they are to modem Americans, as wimessed
by the war memorial celebratíng the raising of the American flag on Iwo
lima or the raging debate over whether people should go to jail for
buming it. There is a crucial difference, however. We think of our flag
as a symbol of great potency, but it is not the source of supematural
miracles. For the people of ancient Mesoamerica, however, the battle
standard was exactly that. They saw their great standards of war not only
as the representation of the state, but as an embodiment of a potent
spiritual being whose presence and performance were cntical to their
SUCC0SS

We believe that this idea was originally a highland Mexican concept
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first celebrated at the city of Teotihuacan. The Aztec lords of Tenochtit-
lan may have acquired it locally from the legendary Toltecs vía their
reputed Culhua descendants in the valley of México. We can make a case
for temfying battle beasts conjured by the Aztec standards of war be-
cause, much earlier. literate Maya kings had embraced some of these
foreign deit.es and added them to their own inventory of supematural
beasts and beings. It is the Maya who, through their glyphic texts and
unageiy, reveal the secret of these hand-held portab of power.

THE FLINT AND THE SHIELD OF WAR
Our next story takes us ffom the bloodstained brown hilU of México's

conquered heartland back almost twelve hundred years to the Maya
low anck and the steamy hot city of Tikal. This húmense metrópolis

Pemt flitTnÍ"' ereen haze of the
we do jr^tmti::
tasseled lorHc K u • i_ century, these turbcined and

War Serpent whom the Maya came to cali Wa^laZn-übaH-

sprX' ct ^ tinge,
aLong o^ri ir?"®' ^--tiolds nestledand pfa.ro7Xrr.;~") thir
earlykines Great Tami d i greatest of Tikal's
A.D. 378 to attack anrcLu» tÍ Smoking-Frog decided in
adopted rituals and weaponry ff^rl-rVÍ'
anewMayamiHtaryinLI^:";Xjothe conquest of territory as weU as the takine If"" r

appears on many oí the war monuments of the time ®
For more than a centu^r hefore, during, and well after their audacious

move to imperial expansión, the Tikal rulers refurbished the center of

Wo^M^uT Íh ^tie LostWorld Group. They used the traditional Maya style of building in combi-
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Temple 1
Temple 5

South seven „™P'«.
Acrópolis Temples Ballcourt

Lost

World

Group

North Acrópolis

central area of Tikal drawn after Spier (1975)

Figure 7:1

ÍJÍS ■Zm . »1»A •' "'■•p"
compound callea ^e Pnorthem edgeof 1.a plaza, th^^
alleys. They the crossed bones of sacrificial

"d p"d thL' for battle, or perhaps a place used by a wtunor
society or cult. ^ kilometer away, vassal nobles of

Not far to the south, decorations to celébrate their
the Tikal king a so us^^^^ ^„„quest. In the midst of a large and well-
participation m the g g(,-XVI on the
appointed compoun ^ ^ 3) in the form of a small
survey maps, thes Uneage shrines found today among
open-sided stone ^ jy Qver the years, it became filled with
thehighlandKic e j ^.g^ojeled, at an auspicious time,
Í"smIi?Xb"rate"platform in the talud-tablero style. This type of
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«• """«-"""en. a.,ar is ,„ .he coun.ard
Figure 7:2

•. .\.. stjif/iVsrr

■•. ■;; •• fe»{ •■■:•'

Je original box shrine m
Group 6C-XVI

a «;arJa/orlineage shrineIrom Momostenangó with
brokenpotterysherds around it

I  1 T.(drawn aRer Tedlock 1982)

Figure 7:3

a. shrine at a compound at Teotihuan- h •
(the drawings are no', .o fte same a. Tikal

Figure 7:4
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shrine emulated the kind placed in the open courtyards of the vast
labyrinthine stmctures called by archaeologists apartment complexas
in the distant city of Teotihuacan itseU (Fig. 7:4a). On January 24, a.d.
414, very near the day on which the Wakah-Chan was raised by First
Father, the lineage patriarch of Group 6C-XVI, Ch amak. Fox, set a
stone replica of a battle standard' on top of this shrine to commemorate
the lineage's glorious deeds in the war against Waxaktun (Fig. 7:4b).

We have been studying the text carved on the shaft of this effigy battle
standard for several years and now understand something of what its
makers wanted to remember about that war and its aftennath. They teU
US, for example, that the War Serpent, Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan, carne
forth at the city of Waxaktun on the day of the battle (Fig. 7:5). They also
tell US that thirty-six years later the Serpent came out agam, this tune to
honor the dedication of the stone effigy itself. Most important, we thmk
this effigy is a copy of a standard originaUy camed by Ch'amak's prede-
cessor" into battle alongside bis war leader, Smoking-Frog.

In the dedication ritual, Ch'amak plantad the effigy standard on its
platform altar, then called forth the Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan to serve ^
the path along which the companion spirits of important wamors and

Waxaktun God, west
Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan

"Waraklahun-Ubah-Kan, .ex. celebraUng Uie accessiontext commemoraUng the ¿(egodwasuken" of the lineage headwho
vlctory over Waxaktun and ^ parücipaled in the war and
the evocaüon of the Waxak- erection of the war
lahun-Ubah-Kan there memorial by his descendant
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Figure 7:6 Baimers and Stañs from Teotihuacan

T«.ah„„ " " ta™.n. fo, bráginj fonb ,1»

^4,. jr-:rj~':r.ís.rTr
a Maya talud-tablero pyrainid Thl^t
staff appears o„ both M^ya and Te tT »°P °f the
one of the emblemc j "acan banners. More important,ene emblems engraved on thp Titai «fr ,
regularly on similar banners and shields at Tem lf
been identified as a symbol of Tlaloc'» (Fig 7 8) xir* T T "
thrower symbol on the reverse side of the Vif'i ®P®^-e of the Tikal standard mark the shields

fbe^®,"* ?■" T'kal showing
Teotih! ®n>'ssaiy group from
to a Lr/rM ' 'aP "a"'Mavl neí ®™ ''""'""6 wllh ay P®*'son sitting inside.

Figure 7:7

ui ^ ft-nm thp Tikal effigy banner and from Teotihuacan (theThe Tlaloc-war emblem from the iiKai emgjr u
four on the left)

Figure 7:8

of goggle-eyed warriors at Teotihuacan (Fig. 7:9). Unlike the Maya, whoprefe^ed a side view, the Teotihuacanos liked to deprct therr wm owl
Lnt view with his wings. legs, and tail spread behmd a sh.eld and
crossed throwing javeüns.-' But even with the different approaches to the
representational arts, AeVar Tlaloc and the

Moreover, these two s directly and repeatedly associatedowl-javelin-shield m^ ^wn ^ Teotihuacan."
with sacnfice an „„bination was a Teotihuacan metaphor for
The owl-javehn-s ® ^ We think these emblems

o-rinrs from Teotihuacan figurines owl-shield-
nfntr.he'^S:" :Sgtheow..shie,d.iaveUno„ iaveint
and Stela 51 (below)

Figure 7:9
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n

spearthrower

last glyph from
Ule EfTigy War
Banner (Ballcourt
Marker)

shieid with a
wanior's face

a. Stonny-Sky in his accession
ritual displaying his headdress
(drawing by John Montgomery) c. Curl-Snoul from

the side ofStela 31

Figure 7:10

ner combines the war godTlaloc with the metanh • iwar aud battíe as a memorial to th «®Phoncal representation of
The Maya, especially those

owl complex with amazing fervor. Within t ° spearthrower-
oughly Mayanized the political and reliáol T ^hor-
and tied them closely to Venus anH tU oncepts associated with it
Great-Jaguar-Paw's grandson St ^ hy the stars.(Fig. 7:10a) holding up the croCfe toVU^!^^''
accession to the office of the hi h Ir' • central act of his
representa our familiar friend ItzLi Yeh 'h i^eaddress
owl-shield-javelin war emblem (Fig. y^inki " wearing the
also made very sure that his father Curl.S '^"'"ehead. Stormy-Sky
Tlaloc warrior, appeared on the smne steirfp' ^ ultímate
standmgbehindhissononthisimportantoccasion Tk ^his people to understand that he received th wanted
from his father. who, in turn, had received Ihlm legitimately
the conqueror of Waxaktun. ® grandfather,

The Maya adopted the war emblem easilv h . u
y» but they very quickly
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adapted it to their own way of understanding such things. In the earUest
examples, they called the war owl kuh, "owl of ornen,"" and vnom tt two
ways: as a picture of an owl and with phonetic signs that spelled Ae ñame
in sounds. By doing so, they changed a Teotihuacan owl mto a Maya on.
They also changed the war emblem in another way^ Unl^e the
Teotihuacanos, the Maya did not like spearthrowem,
they were not very effective weapons in the ^
citiL They preferred a blowgun for hunting and a short-shafted stabb ng
spear for baL. They soon replaced the spearthrower tmagery wtth the
large left-shaped flint blade ;^^^PP^'^^bolTas converted into a

In this way, a «d ^
thoroughly Maya idiom.
called íoA, with as i , Their word for this shieid

;L^trT:g:Írr:. ^«-e the pnnapal em^em of wm

themselves because of ^
In its last dedicatoiy phr^ , pointed out to us, the
thrower-shield." As om mn

shieid in this glyph is s„out on the sides of Stela 31 (Fig. 7:10c).
flexible shields carne y ^ as

The shieid in both con Curl-Snout, like his father before
Teotihuacan understoo ultímate Warrior in the tradition
him and his son after nn, varanos
brought to the Maya by the Teo i

battle BANNERS AT BONANRAK'
s  .bed the feather-fringed battle standardspromi-

In Chapter 5, we des portrayed in Room 1 of Temple
nently displayed in ^^e standards at Tikal, the centers of
1 at Bonampak' (Figs. o: ^ of the supematurals that resided in
these feathered cirdes comai^ ̂ Bonampak' carry the standards in a
them. While dancers m ̂ om^ ̂  soldiers carrying them
formal procession, m the mur^ battle. In this extraordinary scene,
(Fig. 7:11) into the while standard-bearers hoist their
warriors rush to engage ^iewed and followed by unseen troopstaUsmanshighwheretheycanbevie
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4

Figure 7:11 Bonampak' Boom 2 Batüe Scene

Xn!" ^peters, ene bearerg  ees back. as if to exhort bis fellows to hurry to the frav» Not
surprismgly, these standard-bearers are dirprtlv K k - ^ u i

a.. h.,fa. " t'r°A °'

-y b. a», a,:, í'*^' "
Certainly. if the shield-parasol pan was detachable h 'Th ̂
such a box.» Bonampak' tells us that tV.
functioned in battle but also had an Jpo^«
after battle. ntuab before and

The battle scene from Room 2 at
Bonampak'. The batüe banners and
trumpets enter the scene from the upper
left The Bonampak' king confronta the
enemy leader at the center right, whose
canture appears immediately below. In
the upper left panel, the losers spirit away
a box, perhaps contalning Üieu* banners.

THE FLINT-SHIELDS OF THE ANCESTORS
Texts from YaxAUan »<> ̂ 8; O"

objects passed down throug Shield-Jaguar was the u tz'akab u tok'
45, for example, the text sa^ a Knot-eye-Jaguar,
u pakal, the "replacement o e . ^anearlier king of the citywhomayn

from Piedras Negras» (Fig- • ' ixing Chan-Bahlam received his
In the Temple of the Sim at PJenq^ 'flint-shieldfromhisdeadfather, . explains the origin and

7:13). The central image on e p ^ depicting the
nature of war in the Maya view Ahaw-K'in, who was the
face of the cruller-eyed, palenque Triad, the three gods who
second-bom of what is cal e ^ Crossed spears, their blades
were the patrón protectors o g^„e.Snakes, emerge from behind
emerging from the throats o ^ g^eat bone
the ancient shield. In severed heads of a jaguar and two
throne" mounted witb the ble Qtherworld. On either
flanking snakes held up Y
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Itzam-Balam
Shield-Jaguar

u chan iko

the captor of
AhNik

He of

Flowers

ch'ul ???Ahaw
Holy Yaxchilan

Lord

u tzakab

the successor
of

utok' upakal
the flint of, the shield

of
;  Knot-eye-Jaguar

Figure 7:12

White-Bone-Snake spearhead

the flint-

shield

Chan

BahlamSun-Jaguar
shield

Seven-Black
Yellow location

Nine

location

Bleedlng
Jaguar

bone throne

GodL Oíd God

Figure 7:13 Palenque Tablet of the

battle —.

helmet

3?^

shield

mother

Figure

captives

U  for two of the Otherworld locations weside of the shield floats the g 3T ^ 6;l7a). One is the Seven-Black-
discussed in Chapters 4 and 6 t;he "Nine-Place." These gljrphs,
Yellow Place and the other is n bone throne, tell us that the
.lo., «iü.
power of war comes from *■ Kijj„.iJok'-Chitam, gothisflint-shield

Chan-Bahlam's younger bro ^^e war helmet like the
from his mother, while his father, ^is
one Curl-Snout wears on the side o glaves
battle helmet from his ^ -ubordinate lords also mhented flmt-
(Fig. 7:14) that sahalob an o and wielded them in battle.
shields and war helmets from P
Chak-Zutz', a high-ranke vass • eamed the right to display a
loyal officer of Smoking-Frog battlefield. The
flint-shield talismán, and captures. He even sits on two
text certainly speaks of his flint-shield from his mother.
unfortunate captives as he rece
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THE WAR SNAKE AND THE FLINT-SHIELD

The War Snake, named Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan, appears with the
tok -pakal on Yaxchilan Lintel 25, an extraordinary lintel showing the
king^s principal wife, Lady K'abal-Xok» communing with the founder of
his Imeage, after Shield-Jaguar had conjured him up through bloodlet-
ting during his accession rite (Fig. 7:15). Holding a bowl full of paper
splattered with her blood, she kneels gazing up at Yat-Balam," the
founder, emerging from the Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan, the transformed

W|VK\«¡1K>

chati k'atun

ahaw

four k'atun

lord
u tzakwa u

k'awil

he conjured
the statue

utok'pakal
the ilínt-

shield of

Ah butz'

0-Chak
He of Smoke
0-Chak

u ch'u huí

tzak

his divine

lancet
conjuring

Itzam-Balam

Shield-Jaguar

u chati Ah Nik

o • M the captor of He
of Flowersthe founder holds his nint and his

shield as he emerges from the mouth
of the Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan ch ul ?P? ahaw

bakab

holy Yaxchilan
lord, bakab

u bah ???Nawal
He goes ???ing, the
soul companion

wi ch'ok te' na
root sprout tree
house

Iva K'abal-Xok
Lady K'abal-Xok

uyokel te
the dancing place of

ch ahotn

scatterer

tan nab ???
in the center of the

Yaxchilan Plaza

Figure 7:15 Yaxchilan Lintel 25
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Yax-K'uk'-Mo' wearing the eye rinp
and square shield of a Tlaloc wamor

Figure 7:16 Detail of Copan Altar Q

j rL. Tootihiiacan. Yat-Balam wears the
war monster originally importe om
balloon headdress, the Mexic^ ear warfare. He car-
other Teotihuac^ tipped with fünt blades and a round shield
ríes a short double-ended ^ represent the tok'-
fringed with chopped fea e . ghield-Jaguar tzak u k'awü u tok'-
pakal The main text "conjured its k'awil, the tok'-pakal
pakal Ah Butz' The tok'-pakal of

of He of Smoke, 0-Ch^, .^njured up in all his temfying
0-Chak represents the foun er ¿escendant. The 0-Chak of this
reality to witness the aco^«o^^ ^
passage is a snake-tongue '
portal to the ^^der with the Tlaloc war complex also
The association of a dyn Kinff Yax-Pak, and TempleAUor O commissioned by Amg idA IT ,

occurs at Copan. Altar C!, founder of that dynasty adornedleattheheartofthe Acmp^o 1^.^^ fi„d at other sites (Fig. 7:16). Appar-
in the same war dvnasties and presumably their supernatu-
enUy, the tok'-pakal of aya- founders. At Copan, loyal lords
ral potency in battle, powerful forces, just as they did at Tikal
aswellaskmgscouldwie Smoke-Imix-God K at

and Palenque. A great big-stone, Stela 6, inside
Copan eamed the privilege of erecting
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tzakwi
was conjured

Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan

West Chakte'

a Copan noble dressed in the garb of the Tlaloc

Ubtó-K¿ ® Waxakiahun.

the animes of his own residential compound.» On this stela (Fig. 7:17)
ima/-" 1, "conjurad the WaxaHahun-Ubah-Kan" The'nnage shows hun holding the same Double-headed Tat
graces Lmtel 25 at Yeutchilan. Instead of bringing forth tfe t ̂
wearmg the masfc of Tlaloc, however this noble
war god itself fi-om tb conjures up the Tlalocwar goa itsell from the gapmg mouths of the snake.

BATTLE BANNERS AND LITTERS
H^aw-Ka'an-K'awil of Tikal. also known as Ruler A and Ah-Kahaw,

^ed Tlaloc warfare to avenga the terrible defeats visitad upon bis king-
dom by h. enem.es ovar a span of more than a hundred years l
celébrate h.s «ctmy over the enemy who had capturad and sacrificad bis
o.^ father, he commissioned two lintels. Each lintel showed him with
a different battle beast: the Jaguar Protector who gave him victory over
bis father's killers and the great War Serpent who symholized the greatest
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victory in bis ancestral past—Jaguar-Paw's triumph over Waxaktun.
These images were carved on the underside of the Imtels inside bis
funerary temple." The lintels convey not only the power of the super-
naturals conjured by the visión rites but the fact that there were many
battle beasts presiding over war and royal sacnfice.

Lintel 2 of Temple 1 (Fig. 7:18a) shows Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil wearing
the balloon headdress of Tlaloc-Venus warfare adoptad at the time of the
Waxakmn conquest, and holding the bunched javelins and sh.eld, the
original metaphors for war imported ffom Teotihuacan. He sits m maj-
esty on the ütter that carried him into battle, while above h.m hulks

Asr»

.  . h I inte! 3: Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil sitting in
. Lintel 2: Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awl «jtmg • Nu-Balam-Chak archmg

litter with the Waxaklahun-Ubah Montgomery)
a

in a

Kan arching above him

Figure 7:18 Tikal Temple 1
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Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan," the great War Serpent. Standing in front of the
litter is a standard marked with the trapezoidal Year Signs of the Tlaloc
complex and sporting the Waxaldahun-Ubah-Kan at its summit. This
image is meant to evoke the Tlaloc standard tafeen to battle against
Waxaktun by bis glorious ancestor. The scene also depicts the feing in the
same battle costume wom by Curl-Snout on the sides of Stela 31, a
monument Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil bonorably buried inside Temple 33.
In the complementary lintel over the innermost door (Fig. 7:18b), the

feing depicted bimself in a different Utter, tbis one bearing the buge
Jaguar Protector named Nu-Balam-Cbaknal.« Here the battle standard is
decorated witb tbree bundled and tasseled sbields, and at its summit
perches the bleeding jaguar bead we saw on the bone tbrone in the Tablet
of the Sun at Palenque. The massive image of the jaguar looms protec-
tively over the femg, reacbing out with its great claws to tbreaten tbose
wno come against him.

The text of Lintel 3 confirms its association with warfare. The first
event recordad tells us tbat the flint-sbield of an enemy feing, Jaguar-Paw

N  rl' tT/"' i" theNu-Mam-Cha^a^ Utter, Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil conjurad a god, probably
didtb "° h ,1 . '°"®'^'''''P'®'^°"S'''®*^°"g"einself-sacrifice.»He
contaiTeTst 1 «^edicated the final pbase of Temple 33, wbicb
Tbisstel V ̂  ®"'*°"®"'®"°"^"^gt''eWaxafetunconquest.
SnsÍ llr human-made moun-
Í n^^ tT°. ' by the DosPilas conquerors wbo bad feilled bis fatber Deen in th». u -i,!-

lay the tomb of Stormy-Sfev the irrand , , ̂ buildmg
wbo bad oom • • JO ,' g'^^^son of the conqueror and the feingwbo bad commissioned Stela 31. Moreover th» iTai i,' , i ■
tured flTifl iríliori • j j- Kalakmul king he cap-toed and feilled in the dedication rites for tbis building was the bead of
the alliance tbat feilled bis fatber and an aven earlier 2 T 1
a pPTitiirv n earlier ancestor more than

tbe en7 n loudly acrossthe ensuing centuries.

Graffiti cbawings scratcbed on tbe walls of Tifeal palaces, depicting tbe
con,urmg of supematural beings from tbe Otberworld, pr;ve tbat tbese
scenes were more tban imaginary events sean only by tbe feinss Several
of these elabórate doodles (Fig. 7-19) show tViP i-
.  , , . , , . , ® ^ ™ great litters of the king

with his protector bemgs hovering over him u •
.  , rr., • , ^ is participating inritual. Tbese images are not tbe propaganda of rulers, created in an effort
to persuade tbe people of tbe reality of tbe supematural events tbey were
witnessing. They are the poorly drawn ima^ypc ,niages oí witnesses, perhaps the
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a scratched drawing of a
litter with the Waxak-
lahun-Ubah-Kan as the
animal spirit

a scatched drawing of a
litter with the Nu-
Balam-Chak as its
animal spirit being

a scratched drawing of a
litter with the Sun-Jaguar
as the animal spirit being.
Notice the bearer below.

Figure 7:19 Graffiti Drawings from Tikal

minor members of lordly famiUes, wbo scra^ed xhe -¡«"«I®" ̂
saw during moments of ritual into tbe walls of tbe places wbere tbey
lived their Uves. . , . i j „ T-attlp.

Anotber graffito at Holmul (Fig. 7:20) depicts a lord on a peat rattle
,  • ' A hv bearers We can't be sure that Maya kmgssnafee Utter bemg ̂ ed y

went to war seated on sucb btters, as tlie iviexi

rattlesnake litter being canied by two bearers

Figure 7:20 Holmul Graffiti
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certainly rodé them in the great processions that led inte the grand plazas
where they sacrificed their enemies. These great palanquins were real
objects that focused the supematural powers of the Otherworld for ritual
and hattle. We also know that these litters could he captured when their
owners were defeated.

K in-Balam, the Sun-Jaguar, of Tikal appears to have heen lost in
hattle against the veiy enemies who killed Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil's father,
Shield-Skull." That unfortunate Tikal king lost a war to Flint-Sky-God
K, the extraordinaiy lord of Dos Pilas who acknowledged in his inscrip-
tions that he was a vassal lord of the king of Kalak'mul." A reraarkahle
hieroglyphic stairway at Dos Pilas recounts how Shield-Skull's flint-
shield was "hrought down" hy Flint-Sky-God K on May 3, a.d. 679."

Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil's son and sucoessor appears to have taken ven-
geance for this particular humiliation hy doing the same thing to

was rekindled hy a daughterof FUnt-Sky-God K. The Tikal king depicted himself on Lintel 2 of
empe ig. ^21) seated on a litter and hearing the hattle standard and
boy of another Kin-Balam. Here. the protector heing is a giant full-
Pal I 7^ T: f' war stack at
el3t his arm
T^ JalÍ ^ P-haps Chak.
íal P^dTe "L Oíd Stin-
the Sun-Jag^'a^'°These trÍaddT G^^ ^eld hy
Dlace of c77' =°°veyed the Maize God to the
MoÍ »he first hearth.

pa^; ar7u:T T - ̂hat this
7r ^ Naranjo,in otner words, the son of Hasaw-Ka'an Vr, ,

LtrZ¿" p7"°" "■* »' O" Pll». In .1..
k  ̂hrew down histlint-shield and took possession of his battlA j •

u  ." TU f 1 htter and its great protectiveheast. The final outcome was undouhtedly his death, prohahly withgreat pyiic htimihation and tnrture. although the inscriptL do not talk
ahout it directly. The tnumphant king of Dos Pilas, however. did keep
captive his giant jaguar effigy and the spiritual heing who lived inside it
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FIOUIIE 7:21 Tikal Temple 4, Lintel 2

,..4 sities were held hostage long after theIn this way the gods of conque piint-Sky-God K's grand-
sacrifice of their human counterp repeatedly called himself
son, who was himself the conquer ^ K'in-Balam•M,. .t ü,. ™ Jt., .L. TW W n.
Ck'ul Tikal Ahaw). As far as w boasting that he guarded
Tikal king carried that ñame. a^dfather, just as the grandson
the battle beast of Tikal capture taken the Sun-Jaguar of theof the captured Tikal king hoasted he had taken the agu
king of Naranjo. Ra'an-K'awil's preoccupations with the

Perhaps one reason ^„„^ent was that they were replace-
great war litters in his fun ary
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ments for those lost by his father to Dos Pilas. The activation of new
battle beasts required the sacrifica of suitable victims taken in battle. He
avenged the terrible defeats his people had suffered by throwing down
the flint shield of Jaguar-Paw of Kalak'mul, the successor of the man who
had helped capture his father.
The most amazing part of his saga of renewal was the neime he took

for himself. Previously. we knew him as Ruler A or as Ah-Kakaw, based
on an maccurate reading of his ñame glyph. Recent decipherments by
David Stuart, Nikolai Grube, and others" have shown that his ñame was,
in fact, Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil. Hasawka'an is also the ñame of the flap-
s  s used by Shield-Jaguar and Bird-Jaguar in their dances at Yaxchilan.
This same style of flapstaff, decorated with cloth and other materials
ong its length, is mounted on the ffont of the war litters at Tikal.

Moreover. when the Yaxchilan kings danced with the husau,.ka'an staffs,
Aey wore w^ costes festooned with the shrunken heads of past
^p^es (Fig. 6: 1). When the king of Tikal took the ñame Hasaw-KaL-
LT th t r . > embodiment of the great war stan-
of the ol hisjupematural power and hamessed the war beasts
Íe mb.?i?!nT "--e because
aldÍptÍr^ «•-«"led these very objecs after they had been destroyedana captured in past defeats.'"'

Waxaklahun-Ubaih-Kéui rthf» Wn»*

z-'X™"- 'r"-;fallen, were deadly and fearful en • '
conjure them. They were esneciaU
the decisive battles were fought on thT^^""' battlefield where
.«y «..b.».. .,.,4 JtXXT X'"" **
on the enemy by means of their powerLl talZa ^
Military defeat on the savannas of Mav
a king's spiritual failure to hold the consequence of

against the rival supplicationsaLdt;~k"'was a very personal responsibility, XeÍ L 7 T"
and discipline of the individuáis wboseresDonsib l- breeding,gods on behalf of their people. This is why their wÍ ««"1^
mg war agamst nval kingdoms and dvnastie. k

,.yph.h.™„„B.,„4„Le.o,Z™X """•idnas. i hese very same monu-
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ments celébrate victory over individual kings, nobles, and their battle
beasts and tok'-pakalob.

In their own way, the Maya thus acknowledged the terrible truth of war
as statecraft: the authority of a small number of people over the many who
must suffer and die in combat. But unlike our leaders, Maya nilers
themselves went to war with the men they sent; and Maya kings and their
noble vassals put not only their bodies but aUo their souls in jeopardy eveiy
time they clashed. It is no exaggeration to say that they lived for those
moments of truth, those triáis of the strength of their spirits. Every major
political activity in their Uves—the dedication of every public text, image,
and building of royal and community importance required the capture
and sacrifice of rival peers. Only in this way could the proper rituab of
sanctification be fulfilled, the gods nourished, and the portáis of communi-
cation opened between the human and the divine. ^ ^
When thinking about war talismans and gods in the absttact it is easy

to lose sight of the real pain and anguish caused by this code of conduct^
Sometimes, however, the Maya ancestors seem to arrange moments o
sharp clarity to remind us of the human cost.

A CHRISTNAS ENCOUNTER
WITH THE WAR SNAKE

(as told by David Freidel)

The tour I was guiding had just
where I had been ̂ ^"^"J^ding war between my own nation
history.» With my mmd on M ^
and Iraq, I kept —§ tfie "Holy Lords of Bak."
combat and -P»"-^ „,ertones, translating as "bone." It
Even their ñame, Bak, has ^ ^^e
referred both to the ñame o Otherworld who was their
skeletal death god from the he . Palenque are studded with

1  • 49 m\rr 7'Q2^ The ruins ot ir'aienque msoul companion. (Fig. i^cluding one important monu-
reminders of the glories o p^ g,,,, king
ment called House C. On a p depicting high-born captivos
Pakal commissioned six trop y «obles from formidable distant
taken in successful battles. These
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a skeletal dealh god

Baklel fTay, Bonyness Spirit Compan
ion

Figure 7:22

kingdoms had been bom into the Otherworld throi.<,h r i
them brothers» and etemal mmn • ■ sacnfice. making
Palenque (Fig. 7:23). Pamons in the service of the people of

shiedThfr" 7"' K'an-Hok'-Chitam «
to the t^oZí P r' '^•-Hok'-Chham carne
the deÍL of hi Id'7 t of fifty-seven. following
Bahla^ ^°-^^oble Chan-Bahlam. Chan'
city, includW the % extraordinary monuments in they. mcludrng the magnrfrcent temple Acrópolis known as the Group of

House C and the Six-Stair-Place with its
on the right; House B is in the center; and Housp n «ix captives is
on the left. " ^ nine additional captives is

Figure 7:23
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the Cross. K'an-Hok'-Chitam worked vigorously to preserve the residual

power left in his brother's monumental Acrópolis. He closed it off with
Temple 14 and prepared a magnificent new facade, commemorating his
accession to the throne, for the northem face of the Palace, the seat of his

dynasty. When ever3rthing was completad, and all but the final words of
the exquisita glyphic hjrmn were placed above the unage of his throne at
the apex of this monument, K'an-Hok'-Chitam cama into conflict with
Tonina, a rival capital fifty kilometers south of Palenque. With the death
of captives taken there, he would be able to finish the text and seal his
accession.

Standing before this panel in the museum at Palenque, in the dying
Ught of Christmas Eva, I recounted to my companions the disaster that
found K'an-Hok'-Chitam. Instead of taking his enemy, he himself had
been taken. A steward of his family actually fmished the panel K'an-
Hok'-Chitam had mounted in the north sida of the Palace. In the end it
was the record of the birth and naming ceremony of this steward that
surrounded the graceful image of the king seated on a throne he woul
nevar sea again. I explained that we had known for some time that
Tonina had stunned Palenque with this defeat. It was not eveiy day that
a king was capturad; and when he was, the heart and soul were taken
from a city in ways we of the modem world, with our duly elected
officials, cminot even imagine. The artists Tonina
capture with a carved conquest slab displaying the bound and ben
K'an-Hok'-Chitam (Fig. 7:24). It does not take much imagination gues
what happened to him next. tViA

The next moming, bright and early. we pi e into '
Mexican nickname for the old-style Volksw^en
through the beautiful lush green corridor vaUeys
ffeauent rockfalls and the holes made in the narrow roadbed by landtrequent rocittalis an Ummced into view of Tonma, a moun-
slides. Four hours later our van «nrvpd and shaped

1  orar! nalaces The city is carved ana snapeutainside covered with temples an p faces south
into a single huge WHoSitT had seen it over a
into the wmter . bright red and white slash set against the
millenmum ago, it had been g
lush green of the surroun « ^ citadel, my voice
which it built. IJ^^'easrif tropical flu and days of nonstop talking
squeaky and hoarse from ca K'an-Hok'-Chitam
at Palenque. We meandered p
would have faced the humihation
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/I
R an-Hok'-Chitam bound
as a captive at Tonina

Figure 7:24 Tonina Panel

Aiíímx < o M ̂

The Tonina stucco wall drawn after a postcard published i
in México

Figure 7:25 The Stucco Wall from Tonina
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past the massive stone imciges of the kings of Tonina, standing on their
terraces, looking out over the fertile valley below. Suddenly I heard
Gillett Griffin yelling at me from a higher tenace, telling me to stop
talking and get up there quick.

I struggled up the steep tenace and found myself standing before a
freshly excavated and miraculously well-preserved fragment of a once-
huge frieze, uncovered only three weeks earlier by Mexican archaeolo
gists. I stood transfixed before an enormous dancing skeleton, the veiy
being who was the way of the kings of Palenque and the constant
participant in the sacrificial dance of Chak and the Baby Jaguar at other
Maya sites. Cavorting wildly, this huge death god swung the severed head
of an enemy by its hair (Fig. 7:25). Next to this image were three
identifying glyphs. Although no epigrapher, I stiU recognized that is
title belonged not to a god. but to a human king manifestmg hnnself as

' My voice returned momentarily and I yelled out what I thought was
the reading of the glyphs.» Ás my gaze shifted to t^ejevered head^^
only humii face on this part of the facade, my skm
recognition. This was not a conventional head, ® ®
of a lord, complete with the high sloping forehead

tinxr rieht down to a fine wispy mustacnegraceful aquihne nose—a kmg. g
etched with tiny striations mto the P omntv space.
modeled across the high cheekbones, jjave been at the
The slack jaw and had seen this man before. Could
moment followmg , ^^e moment after he had met his
this be K'an-Hok'-Chitam of Palenque, tn

the head of the dead king. Whenigothome,
It ended up that it wasn t th ^ glyphs. The

I  Llnd. „d«»!.«a...* p..,.
n.» t» tk. ''*

subregion of Pomona, a kmg o g'an-
Usumacinta River. This great p kingdom.
Hok'-Chitam but that of a J „ot the identity of
The real significance of • jancer was

the captive, but the contents o gehind him strides a short,
not the only mythological (qj- Precious) First Rat
chubby rat called K'an-Ba-Ch o- showed the Hero
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sure enough, in a second panel I saw the image of Hun-Ahaw, one of the
Hero Twins of the Classic period, his shoulders resting on a bone throne,
his Icgs in the air like an acrobat doing a bizarre dance. There were also
unages of the great bird, Itzam-Yeh, captives, and other figures on the
unexposed portion of the facade.

These bizarre creatures dance within a scaffold frame decorated with
feathers and shrunken heads. I had seen quite a few scenes showing this
kind of scaffold. Many Maya lords exited to the Otherworld tied to it, and
many others sat within it to experience the visión trances heightened by
these bloody sacrifices." At the center of this scaffold was a great battle
standard, and at the center of its feathered medallion I saw a skull, its
tassels marked with the sign of death. The spirit of this Tonina war
standard was none other than the Death God himself. I realized later that
here was the identity of the skeletal god who dances with the head of the
sacrificial victim.

The beings on this facade usually show up in painted scenes on Maya
vases that depict the activities of wayob and other denizens of the super-
natur By performmg here with the war banner and scaffold frame,
One-Ahaw locks the sacrificial rituals of war into the great Creation
mythology we detailed in Chapters 2 and 6. We think it likely that noble
Vict^ like K an-Hok'-Chitam and the lord from Pomona died in fronto this fa^de, perhaps on this type of scaffold. This scene links war and
the sacnfice of captivos to the same mythology and cosmology that
guided other Maya affairs of state. The same connection can be seen

u.omrii

furry
animal

skeletal

dancer

rampant

eagle
human ritualist
with brazier

scorpion skeletal
dancer anima

Chich'en Itza, Temple of the Warriors, fragmenU ofthe exterior mural on the north

Figure 7:26
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between the SkeletaJ Wayob, the images of war, and perhaps signs of
zodiacal constellations on the Temple of the Warriors at Chich en Itza
(Fig. 7:26). The same feathered scaffold, Skeletal Wayob, and other
supernatural creatures show up on two pots in our color section. The
stakes of war may have been control of resources, population, and power,
but the Maya did not think of it in that way. To them it was a holy
obligation, tied to the beings who created the world. Most of all, it was
a battle between the spirit companions of the people who fought it.
Victory not only secured wealth and power for the wmners, it demon-
strated to all that the gods were on their side.

A CHANOE IN THE RULES OF WAR
AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

The ability of the Maya kings to cali upon
spiritual beings did not begin with the appearance of spe^™w«-
owl and baule standards during the war heneen
The coUaboration of people JL; it has prevailed
thousand years before the time o violence
into the twentieth century, as we sh^ ̂orfy^-N
of conquest from the ruined ninth-century
downfaU of Maya cmhzation. coUapsing kingdom of
battlefields, redoubts, and palis ^hows that it was the

tadmj rf lúBM!. d.» >"1^ 1»
town against town and lineag g
back into a simpler society. ^ fourth-century
The magical nature of warfare ^ Waxaktun,

inception of Venus-Tlaloc war an „bjectives did. Before the
but its specific manifestations an p vsrholesale slaughter that
fourth century, we beUeve, war are w . codes—the intent not
w later became. It was fought y ngi ggpfrves for sacrifice. Long
to destroy neighboring «n the scene, the Maya War
before the Teotihuacan alhes o savannas of the lowlands."
Jaguars had prowled for victims on i„tent of war
It was the changing of the m es o downfall of
associated with the new imagery
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Maya kingship. We believe these new rules oponed the way to a "War-
ring States" phase of lowland society that lasted unabated for five cen-
turies." At the outset, however, the Maya kings who watched the new
kind of war in Peten and who embraced the flint-shield, the War Tlaloc,
and Waxakiahun-Ubah-Kan as their own might have regarded this
change m tactics as rational. They could not have realized that they were
speeding their own eventuíd decline.
We suspect that the hamessmg of Teotihuacan railitary statecraft to

that of the Maya unleashed a slow-moving, ever-widening óyele of con-
flict and destruction. From what we can discern in the painted halls and
stone ffiezes of Teotihuacan, their versión of the Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan
served the govemment« rather than particular individual lords or fami-
lies. In the case of the Maya, this great symbol became identified with
mighty and ambitious individuáis. The Tikal king Great-Jaguar-Paw,
who first used this monster and its flint-shield talismán, took the spear-
thrower-shield tok'-pakal emblem as his personal title.
The grafting of the symbol of an imperialistic state onto the war

prácticos of individual Maya kings evidently escalated the feuds between
t eir mcient dynasties into a war encompassing all the great kingdoms,
a world war^t least in their terms. The ninth-century collapse of the
southern lowlmd Classic kingdoms was preceded by a delicate balance of
power that had lasted for hundreds of years. During that time the many
fangdoms and djmasties had woven themselves into a treacherous web of

lages an lances. These grand alliances bought brief respites of
support, security and peace at a very heavy price—the perpetual ohliga-

old ad° WM. They lived by the tragicoíd adage we have seen played out in our own world time and again: the

to Z^no Zrr7 - -en moreto point: the fhend of my enemy is my enemy. It was not the success
war but the failure of peace that drove the Maya elite to chaos.

THE BATTLE BEASTS AT CHICH'EN ITZA

As warfare and rivalry became endemic in the eighth and ninth
centunes, kingdom after kingdom shut down. Central authority collapsed,
and in many places, lineages fought each other for the bonos of power.
Kingdoms fragmented and the people quit building the temple-moun-
tains that had focused the power of the sacred world on their land. Many
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walked away and meiny more died in the chaos. There were some cities
and regions, however, that survived this tune of upheaval.®' Chich en Itza
wEis one of them. The lords of this city ruled not as subjects of a divine
dynasty of kings but in council. The gods of Chich'en Itza, like those of
Teotihuacan, served the state and not any single individual. One such god
was K'uk'ulkan, the Feathered Serpent. Although the native Maya
chroniclers of the sixteenth century identified this being as a man, a
Toltec, and a king, K'uk'ulkan was never mentioned as a man in the
contemporary ninth-century texts of Chich'en Itza, ñor is any such indi
vidual singlad out by the artists of the Great North Platform buildings
that crown the city in its later history. The images of serpents, scrolled,
feathered, and plain, are indeed found there, painted in muráis and
carved in stone reliefs, but they entwine noble individuáis in the manner
of the ancient Visión Serpents of the Classic Maya. Like the War Serpents
of the southern Maya and Teotihuacan, the Feathered Serpents of
Chich'en Itza are also battle beasts. The Feathered Serpent images of
K'uk'ulkan are transformations of the earUer Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan
War Snake.®®

Chich'en's serpent battle beast is also accompanied by a great feather-
fringed standard. The nickname for this standard, displayed on many of
the city's relief sculptures, is Captain Sun Disk. At the canter of this disk
is an anonymous lord seated upon a jaguar throne, carrying both a
spearthrower and bunched throwing spear^two of the three elements
fi-om the original Teotihuacan metaphor for war. This disk is decorated
with a fringa of triangular spikes symbolizing the sun and resembling the
fringa of feathers surrounding the tok'-pakal battle standard of the south
ern kingdoms. In a battle scene from the Upper Temple of the Ja^ars
(Fig 7 27), this disk is depicted hterally on the business end of an
Lonnous battle standard, accompanied by many other types of standards.
Although this Sun Disk could also represent an ancestor cartouche or a
Zior of prophecy, here we sea it as the tok'-pakal battle standard of

Sun Disk standard presides over the many baule sceneslilis uapi 1 r .Uo TaDiiars The most spectacular of

these scenes shows a battle tgS .erpent battle beasts
noble warriors engaged in mysttcal combat,

r" Z pormZrthe Otherworld (Fig. 7:28). Above them all,

«y h... V "
Captain Sun
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sun-portal war banner

h
other war banners hasaw-ka'an banners

reathered war banner

lOURE 7:27 Upper Temple of the Jaguape, Mural
from the Northwest Wall

Maya and tÍ dimensions of war conjured by

Itra iÍorí™ T. counterparts, Chich'enthe northem lowlíTÍ¡y wÍey Jcept the tok-pakal and the Waxaklahun-

wamors standing In thelr portáis

Figure 7:28 Chich'en Itza Upper Temóle ef fl.« i
Wall PP Mural from the North

Ubah-Kan as symbols of expansión, but disengaged their meaning ffom
the kingship. Apparently, military power defined in the person and
conduct of the divine ruler could not peacefully coexist with the principie
of military power vested in gods who embodied the state.

WAR AGAINST THE SPANISH

The powers of the natural and the supematural worlds continued tó be
conjoined in Maya warfare long after the demise of the Classic penod."
In the war between the Maya and the Europeans in the sixteenth century,
gods manifested on several batUefields. Although the Spanish aocounts of
these battles are often mundane. the histories written by the Maya r«ord
not only Maya gods but Christian saints and angels. At the battle of
Cintla,- which took place in the Lagunas de los Términos re^on of die
Gulf Coast, Maya warriors lured Cortés and the Spanis into e i c
of their fields and fired at them from the safety of ^
walls. Defeat seemed imminent until Santiago, the patrón ^
appeared on his great stalUon to lead the mired
cLahy to high and fnm ground where they could -Jeel °n Maya ̂ d
defeaTthem The legend has it that the same jpeared at
Battle of Otumba and saved Guate-
In their Dances of the Conque^, A K .^^M^

mala still memonahae the great ® Spanish forces." The Spanish
b, d.« o, D~d.b„ d.
account describes the batt P lyi^áco to suppress a rebellion1523, Cortés orderedAlvara oJo^^^^^^ Al^arado took with him 120
and begin the conquest 100 loyal Mexica. This
horsemen, 300 foot soldie , ^ K'iche'. The
company of 720 men ,„day called Quetzaltenango
battle took place near tne t
by Ladinos and Xelah by Ae a„other battle among many. In a

According to Alvarado, t is w , warriors approached
letter to Cortés, he said that several
his troops while they were t ng
the Indians cióse ^^^pped against a mountain. To
army, pursuing them un to flee on their horses and then
draw them out, Alvarado s ^ warriors. He mentioned that
turned, rallied, and defeate
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one of the K iche chiefs was killed, but he did not even record his ñame.
The K iche account" is told as if a totally different series of events had

unfolded. Their story begins with the entry of Tekum Uman into the
town of Xelahuh with 8,400 warriors, including 39 flagbearers and drum-
mers. The warriors prepared themselves for battle with a bloodletting
ritual." Tekum Uman was called the Lord of Banners and Staffs. His
banner, accordmg to the chronicles, was decorated with gold on the tip
and many emeralds (or, more likely, jade). This is clearly the battle
standard of the Classic period. rich with the same flashing decoration as
its Aztec counterpart. Each Maya lord brought with him 10,000 warriors
^ed with bows and arrows, slings, and lances, as well as other arms.
There were so many warriors they could not be counted.
When his host was assembled, Tekum Uman transformad himself

before them. He put on "wings with which he flew and his two arms and
legs were covered with feathers and he wore a crown and on his chest he
wore a veiy large emerald [jade?] which looked like a mirror, and he wore
another on hri forehead. This captain flew like an eagle, he was a great
nobleman and a great sorcerer." Tekum Uman had transformad into his

who 7 h ^ ® Spaniards
Mary ^ «"iroA—Santiago and, as we shall sea, the Virgin

canmt ^ ^epach, an Indian
zrdthíx:
of the Ind' k u j ^ Indians went and the capttiin
ÍusttHlÍZ " : became -X.
because a very fair r^den dX^^iTÍ
r:;rr" ""-rrget up írom the ground, and then raTn« r i ,

birds had surrounded the maiden.rd XXd
maiden and those footless birds def d .1 i. to kill the
TV, .. 1 defended her and blindad them."The attackers were paralyzed and blindad by the m,zv of tb T b_
the Virgin Maiy and the Holy Spirit or nerh ^ Spanis
them like footless birds.

The Indians fell back and yet another chief, one who had become
hghtmng, went against Alvarado. "And as soon »c V. • j uJ. s , . J , ^ as he amved, he saw anexceedingly white dove above all the Spaniards, which was defending
them, md which returned to repeat it again and it blindad him and he
fell to the earth and could not get up." Three times the lightning warrior
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went against the Spaniards, and then he too retreated to tell the king that
only by killing Alvarado could they win.

Alvarado and his Tlaxcalans charged and routed the Indians before

him. After taking thousands captive, and killing and torturing many of
them in their search for gold and treasure, the Spanish prepared to go
deeper into Maya territory. The next day, February 22, 1524, and 1
Q'anel®' in the Maya calendar, Tekum Uman himself came against the
Spanish in his eagle way. "And then Captain Tekum flew up, he came
hke an eagle full of real feathers, which were not artificial; he wore wings
which also sprang from his body and he wore three crowns, one was of
gold, another of pearls and another of diamonds and emeralds. Tekum
Uman went forward with the intention of kilUng Alvarado and thus
defeating the battle beasts and the way of the Spanish. He struck at the
great man-beast with all his power, hitting Alvarado's horse and taking
its head off in a single blow. According to the K'iche, his lance was not
made of metal, but of shiny stone which had a magic spell on it. When
Tekum reahzed he had killed only the battle beast and not the man, he
flew upward and came at Alvarado. The Spaniard was ready and impaled
the charging king on his lance.
The K'iche', seeing that their king had died on the lance of Alvara o,

fled, only to be pursued and slaughtered by the Spanish. So many of the
Indians died, their blood made a river. Called Olintepec by the Spanis
this river was named Q'iqH "blood," by the Indians. The battle of
Xelahuh pitted Tekum Uman and his companions who fought m Aeir

as eagles and Ughtning against the Spanish supernaturaW float-
ing maiden (the Virgin Mary), footless birds (angek), and the Dove of
Peace (the Holy Spirit). There is good reason to believe that the Spanish
carried their own litters and battle banners into the fray." In the summer
of 1992 Federico Fahsen called our attention to a very oíd statue of the
Virgin famous in Guatemala. On the day of Santiago, July 25, a proces-
sion brings the statue from the cathedral in Guatemala City to the ruined
cathedral in Antigua, the capital destroyed by earthquake in the eigh-
teenth century. Tradition has it that this is the Virgin Alvarado carried
into battle with him. j u
The battle of Xelahuh was fought between worlds and the gods who

ruled them. As Victoria Bricker (1981:40) said, "The Indians lost the
battle because their magical arsenal was no match against the spiritual
arsenal of the Spaniards." In the eyes of the Maya who survived the battle
and suffered the rule of the victorious Spanish, the eagles and lightning
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beasts of their ancestors were grounded, blinded, and immobilized by the
battle beasts of the aliens who had invaded their world.
As horrible as it was, however, the conquest of Christian divinities over

the oíd Maya gods was only temporary. Just as the Waxaklahun-Ubah-
Kan of Teotihuacan became a Maya god in the fourth century and joined
the Other battle beasts of those ancient kings, so the Christian supernatu-
r^, the combatants of the terrible battle of Xelahuh, have joined with
Maya go^ in the modem Otherworld. Tukum Uman became the princi-
P  un o one of the Earth Gods that protect the K'iche' people today.
e hves, they say, m the cave under the ancient, now-destroyed capital

° T Ton'^ V. v®"' ^ Maya god.In 1906 the K'.che- of Momostenango proved their valor and Lat of
hetr war god m combat against Salvadoran troops. Led by a famous

in fheT T T Momostenango. two Indian regiments placed
ma^nfr T f ^ 'he-, PrJt-sha-

from the IVT ■ ' n ^is mighty horse to save Cortés
swoTd m ITs r r K'iche' wielding his
patrol saim of S -u " ^tnabout. we see thevanquish the batríeasJTfÍl wÍ W-' ̂''f" "«Knowingly, to
spirit defending their K'iche' victims transformed into a battle

transíate for him into Spanish. A fier J 7 ^
those who fail him in thei • u ^vrathful bemg who punishes
object vested with irresisti C'ht ^
Maya ñame means Venus Momingstar» the P^tsonality. His
war for the Maya centurias before thL c that manifestad
presidinginhischurch. Whiletheflint Christian saintburied in their sacred templÍ Í the f t "
::t ^-;Ch: r:rom wi
corteJair¿m3ertaÍ1^7^^^^ discouraged their human
logistics tactics and «trato j material preparations. Training,logistics, tactics, and strategy served the Maya well Ti, s
at war, peasant militia as well as noble offLrs Lid ht
fiercely among themselves, we don't believe the ' fu

they were ever conquered by
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non-Maya peoples before the arrival of the Europeans with their horses,
guns, and devastating diseases." It is no accident that it took the Spanish
the better part of forty years to establish a firm foothold on the peninsula.
Ever since, in periodic, armed rebeffions, the Maya have resisted the
domination of the Spanish conquerois and their Ladmo descendants. One
of the most extraordinary examples of this resistance is found m
Chamula's Festival of Games.

THE BATTLE BANNERS OF CHAnULA
(as told by Linda Schele)

^  the K'in Tahimol that I witnessed withThe most dramatic part of the A m r ̂  «f the henners In
1  * >r u /\f 1QQ2 was the running oí the banners. inDuncan Earle in early March of 19W wm u ^

V  un „of,heWarriorsandthevanousfeasts,whenüientuaibetween the Dance of pj^^er, and
moves from one place in Oh • j ̂y other honored office-
the Monkeys of all three ^
holders—run to the town square. barrio-affiUation into three
men subdivided by both ^ Sebastián in the center, and San
distinct groups—San Juan irs ' they circle the square,
Pedro last (Fig. 7:29). Runnmg Sun-Christ and to dip the
stopping at each oross station to ̂  center and center
spearheads on their banners incensé and the cacophony of blaring
to back. Then amid rising clouds o
trumpets, they run to the next s the entrance to the atrium,
they run, until on the third pass, J (pjg 9;3).
the walled-in square in front ot tnTensionbuildsuparoundthemii S the civil

ment, they reverse direction, run ^^e bmldmg
officials await them on the beadsof their banners, and then
housing the civil government, to ^^g^jt^ise direcnon. When ey
tum back again in the proper Uy the banne« on
reach the southeast córner of the ̂  „fficials adept in these
the top of the wall surroundmg th carrying their smokmg
matters run madly for the gate • too ignorant to get ou o
brariers with them, knooldng as^« fged the SunXhmt by

«•ivc at the oanu group otthe way. When they a« the duatere^
waving the smoking br gun-Christ as
banners. Smoke is the fo^d
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running the Sun-Christ banners at San Juan Chamóla

■■

Figure 7:29

wh« h Ir iTTu docunaeruLd knewwhat « representad, although I oouldn't understand the words It is a

wreprrrd°cr '^«bemons. and battles that
mernorationofwar3rrertXof?frr^°"''"^'*~^of foreign rntervention. The allal/rtrr^^^
Festival ofGamesitselffascinated me I knew tÍe K "
the Sun-Christ, but they were aiso the modem d 'y^bolized
war banners. descendants of the ancient
I knew the expl^ation given for the parts of the banners by Gossen

and others. The shaft ts the skeleton. the flowery flag is the body. the red
and green nbbons are the radiance. and the silver tips are the head of the
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Sun-Christ." Each barrio has many flags, but only four, representing the
four positions of the Sun-Christ at the rising, zenith, setting, and nadir
positions of the sun's circuit. have silver tips. When the runners
these twelve banners and their lesser compaiuons around the square. they
are symbolizing, as Gossen puts it, the totality of the sum
When I first saw the flying banners I was surprised to fmd that there

were two kinds of tip rather than one. Eight of them oamed a 3-gle spear
tip, which Vioky Bricker has suggested represents the spear Aa ̂ r^
thJ Sun-Chrisfs side. When I saw these spear nps for
made a different connection. While the shape o e si ver
like a Román spearhead, it is also exactly the same leaf shape that blades
of the Cl^sic-period J^^^J'^^^rTÍead of one (Fig. 7:30). I asked
The other type ha what they meant. He didn't know,

Duncan why there ^hat only the banners of
but he asked the nearest C trilobed tips. Neither the man he
s„ .h. ..1» b»...

asked ñor anyone else we q u^ers of San Juan. When I later
prongs^nly that they he didn't know either.
asked Gaiy Gossen what tn r

Trilobed head
ofthe San

Juan barrio

lance head of the
San Sebastián and
San Pedro barrios

head ofthe Sun-Christ

rays ofthe Sun-Christ

body and bones ofthe Sun-Christ

11^:30 The Lance
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When I saw that strange shape it immediately resonated with forms
I knew from ancient art. I had seen the three-pronged shape carried by
dancers and sacnficers in war and sacrifice scenes carved during the
Classic penod (Fig. 6:9). I was struck by how much the trilobed tips
ooked like those ancient sacrificial instruments. But I also remembered
Ae war scene from Bonampak' (Fig. 7:11). The waving flag with its
flowers fluttermg below the spearhead and its cluster of ribbons reminded
me of the spear-tipped standards carried by the soldiers in the mural as
they charge toward the enemy. I realized that the Chamula banners were
the dxrect descendants of the ancient war standards, just as the Santiago
of the Momostekans was the child of the ancient Tlaloc-Venus war.

WAR AND THE COPiriON PEOPLE

beíÍv %ht wars. If we can
conuIL 'T ^ descriptions of Classic practicas, they tell us that
eoals h ° ^d that warfare also had practical
resou^rs "^"e land and strategic tribute
clearlv dimensión of Maya war, however, was founded
dei r" r -'«^Ptions. Mrst, war was a sacred activity
ri«C T P^ticipants." Second, the needs of Maya
2^X17 7 rituals that
victim. But the d required the death of a sacrificial
of Ufe bom out Td ° J war captivas was also a celebration

MayapeasanJntdo^ÍXrdt"'^^^""^'they usually managed to enlÍf ^
veiy lesson while working at the site^f Y^al^Tse'"

Ai:.:dt?:eeH::::aVLLtxT  j* i_ L 1 ' tne ruincd. hous6 of thp imnfr-castGLadino who had owned the land around tV. •
and Icind reform THí» ^ ^ r before the Revolutionand land reform. The courtyard of the modest twn ct. . o
ture still contains several tall imperial nahn,

1  ps^lms and some decoratívp carvedstone elements on its archwavs tawdrv rAm • r
,  . remains of rustic elegance. Whileclearmg away some vegetation and debris from the hacienda so that Rani
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could take pictures," Don Emetario answered our questions about the
family who had lived there in the oíd days. I sensed a certam ̂
satisfaction about him as he sat in the midst of these ruins, thinking about
how rich outsiders, Uke the ones who had Uved here, had been ta e at
the hands of Chan Santa Cruz Maya insurgents dunng the Ca^ W^. He
told US how the rebel Maya would send messengers into h. "Uage ̂.efom
an attack. The people would escape into the woods, the rebeU d
the village, and then the farmers would retum and rebutid. M long ̂
they coutd grow their crops, they could survive, he satd wtth a proud
smita. When war destroyed the abiUty of the farmers to grow food, then
they had to leave the area altogether.

•  «onnlp staved near their homes during the
While Don Emetario s people staye

.1, nturv wars thousands of other Maya farmers, caught mmneteenth-century ^ perpetrated as much by fearful upper-
episodes of insurgents, fled into the forests of Quintana

Roo or so descendants of such farm-
the f "'ll^uage, Chinux, they still have a smaU
ers at Cerros m ® ̂  ^ taUsmans that they brought with
green sacred cross chinux, only the oíd people
them from the pgp, rhe you^^
speak Maya anymore On a day s y 6
village were Utek. They couldn't
:Íprnd,LryUledshylyanddeclaredthattheir^^^^^^
still speak this rebel Maya, the foUowers of the
The story is n ^ Roo. Their de-

CHan Sanca still think about war today. Linda
scendants speak Yukatek p
Sóbele found this out when she went to visw

M t^world the Cruzob anticípate in the year 2000 or soon thereaften
Nikolai says they have interrogated him repeatedly about the wars andNikolai say y graphically displayed m news pro-
violence around the Y most of them cannot
grams. They have televisions in the town, although most
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understand the Spanish commentary, and they watch and wait for the
^eat war in which aU societies wiU fight one another. It will be so bad,
they believe, that all the machines wiU be destroyed and all the armies
^11 be reduced to fighting with machetes and sticks. That is a battle they
teow they wtll win. And they will win, they believe. because they alone
have kept the fatth and listened to the talking crosses. After this itory,
they say, a Maya king will rule the land once again
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CHAPTER EIOHT

OAniNG WITH THE QODS:
Dcstiny and History in Maya

Thought

ACHILD'S BALLGAriE
(as told by Linda Schele)

The small ̂ ^^^e«el
cracked and «mble w s o^^^
SO many years ago ha modern market, the little
Guatemala. When Antigua a «rayers became a labora-
chapel where the ^^t supports archaeological, ethnologi-
tory for CIRMA,' an Precolumbian and colonial history of
cal, and linguistic ̂ esearch o ^ workshop
Guatemala. That day lu » ¿ians ffom the highland communities.
I was giving to forty Maya ^ Mayan languagesBetweenthem,theyspokeat tê ^^^^^^^^ hieroglyphic writing
as their native tongues. T ^ friends. In a magnificent
was one of three that I • J year. these meetings took place
irony I did not learn until the o ^ oíat, one of
in the ruins of the vety — Aztecs. wrote his personal
Cortés's foot soldiers in the conq« ^ „fNeu, Sp^n.
account of the colUsion of two wor^ « ^ ^^^s
We were working on the decip inscription the Maya

»*7
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overhead projector. Cast onto a diy white board that served as our
projection screen, the image served as a guide to the Maya, who followed
me glyph by glyph, pasting their cutouts onto larga sheets of postar papar
laid out in tha sama grid pattam—a column for datas and distanca
n^bars, columns for varbs and verbal complamants. and a final ona for
tha actors. I wrota Spanish and Classic Mayan translations of aach glyph
on the diy whita board and thay dabatad the bast translations of thase
^ras^ons mto thdr own languagas and wrota tham on thair papa...

a thara wara whola groups of K'icha-, Kaqchikal. and Q'aqchi work-

Chortl 0> h K languagas, including
prasam Th ' Jakaltak wara
Lloin!' ^ languagas.nelping each other as best they could.
I want through the fiist half of the tablat nnt • • u u

translations whare wa knaw th» k , . ^
to dacinher th» 1 k ■ ™ W abo explaining how wa had coma

bZ «• - .1» fu.» .í Kw.
through Akul-Ah-N K' bbfhhttroneB this beautiful tablet. I wte
ouu ul hi. tltl» Ah ÍÍZin%Tr)' fÍu'' Í?''' "

i., u, X. str"," "«"I-".bte „..h„ tatteZrjh'""' í*""' "T
man. a lingubt with wida knowledga and '
guagas. had told us mora about this titla ib"'"''
exprassion. -lawal, was formad in a rh»l '

graniinatical process in which

Ah Pitzlaiv
He, the ballplayer Ah Pitzlawal

He. U.e ballplayer Pitzah

he played hall

Figure 8:1

Gaming with the Gods

a varb is derivad from a noun and than radarived as a noun. It wo^d be
as if wa took tha EngUsh noun "ball." derivad a varb lika "baUplay" from
it, and then rederived the noun "ballplayer.

I lookad around tha room to sea if my Maya Ustanars undarstood this
complicatad argumant. aspacially sinca it had bean dalivarad m my
parsLal brand of Spanbh. laamad informally in tha fiald.« To my nght
I spottad a handsoma young Q'anhob'al ñamad Ruperto Monta,o. who
has takan tha Maya ñama Saq Ch'an. Ha sat with a baatific gnn on h.
faca, his hand palmup. moving as if ha wara bouncing an mia^ajy ball.
I stoppad talking in mid-santanca as it dawnad on ma what ha was

'""^'^rLow thb word?" I asked in axcitamant. "Do yon have it m
"daepanad as ha axplainad that pitz rafarrad to a childran's

game played with a grass ball. ., . , i •+omont
-Jugad» llamamos 'pitriawom.' " ha said w,th aqual axcitamant.
"¿Qué ma dices?" I askad swiftly. not sura I had undarstood the Spanbh
" "«iLom b tha word for 'ballplayer.'" ha said in Spanish that I

A  <r A nVarlv A feeling of elation expanded in my chest.
"ÍamTt was. A Ld wa had only baan abla to confirm in Yukatak w^
stilfusad by Q'anhob'al spaakar^d thay had tha sama danvational
tL wa had in tha glyphic versión at Palenque. Tha -om

rl •' f the Q'anhob'al word was somethmg we were also famihar with,
" Zhs l^ecH'akom, "incensar." W "fisherman." and eayom,
"Ig-" Om - instrumental nouns. hka fisherman
or ballplayer. from j heard laughtar and exhilara-
„hU. I h.j e». ¿ Q'uqAi. I..B ero

üonbubblroguP ein esdwmte in their e/es, and
same gnn on their faces, th
wara making tha st^e bal ^ ^^air word for "ballplay-
this exprassion in their 1m^ g ^ languagas.
iug " Up to that ^as of ballplaying Wastamars
perhaps baskatball. Or parhaps thosa who
were used to, like soccer imagined that there was
askad tha Maya about f ̂ ̂arinT n tÍa Maya world of today. pUz is
mora than ona kind of ballplaying. In tha May
a word that describas both tha oíd ° at hand.
childran play with balls mada from mataríais that thay
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THE RULES

The game called pitz that Saq Ch'en described is a sxirvivor of a gcuning
tradition already ancient when his Maya ancestors were establishing their
civilization twenty-one hundred years earÜer. The Olmec, precursors of the
Maya and creators of the témplate of Mesoamerican civilization, aiso left
records of ballplayers. One of these, a portrait of a ballplayer carved around
900 B.C., was fotmd at their ceremonial center of San Lorenzo.' This
Ufe-sized stone figure kneek in the posture of a player receiving the hall.
The baUgame also flourished elsewhere in Preclassic Mesoamerica. At
Damzu, a small center in the highland valley of Oaxaca. devotees of the
game carved strange helmeted ballplayers, their limbs askew, on stone slabs
set mto the side of a temple platform. These figures date ffom hundreds of
yeam before the first Maya ballcourts were built far to the east in the
lowland jungles." Closer to home, portable ballcourt markers and open
ballcourts were set up at the major Maya Preclassic city of Izapa located in
a low pass of the Chiapas mountains between the modem states of

of Guatemala at Kaminaljuyu,

hi2lÍ1 headdresses played the southern
emerlÍ "ties wereemergmg m the bread lowlands to the north.

coira^es^V^'"^ at Cetros in the Maya lowlands, David Freidel and his

ImtMl, ,hév thl" t k "I""»» á th, región.
~xrzCi.xzTrg.rrr rrr h
rxLrxxcxxií X
in the centers of the well-preserved ni •
torn out the central markers. ««rfaces where the Maya had
The masons of this small kinírdom i ,

right in the midst of the homes of their lordTmd 1^ f'elds
were onented on the north-south axk raÍdTfl h T'
communitv On,. , j centerline of the
commumty. One was placed at the southern endoftl,;n u v.and the other was near its center. Here north-south axis
Maya wanted the sacred power poinj of^u^^ capitals, the
their living space, thereby inteCTatin„!u^ ^ oommunity to lie within

g  a inhabitants into a magical
340
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pattern set down by the shaman king and his associates. The ballcourt was
a special place for the ritual enactments of the original baUgame of the
Hero Twins. Thus it brought the ancestors and their living descendants
together at the place of the original sacrifice and resurrection of the
Maize God.

These early ballcourts (Fig. 8;2d) in the Maya lowlands already exhib-
ited the form that the ballcourt would have throughout its histoiy." The
playing field of the Maya baUgame was shaped Uke a capital I. Players
bounced the baU off angled benches on either side of the narrow central
alley (Fig. 8:2a). The pictorial glyph for "baUcourt" (Fig. 8:2b) depicts the
end-on view of these benches. At some sites, one or both ends of the
I-shape were enclosed (Fig. 8:2i), whUe at others they were entirely open.
Round or square markers were erected in the center and at both ends of
the central alley of most ballcourts. Many had additional markers set mto
the top of the benches or in the upper paneU. At Copan, these markers
took the shape of macaw heads, at Tonina they were captiijs and m
northem Yukatan they were rings with entwmed Feathered Serpents
carved in sculptur^^^ relief. j t u i
We are still not sure of the role these markers and henees played m

the Maya formal baUcourts ñor how the game was scored. Descnptions
of the Aztec caUed^^^—

the Spanishchroniclerwho recordad so muchof

Aztec Ufe, describes the game as foUows.

r  .'h rpcreation to them and enjoyment speoiaUy forIt was a game of mu , g^^rtaúrnient, among which were some
those who took it as pas^
who played it with suc e ^
succeeded in not stoppu^ g buttocks, not being allowed to
without roissing a smgle hi j ,^(8 their
reach it with hands, ñor feet, ñor with the calt
anns. , a quantity of players on guard
... and at the ends of the court y principal playera

and to defend against the hall «"/ü/„„„„„lnts. The game was playeddefend against the hall enmn g ' a„e was played
in the middle to face —tits. In'the center of this
just as they fought, i. e.. they ^ ^le other; theseenclosure were placed twostonesm ^ .dol

two (stones) had a hole m the „nderstand the purp<»erepresenting the god of the game. on one side
which these stones served it sho ^le hole whichserved that those of one partycoulddnve
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THE RULES

The game» called;,¿te that Saq Ch'en described is a survivor of a gaming
traguen already ancient when bis Maya ancestors were establishing their
^vilization twenty-one hundred years earlier. The Olmec. precursora of the

ya an creators of the témplate of Mesoamerican civilization, also left
ecords of baUplayem. One of these. a portrait of a ballplayer carved around
900 B.C was found at their ceremonial center of San Lorenzo.' This

The b O n ® the hall.T^ballgame also flourished elsewhere in Preclassic Mesoamerica. At
°r T "T 0-t.ca, devotees of the
s^ntr^fíT
yerLwÍ f' "T " fro- 't-d-ds of
fZnd . r? to the east in the
baUcourt! ' ^^^coxxn markers and opena t:TJ:; rí locateí in
Guatemala and M- ®°"ntams between the modern states of
thick-belted ballpUyere" wearT Guatemala at Kaminaljuyu,
highlands versión of the ^'mal headdresses played the southem
emerging in l Jo H ̂  'TT ^°-"s and cittes were^ng m the broad lowlands to the north.

h.pp.r.í.pTroS^í'::^^''-' »■* <=■"
Initially, they thought they were m the región,
community surrounding Lt Pred™"^ household mounds" in theballcourts instead. One of the halleJm'Tad
that flanked a sunken playing field aoH K i. u ® surfacesin the centers of the wellJrle^ed'r
torn out the central markers. ««rfaces where the Maya had

The masons of this small kinxrHnry, «right in the midst of the homes of their JJ Jd lÍ
were oriented on the north-south axis that d f ÍT"'
community. One was placed at the southern InT f Í
and the other was near its center. Here as at ° ® north-south axis
Maya wanted the sacred power points óf the
"*■' »r:.zr fz-
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pattern set down by the shaman king and his associates. The ballcourt was
a special place for the ritual enaetments of the original ballgame of the
Hero Twins. Thus it brought the ancestors and their living descendants
together at the place of the original sacrifice and resurrection of the
Maize God.

These early ballcourts (Fig. 8:2d) in the Maya lowlands already exhib-
ited the form that the ballcourt would have throughout its history.'* The
playing field of the Maya ballgame was shaped like a capital I. Players
bounced the ball off angled benches on either side of the narrow central
alley (Fig. 8:2a). The pictorial glyph for "ballcourt" (Fig. 8:2b) depicts the
end-on view of these benches. At some sites, one or both ends of the
I-shape were enclosed (Fig. 8:2i), while at others they were entirely open.
Round or square markers were erected in the center and at both ends of
the central alley of most ballcourts. Many had additional markers set intole mp of the Lnches or in the upper paneU. At Copan, these markers
took the shape of macaw heads, at Tonina they were capUves and m
northem Yukatan they were rings with entwmed Feathered Serpents
carved in sculptural relief.

We are stiU not sure of the role these markers and benches played m
the Maya formal ballcourtó ñor how the game was scored.
of the Aztec game caUed tlachtli, however, bear resemblan^ to s^nes othe Maya gale that we fmd carved in reUef sculptures on Ciaste temples
and monuLents. Durán. the Spanish chronider who recordad so much of
Aztec Ufe, describes the game as foUows:

f ™..rh recreation to them and enjoyment specially for
h  l ®Ck °t as pastime and entertainment, among which were somethose who took n ̂  paa hour

who played it with suc ^
succeeded in notstoppmg buttocks, not being allowed to

„a „ 4. 7" «-1" *„'rZ'p&"
and to defend agamst ^^e bal The game was played
in the imddle distinct units. In the center of this

- -r» r.
two (stones) had a hole m e understand the purpose
representing the god o ® ¡^j^wn that the stone on one side
which these «'O"®'/®" ,d drive the ball through the hole which
served that those of one party couia
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a. grafnu ofa ballgame from Tlkal Slructure 5D^5, Room 1 (redrawn aRer Helen Trlk)

dS

baUcourtand a glyph forbaHcourt DrSen"codex" ballcourt at Yaxchllan

e. drawing of an Aztec Ballcourt
from the Codex Bodley no. 2858

g. ballcourt at Mlxco Viejo

h. ballcourt at Uxmal
(adapted from
Andrews 1075)

0 0 0

I. ballcourts at
Cerros (left)
and Piedras
Negras (right)

Figure 8:2 Ballcourt Forms and Lay
outs

was in the stone; and the one on the other side served the other party and
either of these who first drove his hall through (the hele in the stone) won
the prize.
.  . . All those who entered this game, played with leathers placed over

their loin-clouts and they always wore some trousers of deerskin to protect
the thighs which they all the time were scraping against the groimd. They
wore gloves in order not to hurt their hands, as they continuously were
steadying and supporting themselves on the ground.

They were so quick in that moment to hit with their knees or seats
that they retumed the hall with an extra ordinaiy velocity. With these
thrusts they suffered great damage on the knees or on the thighs, with the
result that those who for smartness often used them, got their haunches
so mangled that they had those places cut with a small knife and extractad
blood which the blows of the hall had gathered'

Like the Attec gante witnessed by the Spanish Maya
1  Nñna the Avine hall on their hips and sides. The rubber baU

rf ir»,., ho.mr. " I»" >««■ "*
^  a

not go through a ring, except p p
Yukatekan sites." receiving it against

The hardness of Y . ¡n the Aztec game. A Maya
unprotected flesh was around his pelvis, cotton pad-
ballplayer (Fig. 8:3) wore c called a yoke around his waist, thick
ding and a heavy U-shaped P—^ p^d on one leg,
cloth padding wrapped arom « Sometimes they held a

small handstone, use per ap (^nter of their bodies. Most
called a palma projected from t e yo from Burial 195 at
known yokes are made ical grooved form shown in
Tikal was made of wood an cu ^ ^^e headdresses and other
Maya imagery." Ballplaytng gear piayers probably assumed the■ríisrsr'itrr. í/»- •' • - -
padding to protect themselve^ not y ^
also from their own o f blance into the air to field the baU
them down on one knee. ]umptng
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Figure 8:3 The Ballgame in Play

;í?«ff!Ís»lí5

ballplayers from Site Q panels and Cancuen comnarpH . ,Igame played in Sinaloa (drawings of modem players afte/lleye PosUion in the modern
F.OURE 8:4 Ballplayers i„ Vari„l.rZrn!
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on the yoke, and throwing themselves under the hall to keep it from
hitting the ground. Although we will never be sure of the rules, these
depictions suggest that the hall couldn t hit the floor of the main alley
though it is often shown bouncing off the side benches or the stairs.

THE nVTH

While many details of the Maya ballgame remain elusive, we have
leamed a lot about its mythological and political meanings from Classic-
period representations and from the myth of the Hero Twins in the Popol
Vuh. We outlined the myth of Creation and the Hero Twins in Chapter
2, but to understand the ballgame, we must now look at that part of the
myth in detall. As we told yon before, the first generatíon of Twms,
One-Hunahpu and Seven-Hunahpu, were defeated by One-Death and
Seven-Death, the chief Lords of Xibalba. The Lords of Death sacnficed
them and buried their bodies in the Place of Ballgame Sacrifice.- and
hune One-Hunahpu's head in a gourd tree.

Blood, the daughter of one of the Lords. was impregnated by yttle
from One-Hunahpuh's sfcull and gave birth to a second set of Twms
who are the heroes of the Creation myth. As adults. they became ̂ eat
ballplayers because of an encounter with a mischievous rat who kept
inteLing with their magical attempts to olear their milpa. Ae Maya
ñame for their cornfields. Irritated. the Twins caught him and burned

a- ««rov tbp rat offered them a secret.
nff bis tail fur. Desperate to get away, tn , . r i

. . . 4- Tt led them to where their father
Intrigued. the Twins let the rat go. It led tnem
and únele had hidden their ballgame equipment m the rafters their

through the ropes that held the in the

the gear. The Twins donned their newfound equipment an
the ballcourt to play. disturbed the

Just as their father and únele had
j  • o nf Yibalba with their noisy ballplaymg.denizens of X balba ^ ^messenger owls of ̂  home. the
before the Lords of grandmother. Xmukane. In
messenger owls gave the summons to their gran
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tum, she sent the words of the gods to her grandsons via a louse who was
swallowed by a toad who was swallowed by a snake who was swallowed
by a falcon. When this cunous array of messengers arrived, they vomited
each other out, one after the other, and the Twins leamed that they were
to face the same triáis as their father and imcle.

As the Xibalbans soon leamed, these Twins were not the same soft
touches as their predecessors. Hunahpu and Xbalanke were accomplished
tricksters and were not fooled in the least by the traps laid for them. They
detected and eluded every trick and outwitted the frustrated Lords.
Outmaneuvered, the Lords challenged them to a ballgame but insisted
they use the Lords' hall, the deadly sharp White-Flint-Knife {Saqih-Tok').
It was a razor-sharp, round piece of white flint surrounded by crushed
bone. Their baU court was the Great Abyss at Karchah^

After an argument, the Twins accepted the Xibalbans' ball but fielded
it on their yokes, sending it twisting erratically all over the court in a
trajectory that was clearly not that of a rubber ball.

US!"usl With that they began to leave.
"Don't gol" shouted the Xibalbans. "We can stiU play ball, but we'll

put yomrs into play."

be^ '«l^ted^d the Lords then suggested that they all place
Íowe" oí Tr T ' ~ of
deflídTór th f V' deliberately let themselves bedeteated, for the first and only time in the story.

Beheving that the Twins could not deliver the flowers to them the

tT! TT"' - Razor House apiIce1  abited by a host of animated knives. To save their Uves tíie Twins
gave the knives the flesh of all animaU f

,  . j . animals forever, quietmg their furious

"T --o
Í—Tnirí"" . of Death. The
If ^ poy-o"»
That day and each one thereafter. the Twins played the Lords to a

scoreless tie and spent the night in a different house. They escaped from
Cold House by shutting out the cold by the forcé of their wilU. In Jaguar
House they kept off the hungiy cats by giving them bones. In Pire nLe
they agam survived by the strength of their wills, getting only slightly
singed where others would have been consumed.
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Bat House," however, was their undoing. To escape from the Death
Bats swooping down at them, the Twins climbed inside their blowguns.
Unfortunately, as moming approached, Hunahpu began to get impatient
and stuck his head out of the blowgun to see if it was dawn. A giant bat
dove down and snatched away his head.

Left alone with his brother's lifeless body, Xbalanke had Utóe hope
that he would be able to avoid a similar fate at ihe han^ of Ae Lo^
in the moming. Casting about desperately for a solution he ̂ ed out toall the animab and asked them tobringhimsamples of then food.Seemg

1. hp had a brilUant idea. He carved it mto an unage of
the coatí s squas , u j Hunahpu's shoulders. The new head

miraculously spoke and the y ^ ^
the meantime, Xbalanke m
near the ballcourt and imítate the baU w
outside the court reanimated brother to the ballcourt to
The next moming. he tooK n Hunahpu's head as the

play against the Xibalbans jT^head on his yoke and sent it flying
ball (Fig. 8:5). Xbalanke p„^„aing^  ). Xbalanke receiv Pretending to be the ball, the
into the trees where the rabbit was ^^it. Meanwhile, Xbalanke
rabbit bounded off with the or s rightful body, and then
retrieved his brother's head. replaced

^ HnfZerostriKes the head

Figure 8:5 The

La Esperad
nkulük")
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yeUed to the Xibalbans that he had found the ball. Play resumed with the
squash carved m the likeness of Hunahpu until it hit the court and burst
mto a thousand pieces, seeds flying everywhere. Furious and humiUated,
the Xibalbans realizad they had been tricked and defeated once again.
The next part of the story we have already told in Chapter 6. The

Twins incinerated themselves in an oven, their bones were ground up and
thrown in a river, and five days later, they emerged with the features of
catfish men. After disappearing for a day, they retumed as vagabonds
who used dance to defeat the Lords of Xibalba. With this victory, the
^rds of death, disease, calamity, and misery were restricted to Xibalba
orever No longer could they walk the world of humanity in their real
or^. but only m their avatars of disease and sicfcness. The Twins went
to the Ballcourt and brought their father back to Ufe, but because he could
not ñame aU his parts, they left him in the ballcourt." There the Maize
God stayed to receive the prayer and worship of the human beings bom
m the next Creation.

HOW THE riYTH RELATED TO LIFE

as more t^e tales of the Popol Vuh
saga of the 'V • entertain K'iche' Maya children. The
grandmother colprirer'the TasiT"
myth cvcle that i • j ^ pervasive Precolumbian Maya
andhowitcame f" i^^portant things about their universe
proper behavior,^°d hlw to dX^^ T
hapnen after rl^ath u them what would

Ufe ThetopcJ W 7 -''«h everlasting

against which the Christian myths piryed77" backdrop
Hebrew nronherv anri P Y d out was the Oíd Testament,Hebrew prophecy, and the events of the Román Empire. For the Greeks,

.  ®®°^"'®P%ers,theconflictbetweenmns, wmmng and losmg of wagers, the consequences of defeat, and

IZdT b b"' ^he ballcourt, allprovtded the bas.c metaphors defining destiny and history for the Maya.
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For the ancients, ballplaying as ritual was a fateful game destined to
end in sacrifice. The uncertain outcome of actual sporting matches gave
their pageantry a gladiatorial feeling. Ballgame sacrifica was often the
ceremonial climax of the straggles between neighboring kingdoms out to
master each other on the field of battle." Historical accounts of the
sorcerous combat of the ballgame became a favorite subject on the stair-
ways and buildings celebrating the victories of the winners. We see (Fig.
8:6) iust such a ballgame in progress at Ox-Nab-Tunich, a place some-
where within the larger kingdom of Kalak'mul," one of the major com-
batants in the great wars of the seventh century. This unage shows a
victorious lord ffom this northem Peten city, weaimg the unages of
Tlaloc and the Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan War Serpent. He plays agamst an
enemy dressed in a bird headdress and wearing
of a Itive. While trying to retum the huge ball flymg at h. ace, ̂ e

t- has slioped and fallen to the ground m a tangle of feet. He
7 lost th! game and probably lost his Ufe as the fmal outcome.certainly lost g ^ords of the Otherworld.

In the inyth, e o ^^e game, the wagering of
Yet while kno^^g ^^^P fo, ^le hope of
Ufe agamst deatn, ^^ns won by playing tricks on their
victory as a histórica outco j. was to submit know-
dangerous ^ ̂rder to win the larger game.
ingly to defeat and sacnfice m orde

—  Ballga®®Figure 8:6 Kaian
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The great populanty of the ballgame among Maya of the Preclassic
and Classic civilization's makes sense in light of its central role in cathar-
tic rituals. Like the gymnastics of the ancient Greeks, it must have
embodied qualities of physical prowess, virtue, and devotion. On another
level, it was a celebration of resistance against the inevitability of fate. Its
playing unified the great óyeles of time and Creation with the lesser
óyeles of human life and history. Through the ballgame, human beings
even defied the finality of death by reenaoting the feats of the Hero
Twins who outwitted the oosmio foroes arrayed against them. The Twins
and their Fathers took the ballgame from the gods, and with the game,
they gave humanity the gift of history.
The Lords of Death tried to staok the game against the Hero Twins to

^sure their own viotory. Maya kings often played games against oaptive
lords that were just as olearly staoked. As in the myth, a oourageous
enemy oaught in this nightmarish situation might have been able to turn
the tables and win, if not the game, then at least his honor. Azteo annals
o saonfioial oombat record a few unexpeoted viotories by feather-armed
captivos over fuUy armed warriors. There's no reason to assume that the
same outcome wasn't possible in the Maya captivo ballgame-although
it must have been very raro. But most of all, the ballgame rituals symbol-
ized the oombat between good and ovil and the largor struggles of

of th, „,»pho,... a„, u. j
were the rebirth of the ancestral dead in the afterlife WtV.
to help the living. they had no chance

THE PLACES WHERE THE QAflE TOOK
PLACE

We have come to understand that whílo u n

suneZ!^' Í T thesupematoal worid and often ballcotn:ts reestahUshed the time and space
of a p^ Creation. Sometimes the location of the hallcourt is designLd
m a hieroglyphic text, sometimos in the ñame of the ballcoun. and
^met^es m the image^ on its buildings. The eighth-century Yaxchilan
ruler Bird Jaguar specified several of these Otherworld locations on a
senes of thirteen panels his artists set into the upper tread of the stairway
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b. he entered the road at the ballcourta. it happened at the Black Hole, the Six-Shell-in
hand-Place

Figure 8:7 Locations of the Ballcourt

that leads into the interior of Temple 33, one of his most important
temples. The images on these panels depict both a critically important
ballgame in his lifetime and the mythological sacrificial events that gave
that historical event meaning.
The central pfP"! in this series tells us that the ancient mythological

game took place in the "Black-Transformer (Ek'-fTay) at Six-Shell-in-
hand" (Fig 8-7a). The Black-Transformer is the ñame of the great
Otherworld portal created when the Milky Way rims the sky, while
"Six-Shell-in-hand" is a place where the gods acted m the last creation.'»
The text (Fig. 8:7b) goes on to say that the ballcourt i^elf w^ where one
"entered the road" (.cch bih). Thanks to our new understandi^ of Cre-

.  the road at the southendof the Raised-up-ation,we lmowt at^e ^
Sky, whic IS mythological ballgames described
north-south pa . , that existed in the previous creation
in this text were play d at a pla^^
down the Black-TrMs orne ^nd Seven-Hunahpu played
is, of course, --^tTth " wem s—ed to Xibalba.
their own ballgame e or
The panel to the ng six-Stair Ballcourt" (pitzah uti hom"

it happened at the chasm b^ at ^
pitz ti fTak-Eb) (Fig. 8'8)- K'iche'. In Yukatek,ofthePopolVuhandthewordfor grave

11 happened atlhe chairo,

Figure 8:8
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b.

c.

a. Copan BaUcouri lia, center marker, showing the quadrifoil ol portal; b. Tikal cache
wssel showing the portal with the Seven-Black-Yellow locaüon inside; c. the Hero
Twms resurrecting their father from the ol turtle portal

Figure 8:9 Portáis and the Valley-Place

hom means chasm or "abyss," which again describes the ballcourt
where One-Hunahpu and Seven-Hunahpu were killed in the Popol Vuh
account.

The markers from the Copan ballcourt identify yet another supernatu-
ral location. The action takes place inside the quadrifoil cartouche (Fig-
8:9a) we identified with the 01 portal in Chapter 4. This shape was used
from Olmec times" onward to represent the gateway to the Otherworld.
Moreover, other locations in the Otherworld often appear inside the
portal (Fig. 8:9b), as if these portáis could shift positions from one place
to another. Most of all, this quadrifoil cartouche shape is also the crack
in the turtle's back from whence First Father emerges after his triumphal
resmrection by his sons. Thus the ballcourt was not only a place of
sacnfice; it was an entry portal to the time and space of the last Creation-
The chasn^' ñame on the Yaxchilan panel goes on to say that the

hall was at Six-Stairs" (pitz ti Wak-Eb-). This place apparently corre-
spon s to the mscnbed stair shown on the central panel (Fig. 8:17) and.
as our friend Sandy Bardsley first realited. to an actual stairway on
Structure 5 at Yaxchilan." The central panel shows a bound captiva
bouncmg down the Six-Stair-Place like a hall, so that the Six-Stair-Place
was a place of sacrifice in the ballgame ritual." Another example of thia
in o p ace is the false ballcourt found on the south side of Yax-Pak'^

Gaming with the Gods

Temple 11 at Copan. Its dedication inscription calis it the portal of
Yax-Pak (yol ch'ahom Yax-Pak\ so the sacrificial victim who rolled down
the stairs was on his way to the Otherworld. And this is more than just
words. These six stairs lead down from a terrace—marked as the surface
of the primordial waters by huge conch shells—to the plaza below where
three ballcourt markers complete the symbolism of the portal. Capüves
were very probably rolled down these stairs to their deaths.
A text ffagment from Anonal, a site in the Dos Pite región ^so refers

to such a place (Fig. 8:10a) in the kingdom of Seibal. At Seibal, the as
king of Dos Pite built a stairway made of six stairs ® 7 T th Th'
that showed himself playing hall. To make sure we under^d that his
stairway was the site of the game he played. his ™ . f tVro rrlvT>h TVak-EbnaU "Six-Stair-Place (Fig. 8:10b).
Th^^Stl-Places have been found at many sites. Only Copando i nese aix everywhere they
^ey have balicen —
"'rTeirtL tL Six-Stair-Places were often inscribed ̂th dynastic met their fates. ine ■ ^^es and defeats in warfare.
histories or the ce e ^ related to another type of
These yyhen we started working on the ñame of

ballcourt called x- looked up the word ahal on the advice

wl "A.. VI.»!, i. ■»
ír-íd wr.p.- .rf 1. i. «d 1. 1». -I".'

a. Anonal Panel, "Ooly SelbalLord,Six-Slair-Place

b. The last rnler of D» «'X°Sod'\
^„eenrfas.aiwaywithsixsteps.

Figure 8:10 Seibal Stela 7
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Panel 1
Panel 2

J..:: •' i

<

W 1

Panel 3

Panel 7

Panel 8 Panel 9
Panel 10

Figure 8:13

THE ANATOnV OF FOUR BALLC0URT5
Bird-Jaguar and thc Ballgamc at thc

Thrcc-Conqucst-Ballcourt

The Spanish never described the complex rituals surrounding the
Maya ballgame so we have to reconstruct them from the representations
the Maya put in their art. Gur best source is the Yaxchilan ballgame
panels we described above, because they tell us not only where the game
took place but also about the pageantry that accompanied its play. The
larger central panel (Fig. 8:13) records the dedication of the Three-
Conquest-Ballcourt and it is flanked by six panels on either side. The
dates on some of these panels place the depicted games during the
lifetimes of Shield-Jaguar and 6-Tun-Bird-Jaguar (Bird-Jaguar's father
and grandfather, respectively), telling us that the scribes and artists who
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Panel 4 Panel 5 Panel 6

Panel li

Yaxchilan Hieroglyphlc Slairs 2, mounted on the subslruclure of Temple 55, deplcls the
ballgame played to sanctify the dedication of the Ballcourt and the Six-Stair-Place.
Panels 1-5 and 11 show women, while Panels 2 and 3 depict the Visión Rite that opens
the portal so that the game can be played. Panel 2 depicts Lady Pakal; Panel 6 is Shield-
Jaguar; Panel 7 is Bird-Jaguar, while Panel 8 is his gr^dTather, Six-Tun-Bird-Jaguar;
Panel 10 is a sahal named K'an-Tok; Panel 11 is Mi-Kimi, a lineage sprout

Panel 12 Panel 13

created these panels were assembling on this step a histoty of famous
game rituals performed in the city. We believe that the cúter panels also
record a sequence of activities that would have been common to all

The seauenoe of activities on the left begins with a woman throwing
out a ball bearing the glyph Images of Maya b^ often have this
1  u r^íiirfaces but the number may be nine, twelve, thirteen, orglyph on e • „hat this glyph means in the context

fourteen. e holding
of the A White-Bone-Snake with it.
Visión Serpen ^^man and the right of the
gapmg toward ^
other, as if to show us ^
0»li Th. »« .t BH J».. ■ Si»» .h» ™
who was the paterna ̂  surmise that unportant forebeais,
dead at the time o roniured from the Otherworld to sanc-especiallyfemaleancestors, wereco ,
tify and witness the game.
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Panels 4 and 5 to the left of the central panel, and Panels 9, 10, 12, and

13 on the right show ballplayers positioning themselves to catch the bsdl

on their yokes. One ball is glyphically inscribed with 9-Nab, and the rest

are inscribed 12-Nab. Most of the ñame phrases of these players are too

badly damaged to read, but the player on Panel 10 is K'an-Tok', a

high-ranking noble known as the first sahaP' of the kingdom and a major
figure in the historical tales Bird-Jaguar inscribed on bis buildings. Mi-

Kimi, the player on psinel 12, is a ch^ok or "sprout" of his lineage. We

believe that these secondary ballplayers are all subordínate lords or mem-

bers of the royal family who played in the game. We also surmise that

these side panels depict the same game as the main panel, which features

Bird-Jaguar, because none of them have additional dates. So, in this

ballgame "the team" was composed of very high ranking nobles and
members of the king's family. These lords were engaged in a ritual of
building dedication (probably the main ballcourt itself), which most

probably would have begun with a battle to take captives and concluded
with the sacrifice of those captives.

The most important feature of the secondary players carved on the
panels are the masks they wear. As we saw in Chapter 5, these ballplayers
have transformed into the same supematural dancers who cavort guround
the seated Maize God in Room 1 at Bonampak' (Figs. 5:4 and 8:14).^
Since the same fearsome dancers reappear in pottery scenes (Fig. 8:15),
we surmise that the Yaxchilan ballplayers have just come ffom or will
soon go to the same sort of dance. In the form of their wayoh or spint
companions, they play not as human beings, but as supematural beings.
The ballgame, as well as the dance, charges the space of the ballcourt and
transports the players into the Otherworld.
The three center panels focus on the role of the king in the drama of

the game. In the wide center scene (Fig. 8:16b), the current king, Bird-
Jaguar, dedicates Ox-Ahal-Eb the through his own play. His father,
Shield-Jaguar, plays on his right (Fig. 8:16a) facing the viewer as he hits
a ball against the step in the chasm (Jiorri) at the Six-Stair-Place (jVah
Ebnat). Shield-Jaguar is dead, and therefore he plays in the Otherwo
with a ball made from the body of a bound sacrificial victim. He also
occurs on the south marker of the main ballcourt. The image shows

rld

sitting in the middle of an gmcestor cartouche, an ol portal opening froi»

the Otherworld. Thus, the markers of the real ballcourt at Yaxchil^
confirm the location of the ggune displayed on these panels.
On the opposite side of the central pginel, Bird-Jagugu's grandfal^^

f

a. masked dancers from the Bonampak' muráis

b. masked players from Yaxchilan

Figure 8:14 Masked Performers

full body suits of Otherworld creaturesdancers in

Figure 8:15

i
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a. Panel 6, Shield-Jaguar plays down Ihe chasm al the Six-Stair-Place

b. Panel 7, Bird-Jaguar plays hall al the Three-Conquest-Ballcourt Slalr

O

B

c. Panel 8, Six-Tun-Bird-Jaguar plays hall against a stairway with
six steps

Figure 8:16 The Thrce Central PaneU of Yaxchilan HS 2

Six-Tun-Bird-Jaguar, plays with his back to the viewer as if he and
Shield-Jaguar are reciprocal images of each other-that is. as if they are
ene player seen from the front and back (Fig. 8:16c). Six-Tun-Bird-Jaguar
wears the Cosmic Monster on his backrack as he, too, fields a captivo
rollmg down a Six-Stair-Place. One way of looking at this triptych of
kmgs ts to see Bird-Jaguar in the middle of the game, and his father and
grandfather in the two end zones facing each other and their descendant,
the retgning ahaw. Bird-Jaguar (Fig. 8:16b) also prepares to catch his
captivo on his yoke. He wears the net skirt of the Maize God, First Father,
and has a fish on his back, reminiscent of the Hero Twins who first
resurrected with catfish faces. Next to him stand two dwarves, one wear-
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ing the shell earflare of Chak and both wearing Venus or star signs
attached to their arms/' The captive who bounces down the stair is called
a te-tun ahcav, "stela lord" (Fig. 8:16b).
The balls used in these rituals at the Six-Stair-Place and at the Three-

Conquest-Ballcourt really were tightly bound captivos. This is confirmad
by the ballplayer panels of La Amelia. Like those at Seibal, these panels
flanked a stairway that celebrated the victoiy of the last king of Dos Pilas.
This king, like Bird-Jaguar, wears a huge fish on his back (Fig. 8:17a). On
both panels, he dances above a jaguar who crouches in the position of a
captive One panel records the dedication of the stairway on August 16,
A D 807, while the other says that on July 10, A.D. 804, he threw a 9-Nab
ball named The-Guardian-of-the-Jaguar.« This is the jaguar under his
feet. Captivas really did roU down the Wak-Ebnal to suffer and die m

""tL hUtorical, mythical, and cycUcal aspects of these ballgame rituals
were carefully conjoined. The hieroglyphic stairs pictured m the center
of Bird-Jaguar's ballgame sequence record three self-de^pitation ntualsinmvthic time. Furthermore, these sacrifices are called conquesta, thus
Unking them to batUe and the unfolding of fate in warfare. Those mythicÍec^pLions and conquesta have their parallel in the de-pitations of

1 Trld victima But if the mythology here involved the game of thereal-wor ballgame

Hero Twins as we be ̂  .esurrection as the Hero
«Td Íirs! Father. The Twins emerged from the river of Xibalba

1 Imix

9 te Ch'en

yalah
he threw it

The-Guardian-of-Jaguar

uk'abaBolon-nab
was the ñame of the baU

the actor

c. the text

La Amelia Stela 2
1 La Amelia Stela 1

■;;^;;;;r8ri7 ne capuve
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disguised as fish men after being burned to bone, ground to powder, and
thrown into the water. Bird-Jaguar eind the Dos Pilas kings wear huge
fishes on their backs. First Father emerged triumphantly from death as
the beautiful dancing young Maize Lord. Bird-Jaguar wears the net skirt
of the Maize God cind is surrounded by lords playing as his supernatural
companions. Ballgame sacrifice renewed the basic covenant between gods
and people. In these ballgcime panels, the lords of the Maya declcired that
the defeat of their enemies and their own historical triumphs were
like-in-kind to those of the Hero Twins. It was no happenstance that
Bird-Jaguar framed his own geune with those played by his father and
grandfather, ñor that he linked his building dedication to the original
decapitation sacrifices of mythic time, for these parallels harnessed the
forcé of Creation to his dynasty's victories in w£ir. Other lords harnessed
the same mythology to their service.

A CrcatioR Ballcourt at Copan

The reverence Copanecs felt for the works of their ancestors is espe-
cially evident in their Ballcourt (Fig. 8:18), the powerful portal they

j." '

Figure 8:18 The Copan Ballcourí

Gaming with the Gods

Ballcourt A-IH

Ballcourt A-I

Altar L

Stela 2

final markers

markers from
Ballcourt A-IIa and b

Hieroglyphic Siairs

..plansofBaUoourtAatCopan

bench and platform of
Ballcourt A-IIb

BaUcottrt Markers A-in> Ballcourt Markers A-IIa

floorofBaUcourtA-I

b.secÜonof Ballcourt A-II

Figure 8:19 The Main Ballcourt at Copan
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rebuilt and maintained for over four centuries. If, as we believe, kings
thinned the membrcLne separating the Otherworld from this world
through rituals reenacting myth and the foxinding acts of their aincestors,
then the Copan Ballcourt was a master portal, the largest OI of all.

Archaeologists, who have been working on the Copein Ballcourt for
generations, have reconstructed a detailed history of its phases/^ Initially
built sometune in the fourth century, the first stage was remodeled twice
(Ballcourt A-Ia and b), before being completely rebuilt, probably during
the sixth or early seventh century (Ballcourt A-IIb). This second phase
was itself remodeled at the beginning of the eighth century (Ballcourt
A-IIa), and rebuilt for the final time (Fig. 8:19) in a.d. 737. This is the
versión that tourists see today.
From the beginning, the Ballcourt was closely tied in meaning and

fiinction to the Temple of the Hieroglyphic Stairs, located just to the

a. bench markers from Ballcourt A-II
b. bench marker

from Ballcourt A-I

c. macaw from the upper

structures of the
Ballcourt
(drawing adapted after Barbara
Fash)

Fióme 8:20 The Macam &om the Copan Ballcourt
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the macaws on the bench and
the Ballcourt buildings at Copan

Figure 8:21

-an

f  Rflllcourt had the same essential form—isoutheast. ° incUned benches and buildings on
I-shaped Pl^y^e 'g ^„kers in the form of macaw heads from at
the east and west. Ben Ballcourt (Fig. 8:20a-b) were
least three of the ® Hieroglyphic Stairs.« Knowing
deposited as offenngs m construction fill of pyraimds
as we do that the Maya pu ® ^ gtairs held part of the soul

wings spread wide an
of the Ballcourt buildings (Fig. _ ^ ^aptesented Itzam-Yeh. who

Both of these sets of macaws (F g^ p^p^i v„h who
became known as ariod images of this bird show hirn
thought he was the sun. Most Twins. The Twins shot
toothless and grotesque after is j^^t so badly that
him in the jaw with a ̂ ^ ̂  bis teeth and peop «
he fmally had them fled." But the macaw that^Ams
saw him for what he was and h^ gre« ^ maje^c.
above the Copan ' ^^^^al champions of Copan and their

-  Whpn the historicai r mvthic time

adversarles wanteu
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and space of Seven-Macaw and the Hero Twins, before the outcome of

that contest was certain. Today, tounsts by their thousands still gaze upen
Itzam-Yeh, the bringer of magic, who still hovers above the silent, empty
playing alley where Creation was prepared.
In this extraordinary Ballcourt, CopEüi lords played—sometimes

against players of their own city eind sometimes with battle captives
destined to lose the contest of life. These lords faced the uncertainty of
the contest and prevailed, just as their ancestors had prevailed for genera-
tions since the beginning of their history. The contest between destiny
and risk was no symbolic pose. King 18-Rabbit (Waxaklahun-Ubah-
K'awiF) dedicated the markers placed in the final stage of the Ballcourt's
constniction on January 10, a.d. 738» Just a hundred and thirteen days
later, he died as a war captive at the hands of Kawak-Sky of Quiriguá,
who we think was a relative with ambitions to take his throne. In one of
Ae great ironies of Maya history, the king named for the great War
erpent perished at the hands of a rival who also called upon this

supematural being in war.

Ballcourt are no longer readable,18-Rabbit commissioned an earlier set that did survive in remarkable
rtion, perhaps because they were not used for very long." These thin

Wg m^kers (Fig. 8:22) covered an older set of wom markers. The
soenes on all three known sets of playing alley markers» are framed with

north marker
cenlral marker

soulh marker
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the quadrifoil portal called 01 that pierces through to the watery Other-
world, offering humans a view not unlike that of a glass-bottomed boat

These windows into the Otherworld reveal (Fig. 8:22) pairs of super-
natural ballplayers engaged in the gazne. Sun-marked
rest under L ground line as if undemeath the floor of the Ballcourt
where they play-Uke offering caches. Generally, such plat- were u^d
ísacrifice L! when cached, they put ck'ulei "holy spm^ mto budd-

1 res Moreover this specific sun-marked píate is located whereings and pía . ^y First

Here, however P because it is the stingray spine
ray spme is missmg. P .j. ¡ts earthly analog, the
I» '»"«•
maize tree, ^s brother have yet to be released ffom
inside, because Hun-rt ^ ^be Ballcourt. Like the bench markers
their graves under the oor^^ ¡ficent beak intact, these images
displaying Itzam-Yeh, ^wins have con-
point to a moment " ̂ .. . adversarios, in the time before the
Lnted and defeated then fnghtenmg
Fourth Creation. (v m the Ballcourt A-IIb markers depicts sets

Each of the three scenes o markers, the ball
of two players flanking a bal _ ^ ^bich the rat
is suspended from a house r ^
in the Popol Vuh ° ^h and south markers. The north tree
ground line at the outside of ̂  ̂  bas "Seven Ws^
has "Nine Successions (bolon ^^^^s planted

"" ■»"

by the Twíb. ih »:te the euter market. thinot each
htel. fate. The i»»" « ' ' b. pteffle, .hhe the

,  í f
2 hall attd leat» » P"" T,, rfay" " ■►* >•« "* tt„eO.,h.c.euth.,.a,keh^^»2.,'.rf O.. M...ke,, the ^
.. that uauaUy dhthieh'aP®' , «eais a doemturtted ha
Z af 0,-H-r ■"maskassociated With moon gods.
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and space of Seven-Macaw and the Hero Twins, before the outcome of
that contest was certain. Today, tourists by their thousands still gaze upen
Itzam-Yeh, the bringer of magic, who still hovers above the silent, empty
playing alley where Creation was prepared.

In this extraordinary Ballcourt, Copan lords played—sometimes
against players of their own city and sometimes with battle captives
destined to lose the contest of Ufe. These lords faced the uncertainty of

the contest and prevailed, just as their ancestors had prevailed for genera-
tions since the beginning of their history. The contest between destiny
and risk was no symbolic pose. King 18-Rabbit (Waxaklahtm-Ubah-
K'awil") dedicated the markers placed in the final stage of the Ballcourt's
construction on January 10, a.d. 738." Just a himdred gmd thirteen days

later, he died as a war captive at the hands of Kawak-Sky of Quiriguá,
who we think was a relative with ambitions to take his throne. In one of

the great ironies of Maya history, the king named for the great War
Serpent perished at the hands of a rival who also called upon this
supematural being in weir.

Although the markers from his final Ballcourt are no longer readable,
18-Rabbit commissioned an earlier set that did survive in remarkable

condition, perhaps because they were not used for very long." These thin
capping markers (Fig. 8:22) covered an older set of wom markers. The

scenes on all three known sets of playing alley markers" are framed with

north marker central marker south marker

Markers from Copan Ballcourt A-IIb

Figure 8:22 (drawnpbyB. W-F«h)
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world, offering h— (Fig. 8:22) pairs of super-
These Windows mto ^ Sun-marked sacrificial plates

natural ballplayers ei^^ ^ u„demeath the floor of the Ballcourt
rest under the groun rpnerallv such plates were used
where they play— "holy spirit," into build-
in sacrifice and, when cae , sun-marked píate is located where
ings and places. ^ ̂ „as the offering píate used by Fir^
the ecliptic crosses the MiU^ í ^ held his head
Father to generate the or xibalba.
when he was decapitated í The generative stmg-

Here, however, the píate because it is the stingray spine
ray spine is missing. Its ^ y .jjee, and its earthly analog, e
that brings the Raised-up-S^ p^te is lo^ed
maize tree, into ""'raíXther have yet to be released fr^^
inside. because Hun-Nal^Ye and to d, ̂arken
their graves under the ^^^fi^ent beak intact. these im^s

T  Yph With nis mdg Twins have con-displaying Itzam-Y^ H®-J die
point to a 2 frightening adversarles, in the tim

" Seair B jioourt A-Db ra^Each of the '^"fball. On the north ̂ ^^'^'^"«hich the rat

in the Popol Vuh myth south mar Succes-
ground Une at the otoi ^ ^a the sou ̂
has "Nine ^,3^. we think, represent
sions" Cwuk te tza^ ®''"'^router markers mirror each

""f ríhVpositions of the while the inner onestheir fate. ine p . upngM ̂  P
other: the outer play^^ pi,y. ^¡«or-headed be^
kneel front view niarker are squ as they m
The playera on w tree m their

ings we think might repr su ¿.^r
the hall and learn to p ay^ k„eeling Monkey. the firrt
scene. On the south marker and On ^^^,a half
ear that usu^l^ d«¿ P^tePoP^Vuh-y^»""^^"
maskassociated
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ssmmñ

Figure 8:23 Copan Structure lOL-26 and the Hieroglyphic Stairs

and Xbalanke rose into the sky where the sun helonged to ene and the
moon to the other, this image might well represent the Twin who owned
the moon about to play one of his older brothers.
The central panel depicts the myth's final confrontation scene. Here

we see Hunahpu. named in the adjacent glyphs as One-Ahaw, his Classic-
period epithet playing a Lord of Death, who attacks the hall from the
nght ̂ th a hand stone. The White-Bone-Snake headdress this lord wears
and the hand over his lower jaw identify him as both the god of the
number zero and the god of sacrifice by removal of the lower jaw.» This
dreadful god strives to defeat the crafty Hero Twin and lead him into a
ttap. ̂ d we W he was suecessful, for this is the vety god who smashes
Hun-Ahaw s head with his hip on a i r . • r

,  'P on a Hallcourt marker from the city ofChink ultik m the western borderlands of Chiapas (Fig 8-5)
This imagery, conunissioned by the rul^r p uu

„  . , , , „ , J "-"e ruier 18-Rabbit, whose ñame
tloats just above the hall, shows the i i
.  ® P"™°r«al contest where the Xibal-
ban J^ordsotDeathmatchedtheirpowprc arvo; . lT  ̂. powers against the sons of First Father.
In one sense, this was the eternal u i

f  ̂ f r , . " between death, disease, and
g<A. Th. pven lorf, á ,1,. P«p„i V„E,-P Jm„„, d1.«1-
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Gatherer, Skull-Master—^reveal this. This imagery also represented the
mystery of Ufe and sustenance reborn out of death.
The final act of this drama was played out on the magnificent Hiero

glyphic Stairs (Fig. 8:23) that rise írom what used to be the south end of
the oíd BaUcourt. These stairs rise straight up out the portal to the
Otherworld. This stmcmre was raised, after 18-Rabbit's untimely death,
by his grandson, Smoke-SheU. Smoke-Shell remodeled the oíd pyramidal
platform, resurfacing the lower terraces, adding new ones to the summit,
and putting a new temple on top of the pyramid. To reach that temple
he built a stairway of over seventy steps and had the histoiy of his dynasty
carved on its risers. The resulting text is the longest inscnpuon to survive
from the Precolumbian world. , ■ ,

Barbara Fash" has shown that the upper temple was festooned with
images of Tlaloc warfare. Sitting in majesty at intervals along the stairs
are five figures of ancestral Copan kings dressed in the costume of
Tlaloc-Venus war. It is as if Smoke-SheU was preocmpied ̂ th the
imagery of war and conquest in order to compénsate for the temble harm
done t7the prestige of his dynasty when 18-Rabbit was taken i^pttve and
decapitated—possibly in ballgame sacrifice—at Quingua. The mscnp-
tion" records the accessions, deaths, and deeds of all the successors of the

i'Ji A".\ ^ -

A  i ̂ vi yt i
i

Hiwí

i

"  ".Hphaseof the Hieroglyphic Slairs
,a .nake.head aliar at the ba^ ^

Figure 8:24
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founder Yax-K'uk'-Mo', as if to put 18-Rabbit's death in perspectiva by
saying that bis defeat was but one small event in a three-hundred-year-
long history of glory and accomplishment. This history would continué
m defiance of that catastrophe by the time-honored means of war and the
ballgame.
So the history of the kings rises up from the plaza at the south end of

the oíd Ballcourt. To affirm the sacred and prophetic nature of the
ynastic history, the Copanecs placed an altar at the bottom of the stairs

an carve it into the shape of a great Visión Serpent with its gullet open
owar the sky (Fig. 8:24). Copan's history emerges from its throat as a
ma ena ization of the holy power of the Otherworld. It rises cloaked in

nuLTt ®y»b<>lism of the Waxaklahun-Ubah Serpent and the tok'-isman o war.® This is, in fact, an Ox-Ahal-Ebnal, "Three-
Conquest-Stair-Place."

in of this altar

LerstStL"~'"l''' But to
on the other siZ7Z'
Pakal's coffin depicts what hanne H ' i,-^ ''T
the skv he falle A u , when he died. Framed bythe sky he fdls down the throat of the White-Bone-Snake (Fi. 8-25a)
Behind him the Raised-un-<NW Tv. u tvir ,, ^rig. o.zoa;.
the Double-headed Serpent Bar 0^111! ̂  I
Itzam Yeh nerrhíac u ecliptic entwined in its branches.Itzam-Yeh perches on the topmost branch. The dead king his iade
ornamenta and loincloth blown unwar,! k i. • . '
into the Maw along with the Quadripartfte G Tih"'^
the sun-marked píate of sacrifice The c. ,i°k' j ̂ personification of
the contenta of this píate are here Jenl Tk
a variantoftheiz'ajyglyph.«ThissiL^^ kimi" sign that is alsobeing transformed, even as he falla. This is "v
skirt, the garment of the Maize God, tha^í^ir 'f
becomes First Father, who was called to Xibalba tlT"' k T"^' f
Death in the ballgame. Losing the contest of wits hT I li°8 ' "d
buried under the floor of the ballcourt. But his sons ' ^
him to new Ufe (Fig. 8:25b).

This same resurrection is actualized in the mouth of the snake at the
base of the Hieroglyphic Stairs (Fig. 8:25c) THp 1.. r
th^ Whito R c 1 , and teeth ofthe White-Bone-Snake represent the maw to the Otherworld. In the form

of Ifalt "k bottom and sidesof the altar. Portal within portal, the bony maw eradles the magic turtle

a. Palenque sarcophagus lid:
Pakal falls as the Maize God
(drawing by Merle Robertson)

b. ihe Maize God's rebirth from the crack
in the turtle's back

White-Bone-
Snake portal sprouting tree

Hero Tvvin

turtle shell

c. top of the altar at the base of the Copan Hieroglyphic Stairs
d. the First-Tree-
Precious

Figure 8:25 The Maize God in Death and Resurrection
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end.TheMaizeGod emerges froLTv^'^'''^lf°^ emerges from the otheras the mai. plant itself'the ̂ sfCímcr "
lenque (Fie 8'25d) Thí r have seen at Pa-
.Í.U '«'«■ <"n«s petfonn®! the ritual offerings th^^ u

With this imagery, the cycle of th ^,7
marfcers is completed. Just as First Fath ^ °°
snake. so the deeds of Copan'sT!l 7 7 i„ the maw of the
that their dynasty will also triumph in thTLT""^'^'

A Thrcc-Conqucsi-Ballcourt at Tonina
The war and sacrificial associations of th. K

dramatically illustrated than at Toni " ^ eourt are nowhere more
of the Maya world. A small, elegimt ' ^ '^'"S^om on the opposite edge
ballcourt on 9.13.4.6.12 7 Eb O Mol '■®<=°tds the dedication of that
"Seven-Black-Yellow-Place Three.r " ̂  was called the
Ox-uíAn/-£'6mr7), the ballcourt 0fM»r^"^""®^"''°"" (ÍTuA Ek'-K'analAhaw" (Fig. 8:26). Thus, it was a Th r ̂  ®^"al-Chak, Ch'ul Tonina
game sacrifico took place tmd ako a ^ """Itest-Ballcourt where ball-
the Otherworld—in fact, the same 1 ^ ^ supematural location in
dance in Chapter 6 (Fig. 6; 17). where we saw the Tzum lord

The markers along the upper ben h
associations of the ballcourt with n ballcourt reflect the warlar flexible shields like those carrilTb PO'gnancy. Carved rectangu-
walls on both sidas of the court (Fi íT warriors hung down the

^  text on each shield

was dedicated,
the Seven-Black

Yellow-PIace

Three-
Conquest-

Ballcourt, the
ballcourt of

the Lord of
the Tree, the

Ballplayer
Great Sun Lord

Baknal Chak Holy Tonina Lord

Figure 8=26 Tonin7G¡;;¡r?¡;;¡J-
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Q. rront and rear Mew of üie
capüve; b.M65. the shield

?' shield of the easi
Soñ'orr;"'^ "■
marker
(aftcrBccquelln and Baudez 1979)

e.restorationdrawingof the Tonina Ballcourt Nviüi the bench and Hoor inarkers

f'hecemralballcourimarkri
■""^"%Po„„;;=™8holeunderi,

^íGitRE 8.27
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named its owner as "the vassal of the Ballplayer, Holy Tonina Lord"
{yahaw Ah Pitz Chul Po' Ahaw).^^ A captivo with his wrists tied behind
his back knelt on top of each shield, arranged so that his body cantilev-
ered out over the ballcourt to function as the target of the hall. This
ballcourt and its grisly sculptures were dedicated by Tonina ruler Baknal-
Chak about fifteen years before he captured K'an-Hok'-Chitam of Palen
que.®® That unfortunate king may have played a losing game with his
captor in this very ballcourt before being taken to the sacrificial terrace
above, where he was beheaded and rebom into the Otherworld. Nowhere
is the imagery of ballgame sacrifice so dramatically and poignantly
represented as in the Tonina Ballcourt.
The single marker on the court playing floor (Fig. 8:27e) even further

remforces the role of the ballcourt as a portal to the Otherworld. Added
about sixty years after Baknal-Chak dedicated the ballcourt," this little

""ín« r"' (F'e-8:270. The te« here records two event^the death of a man named
Six-Sky-Smoke on September 5, a.d. 775, and his entombment two hun-
ored and sixty days later on May 22, 776.
The image shows Six-Sky-Smoke, who is called both a firstbom child

^d a sprout of the hneage," sitting on a platform marked as a cosmic
KL" P k r ^ "ke the one carried
mnfa~d h r 7T -T-» ̂eads are
11 has a Vt, ̂  "white-flower" soul (sak-nik). Copan Stela
icred'b'er ^
nath to thp OtVi u ^ cradling in his arms the ecliptical
Lt -"T soul. It is thiscnters a child froin ■hVi^ i i .
to be leaving the world through the TíT
the dead kinír af A ^ ^ Icourt portal. On Copan Stela 11,the dead king stands atop the Ek'-fVav anoth^r « r u i
Presumably, the "white-flower" soul like'thecA' / /T^ 7 ^tecos, is indestructible and will return via Í
the fiítiirp Oní» rtf tV, • • ^other newborn sometime inthe tuture. One of the principal entrv anri ,

QJlCl ©Xit DOints "Fot tViACA qoiiI
joumeys was the ballcourt.

The Qrcat Ballcourt at CIaícIa'cq Itza
By far the largest and most impressive hallr»^ i

was the Great Ballcourt at Chich'en Itza fa h' ^ Mayan en Itza, fashioned in the twilight of the
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Classic kingdoms in the far northern lowlands where ballcourts were far
more rare than in the south.^' Even in modern times, it is a place of
legends. Today guides love to embroider stories of champions while
tourists suffering under a tropical sun gaze in awe at the steep walls and
the gray, weathered stone reliefs of sacrificial ritual. Here is a worthy
American comparison to the imperial cimphitheaters of the Román world.

Paúl Sullivan tells a wonderful story of the Great Ballcourt in modern
times. In 1935 the officers of the Chan Seinta Cruz Maya were hosted by
the famous archaeologist Sylvanus Morley at the ruins of Chich'en Itza.
When these inheritors of the great nineteenth-century Yukatek Maya
rebellion first came into the playing alley, they discovered the natural
echoes it produced emd conversed with the legendary native king and the
ancestors, chilankabob, they thought buried there under the city. Here,
according to Sullivan's informamts, is how the dialogue went:

"Well, hellol" said the captain. "Well, I came to visit you, Mr. King, here
in the town of Chich'en Itza. Because since long ago when the world was
settled we have known that you are here, your Majesty. We came to visit
you. We came to greet you. We came to do our duty, here in the town of
Chich'en, here where your office is. Here we are conversing thus. God
made you lord. We have come to visit you." Sargeant Chaac spoke for the
king: "Good. You, Don Concepción Cituk, if it is you, I am happy. Come
and visit me here in the heart of my town, here in the town of Chich'en
Itza. I am veiy happy with all that is said [about] how it happened that
the revolution happened here in the town of Chich'en.

With the King of the Maya and the hidden chilankabob speaking to
Aem from beyond, the officers also made special note of the manv
feathered serpents adoming the temples of Chich'en Itza-^speciallv the
uZ TT Z Z" Castillo-beings which, thoughflesh rw Z Z'' - humLlesh. This will come to pass, Mayas say, should they fail to defend
Aemselves ag^nst the encroaching dominance of the foreigners- onlv ifthey fail to make human war will these creatures stír to make anee 1 •
war. It was the mission of the officers to keep the enchanted beasts nm

(SulUvan 1989:8&-87; brackets original)

the Chan Santa Cruz officer spoke of revolution inPhi v.» t
e was no doubtreferringto his ownpeople's rebellion inth rcomment was also in keeping with the spirit in whi\a Icourt was originally built. Its imagery and meanino d •tom the symbohc tradition of its smaller counterparts ¿n TCsf
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nonn structure Upper Temple ofthe Jaguars

skull rack
B

ptniJumMUu^rMmanirnbu Uu o

E

Figure 8:28 Great Ballcourt at Chich'en Itza

lowlands. While the scale is larger and
different. the components are the same (Fig 8-2)°Th"'°r
the standard I-shane and th» • r u ^ ñeld has
reduced in proIm^LT ̂
markers." In a city of mLy Ii^ler lalP'
naled the final rendetvous of royal history'Th tlZZl f
most stupendous act of thp Ploe • a/t ^ aestiny, the closing and
see not kings or dynasties, but Tcovldl If'
mythology of the ballgame with a new way of mUn' T"'"®,
grown to maturity in the north." themselves that had
The huge sidewalls of this ballcourt haH •

ran their length and led up to wide areas on that
summit stood five small buildings in all nr h K r

.^».Th.,„,„upp.,T„pr:r.crz«r'''^r»'and end panels decorating the playing benches flanking L aU^ÍT'"'
Even from afar, people would have heard the noise aSd musió of ceri
mony on the court and imagined the play while they watched smoke
billow ffom these six summit temples. Both the northem and southem
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ends of the playing field are enclosed by low walls. The southern end of
the playing field rises until it reaches a broad colonnaded building, and
the northem end extends to a smaller temple."

Instead of the three alley markers of the southern lowland ballcourts
placed at the center and the ends of the east and west benches—the Great
Ballcourt has relief scenes carved on large panels set at the same three
points. These panels depict a familiar ceremony; Two teams of seven
players each (Fig. 8:29) face each other across a hall with a skull engraved
on it. The player to the immediate left of the hall holds the severed head
of the captive whose unfortunate corpse kneels on the other side of the
hall in the position of a player. His neck stump spurts seven streams of
blood shaped like serpents. The central stream, cascading around the
victim, transforma into scrolling waterlily plants ffom the Otherworld
This is a beautiful symbolic rendition of the regenerative power of the
ballgame, even in the moment of sacrifice and death.
The players who back the two main protagonists wear not only the

gear of the ballgame but the headdresses and face omaments of Maya
warriors. While many experts have interpreted this scene as an engage-
ment between Mexican Toltecs and Maya," we believe the contest nits
Maya against Maya." For one thing, some of the reputed Toltecs wear th
Jester God diadem of Maya holy lords" and all of them wear costu ^
and emblems long employed by their southern Maya cousins both iüTr
war and in the ballgame. ^

The militarytrappingsofthese players are reinforcedby mural ■ uUpper Temple of the Jaguars. Inside this two-roomed vaulted h^ ^
the capital's finest artists painted bright and detailed mural
the battles of the Itza. We believe these are the very en ^ '"^''^tdmg
forged their hegemony over the north—they are the fe
Moreover, the muráis are loaded with images of the
flmt-shield battle standard merged with the spiked Sun^D^sT^f''^^
highland México," as well as the Waxaklahun-Ubah K
transformed into the Feathered Serpent of its original"^
conjurors. Together these divine symbols of conquest ®°'^^^tiacano
Itza's god-given right to create a Maya empire.® ®xpress the

Towering high above the Ballcourt, the outside ofthe h. m
even more explicit miUtary symbolism (Fig. 8:30) Th "^tsplays
«P the doorway are huge feathered rattlesnakes the' ̂  holding
outward seeking prey as they dive earthward. BewVh"''®"^" Ait^kering
alustrados, screaming bird deities, perhaps Itzam Y Th
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winner ball
holding the with a

severed head skull

of the loser inside

i" °p-

to the overallrffe«. Entwmed Feathered Serpents circle the building i„ three bands

tlZ^ T Tu P-«ern o„ the
hÍíir TZZZ umbilical snakes of the
plTbe^ T 1 iaguar battle beasts
SZt wIT" u T'"' by Feathered
2uo LuT : " Í The cen Jl frieae has
tweeñ"^o„^ 7 meandering outward to the corners be-tween droplets and jars, symbols of offerings.®

s JXrtL7''"^r 7"®'' ffeestanding
^ Sds : f a low roof oomb. Here

r ' ^he aneient
the southem lowl ^ ° 7"' ^ansformed into the flint-shield of
thi
Classic Maya symbols of co ® ^ °°ly understood they  symboU of conquest war, but also the history of the

loser >vith
blood
spurting
from his
neck
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Figure 8:29 The East Central Panel of the Ballcourt

Mesoamerican alliances that had spawned them. Like a giant standard
Upper Temple of the Jaguars boldly and explicitly proclaimed thj

^reat Ballcourt as the place of the Flint-Shield and War Serpent. The
ords of Yaxchilan, Tonina, and Copan named their ballcourts in writine
but the Chich'en lords used only conspicuously displayed visual symboh
of war and sacrifice to ñame theirs. Nevertheless, Chich'en's Ballcourt is
no less a Three-Conquest-Stair place.

Like the lords of Copan, the Itza lords also decorated their Ballcourt
mythology of Creation« At theorthem end of the playing alley, the lords placed a small m»

bmlding called the North Temple. Although this little bu IH
dwarfed by the Great Ballcourt, the sheer walls of the playinv aU
a foreshortened arrow that aims directly at this temóle h
vantage. The stairway leading up into this little temple is nlTk 77
miages of the World Tree, Itza style (Fig. 8-31) to si ,
import. The piers that stand in the from door are cLed 7ti 7 T""
pattem filled with the same vines that sprout from thT 7
decapitated players in the panels of the Ballcourt. ^
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arrows and shield

Fealherec

Serpents

^  -íiS»-?» n
iC/^ ÍZfTsj^'A oA^ro k

¿á^ ©)@® Wama

the conquest muráis are inside the back room of the temple

Figure 8:30 The Upper Temple of the Jaguars

Itzam-Yeh with an
ancestor emerging

from its mouth

birds sitting in the trae

the Worid Trae
with blossoms,
hummingbirds,
and buttarflias

roots of the trae

realizad as a dragón

Figure 8:31 Balustrades from the North Temple of the Ballcourt

An cxtraordinaxy S6t of rolief sccnos covcrs the interior walls, similar
to Chan-Muwan's great narrative muráis at Bonampak. These reliefs,
however, are devoid of text. They display their richly detailed message
solely through narrative images once brightly painted to enhance their
vividness for the privileged few who saw them in Chich en s heyday.
These images tell a story about the mythical underpinnings of political
power and the role of ballgame sacrifice in the lives of the city s leaders.
The scene in the single chamber (Fig. 8:32) moves from wall to wall,

wrapping itself around the viewer. As at Bonampak , the composition uses
registers to show different events in this very complex series of ritual and
historical scenes. The focus of the building s north wall is the historical
accession of a ruler in front of the city s council of rulers. A row of
warriors carrying spears and spearthrowers stand in the top portion of the
scene. In the middle row the councillors sit on either side of the acceding
lord, cmd more warriors stand in the lower row. In the middle of the
scene, just below the jade-shirted ruler, sits a hall and the empty throne
he is soon to occupy. Just such a throne sits in the door of the Lower
Temple of the Jaguars and inside the temple encased by the Castillo. It
is the jaguar throne of Chich en Itza.

This jade-shirted man is the living counterpart of the being lying
prone in the lowest band of the north wall. This giant human wears a
cloak of the same jade-sequined material and lies on his back with a
Double-headed Serpent flowing out of his belly like eviscerated entrails.
One head moves toward the man's feet and one toward the head.»^ The
heads on the bifurcated, feathered body have gapmg jaws that emit huge
flint blades of the kind used in heart sacrifice at Chich en. The vine tree
created by the sacrifice of ballplayers filis the rest of the lowest bemd as
the serpents entwine with the Pawahtun earth-bearers. The sacrificed
victim is First Father and the Double-headed Serpent Bar is the ecliptic
snake emerging from the place of Creation where he was resurrected.
This Ballcourt was dedicated on November 18, a.d. 864,«» when this
particular area of the sky was directly above the playing field at mid-
night. The image here is a picture of the sky on that night, and the ruler
whose accession filis the north wall was the avatar of this god.
The west wall of the inner room was filled with the ballgame itself.

Several scenes represent preparation for the game. In the lowest register
birdmen dcmce around the córner from the north wall toweird the water
lily plant now become the World Tree. This tree rises from a monster
head. Beyond them, ritual actors hold a staff and a perforator. Above
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Figure 8:32 Relíefs from the North
Temple of the Ballcourt at Chich'en Itza

í
west wall

ir»? ̂ ^ who aU
a feather d ^d register, a player accompanied by
rites Ít t =eated people. Purificationntes that preparad the playera for the game are depicted in the two

perforauon, mduced vorniting, what is perhaps a steam hath, and a
blowgunner shootmg birds out of a tree ®
On Ae opposite. eastent wall we see events that occurred after the

game. In rite upper regtster a dying player with a snake streanx of hlood
spurtmg from his neck collapses back aeainst a , u i u •

,  . T .u r- 1 , against a ball while the victor leansover him. In the final scene below the ^ .exow me sacnfice, a bundled, dead body
receives homage from a set of warriors.

Taken in its entirety, the entire program portrays the preparation rites,
the playtng of the game, and the sacrifice at the end as the framework
that gtves govemment hy council its supematural and mythological
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^orihwall
(ira 8 ofeast and west walls by Linnea Wren)

east wall

sanction. At Yaxchilan and Copan, we have written records telling us who
the actors were and when events happened. Here we are given neither,
for the political power of Chich'en Itza was vested not in an individual
but in the office he held. The scenes carved and painted on the Upper
Temple of the Jaguars and in the North Temple represented the political
and mythological power base for all the men who acceded to high office
robed in the jade shirt and entwined in the Feathered Serpent. These
rulers lost their identity as individuáis and gained the power of empire

Tiie riayaaess of the Orcat Ballcourt

Since Charnay, a nineteenth-century French explorer, first suggested
the Great Ballcourt at Chich'en Itza was built by invading Toltecs, it has
been seen as the product of invaders from central México.®" Although
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many major scholars, including J. Eric Thompson," have opposed the idea
that Toltecs invaded northern Yukatan and ruled from Chich'en Itza,
most scholars have emphasized how different the Great Ballcourt is from
the courts in other Maya cities. The basis of their arguments has been the
traits it shared with central Mexican and Gulf Coast ballcourts of the
Postclassic period. In contrast, we have emphasized the striking similari-
ties of the Chich'en Ballcourt to the courts of the southem kingdoms.

1 of the ballcourts we have discussed in this chapter are alike in the
followmgs ways: in their relationship to the spatial organization of their
respective cities, their associations with council houses and pyramids,
their emphasis on war and captive sacrifice, their association with found-
ing events and dynastic history, and finally, their relationship to primor-
lal time and space before the 4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u Creation date. They all

contam portds to the Otherworld. whose power could be accessed by
human ritual and pageant.

Baíta ^ similarities. it becomes olear that the Great
With at least a millennium of tradition behind it Th. Tt ^ • u

i he Itzas created in theCrreat Ballcourt an exposition of power drawr. A- .u
mvth anrl ' ^awH from the same source ofmytn ana ritual as their cousinc ;« i
rp, ^ usins in the southern kinedoms Like theThree-Conquest-Ballcourts of the south, it emphasizes mUitaiy themes in
the war muráis of the Upper Temple of Ta t themes in
Ballcourt Tt« ima ru- T^ 1 It was also a CreationBd court. Its images of First Father and the dedication date on the Great
BaUcourt stone put the place of Creation overhead at midnight

ChfrhWtztlrnr ^ Great Ballcourt of the
prevailed in the soutri
revolutionary in the way they addressed politicafpower tVT T'f
Chich'en disengaged their Ballcourt and i^ sv^Í 1 I"

w^TErN^nh^tm-pie portrays not the accession of a particular

hut rather kingship in the abstrae, imageiy tharwou'lTbT
everyone who held the office. The Itza lift^ri ^ usapie py
the linear time of historical consciousness and "T
logical frame of cyclic time. "
The lords of Chich'en Itza turned their bpí>lrc. ̂  j

historv Rv • u j- dynasty and inscribedhistory. By doing so they disengaged themselves from the restraints
inherent m the southern definitions of kingshin In th'
able tn , . ^^"gsnip. In this way they wererevitahze an ancien, dying tradition. Their restructuring of the
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kingship let them establish an empire and brought them into the larger,
non-literate tradition of central México and the Gulf Coast. We suspect
that Chich'en Itza and its contemporary, Uxmal, gave the Terminal
Classic and Postclassic cultures of Mesoamerica a new way of using the
hallgame in their own political strategies—one that was more Maya in
its origin.

ENDGAHE

After the demise of Chich'en Itza, we don't have a lot of evidence for
the hallgame in Yukatcin. Diego de Landa, the first bishop of that región
nrentions it in his Relación^^ only once—as a pastime for unmarried men
and boys when they gathered at the men's house. For reasons we still do
not know, these northern Maya gave up this way of thinking after the fall
of Chich'en Itza. In the highlands to the south, it was another story In
the land of the K'iche' people, whose Popol Vuh versión of the Hero
Twins myth was preservad on paper, no self-respecting lord built a town
without a ballcourt. Every town, from Utatlan, the capital of the K'iche'
to Iximche', the capital of the Kaqchikel, to Mixco Viejo and dozens more'
all have at least one ballcourt. When Linda Schele visitad Iximche' with
Kaqchikel friends from Tekpan, the town the Spanish established
replace Iximche' after they destroyed it, sha saw that each of the
ruling lineages had its own ballcourt. Pla)dng the ballgame and th
Creation mythology that underlay it was critical to the political
religious institutions of these highland peoples, just as it had been fo
lowlanders for a millennium before the Collapse.
The invasión of Alvarado and his army changad everything Alth

eyewitnesses reportad the ballgame in remote parts of México dur
ensuing centurias and aven into modern times, the game was o
seen in Maya country after the Conquest. It is as if the Spanish ̂
the pivotal role of the ballgame emd discouraged its play
colonial description of a Maya ballgame cama from Rafael I ^
Jesuit fri£ir born in Guatemala in 1731. He described it tb' the

mis Way;

Nothing, however, provides a more amazing spectacle than
pany of Indians given to play. They first gather a thick copt-
hy a tree, which gets its ñame from its elastic properties
it together form a large ball which freely bounces high in ^^hipg
crowd then forms a large circle into which the large ball ' r The

and
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many raajor scholars, including J. Eric Thompson,'" have opposed the idea
that Toltecs invaded northem Yukatan and ruled from Chich'en Itza,
most scholars have emphasized how different the Great Ballcourt is from
the courts in other Maya cities. The basis of their arguments has been the
traits it shared with central Mexican and Gulf Coast ballcourts of the
Postclassic period. In contrast, we have emphasized the striking similari-
ties of the Chich'en Ballcourt to the courts of the southem kingdoms.

All of the ballcourts we have discussed in this chapter are alike in the
followings ways: in their relationship to the spatial organization of their
respective cities, their associations with council houses and pyramids,
their emphasis on war and captive sacrifice, their association with found-
ing events and dynastic history, and finally, their relationship to primor
dial time and space before the 4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u Creation date. They all
contain port^ to the Otherworld. whose power could be accessed by
íiumaii ritual and pagecint.

In the light of all these similarities, it becomes clear that the Great
Ballcourt of Chich'en is a quite orthodox expression of Maya ideology
with at le^t a millennium of tradition behind it. The Itzas created in the
Great Ballcourt an exposition of power drawn from the same source of
m^ Md ritual as their cousins in the southern kingdoms. Like the
Three-Conquest-Ballcourts of the south, it emphasizes military themes in

war mmals of the Upper Temple of the Jaguars. It was abo a Creation
B j court. Its images of First Father and the dedication date on the Great
Ballcourt stone put the place of Creation overhead at midnight.

Chichón It° tradition, the Great Ballcourt of the
prtlilTd ̂ th "TT ' that hadprGvailed. in tne south. As tVi*»

revolutionary in the way thev add Itza were
pu- u» j- , , ^ addressed pohtical power. The lords ofChich en disengaged their Ballcourt and its symbolL from individual
d stmy by banning inscriptional histoiy from its walls. The North Tem
ple portrays not the accession of a particular king on a particular dat^
but rather kingship m the absrtact, imagery that would be usable by
eveiyone who held the office. The Itza lifted their Great Ballcourt out of
the linear time of historical consciousness and returned it to the cosmo-
logical trame of cyclic time.

The lords of Chich'en Itza turned their backs on dynasty and inscribed
history. By doing so they disengaged themselves from the restraints
inherent in the southem definitions of kingship. In this way they were
able to revitahze an ancient, dying tradition. Their restructuring of the
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kingship let them establish an empire and brought them into the larger,
non-literate tradition of central México and the Gulf Coast. We suspect
that Chich'en Itza and its contemporary, Uxmal, gave the Terminal
Classic and Postclassic cultures of Mesoamerica a new way of using the
ballgame in their own political strategies—one that was more Maya in
its origin.

ENDGAHE

After the demise of Chich'en Itza, we don't have a lot of evidence for
the ballgame in Yukatan. Diego de Landa, the first bishop of that región,
mentions it in bis Relación^' only once—as a pastirae for unmarried men
and boys when they gathered at the men's house. For reasons we still do
not know, these northern Maya gave up this way of thinking after the fall
of Chich'en Itza. In the highlands to the south, it was another story. In
the land of the K'iche' people, whose Popol Vuh versión of the Hero
Twins myth was preserved on paper, no self-respecting lord built a town
without a ballcourt. Every town, from Utatlan, the capital of the K'iche',
to Iximche', the capital of the Kaqchikel, to Mixco Viejo and dozens more,
all have at least one ballcourt. When Linda Schele visited Iximche' with
Kaqchikel friends from Tekpan, the town the Spanish established to
replace Iximche' after they destroyed it, she saw that each of the two
ruling lineages had its own ballcourt. Playing the ballgame and the
Creation mythology that underlay it was critical to the political and
religious institutions of these highland peoples, just as it had been for the
lowlanders for a millennium before the Collapse.
The invasión of Alvarado and his army changed everything. Although

eyewitnesses reported the ballgame in remote parts of México during the
ensuing centuries and even into modem times, the game was only rarely
seen in Maya country after the Conquest. It is as if the Spanish realized
the pivotal role of the ballgame and discouraged its play. The only
colonial description of a Maya ballgame came from Rafael Landlvar the
Jesuit friar born in Guatemala in 1731. He described it this way:

Nothing however, provides a more amazing spectacle than a large com
pany of Indians given to play. They first gather a thick gum dis!h .i
y a tree, which gets its ñame from its elastic properties and bv ^

>t together form a large ball which freely bounces high im 1
crowd then forms a large circle into which the large ball is first tosledl^d
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it is not permitted for Einyone to touch it with bis hands when once it has
been thrown, but rather he must hit it with his hips, or elbows, or with
his shoulders, or knees. Then as soon as the hall is tossed inte the middle

of the field, the whole crowd excitedly bounds over the plain darting this
way £üid that. One hits the rubber hall with his elbow, another drives it
back with his hip, one thrusts his head in its way as it comes down, another
with his knee quickly sends it back again into the sky or darting back and
forth strikes it with one hip and then with the other. But if at any time
the ball should alight on the broad surface of the ground the grounded ball
must be retrieved with the elbow or the knees auid lifted from the level

plain into the air. For this reason you will see the Indieuis at this point of
the game rolling all over the ground until they have raised the fallen ball
with their elbows or knees. But if someone should venture to strike the ball

with his hands while it is in the air and carelessly disregard the strict rule,
he is reprimanded and suffers the loss of the game.

(Leyenaar 1978:40)

So the conquerors did not completely suppress the gaune; they merely
sealed the political fate of the players in their colonial regimes. If we are
right about the essential function of the ballgame as ritual, the highland
Maya lords no longer had defeated adversarles to bring to the courts—for
they were themselves the defeated—and they had no opportunity to
challenge history for they had been subsumed into the historical agenda
of their conquerors.®' Modern Maya play ballgames, but they are the
soccer and basketball games of the Westem world. Pitz, the Classic-period
word for ballplaying, is now used only for the games of children, as our
Maya friends revealed that day in Beméd Dlaz's study. Hom, the oíd
K'ichean word for "ballcourt," is now the word for "grave." The portáis
still pierce into the Otherworld, but those that once opened through the
ballcourts are now located in modern Maya cemeteries. There, as in the
ancient myth, the souls of the dead are trapped on the other side of their
graves. They can be freed from the chains of death and brought back to
the land of the living only through dance and the pageants of Maya life.

THEPATH ATCHICH'EN
(as told hy David Freidel)

On my last day in the field in the summer of 1992,1 took seventeen Maya
men from Yaxuna village on a tour of the site of Chich'en Itza. It was
Sunday, the only day when my friends could get in free. David Johnston,
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who works on the project, drove our friends up the bumpy road in the
back of our big truck. I expected a pretty good group of young workers
from the project, but I was surprised and delighted to see Don Emetario
Don Bernardino, and other elders of the community pile out along with
the younger men. My shaman ffiend, Don Pablo, was presiding over a
Ch'a-Chak that day, out in the western part of Yaxuna's land, so he
couldn't come. Most of the men hadn't been to Chich'en since the new
tourist facility at the gate went up a few years ago. They don't usually
have the time to go or the money to pay the entry fees. Chich'en has

become a place for foreign tourists rather than Maya pilgrimage.
As we passed through the gleaming metal turnstiles, Don Ehnet told

me he hadn't been here for thirty years. It was gently drizzling as we
moved briskly off toward the Great Ballcourt, but we didn't mind because

the weather was keeping the crowds of tourists small. We must have

made quite a sight, a parade of Maya men in Americcin gimme caps; a
smaller group of American Spanish teachers and their Yukatekan com-

panions; and Phil Hofstetter, friend emd filmmaker, recording it all on
videotape.

By the time we got into the Ballcourt I wcis waking up to the challenge
I faced. With the writing of this book, my perceptions of this Ballcourt
had changed dreimatically. I only hoped that, as I explained its meaining
to my Maya friends, I could do it justice. I began by telling them the
Maya ñame for ballcourt, the Three-Conquest-Stair. As I wondered how
best to explain that ñame, I suddenly realized that I had to start by
relating the Classic story of the Creation. I had mentioned parts of this
story before while working in the ruins of Yaxuna, but now I had to
encompass the whole to make sense of the Ballcourt. Sweating with effon
and the summer heat, I marshaled my somewhat halting Spanish to the
task. I told them about the Milky Way as it cycled through the night sk^
on Creation Eve. I talked about the First-Three-Stone place and link d
it to the way they lay out new fields and the hearthstones of th^'
kitchens. As the story tumbled out of me. I began to use M»,. T
where I could, reaching to build a bridge between the world ofTh
ancestors and their modern world by way of mine "

As I spoke, gesturing where words failed, thev wat..V. j

on Emet, but now I was trying to tell the story of thk b
tell that I felt strongly about what I was sayine Th i, °
.bou. M.y. boliet. b,„„„ , > »■»

*  1 think i
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David Fraidel talks to the men of Yaxuna in the Grcat Ballcourt of Chich'6n liza

Figure 8:33

have been hard for them to grasp that I was talking about their traditions,
that this was a story of thcir ancGstors. It was, aftcr all, tumbling frorn
the lips of a too-tall, light-haired foreigner who spoke imperfect Spanish
earnestly and Yukatek Maya not at all. Perplexed or not, they concen-
trated and listened and tried to make sense of it. Surrounded by Ameri-
can, European, and Japanese onlookers, I tried to breach the chasm
between their world and mine, and between all of us and the world of
their ancient éincestors. (Fig. 8:33)
We stopped for a time at ene of the large panels showing the decapita-

tion sacrifice of a ballplayer. Pointing out the bloody snakes and flower-
ing vines flowing from the neck, I explained that this place was not just
for playing hall, but for remembering and re-creating the death and
rebirth of First Father, whose ñame was Hun-Nal-Ye. We spent some
time going over just who this ancestor was and the metaphor maize
played in their thinking today. As they nodded their heads, agreeing with
me that maize was indeed the grace of Ufe, I feit that some of them had
grasped the central ideas of what I was tiying to say
We wandered up the court to the North Temple, where I pointed out

the Tree of the World carved in shallow relief on the halustrades flanking
the small stairway into the temple. There is a grotesque head nestled in
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the roots, and flowers and birds adorn its branches. I explained to them
that the skull represented First Father's, which the Lords of Xibalba had
hung in the tree, and that the white ñowers were symbols of the soul.
Then we moved on to the Lower Temple of the Jaguars where I told
them the story of the aged ancestors who hold up the doorways. On his
back, the oíd male god bears a turtle shell, the starry place of First
Father s rebirth. The side of the doorway presents an image of First
Father emerging out of a cracked mountain monster.
The gentle drizzle that had been accompanying our progress turned

into a hard rain, and we hastily bunched into the temple to look at the
processional rituals carved inside. These figures ringed the room much
hke their own circling of the altar during Ch'a-Chak ceremonies. They
nodded in recognition. When it stopped raining, we went back outside
and passed the grinning stacked heads of the great skull rack, another

ntiraculous tree of First Father and the necessity of

stopping at the Venus platform, I described the dances of war and
acn ice that would have occurred here and talked about the great War
Serp depicted on the platform, the Pra^aklakan-moH-L. I Z

gofteThe When we
cenote <'U„hl T'' thecenote. Unhappy young girls still kill themselves ■
cenotes " he said "=...d ■ , tnemselves by jumping mto,  ne said, and they go right to hell."
We ended up finally at the summit of the Temnlo of tK \at

whpr#» T 4- 1 - 1 í^pie ot the VVarrior«

^eat screamin7btrbl7r ^ ̂  the
know what úz is," I said and I started to list "7^
young men lit up with recognition. "Yes itz It's .5 S • ne of the

looked about us hopefully in this year of drought I felt'tt
^ erstandmg I was trying to build was shaky but prom '
We went inside the sanctum and up to the table ^

the temple. In the twenty years I had been visitin t J"''' of
-n Maya men standing next to it. S^del? «eve
-d-tood its function. The table top caÍe t t \ '"^ght
hests, the same height as the altars th7 T of the
eremonies m their own villages; and the too ^h'a Cb

I .hough,, ,h„.. .H, .H, K «"í
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The men of Yaxuna pose around the Chak Mool al Ihe Temple of Ihe Warrior on
Juiy 26,1992

Figure 8:34

figures with their arms in the air. Just as the Ch'a Chak table makes a

model of the sky, so does the altar inside the temple. And like the sky
monster inside Temple 22 at Copan, it is held up by sky-bearers—^this
time dwen^es instead of Pawahtunob.

By now I was pretty exhausted, talking and listening nonstop for more
than an hour. I looked out over the restored grandeur of this feimous
urban center and thought about the odd twist of destiny that had brought
me here trying to teach the descendants of its makers about it. I realized

how much it mattered to me. Even though my first attempts were
clumsy, at least I was on my way. The fates of Maya people, of poverty
and marginality, of genocide and exile in a vast and indifferent world,

loomed like the ancient gods of death on this gray afternoon.
My friends wEmdered out to the front of the temple and one of the

American Spanish teachers with us called them all over for a group photo.
With a boyish whoop Don Emet jumped over to the famous statue of chak

muí and sat down majestically with a grin, blissfully ignoring the large
sign forbidding anyone to touch the statue. The others gathered around
and I yelled, "I want that picturel" For just a moment, Chich'en Itza was

Gaming with the Gods

theirs again (Fig. 8:34). Not mine to explain, not for the tourist strangers
wandering in droves across its broad expeuise, but theirs to enjoy. Don

Emet holds the hope of the kings and Hero Twins in his heart. He and

all our Maya friends who have shared their world with us stand prepared
to defy the fate that tried to reduce their people to obscurity, and we will
stand with them.

The Maya cosmos is a place that is still alive today. The Maya still play
ballgames; still dance; still stand prepared to battle for their cultural
autonomy; and still nurture their gods with holy objects, food, and the
places they make. Their reenactment of Creation occurs in their fields,
their homes, and in their places of worship, as it has been done from the
beginning. Looking up into the sky, we showed you how the Maya book
of Creation is inscribed in its stars. Bey ti' ka'an, bey ti' lu'um, "As is the
sky, so is the earth," says John Sosa's shaméin teacher in Yalkoba. And so
it is: the book of the sky reflects the daily creation and renewal of the
earth. The Maya people who have befriended us, who teach us even as
we try to teach them, want to be part of the modem world around them.
They want their children to Uve better Uves, with good health care, good
education, and opportunities for gainful employment. But they aUo want
to speak their languages, to practico the ways of their parents and grand-
parents and to bring to the world. openly and proudly, their insight into

M  who want to know about the ancientMaya should know their descendants. Theirs is a great tradition, a gift for
US ss we look forward to a futuro in which we too face a changing world
that we must make anew. ®
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A FINAL WORD ON TREES FROM LINDA

Whsn last we wrote a book tog6th6r, David wrot6 th© epilogue and had
the final eloquent word in our combined effort. This time I get the last
word and I have given much thought to what I want to say. The evening
I opened the first file and keyed in the first words of this book, my colon
ruptured and I found myself poised at the entrance to the road, hovering
just above the gullet of the White-Bone-Snake, ready to fall down the
Wakah-Chan after my oíd friend Pakal. A skilled surgeon, heavy doses of
antibiotics, and a lot of time pulled me back from the brink, and gave me
time—a third try, if you will, at the business of life. The first time I had
stood at the edge of the Ek'-Way and looked down the black hole was in
1982 when I first said the words "I am an alcoholic" and admitted that
I needed help. Both instances had the effect of reminding me of what was
truly important in life.

During the last year of writing this book, a series of trees conspired to
remind me of what I had begun to learn in those traumatic experiences.
The first of these trees spoke to me in January of 1992, when I was
guiding a group of people through TikaVs history and magic. My friend
Merle Robertson was leading a second group, which liad merged with us
for our five glorious days at Tikal. That moming her group was late, so
our guide parked us beside a tree at the place where the dirt road in the
park forked. One fork led into the ruins and the other led up to the

Most of the people in our van took advantage of the interlude to shop
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at the nearby stalls set up by highland Maya who had come down to Tikal
to take advantage of the steady supply of tourists. However, ene of our
group, Harriet Gillett, a retired physician and an invetérate bird-watcher,
had other interests. She noticed a nearby tree heavy with white blossoms
and surroimded by a raucous sphere of birds and bees. She climbed out
of the van with her binoculars around her neck, and walked over to take
advantage of the unexpected opportunity the moming had provided. Our
local guide, Francisco Florián, who knew the forest and its creatures in
an imusually intimate way, joined her, explaining that the birds carne to
the tree only early in the moming.
The soimds and the odd sight finally drew my attention and I too

disembarked from the van and edged closer to the buzzing center of the
action. I stared at the screaming birds as they fought for positions among
the flowers and the hovering drone of thousands of bees. How beautiful,
I thought, and then my gaze happened to settle on the tmnk of the tree.
It had thoms and it bulged just above the ground. It was a young ceiba
tree. I already knew that the ceiba was the model for the sacred World
Tree of the Maya, but I had never seen one in flower when I knew what
I was looking at. I was really excited because normally you can't see the
blossoms even if you're there when the tree is in bloom. The fully mature
trees ̂ e hundreds of feet high (Fig. 9:1) and the blossoms are very small.

It s a ̂iba," I chirped and began looking for a branch low enough to
see one of the blossoms up cióse.

Joyce Livingston. a retired teacher, did the logical thing. She bent over,
picked up a fallen branch, and held it out for me to see
I was too excited and full of myself to Usten. She tapped my arm more

msistendy and stiU I didn't hear her. Finally, in fmstration, she grabbed
my wnst and raised her voice.

^ill you look at these?" she said, waving the branch, and finally I did.
What I saw stunned me, for in her hand (Fig. 9:2) lay a perfect replica

of the earfl^es worn by the Classic Maya kings. Suddenly I undersmod
the fhll symboltsm of so m^y of the things I had heen studying for years.
The krn^ dressed themselves as the Wakah-Chan tree, although at the
time 1 didn t know it was also the Milkv Wav ,
f,. . j . • , . ^"^®y-ThetenAheadonthetrunkof the tree covered thetr loms. The branches with their white flowers bent
down along their thighs the double-headed ecliptic snake rested in their
arms, and the great bud Itzam-Yeh stood on their head. I already knew

IbT "^ 7 T T' T " the humanembod^ment of the ceiba as the central axis of the world. As I stood there
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A mature ceiba at Tikal

Figure 9:1
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The flowers of the young ceiba at the entrance to Tikal

Figure 9:2

gazing at the flowers in Joyce's hand, I also learned that the kings
embodied the ceiba at the moment it flowers to yield the sak-nik-nal, the
"white flowers." that are the souls of human beings. As the tree flowers
to reproduce itself, so the kings flowered to reproduce their world
When I returned to Austin, I went to the Plant Resources Cerner of the

University of Texas Herbarium and spoke to Dr. Carol Todzia about what
I had seen. She helped me find out about the Ufe cycle and natural history
of the ceiba and exactly how unusual the little encounter was. Not only
are ceibas so high that you usually can't see the blossoms, I learned that
they do not necessarily bloom every year. In fact, it can be as much as ten
years between such flowerings. I also learned that ceiba blossoms open at
night and that the fruit bat is one of its principal pollinators. The
blossoms remain open only in the very early hours of the day and then
cióse against the rising heat. If we had come an hour later, the birds
would not have been there to draw Harriefs attention. And finally the
ceiba flowers in January through the first week or so of February. If I had
come at any other time of year or a little later in the day, that baby tree's
flowers would not have been there to see. Finally, I am realizing only
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now, as I write this, that the tree blossoms in the month just before
Creation day on February 5, so that it was in flower when First Father
raised it into the sky. It bears fruit in the dry season around March 21,
the equinox, just before the first planting of maize. The mytli of Creation
maps onto the life cycle of the ceiba just as surely as it does onto the
movements of the Milky Way.

I thought the ancient Mother-Fathers were done with their gifts to me
after that glorious little revelation, but they had just begun. In the midst
of my research' into the life cycle of the ceiba, Creation broke open and
I was diverted by the heavens for the next three weeks. When next I met
a tree, it was late February and I was with Duncan Earle during our trip
to the Festival of Carnes at San Juan Chamula in Chiapas, México. I

described portions of this trip in several earlier chapters.
We had arrived in San Cristóbal de las Casas late on the last Thursday

of February, spent one day orienting ourselves in the town, and gone out
to Chamula to meet Duncan's friend, the outgoing Pasión. He was the
principal official for the barrio of San Sebastián during the five days of
the festival. On Saturday, we had made our way back to Chamula for the
afternoon activities where the incoming Pasión of each of the three
barrios gives his compiral^ a feast in which he feeds most of the commu-
nity.

Maya festivals, like many such activities in the world, are characterized
by long hours of negligible activity punctuated by moments of furious
action. During one of those slow interludes, Duncan and I wandered into
the central square of the town and sauntered around the edges of the open
market that occupied the middle of the plaza (Fig. 9:3).

As we walked, I noticed one of the crosses that ring the plaza at regular
intervals and moved closer. I thought I knew what to expect, but I was
wrong. The cross was more than ten feet high and mounted in a concrete
base along with another one just a few inches shorter. Brown, dry
tips almost as high as each cross were tied to the back of the crosses which
were painted a bright pastel blue-green. All this was exactly as I had read
about it, but when I looked more closely, I noticed the image of fíy
petaled flowers cut into the arms of the cross and picked out with a bri h
silver paint.

I was fascinated. No description I had ever read described flow
the crosses of Chamula. Duncan and I began walking from cross to ^
and I noticed other things. There were angular drawings of pi^e
leafy vine on the vertical shafts and between the flowers. I bo£»a»-. j ^egan drawiug
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Figure 9:3

them m my book, marking where they stood in relationship to the plaza.
I found that each cross was a üttle different from its neighbors, and that
most of them were dated so that we could began a seriation of them right
there. At first, Duncan was bemused as the archaeologist carne out in me,
Dut he was soon as excited, as I was.

As we nemed one set of crosses on the north side of the plaza, we passed
a ouse holdmg a samt, and we were invited to enter. I liked the idea of
sitting down for a while, so we went in, looked around, and I sat down
on the wooden benches that ringed the walU. Soon after our eyes adapted
to the dark interior, Duncan carne and asked me if I didn't want to buy
our hosts a couple of soft drinks. I agreed and found myself buying a case.
^ I doi^ed my tepid orange soda, I had Duncan ask if they minded if
I .kew the altm m front of the sainfs compartment, which resided behind
a hangmg wall of bromeliads. Like the other Chamulas I had met they
were fascinated with my drawing and soon there was a crowd pr^ssing
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around me. I took the opportunity to ask them about my drawings of the
crosses outside.

I pointed at the flower patterns on the end of the arms (Fig. 9:4).
"Nichimthey replied.

"Flowers," Duncan translated.
I had him ask them in Tzotzil if there was anything more specific.
"Yes," Duncan replied. "They say, these are the flowers of the arms."

He pointed at the flower on the end of the cross bar. And this is the head
flower . . . and the foot flower is there on the bottom."
"And this one in the center?' I asked.

"Oh, they say that's the heart, yonton"
So I leamed that the cross is a living being that, like a Lakandon god

pot, h£is anatomy analogous to a human being. Later, David Stuart
showed me a paper that Bob Laughlin (1962) had published thirty years
ago showing that the Tzotzil use flowers as a statement of holiness.
Victoria Bricker (1973:88) has even said: "The adjective 'flowery' (m-
chirri) is used in contexts in which Christians used the term divine. The
flowers marked the crosses as divine beings.

And then, ten days later, when I showed my drawings to Gary Gossen
and Victoria Bricker, both of whom have written definitivo descriptions
of the Chamula Festival of Games, I asked them why no one had
mentioned the flowers on the Chamula crosses. Gary said he had just
never paid any attention to them. When I was talking with him, we

xnichimal cruz

the cross's flower

Linda's sketch of a Chamula
cross and the ñames of its
flowers

xnichimal hol

the head's flower

xnichimal k'ob

the hand's flower

xhichimal yonton
the heart's flower

xnichimal ok

the foot's flower

Figure 9:4
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happened to be looking through Vicky's book, Ritual Humor in the
Highlands, when I noticed the drawing of the Festival of Games her
Chamula informant, Mariano López Calixto, had made for her. He had
made sure the flowers were on the cross when he drew one in a scene of
the Dance of the Warriors (Fig. 9:5), I realized that for the Chamulas,
crosses are trees in blossom and always dressed. They are like the ceiba
I saw six weeks earlier in Tikad. They are the Wakah-Chan World Tree
with its blossoms carved in the conjuring house Chan-Bafilam put in the
Temple of the Cross at Palenque. They are the Wgikah-CheLn in the sky.

But the Father-Mothers were still not done with me. There weis one

more gift that awaited me, this time delivered by Dimcan on the Monday
before we went to Calvario in the night.^ He had a friend who had rented

a c£ur and volunteered to take us anywhere we wanted. It was late in the

moming when we finally set off and we didn't have much time because

I had promised to meet another friend for a late lunch. We piled into the
car eind headed for Zinacerntan so that I could see the navel of the world

that David described in Chapter 3. Aiter seeing the churches in the center

of the town, Duncan asked where the navel was, and an official pointed

Sun-Christ Banner
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up toward the road we had driven down to a pointed little hill topped by
a stand of pine. It was bigger than the little bump that David had
described, yet it still seemed small and a little off to the side to be the
center of the cosmos. David was right. You can't always judge the impor-

tance of things by the yardstick of our world.
Duncan urged us back into the car and we headed back toward San

Cristóbal, to my lunch appointment, I thought. Then, he suddenly turned
off a rutted dirt road that circled the outskirts of San Cristóbal.

"I want to show you something. It's only fifteen minutes away," he
assured me.

Twenty minutes later we were still zipping around tight mountain
curves as I repeatedly glanced at my watch. I was deep in my gringa mode
because I thought I was going to be late. We raced through the moun-
tains, and finally Duncan slowed and began aiming the car toward the
side of the road.

"What's wrong?" I asked anxiously.
"Nothing. We're there," he answered.

"Where?"

"Romería."

I looked eiround at a bare hill, with the stain of orange-red earth broken

by scraggly clumps of dry, brown grass. There were a few poor houses on

the other side of the road and litter thrown Ccorelessly about. I was

confused,

"Where?" I asked again as he drove off the road eind into the hard,

rough ground of a field.

"There." He pointed up to the crest of the hill where a Une of

huge crosses poked their needle-thin silhouettes into the steel-gray, over-
cast sky.

We got out of the car sind, pummeled by an uncomfortably cold wind,
we walked into the strangest, most haunting place I have ever been.

The crosses, each painted green, incised with its proper flowers, and
dressed in straw-brown pine boughs, marched across the crest of the hill
like a row of sentinels thirty feet high. As we made our way up, carefully
picking our way among the graves and their tiny, knee-high crosses,
Duncan described the Day of the Dead, when thousands of Chamulas
came to Romería to have a picnic and share food with their dead. Around
us lay oíd shoes, an occasional fork or broken píate, and everywhere the
little green ñowery crosses at the heads of the graves, sometimes in two
or threes, sometimes fallen and rotting on the red-clay earth
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All across the hill lay huge wooden planks the size of doors. Some had
been carefully arranged on top of the graves, others lay askew, the
individual planks broken apart.
"What are these?" I asked in voice barely above a whisper. Sound

seemed so out of place there that I felt I might be disturbing the souls
Ungering nearby if I talked too loud.
"These are doors," Duncan answered. "The Chamulas believe they

open on the Day of the Dead to let their ancestors come back to share food
and drink with their descendants."

We left soon after that, but the image of Romería has been sitting just
below the siirface of my mind ever since. For me. Romería and the tomb
of Pakal m Palenque merge into a continuous stream of thought and
understandmg that flows across thirteen hundred years of history. That
histoiy has often been a trying one, punctuated with momentous and
sometimes devastating events. We had thought the trauma of these
evenu^-the Classic-period collapse, the Spanish Conquest, and five hun-
<ked years of colonial dommation—had cut the umbilical cord linking
Ae ancient world of the Maya to their modem descendants, as in the
lukatek story. We were wrong.
The dead of Romería are buried at the foot of flowery crosses that are

the direct an^og of the Wakah-Chan that covers the body of Pakal. Both
crosses are alive; both have flowers at the ends of their arms. To the
^cietits the flowers were the soul; to the moderns, they are divinity.
Pakal lay m a coffm connected to the floor of the temple-mountain above
him by a hollow tube that was a Visión Serpent. His descendente conjured

Z r H rf T - -folding the
low hiU L t tH ' "t' . ' ^he summit of a
1 Toor h t " ^ temple-mountain. They lie below^r that opens so that their descendants can come and share food and
dnnk with them, and secure their ancestors' assistance as the future
contmues to unfold. The dead in both worlds rem=.i. ,
thía j j 1 remain a vibrant forcé in

^  « a cosmos alive with the power
Momost"^' '"'Tk ""T' Waqibal inMomostenango and knew I was at the center of a world more thl three
Aous^d years oíd and April 13, 1992, when I write this epilogue, has
been the most productive period of my life. When wp Ko • u •
1^1 . -r J * nen we began writine thisbook two years ago, I wrote i„ what I now cali the voice of authority, as

truly knew somethmg about the Maya world. In the process of writing
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this book we have become uncomfortable with that voice, especially
when it is wielded by those who speak from the world of the Western

scholar. We have become instead witnesses, who are privileged to go into
that Otherworld of the Maya cind come back to our own people to report
what we have seen. All of us have much to learn from the Maya and their
cousins who lived in these continents for many millennia before the

Europeem peoples happened upon them and changed their lives forever.
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Foreword: Thc Orfhography
Page 16

1. Cognate sets are groups of eqxiivalent words with
the same meaning that are found in different but
related lainguages, and that are derived from an
original word in a mother language common to

them all. Histórica] linguists use these cognate

sets to determine what phonetic changes have

occurred in a language family and the sequence
of changes that resulted in the development of
daughter languages from their mother language.
A great many of tliese cognate sets allow the

vocabularies of such mother or protolanguages to

be reconstructed. These kinds of studies allow us

to know that kan ("four") in Ytikatek is the cog
nate of cfum ("four") in Ch'ol. Knowledge of
cognate sets in vocabularies cuid in the phonetic

pattems of all the Mayan languages are also fun-

damentally important to the use of the dictio-

naries and the reconstruction of the vocabulary of

the Classic-period inscriptions.

Chaptcr I;
Worlds Apart, Joincd Togdhcr

Page }9

1. Vogt has discussed this important symbol in a
number of contexts, but he has summarized his
views on the syncretism of Christian and Preco-
lumbian Maya cross imagery in a recent paper
entitled "Indian Crosses and Scepters: The Re-
sults of Circumscribed Spanish-Indian Interac-
tions in Mesoamerica." We quote from his
conclusions in this article:

the ancient Maya "cross" (world tree) and the Spamsh
cross were indeed startlxngly similar in fonn but quite
different in basic meaning. The Maya cross symbol
ized the world tree, the axis mundi, and was personified
(which surely indicated that it had an inner soul) and
clothed (in jewels and mirrors), and had a spiritual

relationship to supematural ancestors. The Spanish cross
was basically a structure on which Christ was crudfied,
but, at least in some Catholic thinking, was related to
the tree of life in paradise (Nuflei de la Vega [1988]), a
concept that is similar to the Maya world tree. After
syncretism occurred, the ancient Maya meaning con-
tinued, but some new meanings were added, or at least
strongly emphasized by the Maya: the cross as a bound-
ary (between Nature and Culture, between town and
woods); the cross as a guardián; and especially the cross
as a symbol of collective identity for families, Uneages,
hamlets, towns. Further, I suspect that not only in Yuca-
tan (Farriss 1984:314), but in Chiapas and Sonora as
well, the plethora of crosses are manifestations of draw-
ing ideological support and symbols from Christianiiy to
oppose Spanish rule and bolster Indian power.

(Vogt n.d., parens original)
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Crosses and trees played central roles in the

Maya visión from the earliest material manifes-

tation of their symbol system until today.

2. Determining the language spoken and written

at any particular site is diffícult in the best of

circumstances. The most reliable evidence

comes from speciñc spelling or grammatical

forms that occur only in Yukatekan or Cholan.

Several of these kinds of spellings identified Pa

lenque, Yaxchilan, and Copan as Cholan-speak-
ing, while the spelling of the month Fax and

other grammatical features identify Caracol and
the Nah Tunich región of southem Belize as

Yukatekan. No such unequivocal evidence has

been found at Tikal, but the phonetic spelling
there seems to be far more productiva in Yu
katekan than in Cholan.

3. The lowland Maya of the colonial period did
work to maintain long-distance contact, ex-
change, and communication. See the absorbing
accoimt of Maya resistance to the Spanish given
by Grant Jones (1989).

4. The Popol Vuh, or the Book of Counsel of the
K'iche', was written down around 1550-1555 by
a member of the K'iche' elite from Santa Cruz

K'iche' in the highlands of present-day Guate
mala (Edmonson 197l:vii). The Community
Book of Utatlan, the original from which the
Popol Vuh was derived, was likely a codex or
set of codex books written in Maya glyphs. Ed
monson notes in his preface to his 1971 transla-
tion that there are clear indications that the
original also included almanac pages used for
divination, comparable to the pages of the four
survivmg Maya códices, three of which are
probably hom Yukatan and all of which date
from the Postclassic period or the centurias just
prior to the Spanish Conquest. There are several
English translaüons of the Popol Vuh. The Ed
monson ediüon has the advantage of a running
K'iche' transliteration for those interested in
checking the Mayan. The translation by Dennis
Tedlock (1985) is a flowing and accessible nar-
raüve that incorporates the insight of a native
K'iche' speaker knowledgeable in the ways of
his people, and Tedlock's own training as a
K'iche' day-keeper. Most of our summaries of
the Popol Vuh stories are taken from the Ted
lock translation.

5. Michael Coe has written extensively on the sub-

ject of the Ancestral Hero Twins (1973, 1978
1989). In 1986 at his public talk at the Sympo-
sium of the Blood of Kings exhibition in Fort

Worth, Texas, he first proposed that, from the

Late Preclassic period onward, the stories of the

Hero Twins fimctioned for the Maya as the Iliad

and Odyssey did for the Greeks

6. Our intention here is not to review the entire

hutory of research in our fields, but ratlier to

acknowledge the most important contributions to

the particular approach we are taking in this

book. However, we recommend Michael Coe's

(1992) interesting and highly entertaining re-

counting of the decipherment of the Maya writ-

ing system.

7. In his unpublished history of research, George

Stuart (n.d.) evaluated the remarkable contribu-

tion of Charles Etienne Brasseur de Bourbourg.

When he became fascinated with the Maya,

Brasseur de Bourbourg focused his attentions on

searching for, copying, purchasing, and collect-
ing all the oíd manuscripts he could fmd. He

found the Yukatek Motul dictionary, which is
one of the oldest and most important dictio-
naries of Conquest-period Yukatek. He bor-
rowed and copied the Popol Vuh and then he
published the K'iche' along with his own trans
lation. He also published the Armáis of the Cok-
chúfueles, and he transcribed the first dictation
of the Maya drama called the Rabinal Achí In

pursuing his interests, he leamed Náhuatl,
K iche, and Kaqchikel. And fmally, he discov-
ered the major part of a codex, the third one to
be found, in the possession of a Spanish scholar
and published it under the auspices of Napoleón
III. Many of his interpretations have not stood
the test of time, but his contribution in collect-
ing and publishing primary sources was funda
mental to the fjeld.

8. We rely on a history of research written by
George Stuart in 1985 for a book he was writ-
ing with Linda Schele and David Stuart, called
Ancient Maya fVriting. We never finished the
book, but George published his history of re
search in 1992. It remains one of the most de-
tailed and insightful accounts available to us.
His research was less concemed with who dis-
covered what detail when than with when re-
ources were published and who had access to

Aam. An equally interesting history has re-
cently been published by Michael Coe (1992) in
his Breaking the Cade.

Among the early sources he cites are the de-
riptions of Peter Martyr, a witness who chroni-

cled the Spanish Conquest; Diego López de
ogulludo, who wrote Historia de Yticathan>

which was published in 1688; and an account of
the conquest of the Itza published by Vil-
lagutierre Soto-Mayor. A guide to these and
other early sources is published in Volumes
13-15 of the Handbook ofMiddle American Indi-
ans (Wauchope 1974-1975) and many of the
most important have recently been translated
into English, annotated, and published by Laby-
rinthos Press (Culver City, California). The Uni
versidad Nacional Autónoma de México is

presently engaged in a truly remarkable program
of publication concentrating on these earlier
sources: these include both transcnption and fac
símile additions. Both these publication series are
providing an invaluable resource to a wide range
of scholars in the field.

9. Maudslay's amazing plans, drawings, and photo-
graphs were published between 1889 and 1902 in
the four volumes of the Archaeology section of
the Biología Centrali-Americana (Maudslay
1889-1902). Maudslay, along with his photogra-
pher, Henry Sweet, and his artist, Anme Hxmter,
created a primary resource of incalculable impor
tance. The standards of drawing and photogra
phy, as well as glyphic commentary, were so high
that we still struggle to match them today. Not
until lan Graham's Corpus of Maya Hieroglyphie
Writing was Maudslay's work equaled in accu-
racy and expanded to incorpórate major new bod
Íes of texts and images. We still use his work
today as a major resource.

Teobert Maler, the other great recorder of
the period, was bom in Rome of Germán p ^
ents. He carne to México with Maximilim
army and stayed after the fall of the regim
Like others before and after him, he becam
fascinated with the Maya and found himse
sketching in Palenque. Taking a huge h vy
camera and glass plates with him, Maler
eled through the Maya región from 1877
tum of the century, photographing and p
ping and giving special attention to the im p
tions and images of the sites he visite
meticulous joumals and photographs we p
lished in the Peabody Museum Memoirs begm-
ning in 1901 (Maler 1901-1903. 1908-1911).
Since many of the monuments he photograp e
have since been lost. stolen. or desuoyed, h.s
work preservad an invaluable segment
ten history and religión of the Maya. Maudslay
and Maler left us an unparalleled heritage that
would not exist had they not conumtted their
Uves to the ancient Maya. Furthermore. even

when the monuments have survived time and

looters, they cannot be studied effectively with-

out photographs and drawings that can be
taken into the libraries and homes of Mayanists

in distant lands.

Sylvanus Morley not only directed many of
the early excavation projects, but most notably
for US, his two great resource works, The Inscrip-
tions at Copan (1920) and The Inscriptions of the
Peten (1938) are still used today and have played

a vital role in the process of decipherment. More
recently, Merle Greene Robertson (1982-1992)
has spent her Ufe recording through drawings,
photographs, and rubbings the art of Palenque,
Chich'en Itza, and many other sites. Without

these pioneeis, and their later successors, lan
Graham and the other photographers and artists
who record the words and images of the ancient

Maya, we could not work.
10. Our understanding of the ancient Maya world

was also enhanced by the pioneering work of
three outstanding scholars. The first was Emst
Ffirstermaim, a Germán philologist and librarían

of the Royal Library of Dresden. If you can imag
ine working at your desk with an original
painted Maya book sitting in front of you, you
can picture the great privilege that Fórstermann
enjoyed. The extraordinary copies he had made
of tlie Dresden Codex (two hundred in number)
in 1892 are today our primary source of study of
that work because the Allied fire-bombing of
Dresden during World War II caused severe
water damage to this most precious of books.
Fórstermann had not only the original Dresden
codex at his disposal but also reproductions of the
other two códices then known, as well as the
ongoing publication of the Classic monuments by
Maudslay and other ethnohistorical documents
that were just then coming to light. During the
last part of his long Ufe, in a virtuoso perform
ance that has rarely been equaled, he revealed
the workings of the Maya calendar, interpretad
the glyphs associated with it, and read or cor-
rectly identified many of the actions and actors
shown in the códices.

His colleague in this great endeavor was an-

other Germán, Eduard Seler. Seler not only
worked with ancient Maya reUgion and writing

but combinad these studies with parallel work on

the Aztecs and other Mesoamerican cultural tra-
ditions. Discovering many connections between

the Aztecs and the Maya, he identified gods,
described ritual, suggested the nature of Maya
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religión, and proposed a number of decipher-
ments that are still accepted today. Paúl
Schellhas, another fiiend and colleague of Fttr-
stennann, worked with the same material and

published the first systematic study of Maya
gods, giving them the alphabetic designations we
presently use.

In many ways, the contributions of Fttrster-
mann and Seler are still not appredated as they
should be because only a few of their original
Germán articles were translated into English,
under the supervisión of the great Harvard
scholar, Charles Bowditch. Bowditch (1904) pub
lished the most important arricies by both au-
thors along with other interesting works by
Germán researchers in a Smithsonian Insriturion
Bulletin. Seler's collected works, Gesammelte
Abhandhm^en zür Amerikanischen Sprach- und
AUerthumskunde (Seler 1902-1923), were trans
lated under Bowditch's supervisión by A. M.
Parker, Selma Wesselhoeft, and others, with J.
Eric Thompson overseeing the work and making
slight editorial changes. The translarions were
copied by mimeograph, without illustrarions, and
distnbuted to a few interested scholars and to the
librarles of insriturions then involved in Maya
research. Until the advent of copy machines,
however. only students and scholars at those in-
stituüons had access to these translarions. Fortu-
nately for the latest generarion of scholars, these
^anslarions are now being published, with the
ÜWarions, by Labyrinthos Press (Seler 1990)
^witch also translated and published, with the
Pea^dy Museum at Harvard, Schellhas's study
of the gods in the códices. Bowditch did a great
service to the field by facilitfltinn

U . ^^^^'^^^ngoommumcation»«ne sd.ob„ ^ ^ ^

Ltr 7°T°-f Seler, dau and intón.«uüona, inta,.
mauon Uia, he would evenwally me in hia

work.Aa„eshall«e.Tl.en.p,enengendereda™,on of Maya reUgion and Ufe Ura, ,ti|l
and fascinates us today.

Another giant of those early decades of study
was Herbert J. Spinden, a man who became a
leading epigrapher and the exponent of an incor-
rect correlarion between the Maya and Christian
calendar that gave us the modem myth of an
astronomers' conference at Copan. His earliest
work remains the most influenrial. As a doctoral
student in anthropology at Harvard, he spent the

years 1906 to 1909 studying the Maya art and

architecture of the Classic period, searching for
pattems. Using the drawings and photographs
from Maler and Maudslay, the expedirions of the
Peabody Museum, and other publicarions, Spin
den undertook the first systematic study of ico-
nography and meaning in Maya art with
remarkable results—often undcrappreciated by
modem researchers. He idenrified many of the
main themes of Maya art and invented most of
the nicknames we use for the images today. Most
of all, he insrincrively realized he was seeing a
record of both historical acrion and religious be-
lief. We latecomers somerimes find that our most

recent discoveries were found first by Seler, Fós-
termann, and Spinden during the youth of the
field.

11. Brasseur de Bourbourg was one of the historians
and collectors who assembled invaluable archives
of material from the colonial period. Juan Pío
Pérez, a Yukatekan scholar who published sev-
eral early documents in Stephens's collecrion, In-
cidents of Travel in Yucatán, was another early
historian. His work was soon supplemented by
others. Among these, Daniel Brinton, Ralph
Roys, France Scholes, William Gates, Susan
Miles, and Adrián Recinos stand out as parricu-
larly important because they not only found and
preservad crirical documents, they translated,
analyzed, and published them so that others
could have access.

George Stuart (n.d.) also cited the work of Don
Crescendo Carrillo y Ancona of Izamal, YukaUn,
and Cari Berendt, who both continuad the work
of Pío Pérez and assembled his own enormously
important collecrions of colonial documents. The
Berendt Collection of the University of Pennsyl-
®iiia is still one of major importance. Daniel
nton, a physician and professor of American

chaeology and lingmstics at the University of
*irisylvania, published many of the documents

P eserved by Pío Pérez, Carrillo y Ancona, and
hers, thus making them available to others for

tudy. William Gates, who founded the Maya
ciety in 1920, assembled a remarkable collec-

ion of documents that were to become the foun-
ation of the Maya library of Tulane University.

nded up at Tulane as the first head of the
iddle American Research Instituto, which was
become a major player in the years ahead.

also brought in Ralph Roys, Oliver La

Farge, and Frans Blom, tliree men who would

make unparalleled contributions in archaeology,
ethnohistory, and ethnology. Frans Blom became

an important arcliaeologist in Chiapas; Roys pub

lished English translarions of the Chilam Balam
of Chumayel (Roys 1957), the Ritual of the
Bakabs (Roys 1965) and other crirically impor
tant documents (Roys 1943, 1957, 1962); and La

Farge studied several major Maya commumties
in westem Guatemala. The Gates collecrion, in

original and photographic copies, eventually be
came part of Ule collecrions of Tulane, Harvard,
Princeton, and Brigham Young umversiries, the
Library of Congress, and the Newbeny Libraiy.
See Robert Brunhouse's (1975) informarive and
entertaining biographies of these and other May-
anists during this early era of Uie field.

In 1941, Tozzer published an English transla-
rion of Landa—still the principal source we use

because of the extraordinary notes he wrote to

accompany the text. France Scholes, working
with Roys and others (Scholes and Rojrs 1948,
Scholes and Adams 1960), translated and pub
lished other vital documents, especially the pa
pers of Paxbolon, which contain a history of the
ruléis of Akalan-Tixchel, a town visited by
Cortés on his joumey to Honduras. Perhaps one
of the most extraordinary publicarions is Susan
Miles's (1957) study of Uie Poqom Maya from
early dicrionary and documentary sources.

Adrián Recinos, a Guatemalan who served as
ambassador to the United States from 1928
1944 and to Uie United Narions after that, trans
lated the major historical documents of several
Maya groups in Guatemala, including the Popo
Vuh, the Annals of the Kaqchikels, and oUiers, in
an anthology of documents (Recinos 195 )
haps most important to English-speaking
ars was the publicarion of the Popol
(Recinos 1950) and the Annals of the Kaqchike
(Recinos and Goetz 1957) in English translations
by the University of Oklahoma Press. Robert
Carmack (1973) pubüshed a listing of the sources
available on the K'iche', including translauons of
several important but previously unpubhshed
dociunents. .

The resources above were not, of course,
«nly documen., U.« h.v, b»n publisW
the middle ot the nineteenth century-many scholaiswe have not mentione ,an

more who are working today, both interpreung

early documents already known and finding oth

ers still waiting in libraries, archives, and private

hands around the world. In great part, these doc

uments have provided the basis of our under-

standing of Maya social and religious structure,

and of Maya ritual pracrice and belief at the time

of Uie Conquest. They have also been invaluable

to the process of decipherment. There are doubt-
less many more dociunents of this nature waiting

to be found.

12. Alfred Tozzer (1907), lived with the Lakandon,

the only non-Chrisrian group of Maya to survive
into the twenrieth century, and wrote an invalu

able comparison of Lakandon and Yukatek life-
styles and beliefs. Oliver La Farge, Charles
Wisdom, Robert Redfield, Alfonso Villa Rojas,

Michael Mendelson, Maud Oakes, Rafael Girard,

and many others recorded and published descrip-
tions of the rituals, pageants, and pracrices of

many twenrieth-centuiy Maya communiries. Ol
iver La Farge, for example, published observa-
tions of several communiries in Chiapas,

Veracruz, and westem Guatemala (Blom and La
Farge 1926-1927), of a Jakaltek community (La
Farge and Beyer 1931), and of a Q'anhobal town
(La Farge 1947). Charles Wisdom (1940, n.d.)
and Rafael Girard (1966) accumulated major
ethnological materials on the Chorri of westem
Guatemala, including descriprions of religión,

ritual, and social interacrions. Wisdom compiled
a huge srill-unpublished dicrionary of Chorri.
Redfield and Villa Rojas (1934 and Villa Rojas

1945) assembled the same kind of data on towns
of Yukatek-speakers in the northem lowlands.
Mendelson (1956) worked at the Tzutujil town of
Santiago Aritlan, and Oakes (1951) did her re
search at Todos Santos. Ruth Bimzel wrote on
Chichicastenango (1952), and this list is far from

exhaustiva.

Thomas Gaim, a British doctor who dabbled in

archaeology throughout British Honduras (now
Belize), described and photographed whatever
modera Maya rituals he happened to wimess on

his many expedirions to various ruins. Gann's
"archaeology" expedirions bordered on looting,

but his penchant for detailed descriprion of what
he saw and how he found the material he ex-
cavated, as well as his attenrion to the Maya
conununiries he encountered, make his many

"popular" books extremely valuable records of a
life-style that has been, or is being, lost. His
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books are far more ihan just iravel adventures.

Since the fífties, there have been many more
people who have contributed to the mass of in-

formation we have on Maya communities and
their rituals. In the context of our narrativo, we
have drawm extensively on select scholars who
have wntten recent major monographs and arti-
cles on contcmporary and ethnohistorically docu-
mented Maya cosmology. Our attempt is not to
synthesize all the work of our many colleagues
and intellectual ancestors on Maya thought, an-
cient and modem, but rather to illustrate certain
central connections and continuities that support
the principie of an enduring understanding. Our
Bibliography will, we hope, show our awareness
of the many people who have contributed to
knowledge of the Maya, even if we do not draw
regularly on all of their insights and evidence.
These ethnographies—along with the dictio-

nanes and other linguistic materials that accom-
pany them-compose some of the most valuable
resources we have available to us today. More-
over, since the earliest of these observations and
studies dates f^om the last third of the nineteenth
century, they also represent a record of the pro-
cess of adaptation and transformaüon in Maya
communities over the last hundred and thirty
years.

13. Thompson^ masterpiece in this approach was
published in Maya History and Religión (1970).
In this amazing work, he outlined his ideas about
the Putun Maya at the end of the Classic period;
^manzed what was traded lowland to high-
land and vice versa, using archaeology and eth-
nohtstorical records as his sources; put together
an unmatched collection of comparaüve mythol-
ogy from all Mayan languages, and detailed his
understanding of how Maya religión worked We
dtsagree with some of his conclusions, which we
found confusing, but quite frankly we had lost
sight of the extraordinary resource of informa-
tion he assembled in this remarkable book.

14. Thompson released his dncient Maya Civiliza-
tion in 1956. Morley preceded Thompson in 1946
with an enormously popular book titled The An-
cient Maya. In this work, Morley used the colo
nial texts, both about the Maya and the
indigenous Chilam Balam books, along with eth-
nographic information, to craft an inteipretation
of the Precolumbian Maya. He proposed an Oíd
Empire—what we now cali the Classic period—
and a New Empire, the Terminal Classic and
Early Postclassic periods. He further argued for

massive migrations of people out of tlie southem
lowlands into the northem lowlands duríng tlie
ninth-century collapse in the south. From tlie
ashes of the Oíd Empire rose tlie New Elmpire.
His analyses were brilliant, articúlate, and influ-
ential for several generations of archaeologists.
In basic contrast to Thompson, Morley regarded
the Maya of the Contact period, with their kings,
d)masties, nobility, wars, and intrigues, as the
proper guide to interpreting the Classic Maya.
Sadly, he never knew the glyphs he loved to
study could confirm his basic intuitions in tliis

matter.

15. Tatiana Proskouriakoff of the Camegie Institu-
tion of Washington convinced her colleagues in
Maya studies that the glyphic texts on carved
stone monuments pertained to historical in

dividuáis in a series of articles (Proskouriakoff
1960,1961, 1965—1964, 1964) on the kingdoms of
Piedras Negras and Yaxchilan.

16. Thompson articulated his views on Itzamna as
the apex of the Maya pantheon and as a deity of
nearly monolotrous focus for the Classic elite in
Maya History and Religión (1970). Karl Taube
(1992a, 1989) reviewed Paúl Schellhas's (1904)
analysis of the Maya deities and discussed
Thompson's hypothesis. Taube, following Nicho-
las Helmuth (1987). supported the notion that
God D, Itzamna in the Postclassic and colonial
sources, was head of the Classic pantheon of gods.
I^Iuring the Classic period, his ñame was written
Itzam or Itzamhi.

7. Taube (1992a;31) points out that Seler and
Fewkes had correctly identifíed the codex por-
ait of this god with the Itzamna of the colonial

sources.

David Stuart (1987) first found the syllabic spell-
§ of this god s ñame and read it as A: 'atvil, a

word that means "sustenance" in Yukatek and
dol or embodiment" in the Poqom languages

and Kaqchikel.
19. At the heart of the God D—Itzamna—problem

e meaning of the god's ñame and its distribu-
^  n the códices and Classic-period imagery.

h of the evidence has been assembled by
aube (1992a:3Wl, 1989), but we think a sum-

of the high points is warranted here. First
1 the ñame glyph that has been read as

amna in the códices appears only beside the
lltropomorphic deity given the designation^ od D by Schellhas (1904). This glyph does not

PP® to our knowledge—with any of the
urian or crocodilian images. We can surmise,

therefore, tliat tlic association Thompson made

with iguanas is based entirely upon his interpre-

tation of tile ñame. Using previous scholars work
along with his own research, Taube (1992a:36,
1989:2) has shown tliat Itzamna Kab Ain was

probably glossed as a "whale" in colonial Yuka
tek and that in Classic and Postclassic imagery,

the ñame referred to a great crocodilo tliat sym-
bolizcd the surface of the eíuth.

Itzam remains the problem, for if it does not
mean "iguana," as the great Yukatekan linguist
Barrera Vásquez (1980:272) asserted, tlien what
does it mean? The glyphic ñame is composed of
three signs—a small flower or shield image, a
square-eyed head, and a phonetic na. We have
known for some time lliat the first two signs

must represent itzam, by recording tlie sounds
either as i-tzam or itz-am. To our knowledge
Floyd Lounsbury, in his work on üie códices dur-
ing the late sixties, was tlie first to suggest tliat
the "shield" sign should be read as itz, based, he
thought at the time, on its being the head of a
caterpillar. The iconic idenüficaüon is surely
WTong, but the reading appears to be correct. In
Classic-period inscriptions the itz sign can appear
alone or wiüi the head of God D attached to it.
so that the god's portrait is the personified vari
ant of the phonetic sign. The Shield-Jaguar o
Yaxchilan and the Shield-God K of Naranjo and
Dos Pilas all appear with this head variant
their ñames. Their ñames were probably p
nounced Itzam-Balam and Itzam-K awil, te p
tively.

Using this itz reading for the first sign, Frei-
del and Schele (1988a) proposed that the sec-
ond sign in the ñame, the square-eyed
reads am. They supported their proposal y
showing the use of this head on small eccentric
obsidiana and jades that were used to cas^
nostications. These stones are called am
katekan sources.

Combining itz and am with na gives t e
pected ñame luamna, but we also note that i
the Classic period the na sign was not p
Instead, the ñame of the god closes with a ^
to give itzamhi or iuamih. It is interesung th
this same set of hi signs stands m the
expected na sign in the yitah glyph
>0 ü.,. the,. ota, be some «6»'"

j  these differences.correspondence registered
While we cannot explain the difference e

th6 n&niCithe Classic and Postclassic versions

we think it clearly points to the na/ »

sepárate from the main part of the ñame. Fur-
thermore, since itzam appears in many different

god ñames, just as k'awil occurs in many different
people's ñames, it must record some common
property that these gods share.

In trying to determine the meaning of itzam,
we can presume that it is a either a self-contained
root or a root combined with an affix giving

itz-am as the form. We also know that -am is the

agentive affix in Yukatek; it forms nouns of
agency from otlier nouns and verbs. In other
words, itzam may be "one who does the action of

"one who makes itz" or an tír-er. If this

is the correct analysis, then itz is the criücally
important component. In Yukatek (Barrera
Vásquez 1980:272), it means "milk, tears, sweat,
hardened or thickened resin or gum from trees,
bushes, and some herbs." It also means the wax
that melts down the side of a candle and the wax
from honeycombs, resins and gums used to dye
clotli, rust, juice, as well as all body fluids like
semen, sweat, and tears. In Proto-Cholan (Kauf-
man and Norman 1984:121), ̂-¿2 is "pitch, sap,
resin" and there is an equivalent root iiíz recon-
structed for proto-Maya. Itz is the magic stuff
brought forth in ritual and as secreúons from all
sorts of things—living and (to us but not the
Maya) inanimate. Barrera Vásquez (1980:272)
used üiis meaning in exacUy the way we propose,
for he also glosses itz as "wizard, sorcerer, en-
chanter, witchcraft, enchantment." Itzam he
took to be composed of itz-a'-am, which he
analyzed as follows (translaüon ours): "itz is a
morpheme whose significance is related to ideas
of knowledge, magic, occult power; -a' means
water and -am is the actor, so that itzam means
water wizard, he who has and exercises occult
power in the water.
We agree with Barrera's logic, but we see

nothing in the word itzam that indicates the
presence of an extra a' to refer to "water." We

believe itzam is simply "magician" or "wizard."
In her analysis of early Poqom (Poqoman and
Poqonchi') sources, Susan Miles (1957:751) de-
scribed Ah itz as "the ancient counterpart of the
modem Ah itz, consulted by individuáis of eveiy
rank for prívate divination, curing, and witch
craft. It was the only office open to women, and
probably had prerequisites similar to those for
modero brujos of illness, cure, and dreams." For
the Kaqchikel also, itz was the word for "wizard,
sorcerer" (Coto 1983:268), and although like way
in many modero languages, it has negative con-
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notations, úz b also enchantment and sorcery in
K'iche'.

Itzam, therefore, appears to be a general
term for a person who manipúlales the magic
world—in other words, a shaman. Barrera

Vásquez (1980:272) pointed out ihat na means
first, house,' and in many languages, "to
know," especially through dreaming. Hb sug-
gestions may explain the presence oí the na,
bul since it b replaced by hi in Classic-period
texis, we feel it may represent an additional in-
flectional or derivation suffix en the basic term
for "magician" or "shaman." Thb means that
the presence oí itzam in other god ñames b
simply to regbter that they too opérate in the
magical world as tte-ers. Furthermore, God D,
the Itzamna oí the Yukatek sources, the Postclas-
sic códices, and the Classic pottery painüng, was
the principal shaman, the "first wizard" oí the
Maya cosmos.

The iu glyph, which b very probably a flower
omament rather than a shield, b wom on the
headband of the god Itzamna as a phoneüc and
icomc clue to hb ñame. The same tzz headband
is wom by the sacred bird that sits atop the
World Tree of the Center. Thb shared feature
led Nicholas Hellmuth, who first idenúfied the
Classic versión of God D (Helmuth 1987:303-
312), to associate the bird with God D. Hb sug-
g^tion seems to be correct. for on ü,e
Blowgunner's Pot (Fig. 2:7). thb bird b shown
'entenng the sky" as it lands in the tree. The
gljThs following the verb ñame it as luam-Yeh.
Yeh or abo occurs in First Father's ñame
H»n.Nal.Y., »d. üke * W ,nd i,
meamng, relevan, „ .hese eonttxts. In Cholen
(  ufman and Norman 1984:137), it b "to take

■n U.e hand" and "u, give.» In Yukatek (Bañera
Vísquez 1980,975), i, „.eans "t„ p„, ^
presen, or ofter someUnng - /aom.l-el, perhap,
ñames the bird as the "Wizard Giver."

20. See Nancy Farrbs (1984:294^-295) for an interest
ing dbcussion of Max Weber's notions of the
rational evolution of reUgion as applied, or per-
haps more accurately as mbappUed, to the Maya
case.

21. Farrbs describes this category as follows: "De-
fined by the Spanbh clergy as supersütion and
corresponding to what later taxonomies have
come to cali magic, thb level involves the manip-
ulation of highly discrete and locaiized supemat-
ural forces for the benefit of the individual and
hb family" (Farrbs 1984:296).

22. Farrbs describes the middle level as "corporate or
parochial cults with their patrón deities or saints;
they are still tied to a particular group bul are less
particularbtic than the magical. Although thesc
corporate cults might shade into semiprivate de-
votions to family patrons, I place them in the
public, collective spherc of religious activity . . ■"
(Farrbs 1984:296).

23. These argumenta are developed in her Chapters
9 and 10 (Farriss 1984).
Bvon Vogt abo questions thb position of Far
rbs s. In a review of her book he writes: "I have
reservations about labeling the clusler of curing
ceremonies, maize-field rites, and house dedica-
lion rituab as 'magic' with all the connotations
of that concept. It might be preferable to con-
sider them as 'domestic rituals' (Vogt 1976).
Further, the deities invoked in thesc ceremonies
are not always highly dbcrete and locaiized. For
example, the h-men in Chan K'om regularly
invoke the great Chaac for the protection of
the maize plants.' (Redfield and Villa Rojas
1934.346) Thb deity symbolizes rain, thunder,
Bghtning, fenility. These concepts are hardly
dbcrete and locaiized, but rather represent some
general phenomena in the Maya cosmos" (Vogt
1986:42).

25. In the spring of 1971, David Freidel wrote a
gradúate term paper for Evon Vogt and Jeremy
Sabloff on shamanbm in the Maya area. It was
the beginning of hb own joumey to this book.
He sat in the basement lounge of the Peabody
Museum a few days after handing in the paper,
and asked a question of hb mentor, the great
Tabana Proskouriakoff: Did it made sense to
her that the modera Maya peasants retained
shamanbm from their peasant forebears? And if
there were archaeological remains of crystab,

vining stones, and other paraphernalia of sha
manbm in the Precolumbian record of the elite,
could shamanic beliefs aind rituals be said to be
the conceptual foundation of Maya political
power? She answered David that it did make

tse but that it would be difficult to prove. But
as encouragement, she pointed out the docu-

ted descriptions of ecstatic trance by the
anob given in the ethnohbtorical descrip

tions of Yukata», „ Iatan, a cleau' case of shamanic prac
tica by Maya elite.

rther, as John Sosa shows in the case of Yal-
llage, the ceremonies of devotion to these

g  and the cosmological principies shared by
s amans and farmers alike, in their fields and in

their homes, are replicated in Farrbs s second
tier. There these principies are expressed by the
entire community's devotion to its saints (Sosa
1988, 1990).

27. William Hanks (1990), a uained knower in the
Yukatek cosmology of Oxk'intok' town, provides
a detailed dbcussion of the spatial organization
of Ch'a-Chak ceremonies in which three altars
are raised, representing three powers and tem
ples in heaven. There b a fourth power and
temple, Ah Kin Tuus (High Priest Deceiver), in
the west, but he b carefíilly avoided in ceremo
nies of this kind, for when he b aroused, evil
flows into the world. The triadic principie b
abo an ancient one in Maya cosmology, as we
shall see in Chapter 2.

28. In the Book of Chilam Balam of Chumayel (Roys
1936), there is a passage called the interrogation
of the chiefs, in which local lords are required lo
answer a series of riddles in the language of
Zuliuya." For many years, Mayanbts speculated
that this might be a foreign language introduced
by conquerors in the northern lowlands. What it
actually b, as Roys understood, is an exanunatio
on the ritual knowledge of such lords, designed to
test their ability to conduct the kinds of ceremo
nies that shamans today conduct. We specula
that "Zuhuya" b just a way of spelling "suhuy,
which means "untainted" or virginal in M y
and refers to the pristine quality of the water and
other special materiak used in offerings to
gods. Here it would refer to the untainted
pristine quality of the acts and concepts give
the riddles.

29. Ch'a-Chak ceremonies were not always per-
formed as overtly as they are today, but the
cosmological ceremonies show evidence
nuity through the period of European domi-
nation. Nancy Farriss herself points out the
depth of the Ch'a-Chak ceremony m Yukatan.
"The one quasi-communal rite of which we ave
any record [in the colonial period, eigh
century] was the Cha-Chaac ceremony t
drought. A few images preservad as fami y
looms might be taken from their hiding p aces
and brought to a milpa, where a small g"'"? °
men—certainly no substantial portion
community—would gather to make their
ings" (Farrbs 1984:292-293;

30. Thb description and explanation of ^
cosmology is transmitted by John Sos
1988) from hú «.ch». The o

» wf thp matenals
the altar and the arrangemen

in Ch'a-Chak ceremonies carried out at Yaxuna
corresponded well with the descriptions given
by Sosa for Yalcoba, to the northeast. Don
Pablo confirmed many of these terms and con
cepts in hb own sacred work in Yaxuna. There
is certainly variation in the particular terminol-
ogy and interpretations of shamans in contem-
poraiy Yukatan. Freidel recalU hb colleague
José Aban of neighboring Yaxkaba observing in
1986 that Don Pablo was a good practitioner
but that he did things differenüy from the sha
mans of Yaxkaba, only a few kilometers away.
William Hanks (1990) provides veiy detailed
accounts of the Ch'a-Chak ceremonies of
Oxk'intok' and their spaüal-cosmological im-
port. There, the shaman does not have the
"hanging platform of the sky" portal. Instead,
spirits are called down to specific positions
within the fourfold/center pattern to partid-
pate. The variations are important, but they op
érate on the basic theme of cosmic order and
communion with the supematural forces.

51 As we discussed in Note 19, itz refe« to spedal
Uquids and essences that include morning dew,
the holy water sprinkled by ritualbts with an
aspergiUum, and semen. Itz can abo refer to the
néctar of flowers. John Sosa (1990) reports that
hb informant, a contemporary Yukatek h-men,
explains rütr ka'an as the blessed substance of
the sky which flows through the portal repre-
sented by the hanging sky platform on the sha-
man's altar. On the altar, the dripping wax of the
voüve candles, abo food for the gods and spmts,
is/Híz kab, "wax." and thb representa the flow-
ing liquid of heaven. Thb notion of the blessed
substance of the sky b abo an oíd idea, noted by
the hbtorian Uzana and menüoned by Taube
(1992a:34).

32. The seminal comparativa work on Maya houses
is Wauchope (1938).

33. Evon Vogt (n.d.) made this observation of the
mirrors on andent and modera croases.

34. Many religions have a cabalistic use of numbers
to signify powerful and important ideas. Juda-
bm, for example, still employs this practice.

35. Najicy Farrbs (1984:324) makes thb point in her
detailed analysis of colonial Yukatek Maya cos
mology: "The Maya expressed the dual sacred
quality of food—as something the divine powers
give and receive—in their use of the Spanbh
term gracia as a synonym for the all-important,
and sacred, maize."

36. In all, there are three focal positions in the ar-
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rangemem of Maya rinial—the canter, the altar
anil otfcrings, and the practiUoner who opem the
porul. In modem Ytikatekan ritual, the canter
posiüon b demarcated by the croo, tehile in the
aasstc system the center tea» repreaented by the
Worid Trae in its vajious tnanifestations. The
altar/offering container ha, ntany ntanifeata.
uona, but in Qa^ic-period intagety, i„ principal
representaüon tea, the Quadripartite God, n.ho i,
•he peraoniftcation of a largo offering plato ntade
tetth llaring ,ide,. Knoten fron, tnany archaeo.
logtoai conten, thi. píate, callad a lo* (J„,ten,n
n.d.t Houaton and Taube n.d.) in the notnencla.
ttue of the tinte a, well a, in modem language,
often .arrie, a k'in Agn. meaning "mn," "day
ttnd "f^val." Some of theee píate, alm have tte'o
,^1 loop, reading m; the teord for "tree" and
^ made of „ood, mch a, the gourd offering
hotel, nmd by Don Pablo. The píate „hen it b

•''■■'''■''P ""he ve«eb often ha, thequaWotl .hape of the portal or a fteld of ckU
"P- P'- hntctioned a, a

r  Otherteorld throngh tehich mm,.Moe tea, dbpatched to the goda and ancmtoi,
and through which they ¡n tum ioumd. a ■
the human teorld. """'"""«yeti tnto

The fimctionof the offering plato a, a porml

) (Fig. 1:5). CaUed a Yax r,, > ■ /
Dresden, this sacred tr
N- Vearb cemm!
"-waapurZTrittbring, offering, t. theTh«e pbte, hold offering, of fbh ^
cense, and most important • i

by the Maya (Uee IPS^'^rir'''
of «med breada, teith eariou, shape, and""
othW J, from Precolumbimt and colonial üZ
of Z "T' P'"« '"i-»" khtd,on ht, altar after they are baked in a
°earby.undergmundoeencal,edapih.TT„^,^mppomng theee offering, b callad a ka'an cke'
( sky tree . che'b "tree" in Yukatelt, tehile «e'b
tree tn the Cholan language,), and it b con

mtved by the modem Yukatelt chaman a, a por
tal through tehich sustenance traveb in both
directions.

The last analogy concerne the person of the
shaman. For the Classic Maya, the most potent

shaman was the king himself, who signaled tliis
function by adoming his loincloüi wiih an image
of the World Tree and wearing the Cosmic Bird
in his headdress (Schele and Millcr 1986:76-77;
Schele and Freidel 1990:90-91). He was the
^thly embodiment of the axis mundi and tlie

instrument for opening the portal. In modem
thinking on the maiier. Maya shamans create a
conduit to the supemaiural liirough meditation,
P yer, and trance, particularly when they are in
cióse proximity to the altar and the cross.

57. John Sosa (1990) has discussed the altar of the
Yukatek-speaking h-men, "doer." in icrms of its

niological metaphors. The Yukatek Maya
t^led their altar a ka'an che', "sky tree." In Clas
sic Maya theology, the World Tree of the Center
was called wakah-ka'an, "Raised-up Sky," in its
Yukatekan form (Schele and Freidel 1990:66-

)  he ñame comes from the action of separal-
g the sky from the earth performed by First

a year after creation began. As we shall
Chapter 2, the erection of the central axis

not only separated the sky from the earth, but it
imparted rotatíon to the star fields around üie
polar star. Over seven hundred years later, the
three children of the first parents were bom. Two

ese were the sun and Venus, who dance
ss the heavenly house created by star fields.

hn Sosa (1990, personal communication 1991)
nns US that circles of vines arching over the

tar are called speten ka'an, the "platform of the
y> and that they metaphorically create a "hole

in the sky." Sosa describes this "hole" (which is
coincidentally hol in Yukatek) this way: "The
sWed quahties of 'perforation' at the 'edge of

[entrances to the community] as well as
dge or center* of the world, seem to be

ction of the Maya belief in a fíat world,

'h 1 • ^ conception requires some sort ofto explain how the sun, moon and stars can
tóe^ngly pass through its plañe at the horizons.
^  center, the realm of humans and that of

mes are jomed at kumuk'lu'um, 'the center of
i.. believes « Ao/^/onjyoA,

itsJlf beaven* to exist. The conduit
L , . '^'bich achieves this joining is u yitzil
IZ Uteeky, tmd Le-L  "^*^■'1 the ritual table (candlewax on a stirV
jL . Piercing the altar directly below
alenr" ' ff'en>ud b equiv-

' brackets ours). Not only isem altar a portal to the world of the
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gods, it is the current transformation of a specific
kind of ancient portal that was, in Classic belief,
brought into being in First Father's act of cre
ation.

38. This ñame for the h-men's eJtar in contemporary
Yukatan was supplied by social anthropologist
John R. Sosa (1990), based upon his fieldwork
with modem ritualists. Ka'an che, with the Ukely
same meaning of "sky tree" or "sky of woody
substance," is reported by the distinguished Yu
katekan scholar Alfonso Villa Rojas (1945:51 and
57) as the ñame of little gardens raised upon
wooden frames among the Maya of east-central
Quintana Roo. The gardens were used for onions,
parsley, and other minor additions to staple fare.
Villa Rojas's (1945:P1. 5c) photograph of one of
these gardens shows it to be about the height of
a person and supported by six posts. In these
Maya communities, the altar is called zuhxty
mesa, "imtainted or holy table." There is no
doubt that in the case of Sosa's observations, the
ñame of the altar is intentionally metaphorical
and pertains to a cosmology in which the upper
elements of the altar represent the sky and its
portáis. The linkage to raised gardens is more
problematic, but illustrates the care we must take
in dealing with the linguistic homophonies and
metaphors of other people.

39. William Hanks (1990:334) gives "elevated wood"
as the English rendering of the term ka'an che
when used in reference to the altar. Normally,
ka'an means "sky" or "heavens" in Yukatek.
Clearly it can also mean "elevated." This ritual

usage of the term ka'an combines and coUapses
both the given terms of the Classic World Tree,
"raised or hoisted up" and "sky," wakah ka'an.

40. See Barrera Vásquez (1980:748) glosses tab as
"cord or rope with which the Indians tie and
cany cargos on the back."

41. William Hanks (1990: Fig. 8.*4) shows a quite
different spatial and numerological patteming
for the Ch'a-Chak ceremonies of his teacher in

Oxk'intok*. Nevertheless, his comprehensivo
analysis of spatial patteming and cosmology
shows important common stiuctures imderlying
such variabili^ in perfonnance and expression.
We deal with his schemata more in Chapter 3.

42. We work within the theoretical framework of

Stmcturalism (Freidel and Schele 1988ei; Freidel
and Schele 1988b; Schele and Freidel 1990) as do
many of the scholars we draw on in this book
(e.g., E. Z. Vogt 1976; G. Gossen 1986). We be-
lieve it is possible to explain variability in cul
tural expression among historically related
peoples in a región, and, altematively, through
time among sequential phases in a cultural tradi-
tion, as derived from basic structures of thought.
Stmcturalism is a controversial approach to inter-
pretation and there are numerous other ways of
making sense of human experience. We find that
it works for the Maya and we think it works
because the Majra think about things like cos
mology in rational and stmcturally ordered ways.
We further believe that the empirical, material
evidence of the ways that the Maya think support
this contention.

Chapter 2;
TticHcarttiancimcTrcc

1. Dennis Tedlock (1986:79; brackets ours) explains
the "moimtain-plain" concept as follows:

Through their tzih ["word"], their nasuil ["spiritual es-
•ence"], and their puz ["sacrifice"], the K iche creators
"carried out the conceptions of the h^rvb tacah . . . ,
literally 'mountain(s)-pIain(s).' " Huyub takah is what
might be called a pair of antonymic sjmecdoches for the
earth as a whole; at the same time, the two nouns
together are the principal K'iche* metaphor for the
human body, sometimos phrased in modem prayers as
"my moimtains, my plains. . .." Indeed, the Popol Vah
itself, elsewhere in the passage under consideration,
makes it olear that the creators conceive both the earthly
end human fonns at the same time. . . • Confronted with
o world apparently containing only a sky and a feature

less sea, they make manifest an essence concealed in the
sea, namely the kuyub takah.

2. The fuU series of events and insights are detailed
in the Workbook for the XVIth Maya Hiero-
glyphic Workshop at Texas. David Freidel pro-
vided the first Ímpetus, but the main set of
discoveries unfolded in Linda Schele's gradúate
seminar on "Origins" in Febmary 1992 at the
University of Texas. She was the focus of the
discoveries, but her students, especially Matthew
Looper, Khristaan Villela, Kent Reilly, and Bar
bara MacLeod, were central contributors. Dr.
Robert Robbins of the Department of Astronomy
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of the University of Texas aJso participated in ihe
debate and invesügaúon. In the middle of Febru-
ary, preliminary copies of the workbook secüon
setting out the discoveríes was sent by Federal
Express to ten other scholars in the field. An
thony Aveni, Dennis Tedlock, Barbara Tedlock,
David Kelley, Nikolai Grube, and Wemer Nahm
all responded and added iheir own insights and
cauüons lo the growing discoveríes. Dr. William
Gutsch helped us check the astronomy at the
Hayden Planetarium of the Amerícan Museum
of Natural History in New York and Von Del
Chamberlain did the same at the Hansen Plane
tarium in Salt Lake City, Utah.
Duncan Earle guided Linda through the days
the Ch'ay K'in, the "Le.. Deye," Sen Juen

Chamula m the state of Chispas in México so
that she could experíence the Chamulas' re-cre-
atíon of the world for herself. And finally. when
I^da Sehele preeented the new intenneution,
o  reenon to a large audience at the 1992 Maya
M^unga in Auaün in March, many people in u.e
anthenoe apoke „p u, add ,hei, own inaight, and
cautiom to the growing understanding. We are
«I^ly grateful u> Victoiia Brioker, the Ted-
look, E,o„ Vogr. Te«nee Kaufman, John Cari,
on. Karl Taube, Joaé Femander, John Fo«

ticinl' a P«"^^on and aharing of ideaa. Thia new under-
of Creadon ia the reaui. of a wne

"Uaborauon among many different people „h„

«ord here for .h a I"»!

--pu«andt!;t;r:er°*'''
ablyoonf.dent,ho„ever Aa.

Pictureof Maya Creado:• The Aztec counted this as the f.fth
«hile the Popo, v„h com.d,
before the present maf upresent, making thú the fourth W.
don t know dte oomn naed in the Qa.

4. Dennis Tedlock (personal oom
•  t j '^timimication, 1992^tafo^ed na that he now read. Tana as S
mundi as did Edmonson (1971:4)

5. At the 1992 Texas Meetings, Terry Kaufman the
most highly respected of Mayan Ii„gJi,^
pointed out to Sehele that the ñame might just as'
well read Hun-Ye-Nal as Hun-Nal-Ye as Sehele
herself, Mathews, and Lounsbury (1990) had
suggested. He pointed out that jye nal reads "the
tooth of maize" and refers to a single kemel of
com. We think this idea is a good alternativa, but
will retain the original reading because so many

portraits of this god have the namc Hun-Nal,

without the ye sign. This leads us lo suspect the
first two components should be Hun-Nal, "One-
Maize."

6. That the Maya tliought of the calendar in tliis
way is confirmed by tlie long count recorded on
Step VII of Hieroglyphic Stairs 2 at Yaxchilan
where eight cycles above the bak'tun are re
corded with their coefficients still set at tliirteen
to give the long count 15.13.13.15.15.13.13.13.9.-

15.13.6.9 3 Muluk 17 Mak (Octobcr 21, a.d. 744).
7. MacLeod (1991b) isolated a substitution pattem

at Chich en Itza where the crossed-planks replace
the phoneüc spelling ha-lCiJ. She showed this
reading to be productive in several important
contexts and suggested that the Creation verb
reads hal, a term that appears in Yukatek and
Cholti as "to say, to manifest itself, to say his
ñame in order to be known," and in some deriva-
tions as to make appear."

8. Mayer had sent it to Nikolai in Schele's care so
that it could be displayed at the Texas Meetings
in March 1992.

9. Sehele realized from this text that the second
glyph, which represented the side view of a
closed fist, had a phonetic complement of Aa
®ttggesting that the word ended in oh. She simply
went to the dictionaries of Yukatek and Chol and

looked up every consonant combined with oh.
When she found k 'oh as "mask" and "image," she
remembered that Nikolai Grube and Barbara
MacLeod had suggested k'oh as the reading of a
glyph for "mask" on a looted lintel from the
Yaxchilan región. She went to the lintel and saw
that their k oh was exactly the same glyph as the
one in the Creation phrase. That sealed the read
ing as k'oh, "image or mask." See the 1992 ff^ork-

ookjor the Xyjth Maya Hieroglyphic fVorkshop
for the full argument.

an Stross (1988) first identiñed the gl)Tb®
se bundles as íkatz, a Tzeltal word for bundle

and burden of office.
nn its occurrence in the glyph that in*

troduces distance numbers, J. Eric Thompson
ong ago read this sign as Ae4 a Yukatek word for

g®- In his study of successor titles, Ber-
Riese (1984) suggested a reading of either

or pointed out the frequent
P  nce of 4a as a phonetic complement to the
gn and associated it with successor expressions
« the royal genealogy of the Chonul of Akalan-

19871 ^ Grube (personal communicationas supported the tz'ak reading by identi
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fying the "nine successor" title as Bolon Tz'akab,

"Nine (or many) Generations," a deity ñame doc-

umented in colonial sources. Barbara MacLeod

prefers the halhi reading for thb verb, giving it

the meaning of "was manifested." Since this par

ticular versión of the "successor" glyph most

often occurs with a ka complement, we prefer it

for this context also. In Yukatek (Barrera

Vásquez 1980:873), tz'akah is glossed as "existir

(to exist)" and "hacer existente (to make or cré

ate existing or being)." It also is used for "grade,
step, degrees of relatedness, and knots (as on a

string)" and "measure of a milpa." In Chorti

(Wisdom n.d.: 735) tz'akse, a deríved fonn, is

"regúlate, arrange or adjust, put in order." The
sense of the verb may refer to both meamings "to
bring into existence" and "to put in order."

12. This location consists of the sign for "black fol-

lowed by u (the third person pronoun) and T606,
a glyph David Stuart (n.d.) read as tan in the
Ti.606 "child of mother" expression. He mar-
shaled convincing evidence that this relationship
glyph is huntan, a term in Yukatek meaning to
care for greatly." Tan means "in the middle of.

13. While we have the images of seven gods and a
list of seven ñames, we still don't know which
ñames refer to which of the gods.

14. The verb shows a deer hoof in a hand. We have

the same verb recording an action occumng lo
human kings when they were seven and thirteen
years oíd. Since First Father was about eight
years oíd at the time, he may have undergone the
same kind of event as the human kings, but imtil
we have a decipherment, we have no way of
knowing what the action was.

15. At the end of March 1991, Sehele first saw the
great ceibas of Copan in fruit, and to her aston
ishment the trees, huge in size, shom of leaves by
the dry season, and heavy with fruit looked ex
actly like this image. The presence of firuits on
this tree places the time of this m3rthical event in
the dry season of the year. The date 13.0.1.9.2
just happens to have fallen on February 5, 3112
B.C., the beginning of the dry season, which usu
ally lasts well into May. The Calendar Roun
date of the pottery scene is not 13 Ik end of Mo ,
but instead 1 Ahaw 3 K'ank'in. If, as Dennb an
Barbara Tedlock suggested to us at the 19
Texas Meetings, this is the last major event
before the present Creation began, that d
would have fallen on 12.18.4.5.0 1 Ahaw
K'ank'in or May 28, 3149. Zenith passage at Pa
lenque falls on May IL but May 28 might

have been acceptable as the beginning of the

rainy season.

16. Robiscek and Hales (1982:56-57) first identified

this scene as the shooting of Seven-Macaw from

the Popol Vuh myth. Also see Coe (1989) for a
magnificent Early Classic pot depicting the same

scene.

17. The act of perching on a tree is an act of special

meaning to modem Yukatek Maya as William

Hanks's shaman teacher in Oxk'intok', Yukatan,

explained to him. In trying to explain how an
evil spirít afflicting a household could be identi
fied as being in "the south comer . . . where

it makes its shrine (nest)," Hanks gives the

following;

As a man ktti "sits" in his home, a bird "alights" on its
khih "nest," and a saint resides in a khih "shrine," the
evil [spirit] khi "alights, perches" in the south comer.
This stationaiy aspect is what makes it possible for DC
(the shaman] to lócate the thing on one day and perfoim
a . . . ceiemony only several weeks later, without fear
that it has moved. There is a cultural premise that all

including spiriu, occupy stable places from

which they occasionally move.
(William Hanks 1990:544; brackets ours]

The act of Itzam-Yeh or First Father's alight-

ing or perching on the ceiba tree declares their
places in an action that is homophonically and
metaphorícally like a shrine. The texts from Pa
lenque and the pot cali this action och, "enter,"
because each being enters a shrine in the sky.

These sky places are their regular places, so that
when each "entered the sky," each was manifest-

ing in his proper place.
18. Floyd Lounsbury (1976) first recognized that this

Creation event was recorded in a couplet con-
struction, the most common discourse pattem

used in Mayan languages. In the first half of the
couplet, the scribes said that the event was 1.9.2
after the 4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u event. In the second,

they used the proper Calendar Round date, 13 Ik'
20 Keh, and a different way of taiking about the
event to contrast and complement the first half of
the couplet.

19 This dedication phrase consists of the God N verb
which Barbara MacLeod (1990a, 1990b) has read
as hoy. Her suggestion has recently been con-
firmed by a pot in Justin Kerr's archives. The text

on this pot has two glyphs, one with the syllabic
signs Ao and yi and the other the standard yuch "ib
("drinking vessel") glyph expected in Primaiy
Standard Sequences. This text is the two-glyph
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reduction of the PSS known from a large niunber
of pota. It has the phonetic spelling hoyi replac-
ing the God N dedication verb.

In Chorti (Wisdom n.d.:468), this lerm is

glossed as "make fming, make proper," while in
Chol, Tteltal, and Tzotzil, it means "to cir-

cumambulate." To move successively to the four
main house posts to inadte offerings and thus
through the four directions is often part of Maya
house dedication ritual. As we shall see, this
meaning has particular relevance to the context
of the Creatíon events. fVakah.Chanal combines
the number six with the glyph for "sky" and a
combination of signs recently read as phonetic
nttl (Schele, Mathews, and Lounsbury 1990).
Nicholas Hopkins (personal communicaüon
1978) long ago suggested that wakah funaions in
this context not as the numeral, but as the rebus
for the verb wakah, which is glossed in Yukatek
(Barrera Vásquez 1980:907) as "to raise. lift, to
straighten, to erect, to set upright." The equiva-
lent term in Chorti (Wisdom n.d.:755) is wa'tu^,
"stMding, stood up, erect or erected, perpendicu
lar." With the -nal suffix, this is the "Raised-up-
Sky-Place." ^
The second part of the ñame is composed of

the number eight, phoneüc na, and the head of
GI. This same head occurs in the introductoiy
glyph to the Primary Standard Sequence as the
^bstitute for the mirror sign Grube and Schele
(1991) have read as tzuL This substítution dem
ónstrales a phoneüc valué of uuk for the GI head
when it fimctions phonetícally. However, we do
not know if it carries the same valué when it
stands for the ñame of the god. Unfortunately
there is ampie evidence that the portrait glyphs
that stand for the ñames of gods have indepen-
dent phoneüc valúes.

These two glyphs are then described as the
"holy ñame." „ ch'ul k'aba of the house of the
north. The decipherment of the ch'ul was made
independently by several people in 1988, in-
cluding John Carlson, David Stuart, and in pub-
lished form by WilUam Ringle (1988). The
k'aba was read the year before by Judy Maxwell
at the 1987 Texas Workshop on Maya Hiero-
glyphic Writing and by Nikolai Grube in inde-
pendent studies of dedicaüon phrases. Finally
the objea whose holy ñame is "Raised-up-Sky-
Place" is recordad as yotot xaman, the "house of
the north."

20. The recogniüon of the ñames of these sanctuaries
began in the 1984 Texas Workshop on Hiero-

gl)rphic Wriüng, when Schele idenüfíed a glyph
on the Tablet of the Foliated Cross (a combina-

üon of T4 na, a tree sign, and k'an) as the ñame
of the image in the center of the panel—a maize
tree rising from the forehead of a K'an-cross

Waterlily Monster. Once the naming and dedica
üon pattems were recognized through the work
of David Stuaot, Nikolai Grube, and Schele at

Copan, the correlaüon of Wakah-Chan with the

World Tree at the center of üie Cross became

evident (Schele 1987g:139—140; Schele and Frei-
del 1990:472). fVakah-Chan is the ñame of the

pib natl (the small sanctuary building inside the
temple), but it is also the ñame of the tree image
in the center of the panel.

21. We think this complex and powerful image of
the cross contains one of the fundamental cove-

nants of Classic Maya belief. It is not merely an
icón of what happened, but a declared relaüon-
ship between humanity and the gods. Freidel
believes that the cross itself is an embodiment
of First Father, who was Raised-up-Sky (see our
earlier discussion of the saint-cross-idol concep-
tualizaüon). He points out that the kings were
embodiments of the World Tree (Schele and
Miller 1986:77 and Fig. 1:4). At Copan, Smoke-
Imix-God K went even further by portraying
himself on Stela I in the mask of GI (whose
image may be either First Father or his first-
bom son) wearing the sun-marked bowl of sac-
rifice as a helmet. While both the king and the
First Father could embody the Wakah-Chan, it
does not follow logically from this observaüon
that the original Wakah-Chan Tree represents
First Father. Instead, Freidel bases his interpre-
taüon on the statement that First Father "en-
tered the sky,' which he suggests means
"manifestad in his place." His place was cer-
tainly the Raised-up-Sky, for he is the Raised-
up-Sky-Lord.

Schele does not accept the idenüty of Hun-
Nal Ye GI with the World Tree, but argües in
stead that he was the principal actor in the events

at led to the World Tree being erected and the
®iiy being lifted. She takes the title Raised-up-

22 Lord to reflect his role in Creaüon.
John Carlson has also worked on the direcüonal
glyphs painted in this remarkable tomb. We find
the intercardinals especially interesüng in rela-
onship to the organizaüon of the cosmos.

Northeast is recordad as wak-nabnal, "six (or
stood-up-ocean-place)," a locaüon that seems to

directly in contrast to another locaüon, cho-

nabnal, "lying-down-ocean-place," which is re

cordad on the panel from Temple 14 at Palenque.

Thus, the "lying-down-sky" and "raised-up-sky"

opposiüon has its complement in the "Ijring-

down-ocean" and "raised-up-ocean." The south-
east is recordad with a dragón head ovar the sky

sign in what seems to be a direct reference to the

Cosmic Monster. The glyphs associated with

northwest and southwest are more difficult to

analyze, but one has yax, "first," as a prefix and
the other has six or "stood-up." While we do not
fully understand these eight direcüons, we can

identify them as the parüüons that radiate from
the center and were generated in the act of Cre
aüon.

23. The head vairiant of tzuk is also the ñame of

First Father in the Palenque Tablet of the Cross
text, coupled with his other ñame, Hun-Nal-Ye,
Üie resurrected Maize Lord. David Freidel

thinks that this face inscribed on the Raised-up-

Sky tree does not simply ñame it as a parüüon
but rather signifies the severed head of First
Father hanging on this World Tree. On the sec
ond form that the World Tree takes, the Na-

Te'-K'an, First-Tree-Precious, the Maize Tree
on the Tablet of the Foliated Cross at Palenque,

the tree wears a full-frontal versión of the tzuk
mask £ind two profiles of this mask occur on the
stalk. Presumably, there were four such masks
altogether on the maize plant. Four tzuk masks
may denote kan tzuk (Barrera Vásquez 1980.
298), "four parüüons." However, we also know
that the Na-Te'-K'an is Hun-Nal-Ye, the Maize
Lord and First Father. Freidel argües that
transfer of the tzuk mask from the trunk of the
Raised-up-Sky tree to the face of the Maize
Tree denotes the trauisformaüon of First Father
from sacrificed head to resurrected Maize Lord.

24. This concept of the parüüons of the world is
especially central to ritual in the town of
Momostenango in Guatemala. The priest sha
mans, who are called mother-father^, in Los
Cipréses, a rural cantón within Momostenango,
make a four-part ritual circuit of the great di
recüonal moimtains that boimd the Momost
kan world. On 11 Keh, they visit Kilaja, the
sacred mountain located in the east; thirtee
days later they cross the axis to visit Sokop, th
west mountain. Thirteen days after that, th y
visit Tamanku, the mountain of the four ^
ners of the sky" (kajxukut kali), the K iche
word for south. Then thirteen days later, they
go to the mountain called PipRi located at th

"four-comers of the earth" {kaf'xukut ulew) or

the north. As Tedlock relates, the K'iche' cali

this circuit "both the 'sowing and planüng'

{awexibal tikbaí) of the town and the 'stabiliza-

üon* (chak'alik) of the town. The K'iche' term

chak'alik, which in everyday usage refera to the

firm placement of a uble on its four legs, here
refers to the firm placement of the town within

its four mountains, so that it will not wobble

or üp over during a revoluüon, earthquake,
landslide, or other catastrophe" (B. Tedlock

1982:82).

This circuit has its analog in the Classic pe-

riod also. The Río Azul tomb has the signs for

the cardinal direcüons associated with four

glyphs consisting of the head used for the day
sign Men (which reads am as a phoneüc sign),
phoneüc aA, and a variable element assigned to
each direcüon. East is aA ("he of the sim");
west is aA akbal ("he of the night"); north is aA
uh ("he of the moon"); and the south is aA
Lamat ("he of Venus"). The sun-night and the
moon-Venus contrast occur in distance number
introductory glyphs at Palenque and elsewhere
as paired opposiüons derived from these axial
associaüons. Furthermore, Stela A of Copan lists

the direcüons in these axial opposiüons—north-
south, east-west—in conjuncüon with the open-
ing and closing of a cruciform vault which has
its legs oriented along these axes. A throne dis-
covered at Copan during üie 1990 season uses

the same opposiüons to place the person seated
on the throne at the center of the vertical and
horizontal direcüons. Crossing the center along
the axis was a alternativa ritual circuit to cir-
cumambulating counterclockwise or dockwise
through the direcüon. The counterclockwise
pattem is used in Landa's New Year's ceremo
nias and at Zinacantan today, while the dock
wise circulaüon was used in the 819-day coimt
of the Classic period.

25. Between the tropics of Cancar and Capricom, the
sun will pass through the zenith posiüon on two
days during the year. These zenith passage days
and nadir passage nights occur on different days
at each site depending on their laütude. We
never see this phenomenon in the United States,
Cañada, or Europa.

26 This is a major difference from modem Maya
cosmology. In Yukatan, the portal of heaven
opens at the zenith of the sim and that is where
itz is showered down on the altar and the suppli-
cants. The connecüons to the sim are there in the
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reduction of the PSS known froin a large number
of pots. It has the phonetic spelling hoyi replac-
ing the God N dedication verb.

In Chorti (Wisdoni n.d.:468), this term is
glossed as "make fitting, make proper," while in
Chol, Tzeltal, and Tzotzil, it means "to cir-
cumambulate." To move successively to the four
main house posts to make offerings and thus
through the four directions is often part of Maya
house dedicaüon ritual. As we shall see, this
meaning has particular relevance to the context
of the Creation events. fFakah-Cfuznal combines
the number six with the glyph for "sky" and a
combmation of signs recently read as phonetic
nal (Schele, Mathews, and Lounsbury 1990).
Nicholas Hopkins (personal communication
1978) long ago suggested that wakah fimctions in
this context not as the numeral, but as the rebus
for the verb waJuü,. which is glossed in Yukatek
(Barrera Vásquez 1980:907) as "to raise, lift, to
straighten, to erect, to set upright.» The equiva-
lent term in Chorti (Wisdom n.d.:755) is
"stMding. stood up, erect or erected. perpendicu-
ar." With the -nal suffix, this is the "Raised-up-
Sky-Place."

The second part of the ñame is composed of
number eight. phoneüc and the head of

. This same head occurs in the introductory
g ̂ h to the Primary Standard Sequence as the
^^tute for the mirror sign Grube and Schele
(1991) have read as uuk This subsütution dem-
onstrates a phonetic valué of uuk for the GI head
w en It fimctions phoneücally. However, we do

r , r -hen itfor the ñame of the god. Unfortunately.
there is ampie evidence that the portrait glyphs

dent phonetic valúes.

tw, glyph, ^
holy n^e,"
nonh. The dee.phem.en, „f 0,,
mdependenUy by Mveral people i„ ipss h.
eludmg Jehn Carleen, David Swan, and ta 'p„b
tahed fom. by WilUam «..gle (1988). The
Ihíe waa read U.e year before by Judy ManweU
at tae 1987 Texaa Workehop en Maya Hiero-
glyphic Wriüng and by Nikolai Gmbe ta inde-
penden, enidies of dedicaúon phraaes. Finally
the objert whose holy ñame is "Raised-up-Sky-
Place" is recorded asyotot xaman, the "house of
the north."

20. The recognition of the ñames of these sanctuaries
began in the 1984 Texas Workshop on Hiero-

glyphic Writing, when Schele identifíed a glyph
on the Tablet of the Foliatcd Cross (a combina-

tion of T4 na, a tree sign, and kan) as tlie ñame
of the image in the ccnter of the panel—a maize
tree rising from the forehead of a K'an-cross

Waterlily Monster. Once the naming and dedica
tion pattcms were recognized through the work
of David Stuairt, Nikolai Grube, and Schele at

Copan, the correlation of IVakah-Chan with the

World Tree at the center of tlie Cross became

evident (Schele 1987g:139-140: Schele and Frei-
del 1990:472). fVakah-Chan is the ñame of the

pib nail (the small sanctuary building inside the
temple), but it is also the ñame of the tree image
in the center of the panel.

21. We think this complex and powerful image of
the cross contains one of the fundamental cove-

nants of Classic Maya belief. It is not merely an
icón of what happened, but a declared relation-
ship between humanity and the gods. Freidel
believes that the cross itself is an embodiment
of First Father, who was Raised-up-Sky (see our
earlier discussion of the saint-cross-idol concep-

tualization). He points out that the kings were
embodiments of the World Tree (Schele and
Miller 1986:77 and Fig. 1:4). At Copan, Smoke-
Imix-God K went even further by portraying
himself on Stela I in the mask of GI (whose
hnage may be either First Father or his first-
bom son) wearing the sun-marked bowl of sac-
rifice as a helmet. While both the king and the
First Father could embody the Wakah-Chan, it
does not follow logically from this observation
that the original Wakah-Chan Tree representa
First Father. Instead, Freidel bases his interpre-
tation on the statement that First Father "en-
tcred the sky," which he suggests means
"manifested in his place." His place was cer-
tainly the Raised-up-Sky, for he is the Raised-
tp-Sky-Lord.

Schele does not accept the identity of Hun-
Nal-Ye GI with the World Tree, but argües in
stead that he was the principal actor in the events
that led to the World Tree being erected and the
®ky being lifted. She takes the title Raised-up-

^  Sky Lord to reflect his role in Creation.
John Carlson has also worked on the directional
glyphs painted in this remarkable tomb. We find

intercardinals especially interesting in rela-
onship to the organization of the cosmos.

Northeast is recorded as wak-nabnal, "six (or
stood-up-ocean-place)," a location that seems to

directly in contrast to another location, cha-

nabnal, "lying-down-ocean-place," which is re

corded on the panel from Temple 14 at Palenque.

Thus, the "lying-down-sky" and "raised-up-sky"
opposition has its complement in the "lying-

down-ocean" and "raised-up-ocean." The south-

east is recorded with a dragón head over the sky

sign in what seems to be a direct reference to the

Cosmic Monster. The glyphs associated with

northwest and southwest are more difficult to

analyze, but one has yax, "first," as a prefix and
the other has six or "stood-up." While we do not

fully understand these eight directions, we can

identify them as the partitions that radiate from
the center and were generated in the act of Cre
ation.

23. The head variant of tzuk is eJso the ñame of

First Father in the Palenque Tablet of the Cross
text, coupled with his other ñame, Hun-Nal-Ye,
the resurrected Maize Lord. David Freidel

thinks that this face inscribed on the Raised-up-

Sky tree does not simply ñame it as a partition
but rather signifíes the severed head of First
Father hanging on this World Tree. On the sec
ond form that the World Tree takes, the Na-
Te'-K'an, First-Tree-Precious, the Maize Tree
on the Tablet of the Foliated Cross at Palenque,
the tree wears a full-frontal versión of the tzuk
mask and two profiles of this mask occur on the
stalk. Presumably, there were four such masks
altogether on the maize plant. Four tzuk masks
may denote kan tzuk (Barrera Vásquez 1980.
298), "four partitions." However, we also know
that the Na-Te'-K'an is Hun-Nal-Ye, the Maize
Lord and First Father. Freidel argües that
transfer of the tzuk mask from the trunk of the
Raised-up-Sky tree to the face of the Maize
Tree denotes the transformation of First Father
from sacrificed head to resurrected Maize Lord.

24. This concept of the partitions of the world is
especially central to ritual in the town
Momostenango in Guatemala. The priest sh
mans, who are called mother-father^, in
Cipréses, a rural cantón within Momostenang ,
make a four-part ritual circuit of the great
rectionaJ moimtains that bound the Momos
kan world. On 11 Keh, they visit Kilaja, the
sacred moimtain located in the east; thirtee
days later they cross the axis to visit Sokop, th
west mountain. Thirteen days after that, y
visit Tamanku, the mountain of the ^
ners of the sky" (kajxukut kah), the K'
word for south. Then thirteen days later, they
go to the mountain called Pipil» located at

"four-comers of the earth" (kajxukut uUw) or

the north. As Tedlock relates, the K'iche' cali

this circuit "both the 'sowing and planting'

(awexibal tikbal) of the town and the 'stabiliza-

tion' (chak'alik) of the town. The K'iche* term

chak'alik, which in everyday usage refers to the

firm placement of a table on its four legs, here

refers to the firm placement of the town within

its four moimtains, so that it will not wobble

or tip over during a revolution, earthquake,
landslide, or other catastrophe" (B. Tedlock

1982:82).

This circuit has its analog in the Classic pe-

riod also. The Rio Azul tomb has the signs for

the directions associated with four

glyphs consisting of the head used for the day
sign Men (which reads om as a phonetic sign),
phonetic ah, and a variable element assigned to
each direction. East is ah k'in ("he of the sun");

west is ah akbal ("he of the night"); north is ah

uh ("he of the moon"); and the south is ah
Lamat ("he of Venus"). The sun-night and the
moon-Venus contrast occur in distance number

introductory glyphs at Palenque and elsewhere

as paired oppositions derived from these axial
associations. Furthermore, Stela A of Copan lists

the directions in these axial oppositions—north-
south, east-west—in conjunction with the open-
ing and closing of a cruciform vault which has
its legs oriented along these axes. A throne dis-
covered at Copan during the 1990 season uses

the same oppositions to place the person seated
on the throne at the center of the vertical and
horizontal directions. Crossing the center along
the axis was a altemative ritual circuit to cir-
cumambulating counterclockwise or clockwise
through the direction. The counterclockwise
pattem is used in Landa's New Year's ceremo-
nies and at Zinacantan today, while the dock-
wise circulation was used in the 819-day count
of the Classic period.

25. Between the tropics of Cáncer and Capricom, the
sun will pass through the zenith position on two
days during the year. These zenith passage days
and nadir passage nights occur on different days
at each site depending on their latitude. We
never see this phenomenon in the United States,
Ganada, or Europe.

26 This is a major difference from modem Maya
cosmology. In Yukatan, the portal of heaven
opens at the zenith of the sim and that is where
itz is showered down on the altar and the suppli-
cants. The connections to the sim are there in the
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andent mateñals: Seven-Macaw dedares hinuelf

to be the sun and he b certainly derived from
Iteam-Yeh of the Classic period. Furthermore,
many of hb earüest images at Kaminalhuyu and
on Early Classic pottery show him with k'in signs
on his wings. Hb face regularly has a mirror in
its forehead and a squint-eye. which have been
taken as sun-god traits in the past We know they
derive from the tzuk "partiüon" head on the
trunk of the World Tree. because Itzam-Yeh. like
the World Tree, b associated with the divbions
of the world.

27. Eli2abeth Newsome has associated the stelae of
the Great Plaza at Copan with the Creatíon myth
^ u b recounted in the Chilam Balam of
Chumayel. She abo pointed out a remarkable
resemblance to the Creaüon story at Palenque.
Mere b her analysb;

,  5"®" Chaos swifUy follows

»'1.. l™u 0(0., ..oJo„o,ld, 0.0
0,0 »h« ~pp.n

. n«>d o,

«  m. 000 «hloh »o„ld oodo, ■o-",..' 77*°'

7"«o,o ,o.d«iTo,T.:or7'ed tree placed at the com "'''■ with the
P«>««üng clockwise thro^h the' '7™
north.west,«,uth and centellante r Tof creation was to raise the YaJÍL^ »hb Phase
«nter of the worR «l the

(Newsome 1991)
Shp wen. 00 Oeooóbo how flve g<„u

"P-four .t the eoxdioal poio,, „d u
.Hp^.e.oHo.h.oooio':»!::::^'l.ghB 'h«we,eOe.üze„„f,he ■•(„,„ 1.
rte otan." The» „ere «ooeiateO trtth
Chan, a god of o,e Montingotar Venm T"
D«den Codea. Thua ahe aaaociated Ceaó»
Yuiatek Maya recordad i, adlh 0,e arrangetne^

■» the Great Piara of Copa..With the Creaüon passages at Palenque
MacUod (,991b) haa aaa^áated other pa,

ragea m the Chilam Balam of Chtonayel to the
setttng of three atonea. Theae linka auggeat that
the post-Conquest Chilam Balam of Yukatan,

even with the overlay of Spanbh and Latín te mis
from the Chrbtian liturgy, still reflecis the
Precolumbian Maya concepiion of Creation and
the world with the core defínilions remarkably
unchanged.

28. Nikolai Grube and Wemer Nahm (in a letter
árculated on January 18, 1991) provided con-
vincing substitutional and structural evidence
supporting a decipherment of the round dbk sign
3® pet, a word meaning "round" and used as a
numerical classifíer for things round, plazas, mil
pas, and other geographical aresis. They pointed
out that pethal means "to make round" in Yuka-
tek and Barbara MacLeod suggested that thb
sense could be extended to the sense of tuming.
Either or both may be what the Maya intended.
The horizon from the viewpoint of a person b
round and the sky has the sense of a round,
domed shape. But in addition, the constellations
circle around the north pivot (today near Polarb,
the North Star) in a round pattem so that the
tuming or rounding idea b very appropriate.

The ki sign attached to the sky glyph b more
problematic. Ki has no productivo meamngs ex-
cept in Chorti where it b the word for "heart."
Since "heart of heaven" and "heart of earth" are
frequently used references in Maya religious ter-
minology, it b an appropriate interpretation
here, but because we have found it only
Chorti, it must remain a tentativo one. One tenta
tivo association may be with the Yukatek word
*'4 meaning "pube" and "to pube."

There b one other connection that support®
this tentativo identification of ki as "heart-" The
World Tree as it b represented in the Temple of

e Cross has a Double-headed Serpent entwined
its branches. These serpent heads are regur-

6 tating a motif consbting of a triangle of dots
*ed into a round shape with a braided ribbon

®"gmg from it. Thb motif regularly appears in
7 ™outh of Iteam-Yeh, the bird on top the
World Tree.

same motif appears over the mouth of o
special versión of the god Chak found in early
|®*ts at Yaxchilan and on Early Classic censers.

® example from Yaxchilan, this god's ñame
l^spelled with the head variant of cha holding
^ motif in ¡ts mouth. Since the spelling b

P  ®tic a ki sign b required and the only candi-
M this motif. Given thb possibility, the

tif may read phonetically as ki and thus be the
lenq'u"*^ tn the chan-ki glyph at Pa-
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ki chan

Yaxchilan
Lintel

dravving from a
clay box

image from an
ofiering bucket

Chak gods from Early Classic inscripüons and offering vessels

This littie bundle abo oceurs in the chest cavi-
ties of sacrificial victims so it may actually sym-
bolize a heart taken in sacrifice.

The other tliing that Itzam-Yeh carries in hb
mouth b a cord personified as a snake. Thb
may represent the xtab ka'an, "the cords of the
sky," that some modem Yukatekan shamans re-
gard as a means of drawing in the water of the
sky the way that people draw up water from a
well or from a cenote with ropes. These also
may relate to the snake-headed umbilical cords
that emerge from the supernatural place called
Na-Ho-Chan. Piedras Negras Stela 40 shows an-
other kind of personified sky cord rbing out of
an underground stone house, that is, a well, and
more specifically out of the mouth of an ances-
tor manifesting in a píate. The cord rises from
the mouth of the ancestor, out of the well, and
into the sky, where it tums and starts down-
ward again. The ancestor is clearly "harvesting
blood/water from hb mouth, which, in good
Maya ecological tliinking, goes up into the sky
along the cord, where it can then fall as rain for
the descendants. The living king kneels at tlie
opening of the well, scattering into it in sacrifi
cial offering. As he gives, so he receives from
his ancestor.

29. Readings of the Classic glyph
"south" as "zenith" and "nadir were first fo
mally presented by Victoria Bricker (1983). Th
concept was challenged by Moore (1982) and
Closs (1988) and defended by Bricker (1988) and
Coggins (1988). The pertinent evidence was
summarized by Tom Jones (1989) and review
by Schele (1992). It tums out that the concepts of
"up" and "top" were associated with n

while "down" and "base" were fitting to the
concept of "south" in Classic period imagery, but
these are not "zenith" and "nadb" of the sky.

30. It tumed out later that Scorpius was not the
constellation that Bruce Love associated with the
scorpion in the París Codex. He had information
from a Yukatek informant that the scorpion was
a huge pattern occupying a good portion of the
sky around the constellation Gemini. We pro-
ceeded blithely for the next two months, pre-
suming the constellation was our Scorpius, a con
clusión we still support. Sinaan, the word for
"scorpion," is glossed in the Motul dictionary, a
veiy early Yukatek source, as "scorpion," and
also, "the scorpion sign in the sky." Furthermore,
as Peter Keeler pointed out to us, Redfield and
Villa Rojas (1934) Ibt sinaan as the constellation
Scorpius for the villagers of Chan K'om in Yuka
tan. Nikolai Gmbe informs me he has received
the same identification from numerous Yukatek
speakers in the Cruzob villages of southem Quin
tana Roo. Dvincan Earle and I were told by
Chamulas who were standing aroimd with me as
I drew our scorpion constellation that they cali
the same constellation tz'ek, their word for "scor
pion." This information was volunteered, rather
than elicited. Combined with other evidence
from the Dresden Codex and Classic-period im-

we are convinced that our constellation
Scorpius was abo called the "scorpion" by the
ancient Maya.

51. This was the LAILA (Latin American Indian
Literatura Association) meeting held in San
Juan, Puerto Rico, in January 1992.

32. Thb was an article on worldview and religión
called for the catalog of the exhibition Die Welt
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de Maya, that was organized by the museum at

Hildesheim, Germany.
33. David Stuart circulated thia dedpherment in a

1989 letter.

34. Thjs idcntification niakes cimncnt setue once it
is made. Images from many Late Preclassic sites,
including Izapa, Cerros, Tikal, Kohunlich, and
Waxaktim, show heads identified as the sun or
other planets hanging from these double-headed
serpents. As we thought about it, we realizad that
this was also the skyband of the códices and that
almost all the symbols directly atuched to dou
ble-headed serpents and lo skybands are planets
or constellations along the ecliptic.

35. Barbara Tedlock has paid special attenüon to
modem K'iche' astronomy and helped Dennis
apply her knowledge to the Popel Vuh. They had
been sending Schele papers for years, which
Schele had passed on to her students. Matthew
Looper espedaUy had absorbed all the informa-
tion in their papers and held it ready for this
remarkable time of discovery. See B. Tedlock
(1985, 1992) and D. Tedlock (1985, 1992, n.d.)
for their understanding of how the astronomy
worked.

36. See D. Tedlock (1985:330, 360) for the evidence
he used for these identifications.

37. At the 1992 Workshop on Maya Hieroglyphic
nting, Barbara Tedlock added that the K'iche'
Orion Je Chi "dispersad fire." The

three hearth stars are called the Oxib' Xk'ub'
^ee hearthstones," and Nébula M42 is Q'ao'
fire."

58. ̂  Ave.ú', .md, (.980,28-40) of Az«. oo„,«,.
auooo for a fdl dácuMioo of the evidence. He
alao preaenu evidence that the Aztec called Scor.
pius citUd colotl, "Star-scorpion."

59. See Mary MilleCs (1986«h-38) .ntdy of Bonan.-
pak for Lounsbury', argumenta.

40. See Redfield and Villa Rojea (.934) for thia iden-
tification.

41. There are two kinds of peccaries found in the
Maya región and there are at least three docu-
mented words for peccary-oAi chitam, chakmo.
Matt Looper has shown that the ak peccary oc-
curs m the phoneüc spelling of chak. This exam-
ple has the same trifoil shape in its eye.

42. This was Richard Berry's 1987 Discover the Stars.
43. Schele (1990a) showed that the glyph for

cenote or "hole" was the glyphic versión of the
skeletal snake heads that frame the portal to the

Otherworld. Barbara MacLeod (personal com-
munication 1989) used the occurrence of this sign
in the month glyph Wayeb to suggest that it was
read way, the term for "sleep, dream, auiimal
spirit companion, amd to transform into your

way." She suggested that the month read wayeb
as "resting place" of the year and pointed out the

presence of u prefixes and ya sufflxes as phonetic

complementa. We accept her reading and suggest
that the portal was the "Black-Transformer," the

place where change occurs.
44. In her thesis on the Late Preclassic bird deity.

Constan ce Cortés (1986) identified this stela
scene as pan of the Popol Vuh myth. Magdiel

Castillo Baquero, a student of Schele, first pat-
temed iconographic information in a way that

allowed Schele to see how this particular scene
fits into the motion of the Milky Way on Cre-
ation day of August 13. Most important. Castillo
first identified the floor plan of Pakal's tomb in
the Temple of Inscriptions at Palenque as a sym-
bolic ballcourt. He used the four niches in the
wall as the ends of the I-shape and the sarco-
phagus area as the playing field to complete the
I-shape. When he (personal communication
1990) first suggested this, Schele was skeptical,
but now we know that Pakal fell down the road

to Xibalba in the guise of the Maize God. The
Maize God was resurrected and left in the Ball-
coun by his sons, where he was to be worshiped

forever by humamty. To maike the floor plan of
a tomb resemble the I-shaped plan of a ballcourt
makes real sense.

45. This was Burial 116 under Temple 1 in the Great
Plaza. This king is also known as Ruler A and
AJi-Kakaw.

+6- This interpretation occurred to Nikolai Grube
and Schele when they were giving a workshop on
Creation to thirty Maya in Antigua, Guatemala,
during Jxüy 1992. when Linda told David Frei-
del, he said that couldn't be right, because human
bables nonnally emerge from the birth canal
facedown and away from the mother. David's
wife, Carolyn Sargent, is a medical anthropolo-
gtst speciaÜzing in birthing practicas. She setUed
the matter by pointing out that while human
babies first emerge facedown, they rotate at the
oulder while they come out so that by the

thne they are fully out of the canal, they
are m the faceup position of the Maize God on
this pol.

47. Karl Taube sent a letter to Schele after the 1992

workshop predicting that Chak would be one of
the actors in Creation. When Schele (1992), fol

io wing a suggestion by Wemer Nahm, showed
that Virgo was representad both as a peccaiy and
Chak, Taube pointed out in his letter that K'eq'-
chi' has chakow or chakwo as "peccary." Here

Chak stands in the place of the Stingray Paddler
who sits in the eastem end of the canoe, where

Gemini, the other peccary constellation, is. I
think this may be a play on the Chak-peccary

substitution, but it also confirms Taube's idea
that Chadc was a player in Creation. In August of
1992, he pointed out to us a scene of two Chakob
cracking the turtle shell from which the Maize
God emerges. Their lighting axes made the re-
birth possible. See his discussion of caves, light-
ning, and origins (Taube 1986) for a fuU
discussion of these concepts.

48. In Yaxima village, David has seen the ceremony
in which the chief helper to the shaman officially
takes the role of principal Chak. He ties a head-
band onto his head, often a white one but some-
times red, with a small leafy twig bound over the
forehead and dangling outward. This little cere
mony shows an uncanny resemblance to the act
of royal coronation of Holy Lords in the Classic
period as given in glyphic texts and accompany
ing images.

49. Susan Milbrath (1988) has identífied this config-
uration as critically important at another time of
year. She observed that when the Gemini-Onon-
Milky Way junction is at zenith at midmght, it
is in late November, so the sun is at nadir. She

pointed out that this configuration can happen
only in the tropics. At Chich'en, it takes place o
November 22 and at Palenque on November 12
Now we also realize that this confignration po
tions the place of Creation—that is, the Copulat
ing Peccaries, the hearth of Orion, and the
K'an-cross of the Na-Te'-K'an opposite the
We have not yet checked to see if particular
and monuments in the Classic period refer to ^
configuration, but we wouldn't be at all surp
if we find a duster of monuments that refc
and to Creation iconography.

50. Kent Reilly (personal commumcation 199
found the same cross at the center of four ym
bols he tentatively identified as the four ' ̂
tions on the Humboldt celt, an image of
Olmec culture.

51. Barbara MacLeod (1992) first made these assod-

ations with the Popol Vuh and these titles.

52. These are the dates in the 584,285 correlation

that we favor. The days would change to August

11 and February 3 in the 584,283 correlation that

many other researchers favor. The latter correla
tion has the advantage of being consistent with

the modem calendars used in the highlands of
Guatemala.

53. Matthew Looper associated their demise imder a
falling lintel with the Milky Way sinking into
the earth atop them after they set.

54. Dennis Tedlock (1985:251-252) discusses this
use of "dawning" as a reference to "creation" and
"birth" in his commentary on the Popol Vuh.
However, the verb ah in Yukatek also means to
dawn" and "to create." Barrera Vásquez (1980:3)
glosses ahal as "to wake up," and ahal kab as "to
create the world" and "to dawn." Ahí kab is
"from the beginning of the world." This ahal
term has been identified in the inscripüons of
Palenque associated with the Creaüon myth and
at Yaxchilan with the pre-Creation myth of die
ballcourt. The fact that the stones of Creation
were at zenith at dawn on the Creation day was
no happenstance.

55 Floyd Lounsbuiy (personal communicauon
1992) suggested that the August 11 or 13 date
may have been chosen predsely because xt was a
zenith passage and then cast backward to the
mythic past where they wanted to set Creaüon. If
he is right, then the myth may have locked to the
celestial and solar docks somewhere in the re
gión between 14» 30" and 15» 30" north latitude.
Other evidence gleaned from the orientaüon of
La Venta suggest the myth and its timing were
already in place there by 1000 B.c. The planetari-

showed US that the hierophanies we are
describing went from zenith at sunset to zenith at
dawn at La Venu in that year. Moreover, work-
ing with Kent Reilly, we found that the alpha
star of the Big Dipper was on the horizon at
sunset on August 13 and that the beta star of the
same constellation was in the same position at
sunrise on February 5. The timing of these aUgn-
ments to the two Creation days seems more than
simply fortuitous.

56. Karl Taube suggested to us that these represent
the intestines of the Maize God taken in sacrifice.
The scenes may then represent the death of the
Maize God in New Year's rites.
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57. Several other people, including Bruce Love on
the one hand and Victoria and Harvey Bricker on
the other, have studied this zodiac and come to
different conclusions about how the picturea
match the constellaüons. Several of these studies
as well as other important papera on the subject
are published in The Sky in Maya Liurature, a
volume edited by Anthony Aveni (1992). Schele
assumed the scorpion matches our constellaüon
Scorpius, while Bruce Love places it elsewhere.
In the summer of 1992, Nikolai Grube and
Schele asked the Maya participaung in a work-
shop we gave on Creaüon what they called the
constellation of Scorpius. Several of the K'iche'
told US it is sinaj, their word for "scorpion." Later
they asked the same question of the people of
Tixkakal Guardia and Señor in southem Quin
tana Roo. The answers there were confused and

but the most knowledgeable man they
talked to, Agapito Ek' Pat. told them that
was high in the sky (which it is there); that it
occura m a band (it is in the eclipüc); that it is far
^ay from the^A £A'(which is either Gemini or

on); and that it disappeara in November. All
of these characteristics fit the behavior of Scor-
plus.

the'Jentífieaúon h.va a wel|.,a,aarched
«dtho^hMy derivad b«iy„favide„ce„,d.,m. We vnll a]l have t, u=« the™ ever

»iU a^ f"' the eorveet one
dence to he eorvoborative evi-ence to be atoepted by the «eld, Fo, o™ pn,
^ea. an .^«etnent on the eaact identif.oaüo„ ia

neoeaaaay. The aeoognition that the Z
Codex is a zodiar anA t^ans

enongh. ' «^-hon ia
58. The Hauberg configtnation eorieaponda to the

pattem of the Milky Wav iust u t

Sehe>etriedthedat.P.0.,5....¡,(Ma^':':nZ
eaTihaISte,a,and,o„ndtheaa.n:rn,^^
tion at nudnight. ^

At the 1992 Advanced Seminar of the Texas
Meeungs, Midtel Quenon and Richard Johnson
checked my conclusions and tried as many other
possibilities as they could. They carne to the con
clusión that the pattem that Dave Kelley had
found was the most workable one. They also
found a set of Xultun stelae that represented
constellations as small beings held by the protag-
onist. These monuments show rulers holding a

jaguar manikin extended out from their shoul-

dera in their right hands and a Chak with his foot

tuming into fish-monster head clasped tightly to
their bodies in their left arms. The rattlesnake

seems to have been removed, but its absence is

signaled by the holding of the jaguar (Capricom)
extended out from the body.

Most important, Michel Quenon was particu-
larly fascinated by the tree in the backrack of
the Hauberg Stela. It has figures with severed
hodies falling headfirat down the tree. He no-
ticed that the lowermost figure has a sun sign
in his helmet, while the middle one wears a

long-beaked bird headdress. He proposed that
these three beings represenu the configuration
of the sky at sunset on the same day. The sun
sank through the westem edge of Pisces (the
bat), while Venus and Júpiter hovered 12® and
16 above the horizon in the constellation of
Anes. In the Paris zodiac, Aries corresjjonds to a
bird and the middle figure wears a bird head
dress. The particular pattem we propose for the
Paris zodiac may be incorrect, but the support-
ing evidence seems to be accumulating in a
very strong pattem.

In additional work on the Paris Codex zodiac,
Johnson and Quenon (1992) have discovered
that the row of green numbera written below
the column of days was a correction device for
the zodiac. They pointed out that the thirteen
columna of days are orgamized in five rows.
Each column is separated from right to left by
twenty-eight days so each row of thirteen dates
covers a span of 364 days (13 x 28 days). To
retum to the beginning date of 12 Lamat, one
reads through all five rows for a total of 1,820

^  calculated that an error of 6.28 days
accumulates in the position of the sim relative
to the constellations during each full run of the

Three runs of the table gives a total error
64 days. They noticed that a row of green

numbera written below each column of dates is
^ parated from the red numbers in the top row
y  factor of twenty. They suggest this was a

ection device that was used every fourth
^  of the table. This correction brings the sun
^ ̂PPtoximately the same position that it

®  on the beginning date of the uble. Switch-
S  ck and forth between the green and red

bers would thus have allowed the use of
e table over a long period. I checked it over a

period of five hundred yean and found it to be
very accurate.

59. The paper he sent me, "A Stellar City: Utatlan
and Orion" (Fernandez 1992), was presented at
the Intemational Symposium, "Tune and As-
tronomy at the Meeting of Two Worlds, in
Waraaw, Poland, April 27 to May 2, 1992.

60. Just before the 1992 workshop, Peter Dunham

sent US research on umbilical cords he had done

several years eairlier. He descnbed some of his
conclusions in a letter he sent to Preidel on

March 8, 1992.

Three of the cnclosures relate to the Milky Way and
kuxan sum, or celestial umbilical cord in the world
center. As I mentioned, there is a suite of myths among
the Yukatek, with reflectioiu elsewhere, that describe a
heavenly road cotmected to and sometimes contiguous
with a "living rope" filled with blood that descends from
the sky, often through the heart of a giant ceiba at an
important site. In some versions, the cord was connected
to the ancient Maya rulers, supplying them witli heav
enly blood, obviously a metaphor for divine celesual
right. The rope was severed (in some cases by the Span
iards), depriving the rulers of their sustenance and Icgil
imacy and leading to the decline of the Maya. This
complex is also associated at times with a giant cenote
and network of underground cavems, again joining sig
nificant places. Bits and pieces of this mythic body sur
vive today in various forms and are embedded in
colonial texts and 1 believe even Classjc Maya art.
The impression 1 was left with by these tales and

interviews 1 conducted with elderly men familiar with
them is that the underlying conception is that of a sort of
giant cosmic machine or organism. It consists of a route in
the heavens—the Milky War-along which the major
celestial bodies circuíate, imbuing it with power (in fact,
the planets and sun do keep to the same band of the sky
deñned by the seasonal wobbling of the Milky Way, an
indeed they often pass through or along it; a Me
myth even describes such an association). This
articulates with another one—theAuxtf"

scends the void and transporta the essence of
power (blood) to the earthly realm, where it anima
and those ordained by the cosmos. The liviiig ro^through the world tree atthe center ofcreation. Y
connected, perhaps through the tree sroots and
(the cenote b a sort of the underground
tree), to subterranean routes that may someho
late thb divine celestial power through the re
dead and back to the world of the
instances, due to natural transformations an
tions of the post-contact era, the various . y

me he, too, felt they had been merged an con
recent times).

The symbols associated with the Milky Way
and the ecliptíc change from group to group o

the surface, but the underlying way of thinking

about the constant and repeating pattems in the

sky is the same.

61. David Preidel describes his argument as foUows:

Both the conjimction points of the ecliptic with

the Milky Way were the heart of heaven. A
riddle given in the Chilam Balam of Chumayel,
a Oinquest-period Yukatekan book of myth and
hutorical lore (Edmonson 1986:174), goes: "And

so this b the heart of God the blessed, as they are

told then: it is cordage." The word used for cord-
age here is h'aan, a very cióse homophony to i'a/i,
the "precious, yellow" symbol of the Na-Te -
K'an. The Na-Te*-K'an is the second form of the
World Tree, the Maize Tree, Piist Pather as
Hun-Nal-Ye, which means not only One-Maize-
Revealed but One-Maize-Kemel, according to a
conversaüon with Vicky Bricker at the Austin
Workshop in 1992. The word used for "heart" in
the Chilam Balam riddle is puksik'aL Barrera
Vásquez (1980:673) pointed out úi&l puksik'al re-
ferred to the physical organ, while ol refera to
"heart" in the positional sense. Puksik'al is the
word for "heart" that can apply to the heart of
the maize plant where the stalk comes out; that
is, to the kemel. Upuksik'al ixim is "el meoUo y
corazón del maiz; cuando sembrando se cor
rompe, de cualquier meollo sale la caña" (Barrera
Vásquez 1980:673). At the zenith conjuncüon the
ecliptíc divides the Milky Way into a waterlily
plant to the south. This is the body of water that
the canoe of the east-west form of the Milky Way
floats upon and sinks into. The Maize Tree is
above, emerging from the blossom of the water-
üly, a slight expansión in the Milky Way at this
point. The roots of the waterlily descend to the
south-sky nadir position. This root "cord" may be
related to the umbilicus stories of post-Conquest
Maya in which the sky umbilicus of the created
world is identífied with the Milky Way. Icono-
graphically, the waterlily plant resembles the
umbilicus atuched to the placenta in a human
birth.

62. Karl carne to Austin in August 1992 and shared
these insights with us. They are contained in hb
dbsertótion on the New Year's ceremonies
(Taube 1988b).

65. There are twenty day ñames in the 260-day cal
endar. Twenty goes into 365 eighteen times with
a remainder of five so that each New Year ad-
vances five in the twenty day ñames. These four
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days are called the Year Bearers. Eveiy four
years, New Year falls on the same day ñame, but
it is combined with a different number. To go
through all thirteen combinations of day and
nvunber for all four Year Bearers takes ñfty-two
years.

64. Anthony Aveni (1980:32,36) points out the inter-
esting possibility that the Aztec called Gemini

citlatUactli or ballcourt." If this same identifica-
tion is someday found in Maya sources, then the
ballcourt where the Maire God suyed to be wor-
shiped may be where the copulating peccaries
are. Gemim is unmediately adjacent to the three
stones of Creation and the turtle carapace from
which the Maize God was rebom. Since we have
also speculated that the Milky Way emerging
from the turüe constellation in Orion is the
Maize Tree, this area of the sky is the logical
place for the Maize God to reside so that he can
be worshiped.

65. Gbard (1949, 1966) compiled one «f Uie m<»t

detailed and eloquent ethnographies of a modem
Maya people. His work was somewhat prema-

tme, however, in its attempts to link modem

Chorti beliefs and practices with the ancient

Maya. He was correen in his assumption that the

connections were there, but he was often wrong

in his evidence because the decipherment had
not yet occurred to give him access to the ancient

world. Our descriptions are drawn from his 1966
work.

66. There are two Pasiones, an incoming one and
an outgomg one, for each of the three barrios.

There are also six Flowers distributed in the

same way. The Pasiones care for the heads of

the Sun-Christ banners during the year and are
the principal officials. The Flowers care for the

poles and the banners attached to them. See

Victoria Bricker's (1973) and Gary Gossen's
(1986) analysis of the Festival of Games for
the full details.

Chaptcr 3: Ccntering the World

cos-

on

in-

1. ̂  Evon 2. Vogf, rortíte/o. rt. Coi, .4
bobc Analysis ofZinacanteco RituaU (1976) for a
comprehensive discussion of space, time, and
mology in this community.

2. At the 1992 Symposium of the Texas Meetíng,
Maya HieroglypU. Wriü^g, Ev,„ V.p ta.
ormed u» that the three peake of the Seiüor

«e Moutittan ore eoUed the three hearth-
««n«. Ao the Ztaaotnteeo. look at the mountata
« « Ae peak on the right Aat contata, the ccr^
for the anhnal n„tl contpanion,. We kno„ no„

Ae ñame "three hearAstone," amociate,
Aem mountata. trtA Ae Clamicperiod place of
Creaüon and the ancestors.

3. I»Tm.ail,Ae„ordforAamani,hao(-hewho
sees.

non

4. See SAele and Freldel (1990) for a full diacumi
of Structure 5C at Cerros.

5. See Freidel and Schele (1988a:558-559) for dis
cussion of om as a Precolumbian Maya ñamé
for divining stones. These fourfold am-tunob
appear in the opening incantations of the
Ritual of the Bakabs (Roys 1965), a coloiüal-
period Yukatekan book of shamanic ritual
and magic.

6. The word vaxak actually means the number

eight in Tzotzil and other Mayan languages.
That the fourfold divinities are called by tf*®

number eight here is intriguing. As we have
shown, in the text of the Tablet of the Cross at

Palenque, First Father created a house of eight
partitions in the north sky when he raised the
aky. See also Schele (1990f).

neighbors of the Zinacantecos are the peo-
Ple of the municipio of San Juan Chamula.
Like the Zinacantecos, the Chamulans speak
Tzotzil Maya. The Chamulans are a thenaatic
so urce for our insight into Maya cosnnology»
here and throughout our book. Gary Gossen's
paradigmatic article on the Chamula Festival
of Games (1986) is a major inspiration for our
general interpretive approach in this book and
will be dted periodically. His 1974 monograph
on Chamulas in the Land of the Sun is a fuU"

ethnography viewed through the lens of
costnology.

8- Contemporary Maya have many beliefs concern-
frig hot and cold foods, and medicines as elemeu^
that affect the health of people. This is called by
acholara "humoral" medicine after the ancient
Greek theory of humors. While the Maya may
well have acquúred some medical beliefs through

contact with Europeans, it remains to be seen
whether their imderstanding of heat and cold as
supematural forces is adopted, indigenous, or
we think most likely—syncretia

9. Arthur Miller (1974) reviewed the ethnographic
and archaeological evidence for this magical cord
and for umbilical-cord myths and images in con
temporary and Precolumbian Maya thought.
Peter Dunham (1980) also supplied us with his
own review of the matter as well as a summary

of information he had gathered in the field. In
this widespread story of the floating, living cord,
it has been cut and its life-giving properties
ended. However, several features of past and con
temporary Yukatek shamanic pracüce imply that
the cord that Imfe» this world and the Otherworld
can be rejoined through ritual. Arthur Miller
notes that in the Ritual of the Bakabs, . . • a

reference is made lo four snakes which form the
world. These snakes are in the next paragraph
compared to (among other things) arbors and to
umbiUcal cords: 'He would be beheaded by his
mother, by his progenitress. . . • Here is a refer
ence to snake, i.e., personified umbilical cord,
being cut by the mother, the cutting a necessary
concomitant to every childbirth (A. Miller
1974:181).

Miller noted the image of the umbiücal cord
in the Paris Codex zodiac, but no one knew then
that the Maize God was First Father, that
Father was the primary actor in Creauon, that
the Paris Codex showed Creation, or that
snake-headed umbilical cord was the echp '
These twisted cords did carry sustenance
one world to the other.

We observed in Chapter 1 that the Y ate
shaman's altar is a leafy arbor called xhekaanU,
the "sky tree." The word for "snake, ktm, is
homophonous with ka'an, the word f
Further, radiating from the peak of ^
arbor are thick vine cords called xtab kaan, me
"ropes of the sky." These are the modem ̂a^og
of the ancient snake cords that represented th
umbilical of the ecliptic. John Sosa
communication, 1991) tells us that in past
oíd men stood at the ends of these ropes o
sky and threw buckets of water toward
during the climax ceremony of the "t^ng of ̂
rain gods," ch'a-chak He also says (Sosa
that the Yukatek shaman's altar «

where uyltzil ka'an, the "liquid substan

sky," flows through from the center of the sky to
the center of the earth at the climax of the cere

mony.

10. There are subtle variations in the way that sha-
ttian» and their anthropological pupils from dif

ferent Yukatekan communities describe the

cosmos. John Sosa (1990:132) states that a cardi

nal direction is associated with "its face" or "its

side," u tan ia Yukatek. The intercardinals are
placed at the comers and the major east and west
sides are such that the sun always rises and sets
between the comers in the course of solstitial
cydes. The northem and southem sides are
consequentíally defmed by these coméis as given
in the annual Sun cycle. William Hanks (1990:-
299-300) says, "It is clear that the cardinal points
are deñned as regions containing spedfic, named
places... Vinds, spirits' are described as brotheis
and ... "people' who origínate from these places,
and their qualities depend upon their prove-
nance."

11. Actually, the Maya have no single, simple way
of expressing the noüon of the spaüal cosmos.
WiUiam Hanks (1990) argües that the spaual
framework is so pervasive that it is embedded
into the pracüce of speaking the language as a
whole. According to another expert colleague,
John Sosa, modem Yukatek Maya say "center
of the sky, center of the earth" to convey an
encompassing axial principie (Sosa 1990); the
K'iche' Maya speak of "heart of sky, heart of
earth" in the same fashion. We have glyphic
paraUels to this duaüty of the spaüal cosmos in
Classic-period texts.

12 WiUiam Hanks (1990) describes the process of
' laying out fields in Oxk'intok' in great detall.
He states: "The first prayer should be per-
formed before even beginning the perimeter
cut, outside the protected haál "edge* of the
field, at the comer where one wiU start work.

The perimeter cut made, another offering
pmtects the farmer from snakes during the feU-
ing. The intended consequence of these prayers
and the thoughts they express, all of which con-
sütute primisia Tirst fruits ceremonies' (even
taough Ae, «an leng «he Aún emt), «

ave eardiaal pla«s et Ae mUpa.. .. The. e, Ae
Krm used te derribe he» ene «and, up

tae Uquid offering, ... and Ae aentantie eqmv-
Jence U a «laighifemarii tesult of Ae leeme
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equivalence of ihe two acta in Maya culture.

The offerings embody their recipients" (Hanks

1990:363).

13. See William Haiüu (1990:299).

14. Here is a situation where different Yukaiek sha-

mans have different interpreutions, according to
their anthropological observers. John Sosa's in-

formant regards the balamob as protectors, not
jaguars. Sosa (1990) points out that the modem

Yukatek tcrm for jaguar is chak muí, "red/great
paw." Hanks (1990), on the other hand, refers to
the balamob as jaguars in such a fashion that we
suimise his informants aiso thought of these dei-
ties as jaguars.

15. This is a variation on the Classical term for
these deities, "Pawahtun." According to John R.
Sosa (1990), his Yukatek shaman teacher ex-
plained that the babatunob are the greatest of
the chakob, the rain gods. As Sosa observed
(1988: Chapter 6), the term babatun is subject
to varying interpretaüons, inciuding "he who
breaks the flow from precious stones," the inter-
preuüon given by Barrera Vásquez. The word
babah means "to pour, spill or vomit" in the
Cordemex dictionary (Barrera Vásquez 1980).
This convergence of diviniües suggests that to
this h-men, being a babatun, an earth-sky
bearer, pertains principally to the quality of
being a fourfold deity rather than to a particu
lar distinctive category of such being. One of
the ñames of the balamob, according to Sosa's
informant is "the clay dwarf."

16. William Hanks puts it this way: "As a man kul
'sits' in his home, a bird 'alights' on its A'u"nest,'
wd a saint resides in a k'u', 'shrine,' the evil k'u
alights, perches' in the south comer. This sta-
üonary aspect is what makes it possible for DC
[his shaman informant] to lócate the thing on
one day and perform a heeu lu'um ceremony
only several weeks later, without fear that it has
moved. There is a cultural premise that all ani-
mates, mcludmg spirits, occupy suble places
from which they occasionally move. From its
place it lops off a córner of the yard as its path.
all the way past the front door, itself a metonym
for the (first-level) family sleeping quarters"
(Hanks 1990:344; brackets ours). We have good
epigraphic evidence that the Maya scribes of
Precolumbian Yukatan, at Chich'en Itza, made
the same connection between "nest" and
shrine from the analyses of dedicatory texts
from the Temple of Four Lintels by Ruth Kro-
chock (1988:100). The connertion with "alights,

perches" makes fundamental sense of a vener

able Maya iconographic composition that is the

representation of a bird "perched" on the world

trees of the four comers and tlie center. Rather

than the bird itself being the image of impor-
tance, it would serve to convey this idea of a spirit

alighting or perching on its comer, or at the
center.

17. The Yukatek expression for this act is luk'stk y

iikal (Hanks 1990:345). Anoiher Yukatek word

for something stood up" is wakab or hakah and
the gods of the four comers or edges can he called
bakabob. God N, Pawahtun, of the ancient .Maya

pantheon, is now called babatun by John Sosa's
Yukatek shaman teacher (Sosa 1990) and he is
also a bakab, a "stood-up one." Traditionally, slu-
dents of the Maya have cmphasized the idea that
the Pawahtun or Bakab beings hold up the world
and the sky by its comers. It is likely that the
primary importance of these and other beings
that pertained to the four comers and the center
is that they manifested in that spatial pattern.
That is to say, a portal bringing forth one of these
beings was necessarily part of a pattern of portáis
defining the four comers and the center. In this

way, an act of "centering" defined, simulia-

neously, edges and an ordered domain of space

surrounding that center. The triadic pattern was
equally formúlale. Evon Vogt (1976; n.d.) de
scribes how Zinacanteco cross shrines have to be

prepared so that there are a mínimum of three

crosses before the portal can be opened. If there
are only one or two wooden crosses available,

then extra ones are made of piiie boughs for the
occasion.

18. The passage is a paraphrase after William Hanks
(1990.542—349), one of the many detailed Yuka
tek shamanic ceremonias he describes.

19- This modem metaphor of binding up a sacred
space, discussed by John Sosa (1988) and William
Hanks (1990) is paralleled in the Classic Maya
ord for dedicating or ensouling a place, hoy,

which Barbara MacLeod (1990) deciphers as "to
ake propcr and also as "to circumambulaie-

As we discuss in Chapter 2, this is one of the
formative acts of First Father in the Creation of
the world.

20. Kent Reilly (iggg, iggg, iggj extensive per
sonal communication 1987-present) is the source

many of our views on ülmec spatial order,
mology, and kingship and we draw on that

for our discussion. His research and inter-
Pretations are presented in his dissertation

progress. La Venta and the Olmea The Function
of Sacred Geography in the Formative Period
Ceremonial Complex. The use of Classic Maya
text-image correlaiions as a source of analogy for
earlier symbolism is a major new consequence of
the success in glyphic decipherment. Implicit in
Reilly's arguments is the premise that the Maya
inherited major concepta and their symbols from
the peoples of the Formative Ceremonial Com
plex, the Olmec civilization. The empincal evi
dence to support direct diffusion between Olmec
amd lowland Maya peoples is still circumstantial
but it is gaining in quality and quanüty. For
example, Richard Hansen (1989. 1992) has dis-
covered evidence at the Preclassic center
Nakbe in Peten, Guatemala, that the earhest
Late Preclassic monumental masks on architec-
tural facades are of fmely shaped monoUthic
stone block mosaic suitable for a thin veneer of
stucco. This technique of monolithic construction
of images is characteristic of the Formative Ce
monial Complex as seen in Middle Formaüve
contexts at Chalcatzingo (Grove 1987) and
pantecuanitlan (Martínez Don Juan
highland México. SubsequenUy, Late Pre assic
Maya masks on architecture increasingly
the product of thickly applied and mo e
stucco over crude stone armatures that mere y
outline the images. The prospects ^
the Maya uadition of decorating
began with a diffusion of exisüng
tices (Reilly 1991a: see also Freidel 19 )• o
ing closely with David Grove, Kent Re. y

a remaTkabla »e« ^
OW ,ymb«lbm. They have ad-ba»^
problem of wha. i. Olmec ,he
unifying Olmec style imder w
Ponneüee Period Cemmonial Complex,o,eymbol,myU.,a„drimal^^-^-
by „,oy difieren. edmic
languages and commg ^ g. and
traditions during the period r

21. At the architectural level, the cleft of the 0^
rililmthedef.berieeenlivmg»»"'"'^'^^
teim oelled wUz by the Maya of lam(Smen.Sy,.Theaef.in.^»- —;
the Moya certamly funcoon „tífacts,
Od.er„orid. A. ri.e level
Kem Reilly J ^ef.
June 6, 1991) suggests

funcrioned as a pl. used such
iron mineral, mirrors- O

mirrors as headdress and body omaments. The

cleft elements decorating Olmec headdresses
sometimes flank central trilobate elements, and

this compoátion seriates into the Late Preclassic
crown of kingship in which U-shaped signs con
tinué to flank trilobate diadems. The trilobate
element is an Olmec maize sprout that becomes
the Maya Jester God diadem of rulers (Fields
1991). The U-signs mark polished stone in Clas
sic Maya iconography, and the Jester God dia
dem is glyphically depicted as a bright mirror,
generally commensurate with Reilly's idea that
the sprouting rectangle represents a mirror to the
Olmec.

22. The rircumstances of discoveiy are desaibed in
Blom ond U Farge (l926-1927?t5-t6).

23. When Sóbele chedsed the astronomy of Maya
Creaüon at the planetarinm of the Amencan
Museum of Natural HUtory, she discovered that
the mos. perfec. timing of the events on Augnst
13 and Febmary 5 tutcurred at 1000 B.C. Since we
had se. the planetarinm for the apprommate lau-
tude of La Venta, we knew that the mtronomy
worked perfecUy for that site. A monA later,
Kent ReiUy brough. Sóbele its precise lantude,
18- 06" nonh, and we ran the wo days m ÍZ-
Cosmtn Ad FoUowing hints from earlier work b.
Marión Hatch (1971), Kent knew to ItKtk at the
Big Dipper. She had tried to assootate tts men -
ian transir and horimn orientaúon on st^e,
„lsúoe,b».mgc.l-»-í—
oresume rite asoonomy was se. a. 2000 B. .
Uwed her lead and found tha. m IMO BC
alpha Ursa Major wuohed "he »
Luth 349.72) exacUy at sunset on August 13.

Stehorimn a. arimuth 343.92. The ex^nmt^
r/thesealignmentsseetnsunlikelymbeoomot.

^\ffarme.sandf.sherfoUd^g.^^.-.^^^^^^
u fiT«t millenmum B.c. loaay,

If operaúons for oil prtduoüon in rite area
d many of the huge stone monuments at

oarkinU.odW»'^'"'^™'"''
el f rm of the pyrajmd was discovered,

(ye, The fluted form OI pj /iQ7n^
.mmved, and reponed by Morrtson et al. (1970).^LmblaneetoU.eformofavotoo.sn,.

.nifactof erosión. It was design^ that way y
rite original bnilders See Rol^n He,mra06«
fo, a discussion of rite idenuBcauon of the U
Venta pyramid as a volcano.
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26. Reilly (1989) oríginated theae interpretations,
which rely beavily on a careful reexamination of

archaeological evidence (Drucker, Heirer, and
Squire 1959) from Complex A.

27. Kent Reilly in his work on the Olmec and Maria

Elena Bemal-Garda in her work on the nature of
sacred space and the dty in the Mesoamerican
world have contributed substantially to our con-
ception of ceremonial space. Freidel (1979) iden-
tified the pervasive distribuUon of the triadic
architectural design in Late Preclaasic Maya cen-
ters (see also Schele and Freidel 1990a: Chapter
3). Following this long-term interest in the tria
dic pattem. the newly dedphered importance of
the three-stone place in the Qassic Maya cre-
auon myth as discussed in Chapter 2, and the
centering valué of the three stones in contempo-
raiy Yukatek cosmology, Freidel arrived at the
interpretation of the triadic design at U Venta
In conversation. Kent Reilly said he had himself
observed this pattem and iu significance in Ught
of the Qassic creation myth and proposed it to
Schele. It b tough to come up with original inter
pretations of the Olmec around Reilly. Qur work

I«^lels the conclusions of many other re-
«archers who have worked on other cultural
adiüons m Mesoamerica so that we are tapping

".to .he pa.,en„ tf,,,

oUme^phe», .he.» 0nTde&iü.rliU
•"«•y -0..Í the peeplee

Mesoamerica. «"oaera
28. Ohnec ™le„ and d,eh eraftepeep,. «a «n.ep.
^o.
^ o» lede,« faehien eelu ipeeribed „ith
f  P«-t obiecu pece^^t.

tons of this precious stuff cached
at tto cepa, aetffy p,
Hiucaljappen eopupapdpd by Ohnee ndep,
Ohnec kp.p, ppd u,e Maye njep, „bo cap.e
after them, d.d no. build rtei, eeptta .h,oa,h
coerdcp c, brua f„,ee, bu. „d.er Uaepgh .he
w.llipg work cf Aei, «bjeea.
fannea, faherfolk, epd crafapecple, baeked up
by ap equal pup.ber of fapüUea p,„adipg f„„d
for Ulese workea apd preparipg Uieh- peglecad
fields, creaad die beautíful erchiacnpel p,„.
papa apd die mighq- saue canúpgs Uia.
adoraed diep. a <amep. Uiei, relaüopahip witf.
the divípe. Thá relatíopship waa exeuiplifled by
thep kiug, who ipvoked die powerful, uurturipg,

counseling gods and ancestors in the plazas for
the good of all.

29. These capping mosaics are decorated with dou-

ble-merlon designs, so nicknamed beca use they
have two angular bumps on their lower edge.
The four double-merlons surround a central rec-

tangle, forming the four comers and the center of

sacred space. The double-merlon, Reilly deduced
(1991a), derived its sha[>e from the cross-section
of a sunken court. TTie two bumps are the enclos-
ing walls. Sjonbolically it signifies a portal to the
Otherworld. Combined with the central rectan-
gle in the mosaic designs ai La Venta, the four

double-merlons create the Olmec versión of the
quincunx-

30. Kent Reilly (1989) has detailed the argument
for his identification of these symbols as water
plants and of the surface of the court as the
surface of water. He cites the initial recognition
of thb motif as vegetation to Rosemary Joyce.
His contribution was to identify the type of
plant as a waterlily pad. His deductions fit well
into Mesoamerican concepta of ritual and city
space. The Maya, for example, used the word
nnA, ocean or "lake" (Schele and Grube
1990a), as plaza." Courts are regularly as-
sociated with water imagery at many sites and
architectural dedicatory caches often included
marine animals and objects in dedication
caches. The Templo Mayor in Tenochtitlan, the
capital of the Aztec, symbolically sat in the Pri
mordial Sea (Broda 1987) and was considered
ihe center of the world (Matos Moctezuma
1987), and at Cacaxtla, the dancing figures of
Structure 1 cavort atop water bands. Teotihua-

®lso represented the city in the muráis
the Tlalocan as a sacred mountain with a
c from which water emerged. Maria Elena
^ Garcia (n.d.) has discovered that Meso-

erican conceptions of foimding a city and
creating sacred space within the community re-
quire that both a mountain and water be present.

hey were not available in the natural land-
Pc in which the city was built, they were
ated in the architecture of the city and some-

as at Teotihuacan, the mountain and
water were there in both the god-made and
h»iman-made landscapes.

Reilly (personal communication 1991) in-
^nns US that the erosión pattems documented on

c pavement could have been caused by

^ojimbination of human use and the effect of
g term exposure to rain smd other en virón-

ment elements. The other pavemenu were. in

contrast, in pristine condition with a mirrorlike
polish on the surface blocks. They had clearly
been buried very soon after they had been laid.
We tliink this practice reflects their function as
parí of the process of spirilual activation of the
space. They did not have to be seen or used. They
had only to be there.

32. While Reilly's evidence for the identification of
the central ally as a ballcourt is still tentative, i
matches up with long-held suspicions that the
Olmec played the ballgame. Archaeologists ha
long wondered if the pictures of Olmecs weanng
knuckledusters and the images of colossal,
meted heads have ballgame associations.
ballcourt has always been a central idea m Maya
cosmology. For them, the ballcourt was a place
where the Hero Twins, the founding ancest
humanity, baltled for Ufe in a garoe
against the gods of death and disease, winnmg
the immortality of rebirth that their descendan
witness in the unfolding of the generauo
Straddling both this world and the Otherwor ,
the ballcourt is the place of confronUtion, s
sacrificial death, trickery—the uncertainty m
trinsic to our concept of the word sport
well may have played a similar role
Olmec. . ,

33. David Joralemon (1976:37, 41) fi«t pom
the four- and five-part pattems in Olmec ̂
specifically on these celts. He also idenU i

whose associauonscomplex of images as God ,
heidentifiedaswannth,water,andagn

fertility. Building on deiTrc.-
(1991b) went on to idenüfy God
tion of the center and the prototype
World Tree.

34. Three is a sacred number to

kings and the Maya. ^ ̂^¿era
.prou. ot ú.e mai« .eed ren OT
iewel of kingship «om oí.

Maize is a symbol of the source Mayaand sustenance for both the Olmec y-^ginia
of the Middle Preclassic perio .
Fiofd,., (.99.) ^;;:;ao.(l990)f«'
and its Olmec antecedents. .hrough.dúcu»io„o(U..Je,«.rGoddiademU.

Moyahiawry. , ̂venu from 1-« i»-
35. We infer this sequence of even

agery on the Tablet of the king
lenque, one of the accession monum
Chan-Bahlam. The central ® gprouting
Maize Tree. the First-Tree-Precious. spr

from the K'an-cross. As discussed in Chapter 2,
we beUeve that the K'an-cross represents the
near-zenith conjimction of the Milky Way and
the ecUptic in the night sky, when First Father
as the Maize Lord manifests as the northem
half of the Milky Way. The existing icono-
graphic substitution pattems we are aware of
aupport the idea that the Fiist-Tree-Precious is
an expression of the Maize Lord, the rebom
First Father. Flanking the Maize Tree is king
Chan-Bahlam dressed in the beaded skirt and
sheU loin omament wom by First Father as
the Maize Lord. The king is standing upon
the Yax-Hal-mtznal, the First-True-Mountam,
whose clefted head sprouts maize plants. In this
intage the king depicts First Father as bom
from the mountain of abundance where hu
manity was shaped of maize dough. This mt«-
p„u,don is confirm^f by a passag. m -he
Lmpanyiog ««. -bich glossas 'b. hap^ad
„ Ftat-Tma-Mounuin. WW.a.Flower.Bon..
pint-Tree Preciou!" (Sóbele

« Sóbele and Gmbe (1990a) fbe. idenuBed
■ «ord for w as ««8 "8^""onO.eloonogn.pbyofd.el.™^^-^'
„onon.enB. one a glypblo spelbng on Stel. M(k)pan,andonStnartandHonstons(.99. i en
.UlC.nof.oponyms.'Oailsawonf torpee'

band and tbe oeasnremen. made ton. U.e
0 of tbe Uiumb «. Uie úp of die Brs. fmger. I.

«aterbly, lake. ooean, and otber bod--ToTrr^ Uke d.e Obneo, »n.
Í¡ived that the plaza corresponded to the su ace

of the "flying Olmec" figures

'^TsoZ l¡ht be swimming rather than fly-:; Itding to Kent Reilly (personal com^^^
•  1991). A sensation of swimming is

rÜ^ented for trance states among many peo-rT^ü.e».rld.Mos.speolf,oany,aseg-
A&E's Footíteps of Man featunngt^Wllbamsb work «Id. d-e Bmb.

„ta,oKallbarlsbowsd.en.makmgs«nn.

rodona as d.ey U. In d.e sand
ooUapslng In deep «anee. Tbese »nsauom a^

„p,ned by many od.er groups aronnd d.t.dandseem».bepar.ofd.epbys.oWg.oal
«.pomo many bnman belngs have tong
l'; experienoes. See I. D. U««-W.U.a»s
(1986) fo' a more detallad dlsouss.on of tbese
phenomena.

38. Many contemporary Maya peoples have super-
naturab who have the word mountain, or a refer-
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ence to mountain, in their ñames. Among the
Maya of San Antonio, in the Toledo distria of
BeUze, J. Eric Thompson (1930:57) reported
more than half a century ago a belief in wiu-
hok\ gods of the mountains and the plains, and
he reports the ñame wiu-ailik from Oliver La-
Farge's work among the Chuj-again Mountain-
valley. Garrett Cook (1986) discusses the

"world"—diviniües of the K'iche'
Maya of the highlands of Guatemala. This is
clearly a related concept. Mountains, and their
human-made counterparts, not only embody
supematuxals, they also constitute the home of
ancestral gods among many Maya of the high-
tads (Th.mp«„ ,970). We thi.
beUef a, lea« CW Maya caaea. ü,c

«m^eofü.aIa«:ripú»nsatTikalb6lyphieally
1989b) A. we duam ta ChapK, 4, tai. U .üll taa
™ fo, l^aaga .hrtaa among tae modem

• r* the abod. of
ancestral souls.

59. Maya mak, plaam,. „

•■"•pie taehnology taa. ,a,ni,a. only'
ant arewood to drive off móntale, cea.

■^-""^e.Whonwata.i.addedagtan I-"^is.l^Un.e,.tach,„bene^:, chenucally retums to the original cal •
carbonate of th» » calauma« of tae paren. Roy, 195,)
The Vniamn pentamla U primarily a iLoTl:

-i»"-«■ Richard Hanmn (iggT J
"''■)ha.aiready^~~''»"
="ly Uta Preolataie (400-500 9 0^'""''
Nahbe tae Principal Bird Deity

.ieiTod^XooTcrT''^"-f  j xr Pyramids have beenfeund a. NaJ.be and a. R,o Aml, „here on. b
.ta^ .oulplmo. Ham«n U eonnden. he teill fmd
«ulp W Middle Preolacie pyramid. a.
durmg tae nea. rnaaon and perhap, a. n b
Tinttl and Guido mon taereafter. Theae ^
nnd. ce macive in .cale, rivaUng any eonaj;.;
non. from tae Clacic poned and eompeüno
.enonaly m malo cita tae large.. bnUdi..g, ove!
conanuctad a. TeoUhnacan. Hanaen'.
ahown tala Maya acüvity u, have been highly
developed and ongoing by 500 b.c and ve
likely by 700 B.c. to 600 b.c. If even earlier stru7
tures are found, then the earliest Maya centers of
scale and stratified organization may be contem
porary with the last phase of Olmec civilizaúon.
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The present assumpüon is that the first Maya
centers are at least contemporary with Chalcat-
úngo and other regions using the Formative Cer
emonial Complex. The size and scale of Maya
architeaure and population density appears to
dwarf anything contemporary with thcm, and
most everything that followed them in subse-
quent history.

41. Thu strategy for interpreting earlier events on
the basis of later ones is called the Direa Histori-
cal Approach in archaeology. The method re-
quires clear evidence of continuity in the form,
function, and meaning of culturally deñned ideas
and artifacts, that is to say, a cultural tradition.
Many archaeologists regard the Direa Historical
Approach as an unreliable way to interpret past
events. Many others, however, use and defend
this method. We are confídent that the method
works for the Maya because, in addition to the
formal continuities in artifacts, we have specific
continuities in concepta defined in words over
ong periods of time. This book, taken as a whole,

is one defense of the existence of the Maya cul
tural tradition spanning the Precolumbian and
post-Conquest eras.

42. Recall that witz is the word for "hill" and
mountain in many Mayan languages, and most

t™portant, it is used as the word for "mountain"
tn the writing system (Stuart 1987).

43. Richard Hansen (1989, 1992, personal communi-
on) observes that the early great plaza and

Pi'^'amid complexas at Nakbe in Peten, around
-C., were designed with sloping surfaces so
water would run off them into undeter-
d reservoir areas. He suggests that, contrary

P pular understanding, this jungle environ-
^ nt was and is a "dry season desert" lacking

nking Water sources on the surface dur-
6 P of the year. He hypothesizes that one

cal reason for building centers was to gen-
tiking water reserves. If these people had

e concept of nab. as we believe they did, their
P azas would have been both metaphorically and
>terally a source of their sustenance.

e and Schele (1991) fou„d gxample in
which a GoH p • • . jvanant head replaced a gourd

This G accepted as phonetic tzu-^ vanant directly replaces the mirror
^cal contexts, including the introduc-

6 yph to the Pnmary Standard Sequence in
potterv. Taf L-

**6 ^is substitution as a clue, they

gourd ^ ^hole set of contexts where the^od C variants appear in the spelling

of tzuk, the word for "partition." In many con
texts, the tzuk head has an infixed or appended
ku sign, which functions as a phonetic comple-
menu Most important, they realized that this is
the God C sign that appears on the base of the
World Tree, on the noses of Mountain Monsters,
in skybands, and altemating with stone signs,
earth signs, and many other similar locational
signs on benches, in framing bands, and so forth.
They realized that these contexts combined a
type of location symbol with cu* as a reference
to the great parlitions of the Maya cosmos.

45. Tzuk is also the word for "belly" and "stomach.
46. Juan Antonio Valdés (1987) hypothesizes that the

triadic theme representa dynastic kingship for
the Preclassic Maya. Richard Hansen (1989,
1992, personal conununication 1990) generally
agrees and identifies the triadic architectural
sign as a Late Preclassic innovaüon accompany-
ing elabórate stucco and masonry decorati
Freidel (1979) also identified the triadic arrange-
ment as a feature of the Ute Preclassic lowland
Maya interaction sphere between emerging
centers. In contrast, Hansen sees Middle Preclas
sic Maya design as focused upon a single pyramid
on one end of a support platform or raised plaza.
As we have seen, the triadic theme is certain X
present in Middle Preclassic contexts
Venu. There is good reason to believe Uiat e
lowland Maya of that time also used
future investigation and a larger samp ^
dle Preclassic public architecture i°
región can settle this issue of üming.
for the Maya, the triadic theme had to o no
simply with lineage descent and dynasty
with the Creaüon of Uie cosmos, the acuons
the founding family. and the creaUon
humanity. . Uripss

47. Chkilel is the word for the inner sou or o
that resides in all living things, m power
¡neta, in aacred placea, and ¡n the
laden objeaa ta tae Maya world. See
for a full discussion of this concept.

48. Barbara Fash (Fash and Fash
nized a popal nah in Structure ««niat"
Copan. It is identified by "^J^^^aktun.
signs. Uke this threshold ^ ¿^ce
it defines a space of assembly an
platform opens up in front o it of
on the function of the popal n
Maya building. Fash has observed ^

-r"Tw:rd---T-met with the king and w

served and taught for performance. We think her
research applies equally well to the popal nah at
Waxaktim, identifying it as a place where the
community interacted with the king—where
dancers were taught the dances and then per-
formed them in the great pageants vital to Maya
politics, community, and religious life.

The assembly halls identified by the Spanish
at the time of the Conquest were usually roofed
but open-sided, with ampie interior space for
councils, dances, school classes, and temporary
residence of men and boys at fesüvals. See Schele
and Freidel (1990: Chapter 9), for a vignette that
starts in such an assembly hall. See Freidel and
Sabloff (1984) for a discussion of how archaeolo
gists functíonally idenüfy Late Postclassic build
ing remains on Cozumel Island as coundl houses
in conjunoion with ethnohistorical accounts.
Freidel (1986a) speculates that the large-roomed,
multidoored range structures of the Classic and
Terminal Classic period, "palaces," may have
served these functions as well (see also Hamson
1970 for such arguments as appUed to the Central
Aaopolis "palaces" at Tikal). The Nunnery at
Terminal Classic Uxmal in northem Yukatan
carries mosaic mat signs altemating with mima-
ture houses on several superior moldings, which
toeether would also read pop (mat) na (house).
These places are such "palaces." The open spaces
defined as mat houses at Copan and Wax^tun
ntay be more closely associated with group danc
ing than with sleeping, storing, and the tempo-

residenúal funcüons found in other papal
fUiob* •

49. Iconographically. we know that these masks on
Stmcture H-X-Sub-12 are ancestral deiües be-
cause they are designed with the trilobate saoll
element in the neck and lower face zone. These
scroll elementa mark heads that float in the

r register of early lowland Maya stelae, the
posiüon of gods and ancestral spirits when con-
iured by kings. The reason we think they are
ancestral kings and not just gods is that they are
adomed with a variant form of the three-jeweled
headband that represents, from Late Preclassic
times onward, the principal aown of Maya ruler-
ship. The fact that the lower jaw is covered by a
trilobate element may be significant. The patrón
of Pax, a Classic-period deity image with the
trifurcante scroll in its mouth, is an anthropomor-
phized expression of te, "tree." The outer gate
may thus declare two ancestral beings royal
world trees.
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50. The Maya began constructing formal ballcouns
in the Preclassic period. At Late Preclaaaic Cerros,
they built two ballcourts along the main north-
south axis of the community (see Chapter 8 and
Schele and Freidel 1990; Chapter 3).

51. In March 1995, David Stuait circulated a note to
epigraphers in which he laid out his argument
that the bent-tree sign we have been reading as
te' in actuality read lakam, "huge, big" and "ban-
ner." His argument rests on the relatively rare
occurrence of the phonetic complement me as a
suffix and a single occurrence of the prefix la
with the sign. While his cluster of phoneüc com-
plementatíon is sufficient to support his reading,
it was the co-occurrence of the icons associated
with this sign to banners and with banner-carry-
^ warriors that convinced us of the reading

flat middle area of Palenque was called ei-
ther lakam ha or lakam nah, "big water" or "big
lake. Smce this place ñame is documented in
Cluap^ (,t « the ñame of one of the principal
Lakandon towns), we fmd its presence at Pa
lenque also convincing evidence.
We reference to water anti lake i, ,),« logieal

u. the cottte» of Maya tot™. lo Ute raioy «a-
"n. the» witle plaoered plazas wer. ¡oJeetl

, 7r ■'""i-e torreo'
"h TrT
attrlliv «¡iluable aod

«"» -h" «"• I«r.
blyllr "i-' sa"ed mountain. In 1990 ■ .
«"ol-letteriowhiebbe-"«forWoroIÍ r

"Deseeodiog Q„eti^

53. We bave edled bbo Cbao'Babl" ''
1 1 , ^-Bahlum smce igy^t7-d 00 tbe otodero Cbol words for bis oao,e^
snake,ag„„,.

dence supports a reading of Kan-Ral.
tbe eigbtb-eeotury equivaleot of tbe'rd'""
readiog. We «nll tetaio tbe toore faoüUar re^
mg in this publication.

54. Tbe texts oo tbe Tablet of tbe Poliated Cros,
suggest that KW-Balam, tbe fouoder of tbe lio
e^e, was buried io Desceodiog.Quetzal-Big;
Moiiotaio. Oogoing excavatioo ío tbe pyramid of
tbe Teotple of tbe Cross shows that tbis tetople

of Chan-Bahlam was raised on a natural stone
hillock at the base of the mountain (Mario Ali-
phat, personal communication 1992). We suspect
that the house of the founder, built in the Early
Classic period, underlies Chan-Bahlam's celebra-
tion of the rebirth of First Father, the Temple of
the Foliated Cross. Like the portal cross shrines of
Zinacantan, this pyramid is at the very foot of the
mountain that houses the ancestors.

55. The information on tlie Acrópolis contained in
this description comes from discussions over tlie
last three years with the members of the Early
Acrópolis Archaeological Project, especially Bar
bara Fash, Robert Sharer, David Sedat, Alfonso
Morales, Julie Miller, William Fash, Rudi Larios,
Ricardo Agurcia, and Richard Williamson
(Sharer and others 1990, 1991). Deuils of the
excavations are contained in the projectcd reports
to the Instituto Hondureflo de Antropología y
Historia and have been presented at a session of
the 1991 Intemational Congress of Americanists
in New Orleans organized by Ricardo Agurcia
Mid William Fash. Present evidence has con-
firmed that the earliest levels were built during
the time of the founding of the dynasty in the
early fi fth century and there is growing evidence
that they may even belong to predynastic times.
Ongoing excavation is revealing construction of a
scale and detail unforeseen in previous evalua-
tions of Copan*s history but—most intriguing for
^  seems clear to Sharer, Sedat, and the other
members of the team of the Early Acrópolis Pro
ject that many of the most important foci, and
perhaps even the shape of the Acrópolis, were
established during these very early times.
When the Maya wished to rebuild or expand on
a particular site, they did not raze the existing
structure to the ground. They ritually "ler-
nunated the building, defacing or knocking

sculptures on it, to release the power that
ad built up over its long use as a portal to the

Otherworld. Then they would build the next
P ase of construction over that one, perhaps in-

Torating part of the oíd structure into their
design, most likely burying the oíd under a

nch larger and more elabórate edifice. It should
understood that a temple was not so much

tripped of its power when terminated as "put on
Ruildings that had served as portáis to the

"^orld for centuries were considered very
Powerful doorways. Through constant use, the

brane between the worlds had become very
thin.

Of course, when a center was finally aban
donad, due to war, ecological disaster, or other
happenstance, all the temples were permanently
terminated. Leaving them in operation would
not only have been disrespectful to the supemat-
ural beings and gods, but absolutely dangerous,
akin to leaving £in untended, active nuclear reac
tor lying around for anyone to wander into. See
■/i Forest of Kings (Schele and Freidel 1990) for
further information on the ritual termination of
buildings.

57. Excavations under the direction of William Fash
by Richard Williamson, Joel Palka, and others
found examples from three different sets of
macaw heads, all buried inside Temple lOL—26,
also known as the Temple of the Hieroglyphic
Stairs. StrOmsvik (1952) found examples from at
least three other sets of macaws, and documented
at least six different construction phases of the
nearby Ballcourt. William Fash and the other
members of the team working on the history,
restoration, and meaning of the Ballcourt at
Copan take this to mean that the symboUsm of
the Ballcourt has remained the same throughout
all its phases, even though the expression of that
symbolism adapted to new styles and political
purposes throughout the dynasty s history.

58. Elizabeth Newsome (1991) has recently com
pleted a dissertation analyzing the iconography
of the stelae in the Great Plaza. She argües per
suasively that 18-Rabbit commemorated a senes
of performances conducted at sigiuficant points
during the twenty-year k'atun period. These pe
formances by the king related the triumph of th
Ancestral Hero Twins over the Lords of Death,
and the successfiil creation of humans at the be
gitming of the present, or fourth, Creation. S
also links these rituals and the arrangement
the stelae to accounts of Creation recorded '
Chilam Balam of Chumayel. As in our own
Newsome has found extraordinary continui y
tween the strategies of Classic-period kings
Copan and the mythology, belief, and pe
anee recorded after the Conquest.

Linda Schele, in addiúon to her work on e
mythology, has found connections between
stelae and other of 18-Rabbit s works to
phenomena and movements of the Milky Y
He was linking himself to both astronomic^
events and creation mjrthology when he
the architectural and symbolic contexts i
his politics unfolded. This interlocking o po -
cal and cosmological frameworks was on

most successfiil and widespread of political
strategies used by the ancient Maya and their
Mesoamerican contemporaries.

The first big-stone in the cycle, Stela C, cele-
brates the end of k'atun foiuteen on the heliacal
rising of the Eveningstar. The east side of the
stela shows 18-Rabbit as the Crocodile Tree, and
on that night 'Venus appeared in Sagittarius at
the base of the angled crocodile forra of the
Milky Way.

Stela B, the culrainating raontunent in the
series, records the end of k'atun fifteen, which
fell on the maxiraum elongation of the Evening
star, with Venus sitting in Virgo, the constella-
tion that shows up on the Hauberg Stela and
Tikal Stela 1 as Chak. 18-Rabbit wears the cos-
turae of Chak on the stela.

Stela H and A record dates exactly three k'a-
tuns after the date on Stela 3, which was an
elongatíon of the Momingstar and the twenty-
four-haab anniversary of accession of Sraoke-
Imix-God K. the twelfth king in the succession of
Yax-K'uk-Mo', the founder of the lineage. Stela
A and H also record a cereraony in which Butz •
Chan, the eleventh in the succession, was con-
jured up as the bones from his torab were carved
up, perhaps to be taken as relies. The event fell
on February 5, the day First Father raised the
Wakah-Chan. Nikolai Grube (personal commu
nication 1990) has read the passage recording
this event as susah bakil. "the bones were cut."
On Stela H the king wears the costurne of First
Father as he acts out the withdrawal of the bones
of his own ancestor just as the Hero Twins disin-
terred the bones of their father.

Further investigation raay very weU find more
associations of this kind, but it is, even now,
apparent to us that the costuraes wom by 18-
Rabbit and the beings eraerging from his Dou-
ble-headed Serpent Bar are related, at least m
part, to the sky on the nights of the events de-
picted.

59. Inscriptional evidence corabined with archaeo
logical data from the excavations of the Copan
Acrópolis Archaeological Project, directed by WU-
Jjnm Fash and co-directed by Ricardo Agurcia,
suggests that 18-Rabbit comrnissioned signifi-
cant work on Temple 26 and twice remodeled or
rebuilt the Ballcourt (Schele and Larios 1991;
Schele, Grube, and Stuart 1989). Given that he
also reworked the Great Plaza, as well as build
ings in the East Court, he is considered one of the
great builders of Copan's Late Classic history.
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60. Excavations by the Easl Court Archaeological
Project under the direction of Roben Sharer and

supenrised by Alfonso Morales have found at

least five earlier versions of Temple 22. The low-
est one known to date is called "Chachalaca" in

the informal nomenclature of the project. Al
fonso Morales (personal communication 1991)
has foimd the remnants of the lowest course of
the masks on the northeastem and southwestem
comers of Chachalaca. This proves not only that
Chachalaca is an earlier versión of Temple 22,
but that the symbolism of the building remained
essentially unchanged throughout its last five or
six phases.

61. Schele (1987e) oversaw the restoraüon of the
comer masks after recognizing the nostril and
forehead pieces in the great pile of fragmenta
that lay north of the Acrópolis in the East Plaza.
Stuan (1988b) dedphered the glyphic ñame of
this monster as "mountain" and associated it
with the Temple 22 monster. Larios. Fash, and
Stuan (n.d.) have also analyzed the building. set-
ting it into the stratigraphic and dynasüc history
of Late Classic Copan.

62. Wtóa CoUim (1986) fim blri,
«"«1 on the lop of each comer after idenüMne
pam of blrd feet in the mbble auodated „ith
OTtpe 22. His suggeetion was confirmed by

excavatiom «nder the northeatt comer, where
»«ular btrd feet were found along „i,h frag-
men|, from the comer nrad, (Barbara Fath, per-
»nd communication 1990). Since „e ha,e only
the fet, the idenüty of the bird cannot be known

thta tune, but the aymholbm. of the building
«uggesu it was the Principal Bird Deity, whose
ñame was Itzam-Yeh.

63.Tatiana Proakouriakoff (Trik 1939) recon
^ctmi tln, mask using information from fallen
fr̂ enu and the restored wall,. Schele (1986a)
Wlowed up on her work by idenüfying more
fragmenta belonging to the door and recondruct
mg through drawings how it might have an-
peared.

64. See Chapter 4 for a full discuMion of the symbol.
ism of this sacred píate of offering.

65. Stuan (1984.1988a) identified these lazy-S forma
as blood. Subsequently, Ringle (1988), John Cari-
son (1988), and several other acholan» idenüfied
the class of symboU to which the lazy-S symbol
belonged as ch'u and ch'ulel, Maya words for
"god," "divinity," and the "inner soul." Very re-
cently, Houston and Stuan (1990) and Stone and
MacLeod (1991) have independently identified

phonetic complementa to the glyphic versión of
the sign as spelling niuy and muyaí, words for

"cloud" and "cloudy." These identifications

make it clear that the lazy-S form is the represen-

tation of clouds, but this may also indícate an

opecially appropriate assodation with the func-

tion of the inner sanctum. Nikolai Grube (cir-

culated in a 1990 letter) deciphered the

fish-in-hamd" glyph, which is associated with
Visión Serpeni scenes, as tzak, a word that means
both "to exordse" and "to conjure clouds." VVe

think that the Spanish mistakenly associated the
Maya rituals for conjuring beings from the
Otherworld and for curing people as the equiva-
lent of their own rituals of exorcism. We find it

interesting that this conjuring is associated with
"clouds" in exactly the same way as the image on
the door of Temple 22's sanctum. And the equiv-
alent scenes from narrative monuments show

kings scatteiing ch'iU with their ancestors float-
tng, sometimes in clouds, above them.

It may be significant that there are seven of
these S-scrolls arching over the doorway. Wil"
liam Hanks's (1990) informant in Oxkutzkab
calis the layered heavenly clouds, muyal, and
gives the number of such heavens as seven. -I-

Eric Thompson (1970:195) spoke of thirteen taz,
layers of heaven, and envisioned a steppctl
model of the Maya sky, six steps to the sumnoit,
completed at seven, then six down for a total of
thnteen. We think the word and concept in ques-
tion \s tz'ak and that it refers to steps but also to
nodes (Barrera Vásquez 1980:872), as in knots on
a string. As we have seen in Chapter 2, the Celes
tial Monster ¡s one manifestation of the MiUty
Way. We think the "nodes" in the heavens possi-
bly are constellations or clusters of stars on the
Milky Way. If we are right, then there may b®
some resonance with modem ritual practice in
Yukatan. David Freidel has observed that Don
Pablo places thirteen small gourd bowls of pr®"
®iou8 liquid, corn gruel or honey wine, in little
slings hanging from the circular "floating plat*
form of the sky "at the center of his "sky tree
altar. The xpeten ka'an, floating platform of the
sky, representa the "divine portal," the « A®'
gíoria through which blessed magical itz flows-
As this platform is the sky, so the thirteen gourds
•nay represent the thirteen constellations on the

liptic. Retuming to our hypothesis that the
Celestial Monster is the Milky Way in one of »ts
positions in the sky, there is another tinae of
ntght at which the Milky Way is at the edge of

the horizon, forming a semicircular, parily en-
compassing glow. This is üie lime we think ü>e
sky represenls the Black-Transformer, Ek-ffo>,
the major portal to Uie Oütcr%vorld. It may be
more than coincidence that both tlie Classic
Maya and the modem Yukatek have this circular
symbol of tlie portal.

üur interpretation of this monster as a cloud\
sky symbol derived from üie Milky Way was
presented publicly for the first time at üte Texas
Hieroglyphic Workshop on Marcli 14. 1992. On
April 5 of üie same year. David Stuart. who had
been at Ute Texas meetings. presented a similar
interpretation based on a related, but slightly
different set of evidence. He brought out. as had
several of üie parúcipants at the Texas meeungs.
that ü.e Cloud-Serpent. Mixcoalt. was the Aztec
term for the Milky Way. He added one compo-
neni that we had not seen—ihat üiere is moun
tain iconography also associated witl
Wakali-Muval-Chan. We note diat mounuun
imagery and glyphs are also associated w.ü. an
other celestial location called Na-Ho-Chan as it is
presented on Kerr pot 688.

66. See Sosa 1988: Chapter 5.

67. The kawak signs on the forehead of le uu
hcad, funcú... a, . pb»"™' complemon. f»r ü.e
final consonant, kit.

68. John Sosa (1986) argued that Ule Cosmic o
ste, reproscnu Ute echpúe, but it is now dea, ü^t
it is ü.e Milky Way ai sumet on «hitej sok"-

69. Several pots (rom tile Classic peno s °
skulls attaclied to the toroh.ads of upnght Sk*-ta, M,«s. This santo skull funcUons as sy^nc

the first syllable of
ñame fot the (porsonal

70. In the summer of 1991, riart ofcommunication 1991) recognized the

Üiis inscripüon as a first-person qu^
Rabbit reading '"My k'atun en '
Gmbe and Stuart have also ig.Rabbit
nized a parentage statement n^mg
as the child of Smoke-Imix-Go •

these ^
71. Based on the presence o _

Barbara Fash (m Fas i ai "council
Structure 10L-22A as others.
house." Working «ü ■

she also reassemble a building
fied their original identified the
facades. The pro,ect epig ¿ ihe
glyphs as place the
figures that sat atop

who mled those sectors. ••

Fash et al. (n.d.) for a detailed description of the
arcliaeolog)- and interpretation involved in this
fascinating project.

72. Barbara Fash (personal communication 1990-
1991) has investigated the function of tlie Popol
Nali in Maya ritual and community structure.
She has found üiat üiey not only funcüoned as
centers for community consultation, but tliat
dances were taught and performed there. See
Chapter 5 for Thomas Gage's sLxteenth-century
description of this process in a Maya town m
Guatemala. Fash has suggested that each dmsion
of Copan may have been responsible for teaching
and direcüng parücular dances that are refiected
in the iconography of the figures associated with
eacli locaúon, and most important, she has iden
üfied üie long platform above the Venus Stairs
and souüi of the Popol Nali as a dance platform.
We believe she is correct in all of her contempla-
üons of üie function of the Popol Nah. although
we suspect Üiat Üie audience for Üie dances in the
East Court would have been limited to only the
highest officials of the various lineages that com-
posed üie Copan polity. We can visualizo that the
Popol Nali was the origin point for huge pageants
Uiat unfolded outward from the house onto the
steps and terraces of üie nortli side of the A^opo-
lis boüi east and west of Structure 26. These
pageants would have been visible to vast au .enLstandinginUie great courtslyingnorüiof
the Acrópolis. , , „

73 Barbara Fash (B. Fash n.d., 1989) made the con-
■ nection between üie bat iconography and th®
Cosed room of Structure lOL-20 and the myth of
the Popol Vuh. She has suggested another con-
nection of Copan's architecture with the Hero
T^vins story, proposing that Uie bu.ldings in the
East Court functioned at least partially as the
backdrop for reenactments of the myth. Her ar-
guments are greaüy strengthened by an account
of just such a pageant in connection with the
inauguraüon of a sixteenüi-ceiitury K'eqchi
chief. This account was quoted by Michael Coe
(1989) in his reevaluation of the Hero Twins, and
is included by us in Chapter 5. The identification
of similar features in earlier phases of the East
Court suggests that the Hero Twin myth played
an important role in Copanec pageant for many
generations. if not throughout its entire history.

74. The cruller-eyed jaguar god with Venus signs
attached to its head was identified as a Venus
God by Grube and Schele (1988). Schele (Schele
and Fash 1991; Schele and larios 1991) has
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found that an enormous number of Copan eventa

were timed according to stations of Venus and

that this preoccupation was far more extensive

and regular than at any other site so far analyzed.
The únagery on the Venus Stairs celebrates this

Venus God, while a text found in Structure 22A

(Schele, Stuart, and Grube 1991) suggests thu
god was the way or "spirit companion" of Yax-
Pas and perhaps other Copanec kings.

75. Mary Miller and Stephen Houston (1987) first
identified the Hieroglyphic Stairs as the site of
Classic Maya ballgsunes and associated these
scenes with the sacrifice of captivos as balls. Mary
MUler (1988b) went on to idenüfy false ball-
courts at Copan (here and behind Temple 11) as
exactly this kind of sacrificial place.

76. They are actually a little west of the exaa center
of the court because they go with the Venus
Stairs rather than the full court. The East Court
Archaeological Project under the direcüon of
Robert Sharer has found at least one and maybe
two earlier versions of these stairs.

77. This centering of the poliücal geography at
Chich'en Itza and later at Mayapan was more
lite the centralized concepts at Teotihuacan,
Tula, and Tenochüüan. The aftereffects appeaj
to be the concept of Tolan. otherwise known as
Tula, as the source of poüücal and dynastic legiti-
macy as it is representad in the Popol Vuh and
Annals of the Kaq'chikels of highland Guate-
mala. Earlier inscripüons f^om the Maya Classic
penod acknowledge no single source of legiti-
macy or group of sources. So we believe this idea
of p^ary sources and the Tolans is a legacy of
the Postclassic period. Archaeological interpreu-

80í>-1000) xn the northem lowlands are currently
dynamic and controversial (Sabloff and Andrews
1986). Scholars of the subjea generally agree
that there was a significant temporal overlap be-
tween the collapsing kingdoms of the southern
lowlands and the rising cities of the north in such
areas as the Puuk hills región. They also discem
some contemporaneity between the Puuk ciües
of Uxmal. Sayil, K'abah. and Labna, among oth-
ers, and Chich'en Itza. At present, we see tempo
ral overlap between all of these cities of the north
and the collapsing kingdoms of the south. We
also follow Robles and Andrews (1985, 1986) in
seeing a struggle for hegemony among the cities
of the north, an era of war from which Chich'en
eventually emerged victorious to dominate its
contemporaries. The view that Chich'en Itza

ruled in splendid isolation, the solé cily of the

north after the defeat of its enemies, does not

seem viable any longer in lighi of evidence for

overlap. That it was the capital of some regional

political organization makes se ase of the delibér

ate attempts to revive its political form in the

later city of Mayapan, capital of a regional con-
federacy.

78. See Schele and Freidel (1990:364-374) for a dis-

cussion of the multepal govemment represenied
in the an of Chich'en Itza. Grube (1991b) has

documentad that the form of govemment by
council that the Maya called multepal was active
at Xkalamk'in by 9.15.0.0.0 (a.d. 741). This form

of govemment was operational in northem

Yukatan far earlier than we had suspected.
79. Among other contemporaxry Maya cosmologies,

the Tzotzil-speakers of Chiapas regard the solsti-
tial points as the four corners of the world. Mieik

balamil, the navel of the universe, lies at the

crossing of these two solstitial axes in Zinacan-

teco thought (Vogt 1985:489).
80. Evon Vogt (1985) argued that the Zinacanteco

Maya are hardly aware of the equinoxes, never
mind focxising on them. The rattlesnake shadows

cast upon the outer edge of the northeast balus-

trade of the Castillo at Chich'en are indeed a

hierophany. As the distinguished astronomer An
thony Aveni puU it: "The Palenq ue and Chich'en
Itza hierophanies are difficult to test with any

astronomical accuracy. After all, their symbolism
was intended to be purely mythological. These

arrangements are so broadly structured that they
could never have been intended to serve as the

basis for collecting calendric observations of the
type we find delineated in the códices; neverthe-

less, these architectural hierophanies, which find
their phenomenal origin in astronomy, provided
some of the most powerful religious experiences
the common person could witness in the environ-
ment of the ceremonial center" (Aveni 1980:-
286).

81. The sides of the Venus platform are oriented
about 9 east of north or very near magnetic
north at Chich'en Itza.

82. See the chapters on warfare and the ballgame for
detailed analysis of the imagery and symbolism
associated with the great ballcourt.

83. As Alfonso Escobedo pointed out to David Frei-
» the heads of these beasts carry the "homs

agnostic of predatory birds, particularly those
of the so-called Mexican Eagle. Their bellies

o the scales of snakes, but their bodies are

feathered üke birds. The iconographic tensión of
serpent and bird is age-old in Mesoamerica, reg-
istering in Olmec art and persisting through to
the present where it appears as the state seal of
the modera nation of México. Birds and snakes
are animals that Uve at the upper and lower
edges of the ordinary world, obvious candi
datos for contemplation of the Otherworld
beyond.

84. See Freidel (1981) for an elaboration of this argu-
ment.

85. See Thompson (1957) for a discussion of thi»
position.

86. See Freidel, Masucci, Jaeger, and Robertson
(1991) for a discussion of Preclassic and C assic
effigy censer stands and their iconological
text in Maya artistic composition.

87. This description of the baptism ceremomes «
found in Ijmáií'» Relación de las Cosas uca
tan (Tozzer 1941:102-104).

88. Tozzer (1941:145) attributes this trans aoon

89. Landa described these rituals, which he
h.,e Aough. oí
w,™ kind, in » apology f»' "i. I"-» "
of U,. Y«k.»k. dnring hú nJ» "
Ynkaun. S« d.e no«. o» '
T<nzer'8 (1941) dúcoMionot the »«•» '

ducted by Landa and the trouble it ca
with Church authoriües.

90. These descriptions come trom fm-gn-
translations of Avendaflo's descripuons o
counters with Kan-Ek'. descripüon of

91. See Chapter 8 (the ballgame) fe
Inin.che.Ukeitacentempomtya^^^J^.
of the town incorporates al o ^gmple-
nenu of «cmd place-a
mountains and the dhnnely mad. counterp

the natural world: dance platforms, a ballcourt,
and a palace.

92. There are many good discussions of the Caste
War. See, for example, Bricker (1981).

93. Nikolai infonns us that these books are the de-
scendants of the Books of Chilam Balam. They
are still being written by scribes Uterate in Yuka-
tek, who keep track of the modera history of
their vülages and the larger world. As with the
Chilam Balams, histoiy becomes prophecy-
«,me of which predicts the end of the world at
the coming tura of the millenmum.

94. A coatimundi, which is relativo of the raccoon, is
known as a trickster and a down among modera
Yukateks.

95 ThÍJ»metie.ritoalwa5disca»edbyRedfield
' (1956) in te fotm at Tixkakal Guaidia and at
UoB in nonhem BeU«. He .1» dtetmes the
„1. of the coatimundi a. a clown,„da»ocia.«.her.itingeftherax..^;t^
U.. roz-aocl-Kol, at Tayasal and wnh
rin»l. practicad hy the Atntc and «th" ̂
^.rimn cultum., Blaffer (1979) h« and,.^ a
^ dnüla. ritual and te aaatulamd mythology
,„.„ng dte Tnttril of ChUpaa. °
edled the Hoton-re; "Jaguaa-fkee. wln
^td by people manifeating HiMH "BUck^^dby^eJagu...B>tri.t8'''°""°""'-

.Wm role of the coatimundi carry"leJ'^üft.r^^lTauptheitttee.whBe

.«affed coatimundis and otner r
^ ̂ thmw aweeta and candiea to people

l vital performances of the kings of Pa-
in sacred space framed by images of::rml« and fathers. see schele (1979).

Chaptcr4:riayaSoul5

1. See Taube (1992b;78) fo' a ̂ |®^°£„i„poat-
mirror panels on Late "s^lpture. See
classic period Mesoamen related dis-
Schele and Fteidel (1990íu5M) ^
cuaaion of the Chidi'en ^"^^róa'a

2. Thb is a core thesis m jujvival of
analyaia of the experience
Maya coamology through tne co
in Yukatan. , ̂ santoko as

3. The oomprehenaive diacuaaion o

by the Maya of Yalcoba ia given by
HL R. Soaa (1988). W. derive our bnef aum-
marv fro»

4.^7^80 Hank. (199^340) for tlu, usage tn
Oxk'intok', Yukatan.

5 Trnutraat to other croaae. in Yalkob^ them ̂Ltuallycombinedimt^eaofthecruc^and-he
WorldTree,forthearm.conreupv^mah
dado. See lohn R. Soaa (1990) for a thacuaaton of
these crosses.
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6. See Victoria Bricker (1981) for a systematic anal-

ysb of Maya revolta and their culta, both in high-
land Chiapas and in lowland Yukatan.

7. See López de Gómara (1964:35) for a deacription
of the statue and how it was used.

8. The book u Unfinished Conversaüons: Mayas and
Foreigners Between Two PTars (Sullivan 1989)
and we strongly recommend it.

9. Nikolai Grube and David Stuan (personal com-
municatíon in MacLeod 1990a) have idenüfied
sak-a'aa one of the foods recorded in the Primary
Standard Sequence on Classic-period pottery.

10. This idea is best expressed in Munro Edmonson's
(1971:146) translation:

And there they found food

Whence came the flesh
Of the formed people
The shaped people
And water was their blood;
It became man's blood.

11. See John Sosa (1988).
12. Our descnpUons here are drawn primarily from

Evon Z. Vogt (1976:18-19).
13. SixtMnth.«ntu.y Tzotzil (Uughlin 1988:200)

has the following
ness, luck, mind, soul" and ch'ul "holy. spiritual."

■ ^ Note 59 for a history of the deoiphennent of
the odWajonbol. The different apelling in Yuka.
teh and ttol rend,, t,om the linguisüe diver.
gence betveeen the two languages. Yukatek *•
"'«Po-lttoe/.MnCholanlangnaga,,

•  ' Vísquea (1980:299) fot the entrie, on
y Yukatek term. The Ynkatek tem. i, oog„,„
" ° """■«■«Itut root •kdwn and its Taeltal-Ttoml cognat. W. i, the word fot .Wg..

aud «"utuke."Stuatt,Houston.andG,nbe(pe,.
tonal eonnntntieadon 1990) have all ........g
t at thts toot U the reading of Proskouiiakoffa
captor ofglyph. The ptoblentwiththbreadingta that "guardián" hi» been reeonatruoted with a

k in Yukatekan. Cholan, and Tzotzilan lan
guages, while the title from the Classic-period
texts has the glyphs for "snake," "sky." and
"four" in free substituüon. In Cholan and Tzotzi
lan, "snake," "sky," and "four" are all c/mn. In
order for the "captor of' ÜUe of the Classic-pe
riod inscriptions to read kanan (the word for
"guardián"), we must posit that the k/ch corre-
spondence was not entirely developed during the
Classic period, and there is a large body of evi-
dence supporting this possibility. For example, at
Palenque, the words for "snake" and "earth" are
spelled phonetically with ka rather than cha

signs. This leaves the possibility open that the
'captor of title was in fact read kanan, "the

guardián of," and that it is related to the Yukatek
protector term.

16. Proskouriakoff (1963:163) identified the wing-
shell-sak-ahaw-ik' compound as a glyph for
death in her seminal study of the inscriptions of
Yaxchilan. Her wing-shell death glyph consisu
of a bird wing combined with a shell preceding
a possessed noun with signs representing the
color white conflated with an ahaw sign, and a
na sign in front of an ik' sign which often has a
li suffix. Proskouriakoff heiself suggested that
the death expression "makes some reference to a
departing spirit"

Stuart (in a letter circulated in 1988) found
evidence that the wing-shell part of the expres-
sions reads ch'ay, "to diminish or die." He found
an entry in colonial Tzouil (Laughlin 1988) for
chay ik, 'it diminished breath" or "died." Most
epigraphers now accept his decipherment as the
reading of the verbal component of the expres
sion, but the reading of the possessed noun still
eluded us unül Nikolai Grube and Wemer Nahm
found another clue. In a 1990 letter, they identi
fied the ahaw glyph when it is outside the day-
sign cartouche as nik, "flower." Togetlier with
the sak, "white," sign, it gives sak nik, "white
flower," as a word for "soul." Then in 1991,
Schele, following a clue from Barbara MacLeod,
noticed two examples of the sak-nik glyph on the
Hieroglyphic Stairs at Copan in which the ik'
sign is eliminated to leave only na and li suffixed
to the sak-nik. In 1992, Nikolai Grube cÜmbed
the Hieroglyphic Stairs to check the original step
and confirmed the substitution is correctly drawn
in Barbara Fash's drawings of the stair. Since the
Ik sign often has na above it even in the context
of the day sign, it occurred to Schele that the
second half of the word for soul might simply be

a suffix meaning something like "bom of,
one of the quafity of," or "one from." Although

We are still collecting evidence to test this idea, it
looks promising. We think the word for "soul"
was 'white-flower-thing."

Thompson (1970:202) identified the red and
hite plumería (frangipani) with the Creator

P e in the Lakandon religión. He goes on to
Robert Bruce's identification of Kakoch as

ther Creator, who created the waterlily
from whom all other gods descended. Ka*

koch is the brother of Hachakyum, who was the
rst offspríng of the plumerías. These associa-

tions, combined with Stuart's identification of
flowers as one of the principal signáis of Maya
ahaw status, make sak-nik, "white flower, a par
ticularly apt symbol for the soul of human be-
ings.

17. This discovery comes primarily from David
Stuart, who circulated a letter in answer to Grube
and Nahm's nik reading for the ahaw sign. His
letter included many of the same interpretations,
but based on the amazing variety of flower imag
ery he had identified with rulers costumes. Mos
important, he showed a pattem of substituti
where the stamen of the flower was represe
with three cylinders and dots in many examp
but by the square-nosed-serpent both with an
without jewels in many others. Given this ^
Schele and Mathews recognized a sak-nik wntten
with this square-nosed serpent instead
ahaw sign in the headdress of a fign
Laxtunich. Later, Schele and Barbara as
recognized the wide distribution of sak q
nosed-serpent motifs at Copan. The fina ^
came when Barbara Fash was trying to
how combinations of sak signs were aru
on Structure 22a at Copan, a buildmg se a

•  L « "mat or councii
earlier identified as a popol non,
house." At the 1991 meeüngs of

• . Npw Orleans,
tional Congress of Amencams
Slephen Houston pointíd out U) us that «Vástiuea (1980:570) lista niktaUnu tu °
aa hace ¡unta" and aa ah dtantative to
Tho whitcsquara nosod aerpenta aunply

ivaa.icp" as well as aStructure 22a as a ' flower ¡Jen-
"council-mat house," and thus confirm
üfication of the white-ahaw
appears so ubiquitously on headdress
the tipa of taila aa white flowera.

18. Sn.an „d Houaton (n.d.) «et. the Sf » ̂
üfy this Matawil glyph as a locaoon
Otherworld. , jj, his

19. Weldon Lamb (1983) ^TzotzU-
unpublished paper on the star or
speaking Maya. ,ia.finiúve article
George Foster (1944) wrote the
on nawalism. link

21. Barb.™ Tedlock and ita
between the day on which
spirít or nawal. Garret Cook's
This descríption is derived from
(1986) fine article on K'iche

23. Nikolai Grube's new translation here
•ui« fhat the ñamesign as 0/make it possible tna the

JdannofWebelievethenoto.'-»'^"®

20

22

more likely of the two possibiliües, but the alter-
native cannot be eliminated at present.

24. The fuU ñame of the town is Cht Nikoj Tagal,
"in the middle of the plain." K'iche' residents cali
it Chinik' for short, but Spanish speakers have
hispanicized that to Chiniqui.

25. John Fox of Baylor University has been studying
Utaüan and its history for several decades. He
believes the cave was dug by fortune hunters
looking for gold under the city during the early
nineteenth century.

26. MKÜ Mci «aa d.. otf... of hi^h priaal a. Ui.
laat 8«"<
Thompson (1970) thought rmi mijhl be a mfj

„ tobac» here, bul «e dunk it pretably
„fere re Una pereon's reaponaibmír for reealh^
Uie generaUons of anresnal grea, »ul. in die
Temple of K'uk'ulkan, the FeaUiered Senren.
Who is the Postclassic Visión Serpent.oy ^eideaofsoulawmúnginauchalocahq-nugh.''•I!n,inkeu,aa something akmrnfMig..^»Chriaúanity.h.Ch.ptet6,wegirean^x^l.^^

the Conquesta X«anenpleasantseiournutadark,

' T' Tedlock (1982:77-82) for a discus-^^norrdiflercntcategoriea«rKb^o.ahrine.
„;tv of Momostenango.

Chol-Yukatekan term wayib ,,^^j^p .,^house
30. WoyWíiadtcP'atictpe^^

"'""Tn a ««rW can be dormitory or a bed-'"""Ütotitcanahmbe.placewhereonedre^
nto the soul companion.Stephen-'^^TD:^Smart(l989b:ll)discussed

Houston and üa ^theglyphicusa^ ¿ the "sleeping
■■ but while they garticle," 'Urereferencetoplaceswherethe

house ^heydidnotreporttheexphcit
u>ayob mam to lineage and co-
use trines in modem K'iche' cnmmumt.es.

Tat --K- ""THbv Nikolai Grabe and Lmda

'"ToStrtheir discussion of the smaB
h 'tsculpwresbearingthUglyphictermathjpothesimd connection between

Copan. Th XFClassic Maya wn/W and m
ye isorigmalt»

íl .
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31. This history is descñbed by Barbara Tedlock

(1982:17).

32. See Andrews V and Faah for a description of the
archaeology, consolidation, and reconstruction
work that reclaimed this very important bmiding
£rom the past.

33. The stoiy of the dedphennent of the way glyph
is one of the really interesting tales in the field.
By 1978, Schele (1985a, 1988) had idenüfied a
glyph consisting of an ahaw glyph half covered
with jaguar pelt that occurred with particular
regularity next to the figures of supematural be-
ings on pottery. She also noted that this glyph
like many others has a personified form called a
head variant Moreover, this particular head vari-
ant occurred as the head decoration of the main
figure on Tikal Stela 31 and as a substitute for
the emblem glyph. Based on these occurrences
and a set of homophonies in Mayan languages
she proposed that the glyph was read as balaít

"hidden lord," as a reference to their status
as Otherworldly creatures and bíOam ahaw, "jag-

uar lord," as a reference to the association of

Maya nobles with the jaguar. The weakness of
the argumenta was that it did not account for

the frequent presence of a prefixed wa sign and
suffixed sign that was subsequently deciphered
as ya.

In 1989, Houston and Stuart used these two

phonetic complementa to propose an altemative
decipherment of way. It tums out that Nikolai
Grube had made the same deduction almosl

simultaneously and that letters relating the argu
menta from all three epigraphers arrived at
Schele s house within a day of each other. Hous
ton and Stuart (1989a) published their resulta in
English, while Grube will publish his ongoing
study in Germán in the near future.

The sum of the argument identifies the read-
ing through the phonetic complementa wa and
ya, by taking them to desígnate the word woy-
Houston and Stuart (I989a:5) provided the fol-
lowing glosses in their analysis;

Yukatek

Lakandon

Proto-Cholan

Chol

way

wayak'

way

wayasba

wayak

üh-way
wayül

^way

wayak'

wüy

w&y&l

wüyibül

Colonial Tzotzil way

wayahel

wayichin

wayahom

Tzotzil wayihel

wayihin

transfigure by enchantment"
y^ion m dreams" (Barrera Vásquez 1980:916)
e familiar that necromancers, witches, and

wzards have that is an animal"
*to dream"

prognostication or word of diviners and of
eams (Martínez Hernández 1929:888-889)
wizard"

'metamorphose" (Bruce 1979:15)
to sleep"

«íjeam (Kaufman and Norman 1984:135)
other spuit"
sleep"

sleep, take lodging"
witchcraft"

dream"

anbllw (LaughUn 1988:326-527)
anu„altra«fo„„,üonof,^tch.a„ú„alcompanion spirit of witch"

" — -mpanionspmt (witch)" (LaughUn 1975:365)
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These entries identify the jaguar-spotted ahaw
glyph and its head variant as a glyph for to
sleep" and "dream" as well as for the animal
companion spirits of human beings, especially
those who are adept in the rituals of communica-

tion with the Otherworld. fVay also means the
act of transformation that allows adepts to walk
the earth in the form of their animal spirit com-

panions. The precise definitions of these animal
companion spirits may well have clianged in the
three millennia of Maya history, but the underly-
ing concepts are the same. The central impor
tance of the concept is now clear, not only to the
Maya conception of the supematural, but also to
their understanding of political power and
religious performance.

34. Nikolai Gmbe has discussed this pattero of distn-
bution with Schele and suggested that the way o
the Clsissic period had something in comm
with the modem Lakandon onen, spirit compan
ions," that are associated with all the membe
a single lineage. Nikolai is aware that the m
is not exact, but we agree with him that th
distribution of wayob in the Classic peri
constricted in a similar way.

35. In his 1989 letter on Nikolai Grube made
this suggestion based on the 2 Kib 14 Mol p ^
sages from the Group of the Cross at Palé
His deduction was based on two pieces

.  . i'il the actors
formation derived from the text. k ^ • j
of the event are the way of the Palenque
gods, and (2) the event was the cióse
tion of Satum, Júpiter, and Mars with
moon. Dütting and Aveni (1982) suggested

■ a/1 to be tne
that this conjunction was conceivea x
reunión of the Palenque Tnad wi
mother. .-i

56. William Hanks (1990:341) observe
working with a shaman in Oxk intok,
"In the course of prayer, one speaks
from low to high, to 'the four com

r .h/. «kv the four at-earth, the four coroers of tne yi 43,mo,pheres/....^*XÍ«7to»'HighPn.«^
Miver,' the guanUan of '!'« ""^^ed in
highest sector of the cosmos, is not
this ceremony, because when he mov 1
in the world moves also, and the crys
surely deceive." atlcallv ̂

57. This g„d', neme was fia. mad p^n
k'awil by David Stuart (1988 )• hically»
aa-n ,;„amotif. Iconograph»'^^/'♦íf Iconos^^Fscroll itself is a pervasive motii- g^yajt 198®
it is definitely identified as blood y
and as chltl, the basic "soul-force

verse, by Ringle (1988) and Carlson (1988).
Robiscek (1978) argued in favor of the scrolb as
smoke, and some examples of the object in K*a-
wil's forehead are apparently cigars. K'awil can
mean "green cigar" in Yukatek (Barrera Vásquez
1980:387). Preidel (1985) made the iconographic
case for the bifúrcate scroll as a general expres-
sion of "volatile substances" including smoke,
fire, rainwater, and blood. The scroll is Üie opera
tiva element here, attached to celts, cigars, and
mirrors in the forehead of K'awil, all of which
likely represent objects or actions used to induce
the transformative powers of the magical sub
stances.

Nikolai Grube has told us that he believes the
scroU sign in front of the recUning body of the
god is part of a phonetic spelling of «m. the word
for "mirror." He suggests that the full ñame was
Nm K'awil, "Mirror Statue."
This miiro' sign «as mad by Gmbe and Schele(,Wl)as<antU.e«onit.s'1»^;;»"""P^
tac. as in the fenr partiüens ef th. «otld. Tto^  in this nnne appasently reto te th.
.ppeamnce ef fenr K'a«ils in the SlS-day mnnh
«hich divides time inte fenr qnadrants, each
.rith its o«n caler, di'«ni«n. and vemen ef
TOJtend half ef this glyph is «rit«n
nlvph wr "blne-grann «md-fl" and pbenetic cdh-tf Cbln is the Cheto

O r /Iwarf an association that makes senseword for dwart, K'awil's

Í^;Ld«arf.SeeNete56fe,.dismssienef

.  of k'awü in Yukatek.nieanings Uie first scholar to hnk

"iparate contexts together under the^ettnsienriteimage.y.He(l988b)
the phenetic spelling ef the ñame

""^Tííthe alpbabet designatien assigned te"  d« versien by ScheUhas [1904)) in the
„f Chichto lua. Much ef ettt Ínter-inscnpuo association with Vi-

^"""TeUnts foUo-»sion :>erpc
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and the visión rite. Wc add ihai Nikolai íirube

and Wenier Nahm (personal (-ommunicaiion

1992) havc read ihe combincd ñame for Gil as

Nen-K'awil, "Mirror-Slatue."

44. Our source is ihe remarkable sludy oí sixleenih-

century Poqom .Maya by Susan Miles (1957). She

exlracied a weallh oí cultural information írom

two sixteenth-century dictionaries, one compiled

by Fray Pedro Moran (1720) and ihe other by
Fray Diego Zuñiga (1608).

45. The K'iche'an languages include K'iche', Kaqchi-
kel, and Achi among others. In Kaqchikel, Saenz
(1940:174) lisls q'abml as "ídolo, estatua, ima
gen," while q'abuilaj is "ofrecer sacrificio a los
ídolos; adorar los ídolos." Q'ahuikhajal is "guard
ián de los ídolos and q'awuiljuyu ru is "cerro
donde sacrifican a los ídolos." The q' m the
K ichean languages corresponds to it' in Cholan
and Yukatekan languages so that we can be fairly
sure that the Poqom term is the same root as the
K ichean, and that both correspond to k'aunl oí
the Classic-period texis.

Üennis Tedlock, translator of the Popol Vuh,
analyzed the use of cahautl {qUaml iri modern
orthography) as follows: "Cabauil was once a ge-
neric Quiche term for images of deities, but the
early Dominicans attempted to use it as a transía-
tion for Dios (Carmack 1981:318), as if this new
and purer meaning could bleach out the word's
accumulated pagan stains. But even if the author
(ot ü,c Popol Vuh) d,d h,vc .he r>o™,„,e,.,
•^'ge w m.nd here, he ehcwhere p,
rete, .o wo„d-a„d.,.„„e images „t .he ...ular dei-
ues of the ruling Qmehé li„eage," ([,. Tedlock
1986:78).

Alfred M. Tozzer (1941:143, note 678) pro
vides the following on k'aml-k'ahuiL "Qenet
[who did an unpubhshed translation of Landa
into French] has a long note here regarding the
ñame Itzamna Kabuil or Lord Itzamna He
writes that the term Kabutl, indicating the gods
fell out of use shortly before the Spanish Con-
quest." Tozzer goes on to sute that the great
ethnohistorian Ralph Roys agreed with Genet on
this point. Barrera Vásquez (1980:272) includes
the following entry: "Itsamna Kabul: 'gi

Itsamna-que-obra-con-las-manos'. . . k'abul posi
blemente es un error por k'awil ... y en Kaqchi
kel q abuil está definido como estatua or ídolo de

bulto or pintado que adoraban (Ms. de Fr. Fran

cisco Barela). "Ah k'abul in Yukatek means

"artist, maker, knower" (Barrera Vásquez 1980:-
362). We note also that Houston and Stuart

(1989a;7) got very cióse to tliis interjiri-tation m

their discussion of the Double-headed SerjM'iit

Bar 111 the context of "comjianion spirits '

46. 1 hese statues were fouiid tn Burial 195 uiider the

direction of Georgi- (iuillemin. Wheii tln* toinb

was o[K'ned, he and his ytiuiig assist.int, Ruili

l.arios (1990), found a layer of tnud covering the

bottom of the tomb. Rather than digging it out,
Rudi 1-arios injected [ilaster iiito the negatives.

spaces h'ft by rotted objects, and preservi'd the
(asts of a wooden balljilaver yoke, a headtlress,

several gourd and wood«*n bowls, and these four

k 'aunlob.

47. Staff-mounted k'aunl statues are showii on the

piers of I louse A at Palenque.
48. Elizabeth Newsome (1987) first poiiited out this

relationship to us and ideiitified the Serpeiit Baf
deities as ecceiitric flints.

49. See Deiinis Tedlock's (1986) analysis of the her

meneutics of the Poj íol Vuh.
50. Kdmonson (1971:12) used different traiislations

of the ñames of these threi* di'ities; One-Ia'g

l.ightning, Dwarf Lightiiing, and (ireeii láght-
ning. 1 hal different scholars arrived at such dif

ferent translations is a warning that our work
involves personal judgments about the evalna-
lion of bodies of evideiice. .All ti'Xt-based aiialyses

are ultimately to be judged by the <'olien*n<a' tliey
lend to larger bodies of i-yidence. As Deiiins Ted
lock (1986:79) aptly puts it: "1 liave alreadv
started to shift away from aii atoniizmg "P'

proach, in wliich the lext is treated as a collection

of arlifacts whosi? provenience must be identi
fied, and in which a stratum cotitaining even a
few European artifacts must be sharply segre-
gated from those which do not. The approach 1
am shifting toward is the hermeiieutical oiie, it»

which questions of culture history are held i»
abeyance long enough to get the drift, to hear the
tenor, to follow the path, to see the world of the
lext before us. Comparison is still opeii to us here,
hut it is a comparison of tenor and of paths aiid
worlds rather than of artifacts."

51. Michael Coe (1973:116) has long championed ti"'
tion that God K and Tezcatlipoca are cogítate

deities.

52. Dennis Tedlock (1985:365) makes this suggeS"
tion in his translation of the Popol Vuh. Karl
Taube (1992a) carne to the same conclusión in
own analysis of God K.

55. The nineleenth day Kawak, Chahk, or Chahuk,
pending on the language is the day of light

nuig and storm (Thompson 1950:87). The same

sign outside the day-sign cartouche was read ku 58.
phonetically and logographically as tun stone.
Be cause Maya traditionally believe that flint, ob- 59.
sidian, and axheads are made when lightning
strikes the ground, they used kawak marking to
identify flint axes (and perhaps other kinds of
stone). This association of the ax with lightning
has long been known and in fact played a signifi
cant role in the interpretation of the god Chak as
a god of Ughtning. The most useful studies of
modem lightning gods and their relationship to
the Classic gods were written by Joanne Spero
(1987, 1990). Karl Taube (1992a) used similar
data to discuss the associations of lightning with
K'awil.

54. See Barbara Tedlock (1982, 1986).
55. Barbara Tedlock (1982:148-149) records "White

K'oxol" as the Tzitzimit who proiects the cave at
Utadan and helps shamans who come for divma-
üons. Garrett Cook (in a letter sent to us in 1992)
gave US the ñame Q'aqik oxol, Red K oxo ,
the actor in the Dance of the Conquest. Clearly
the K'oxol were once four in number and as-
sociated with the four direcüons and colois. just

i the Chakob and K'awilob of the Classic penas

were.

56. Karl Taube (1992a) provides an extensive dis«s
sion of the relaüonship between the axes of a
wil and Chak. The connecüons between ese
entities are intímate and ancient, dating
to Early Classic times. With respect "
necüons between Chak and K'oxol. Barbara Ted
lock (1986:135) says the followmg: 'The stone
hatchet carried by the shepherd in the C'oxo ro
points to the Chakob of pre-Hispanic lowland
Maya iconography. who are often
«.ch h.mhe«. . . . Unlike . whip. U.e Cc«l
h,mhet » rilan., ariUúng ahaa. "j"
.han Aundarona lighunng. Ta raphr^a d.aj^-ousapUodasafU.ananariva.naud.wn' ■
ü.a aonnds af log dnun» and jagua,
baginning laujr bacama cracking " 'P" "
darclaps. Finally. wban lighnung " ' .
f„™. Lm anm« d.a wbiaUing and .hawm pUy
ing of CWol. -bicb mo«a u. cica, u, O-a
human voice." ,

57. K'awil, Uke Chak, had four mam esta
sociated with the directional partiuo
world, iust as the modern dwarf
associated with the four si es j foj-
lakc. rank waa -a «-^^a
these partitions of the world (
1991).

See Vogt (1976:62) for this discussion and elabo-
ration of Zinacanteco curing rituals.

The first clue to the identification of cAW came

at the 1979 Dumbarton Oaks Conference on
Human Sacrifice, where Schele (1984) identified

the beaded scroUs on the face of the woman on
Yaxchilan Lintel 24 as blood. In the following

years, Schele and her students at Texas and
David Stuart (1984,1988a) independenUy identí-
fied the beaded material on the face with the
material scattered in period-ending scenes
throughout the Maya area and with the "water
group" set of signs associated with emblem
glyphs. Stuart (1988a) vasüy expanded the reper-
toire of images associated with this complex, add-
ing the lazy-S shapes and the floateis of Late
Classic images to the inventory. Using the text of
Dos PUas Stela 25 as evidence, he showed that
the Maya beüeved they materialized gods
through their bloodletting rites and that Aey
conceived of this actíon as a kind of "birth." In
1988, John Carlson (1988) saw a photocopy of the
original pages from Unda's Relación on the
endar and "alphabet," which George Smart had
iust acquired from Spain. As Barthel had decades
earUer, he recognized that the God C head ̂ at
occurred in the sign for the month Kumk u had
to read Ah. He connected this sign to the word for
"god" and "holy." BiU Ringle (1988) had inde-
pendenüy made the same connecüon, and early
Z1988, he sent a manuscript oudining the entire
argument to George Stuart who pubhsh^ xt m
his Research Reports. Stuart, Carlson, Rmg e,
Schele. and many others continued to develop
üie new insights opened by this decxpherment,
especially by connecting the Ah contexis xn the
Classic period to the beUefs documented by Evon
Vogt and other ethnographers among modem

•^o further clues came in 1990. Schele and
Freidel (1990) had taken a new look at the con-
tcxts of the "fish-in-hand" glyph and come to
the condusion that it occurred not with scenes
of bloodletting, but rather with those showmg a
Visión Serpent. They suggested that an mter-
pretation of "manifested" or "called up" fxt
Lse contexts better than "let blood." Nikolai
Grube (in a 1990 letter) confirmed their ideas
by finding at Yaxchilan a direct substituto of
the "fxsh-in-hand" glyph for the phonetic speU-
ing tza-ku. He found that tzak meant both "to
grasp in the hand" (in Tzeltal and Tzotzil) and
"to conjure" (in Yukatek) and "to follow after
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(in Yukatek and Chol). The glyph shows a
hand grasping a fish, and since the fish sign
was read ka, it acts as a phonetic complement
for the tzak reading. A few of the examples of
this verb appear to refer to this action of grasp
ing something, but the greatest majority are
clearly "conjured" with special iconographic
reference to "conjured clouds." Very soon after
the txak decipherment, Stuart and Houston on
the one hand, and Andrea Stone and Barbara
MacLeod on the other, deciphered the lazy-S
«gn in which the gods and ancestors float as
muyat "clouds."

The pattem of things that can be conjured is
also revealing. The verb can be followed by k'a-
wü (the word for statue and the spirit in the
statue), by chu and ch'ul (the words for "god"
and "soul"), and by the proper ñame of the being
who was conjured. Any of these beings could be
conjured into clouds, which presumably could be
both clouds in the sky and swirls of smoke rising
from censers.

luring carne to »a from Johannea Wilben. who

^  «he tole of h.bwtco m ahmna.h™thtoughout South América (Wilbert 1987) Ir.
vtew of the pwrmineitce of tobaeco in Maya imao.
ety and medicme, he «.gge««i dtat increa.Kd

"O» be pee., .o the pyachotroplc effecta of
«he tobáceo alkaloid. on the human

Wy. Thu memed to him of particular intereat

omZ '™er3"e»™er.ca,grewAf£cotúm,ef very htgh leveU of nicotme content and tome
iiy.

After reading the manuacript of thi, book in
Jenuary .993, he informed ua that «varal com
penent» of the viaion eaperienoe in Claaaic.period

rin^e^aawellaapoat.Con,ueat.ourcearghthave been utformed by the effema of nicotLe
t^xicauon. He sent us the folbwing commen-

Seeking nicotine-induced trance statao. r
South American reügious practiticne»

'"ÍrVu"'" " » «he Otherworid and the sensation of death and rebirth Due t„
the biphasic nature of the drug in tobáceo, this process
of joumeying across magic thresholds is experienced as
uuual nausea, heavy breathing, vomiting, and prosua
tion (symptoms of iUness); subsequent tremor», convul
sion, or seirure (indicative of agony); and resulting in
penpheral paralysis of the respiratoty muscle (mimick-
ing death). During this joumey toward death the sha
man travel» to the Otherworld whence he retums

thanks to appropnate dosing and prompt biotransíor-
mation of nicotine in the body. If the dosing i» wrong,
the death joumey can become final and peimancnt.

Nicotine has varioiu effects on the pracuuoner's
sight (e.g., acuteness of vuion, night visión), drcaming,
and visionary experíences. Visión serpents producing
balls of blinding light while imparung inslaniancous
comprehensivo wisdom to the beholder are known to
be tobáceo-induced expenences. Travels to the dark
Otherworld may occur more often than not in a state
of tobáceo amblyopia, charactented by dimness of vi
sión and color blindness. In thu state, the shaman is
not bUnd but moves about freely in an undifferenu-
ated worId, shrouded in silvery mist dunng the day
and engulfed in darknets during the night when oniy
white or yellow light may prevail. He may be affected
by hemianopsia, i.e., loss of sight in half the visual
field. He i» unable to recognize the faces of fricnds he
meets, and all people look like corpses to him with
yellow and waxy complexions. He himself looks palé
and tuffers from fatigue, depression, anxiety, and in-
somiua. Only tobáceo absunence can reverse the effect.

Besumed nicotine administration after recovery may
bring back the ambiyopic state, thus enabling tlie sha
man to move between the worids of light and dark-
ness.

As in South América, the nawai and shaman-jaguar

transformation complex of Mesoameríca may b®
strongly associated with tobáceo consumption. In any
case, several effecta of the alkaloid on the branches of
the htiman nervous system and the adrenal system allow
the shaman not only to imítate the jaguar but to experi-
ence his essential identity with the powerful alter cgo.
Among the tobacco-related characteristics that liken the
shaman to the jaguar are night visión, acuteness of
visión, wakefulness, raspy voice, furred or rough tongne,
and pungent body odor. Most important in connection
with nicotine as a transformation agent are the mind-
altenng effecta of nicotine as a liberating agent of epi-
nephrine, norepinephrine, and serotine, among other
powerful compounds implicated in the alteration of
mood and affective states in humans. In appropriate
dosage nicotine produces certain chemical changes that
mobiliie in the properly enculturated shaman the attack
behavior of the were-jaguar, displaying anger, hostiütyi
-td sexual aggression.

(Wilbert, personal communication, 19^^^

IIIIU iviéiya icng—— »

tíce. But to US, Wilbert's suggesüons emphas^e
two unportant ideas: that Maya iroagery ^
sionary experience is not simply fantasy btit tha
"t representa real experience; auid that trance
periences were not benign daydreaming bttf
result of pharmacoloiñrallv hasi.d exnerimenta
r — were not benign daydreanung

'esult of pharmacologically based experi*"®"^'
with mind-altering drugs like toba.^®®

These experiences affirmed Maya worldvieW
Ae power of reUgious pracüüoners who had sp®

cial access to and familiarity with the Other

world.

60. See Tozzer (1941:115-121) for an extensivo sum-

mary of sacrificial practice in Yukatan at the
time of the Spanish ConquesL

61. See Barrera Vásquez (1980:680) for entries on p'a
chi We understand from Irene Winter that sacri-

fice for idols in ancient Sumerian society in-

volved similar principies of opening the mouth.
62. This iconographic argument is found in David

Stuart (1988a). See also Schele and Miller (1986)
for discussion of the art associated with bloodlet-
üng.

63. Precolumbian Maya aUo gave a wide variety of
animals in offerings. See Victoria Bricker (1991)
on the animal breads of tlie Maya illustrated in
the Dresden Gidex.

64. See Schele (1984), Stuart (1988a), and Schele and 69
M. Miller (1986) for discussions of ancient Maya
bloodletting practices and the changing percep
tion of Maya autosacrifice on the part of modem
experts.

65. See Freidel and Schele (1988a:559) for a discus-
of Maya shamanism and the use of these

stalk. letter

67. These observations were sent to us

dated March 18, 1992. , .

68. This decipherment was made indepen en
Hou,mnLs.uan(lMO)andl.yA..'h'»®'°°

70.
small divination stones.

66. The decipherment of this bloodlettíng glyph «
the result of many different epigraphers
Steve Houston and others pointed out examp
that have phonetic ch'a prefixed to them. H
found examples with phonetic ba suff
them, thus providing the spelling that le
bara MacLeod (1991a) to suggest that Jt rea
ch'ab, "to create," as a metaphor for Uie
bloodletting and the conceiving of a child
summer of 1991, David Stuart noticed an
pie on a new text from Copan Temple 22a
has phonetic ch'a prefixed and phonetic m
fixed to it. Using that as a key, he and
(Schele, Stuart, and Grube 1991) realiz
the normal winglike suffix on this sign is actual^
an early form of ma, especially used
tom of the initial series introductory glyP •had become fossilized as part of this bloo e

glyph. Looking up ch'am, they found
grasp" and "to harvest." However. m Engl
"harvest" evokes images associated wi w
and other European grains. In the Maya
harvest is to pluck the ears of maize rom

and Barbara MacLeod in their study of the in-

scriptions of Nah Tunich (Stone and MacLeod
1991). Stuart (1988a) has shown in his study of

the bloodletting complex that supematural be

ings were materialized in huge S-scrolls we now
know to be clouds. We note also that tlie Maya

word for "conjure," tzak, also means "to conjure

clouds." Purthermore, the Visión Serpents at

Chich'en Itza with scrolls attached to their bodies

have long been thought to be the equivalent of
the Aztec Mixcoalt, "Cloud Serpent" These new
decipherments apparently support that identifi-
caüon in Maya imageiy and words. Moreover,
the concept is oíd, because the same kind of
"cloud serpent" appears on the Acasaguastlan Fot
from the Early Classic period (Schele and Miller
1986:195-194).

This serpent is shown on Copan Stela 6, where
the text expUciUy records that the Waxaklahun-
Ubah-Kan was conjured (Schele 1990b). He is
associated with the Tlaloc war complex (see
Chapter 6) and is the Maya analog of the Feath-
ered Serpent of Teoühuacan that Karl Taube
(1992b) identified as a War Serpent.
The founder glyph reads ch'ok te na, "sprout-tree-
house," but here it has another sign attached to
it. Schele has taken it to be a wi sign, signifying
the word for "root." In other words it records the
founder as a "sprout-tree-house-root." Gmbe on
the other hand has suggested to Schele that the
sign is the glyph form of the bloodletter sitüng m
the woman's bowl. This would work equally
«ell for we now know that this bloodletter si^^adcA'mrt"harvest,"so that the founder was the
"sprout-tree-house-harvest-BothinterpreUUons
are entirely appropriate for the context.

The earhest Maya Visión Serpents are currently
dated to the Late Preclassic period. mcludmg a
.nodeled stucco example from Group H, W^
tun (see Schele and Freidel 1990:Chapter 4) and
a black-line graffito on the wall of Structure
5C-2nd at Cerros, in BeUze. This graffito shows a
tau-toothed god or ancestor in the mouth of the
Visión Serpent, the earliest example of th.s kind
of depicúon so far. Current work m the Preclai^ic
ruins of the Maya región will no doubt push this
concept back even further in time.
The Chikchans. who are great fourfold snake
deities of the Chorti Maya of eastem Guatemala
(see Thompson 1970:262-265 for a summary in
Llish). are likely the modem survivals of the
ancient Visión Serpents. especially those depicted
with deer homs and ears.
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73. Schele (1989) identified ihis serpent as a chih-

chan, but at the time she had not seen the exam-

ples where an o sign precedes the chi hand.

Och-kan was the word fot boa constrictor as well

as a kind of Visión Serpent,

74. A new book by Kevin Gosner (1992) describes

the role that visions and prophecy played in the
eaily rebeUions of Chiapas. His translation oí
Nuñei de \a Vega describes a cave as the loca-
úon «í ^

'n lypieal faj,;,,, , .
and «id he hed'^

teUüve', booh '"'""wd an ..Id
" » « t« »„d

» a ftiend. He .u«d at ̂
to do this sor <^0W'0ads at nud-

ton^, '■""""""■^«•-ara.hnnh,.
^6- This raises another tU

°™Mayaaeh«u/,'^^"'''''""^-li''ü.ca„-
l'v,.

aa«ie pert^
T"^ "«aka. i. an with ven.ÍT"™ featnte „t t,a„ "'"'"'"""y wall.
^"»8»«devide„eer* Hueat.

^7''«'«ke.aaJe,s
"•ineino • '^'®nSernían,

'■"» ^«e livi^
"• Thi, • "amplei „( ® See

' (ISyRih,,, =«tteri„ ., , . ."■Prtnkie.T^" "^eeated ,he .! , '^"'■
'«H L : wh 1 n'"® "Wad i, ,. ^ "«"«1 that ih ®"*an

«uf7:r
the .. in „ 'hnvm thatH:c:;r'Ha::::-7-,aeh.:
°'"'«"8othe7|«"'^'"°"''

fot .1. ^^''^'eevid '"
""«^cea. «f Tar""""''"-
®^'°'»««vau;'"''-*>hatH7.'"''acatt «hai th "'"""''a ar... ««tteted.,, «.hecategney^,^^

forni of

are vaii a ^hat Ham
r^'^^ttered«.d 7- '"w rr"^ ■"»■

and oth "" '°nn of

78.

in the form of maize gruel and maizc dough.
Bruce I^ove (1987) dcciphercd the word for tlic
droplets as ch'ah.
Bruce Lovc (1987) firsl showcd tliat tlie signs
following the scattering glyph read ch'ah, tl>c
Yukatek word for "drops" and the Cholan word
for "incensé." He proposed tliai the matenal scal-
lered was drops of iree res\n caWed a>pa\.
aca-pi lus readmi;, addutg üiai i h'ah w üu* Chol
verb (Atiinasi 1973) for "lo fumígate with m
censtr." Ilowever, the imagery "f Classic scai
tíTlll{( ni». (learlv »\\ows v\\e Waded matier

StmgTAN

í5 clearly

ihat

Clticrgi'd wiicli oiie pfviííged a sungT
ihrough ihe toiigue 1 fi>* m.i'.i'*'' ^
althouKh al a largor U-vol. blood Wíi5 '
a» "»i>ul stuff " .Norman Hamnioiid
also righl in suj){M)rling if"" 1"""^
maiw wíis scatiered, for the material p ^
tile platd'S and braziers i>í offerii'S

nicluded

tiurse thiiigs. irusuc de-

lal c''?alBrua- I>,ve (1987) suggesled Üiat
piclions of little scattered droph ta 6
llicerise, wliile olher tnore iloNMitg jhe»^
depict blood. Freidel (H>B3)
was a eoniiniious field of ^plets- d'®?

in<;or¡>orating sratteriiigs <»f th®
_..ii. marke®<»lls S^e\e..^1-i.ugtu scroiia, wt-

dots and stacked dots of 1*9 «lacK®
let edged scrolls, and sc:r

( the dol1988:300 301, for definiuon ot
liquid). In the case of the ^phi®
uses as his primary f.eW
ence, scenes that clearly dt p ' ^ut ^
out of ,ars. unne and vomil ^ [
and smoke or Tire flowing duri»g «

•nts, dr®P
identifiable fire-driUhig Aiscf^^ Aiploy ^ yy\oO^'

■ A iiicl^'^''^^ .
lets or dots. Flowing hMtn * . u./ d*
events all these images emp ^j^Jiog

'"TbV•seni®^ ^ ,^ene^-are thus demonstrably repf® .teri'*^
0„. scatl® d

dots such as those seeii m

Sometimes the blood off«f'
ch'ul is embodied in a

as bone, jade, spoiidylus, ai» ^ distih^ ^d
The real challenge is

between the iconographic dep . yug '' -fiyjifferent»" ele"
olher materials, but t» jr»® j,ec®^'
ch 'ul and Uz. The glyp^
rendered on Stela C at

with a n®nizable as a beaded flower th®

ing from its blossom. Sorne jjrri®®
akhal in its center and al ° jppO 1®*'^^'^as Well as ' oktal in its center and

l®nance glyph Grube and Nalim

fied as nik, "flower." Furthermore, this beaded
flower is tlie one depicted on tlie cantilevered
hcadband of God D and the bird named Itzam-
Yeh. Itz is the word for tlie néctar of tlie flower.
Itz flowers occupy tlie background fields of the
sarcophagus and the tablets of the Group of the
Cross at Palenque and the wall of Burial 48 at
Tikal. The identifying elements of cAW—bone,
shell, jade beads, k'an, jar—share üie same do-
main, so that the environment of sacred actions
was filled with both ch'ul and itz. The beaded
flower form of itz may also be seen on the chest
pectoral so often wom by Maya kings. The at
tached cylinders and beads represent the stamens
of the flower so that the wearing of this form of
pectoral may identify its owner as an in. er. Both
the ch'ul and itz sets of imagery partake in over-
lapping domains of sacredness and the stuf
holiness.

79. This ñame for the bird is recorded on the Blow-
gunner's Fot that shows him landing m
World Tree. See Chapter 1, Note 14, for a
discussion of the meaning of iíz and the g
ñames associated with it.

80. Ho„,u,n anJ Slum (1989a. Nou, 7) .tlribuK th.s
■daa ,o a peasonal communicamn hcm Kar
Taube. •

81. Several scholars have worked with the Prmcip
Bird Deity. Bardawil (1976) provides a r^n
defmitional discussion. Andrea Stone (
cusses üie major iconographic attributes
bird. She makes the connection between even
Macaw of the Classic period and the »nap
Bird Deity of Üie Classic period. Cort s
gives an insightful and comprehensivo ^ y
of the Principal Bird Deity, elaboraung e
nections between Seven-Macaw an . -Ug
pal Bird Deity
ambiguities of this being u> . . ,™vthesis

j- ;«n Her basic hypothesisspired our own discussion.
is that the bird represente

I  :» was a sun-pre
Prideful and out of contro ,
tender, demanding worship oro
The Hero Twins brought this mis
sion of nature back under ^orld.
and reestablished ^on through
The king repeats this or erin
ritual. We concur with her ana y .
it the recognition that the J ̂ j^^rd who
Yeh representad the ° ^y^bol of
manipulates the cosmic sap.

thb energy in its cosmic scale, while the god
Itzamna was the first wizard to manipúlate it
The bird may even be the way of the wizard as
Taube suggested. Dennis Tedlock (1985:360)
identifies Seven-Macaw witli the Big Dipper,
an identification we believe held also for the
Classic period. If the angled configuratíon of
the Milky Way we have identified as the Croc-
odile Tree also represents this episode, then the
Big Dipper behaves in exactly the way de-
scribed in the Popol Vuh. When the tree is up-
right i e., north to soutli, the Big Dipper is
above the horizon. In fact on August 13, 1000
B.C., at La Venta, it touches the horizon at sun-
set' During the Classic period, it was much
higher at sunset, but it sank into the horizon at
around 343" as the Milky Way tumed to its
east-west orienuüon. The Popol Vuh says that
after being shot, Seven-Macaw rose up and fell
to the ground. This plunge into earth is repü-
cated in the movement of the Big Dipper.

The bird is one of the earliest images known
from lowland Maya iconography, because Rich
ard Hansen (1992) has found a huge pyramid at
Nakbe that sports a five-meter-high plaster
bnage of the bird's head. He has dated the pyra-
„dd to early Chicanel-400 to 200 B.c. At Copan,
the bird was modeled on the side of the temp e
called Ante and most impressively on the ear y
temple called Rosalila, where he appears i^th
the head of Itzamna in his mouth. The great birf
is also modeled in plaster over the doorways lead-
ing into the sanctuaries of the Group of the Cross
at Palenque. These small inner houses were
called pib na ("underground house") and kunú
("wizard place"). He also perches on top of the
skybands Uiat f^e the king on the accession
rnonuments of Piedras Negras and on Lintel 3 of
Temple 4 at Tikal. In all these contexts, Itzam-
Yeh is there to mark the locaüon as a place
where itz is brought into the world and where
the act of itz-mg was done.

82. Constance Cortés (1986) idenüfied this scene on
Izapa Stela 25.

85 U. •!.. E«ly Ctoic io.no6r.ph, of mcu«l off».
i„j ve»eb, Ftat Father (GI) we», "-^•rprrrrrr::
ferpen. wing, o» the .«ii»' ^
bird', wing,. "tJ "
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Notes: Pagas 209—211

Tb. Schele (1989) identified ihis serpent as a chih-

chan, but at ihe time she had nol seen the exam-

ples where an o sign precedes the chi hand.
Och-kan was the word for boa constrictor as well

as a kind of Visión Serpent

74. A new book by Kevin Gosner (1992) describes

the role that visions and prophecy played in the

early rebellions of Chiapas. His transiation of

Nuñez de la Vega describes a cave as the loca-

tion of the initiation ceremony. As Thompson

noted, the initiate was swallowed by a dragón

and passed out the other end transformed into

a shaman.

75. In tjrpical fashion for the man, Venancio then

grinned and said he had once borrowed an oíd

relative's book of magical incantations and tried

to use it to send a letter magically through the

aúr to a ñiend. He stood at a crossroads at mid-

night to do this sorcery. The letter never flew,

and all he got for his trouble was a rash on his

tongue.

76. This raises another thomy problem: did the an-

cient Maya actually dance around with live

snakes? Although we can only evoke depictions
from the Classic period as evidence, it seems

entirely likely that they did. Dancing with ven-
omous snakes is an anthropologically well-
known feature of trancing and visión quest.
There is good evidence that the Maya used boa
constrictors in some of their activities, but it is

just as likely that they danced with fer-de-lances

and rattlesnakes as well. Some of the texts that

record the conjuring of Visión Serpents may refer
to bringing spirit into these living snakes. See

Chapter 6 for examples of snake dancing.
77. This ritual is known as "scattering." David Kel-

ley (1976:54-55) suggested the reading u mal,
"sprinkle," for this action, while David Stuart

(1984, 1988a) argued that the stuff being sprin-
kled is the blood of the visionary. Subsequent
decipherments (see Note 59) have shown that

the stuff scattered in many examples is ch'ul,

the "soul-stuff that resides in human blood.

However, Norman Hammond (1981), in sum-

marizing other altemative evidence pattems, ar

gued for the scattering of maize and other

substances. We now think that Hammond's ar-

guments are valid and that the category of ma

terial scattered includes ch'ul in the form of

blood, and itz in the form of tree resins, bees-

wax, and other excretions, as well as sustenance

in the form of maize gruel and maize dough.
Bruce Love (1987) deciphered the word for the

droplets as ch'ah.

78. Bruce Love (1987) first showed that tlie signs

following the scattering glyph read ch'ah, the
Yukatek word for "drops" and the Cholan word
for "incensé." He proposed that the material scat

tered was drofts of tree resin called copal. We
accept his reading, adding that ch'ah is tlie Chol
verb (Attinasi 1973) for "to fumígate with in

censé." However, the imagery of the Classic scat

tering rite clearly shows the beaded matter that
emerged when one plunged a stingray spine

through the tongue. This matter is clearly blood,
although at a larger level, blood was represented
as "soul-stuff." Norman Hammond (1981) was

also right in supporting the proposition that
maize was scattered, for the material placed into

the plates and braziers of offering included all
these things.

Bruce Love (1987) suggested that artistic de
pictions of little scattered droplets signal copal
incensé, while other more flowing images may

depict blood. Freidel (1985) argued that there

was a continuous field of iconographic expres-

sion incorporating scatterings of droplets, drop-

let-edged scrolls, and scrolls marked with the
dots and stacked dots of liquid (see Schele
1988:300—301, for definition of the dot stacks as

liquid). In the case of the códices, which Love

uses as his primary field of iconographic refer-
ence, scenes that clearly depict water flowing
out of jars, uriñe and vomit flowing out of gods,
and smoke or fire flowing during epig[raphically
identiriable fire-drilling events, and scattering
events all these images employ discrete drop
lets or dots. Flowing liquids, including blood,
are thus demonstrably represented by discrete
dots such as those seen in the scattering scenes.
Sometimes the blood offering omamented as
ch ul is embodied in a variety of materials, such
as bone, jade, spondylus, and volcanic hematite.
The real challenge is not in distinguishing

between the iconographic depictions of blood and
other materials, but in differentiating between
chul and itz. The glyph for ¿tz is most clearly
rendered on Stela C at Quirigua where it is recog-
nizable as a beaded flower with a stamen droop-
ing from its blossom. Sometimes the flower has

akhal in its center and at other times the ahaw
glyph Grube and Nahm (in a 1990 letter) identi-
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fied as ntk, "flower." Furthermore, tliis beaded
flower is the one depicted on the cantilevered
headband of God D and tlte bird named Itzam-
Yeh. Itz is the word for the néctar of the flower.
Itz flowers occupy the background fields of the
sarcophagus and tlie tablets of the Group of the
Cross at Palenque and the wall of Burial 48 al
Tikal. The idenüfying elements of cAW—bone,
shell, jade beads, k'an, jy-ojr-share the same do-
main, so üiat the enviroiunent of sacred acuons
was filled wiüi both ch'ul and itz The beaded
flower form of iu may aUo be seen on the chest
pectoral so often wom by Maya kings. The at
uched cylinders and beads represent the stamens
of the flower so that the wearing of this form o
pectoral may identify its owner as an itz er. B
the ch'ul and itz sets of imagery partake m over-
lapping domains of sacredness and the stuf
holiness.

79. This ñame for the bird is recorded on the ow
gunner's Fot Uiat shows him landing m e
World Tree. See Chapter 1. Note 14, for a
discussion of üie meaning of itz and the g
ñames associated with it.

80. Homlon .nd Stuan (1989a: No.e 7) allribuia to
¡de. u, . personal cmmunicaüon from Kar
Taube. _ .

81. Several scholars have worked with the mci
Bird Deity. Bardawil (1976)
deflnitional discussion. Andrea Stone (1983 d
cusses the major iconographic at-butes of^^^
bird. She makes the connecuon . ,

Macaw of the Classic period an^ eBird DeU, o, areClassio perro.

gives an u^aúng to con-
of the Principal Bird Deity, prúici-
nettions between Seven-Macaw an
pal Bird Del.,

ambiguities of úm bemg
splred OUT own discussi
is that the bird represented ^.pre-
Ptldefhl and ont of oonhol.^
tender, demandmg worship u ying ver-TheHe™T„insbroughttom.s^-'^___^,
sion of nature back under ^orld.
and reesublUhed the ¿.rongh
The Wng repeats thr^o „
ritual. We concur^ classic-perioí Itm™-
it the recogmuon that ««ard who
Yeh represented the power o
manipúlales the cosmic sap-

this energy in iu cosmic scale, while the god
Itzamna was the first wizard to manipúlate it.

The bird may even be the way of the wizard as
Taube suggested. Dennis Tedlock (1985:560)
identifies Seven-Macaw with the Big Dipper,

an identification we believe held also for the
Classic period. If the angled configuraüon of
the Milky Way we have identified as the Croc-
odile Tree also represenu this episode, then the
Big Dipper behaves in exactly the way de-
scribed in the Popol Vuh. When the tree is up-
right, i.e., north to south, the Big Dipper u
above the horizon. In fact, on August 13, IODO
B.C., at La Venta, it touches the horizon at sun-
set.' During the Classic period, it was much
higher at sunset, but it sank into the horizon at
around 343» as the Milky Way tumed to lU
aast.west oriontation. The Popol Vub sap that
after being shot, Seven.Macaw rose np snd fell
to the ground. This plunge mto earth u rep -
cated in the movement of the Big Dipper.The bird is one of the earUest images k^-
from lowland Maya iconography, becauseLHansen(l992)hasfoundahugep^a.

.  e-eartc a five-meter-high plaster'^"oft;:lb!::"^ead.Hehasdatedthepyxa-
rhicanel-400to 200 B.aAt Copan,

"""I '^eTR^a^wV be appears withtemple called The ereat bird

("Wizard place )
agpgandsthat^^^

Ss ("irsatidentified this scene on82. Constance Cortés

frapa Stela 25. „„aDhv of incised offer-

ing vessels, ^ ^^e Quadn-hisheaddress.w ^
partite God P a
gested to e headdress are the
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Notes: Pages 213—216

the headdress represents his tail. Itzam-Yeh was

often wom in the headdress of rulers when they

were in other guises as well.

84. Taube and Houston (n.d.) identified the lak

spelling in the Primaiy Standard Sequence on

plates.

85. This particular versión is found on plates used

as part of lip-to-lip caches in which one of

these huge plates is inverted over another as

its lid.

86. Houston and Stuart (1989b) identified the ñame

of this footed píate in the Primary Standard Se

quence on footed plates. The ñame is hawa(n)te,

meaning "mouth up" and "wide-mouthed."

87. David Stuairt (1986a) identifíed this combination

as the glyph for the stone censers at Copan. These
large objects are carved with an amazing array of
imagery, but the interiors are always in the shape
of a large bucket. We suspect that a clay bucket
was used as a liner.

88. Kum is Yukatek for "olla," a round-bottomed pot
for holding üquids. K'u is "god." John Carlsen,
William Ringle, and Thomas Barthel all inde-
pendently idenúfied Landa's glyph for the
month Kumk'u as a combination of the sign for
ku and k'u in its God C versión.

89. These discoveries were made at the 1991 mini-
conference on the inscripüons of Palenque spon-
sored by the John D. Murchison Professorship of
the University of Texas. The meetings between
Linda Schele, Peter Mathews, David Kelley, and
Floyd Lounsbury were held at the Department of
Archaeology of the University of Calgary. Peter
Mathews made the first connection of the owal
spelling to the Chol month ñame, while Schele
recognized the connection of the word to the "pot
god" reading of the month ñame in Yukatek.
Lounsbury had preparad much of the work on
the phonetic reading of the Classic versión of the
month sign by demonstrating that the upper sign
is o. See Schele, Mathews, Grube, Lounsbury, and
Kelley (1991) for a full discussion of the evi-
dence.

In the fall of 1992, we received a letter frora
Nikolai Grube suggesting that the wa ("maize")
sign was not pronounced at all or that it was
logographic ol in this context. He proposed that
the month sign and the noncalendric examples
all read OL Since the month is Usted as 01 in
several different colonial-period lists for the
Cholan and Poqom languages (Miles 1957:744)
we have accepted his proposal. After receiving
his letter, Houston also sent us evidence that he

had independently arrived at the same conclu-
sion.

90. Many of these ideas were worked out with Re-

becca Cox (1991), whose thesis on these cache

plates provides detailed analysis of the imagery

and symbolism.

91. The history of research with the Quadripartite

God is a long and rich one. Kubler (1969:35—46)
summarized the reseauch up lo 1968, citing

Maudslay's (1889-1902), Spinden's (1913:53-
55), and Seler's (1977) studics of the distribu-

tion and meaning of the symbol, while

concluding himself that it was associated with
fire and buming. Thompson (1970:209—234)
identiñed the double-headed dragón that carnes

the Quadripartite God as a second head as the

"Iguana-House"-It2amna god, while Merle
Robertson (1974) concluded that the symbol
was composed of four desig^ units and that it
was a badge of rulership. Schele (1976:17-18;
Freidel and Schele 1989b; Schele and M. Miller

1986; Schele and Freidel 1990) took the k'Ui

sign on the forehead element to identify the

god as the sun, and proposed that the double-
headed dragón was a cosmic symbol combining
Venus as the crocodile front head and the sun

as the rear head.

The most important insight came from John
Justeson's (n.d.) realization that the Classic-p®*
riod glyph for "east" combines a "bowl" with a

k'in infix with the k'in glyph to write lak'in-
Schele realized that Justeson's píate {.lok) sign
was identical to the forehead element of the

Quadripartite God. This was the key, for one
such sacrificial píate (Schele and M. Miller 1986:
194) has a pmnting showing a Visión Serpent
emerging from the same kind of píate. Clearly
the píate both held offerings and allowed things
to emerge from the Otherworld, the action ex-

actly shown on the Yaxchilan visión Untéis.

Houston and Stuart (1989b) added additional
mterpretive data by identifying the "kimi" sub-
stitution for the crossed-bands knot in the three
part sjrmbol normally shown in the píate as a
substitution for way, "animal spirit companion
and "to transform." Schele later realized that
both it and its substitution with crossed-bands
inside was the bib part of a special necklace worn
by wayob, very probably as a means of phoneti
oally identifying who and what the creature

Joralemon (1974) had earlier identified the
central element of this three-part symbol as »
stingray spine and instrument of bloodletting
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The shell is more difficult to interpret, but we

think its meaning may come from its central role
in the depiction of ch'ul and in the consistent
presence of spondylus shell in cached offerings of
all sorts. It simply may refer to the spiritual forcé
transformed through bloodletting. All these com-
bined lines of evidence lead us to believe that the

Quadripartite God is simply the bowl of offering,
the ol that leads to the Otherworld, represented
as a god. The lower head in this interpretation is
the same skeletal head that appears on ahaw and
other signs as a head-vanant marker.

92. This same skeletal head appears regularly as the
personification of a special set of glyphs, includ-
ing the ahaw sign that reads nik th® inverted
ahaw that reads la, and several others. In those
contexts, the skull does not add any specific pho
netic or semantic valué to the glyph. Schele be-
lieves the same is true of the Quadripartite God
píate. The skull represents the personification of
the power in the píate, but it does not contribute
additional semantic or phonetic valué to the
symbol.

93. Ruth Krochock and Constance Cortés suggested
this interpretation to Schele in a seminar paper
written for a 1982 seminar. Houston and Stuart
(1989a:7) followed the same interpretative tack,
but associated the imagery with the appearance
of the mother's way. In other words, they sug
gested that the child was bom from the of
the mother, which is the serpent. This may also
be the proper interpretation for the parentage
meuphor on the Palace Tablet at Palenque.

Nikolai Grube provided another important
piece of information to our understanding of e
Maya conception of the portal pot. T
Copan stone censers, the month Kumk'u is wnt-
ten phonetically as haw. Nikolai connected this
spelUng to a Yukatek word for "to open a road.

13 Kumk'u spelledAoM'fl'

ocAWA/'heenteredtheroad

Specifically, Barrera Vásquez (1980:187) has
'baw abrir camino, partir tierras; hawah abrir

camino o apartar la gente, yerba o rama que

embarazan el camino para que hajra paso" ("to

open a road, to break open the land; to open a
road or to part people, weeds, or bush that em
braces the road so there is a passage"). In this

context, the road is the path to the Otherworld.
This is the same concept, och bih ("he entered the
road"), that is illustrated on Pakal's sarcophagus
lid al Palenque. In that extraordinary scene,
Pakal enters the road by falling down the Milky
Way through the gullet of the White-Bone-
Snake atop the deified píate of sacrifice. Sacrifi
cial victims were depicted in plates because they
too were entering the road through its portal.
This concept still exists in Yukatan, for Hanks
(1990:299) says that the action of circling the
altar in a counterclockwise order is described as
halk beeL "open the road," and k'axik mesa,
"binding the altar."

94. In other anecdotes throughout the book we have
called the Maya priest-shamans with whom we
have dealt by their first ñames with the honorific

affixed. This usage is to acknowledge the
friendship Don Pablo has with David Freidel and
Don Lucas has with Duncan Earle. Somehow,
Sebastián Panjoj falk into a different category in
our minds for we went to him as stranger supph-
cants for a divination. We did not know him as
a fnend and most people of Chichicastenango
cali him the Principal Panjoj or the Ah Q'i) Pan
joj. We will use his last ñame or caU him by his
útle as we do with our own medical doctors m
normal conversation. This is the way we thought
of him and the way we referred to him as our
encounter with him unfolded.^/. means "he
of the sun" or "he of days." It is the tiüe used for
calendar priests who make divinations using the
calendar and tziu beans.

95 See Barbara Tedlock's (1982) for a full explana-
■ tion of the meanings and procedures involved m
this kind of divining.

06 Our third author aaked. "han sha raad thia. why
'  ou tha raaponaibiUty is daujarous for an
Ah Q'ii and «hy ha would do it for a ooupla of
«ringa strangars. Tha answar is that ha haUavas
Utat sicknass, had Inalt, and othar soul dangeni to
himself and his family rasult if ha does not par-
farm his rasponsihiUtias oorractfy, diUgantly, and
,rith propar attanúon. Ha risks tha danga.-a.en
for gringa strangars-haoausa ha has haan callad
„ tha rasponsihiUty. K ha does not answar tha
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cali, his soul also suffers. Foreigners who visit

Maya Ah K'in may not take the divinations seri-

ously, but a good Ah Q'ij or chuchkahaw always
does. That is why outsiders should always tread

this ground with señous intent and respect—or
simply not enter the ground at all.

97. Today, diviners in the highlands receive many
requests from visiting tourisU for divinations.

They cannot take a lot of money from ihesc rich

visitors, but they are now trying to organize a

cooperative of diviners tliat could be paid. This

communal money would then be used lo support

young aspirants who want to leam üie skills of

divining, which takes over a year of concenlrated
study, or to help diviners who become sick or face

other kinds of problems.

Chaptcr 5: Ensouling the Worid and Raising the Trec

1. When Federico Fahsen transiated this anecdote
for Pakal in the summer of 1992, Pakal con-
firmed that my impression had been correa. His
mother and his colleagues had invented a cere-
mony that seemed appropriate to them.

2. The recognition of these dedication texts began
in 1986 with the identification of proper ñames
of the stelae at Copan. At the time, Schele was
drawing the inscription on the rear of Altar U,
when she asked David Stuart to check the details
of a glyph we later leamed reads k'inich, "sun-
eyed." In a flash of insight, he realized that this
glyph and the adjacent one were the proper
ñame of the altar, which has a sun-eyed monster
with a throne sign on its other side. During the
next several weeks, Stuart and Schele (Stuart
1986a, 1986b; Schele and Stuart 1986) worked
through the inscriptions of Copan and Quirigua,
identifying more proper ñames and associatíng
them with aspeas of the iconography of each
monument. They also found the proper ñames of
houses, as well as identifying a pattem of glyphs
that accompanied these proper ñames.
At the same time, Stuart and Grube (Stuart

1986c; Grube 1991a) had been independently
working on the Primaiy Standard Sequence from
pottery, unraveling many of its mysteries and
associating it with similar kinds of texts in the
inscriptions. Following clues in their work, Ruth
Krochock (1988, 1991) identified texts recording
the dedication of lintels at Chich'en Itza; Schele
(1987g, 1991f; Schele and Freidel 1990) identi
fied similar phrases at Palenque; and Stuart and
Grube (n.d.) continued their own investigation of
proper ñames and dedication phrases in the in

scriptions. Grube (1990a; personal communica-

tion 1987) deciphered the verb for erecting stelae
ds u'ap "to place in the ground," while David

Stuart (in a 1989 letter circulated to epigraphers)
read one of the principal verbs for house dedica

tion as och butz', "entered smoke (or incensé)."

Barbara MacLeod (1990b) has suggested that
the God N verb is hoy, which in the derived form
hay-bes means "to use for the first time" and "to

bless a church" in Yukatek. More appropriate, in
Chorti (Wisdom n.d.), hoyt is "make fitting,
make proper, make satisfactory," while in Chol

Tzotzil, it has the meaning of "circumambu-
late."

Another of the dedication verbs features the

glyph of a píate with shallow flaring walls. This
glyph for "píate" was first read as lak by Justeson
(n.d.), as we saw in Chaptcr 4, and exactly this
kind of píate was a portal and the principal con
tainer for offerings. In fact, the Maya used two of
them laid lip to lip, i.e., one upside down over the
other, to deposit offerings inside pits under tlie
floors of their buildings during these dedication
ñtuals. The aaion, therefore, seems to be tlie
placing of this sort of cache.

Another important component of these dedica
tion texts, the elbow sign from Glyph B of the
lunar series, was read as u k'aba, "its ñame,"
independently by Nikolai Grube in late 1986 and
Judy Maxwell in early 1987. Subsequent research
into the nature and meaning of the Primary
Standard Sequence and other kinds of dedication
texts have shown these dedications to be one of
he most widely distributed and important of all
inscriptional patterns.

dicatory sacrifices are recorded in inscriptions,
such as that on the Hieroglyphic Stairs at Pa*
lenque. However, sacrificial burials, sometimes

dismembered bodies of the victims or their
ed heads, are known from excavations of

Maya sites from as early as the Ute Preclassic
p riod. Pakal s dedicatory text of the Hiero
glyphic Stairs suggests that many of the victims
ere war captives. His own tomb was sealed with

the dismemberment sacrifice of at least five peo-
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pie ranging in age from young to oíd. But an
other burial sacrifice at Palenque, the tomb

under Temple 18a, had male and female adults
and children.

4. The analysis of these dates is summarized and
presentad in Mary Miller's (I986a:27—38) study
of the Bonampak' muráis. We accept her inter- 7.
pretation, but decipherments made since the
publication of her study have given us new infor- 8.
maüon. The child's ñame süll is not readable, but
we can affirm that he was made an ahaw and
that he is named in the khan relationship with
Shield-Jaguar II of Yaxchilan—in other words,
that Shield-Jaguar was the brother of the boy's
mother. Lounsbury (in Miller 1986a:30) pointed
out that tlie first date in the inscription is 148
days (an eclipise interval) after a total solar
eclipse that was visible at Bonampak' on July 21,
A.D. 790. This eclipse is recorded at the nearby
site of Santa Elena Poco Winik. The Bonampak'
date fell on Uie next eclipse interval after the
Poco Winik date, but the eclipse was not visible
anywhere else in the Maya area.

Before conseaaüng the building contaimng
the muráis, they waited for the Eveningstar to
become visible for the first time after its long
disappearance at inferior conjunction. T
nants of the event include the och butz event, e
proper ñame of the house, « k'aba ("its ñame ),
^oror "the house of." and Chan-Muwan's ñame
phrase. We recognize that this passage mig
record the dedicaüon of another house at Bonam
pak', but we are assuming that the reference is W
this house. In other words, the ritual acuvat
the structure itself-although the painting of the
muráis required many more years to complete «r
so we assume since the images depict events that
took place up to a year later. Since two dates ̂
events are recorded in this text. we presume me

-f heir, is he-
earlier event, the presentation

picted in the west, south, east sections
upper registei^and that the second event isde-
picted in the enüre lower register and .

5. See Mary Miller's (l986a:69-92) very^
desaiptions and anal3^is fot" ® ^
standing of this extraordinary scen

6.Stephen Houston (1985) first jdenuj
scene as a feather dance, and > » «A "to(t9m,,992)deciphe.a.h.^ „
dance." Here the ak oí glyp^ , ^auxiliary verb, u AaA, which translat „gges-
doing something." Following anü„„byPe.erMLws.Grub.J»Wenuf.edü.e
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prepositional phrase following oA'ot as a refer
ence to am objea held or some other part of

costume from which the ñame of the dance was

taken. In this example, the verbal phrase reads

u bah ü ak'ot h k'uk', "he goes dancing with
feathers."

See Mary Miller (1986a:79-94, 1988) for a more
detailed study of this scene and the musicians.
The gourd rattles in the Bonampak' muráis are
identical to rattles used by contemporaiy sha-
mans among the Warao of Venezuela as reported
by Johannes Wilbert (1973). In particular, the
RatUe of the Ruffled Feather, is the azis mundi
of these people and is "awakened" to facilitate
direa communicaüon with the gods. It seems
most likely that the ancient Maya felt similarly
about these gourd rattles. In parúcular, an elabó
rate incised vessel called the Deletaille Tripod
vase (Helmuth 1988) depicts a seated lord with
two such rattles in hb hands, upon a great Visión
Serpent that b in the "Raised-up-Sky-Place." In
thb Bonampak' scene, then, the "musicians" are
not just playing music, they are parücipaüng in
the conjuring of powerful supematurak into the
festival arena.

Mary Miller (1986:85-87) dbcussed thb young
lord in light of the god impersonators and their
appearance in the ballgame scenes at Yaxchilan.
She accepted Thompson's original suggesúon
that thb person b the Maize God, although none
of his expected attributes are present. We abo
feel thb b the most likely interpretaüon. al
though it b abo possible he represents some
other charaaer in Maya myth.
See Chapter 8 for a full discussion of thb Yaxchi
lan ballcourt dedicaüon and the meaning of the
ballgame. At the 1991 Texas Meetings on Maya
Hieroglyphic Wriüng. Sandy Bardslay (personal
communicaüon 1991) suggested that the Six-
Stair-Place shown on Step VI, VII, and VUI of
the ballgame paneb and named in the text on
Step VI was Hieroglyphic Stairs 1, which reused
an oíd ancestral text to aeate a stairway of six
ateps in front of Struaure 5. Since Bird-Jaguar
carVfully reset other Early Classic lintels in Struc
ture 12 and 22 on or around hb day of accession,^efind her suggesüon a highly probable one.

These Six-Stair-Places are discussed in Chapter
and in Gmbe and Schele (1990a).
David Stuart (1986a) first idenüfied a versión o
this term on the huge stone incensarios at Copan,
^hich were called sak lak tun. Thus, we are rea-
sonably sure that the incensarios of Copan were
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stone versiotu of the lip-to-lip caches and that

both served to receive offeñng and to open por

táis so that the gods could receive them. Today,

the Lakandon called their own offering censers

u lük k'uh, "god píate," in a parallel usage. Lak

means "píate" in both Cholan and Yukatekan

languages, while sak is the word for "white" with

extended meanings of "clear" and "human-

made." The actuad form of the sak lak tun at

Copan, however, is that of a tall cylinder covered

with stubby spikes. We know this because the

phonetic expression for the incensario substitutos

directly for an image of that incensario in the

texts. This form is very ancient in Mesoamerica,

extending at least into the Late Preclassic period
in the southem Highlands of the Maya región.
The natural referent for this form is the spiked
trunk of trees, a form of natural defense em-

ployed by spedes of the ceiba, the World Tree,
among others. The notion of scJi as "clear" reso-
nates with modem Yukatekan Maya noüons of
zuhuy, "untainted" "puré" in ritual materials.

Images of the designs of several of these cache
plates were published by Crocker (1985:230—231)
and by Schele and M. Millar (1986: 195, Pl. 175).
The known corpus of incised cache plates has
been discussed by Rebecca Cox (1991). The argu-
ment here is that the sun-marked sacrifidal píate
is incised as decoration on some sak lak vessels
henee we .unniee that ¡„ ita phyeical fom. it wai
abo a ¡ak-lck vessel, one of the kind uaed in
Up-to-Up offerings. It certainly existed as a physi-
oal object categoty. The sun-tnarked plato of s,c.
nfice „ depictod, for exatnple, in the hand of
Pakd on the Tablet of the Son and again in the
hand of Chan-Bahlan. on the outor panel from
Ae Tetnple of the Son. In shape, the actual .ni-
W vesseb vary f,„„ ,h

p ates to relauvely deep, vertical, walled buckets.

1988) descnhed to Unda Schele the ntontent he
fitted the hroken blade back onto the core and
thscovered the second perfeot blade above fttted
ne« to It He suggested the seguence of events to
Schele tn dbcussions of thU and other caches at
Kolha.

14. The cache vessel rested over a deposit of red
pigment Traces of blood have been detected on
the blade inside the cache píate (Hester
1983:4^5). vnesier

15. See Ricketson and Ricketson (1937:Pls. 21 23)
for photographs of these caches in place

16. The best descriptions of these are found in Cog-

of

gins (1976), Shook (1958), and for full dciails as

well as archaeological contexts, W. R. Coe (1990).

17. For the Maya, many precious materials likc j.ade

served múltiple purposes, including money, state

treasure exemplifying the power of govenimeni

officiab, and tlie material lens of supematural

power (Schele and Freidel 1990:92-93; Freidel

1986).

18. See Schele (1987c, 1990c) and Schele and

Morales (1990) for a discussion of the jades in

these caches. See Morley (1920), Gann (1926),
and Longyear (1952) for photographs and de-

tailed descriptions of the offerings found in ear-
lier caches.

19. See Freidel and Schele (1988a) and Schele and

Freidel (1990:121-122) for a discussion of this

cache and its significance in royal ritual.
20. Archaeologists called these kind of jados ' bib

heads." They are associated with the l-ate Pre

classic crown of kingship.
21. Marisela Ayala (n.d.) was the first to associate the

bundle in the offering cache from the Lnst World
Group at Tikal with bundles represented in Clas-
sic-period imagery. Schele (Schele and J. MiH^''
1983) discussed the distribution of bundle imag

ery in Classic-period art (the reading proposed in
the study was not correct, but the discussion

bundles is useful), while Robertson (1972) has
speculated on the contenta of bundles at Yaxchi
lan. Stross (1988) deciphered the glyph that often
appears on these bundles as ikatz, the Tzeltalan
word for "bundle" and "burden of office, whil
Barbara MacLeod (in a letter to David Stuart
dated March 23,1989) identified another colloca-
tion for a period-ending phrase as tzohp, tf
Chorti (Wisdom n.d.:730) word for "bundle, c
lection, cluster." Yax tz'op is especially associated
with three-tun endings and on Stela 10»
followed by chanal, "heavenly," and
earthly." These bundles (Fig. 2:6) also app®®'
representations of the seven gods at Creation

22. Peter Harrison (1970, 1989) first realized that
this cache vessel identified Stnicture SD 5 ̂
Jaguar-Paw's residence. See Schele and F""®
(1990:464) for a discussion of this palace an
relationship to later history.

23. Gann (1926) described just this sort of
offering in the cache found in the cm®*

t cruct'vault below Stela 7. We suspect the lowes
f  nlace "lorm may once have been the resting " ̂
Stela 24, which was broken and reused as p
file offering under Stela 7. -d
These properties of miirors are discn
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Schele and J. Miller (1983) and Taube (n.d.).

25. In 1990, Freidel saw a set of cache vessels from

the site of Comalcalco in Tabasco in the local

museum that still contain tiny spangles of these

materials, all cut to a uniform size appropriate to

scattering with sacrificial blood into the vessel.
26. Tozzer's (1941:110-114, 159-160) notes on

l^anda's descriptions of the renewal of the stone
idols and the rituals that fed them are a detailed

source on this subject. He assembles related de
scriptions from many different sources at the
time of the conquest Blood was drawn from all
parts of the body, especially the tongue and geni-
tais, and the idols were anointed with this blood.

27. Landa (Tozzer 1941:160) says that a cedar tree
was always used, while Tozier pointed out that
the word for cedar, kht che, meant god tree.

28. Statuary from Olmec times on was dressed in
cloth and other accoutrements. Today the saints
in many Indian churches undergo similar
dressing rituals until as many as fifty years
clothing are layered on. Chip Monis (personal
communication 1986) has used these laye
saints- clothing as a record of lost and forgotten
weaving techniques and pattems in the Ch' p
highlands. ,

29. The description of the Lakandon god P°^
the rituals associated with them are descri y
Tozxer (1907), Robert Bruce (1975, 1979, n- •»
Perera and Bruce 1982), and McGee (19
Other information comes from conversauons
with Robert Bruce, who parucipated in a
on Maya hieroglyphic writing held at
sidad Nacional Autónoma de México in th
mer of 1979. At that time he presentad Lm a
Schele with a copy of his detailed descripti ^
the god-pot renewal ceremony in which P
ticipated in 1970. Titled "Death and Rebtrt
the Gods," the manuscript describes th® ^
five-day-long ritual in great detall ind
his own thoughts and feelings as it nn

.  . the Lakan-
Robert Bruce had the permission ^ ^
don of Naha to record the ritual in wnting
photographs, but he has always believe
entrusted with special knowledge so th
be preservad. He also inherited a speci P
bility to consider the intentions and ̂
the Lakandon in not exposing them to
ity of the Westem world without goo ^
Since he has not published the accoun
respect his reticence with deep ¿ocu-
being given access to this extraordi ary
ment. We will draw on its information

when his descriptions overlap with accounts and

interpretations published by other observers.

Schele heard in March of 1992 that oíd Chank'in

made the god pots again during 1991, a little over

twenty years after the last ceremony.

30. See McGee (1990:51-52) for a definition of the

meaning of the god pots. He quotes an impub-

lished dissertation by Davis (1978:73) for the

body-part associations we incorpórate here.

Bruce's (n.d.) account confirms the detail of the

associations, although he also makes it clear that

part of waking up the pot is to give it the proper
body parts.

31. Both Bruce (n.d.) and McGee (1990:46) describe
this dye made from the same tree {Bixa orellana)
that yields the spice called "achiote" by Spamsh-
speaking Mexicans.

32. The descripüons in this paragraph come from
McGee (1990:55).

33. His published description of the experience is in
Perera and Bruce (1982:30—32).

34. McGee (1990:52) quotes Davis (1978:74), who
says the Lakandon liken these stones to radios
"by means of these transmitters placed inside the
god pots, a man's supplications ... and offenngs
reach the gods in heaven." McGee reports they
are called k'anche', the benches where the gods sit
after they arrive to take their offerings.

35. For a descripüon of this tree-column, see Means
(1917) and Schele and Freidel (1990:398).

36 These descripüons were gathered by Evon Vogt
(n.d.) in his study of crosses in Mesoamerica and
their Precolumbian roots. He drew heavily on
Roys (1967) for Yukatekan data.

37. Our accounu are drawn from Victoria Bricker's
índian Christ, Indian King (Bricker 1981:102
109), which combines many accounts and sources
into her analysis of the events of the Gaste War
ofYukatan.

38 In her discussion of the Cruzob, Brtcker (1981.-
lOti-n» P-'-
..^.ke" through ventriHuist» «td other eoch
m^atts. The tendeocy of modem Wertemetv B to

,„ch behavior as deUherate subterhige.
We st^P"" I-"

„ho voiced OI «rote dte messa8«

"'"L its oracles. She (Bricker 1981:106) arra-
"  the trame of Maiiael Nauat, the

1  i,t «ho «as killed during the enemy'ri^raan Santa Cruti as fono«s: "The term
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lonial peñod. . . . Is it a coincidence that the

súmame of the interpreter for the Cross was

Naual {naguat), or was it an assumed ñame?"

MacDuff Everton (1991:213) photographed a
Cruzob Maya named Teodócio Nahuat Canche at

Xoken, Yukatan. People in the area today still
carry the ñame "translator."

39. Vogt (n.d.) describes these crosses and the colors
used when they are painted. If these crosses are
conceptually trees, then they are yajc-te', the
ceiba tree that is the living embodiment of the
World Tree.

40. Vogt (1970:14-16) says, "Not only must the
'doorway' be readied with the flowers, but in
censé must also be buming in a censer for effec-
tive communication with the superaaturals to
take place. The censer is called a 'place of bum
ing embers' and the incensé that is bumed is of
two types: balls of resin and chips of wood. Both
types are bumed together in the censer, and the
incense must be buming at the cross bcfore the
ritual party arrives and begins the prayers.
With the flowers in place and incensé buming
the parúcipants must also be readied for commu-
mcation, with the superaaturals and the most
important way to prepare is to drink liquor."
Finally, music is added to the ceremony from a
flute and drum group or a violin. harp. and guitar
^oup. "With flowers on the crosses, incensé
buming vigorously in a censer, liquor being con-
s^ed by the partícipants, and music being
played by musicians, the stage is set for efficient
commumcation with the superaaturals through
prayers and offerings, typically candles, which

7  as torüllas and meat for the gods Asthe candles hura down, it is believed that the
souls- of the candles are providing the necessary
sustenance, along with the 'souls' of the black
chickens, for the superaaturals who will be so
pleased with these offerings that they will recip
rócate by restoring the 'inner souP of a patient, by
sending rain for a thirsty maize crop, or by elimi-
nating any number of evils and setting things
right for the Zinacantecos."

41. Vogt (1976:6-7, n.d.) identifies the geranium as
a symbol of the domesticated world of the com-
munity and the pine as a symbol of the wild
forest outside the control of human beings.

42. Vogt (1970:6) says these Father-Mothers are the
most important deities in Zinacanteco Ufe. They
are honored and receive prayer and offerings.
They are the remote ancestors of the Zinacan
tecos who were ordered to take up residence in

the sacred mountains by the Four-Comer Gods.

They are conceived of as elderly Zinacantecos
who live etemally in the mountains, surveying
the activities of their desccndants and awaiting
offerings. They provide the ideal pattems for
human Ufe. This includes advicc on everything,
from the best way to grow maize to building
houses, weaving, ritual, marriage, and coping
with Ufe in general. Vogt says, ". . . the ancestors
are not only repositorios of important social mies
and cultural bcliefs that compose the Zinacan
teco way of Ufe, they are the active and jealous

guardians of the culture."

43. Crosses are not the only objects with an inner
soul in the view of the modera Maya—the scep-
ters they use in pageant and other important
ntual objects are power focusers and living be-
ings. In the world of the Zinacantecos (see Vogt
n.d., 1970), maize, beans, squash, salt, houses, the
fire in the hearth of the house, the saints who
reside in the Catholic church, musical instm-
ments played in ceremonies, the Ancestral Gods
in the mountains, and domesticated animals, all

have inner souls. The staffs of office used in

Zinacanteco and Chamula ceremonies, like the
cross, are treated with special reverence. There

are two types of scepters used—one with a silver

head that is retained and passed on from one
officeholder to another, and the other that is
made by each officeholder as he takes the burden
of office. In Chamula, scribes wash the silver-
headed batons four times a year, cleaning the
head with salt and the baton with warm water.
A second washing is fmished with water and
laurel leaves, and then the water is served to the
official in order of their rank. In a third cleaning,
the batons are rubbed with salt and a bmsh of
manzanilla leaves which fall into rum. After giv-
ng the rum to the same officials, the scribe gives
riiem the batons, which are kissed "so that the

ton will accompany you on the road." This
washing removes not just the physical dirt and

eat from the previous user, but it rids the staff
f his administrative errors. Drinking the water
and rum from the cleanings renews the sacred
P  that comes to them from the Ancestral

, through the staffs. The staffs are infallible,
t error comes from the humans that wield

m, not from their "inner souls."
me towns, the staffs of office cannot touch

e ground and they are marked and decorated in
erent ways. In other towns, they are caurefully

wrapped m cloth to protect them from smoke and

incensed once a week by the official's wife. Many

Maya believe that these staffs of office were once

owned by the Ancestral Gods. Each has an inner
soul" given by the Ancestral God, so that a newly
acquired staff must be baptized to lock the soul in
and protect it against soul loss. The baton derives
its power from the superaatural world and
serves as a reminder to all Zinacantecos of the
authoríty wielded by its current possessor (Vogt
n.d.). See also Ruth Carlsen and Eachus (1977)
for a discussion of souls in objects in highland
Guatemala.

44. Redfield (1936), Bricker (1981), Carlsen and
Prechtel (1991), and Vogt (1976. n.d.) have all
made the connection between the World Tree
images of the Classic period and the crosses vsed
by the modera Maya. Vogt (n.d.) has exten
hi, „udy .o indude mM.y different group, .»
Mesoamerica. He sunimarizes the use and
ing of these crosses as follows:

(1) Cosmologically, the cross is the worW tree,
mund,. to the Maya .n Yucatán (where U .s
painted green) and in Chiapas (whcre it is ob,..orgr„o»ddo»r.»d»id.p^-»¿^,
Maya class.fy blue and the
associate it with the center of th .tronn
Yaqui the cross marks the centers of towns,
«,«o,.doo, „ü. u». -d u

But the cross is also the quincunx, center
cosmos with its four cardinal direcuons ̂  ^
(its navel of the universe). Linn (197 „„cludes
symbolism in Chamula, and Hunt , ̂ all
that the quincunx sjrmbol was repla
ovcr Mesoamerica. , • _ the

(2) A. » .op» otU.. ootoirú.
Indiana, the cross is personificd, it ñtual
it is "clothed," with huipils m neck-
plants in Chiapas, and on occasion wi
laces among the Yaqui. The roark^ »
is female in Yucatán and among « ^here it «s
called "Our Mother"; it is «al®
"Our Father." to
(3) Crosses are "Ancestors power. In

municate with the Ancestors or wi jealm of the
Chiapas they symboliie "doorways t jj,euntains
Ancestral Gods who live inside the ^ ^ Qassic
and/or represent Ancestors theinselves.

Maya stelae depict rulers or royal ancestors. In Yucatán
they have become sacred "santos" and many have been
"talking crosses" who communicated messages from the
gods, just as Piecolumbian idols spoke to worshipers at
shrines. . . .

(4) Like Ancestors, crosses protect, guard, or "em
brace" human settlementt and people from dangers and
evils. The Zinacantecos have a concept of "embracing"
that includes the way in which parents embrace chü-
dren, godparents embrace godchildren. ritualists at wed-
dings embrace the bride and groom and create a new
bond, shamans embrace patients in a ritual that gathers
up parts of lost souls, and Ancestral Gods embrace and
care for animal spirit companions of all Zinacantecos in
a mpematural corral inside a sacred mountain (Vogt
1970- 105-106). In an important sense, the crosses
around Zinacanteco settlements also physically "em
brace" the community.
(5) Crosses mark important boundaries: between Na-

ture and Culture, using ritual plants as metaphors as m
Chiapas. between towns as among the Yaqui, and at the
edgesTf towns as in Yucatán where the entrance crosses
reolaced the aboriginal piles of stone.
(6) Finally, crosses have become collecuve

tíoL of social and political identity. They are symbols ofand ̂ húcal units in the Indian socreu^
TI Yaqui town crosses symboüre the umty of the

T  ««nirate map, virtually a mirror. of the
TTTthe community: the household cross«Hual stiuc^ the

TLses rcpresenting the local patrilineage. theUneage crosses rep^^^

Qfoss shrmes m -«.und Zinacantan Center
o, „ i» «ibd

'c flQSSa: Fig. 31-33) reproduc-

M  """ "" °'f
»me with l-Ws, mal»,

flowers, s j^^ges
•  thfí blossoni*
l.t be «LtuJ t. the Ati.uk» Cruau»-

• d.ewordusedfe'thee'g""»<"""
tf.» rituato, pageauts. aud mamte-

:::ir.«diuou.i
Maya.

r-naod(igAcro55thcAt)üS5
a,aplcr6.DaiiC

2. a costumed p fesüvities.

r Ileffe Dictionary glo»®®® leau or the like, m pu fessional an-1- The Amencan College whether Gossen is e"® . u i
P  "1 lohoratepublicspe^^''^ • 2-Gary Gos worked with the peopleeanr as 1. an elabórate p jHustrative ol ^hropologis" who have

processional or at some fitting ^flier subject-
the history of a place, institutio
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of Chamtila over the last three decades, most of

tbem in conjunction with the Harvard Chiapas

Project of Evon Z. Vogt. Gossen (1986) has pro-
vided an excellent analysis of the Chamula Festi

val of Games from which our facts are deríved.

He writes with insight and authority about the
Chamula visión of the world (espedally Gossen

1974). Relevant works on this Chamula Festival

include Linn (1976, 1982), and Wibon (1974).
3. The exact figure given by Culbert and his col-

leagues (Culbert, Kosakowsky, Fry, and Haviland
1990:117) is in excess of 425,000 for the mini-
mal Tikal state at the height of its Classic power.

4. The history of this decipherment is complicated
and constitutes an interesüng example of how
many different researchers fmd parts of an an-
swer to finaUy make a whole. The path of discov-
ery began in 1978 when Linda Schele. Nicholas
Hopkins, and Kathryn Josserand (Josserand et al.,
1985) identífied auxiliary verb constructíons in
the inscriptíons. In these expressions. a general
verb, such as bah, "to go," is followed by a prepo-
MUon, ft, and a verbal noun to form expressions
lite "he goes dancing." This original study cor-
rectly identified one auxiliary verb, bah, but the
other tumed out to be a glyph for "to dance."

Both of these verbs appear with ti expres-
sioni^at is, tí plus a verbal noun that spedfied
the particular action. Peter Mathews (personal
communication 1978) offered a different inter-
pretaüon for at least some of these expressions—
that these tí constructíons referred to the objects
bemg held by actors in the accompanying scenes,
rather than the action they are doing. Several
t^atísfactory decipherments were offered for
the verb during the ensuing years, but it was not
^til Stephen Houston (1985) identífied a
feather dance in the muráis of Bonampaf that a
reak began to appear. In 1990, Schele received

photographs of a set of ünteU that had been
looted from the Yaxchilan región over twenty
years ago. One of these ÜnteU had a scene of
Bird-Jaguar dancing with a snake in hU hands
The verb for thU action was the one in question,
but the prepositíonal phrase recorded in this ex
ample was tí chan chan, "with a sky snake." Here
there was no question—the prepositíonal phrase
referred to the object being held in the king's
hand. After writing preliminary commentaries
on these new lintek, Schele sent copies to Nikolai
Grube. He made the next and final leap of imagi-
natíon by realizing that the verb had to refer to

Bird-Jaguar's action: in other words, to his danc

ing. Using the phonetic complements that had

long been known to go with the verb—a or^a in

front and ta behind—he looked for the words

that meant "to dance." He (Grube 1990b, 1992)

found that this verb is oh 'ot in Yukatck, but ak ot
or ak'ut in all of the Cholan languages, Tzelial,
and Tzotzil. Not only does the reading fit the
contexts with amazing accuracy, but the phonet-
ics support the reading.

5. The first documented image oí a dancer was
published by Gann (1918:138, FU. 26-28) from
Yalloch, a site in the Naranjo región near the
border between Guatemala and Belize. Two

more examples were published in the Merwin

and Valliant (1932: PU. 29 and 30) in the report
of the excavatíons of Holmul. Perhaps the most
dramatic example of the dance position was ex-
cavated at Altar de Sacrificios and reported by
R.E.W. Adams (1963). The first scholars to spe-
cifically identífy the heel-raised position as dance
were Michael Coe and Elizabeth Benson (1966:-
16) in their analysis of the Dumbarton Oaks
panel from the Palenque región. Working from
Adams's commentary and Coe and Benson's
work, Kubler (1969:13, 17, 25) extended the
identification of dance to include the Bonampak'
muráis, several stelae at Quirigua, and the piers
of House D at Palenque. Schele (1988 [presented
in 1980]) reevaluated the imagery on the Altar
Vase and associated it with Tablet 14 and the

Dumbarton Oaks tablet at Palenque.
6. The ideas in this chapter stem from many

sources, especially the published and unpub-
lished works of ethnographers who are working
with modem Maya communities. We would like
to acknowledge in addition long and fruitful con-
versatíons about the dance and the nature of

performance with Kent Reilly, who has lost his
soul to the Olmec, with Nikolai Grube, who not
only dedphered the glyph but has worked with
the modem Cruzob Maya and shared his insights
bout both modem and ancient dance with us,
and to Matthew Looper and Kathryn Reese,
gradúate students who ha ve been deeply

ed in studying the different aspects of per
formance and the dance.

7. Victoria Bricker (1981) provides an excellent
ysis of the manner in which modern May®

estivaU thematically cormect the central concern
thnic conflict (violent definitions of we-they)
powerful statement of past resistance and

future purpose. This brilliant thesis is a funda
mental msight into Maya political discourse with

signiñcant appÜcability lo the rhetoric of the
Classic Maya kings. Gary Gossen (1986) under- 10.

scores the cosntíc bridging between the primor

dial world (pre-Christían, but also the time of
gods and demons) and the present world in the
Chamula Festival of Games. Agam, this particu

lar theme is fundamental to royal rhetoric of the

Classic period, unequivocally documented in the
exegesis on dynasty given by Chan-Bahlam in
the Group of the Cross at Palenque (Schele and
Freidel 1990:21&-261).

8. David Freidel remembers the first time he worked

with Maya, mapping the ruin of La Aguada at the
northeastem típ of Cozumel Island. One man in
his fiftíes spoke of how his father and mother had
been bom slaves, but they had been Überated and
had become schoolteachers. Slave is the term

Maya used for themselves when they were at-
Uched to haciendas in the northem lowlands, but
in the last century, some Maya were üteraUy sold
into slavery to work on Cuba.

9. Evon Vogt (1976:177) cites Edmund Uach
(1961) to the effect that "formality" and "mas-
querade" are paired opposites and modes for
moving in and out of the sacred time of ri
performance. That is, ritual epUodes that begin
with one can end with the other, and larga fesü-
val cycles can be framed by episodes of the same
sort. Vogt illustrates this dynamic in Zinacantm
with the great Year-End. New-Year ^cle. H-
ChrUtmas rituaU begin with the formal building
of the créches, the posada rites, the birth o e
Christ children (older and younger brothers) an
then progress into a masquerade of foo o
gression." At the end of thU great festiva^ phaseofZinacantecolifeinJanuary.theFestiv o

Sebastián sees the sequence reversed. The egm
ning masked pageant U spectacularly °
daily Ufe and a recollection of the ^ Jand historical. The Festival ends with the ̂
moving and formal transfer of '
sacred anieles and official roles from one ̂ oup
of cargo holders to the next. ¿
than coincidence that the Bonampak
scenes open with the Masque of the
Room 1 and cióse with a

masked character being pune-
dance on a raUed litter m Room ■

tuating masquerades are prece fgUowed
display of the little heir in Room ^ ^Uya.ü.eve„.ndbyadencuemen.of^^^^^,
witnessing noble lords acknow e * ̂
macy of this incipient transfer o
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are, of course, the central matters of the muraU.

Spirit possession is still a feature of modera Maya
ritual, although not necessarily in the context of
masked dance. Garrett Cook gives the following

description of K'iche'an ritual: "The aj mesas (he
of the table) hold fiestas at their houses for the
alcaldes on New Year's Day (March 3), and visit

them at the four mountains on behalf of cUents.

The aj nagual mesas have ubles in their houses,
and usually a cross and often an image of San
Antonio, or some other saint. At midnight they
cali the naguales of the four mountains to come
to their table where they answer questíons for
paying customers. The mesa in San Bartolo had
a large room with about twenty chairs around the
walU and a table against the fourth wall. The
cUents all took seats and the Ughts were put out.
It was quiet Then there was a noise under the
rafters where the ears of cora were hung, like lots
of rats, a loud rustling. Then there was a thump
on the uble, then another, and a third and a
fourth. Then there were four voices. I don't re-
member if they all spoke at once or one at a time.
•We are Tamancu, Pipil. Socop and IquÜaja.' One
of the voices was an oíd man's voice, there were
four dUtinct voices. Eveiyone was really scared.
Then we were aUowed to ask our questíons
[anonymous Momostekan narrator]" (Cook
1986:145).

As in the case of modera Maya ntual, there are
Classic scenes that appear to be performances in
the closed and intímate space of interior court-
yards or within buildings, whüe other scenes, liketíiose of the Bonampak'murak or the Stairway of

Temple 33 at Yaxchilan, are defimtely pubUc.
The pulsing between the space of the home and
the space of the center, by way of processions that
embrace the totality of the landscape into ntual
action. is a fundamental and pervasive feature ofeontemporary Maya Ufe (Vogt 1976), and the
Maya of the ethnohistorically and archaeologi-
eaUy known period of European contact (Tozzer
1941; M. Coe 1965a; Freidel 1981; D. Chase 1985;
Freidel and Sabloff 1984). That the Classic Mayar!:;altyperformedthisway,inpubUcaswellas
private space. is not simply a matter of extrapda-
Ln: they declare in writing that some perform-

rrur "in the plaza" in ways that must refer

R,ber«.na978)giv«.-ní''Me»-pte»t
archiuctund design conínm U.e pubbc na-

of die Templa ot the InscripUoM at Palenque,
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Chan-Bahlam depicts himself as a child being

held by parents and ancestors as he transfomis

into K'awil. The piers were designed to be

viewed from the plaza in front of the temple

hrom a distance of twenty to one himdred meters.

12. The interpretation of this vase has long been

debated. R.E.W. Adams (1963, 1971), who ex-

cavated it, took the ñame phrases to identify
historical individuáis, including Bird-Jaguar of
Yaxchilan, who had come to Altar de Sacrificios

to partidpate in the funeral rituals of the woman

buried within the tomb. Following Coe (1975,
1978) in his many critical discoveries about the

interpretation of pottery images, Schele (1988)
reevaluated the unagery as representing gods and
deities in the Otherworld. Her reasoning was
based on the nonnatural representations of the
figures, the appearance of similar images on
other pots clearly representing supematural
events, the appearance of a jaguar-spotted ahaw
glyph in their ñames, and the recurrence of em-

blem glyphs in the ñames of many different god
ñames. She ínterpreted the jaguar-spotted ahaw
glyph as balam ahaw, "hidden lord," a reference

to their status as Otherworld beings. This inter

pretation assumed that the images representad
either afterlife or otherworldly evenu. That in

terpretation was suddenly and convincingly
changad when Houston and Stuart (1989a) and
Grube (1989) independently read the jaguar-
spotted ahaw glyph as way, the word for "sor-
cerer," "animal companion or co-essence," and
"to transform" (as in shamanistic ritual). The
beings on the Altar de Sacrificios vase became
clearly identified as the wayob or "animal com-
panions" of lords of different historical cities.
Since the identification of these lords includes
only emblem glyphs or locational titles, they are
never named personally. The images are the
ch'ul-ahawob of Tikal, Yaxchilan, Kalak'mul, or
whatever site transformed into their wayob.
Adams, then, may have been right in his assump-
tion that the vase represents living people, but
his proposed identifications of the figures as spe-
cific people was incorrect. Schele was partially
correct in identifying the context as supematural
and the beings as having supematural attributes

but she was incorrect in her assertion that the

scene takes place in the Afterlife and that the

dance corresponds to the Popol Vuh dances.

13. This is the figure Adams identified as Bird-Jag
uar. The ñame is instead composed of a color sign
that Gmbe (1991a) has taken to be yaz combined

with the head of a jaguar with the scrolls of the

Pax patrón in its mouth. These scrolls ftmction as

te, also the reading of the Pax patrón head, when

they are placed in the mouths of portrait forms of
the numbers.

14. The first sign of the ñame was identified by

Nikolai Grube in a letter sent to Schele in 1990

as bu, Nahm and Grube (Grube 1991a) have

suggested the second sign is buch and given this
ñame the reading Buchte-Chan, "Sitting-Snake."

15. The ñame includes ch'ah (Orejel 1990; Grube

personal communication 1988), the glyph for
decapítate," combined with the reflexive ba in

the form of the ba rodent. In tum, the rodent is
conflated with the portrait head of God A', a

human-faced god with kimi, "death," marks on
his face. Many of these anthropomorphic wayob
have God A in their ñames, but each seems to be
distinguished from the others by the glyphs
preceding the God A' glyph, just as the many
Chak ñames are distinguished by additional
glyphs. Many of these God A' naune comple
menta derive from the action the way is engaged
in. This is the "Self-decapiuting God A'."

16. Nikolai Grube, in a letter circulated in November
1990, identified the phonetic spelling of the fish-
in hand glyph as tzak, a word meaning "to grasp"
and "to exorcise." This hand is the same, but it
is drawn grasping the death's-head shown in the
arms of the way.

17. The nearby text identifies fire as the way of the
named lord.

The use of dance as a trance inducer is docu-
mented around the world. Bushmen's trance
dancing, for example, has been associated with
the 20,000-year-old tradition of their rock paint-
ing (Lewis-Williams 1986). Many scholars be-
lieve that trance dancing also explains some of
e imageiy in Paleolithic cave painting in

Europe and rock painüng in Texas and the
uthwest. Dance is a vital component of North

American Indian ritual, again with trance states
associated with its performance. Amazonian
groups still use dance in association with trance

te so that trance dancing on an individual and
communal level can be understood as a vital
component of the worldview shared by all Native
American people. Por the Maya it became insti-

onalized as a vital component of state ritual
the performance of the king and his nobles,
is one of two pairs of glyphs first observed

on the Tablet of the Sun at Palenque. Several
lars have speculated as to the meaning of
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these glyphs, but until Stuart and Houston (1991)
discovered how place ñames are registered in the
writing system, the speculations were far off the
mark. This glyph is now known to designate a
locaüon in the supematural world, and many
epigraphers suspect that both members of the
paired opposition are locations. See Kub
(1977) for the most complete published study of
the distribution of this pair of glyphs* The
tion glyph on the Tzum monument consists o^
the signs wuk, ek\ k'an, and nal or "seven
"black," "yellow," and the suffix that marks
place ñames. It reads "Seven-Black-YeUow-
Place

place ñames, n rcaua

Plaee."

spelled the same way, included the syllables xu-
ku-pi and/or xu-ku-pu. Matthew Looper (1991a)
found an entry in Attinasi's (1973) vocabulary of
Chol listing xukpi as bird. Further research as
sociated this general bird term specifically with
the motmot, which is also called xwukip and
xwukpik Lnoper's reading both accounts for the
scepter and works well with Copan, for the imag-
ery and place ñames of that kingdom are espe-
áally associated with birds of all sorts.

24. Brian Stross (1988) identified the word for this
bundle as ikatz.

25. See Vogt (D.d.) «nd Gosen (1986) tor diseession
of modem bundling practices.modem bunaung pracui;c».

^u elféreees 26. A Xen,x cepy ot a phetepeph «f "i»»'
20. Freidel «ilneased ihe of the Mfétece

.  . re- .5.1. .1,8. Fiesta of San Lorenzo , jggp. Appar-
freidel wiinessea uic o

A Xerox copy oi a r -

five others from the Yaxchilan región were sent
and other officials at the Fiesta of San renzo
in Teklum, Zinacantan Center, m August
1973. While most of the participanu sat
benches built into the front of the u
San Lorenzo next to the doorway. sma^lbersofmenwouldgetupandd^ceslow^^d
simple steps accompanied by rat es
ual advisers danced wiüt them to make -^^e
that they got the steps the

exercise seemed not so mu

populace, most of
and engrossed in conversa ^
ing lords on the Bonamp ^ansfer of
to show devotion to San Lorenz
official responsibility. --cred nature

21. Vogt (n.d.) has commented on e
u*.,v nf as inammate.of these objects we thmk ..janee" i®

22. In most of its appcarances, jj,at Peter
followed by a prepositiona ^ reference to
Mathews long ago suggest^ jancers. Fol-
the objects held m the han pj^^jton (1985),
lowing a clue found by Step janees
Nikolai Gmbe has suggeste . ̂ jancers.
were named for the phonetic se-
The flapstaff is ñame /¡a'an. We have
quence ha-sa-wa kaof^ being
„o idea wha. thU mea», heyond
ñame of that particular . ̂ ,ed in 19"

23. The ñame of this scepter was j^^^j
based on a substitution pa Nit^clai
in the glyphic ñame fuá. Grube
Gmbe and Wemer Nahm phonetic f
noted that the bat substitut occurs
several contexts at Yaxchilan* ^ ̂  syllables. he
in spellings usmg consonan g^jed
reasoned that it has the ph ^ scep
on this, he suggested that the ^hich «
ter and the Copan Emblem

anonymously to Linda Schele in 1990. App^-
ently these lintels had been looted dunng the
1960S and belonged to a state of Mame coUectornamed Palmer until he diedintheearlyeighu^*
Some Xeroxes of photographs were s«n by se ̂
eral researchers just after his death, but we had
lost track of the Untéis and access to their study
ntil these copies arrived in 1990. Schele desig-

i  ..móteasRinthedesignauonoaudUria untaos

«e usad "tabal" as

tirreplac.dwi.han.oro enaceitad"'

) aTd Schele (1991b). The üUe read,
. !m d.a. Grube (personal conunumca-
^  ted derived from sa^ "w f®"»-«-•''"'trt.r.berdh.a.aa-onewho

" ' '"^'slele and od.era tf-ougb. .hia angives fear* until Stuart (personal
improbable m p^j^ted out an analogous

aubordinaiea. Grubeh in^r-
I very prebeWy Ae erre» «ne. Seepretaoon « rí V j p^rest of

.'Bird-Jagnar an ^ Jetailed
Rings (Schele ^^i^^oiiship between the
gxanunation lords.

yng and his „ a boa constricmr
28. The snake cta ^ conAgurauon

because of the „£ this
shown in >ts mou *^^ yaxchilan región is the
size and shape m ^ i„..«Cuatro Narites. also
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cally and batrops atrox to modern scientists. This

very dangerous snake u a pit viper with promi-
nent front fangs, which are not shown on the

snakes held in this dance.

29. The identifícation of this person is difficult be-
cause no glyphic texts survive to ñame her. Merle

Robertson (1985b) and Schele have taken this
second fígxire to be a woman, based on an early
identiñcation of this net costume with women (J.
Miller 1974). At one stage of this writing, we had
taken the net stút to be an exclusive reference to
the Holmul Dancer (Hellmuth in Taube 1985).
However, it is now clear that both the Maize God
as the Holmul Dancer and the Moon Goddess
wear this costume, based, we think, on their ¡den-
títies as First Father and First Mother of the
gods. The net costume, therefore, seems to mark
the progenitor gods and those who portray them
m ritual. Unfortunately, this co-designaüon
makes the identifícation of the gender of figures
in the absence of glyphic evidence extremely
diffícult. This figure can be a woman, perhaps
the wife or mother of the dancer, in the guise of
the Moon Goddess, or a male in the guise of the
Maize God.

30. Francis Robiscek and Donald Hales (1981), fol-
lowing Michael Coe (1973). proposed many im-
portant parallels between the Popol Vuh and
painted pottery scenes from the Qassic period.
They discuss these resurrection scenes as a frag-
ment of what they hypothesized was a "ceramic
codex" in Codex Style vessels, an aggregate of
scenes that together conveyed a coherent, if com-
plex, mythical message. While the details of the
content and ftmction of such an aggregate ce
ramic assemblage continué to change with analy-
sis, the hypothesis of a coherent overarching
message is proving to be a very fhiitful one
Michael Coe (1989) has updated his interpreution
of Hero Twin imagery from the Classic period
and the cntical scenes associated with the myth

31. This image was called the Holmul Dancer after
the second and third major images of him pub-
lished in the excavation report from Holmul
(Merwin and Vailiant 1932). Hellmuth (cited in
Taube 1985) first put together the imagery of the
Holmul Dancer in all of his guises, but it was
Taube (1985) who realized that thb complex was
the Maize God identifíed by earlier scholars and
that the Maize God was the Classic-period proto-
type of One-Hunahpu and Seven-Hunahpu, the
first pair of Twins in the Popol Vuh myth. Mat-
thew Looper (1991b) has also made a detailed
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study of dance and pageant especially those as
sociated with the Maize God and Chak. We have

had long and friiitful discussions with him con-

ceming the meaning of these dances and the

pageants associated with them.

32. Nikolai Grube, in a letter sent to Barbara MacL-

eod in January 1991, identifíed yíA Mas, a title
that often appears in the ñames of dwarves, as a
word for duendx, The Spanish word duende refers
to the spirits, like imps, goblins, elves in Wesiem
European mythology, who Uve in fíelds, caves,
and moimtains. These duendes can be malevo-

lent, but mostly they are mischievous. Appar-
ently, the ancient Maya identifíed dwarves as
duendes who helped the Maize Gods in their
dancing and humans in the ritual activities that
led to trance and communication with the Other-
world. Pickands (1986) provides a valuable re-
view of the etymology of Maya words for
dwarf' and the role of dwarves in Maya mythol
ogy. Among other things, Pickands associates
dwarves with experimental, counterfeit foims of
human beings, mud men" from a previous Cre-
ation. First Father as the Maize Lord is of the
previous Creation. Here we likely have another
elusive fragment of the larger epic myth cycle of
which the Popol Vuh is a late redaction.
Contemporary Zinacanteco Maya cali the lower
and of death Katin Bak, "place warmed by
bones" (Vogt 1976:13).

34. In earher studies, Schele (Schele and Miller 1986;
Schele 1988) has interpreted the iconography of
the sarcophagus with the presumption that the
etaphor of death and resurrection underlying
tmage was based on the story of the second

set of Twins—that is, that the king falls as either
unahpu or Xbalanke to face the triáis of

Xibalba. After winning, he danced out of Xibalba
to become a revered ancestor. With the new un-

standing of the Maize God and his iconogra-
P y, however, Pakal's image on the sarcophagus

be identifíed by his clothing as the Maize
d. He thus falls as one of the first set of Twins.

199^1^ Reents-Budet (in Evertone recognized this association indepen-
ently, whtle many others, Schele, Coe, Reents-

t, and we suspect Taube, Stuart, and others,
followed Karl Taube's identifícation of the

o  ul Dancer as the Maize God and indepen-
ently identifíed the scene of the Maize God
btg from the cracking turtle carapace as the

resurrection image. Michael Coe's (1989)
reevaluation of the Hero Twins imagery first

published this identifícation and placed it within
the larger complex of the myth cycle. EUiabeth
Newsome (1987) fírst found it in the monumen

tal imagery of the Classic-period stelae by realiz-
ing that the great turtle altar of Copan Stela A
combines with the image of the king on the west
side of the stela to show the dead ruler standing
beside the double-headed turtle. Seeing both to
gether and overlapping evokes the image of the
Maize God rising from the cracked shell. Fmally,
this turtle-carapace resurrecUon image was
carved on the top of the Altar at the base of the
Hieroglyphic Stairs at Copan (Schele 1990a),
where it rests symboücally on the palette of the
open jaw of a Visión Serpent from which the
history on the staiis emerges. The Maize God u
there replaced by the Maize Tree itself. which is
twisied with the cords of the eclipüc from Na-
Ho-Chan, the "First-Five-Place," and flanked by
the Hero Twins. An altar and ntual

•  poool Vuh for the
notes to these passages m the Popo
«.bUeúes of meantog built tato the do-
scribing this resurrection event.Gj„.ha.Pobalf..Uta.o.ho0.b.r«orId-
taoMaioo God. thoimogotyof apota.-"
«birta^uatbotoovaluat^linttaa^^^^
Bahiam weara aun imageiy in h".tao,..a.ta.ago.ftae^^^^^^.,^^

.1,0. Altar de Sacrificios vascpawed dancer on the
The resurrecúon "^"^Deata "beii
ment after the defeat o ^ ^
the children put their
bring him back to Ufe. jcation 1990-

35. Nikolai Grube (personal co
«Vint the root is ̂1992) haasuggested that th

"power." Combined wi ..many,"
which can have the meaiung o „ ̂

u- like "many empomean something UK • „ .r, an entry m
1992, Ben Leaf called our attenuo ^
the Barrera Vásquez dictio ^"dead of
as "mortecina, animal Jn his
natural causes, an anima . » are not
reading, it would be mne the
yet sure of either rea ng^
known examples, the ver position in or
only on verbs that have to rp^^gt 14 at Pa-
shape of space. Moreover, jijase nanüng
lenque, the verb is foH»^ R'awil.
the White-Bone-Snake as
Here the verb taould be

36.

37.

38

39

ing- At Copan, objects acted upon are the bones

of a long-dead ancestor. The verb should refer to
some action appropriate to both contexts, such as
"bring out."

In the next phrase, the text also talks of "seating"
a lakam tun, or "huge stone." Two of the elite

tombs excavated in the Acrópolis of Copan have

been rectangular chambers sealed by a set of
huge fíat stones. These stones may be the lakam
tun referred to in the text.

This way of interpreting Stela H is supported by
two sculptures found on the huge platfonn that
sits on the east side of the Great Plaza. This
platform is irregular in shape with a row of
houses sitüng along its northem side. The mten-
OIS of these house are lined with wide stone
benches built against three of the walls. A steam
bath for purifícation sat in the middle of this row
of buildings and a high pyramid closed the east
side of the platform. Its eastem and southem
áda droppbd dowi. st.p! tato ta. Groa. Pto
and the Middle Piara. Itt 1895. Gordon (189«t2,
24) diKovered two atonas, each two feet mne
inehes high, ftfteen ta fr»»'
„w of bnilding. and abont a hnndred and Sftyfeet liomtheGreat Piara. That jnstabontcenteia

d..m on the nortaetn bnüdings. They re^n.
d,. Maire God ta his danm poainon wtta knees

flexed and am. etaended. This platfonn ■».?
u ha.e been the plae. «here the aceontre-

ent. of a-- "r:::pr.pa-—
of tae Hero Twins tatagety

d First Father, Coe (1989) identtfied tats scene"d,egataeringefS.™°-""^^ "
Rallcouit of Sacntice»

water marks along its back. It is a fis
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perhaps evoking the memory of the Hero Twina

in thelr catfish aspect before they carne from the

River of Xibalba.

40. Bñan Stress (1988) fxrst read the glyph on the
bundle as ikatz, a word that still survives in mod

era Tzeltal as "btmdle."

The Popol Vuh does not mention a woman in
this pan of the stoiy so we have no way of
determining with certainty the role this goddess
played in the Qassic-period versión of the myth.
However, in the Popol Vuh versión the Heroes
set up a cora plant in the middle of their grand-
mother and mother's house in the human world.
When they are defeated and die in the Other-
world, the plant dies; but when they are alive and
triumphant, the plant Uves again. The Maize
Lord in one of the forms identified by Taube
expUdtly representa the tasseling of green cora,
a critical moment in the Üfe cycle of the plant
when it forms edible food. The cora will not
tassel without adequate and timely watering.

42. The distance number is written as 5.18.4.7.8.-
13.18 in the Maya numérica] system.

43. This ruler has appeared under the ñame Hok'
K'an-Xul. and K'an-Hok'-Xul in previous studies
of Palenqueas dynastic history. New decipher-
ments support a reading of K'an-Hok'-Chitam,
"Preaous-Leaving-Peccary" or "Precious-Hang-
ing-Peccary." /foA'means both "to leave" and "to
hang something."

44. The text describes three events: the taking of the
K'awil scepter by First Mother. the conjuring of
the White-Bone-Snake as the way of K'awil by
the enigmatic god called Bolon Yokte. and fi-
nally, back in human history, Chan-Bahlam's en-
tering yet another superaatural place.
The first event is written ch'am k'awil, "it was

taken, k'awil." This expression occurs in scenes in
which people hold the serpent-footed K'awil
scepter while they are dancing or involved in
other rituals. The Moon Goddess is here written
with her portrait head and the moon sign in a
glyphic combination that echoes her representa-
tion on Classic-period pottery and on eccentric
obsidiana in stelae caches at Tikal. In both these
contexts, the Moon Goddess sits inside a moon
sign. Dennis Tedlock (1985:328) associates the
mother of the Hero Twins with the moon, and in
the Palenque versions of the Creation mythology,
the mother of the Palenque Triad is also as-
sociated with the moon by virtue of an astronom-
ical alignment on 9.12.18.5.16 2 Kib 14 Mol (July
23, A.D. 690) in which the moon was in cióse
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juxtaposition with Júpiter, Satura, and Mars.
Thb alignment was apparently taken to be the
reassembling of the Palenque Triad, revealed in
the form of their wayob—the planets—with
their mother. See Schele and Freidel (1990:473-
474) for a discussion of this alignment and the
history of discovery that led to its identification.

While it is possible, or even probable, that the
Moon Goddess operates here as the mother of the
gods, we also note that there were several differ-

ent moon goddesses, perhaps associated with dif-
ferent phases of the moon.

The second event reads bolonípnah. We have
found no spedfic match, but Cholti, a now ex-
tinrt language related to modera Chol and

Chorti, has bolomac listed as "nagual de choles"
( wizard, sorcerer, or animal companion of the
Chols ). This entry appears to refer to a noun, but
it may well be derived from a verb, such as the
bolonípnah above or the boloniplah form re
cordad on Stela A of Copan. The fact that a
particular Visión Serpent is named as the way
(nagual) of K awil in the next several glyphs
supports the possible association. The actor is

Bolon Yokte, a deity identified by Thompson
(1950:56) in the Dresden and Paris códices and in
the Books of Chilam Balam. The ñame has also
heen identified in several inscriptions at Pa
lenque, but unfortunately no image can yet be
associated with the ñame, which in the Classic
system seems to have been Bolon-Okte-K'u. We
know what the god was called, but we don't
know what he looked like.
The final event occurred exactly three haab
d one tzolk in after Chan-Bahlaun's death.

^oyd Lounsbury (personal communication 1976;
1991) first discovered the numerological compo-
ents of this distance number, as well as associat-
g the last date with a stationairy position of
piter. Chan-Bahlam used exactly this Júpiter
on throughout his life to time critical events.
a Júpiter hierophany was chosen as his

p theosis date is in keeping with this pattern.
text records that he entered a supernatu-

ral place of some sort and that he made this visit
y the authority of a set of gods, all named the

chul or divine beings of the deceased king. This
poup mcluded GI and GIII of the Palenque
nad, the Goddess of the Number Two, and the
ero Twin Hun-Ahaw. This Hun-Ahaw god

ñame also appears in a list of gods on the Tablet
of the Fohated Cross and the Palace Tablet, and
in a reference on the middle panel of the Temple

of Inscriptions. Floyd Lounsbury (personal com
munication 1976) associated this calendric ñame

with the god whose birth on 1 Ahaw 8.5.0 before
4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u, the Creaüon date, is recordad 45.
on the Tablet of the Cross. He suggested that the
Hun-Ahaw ñame refers to the calendric ñame of
this god as a way of distinguishing him from his
firstbora son, who had the same portrait ñame.

Since we now know this god was named Hun-
Nal-Ye and that he was the Maize God, Louns
bury's earlier suggesüon is less likely. Hun-Ahaw
is, however, the documented ñame for the Head-
band Twin who wears large black spots on his
arms and legs (Schele 1987b). We think this
Hun-Ahaw ñame most likely refers to that god,
who was one of the Hero Twins.

This clause seems related to the one accompa-

nying the dressing scene on the pot in Fig. 6.18.
There the text reads Oxlahun Oh fVaxak Zip och
ha Hun-Nal, Wak-Ahaw, uá Kab Ch'ul Kab
Ahaw, "13 Ok 8 Zip, he entered the water place,
Hun-Nal Six-Lord, it happened in üie Earth,
Holy Earth Lord." The date 13 Ok also appears
on Temple 14, but more important is the event
recorded as "he entered" the same watery pla^
that is shown in the lower register of the Temple
14 scene. On the pot, a female goddess, presi^-
ably the mother of ü.e Maize God, gives her
revived. dancing son part of this cloüiing. Chan-
Bahlam's mother gives her son Kawi
analog of this mythical acuon.

schaic Mi...
wiU.ou. U.e daclphermen. ^

. RA«ed on the associauon
seribing Uie last ave •

of the dance scene with the p
that this scene shows ChanSchele suggested jefeating

Bahlam dancing out of X
u T ^cnf Death. Wesüllagree with the maithe Lords of Deatn. ^thrustof that argument, but n ^

e„«Hog aaü.. d.an
place. This place is nol 47
butwcsuspectitmay „,ided and
c/iWctobofPalen^-^y
helped then descendanB
ethnogcaphic ,pecific moun- «
contemporary anees This place

tains and not m gene , „here

only Chan Bahlan. ̂  pj
authority of the ̂  .^aiority

,p,dfy that this
of." In this context it app
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"entering" by Chan-Bahlam was done through

their work or authority in the sense that they

protected or helped him.

The Five-Flower-Valley location is also recorded

on Copan Stela J in a phrase recording the actions
of gods fourteen bak'tuns before 9.0.8.0.0 (Schele
and Grabe 1990b). It is one of several known
locations in the superaatural world where sacred
events are recorded as having occurred. Other
locaüons in this category include matawil, ho-na-
chan. the Black-Transformer, and "six-shell-in-
hand."

Ch'a means "lying-down." When ch'a com
bines with k'ak'nab, the term for "ocean" and the
"Primordial Sea," we take it to describe the sea
in a state of "lying-downness" before it had been
separated from the sky. If we are right, this is the
sea in its chaotíc state before the moment of
Creation.

The last glyph appears in the main text m
direct substitution for xaman, north. Th
"white" prefix is consistent with the north direc
üon, while the suffix -nal often goes with loca-
üonal nouns, but we do not know the reading of
the main sign.

This watery surface is marked with staA
dots," one consistent symbol of liquid in Ma^
art- the surface in Temple 14 is likewise marked
with stacked dots. FVeidel (1985) suggests Aat
this Uquid refers not only to water but also to fne,
smoke, blood, and other volaüle substances. This
hypothesis is now commensurate with the gen
eral category of ch'ul, "holiness," which encorn-
passes many examples of such "watery stuff,
particularly the so-called "water-group prefix in
the ütle ch'ul ahaw, "holy lord" (Ringle 1988).
However, in the "dance across (or in) the waters"
scenes, there are usually pictures of waterlilies or
phoneüc elements that read nab inside the water
band. The word nab, "waterlily," is homopho-
nous with nab meaning "the sea," "lakes," and
"canals" (Schele 1988).
Robiscek and Hales (1981:89-92) iUustrate this
complex of skulls, waterlilies, and emergent
dancers as Codex Fragment 5, "The ResurrecUon
Codex."

In the summer of 1992, Nikolai Grabe (personal
communication) identified this scene with a Dos
Pilas text recording the phrase, hk'i ti k'an tok
kimi, "he emerged from the Yellow-Torch-
Death-Skull." He pointed out that the carapace
in both its glyphic and iconic forms has a k'an
sign The skull is the kimi part of the ñame, and

A
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the torch, tok, emerges from the sxunmit of the
skiiU. He suggested that k'an tok kimi is the
proper ñame of the cleÍL We suspect that this
ñame also applies to the K'an-cross Waterlily
Monster at the base of the Na-Te-K'an tree on
the Tablet of the Foliatcd Cross.

49. The iconography and meaning of these tableta
have beeD iha „f Schefe'. research both
alone and mth coUaborato» fo, eloae to twenty
yean (Schele 1974, 1976, 1985a, 1987g, 1992;
Schele and M, MiUer 1986; Schele and Freidel
1990a, 1990b, 1991). Much of theae intenneta-
nom reenlu from these stndies and from the
«Uaboraüve research between Floyd Lounabmy,
Peter Mathews, Metle Robettson, David Kelley
Md Sehele, conducted at the mini-conference, at
Dumbaiton Oaks between 1974 and 1978

50. Pib "mtderground heuse," is the term used
or Ae small sanctuaty hiside the large temples

lodtsotrn '1987:58). In the summer of 1991, Schele, Math.
ews, Uumbmy, and Kelley discovered that the
Jtematíve ñame fot this Uttle honse i, tunul
Batrera Vásques (1980:552) glosse. the YukateJt
word km as "enchant, bewitch, conjure" so that
a kuml is a "place of conjuring."

51. The PJen,„e Triad refers to a group of three
^«1». GI, GU, and Gm, so dnbbed by Heinrich
fc'lm (1965), „ho first tecognited them as a unit
^lat^godsmPalengue'sinscripUons. Thesegod. are the offrpring of the First Mother
and First Father.

52. Schele (1991b) has sho^ .be ñame Of this god«a^ phoneucally ̂ .akhumk> combination of
Whtm md w< the word for both "etemal"

a^d barh paper." The god U the personification
of the white cloth headband ,„m by kings from
Olmec tunes onward (Freidel and Schele 1988a-
Fields 1989, 1991).

53. Stuart and Houston (1991) identified matawil as
a supematural location based on these texts and
its appearance on pots. Grube (personal commu-
mcation 1990) has shown that the "births" of the
Triad gods as originally read by Kelley (1965)
read huli matawil, "arrived in matawil," so that
the births of these gods are characterized as their
arrival in this location. Furthermore, their
mother is specifically identified as ch'ul matawil
aháw, "holy matewil lord." We have no idea
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what matawil meant, although Attinasi (1973:-
296) reads mulawil as "world, existence," and
yanüíü nudawü as "death (the other world)."

54. Carlsen and Prechtel (1991) say that the Maya of
Santiago Aütlan cali the seed of maize muk, "in-
terred one," and jolooma, "little skulb." Attinasi
(1973:243) glosses the Chol word bük as "interior,
seed, and spirit" and bük'el as "bone, long pit of
fruit." Büktalis "flesh" and bük'en is "shock, fear,
fall, ghost, spirit which can possess." Here are all
the concepts gathered into one, for the seeds of
maize and fniit are bones" and "flesh" as well as
"spint." The human heads on the Na-Te'-K'an
have little bones attached to their noses as signáis
that they have spirit and generative power. The
head m the maize, being drawn into the K'an-
Hub Matawil, lacks this bone because it is pass-
mg into the Otherworld before the child comes to
regenerate it through sacrifice.

Tedlocks (1985:251) penetrating discussion
of Creation.

56. First Mother, who was the Moon Goddess, and
Father, who was the Maize God, both wear

net overskirt as one of their principal diagnostic
features.

57. Carlsen and Prechtel (1991) describe this tree at
center of the earth. Life was created when it

owered and carne to fruition, but the fruit fall-
6 to the ground and sprouting is the next gen-

on. The oíd tree provides shelter and
m5shment for the new generation, imtil it is

replaced by the new growth. The stump of that
ongmal tree is the "Father/Mother" of every-
thing.

58. l d̂^ (T<u,er 1941:155-148) describe, the New
ears celebraüon in great detail. Since there

were 260 days m the tzolk'in calendar and 365
y  the haab, the twenty day ñames cir-

d evenly through the year with a remain-
five days at the end of the year. For

xample, if the first day of the year 1 Pop hits a
y®^. it will fall five days later on

ft. an the next vear a i j
^  • 1 he days that can correspond

we *^led the Year-Bearers and there
the'Vet «^eremonies in Yukatan to change
tk TI, ®hd the gods associated withem. e Yukatekan system has Kawak, K'an,

• and Ix as the Year-Bearers, while the
assic-period calendar had Ben, Etz'nab, Ak'bal.

at. The Madrid Codex has New Year's
pages using the Yukatek system, while the Dres-

(ÍQM r Classic-period days. See Coet yt>5a) for a discussion of the implications of the

New Year's ceremonies on Maya political and

social structure, and see Thompson (1950:124-

128) for a discussion of the mechanism involved.
59. Coe (1965a) suggests that the offices within the

community circulated through the four quad-
rants of the town as the responsibility for these

ceremonies shifted from year to year. Following

these suggestions, Lounsbury has assoaated the
pattera of the New Year's pages in the Dresden
Codex with a different kind of soaal structure
involving a community divided into upper and
lower moieties. He presented these ideas at the
Dumbarton Oaks conference on "Mesoamencan

Sites and World Views" in October 1976, and 65
recorded them in two letters to Peter Mathews 66
dated Spring 1977 and November 22, 1977. 67

60. Before the conquest, they killed a turkey.
61. Here we have another magical object, like the

staves and scepters of the Classic kings, that be-
comes animated through dance. The standards, 68
while intimately Unked to great lords, were ob-
jects of such immense power and spirit that they
transcended the role of official insignia and man
ifestad as gods who watched over entire commu-
niúes and polines. Even in Landa'stheMayaaresúllcanyingthese*«nAe/(embo<ü- 69.
ments) of terrifying beings. Duñng the
pcriod, festival celcbraticus pravidiug sacnfice 70.
aud devaüou t. the sauis of the PJ"
paxed these staffs for their great respouubthn
Lwarmomtemau8batUeb..,.s.to^2''
they became repositorie, of the spirituai audiitill center. AS such, they «ere taheu»^.
boiders of the kingdom, the fronner o s
culritral order, to confront the euemte, of the
community. Yukatek

62. Lauda', accouut, of Ufe «uoog üte
Mayaisfullofd«m^«ttJ^^^^_^^^„ „
from play among ' -canbetaken
sacrificial rituals. If hb o^arvj^
as any mdication, dance ¿jscussed 72.
Ufe aud ritual. Victoria

these fire walking ntua pjgeant andthem in the iargercontextof Maya pag

ritual. Estrada

63. Coe (1989) draws this f the doc- 73.
Mouroy's (1979:168-1^)2"'"-°°°
ument describing the eve

64. Thomas Gage was bom m titled
Jamaica in 1656. An Sea and
The English-Amencan con-

taining A Jomall of
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kundred Miles with the Main Land ofAmérica,

was published in London in 1648. A modem

versión published by the University of Oklahoma

Press was edited by J. Eric Thompson, who ex-

cised Gage's vitriolic comments about Román

Catholics. The book had been written after Gage

converted to Puritanism, and in the dangerous

atmosphere of Cromwellian England he sought

to prove the profoundness of his conversión by
ridiculing his former co-religionists. His account

of life in the Spanish colonial world is valuable
because it offers a personal description firom an

outsider.

, These descriptions are in Gage (1958:243-247).
Chicha is a home-brewed alcoholic beverage.

, Victoria Bricker (1981) has brilliantly shown

how the history of the Conquest and subsequent
ethnic conflicts are institutionalized in the dance-
drama of Indians throughout Mesoamerica.
Bricker (1981:155-137) has linked a series of
these events to prophecies read out in the Ritual
of Games at Chamula and in similar dance
dramas at Zinacantan and Chenalho in Chiapas.
These dance-dramas also recall subsequent con-
frontations that occurred in later centuries.
These descriptions are drawn firom Bricker
(1981:158-140).

Victoria Bricker (1981:159) thinks the White
Heads may represent the Indian side of the con-
flict with Cortés and the Aztec side in the Preco-
lumbian expansión of their empire that had
affected the Tzotzils before the Spanish amved.
If she is right about idenüfying the trilobed nose-
pieces in their headgear as referring to Tlaloc,
then they may hark back to that very andent war
complex. See Schele and Freidel (1990:130-215)
for a detailed discussion of this war complex
among the andent Maya.
See Chapter 5 on the emblems of warfare for a
discussion of the Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan War
Serpent.

Lakandons are a Yukatekan-speaking group of
Indians living in the lowlands of Chiapas. Ac-
cording to Bricker (1981:141). Zinacanteco Maya
from the highlands took part in 1559 and 1696
expediüons against the Lakandon.
Bricker (1981:148-149) made the connection be
tween the death of San Sebastián, tied to a tree
and pierced by arrows. and the arrow sacnfice
documented in Precolumbian times. See Taube
(1988a) for a fuH discussion of this sacrifice and
its meaning among the andent Maya.
Bricker (1981:148) quotes this firom Chmchilla

^l(
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Aguilar (1953:290-291) and she connects this

dance to the martyrdom of San Sebastián.

75. Bricker (1981:150) quotes this descñption from

field notes taken by Munro Edmonson in 1962 at

San Juan bccoy.

76. Gary Gossen (1986) gives a detailed analysis of

this pan of Caniival and the Ritual of Gamos

that is a pan of it. Our description draws from his

work, but relates the run as Linda Sclielo wit-

nessed it in 1992. Also see Chapter 2 for a descrip

tion of the ceremonies at Calvarios and Chapter

4 for a discussion of the banners.

Chapter 7: Fliot-Shicids and Battic Bcasts

1. Ross Hassig (1988), in his lucid and comprehen
sivo account of Aztec warfare, took the general
view that the mystical or spiritual dimensions of

Mexica nulitary behavior were subordínate to

practical tactical and strategic considerations.

However, he noted that the Aztec priests brought
images of gods to the battlefield and that they
appealed to the supematural beings for aid
before battle and honored them afterward in the

wake of victory. Specifically conceming the bat
tle standards, Hassig made several somewhat
contradictory observations. He proposed (1988:-
96-97) that the battle standards {cuachpantli)
functioned pragmaucally as signaling devices to
show troops where their units were in the fray
and whether they were advancing or retreating.
Each major unit had such a standard attached
firmly to the back of a warrior, and when the
wearer was wounded or killed, another in the
unit picked up the standard. While Hassig noted
that the Spanish thought that the Aztecs re-
garded capture of the standard by the enemy as
an evil ornen, he suggested that such captures
caused taaical confusión and disrupted com-
mand and control. For this reason, he inferred
that the capture of a unit's standard precipitated
retreat. This signaling function seems reasonable
and It is commensurate with descripüons of coe
va! Maya batüe standards provided by Landa
(Tozzer 1941). However, Hassig himself observed
the tacücal signaling function in battlefield ma-
neuver was only one of several functions served
by the Aztec standard: "When a unit standard
was taken, the entire unit fled, and if it was the
standard of a general or of the king, the entire
army retreated." (Hassig 1988:58). In this second
case, the issue is strategic rather than tactical;
capture of the standard of a king or general sig-
naled a pivotal moment of defeat in an engage-
ment. The strategic importance of the standard
was underscored by Hassig in a note (1988:293)
conceming the Tlaxcalans. where the standard

(presumably the principal standard of the army)
was camed in the rear and brought forward after

the battle was over for everyone to see. Hassig

discounted the source (López de Gómaira) as sec-
ondhand and henee unreliable. However, Freidel

has analyzed (Freidel and Scarborough 1982; see
also Simpson 1966) Gómara's account of tlie bat

tle of Cintla (comfield) on the Gulf Coast, in

which Cortés engaged Maya warriors. This ac
count includes unique details of tlie cultivated

ridged fíelds which could only have derived
from accurate eyewitness observation. We, there-
fore, take his descriptions of the battle standard
to be equally viable. The battle standard was of

great strategic as well as tactical importance, and
its capture signaled defeat. The aurgument we
present to the effect that the standard embodied

a spiritual and magical power is circumstantial in
the Aztec case and baised upon the Maya prece-
dents we discuss in this chapter.

Ross Hassig (1988), as noted above, has re-
cently wntten a comprehensive social history of
Mexica military organization and the Imperial
expansión it allowed. This detailed treatment be-

lies any notion that the Mexica were susceptible
to easy loss of battle discipline. On the other
hand, Hassig is skeptical of tlie centrality of be-
lief systems to military performance and, unlike
previous historians, passes over the battle of
Otumba without comment.

2. Cortés (Pagden 1971:142) himself put it this way:
. after we stnick camp in the morning and

traveled on a league and a half, there carne to
meet us such a multitude of Indiains that the

fields all around us were so full of them that
nothing else could be seen. We could hardly dis-
tinguish between ourselves and them, so fiercely
and so closely did they fight with us. Certainly
we believed that this was our last day, for the
Indians were very strong and we could resist but
feebly, as we were exhausted and nearly all of us
wounded and weak from hunger."

3. A colleague of ours, Mario Aliphat F. (personal
communication to David Freidel, November
1990), suggested that Malinche, the Maya-Mexi-
can woman who accompamed Cortés, may well
have understood the power of capturing the stan
dard and have advised this tactic.

4. This great War Serpent. which is sometimes
called the Mosaic Monster, has been assoaated
with warfare in Maya imagery since captive ico
nography was idenüfied by Proskouriakoff
(1963-1964). At first, the appearance of this com-
plex with its mosaic image of the War Serpe
was considered to signal foreign influence, if not
dominaúon, of the lowland Maya. Pa«wry
(1974), Kubler (1976), Coggins (1976, 1 a,
1979b, 1983), and Stone (1989) have all mter-
preted the appearances of this iconogr^ y
evidence for strong Teotihuacan m
Schele (1984a, n.d.) began to doubt this
tation when she found the imagery consisten y
associated with texts and images that were fuUy
M,ya i„ ü,eir hisu,ri^
ers, including Mark Parsons (
.„d VilUl. (1990),

Teotihuacan found an ab mreted
and sacrificial insagcry ü». -d
in clhcr „ays or ignorad by oUiar
same rime, excavarions « Teofib-can
Sabino, and Cowgill 1988, 1991)L6pexAusún,L6parLn|^^^ «mponeni as-
mvealed a strong ' ouet2alc«>t"b«
sociated with theTemplcof«ub „ sciT»-'
KarlTauba (1992b) toidcntify Uta
.fTeoühuacan«ith.ha^.^^„,f,,U,.
pent imagery. Speclfi í' ^ a
mask of the Mosaic Monster carried on
helmet represenung th Rringing the
the back of the further argües
case back to the Me > gnt is thepersuasively tliatthismosmc®®'J^^^
cessor of Xiutecutli, e vveapon et
tees, who was the spe ^ faubes
Huitzilopochtli, the Aztec go n^beClassic
War Serpent is

Maya. Otn interpietauon ^^„„non of d"»
1990:159-164) proposes e feotihua-
War Serpent-Tlaloc war part of
can trader-emissaries duri 6 fmther sug
Cycle 8 (that is, after A.D. 2 Serpeot"
gest that the successfiJ
Tlaloc complex in the by
resulted in its fi«t major pe^"
kings, an endorsement th

vasive adoption by the Maya. The Mosaic Mon
ster, which was called fFaxaklahun-Ubah-Kan by
the Maya, was, in our view, a borrowed symbol
and deity that the Maya made over into one of
their major symbols of war. To them, the War
Serpent was a supematural being who influenced
its outcome. We think this adoptíon of the War
Serpent by the andent Maya is an early example
of the religious and poUtícal syncretism so preva-
lent in the reactíon of their descendants to the
arrival of the Spanish and the imposiüon of
European ideas of faith and politics upon their
world.

5. Schele fnst idenüfied fFaxaklahm-übah-Kan as
the ñame of the Mosaic Monster in a letter to
Housron and Smart daKd Octob» 30. 1989,
to«d on di. tc« of Stela « « CopMc Sh. davol-
oped üie identíficaü.» and ita impUmncna
dí^cr in tbo 1990 Workahop on Maya Hiero.^^:wridng(Scbe.el990b).inaC.panN^
(i. 1990b), «oí b. ber preienniuon at tb.S^MayaMe..ingaa.,b.Uni«imvMn««m
1 U^veraity of Peno»yl'-i- Tb. n^o

ffaxuklahun-Ubah-Kan as a ñame f»' J J
«n,.es to resist deciphennent. fTaxSerpent kan (or its Cholan

^lahun « g p„b.
cognatec/uw) 1980:896)
lem. In Yukatek i mentido

iL í. as "sentir generaimenie ygloaembob

''l'tiowoo) luri «b ob"
j A n as "sense, feel, perceive. be. The

may be mmetbing Uke "Eigb«n
trite"bu.«»boply''»-°»'''b''"'"FeehngsSnaSe,

T'Ts image. The other possibility isitivolved m tfe

'f « being a third person possessive pro^
L is "gopbe'" ̂  tno"°- ̂  but bah is also ''nail' m the

Cholan languag , ^ ^zel-
Cholan be "Eighteen [are]

or "Eight«n [are] his Nails
his Gophers possibihty seems
Iperforato» ! ̂ ^ Uiere iar:rrr^b:.U.atU.onameoftbiebe.afie

" «"'"r^nqnesb Tita) Against Waxak-
«• «b'"" w° We»indio So«o»d.Centnry"in
jForestofr^"^^^

21®^- T xwyrte excavated both Group 6C-7. Juan Pedro LaF^®"
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XVI and the Lost World Group. Our descríptiona
are based on his detailed reporta (Laporte 1988;
Laporte and Vega de Zea 1988) and discussiona
with him over the years. Today thia ruin appears
to be nothing more than a straight-edged rise in
the ground under the dense forest that covers the

surface. Juan Pedro cut through a ihick plaster
cap that sealed ii away from view and dug over
three kilometers of tunnels to rediscover its lost

secreta. This amazing piece of archaeology re-
vealed a complex of courta, buildings, and plat-
forma that had been rebuilt many times before it
waa abandoned and sealed sometime in the sixth

centuiy. Group 6C-XVI waa establiahed aroimd
A.D. 250, at about the same time that the Holy
Lords of Tikal began to refurbish the Lost World
pyramid complex with architectural styles im-
ported from Teotihuacan. Many of the monu-
ments in both complexes revea] important
informatíon about the War Serpent, Waxak-
lahun-Ubah-Kan, the imagery of Tlaloc-Venus
warfare, and other customs adopted from the
Teotihuacanoa.

8. This object has been called a ballcourt marker
because of its resemblance to similar objects
found at Ventilla near Teoühuacan (Aveleyra
Arroyo 1963a, 1963b). One of the lower paneb in
the muráis of Tepanütla, furthermore, shows just
this kind of object at opposite ends of a field with
sück-bearing ballplayers, and other similar ob
jects are known at other sites, including Kami-
naljuyu in highland Guatemala (Pasztory
1972:448). At the 1990 Maya Hieroglyphic
Workshop, Freidel and severa] other people real
izad that this "ballcourt marker" also matched
the shape of Maya battle banners. The Teotihua
can ballcourt markers may even be the effigies of
captured banners used to mark the ends of the
court.

9. The text suggests that the fourth successor to
head the lineage was actually the ahaw who
went to war. Ch'amah, who may have been his
son, ereaed the standard to commemorate the
most glorious event in his lineage's history. Wil-
üam Haviland (personal communicaüon to
Linda Scheie 1990) noted that we have no ar-
chaeological evidence to demónstrate that the
standard was ever planted on top of the little
shrine; as discussed by Juan Pedro Uporie
(1988), It was found buried in a cache with a
plaster portrait mask next to the shrine in the

context of a termination ritual burying this fea-

lure. However, as Federico Fahsen firsi obscrved,

the text itself includes a logographic expression
(glyph block Hl) depicting the banner on top of
the shrine.

10. As a Visión Serpent, the Waxaklalmn-Ubah-Kan

manifested the companion spirits or way of impor
tant warriors, including founders of various line-

ages. The text on the Tikal effigy battle standard
records that Ch amak, the head of the lineage at
the time the standard was dedicated, wielded both

the tok -pakal ("flint-shield," see Note 15 for an

explanation of the reading) and the Waxaklahun-
Ubah-Kan in those dedication rites. I jke the War

Serpent, the tok'-pakal derives from a symbol
borrowed from Teotihuacan, and like tlie War
Serpent it denotes war and the warrior. As we shall

see, Stela 31 of Tikal shows Stormy-Sky at the
moment of his accession as he holds up a tok '-pakal
headdress for his people to see. As the living
embodiment of the tok'-pakal, he and all other
Tikal rulers acceded into an office called Malí-

Chak-Te or perhaps, Mak-Te'. It is not an accident
that the Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan often includes

West Mah-Chak-Te' " in its ñame. The text also

records that the conqueror of Waxaktun, his
grandfather Great-Jaguar-Paw, was also the tok'-
pakal, written with a spearthrower over the pho-
netic spelling kuh, which was the ñame of the owl

(Scheie and Freidel 1990:156-158). Stormy-Sky
and all subsequent Tikal kings thus took the
tok-pakal as a title descending from the great
conqueror, Great-Jaguar-Paw.

Stormy-Sky's act of manifesting the tok'-pcJttl
by wearing this crown parallels the flanking por
trait of his father Curl-Snout, who wears Waxak

lahun-Ubah-Kan as a headdress on one side and
a mosaic battle helmet on the other. He holds the

spearthrower and shield in his hand, displaying
his status as the Mah-Chak-Te', after the death of
Smoking-Frog, the brother of the conqueror. On
Stela 31, he has been conjured from the Qther-
orld to pass on these objects of office to his son,

just as Pakal passes on the tok'-pakal to his sons,
Chan-Bahlam and K'an-Hok'-Chitam, on the
Tablet of the Sun and the Palace Tablet at Pa
lenque.

The relaiionships between the tok '-pakal, War
Serpent, and the Tlaloc-war complex are also
clear in these contexts. Like the tok'-pakal, the
Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan and Tlaloc have various

physical embodiments—magical objects, hel-
mets, masks, staves, among others. Great idols of

tlie Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan were certainly fash-

ioned at Tikal. While there are severa] other

important supematurals deployed in Maya war
fare, as we discuss in this chapter, these three
seem to form something of a triad not unusual
for Maya tlieology—a constellation of bemgs
Üiat togeüier presided over the warfare ritual
complex that the Maya adopted from Teoti-
huacanos.

11. This cut-shell motif occurs in the artof Teotihua
can in aquatic, and later, military, iconograph'
contexts. Recently. Ellen T. Baird (1989) has ex-
tensively reviewed this symbol and its occur
rences in the epiclassic (a.d. 800-1000) art of
Teoühuacan. Cacaxtle in Tlaxcala, and in art of
the Mixtee región. Baird (1989:116) hypoUiesized
üiat üiis cut shell signáis Venus in its war-related
contexts and that it evolved into the Central
Mexican Venus sign. Although this symbol mayverywell have had suchassociaUonsatTeoü ua

can, tliis hypothesis cannot be used to i e
V™u, appariüom a, pan «f A.
complex inuoduced along "W' "
Waxaklahun Ubah-Kan. Iromcally. "
pointed out, il is ü,e assoclaUon of this —
or its whole star expression, «Wi expta 1
tary and Vanus-relatedconjc^»*^^^.'^^^^^
iTtTvlVrt MeZn highiands. T.
U,at.tisVe„nsatTeoahn^---rd
bol is a military one in the 1
because the Classic Maya do associ ^

warfare, by means of a very
not tenable. Ncvertheless, thejccu^^^^
cut shell as the insignia o military
reinforce onr '-ni^tation
instrument. In another v ua yariaüons,
of the star-cut-shell element ̂
Virginia Miller (1989) jtza and
associaüons of the symbo a Milico
elsewhere in the Terminal
made several other peitinen P ^gQts at

■  a A with writhmg scT"element is associated ^ Mcr-
Chich'en Itza in border half-sta«
cado dais. Human faces em 6 ̂  pínally»
carved on reliefs from Ch' j,e wearing
some Chich'en Itza warriors ^ ̂ skirt in a
a giant versión of the star e .yjnbolic state
manner that clearly represents a

rather than a piece of clothing. In the Upper

Temple of the Jaguars muráis at Chich'en Itza, a
star-skirted warrior stands next to a seated lord

who is inside a great spiked disk. Clemency Cog-

gins (Coggins and Shane 1984:162) suggested
that this is a Venus star-warrior engaged with the

Sun Disk-Maya Lord. Later in this chapter we

shall show that this Sun Disk is, in fact, a late
Maya expression of the tok'-pakal Wrapping
warriors in great snakes, feathered or otherwise
decoraied but always rattlesnakes, consütuted

the other expression of mysücal or spiritual state
on the battlefield in the Chich'en Itza muráis.
Evidenüy, warriors could manifest die being
symbolized by the cut-shell-star just as they
could manifest the spirit serpents, die most un-
portant of which was the Waxaklaliun-Ubah-
Kan.

12. H.SS» von Whming (I987i65) «tmbulcd the tat
idenUfication of thU symbol with the War Tlaloc
to Beyer (1922), who called it an "emblem of
Tlaloc.- He fnrthet cited Seler, who stiggested it
„pmsented the footprint of a jaguar, and Caso
who associated the lower part with the hp of
Tlaloc Ven Winning went beyond the simpe
^.ociaüon by showing that the symbol was
ticularly used on standards with a featfiei^
fringed disk atop a shaft which were camed by
warrior Bgnr.^
We first nouced the oireci"■.^.aWcombinationthmughHassovonVWn.

•  ÍI987-95-96. fiP-rcTcúie War Tlaloc) in his compararive smdyTTe^tihnaca. iconography. He had long ago
-ri that this owl.weapon medallion func

i,cf Teotihuacan and appeared with
'"""Tot warriois. lames LangW ('986i85)
Itny reviewrii this medallion compkx and
cC! MU'»»

' "iTm^aUy associated with the14. This imagery ^f Atetelco,

dí^y'»'»««"»L the Maya. The most complete""^Plex known to US areOak.

Í^T982)° P"»»»»
.  n üie warrior figures in the Ate-
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their eyes and carry javelins, spearthrowers, and
small round or rectangular shields aa sígnala of
their status. We cannot prove that these weapons
became the metaphor for "war" at Teotihuacan
because we do not know the language they spoke,
and henee we cannot prove any hypotheses re-
quuing control of language. However, in the
Classic Maya context, where we do control lan
guage through dedphered texts, we can be sure
that the two elementa of the meuphor, the flint
blade (íoA-) and the shield {pakat). enjoy the kind
of autonomy required by the Aztec metaphor for
war aa deacribed by Fran Karttunen in the note
immediately below (for example, we have the
phraae "hia flint, hia shield" aa a direct substitu-
tion for "hb flint-ahield"). Furthermore. the con-
siatent presence of these images at Teotihuacan,
and of the owl with war imagery there, certainly
supporta the profound association with war that
could have tranaferred to the Maya with the
Tlaloc-war complex.

16. We aaked Fran Karttunen, a highly respectad
Náhuatl specialist, about this metaphor and she
provided the following commentary ¡n February
1991:

The Náhuatl difraaismo/nietaphor for "war" you are
looking for is miU chinuMi "arrow shield" rather than
atíoíf chúnalh "atlatl shield." No need to comb Olmos;
it s right in Molina, identified as a meuphor. It appears
numbers of times in the Cantares mexicanos. Anoiher
apparent difraaismo is chimalli tlacochüi "shield dart."
It appears several times in the Cantares bul not in
Molina. Bierhorst thinks it ia a metaphor for "warrior,"
and that would make senae. since a common way ¡f
constructing a difraaismo was to ñame an entity by two
of its characteristics. Henee, "skirt blouse" for a woman
"turtle rabbit" for an armadiUo (i.e., shell and long ears)!
The Molina stamp of approval on mül chimalli is incon
trovertible.

By the way, these are true difrasismos. Mül does not
modify chimalli It's not an "arrow-shield" or an "arrow-
kind-of-a-shield." That would be michimalli The arrow
and the shield have equal status. Mili chimalli u like
saying, "it [war] is an arrow, it is a shield." Likewise,
chimalli tlacochth would mean "He (a warrior] has a
shield, he has a dart."

Mili can be translated as either "arrow" or
"arrows," tlacochüi as either "dart" or "darts,"
and chimalli as either "shield" or "shields," since
Náhuatl makes no distinction between singular
and plural for inanimate entities. Henee the met
aphor for war could also be translated as "It is
arrows, it is shields" and for a warrior as "He has
a shield, he has darts."

17. In A Forest of Kings, we identified the scene on

Stela 31 as a representation of the last recorded

action in the text—a bloodlctting by the king as
the javelin-shield person. Since we published
that interpretation, we have leamed a great deal
about the knot-in-hand accession phrase that ap
pears in this text and at Palenque. Barbara
MacLeod and Schele (Schele 1991b) realized that
the central act of accession it records was the

tying on of the royal headdress—usually the
Jester God, whose ñame was Sak-Hunal. Several

scenes of this headdress ritual show an attendant,

who is sometimos an official and other times a

dead parent or god, lifting up the headdress to
show it to an audience bcfore it is put on the
king s head. On Stela 31, Stormy-Sky holds up his
tok-pakal in exactly this action. Schele and Vil-
lela (1992) have also associated the Tikal acces
sion with similar depictions of accession at
Palenque.

18. In our discussion of the Tikal-Waxaktun war and
the inscriptions associated with it, we (Schele and
Freidel 1990:156, 449-^50) showed that the
spearthrower-owl and spearth rower-shield are
simply phonetic substitutions for each other. In a

subsütution first explained by Peter Mathews,
the shield is phonetically marked as kuh, a term
Itnown in both Chol and Yukatek as "owl of
ontien. We also showed how the kuh owl from
the early Tikal complex was soon replaced by
tndigenous Maya term for "shield," pakaL The
spearthrower was quickly replaced by the princi
pal Maya weapon of war, the flint-headed spear
called tok. Thus, the spearthrower-owl-shield
symbol was quickly replaced by "flint-shield,"

(Schele 1990b), which became the em-
blem of war for the Maya.

19. Houston (1983) identified a phonetic substitu-
n, to k\a) for the flint blade, thus confirming
reading as tok'. Many intriguing problems

ill surroiuid the relationship between objects
and powers in Classic Maya reality. We know

® fact that the Maya created beautifnl
«^'Pped stone objects, especially of honey-dark

ert and obsidian but also in all cryptocrystal-
materials. Archaeologists cali these objects
ntric flints "eccentric" because they ^1°
conform to obviously useful shapes Idte

PP®i"s> kmves, spearheads or javelin tips. As
shall see, the category of tok' depicted in
y art indudes not only spearheads, but evi*

dently also such eccentric chipped-stone objects.
haeological excavated examples depict ab-

stract shapes, animals such as snakes, and mul-
tiarmed shapes with human profiles sporting

the smoking celt of K'awil. The eccentric flints
are a very ancient tradition among the lowland
Maya, extending back at least into the Late
Preclassic period (400 B.C.—A.D. 200) and proba-
bly into the Middle Preclassic (1000-400 B.C.).
They precede the advent of the Tlaloc-Venus
ritual complex of war by many centuries. The
javelin-spearhead-owl complex at Teotihuacan,
which provides the antecedent for the Maya
war symbol tok'-pakal, does not employ obvious
eccentric forms of chipped stone. We believe,
therefore, that the Maya absorption and adapta-
tion of the Teotihuacan concept integrated a
venerable Maya category of magical objects as
sociated with war and sacrifice with this power-
ful new formula and rationale for conquest.
This syncretism may well account for the rapid
subsütuüon of the aUaU and its feathered jave
lin by the Maya stabbing spear as the íoAr' com-
ponent in the symbol. In light of archaeological
context, we can say that some tok -pakalob were
likely to have been heirlooms passed down
through families. Because the retrieved ones
ended up in cached offerings and burials, how
ever, we know that Maya stoneworkers were
fashioning new tok'-pakalob for noble patrom
throughout ü>e Classic pcnod. These stonework-
ecs were no doubt ihe same people «ho cre^the weapons of «a, usedby these nobles from

the same materials.

20. That the effigy battle standard ^
Group 6C-XVI was a war emblem, ra er
a ballcourt marker, is supported by the
phrase of the text as well tradi-of the emblem of war m the Teotinu
tion. It relates direcUyto a simtlar—^^^
the conclusión of a long yax- 22

t VaAv Classic Untéis at laxcorded on a set of Ear Y have u
chilan. Both of .hese temuna phra^^^
chb íoor, "received it. the sonThe last phrase onthe^^^^,^^.^,
begins with » cAa, se»e ^
and in the very l«t g fí ; ,h¡eld
a spearthrower

that appears on th ^
oíanse at Yaxchilan

ing the glyph for

with a vanan, of ^
carry, to use, to W"' ' ypiy ¡s the term
tek (Barrera Vásquez 1980 "»'
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for "spirit or animal companion." This seems to

be a final dedicatory phrase recording that it (the

inscription and its history) was received by the

u;ay of these two important gods. The battle
standard has the same u ch'a ski-.^? way followed

by a phrase concluding with the spearthrower-
shield combination. We think this may record

that the way of this war emblem and the Waxak-
lahun-Ubah-Kan beast it conjures received the

inscription on the standard.
Although we can't be absolutely sure, the logi-

cal thing being received in these phrases is the
text of sacred words itself, received as the Maya
gods and ancestors süU receive prayers, explana-
üons, and admoniüons from human beings. At
Yaxchilan, the wayob who received the words
carved on the Untéis were two gods, one named
0-Chak and the other shown as a cruUer-eyed
jaguar god. We shaU meet both of them again.
On the Tikal standard, the being who received
the sacred words was either the spirit of Tlaloc-
Venus war itself as housed in the speaithrower-
shield talismán, or it was the divine monster who
accompanied the spirit of this talismán, W«^-
lahun-Ubah-Kan. The dedicaüon phrase of the
standard identifies its proper ñames as the Tlaloc
emblem and the spearthrower-owl signs, the m-
signia of the upper medaUion. But the final text
phrase identifies it as part of a larger category o
magical objects caUed spearthrower-shield an
later tok'-pakal

Chri5 Jone madc thit «nnecnon ^
1990 Texas W.,kah.p «n Maya Hicmglypto
Writing. This rcmgmti.» W «. t. realim that
Oio spc.tthr.wcr-shicld combination corte-
iponded to the flint-shield war symbol. Pasatory
(1974) first demomtrated the relaüonship be
tween the Stela 51 hnage and her Tlaloc B at
Teotihuacan.

The dance in the lower registe, of Boom i has
been taken to be part of the heir-designanon nte
iccorded in the upper registe. (M. MiUer 19«a),butnewdeciphermentsnowaliowtheidenttfim-
úonof the last eventin the maintemm the
dedication of a house. Presumably, the da^
corresponded to this rimal- Landa descnbed the
ce of suth feathered banners in the ntes of
K.uk'ulkan at Mani in Vukatan: ^ they re-
garded him as a god. and fixed a time for to m
which they should celébrate a festival to hnn as
auch and this «as celehrated throughout all the
land until the destruction of Mayapan. After thts
(city) was destroyed, it was celehrated only m the
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province of Mani, and the other provinces, in

recognition of whal ihey owed to K'uk'ulkan,

presented, ene ycar and anothcr, to Mani four

and sometimes five magnificent banncrs of

feathers ... they placed the banners on top of the

temple" (Tozzer 1941:157-158; parens original).

We shall note later that K'uk'ulkan was, in all

likelihood, a transformation of the Waxaklahun-

Ubah-Kan. Tozzer, in a note, offers further evi

dente of a direct connection between processional

banners and battle banners: "At Zaci or Zaqui-

vae, the native ñame for Valladolid, there was, as

already noted, an idol to the god Aczaquivae and

'every four years they had a ceruin combat

among the natives, some against others, over

whom they carried a banner which they had of

a regular miliury type and hoisted on that high
hill (temple) in the midst of (the town)' " (Tozzer

1941:157; parens original).

The third room shows the sacrificial rites

that sanctified the events of Room 1—the heir-

designation and house dedication. Again the
central dancers are flanked by stand ard-bearers.

The two lords on the right lead the musicians

in the great dance, and the two on the left hold

their standards high in the air and stride to-
ward the dancers. These last two figures may
represent a victorious warrior and his captive,
soon to be sacrificed. Mary Miller (1986a: 144)
pointed out that the second of these two figures
wears the same green rope as the sacrificial vic-
tim in the center of the scene. She suggested
both figures as the next victims, while we see
the first as the captor leading his captive toward
his fate.

23. Unda described this scene in his sixteenth-cen-
tury discussion of Maya warfare in Yukatan:
.  . Guided by a tall banner they went out in

great silence from the town and thus they
marched to attack their enemies, with loud cries
and with great cruelties, when they fell upon
them unprepared" (Tozzer 1941:123). See note 1
for discussion of the tactical use of the Aztec
battle standard as a signaling device. Note that
while the Aztecs atuched the standards to the
backs of warriors, Maya warriors carried their
standards. There are a variety of atUched ele-
ments in the Maya repertoire as well, generally
called backracks, and the dancers in Room 3 of
the Bonampak' painted temple have banners at-
tached to their backs. The Teotihuacan warriors
wear their great war medallions as pectorals, and
there are Late Classic Maya kings who similarly

display the owl on their chests as pan of the

Tlaloc-Venus ritual complex.

24. The sacred banners of Chamula and the saints

and sacred objects of otlier modern Maya people

are kept in wooden boxes very much like the
Bonampak' box.

25. Mary .Miller (personal communication 1989)
thinks tlie same Knot-eye-Jaguar may have been

captured by a king of Piedras Negras. I^ater, we

shall see that Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil of Tikal is

deeply concemed with the standards of his city,

one example of which was likely lost with his
father when that hapless lord was captured by
Flint-Sky-God K of Dos Pilas.

26. The text of the Temple of the Sun also records
the heir-designation of Chan-Bahlam, when he
was displayed from the pyramid as the enterer

(Schele 1985b). Five days later on summer sol-
stice, he became the sun in the company of GI,
who was probably his father in the guise of the
god. At Bonampak', this same heir-designation
ritual is associated with war and the laking of

captives for sacrifico (M. Miller 1986a) so that we

presume that Chan-Bahlam's heir-designation

was also associated with warfare conducted by

Pakal. We are considerably more convinced now
than when we wrote A Forest of Kings (Schele
and Freidel 1990: 470-471) that the smaller fig
ure in the three scenes is in fact Pakal, ratlier

than Chan-Bahlam as a child. The shell under

him on the Tablet of the Foliated Cross is identi-
fied glyphically as K'an-Hub-Matawil, "Pr^'

cious-Shell-Matawil," which Stuart and Houston
(1991) have identified as a supernatural location
in the Otherworld from which ihe First Mother.

First Father, and their children carne. On the
Tablet of the Cross, he is standing on a 9 giyph.
which usually pairs with a fFiAc-Ek-K^no
glyph. We now know these two glyphs also re
cord supernatural locations in the Otherworl
Although we still do not understand the being
supponing him on the Tablet of the Sun, we

take

his location in the Otherworld on the other tw
tablets to lócate him in supernatural space- T
location is consistent with his identification as ̂
dead ancestor rather than as a yet-to-be crown
child.

27. Zhang He (1990) first associated these Palenq"®
thrones and their counterparts at Copan with

"nages of bone thrones shown in pottery se
28. This drum-major headdress is the Late

analog of the domed mosaic headdresses wo

Curl-Snout on the side of Stela 31 and by
Ven"®'
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Tlaloc warriors throughoul the Classic period.

Schele and Villela (1992) have explored these

associations with the accession compounds used

at Palenque for putting on tliis headdress.
29. See A Forest of Kings (Schele and Freidel 1990:

262-305) for a full recounting of her siory.

30. The text next to his head reads u bah nawal
wi-ch'ok-te'-na or "it gocs the transformaüon

(spirit) companion of tlie root-sprout-tree-house.
An alteniative reading of the nawal collocation as
na oí may refer to the coming out through tlie
heart of tlie beastie we are seeing. The initial
verb may also be a combinaúon of the ha rodent
head and a tree sign with numbers on it. We súll
do not know how to read that particular verb, but
it seems to be associated with bloodletting con-
texts.

31. The god's ñame appears here, in an exactly
parallel passage on Lintel 42, and on Lintel 14
of Yaxchilan. Barbara MacLeod (1991c) sug
gested that the full ñame of this god may be
01 Chak and that this ñame refers to the oí
portal in the turüe carapace of Uie Maize God's
resurrections.

52. Recognition that Stela 6 did not depiet a kmf
carne from long term convetsauons
David Stuart, Nikolai Grube. and Schele. ■
the recogniúon that the Waxaklahun-übah-Km
phrase on the side of the monument was not the
ñame of a person but a Visión Serpent, .t became
clear that the protagonist of this monument was
not a king (Schele 1990b).

33. Archaeological and epigraphic evidenm «iíthat Ttkal lost a war with Caracol and tt. a ta
ending in a.D. 562, another ending .n ».h. 6".
and a final one with Dos Pilas «.d ^a.o.679.Anewl,excava.edstai.satD.sMm

records that the tok'-pakal oí his a e ,
Skull, was bronght down by ffimt-Sky-God

his son. Ruler B. but he ¿,e lin-
of the imagery that would be carv
tels of ,^^^un-Ubah-Kan be-

35. We know thts n the WaxaW
cause the ñame is wntten ñamethenow-destroyedverbandprecedmgta

of the king (Schele 1990)^ ^ ^ ̂
36. We think this ¡agu^ 8« "whois

beingcalled(V.^»¡-^^7^J„„.,efa.
named the way of the ^from Altar de Sacrificio-
mous polychroroe vase o notice the

Fig. 5:18). Ben Leaf was the
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39
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shell earflare of the God Chak in the ñame of this

great beast, who is apparently also shown on the
Initial Series pot firom Waxaktun. There he holds

a bound lip-to-lip cache vessel.
This place is identified by an emblem glyph with
a snake head as its raain sign. Peter Mathews
called it Site Q in an early study of the many
looted panels associated with that emblem glyph.
Evidence supporting its identification as Kalak'-
mul is süll debatable, with Peter Mathews and
Nikolai Grube espeáally doubtful that it can be
that kingdom. We will use Kalak'mul for the
purposes of this discussion, while waming that
the identification may well change in the years
ahead. A newly discovered hieroglyphic stairway
from Dos Pilas, which has been deciphered by
Stephen Houston and David Stuart, records
Flint-Sky-God K as the vassal lord of the king of
Site Q, wherever it was. Lords from this kingdom
also parücipated in two earUer wars against Tik^
and its next king died at Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil's
hands.

Nikolai Grube, in a letter sent to the authors m
February 1990, demonstrated the phoneüc read
ing of the verb as hub. which means among other
things "bajar" or "to put something down." To
conquer in the Maya idiom was to put down the
íok'-pakal oí your enemy. The tok'-pakal was a
dass of objects induding the War Serpent and
the feather-fringed standards, and perhaps the
capacity to make war itself.
Again the text records this quite direcUy as «tzak
k'ultu ch'am úyak'il, "he conjured the god by his

r  iií« tonffuc*" 1991 Dftvidharvesüng from his tongue,

smmt recoguic»! au example of the laucet glyph
en a text fmm Copan Stmctute 22a. This exam
ple has cAb and mu os phonetlc complements
spelUng the wotd it represented. CAim means
"to grasp or receive," but it is also glossed in Chol
tuid Chorti as "to harvest," as when one plucks an
car of com from its stalk. We now know that the
Maya thought of bloodletting as the act of "har-
„sa„g" human sustemmce.
„„ used to record the relationshtp of a cluld tohis parents as their "harvest" (Schele. Smart, and

^Itan'the Maya system was 9.12.6.16.17 11
Kaban 11 Zo«'. «Web ouriously enough was ex-
acdy one k'amn after a date at Palenque when apcinof the same ñame. Nu-Bak-ChAvmted
ralenqne and par.icip..ed in house dedicauon
rites in whieh captives were sacrificed. We do no,
know how the twe events are reUted, Jthough
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we suspect the Tikal king may have been trying

to establish an alliance with Pakal. In any case,

the fact that he was sacrifíced exactly one k'atun

later seems unlikely to have been coincidental.

41. This Kalak'mul king was probably the father of

the man Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil captured and

killed.

42. The king's ñame in Mayan would have been

Balah-Ka'an-K'awil.

43. The text on this lintel records a star war against
an unknown site that took place on 9.15.12.11.13

7 Ben 1 Pop (February 8, A.D. 744). On the same

day, presumably for the battle itself, he did some-

thing (it's the same verb as Lintel 3 of Temple 1)
with the litter, which was named Nik Pilip K'in-
Balam Ek'Hun u k'ul Yax-Muy-Ka'an-Chak, Sak
Chuwen, "Flower ???? Sun-Jaguar, the Black-
Headband, the god of First-aoud-Sky-Chak, the
White-Artisan. The cruller-eyed, jaguar-eared
god, who is also the god of number seven and the
patrón of the month Wo, is named K'in-Balam
and he was the god and palanquin of a Naranjo
lord captured in battle. An important new insight
into this event has been provided by Simón Mar-
tin, a young British epigrapher, who attended the
1991 Workshop on Maya Hieroglyphic Wriüng
at Texas where he impressed everyone with the
astuteness of his knowledge of the Site Q inscrip-
tions. During the summer of 1991 he extended
his studies to include Naranjo and Tikal. He (S.
Manin n.d.) identified a Tikal attack in which a
Naranjo lord was captured and brought back to
the dty. The captured palanquin shown on Un-
tel 2, which has the Naranjo emblem glyph on its
base, was taken from this unfortunate captive.
Martin went on to identify this very captive
as the man who struggles at Ruler B's feet on
Stela 5.

44. Hassig (1988) detaib the manner in which Aztec
armies signaled conquest of a town by buming its
main temple and either destroying or taking cap
tive the images of the principal gods of the com-
munity.

45. Proskouriakoff (1963-64) identified the glyph in
this phrase as "captor of' based on its association
with known captivos. We have long known that
it read u kan, but it was not until 1990 that its full
meaning became apparent. A panel depicting the
first bloodletting rite of Dos Pilas Ruler 3's son
was discovered by the Dos Pilas projea in 1990
(Palka 1990; Houston 1993). The man who helps
the youngster perfórate his penis is titled u kan
ch'ok where he is clearly not a captor of the boy.

David Stuart, Stcphen Houston, and Nikolai

Grubc realized from this and othcr independeni

evidence that the glyph corresponded to the term

kan, which means "to guard" in Yukatek. The

captor is the guardián of his captive and of the

trophies such as the battle litters that are taken

in battle. This may explain why particular

ñames, like Tah-Mo', "Torch-Macaw," recur in

these guardián phrases so often.

46. David Stuart has long been uncomfortable with

the ka valué that had been proposed for the

dotted-comb sign by Lounsbury in an 1977 anal-

ysis of the Yax-Pas, "New E)awn," ñame at

Copan. By 1988, Stuart (1988b) had found this

sign substituting in the glyph for eider brother,

sukun or sakun. Since pos was a Cholan word for

"dawn," he felt sa was the more likely reading.

In 1990, Grube and Nahm (1990) found an inde-

pendent set of substitutions that confirm the sa

valué and Schele (1991b) found yet another set.

The evidence is now very strong that the dotted-
comb sign had the valué sa Combined with the

moon sign, which read ha, we now know his

actual ñame was Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil.

47. The precise relationship between the tok'-pakal
and the hasaw-ka'an remains elusive. The Wax-

aklahun-Ubah-Kan at Tikal was conjured in con-
junction with a decorated staff that likely

constituted a hasaw-ka'an. The seated king here

c^Ties the bunched javelins and shield em-

blematic of the tok'-pakal and mentions this talis
mán in his defeat of his enemy, Jaguar-Paw, on
the adjacent lintel. Clearly the Classic Maya em-
ployed several kinds of objects in the conjuring oí
supematurals for war. So far, the tok '-pakal is the
precedent-setting object for hegemonic war of
territorial expansión among these people. Por-
haps the Maya already had a principie of battle
talismán in place into which they incorporated
the tok-pakal, but this remains to be seen with
future investigation of the issue. Present evi
dence indicates that the principie expanded and
elaborated after the initial success of Tikal
against Waxaktun.

Grube (I99la) associated the hasaw-ka'a"
flapstaffs" with battle banners and quotes Vil

lagutierre Soto-Mayor's description of their us
by the Itza Maya:

They had two other idob which they adorad as gods of
battíe: one they callad pakoc [pak'ok], and the other.
hexunchan. They carried them when they went to f»g *
tbe Chinamitas, their mortal frontier enemies, an

when they were going into battle they bumed copal, and
when tliey pcrfonned sotne valiant action their idoU,
whom they consulted, gave them answers, and in the
mitotes and dances they spoke to them and danced with
them.

(Villagutierre 1983:303)

Following a clue from David Stuart, Grube
went on to assooate the hasaw-ka an banners

with a war banner called tlauhpiucholpanult,

"red flamingo feather banner," that appears in
the Lienzo de Tlaxcala. It was part of the war

dress of Xipe-Totec in the aspect of the sky.
48. As it happens, David was substituting on a Far

Horizons tour for Schele, who was unable to

come on the trip. Mike and Harry Parker and
Sibyl Masquelier, among many other great peo
ple on the tour, shared this moment, as did Arq.
Guadalupe Belmente, Mexican govemment ar-
chaeologist who kindly allowed Freidel to exam
ine the Tonina facade closely. Maiy Dell Lucas,
owner of Far Horizons. and photographer Bany
Norris were not on the scene, but were very
helpful in thinking it through.

49. In his letter of 1989 on the way glyph and its
related concepts, Nikolai Grube suggested tha
the title present in the ñames of Chan-Bahlam,
K'an-Hok'-Chitam, and Bahlam-K'uk' reads not
bakel balam-ahaw as Schele (1985a) had earher
proposed, but instead Baklefl) f^ay, "Bony Soul
Companion." He further suggested that all
members of the royal family of Palenqu^r
perhaps only those who became kmgs of Pa-
lenque-had one of the great dancing skele
gods so frequently shown in Maya pottery scenes
as their way or "soul companion. c.

50. In the inscriptions of the Hierogly? ic
centered between their six portraits. y
recorded in the "sibling relauom p

the day House C was dedicated (Sche^ d.^
Six men from different places became ro
by dying together in these j;;;:
Perhaps as interesting, the same
fers to a person named Nu-Bak-Chak, othe
wise nicknamed Shield-Skull who J ̂
father of Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil o
thermore, the west panel of the emp^^^^
scriptions records that he
9.11.6.16.17, exactly one k atún
date that his tok'-pakal was put down by
king of Dos Pilas.

51. New phonetic ^ok' valué of
king was named has -nfirm ̂ Jh ,the bundle glyph. The animal in the n

fíat nose, small ear, and fur or hair along its jaw.

Xul was originally used beca use it is a neutral

term for "animal" in Q'eqchi as well as the ñame

of the month written with a similar head, but the

consistent presence of ma as a phonetic comple-

ment identifies it as a word ending in -am. Only

one animal ñame fits these conditions—chitam

or "peccary." This king's actual ñame was K'an-
Hok'-Chitam.

52. We suspect that the need of captives for the
dedication of the new north facade of the Palace

sent K'an-Hok'-Chitam against Tonina, because

it is the last major project we know of archaeo-
logically before his capture and death at the
hands of the Tonina king.

53. It tums out that the last glyph in this phrase is
Pia Ahaw, so that the human soul companion
of this terrible being is identified as a lord of
the unknown place of Pia. Interestingly, this
same glyph shows up in titles and as a toponym
in the inscriptions of Pomona (called Pakab m
ancient times), the first kingdom to the east of
Palenque. One of the six sacrificial victims
brothered for the dedication of House C was
also a Pia Ahaw (Fig. 7:23). We wonder if Pia
was not a province in the kingdom of Pomona
and if Pia was not associated in some way with
Tonina. We wish also to acknowledge that Ste-
phen Houston and David Stuart on the one
hand and Nikolai Grube on the other indepen-
dentiy identified these place ñames and identi
fied the people associated with them. D)oper
and Schele (1991) have furthermore recognized
an earlier war between Pia and Palenque in
which the lords of Pia penetrated into Palenque
and damaged the central area of the city called
Lakam-Ha.

In January 1993, Schele had the opportunity
to visit Tonina with yet another tour group.
While there she examined the stucco mural with
great care. The "turtle-head" sign has a dotted
circle attached to its forehead. This sign is prob-
lematic because a dotted circle is phonetic ma
The glyph for macaw. which are called mo m„.«M.y.ey«.hav=U.isd.n.dcij=le^
üie eye » » P^oneUc complemínL In ba, th
head. for "T"- "" l«.,„aw.y"iU.«nlyd.i.d«.«doye«d.an^h
U.abirdfr.mU.o.u,U..Thu.,i.n^.b>o<ta
ü,e glyph "O roo'l" f»-" 7
Uter reading i. <he eorrect one, then the
«„„„t be aetoeiated with any presendytaown
place.
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54. The netting pattem abo recalb the background
to the Atetelco mvurab, which depict the Tlaloc-
war complex in greatest detail at Teoühuacan.

55. Arthur Demarest, Stephen Houston, and their
coUeagues are invesligating thb problem in the
field (Demarest and Houston 1990).

56. The severed and bleeding head of the jaguar b
a well-esiablbhed sacrificial image on stucco

and painted decorated lowland temples already
in the Late Predassic period, centuries before
the vbible impact of Teotihuacan conventions
on such buildings. Thb image remains central
to Maya war iconography through the Qassic
period, as expressed for example on the Tablet
of the Sun at Palenque. Examples of Predassic
bleeding-mouthed j aguara are known from Cer

ros in Beüze and Tikal in Guatemala. Other ex

amples of the jaguar at Cerros, bearing the sun
glyph on their cheeks, and associated with the
nnat symbol of royal office, show that thb beast
representad majestic power as well as sacrifice

(Schele and Freidel 1990: Chapters 3, 4, 6).

57. David Freidel's student from the People's Re-

public of China, Binsheng Wang, has written a

persuasiva paper to the effect that the Maya

Late Classic warfare bears a much stronger re-

semblance to the Chinese "Spring and Autumn"

periods of warfare between shifting alliances of

many capitab than to the "Warring States"

phase between rival imperial aspirants who had

already consolidated substantial territorial con

trol.

58. None of the previous interpretations of the im-

agery of Teotihuacan have ever identified a fig

ure who cotild represent a ruler. As a result,

most interpretations of the political and social

organization of Teotihuacan have assumed

some kind of anonymous rulership in which the

public representation of political power was not

an important component of Teotihuacan's sys-

tem. Thb began to change in a 1991 seminar at

the University of Texas, when Nancy Deffen-

bach presented an analysb of the murab of Ate

telco showing that the figures in the net

surrounding the entry portal into the compound

are categorically different from the others in

the same mtural. These human figures wear the

nosepiece and headdress of the female Creatrix

in the Tlalocan murab of the Tepantitla com

plex. Deffenbach abo showed that the net pat

tem on thb wall b abo different in that it lacks

the nawal animab from the other walb and b

marked with blood sjnnbob. When Schele saw

her analysb, she immediately recognized that
thb reproduced the pattem by which the Maya
identified their rulers—that b. by surrounding
them with emblems drawn directly from the
central cosmic imagery of the World Tree. The
Tepantitla murab represent the Teotihuacan
analog of the same imagery. By analogy to the
Maya case, human beings who wear symbols
drawn from that imagery may depict mlers
who wield that power on earth. We suggest
that these human figures on the Atetelco entry
wall represent the ruler of Teotihuacan, and we
have since noticed many other images showing
humans wearing the same emblems as they
hold scepters of various sorts. If we are correct
in identifying these representations as those of
the ruler of Teotihuacan, the person of the king
may not have been as anonymous as we had
previously thoughl.

59. See Schele and Freidel (1990: Chapter 10) for an
account of the collapse and the century that fol
lowed it. In the last decade, it has become in
creasingly clear that the collapse was neither as
universal ñor as widespread as had been previ
ously thought. In the Copan valley, for instance,
the outlying groups were occupied for a century
or more after the end of the central govemment.
The same may have been true of the central
Peten area. Moreover, northem Belize and north
em Yukatan never collapsed at all. Sites lik®
Lamanai (Pendergast 1990) and Santa Rit®
Chase and A. Chase 1986) were never abandoned
and have continuous habitation for three thou
sand years.

60. K'uk'ulkan, the Feathered Serpent of Chich en
Itza, was abo associated with another snaked gt"^'
Hapay Kan, translated "Great Sucking Snake,
who was mentioned in the Books of Chil®"^
Balam. Ralph Roys, noted ethnohbtorian of
these chronicles, offers thb translation and poin
out that Hapay Kain refers to an individual w
was, according to the accounts, taken
Chich'en Itza to Uxmal and pierced by an arrov
Before that, however, he states: " . . • the son (
possibly the sons) of 'Holy Izamal' was given i»
tribute (or perhaps under tribute) to feed an
notirbh Hapay Can." (Roys 1967:179)- l^ap 7
Kan was at Chich'en Itza. Roys then suppf
evidence that Hapay Kan does refer to a
among the modera Lakandon and that Feathe
Serpents preside over sacrifice in scenes
Chich'en Itza. The argument is clearly spee ^
tive, but the point remains that the go,ds of

Chich'en Itza served all of that city's human lords
and not just iu king.

61. Victoria Bricker (1981:158-144) notes the pres-
ence of two categories of character. the Feathered
Serpent and the White Heads Cnaloc-masked) m
the modera Maya fesüval of San Sebastián m
Zinacantan. Seeing the Precolumbian anteced-
ents of these characters in K'uk'ulkan-Que
coatí and Tlaloc, Bricker cites ethnohbtoncal
literature that not only documenta the ~ntact-
period relationship between Tlaloc and ̂ etzd-
coatl as rain and wind respecuvely, °
both to warfare and sacrifice (Bricker
149). The mask of the White Heads is a th^
pronged element placed over the upper face (s
the mask of Tlaloc emerging f«>m
head of the Waxaklahun-Ubah-Kan on
of Yaxchilan for a remarkably ^and placementVWeargue that theWaxaH^-
Ubaí-Kan b the Classic Maya ñame for^e
Mesoamerican Mosaic (,992b)
Teotihuacan versión of , helmet,
persuasively suggests «a

Queualcoatl by ih «ñcker's associations
Feathered Serpent. In sum. ^ ̂
for these characters among Cnanbh Con

tended a thousand years before e

9""^ , „rdfor"comfield"Thb
62. Cintla b the Náhuatl word Gómara,

eyewitness accounts ( P® drawn fron»
65. ou,

Victoria Bncker » ̂  and Indian
of these events from both th
sides. . Recinos

64. Bricker (1981) in a trans atio
(1957), uses the entire ^^t K'iche'
de la casa Ixquin-Nahai , an^ called
hbtorical doctiment. A se interpreted by

Robert Carmack (1973=2 • 'p^^ton Uni-
Robert Garett the capital «fversityLibrary.WrittenatUmtl
the K'iche', by K'oyoi ^ battle and the
tenango, it provides detai s o
preparation for it that are no
sources. Our account (Carma

65. Thb is described in the
1973:302). , carriage and

66. Alvarado was a man 01 cali-
venrblondfeamres,«W'h'""°

ing him TommuA the Sun (Recinos and Goeu
1953:119). Tunadiú b the Maya transformation
of the Náhuatl nickname.

67 Recinos (1953:119) makes the day 1 Ganel (Q'a-
' „.l) <0 d.e d., F.bn.»y 20, 1524, m the

Julián adendar. Uíng the 584285 eeneledenc„„,tent,Febn.«y 20 ten en 11.15.4.1.8 12 Kta
14 Sak. 1 Q'anel, wbich ij etinal to 1 Lamat m the
Ynkateken eystetn, feU t«o days later en Febnf

22, 1524, or 11.15.4.1.8 lUm" >6
68. Sonn. Webster (1992) bao jott finUhed a stndy o

Ute conlratemitíes of Seville in Spam dnnng the™odofthean,ne,ta»dthelmtt»ocentm«

n the colonial period. He, trork 1-
enonnonsly to our nnderentndiní of the preces.
„r adaptenon ».d mfoA'i"' that «ent »
Aertly after the Conqnest. SeriUe was the o -
M «rt in Spain fren, whieh aU ships, people,l'rretsSandwenthontSpaintot^

,  • - thf. oeriod between loi"

the ntost powerfnl and numerons m
ney provided refnge fren, the Inqnts.-J^JXiüangovemntentofSevilletothe
ís of foreipters who flooded into the átyUiousands , „ealth there or to wait

' T^the New World. Neither instíto-
'"TeTthe foreigners and the eo»fra«miti«
í safe way for then. to display ptety and
a rftieal alUes. Most intportant to the

" "l J^t of parallel orpnmations in the
r^e eonfratemities ef SeviUe were in-

'"Tnt of both the state and the ávU author.
"in which tnentbersearried great ht.

hnages of Christ, the Virgin, and a
Members whipped thetnselves pn^
„ of penitenee and piety that rivaled

" —Hot for self-infbcted blcodrited.ibe P^ penitenta wouid oftenWebster r^^ ¿«ir
deliberately spray ne

a no to webster, many of the sumes
""f It to perfonn mirades. They were""' TÍ^thrvablearm. and heads, and

t^anddress«ltepre.entthemo.t
'^^riencepossible.Boththesumesand

«alisncexpena» F ,„ong

U,e proceastons „„ho,a sumes were

«Be tf,e king of Spain as early^Icentnry.Most important for ns.
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both by civiliaiu and soldiers and by the mendi-

cani orders, especially the Franciscans and the

Dominicans. There, the institution of the co

fradía provided a very special refuge for the

Maya and other native people by providing a
shelter for preserving the cid mythology and

pageant under the thin disguise of Christianity.
As in Seville, the cofradías began in the church

but remained largely independent of it. Today in
Guatemala, members of the cofradías are called
costumbristas. They are perceived as the conser-

vators of the oíd ways and beliefs in the face of

the spread of evangelical Christianity and the
pressure to assimilate into the dominant culture

of the Ladino. The processional statues were very
likely camed by Cortés's soldiers wherever they
went into battle. These are the angels and white
virgins the K'iche' Maya saw.

69. Our description draws on the discussion of this
santo in Momostenango by Garrett Cook (1986:-
149). The nauve ñame of Sanüago is Nima Chu-
mil, Momingstar. Significantly, the festival of
Santiago in Momostenango is the occasion for the
reenactment of the Conquest Dance in which
Tekum is defeated by Alvarado (Cook 1986:152).

70. The lords of Chich'en Itza undoubtedly had for-
eign allies, but current evidence suggests that
they were Mayan-speaking people. See Schele
and Freidel (1990: Chapter 9) for a summary
discussion of this issue.

71. Gary Gossen provided the following description
of the banners of Jesús carried by the Pasiones at

the Chamula Festival of Games, a major modem

Maya festival: "llic Pasións are the cuslodians of,

sponsors of, and actors in the cult to tlie head of

Sun/Christ, who is the principal deity honored al
the festival. The head of tlie Sun/Christ is repre-

sented by four metal flagpole tips. Each of tliree

seta (one for each barrio) of flagpole tips is kcpl
in a sacred wooden chest, which is brought out

during the festival and, during the rest of the
year, is maintained in tlie outgoing Pasión's

home in an elabórate chamber-like shrine. . . •

•  . . whereas the Pasión is in cliarge of tlie
head of the Sun/Christ (the flagpole tips and
ribbon), the Flower is in charge of the body (the
banners) and the skeleton (the peles). The four
banners (flowered cotton cloth on various colored

backgrounds) are kept carefully folded in a
wooden chest, receiving a regular 20-day flower
renewal ritual. . . . The flagpoles are kept
wrapped in white cotton, lying horizoiiully be-
hind the chest that contains the banners

(Gossen 1986:232-233). Vogt (n.d.) observed that
ribbons directly substituto for feathers in high-
land Maya staff decoration.

72. Arthur Demarest (1978) discussed this subject
under the rubric "situational ethics."

73. Rani Alexander (1993) has included the Haci
enda Ketelak and its surrounding settlement in
her Ph.D. dissertation on the historical archaeol-

ogy of this part of Yukatan for the Department
of Anthropology, University of New México.

Chapter 5: GamiiAg with the Oods
1- The Centro de Investigaciones Regionales de

Mesoamérica, located in Antigua, Guatemala,
provided this laboratory for workshops on hiero'
glyphic writing given in 1987, 1989, 1990, and
1992.

2. The three workshops—1987, 1989, and 1990—
were organized by Nora England of the Univer
sity of lowa and Martín Chacach Cutzal, the
formar director of the Proyeto Lingüistico Fran
cisco Marroquin. Steve Eliot of CIRMA provided
the facilities, support for the workshops, and
helped transíate into Spanish the English-lan-
guage workbook from the hieroglyphic workshop
Schele gives each year at the University of Texas
at Austin.

3. In 1990, Mareika Sattler pointed out the plaque

on the side of the ruined building, identifying «t
as the place where The Conquest of New Spain
was written.

4. Some of the ñames at Palenque were best-guess
translations that have since been refined by new
and continuing decipheiments.

5. James Fox (1984) had identified the pi sign »
numerical classifíer spelled pis in the inscriptions
of the Casa Colorada at Chich'en Itza, and David
Stuart (1987) had identified the dotted-naaize
sign as tzi In the fall of 1989, Stuart, Schele,
MacLeod, and several other epigraphers had pnt
these two readings together and independently
foimd the Yukatek entry of pitz as "play

6. Since Schele leamed to spieak Spanish in the field
without formal instruction, she speaks it under

standably, but ungrammatically. Her Spanish is
generously salted with naive constructions and
literal translations of English syntax and logic
into Spanish.

7. Both Q'eqchi and Q'anhobal are more closely
related to Cholan and Yukatekan, tlie principal
languages of the inscripüons, than Kaqchikel or
K'iche'. Of all of the languages spoken by paruci-
pants of the workshop, these two are the ones
that would be expected to have closely related
vocabularios as well as words that had survived
from the Classic period.

8. Many other authors have also wntten on e
Mesoamerican ballgame and tried to make
of the images and mytlis associaied witli it- Th
include Clune (1963), Knauth ^
(1948), Krickenberg (1946). Pasitory (1972),
Cohodas (1975), Gillespie (1991), and
Freidel (1991). See Kowalski and Fash (19 or
a very useful summary of past interpretaüons o

.  1 Qffp two new
tile game and its mytho ogy- «r im*
volume. ediUKl by Searbo^ugh and Wd»
(1991) and by Van Bu«el « al. (19
m», racen. invesúgaUons and in«.rpreuuana
the ballgame tradition. iv^nn-

9. Ce and Dleb, (1980,dal^M3) "
ument 52 as a kneeling

gestad tha. d.e onee-n.ovable
n..nlpnl,«d » n..«b
game. Many scholars suspecte
Olmee heads represen. in-

ballplayers, but this is süll a

10.rg:arB:L(1968,1973)repnned*^
.nres and idenúfied U.en, as ^
ers. See Leyenaar and Parsons ^
usefnl hismry of abon. U.e
summary of past and p
Mesoamerican 35,34) summarized

11. Leyenaar and Parson ' baAgames in
the evidence for Late Guate-

the Pacific coast and

mala and Chiapas. They P -egotihuacan
.  at Ventillo ai *

markers like those at vei ^
r  rourts and tneywere used in openne large heads vrth

that the "trophy head" cu t,
closed eyes and puffy ^ ball-
may represent sacrificial vicU
game cult. and Scar-

12. In the ordinary proceda , buildmg
borough had devised com-
groups describing the vari at O'"
plexityofsupposed household

13.

14.

15.

16,

ros. The Stiucture 50 group constituted the

most elabórate proposed residential complex in
the community before it revealed its tnie par
póse. Freidel and Scarborough might be for-
given being so off-center in their surface
analysis. At the time of the research, there were
no reported Preclassic ballcourts in the Maya
lowlands and very few Early Classic ones (Scar
borough et al. 1982). It is a good example of
archaeological expectaüons being driven by the
established record of what is known rather than
by what is potentially knowable. The evidence
for Preclassic ballplaying from other parts of
Mesoamerica should have encouraged the latter
view.

This bdlcour. was found by Scarborongh >nd
|.n..l..ll Tha od.er ballmor. «as discovarad by
C&rr*

Taladoira (1981) and Layanaar md Pa^ns
,,,88,34-39) snnnnarim U.a diffaran. kmds «fLllcoaruinMaso,marica,whara«.dh.«n»ny
,( aaah W bav« baan fonnd m d.a v«..us

^Cy^ ('9'8) and Pacana
(,,88) dominen, a gama Uia. is anll playwl m
9  U.a. rasamblas clmaly nnvivmg nnagas
„f ü,a Pracolumbian Maya gama. Ha d^bas a

^camd scoring sysmm d.a. doas no.
T Tí a abnP'«advance __basis on numbers we know
There " ̂ ^g ancient peoples, but
to have been sa ^
na^elTIfscoringsystem.lTieMarchl990
'^'^TNatiorudGeograpHicra^nesy...s

a LtmamsfromSinaloaplaylngto^'
"■"n maian. ballconr. a. Xochicalco. Usad .o
'  a Da. BaH *«y

td. from Darán is as follows:-r"'"m';:Td.obal.ga»eofwhiob^
■  ■ : i. offarad acaording m A" pronnsad''"^Trh.a.aP-U.admwingsbows.I.

i„ d.a ahapm ^ ^

- ro;r:nn°:-daU..aski,,some who piay . ¡.acceeded in not stop-

ping the flig . their

buttocks, no .au the calfof their legs, ñor
hands,n«rf«bno-^^^^,^^^,8oB. diosa
^th their arms. Ihey
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of one side and those of the other in not allowing
the ball to stop that it was marvelous—for if to
see those of our country (Spain) play ball with
their hands gives us such pleasure and surprise,
then seeing skill and speed with which some of
them play, how much more must we praise those
who with such skill and dexterity and elegance
play it with buttocks and with knees, counting it
a foul to touch the baU with hands or any other
part of the body except the two said parta, the
buttocks or the knees. And with the practice
there were such skUlful and excellent playera,
that they not only were held in high esteem, but
the rulers made them gifts and lodged them in
their houses and courts, and they were honored
with special insignia.

"Many time» have I Meo thU being played a„d
in orier to aatiafy myaelf of how much it en.
chanted the oíd onea to copy the anáent. but aa
the beat (moat important) waa lacking, which was
the enclosure inaide of which they played and the
holea (tinga) through which they drove and
paMod the ball, and over which the combat and
dbtpute waa to held, it waa soft now aa comparad
w how it waa in the time of their infidelity and
^ aa much the Uve from the painted. And" that we may underatand the way it waa done

«.joy the art and dexterity which thia gante
was played it ahould be underatood that in all the
"t." and towna which had aome renown mtd
«andmg and aerioua authority, aa well among the
cnaem aa antong the ruleta (of which they made
much) md m order not to be inferior, one to the
other, they built hall-court. encloaed with fme
walU, and weU omamented, with the whole Hoor
matde vety wnooth and covered with mortar
wtth numy panttinga of effigies of idoU and
d^la to whom the game waa dedicated and
whom the playera had fot protectora in
that sport.

" • ■ • and at the ends of the court they had a
quanuty of playera on guard and to defend
against the ball entering there, with the principal
playera in the middle to face the ball and the
opponents. The game was played just as they
fought, i. e., they battled in distinct units. In the
center of this enclosure were placed two stones in
the wall one opposite the other; these two
(stones) had a hole in the center, which was
encircled by an ido] representing the god of the
game. He had a face like that of a monkey, whose
feast, as we see in the calendar, was celebrated
once every year. That we may underatand the
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purpose which these stones served it should be

known that the stone on one side served that
those of one party could drive the ball through
the hole which was in the stone; and the one on
the other side served the other party and either
of these who firat drove his ball through (the hole
m the stone) won the prize. Those rings also
served them as cord, because straight in front of
them {derecho) on the ground was a black or
green line made with a certain herb, which for
reason of superaütion had to be made with a

particular herb and with no other. All the time
the ball had to pass this line in which case they
did not lose, because even when the ball came
rolling on the ground, as they had hit it with the
seat or knee as soon as it passed the line, though
only two lingera distance, then it was not a de-
fault, but counted as such if it did not pass. He
who hit the ball through said hole in the stone
was surrounded by all, and they honored him and
they gave him a certain special prize of feathers
or lom clouts, a thing they valued highly, though
the honor was what he appreciated most and
niost highly esteemed, because they practically
honored him as a man who in special battle of
even sides had conquered, and ended the
dispute.

All those who entered this game, played with
leathera placed over their loin-clouts and they
always wore some trousera of deerakin to protect
the thighs which they all the time were scraping
against the ground. They wore gloves in order
not to hurt their hands, as they continuously
ere steadying and supporting themselves on the

ground. ... A great multitude of nobles and
g ntlemen took part, and they played with such
ntent and joy, changing now some and later

othera, from time to time, in order all to enjoy
the pleasure and so content that the sun would go
down before they knew of it. Some of them were

d dead out of the place and the reason was
as they ran, tired and out of breath, after the
om one end to the other, they would see

ball come in the air and in order to reach it
irst before othera it would rebound on the pit of

stomach or in the hollow, so that they fell to
e ground out of breath, and some of them died
tantly, because of their ambition to reach the
before anybody else. Some were so outstand-

5 ' playing this game amd made so many
6  t moves in it that it was worth seeing atid

I will specialiy relate one which 1 saw done by
ndians who had practicad it, and it was that they

used a curious thrust or hit, when seeing the ball

in the air, at the time it was coming to ground.

They were so quick in that momenl to hit with

their knees or seats that they retumed the ball

with an extraordinary velocity. With these

thrusts they suffered great damage on the knees
or on the thighs, with the result that those who
for smartness often used them, got their haun-

ches 50 mangled that they had those places cut
with a small knife and extracted blood which the

blows of the ball had gathered."
17. Maudslay (1889-1902:111, Pl. 29) shows one of

the huge ballcourt markers from Chicli en Itza
next to a Maya workman. The site of the center
hole is large enough for a Maya ball to have
passed through, although it must have been a
rare event indeed. Ring markers mounted in the
center of the vertical walk on both sides of the
playing alley were thought to be Mexican in
style, but the earliest and most frequent exam-
ples occur in northem Yukatan.

18. Schele and MiUer (1986:256) included a figurine
of a ballplayer holding one of these handstones in
The Blood of Rings exhibiüon, while an actual
handstone carved in the form of a skuU was
found in Tomb B/2 from Caracol (Clancy et al.
1985:189).

19. The retrieval of this yoke is one of the great
stories in Maya archaeology. When George
Guillemin (1968) opened Burial 195, he foun
the bottom part of the tomb fiHed with sedimentand the remnants of several wooden objects at

had rotted away. A very young Rudi Lan
(1990) argued for permission to try to recover
impressions of these objects by injecung p
i„„ ü.e holes. T1.e r«ul. -
reeovenr .f sweral of U.e H
w<K«lan bowU, and . «mor of ü,. yoke- To o •
eryono'a «ondormont Uro pla»«rlliosaUorocov.rodafm.-ye-'P'^;^'

Ay,^r^ to the rotted objects.pairnthathadoncoa Uao-paintod
Thecaa«.oro«vor«lm^_^;*^^^J^^,
and black-line details on bowls.
the extraordinarUy fine ^ ̂  parallelThooa,.ofd.eyoko.mgm«nJ..d^e^^^^
grovoaU.atarofroqu.ndyho'm»»'^
Maya ballplayers. that modero play

50. Leyenaar (1978:70-71) re^ ^
era wear a leather strap

their buttocks from spr ^ p^^^g^tion given
along the ground. So grea
by this belt that p,ecolumbian playothergearisdiscarded.Therr

cor

to

ers veiy probably wore something just like it.

21. Tedlock (1985:354) analyzes the ñame puebal

chaah as puzbal, "place of sacrifice," and chaah.

22. Tedlock (1985:338) gives the K'iche' nim xol cr-

chah as the ñame of the ballcourt According ..

his interpretation, nim xol is "abyss" and Car

chah is a possible reference to San Pedro Carchá,

a town well to the east of the K'iche' región, the

direction from which the K'iche' migrated into

their present homeland. He also suggests that
these Twins are responsible for the Morningstar,
which is a phenomenon also associated with the
east For our purposes, it is the concept of chasm
or abyss that is important

23. Barbara Fash (n.d.) has identified Temple 20 of
Copan with its huge, over-sexed bats as the Bat
House of the Popol Vuh myth.

24. Seven-Hunahpu, the únele of the Twins, is
speeiflcally named, but they cdl him their fa-
ther. Since the stoiy dees not tell us what hap-
pened to One-Hunahpu, it is possible that both
One-Hunahpu and Seven-Hunahpu remained
in the Ballcourt to be woishiped by human be-
ings as the symbol of resurreeUon and rebirth.

25 Michael Coe in his pubUo leoture at the opetung
of the exhibition, THc Bfcod o/Ai"í4 u. Fort
Worth, Texas, May 1986, flm drew this analo^
between Th, Ili^ Th-: 0,fy'«r md -he
stoty of the Hero Twins. He published his
„„ this subjeet in Justin Ketr's Muyu fus« Bock

06 and Fbeidel (1990i Chapter 10) for a'"^onoftheide.thatth.attemptsbya^c
Maya kingdoms to master eaeh other pohnoal
by means of eonquest warfare ended m the pn-
oL disaster of the ninth-eentury eollapse. AtAur
Demarest aspeases a similar interpretauon of the
causes of the Maya coUapse.

27 Mary MiUer (Schele and M. Miller 1986:256-
257) first identified the imagery of this scene
with Tlaloc warfare and the sacrifice of defeated
enemies. The text on the ballcourt bench appeara
to read "he ties on the Aun cAnA-tel 'the headdress
of Chak-te.'" which should refer to the Tlaloc-
war regalía the victor wears. The loser is idenü-
fied as an "younger brother," of the person
named in the text. Presumably his valué ̂  a
captive lay in hU kinship to the older brother.
The ballgame took place during a fifteen-tun
period-ending, perhaps 9.12.15.0.0. The actor .
named with the same "4-White-Jaguar" glyph
that identifies an actor on Altar 5 at Tikal that
Simón Martin (n.d.) has recently associated with
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the Kalak mul-Site Q kingdom. The game took
place at Ox-Nab-Tunich, a toponym already
identified by Stuan and Houston (1991) in the
inscnptions of Kalak'mul. See Schele and Freidel
(1990: Chapter 5) for a discussion of the Kalak'-
niul-Tikal-Dos Pilas wars.

28. The west side of Stela J at Copan (Schele and
Grube 1990b) records the end of fourteen bak'-
tuns before the historical date of 9.0.18.0.0. The
mythological date fell in the past creation when
the gods were the actors.

29. The main sign is a hand with a jade bauble
hanging f^om its first finger. It has the number
fíve. which b phonetíc ho, prefixed to it and
phonetic ntfl and signs act as phoneüc comple-
ments for the hand, thus giving the reading hom,
or "chasm." In January 1993. Schele checked the
original stone at Yaxchilan and confirmed that
the suffix is a nnt sign (T74 in the Thompson
number system).

30. Michwl Coe (1965b:18) identíf.e<i ihi, ,hapc i„
ReUef 1 at Chalcatimg» as a cave in which a
person sat and clouds emerged.

31. fVak means "six" and eb is "step" so that the
ñame of this place is a straightforward descrip-
t»on of the stairway. However. as we have seen
before, u^ak also means "raised-up. stood-up" as
m the Wakah-Chan, the "Raised-up-Sky" estab-
hed by First Father at the beginning of this
reation. The Wakah-Chan contrasts to Ch'a-

Chan, "Lying-down-Sky." which was the sute of
space and time before the act of Creation. Given
the Maya penchant for cabalistic wordplay we
must bear in mind the possibility that this place
of ballgame sacrifice was also understood as a
"Raised-up-Suir" in the conuxt of other "six" or
raised-up" places esublished at the time of the
reaüon. This interpreution makes it yet an-
^er member of the "Six" places-that is, the
Wakah-Chan ("Raised-up-Sky) and Wak-Nabnal
("Ratsed-up-Sea-Place"). the location painud on
an Early Qassic tomb wall at Río Azul in north-
eastem Peten.

32. The badly eroded uxt on this structure records
the accessions of the first ten kings of Yaxchilan,
as well as visits by important digniuries from
other kingdoms. This stairway was once sur-
mounted by a temple decorated with lintels re-
cording this same dynastic history. Bird-Jaguar
moved the lintels to another building, but left
the stairway and its dynastic history inuct to
function as his Six-Stair-Place of sacrifice. This
fVak-Eb stairway lies equidistant between two

ballcourts (Structures 14 and 67), and whilc we
can t prove it, we think this is where tlie dedica-

tion rituals described on the ballgame panel oc-
curred.

To our knowledge, David Stuart (personal
communication 1985) was tlie first epigrapher to
realize the contents of this badly eroded inscrip-
tion. Schele and Mathews (1991) went on to dis-
cuss these accessions in connection with royal
visits and connected them with tlie Elarly Classic
lintels recording the same kings and visitors. It is
clear that the stairway once went with the build
ing housing these lintels.

33. M. Miller and Houston (1987) first identified the
imagery of hieroglyphic stairs in ballgame scenes
and connected these scenes lo sacrificial iconog-
raphy. Mary Miller (1986b and 1988b) went on
to show that the reviewing sund on the south
side of Temple 11 and on the west side of the
East Court were false ballcourts and the location
of the kinds of ritual shown in scenes at other
sites. Six-staired places as locations of ballgame
sacnfices were first discussed by Grube and
Schele (1990a) in conjunction with the Temple
11 false ballcourt at Copan.

34. The dates given for these games are 13 Manik' 5
Pax, 9 K an 12 Xul, and 1 Ahaw 13 Xul. Unfortu-
nately, the distance numbers linking these
dates 5.19.0.17 and 3.8.10.14.11—do not work
arithmetically. In addition, they are not linked to
a period-ending or other anchor date, so that we

not know when in time they occurred. The
istance numbers, however, cover a range of al-
most fifteen hundred years and extend beyond
the range of Yaxchilan's dynastic history. We
suspect the dates on the left side of tlie panel
occur in the third Creation and lay the mytholog-
cal fotmdation of the historical ballgame that is
the subjea of the scenes.

35. Schele noticed in 1985 that this ax glyph ap-
peared with self-decapiution scenes on pottery.
Taking this clue, Jorge Orejel (1990) proposed
reading chak, "to decapiute," which was later
tndependenüy confirmed by Nikolai Grube. The

suffix is normally a reflexivo so that "decapi-
himself might also be the intended read-

6 ere, although if we are right in our analysis
of the meaning (Schele and Freidel 1991), the
sacnfices refer to the original Popol Vuh myth in

ch the Heroes both decapiuted themselves in
and were decapitated by the Lords of

Death. ^
avid Stuan has suggested that the "successor"

glyph in the ordinal construction simply reads
•tal, a suffix used for ordinal constructions in

Palenque's inscriptions. Here it occurs with u na,
a construction meamng "first" (Schele 1978).
The glyph following "furst" reads ahal, which we
(Schele and Freidel 1991) have previously inter- 41
preted as "manifested." However, Jorge Orejel
(personal commimication 1989) found an entry
in the Moran dicüonary of Cholü listing ahal as
"vencer (to defeat, to conquer, to vanquish)."
Grube (personal communication 1990) found the
same entry independently and believes that the
"vanquish" meaning fits the overall context
much better. We will use the 'Vanquish" or "con
quer" meaning in the paraphrase, but the mam
fest" meaning was clearly intended in some
contexts. We think it possible that both meamngs
were intended here.

37. The date in the Maya calendar was 9.15.13.6.9 3
Muluk 17 Mak. The long count, however, is wnt-
ten in a veiy rare form using eight cycles above
the 400-tun cycle as part of the nouúon. These
higher cycles are all set at thirteen because long
counts record the elapsed lime since a rero date
which was written at Koba as 13.15.13.13.13.1313.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.13.0.0.0.0 43.
4 Ahaw 8 Kumk'u. When a complete cyde ac-
cumulates in this system, the number with that
parúcular unit changes to one. This Y«chtlan
date simply records that the units above die b^
tun were still set at thirteen when the
was dedicated.

38. I„ .u, original analysis of
(Schele and noWol de-

ment of Ox-Ahal- m,

scent." Last year. however. ^
good evidence it to 44,

be. It tums oot that th . |,.j many butrióse graphically and disu^r-^^^
not all mstances) y ^

Grube combmed th "
winal frog c sign to get e . ^^^p ̂ as
Almost simultaneously
discovered at Copan wi Grube's ideas

an unequivocal context , jggoc; Schele 45.
and schele

and Mathews 1990; Morai

etbirs were first identified
39. The ñames for these ®

by Grube M. Miller (1986.-
40. Schele (1979a) and Schei
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177) has suggested that some narratives employ

the device of showing sequential events in a sin

gle rite on several different lintels, while using
the text to imply that this same sequence of

actions occurred on different dates.

. There are very good political reasons for Bird-
Jaguar to feature his paternal grandmother in
the context of ballgame sacrifice with its conno-
tations of war. The male kin of this woman were

also allied by marriage to Bird-Jaguar's father's
sénior wife, Lady K'abal-Xok. Lady K'abal-Xok,
by Maya tradition, should have bome the heir to
Shield-Jaguar's throne (see Schele and Freidel
1990: Chapter 7). Bird-Jaguar was child to a jún
ior wife of royal blood fiom the city of Kalak'
mul. Bird-Jaguar defeated rival claimanu and
acceded to the throne some ten years after his
father's death. The mention of his grandmother
here suggests that her male kin sided with Bird-
Jaguar and against their other in-laws. the men
of Lady K'abal-Xok's lineage.
Panel 11 shows another woman throwing a ball
toward a stairway so that play may have been,«..™dduringth.pn,.f.Uowin6»o.u»n.f

ThJflyph ha, been lead as «*4 » •"'«I¡:rr~o.f.r ■befe»." The» «h^««"
nebíes ef verieus »nhs «he servad ü.. 1^ -
verieus funeúens. Inriuding »

and govemeB ef <e«ns. The» ««

V  d dde, alse earried ihis "fim" desuna-fonlcs and titles ais-rrrrrc::"-
iripwra.» and "flrst seribes» (Sehele 199^).
Mary MUler (1986:84-88) 1.»
u,e sinnlariv «' °
Ün»«s. Sha alse suggested that the hea^
beta of the Benampak' dancéis may i mti^
d.em as ballplayers. F.llowing her lead, Schete«dtVeidel (1991) assoriated these ^n»^
lim rituals and the Popel Vuh myth of Fnst
Father and the quest for maize for the creaüon
ef human beings ta the las. and finally suecem-

o! Z'Zcl this house dedlcanon Oetebe, 91,
npar máximum elongation as7,14 Venus was near maximuiu &

«  • 46 325° and at máximum alutude.st:3rC«(.9«3)ondTedloeh(™
.«eiated One-Hunahpu and Seven-H^ahp^
d,e Papel Vuh versions of the Malte Ged, «tth
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Venus as Momingstar ancl Eveningstar, the posi-

tion of Venus on ihis day may be relevant If

Bird-Jaguar is in the role of Momingstar, then

the dwarves may represent the constellation in

which Venus appeared. Lounsbury (M. Miller

1986a:47-49) has shown that images were used
to represent constellations in the sky on a first

appearance of Momingstar. Moreover, the con

stellation represented on the Hauberg Stela, on
Tikal Stela 1, and the Xultun stelae with the

small manikins all show Virgo as the god Chak.
These left dwarf wears the shell earflare of Chak
and thus may represent Virgo. If so, the other
dwarf may represent the región of the ecliptic we
cali Leo.

46. The text reads 1 Imix 9 te Ch'en yalah (it was
thrown), u chan Balamnal (the guardián of the
jaguar), u k'aba ([was] its ñame), Bolon-nab (the
ball). The text continúes to record that this hap-
pened at Tamarindito and that the actor was the
same Dos Pilas king. Here is direct hieroglyphic
evidence that captivos were bound up and used as
balls (Grabe and Schele 1990a).

47. The first major excavation and the restoration of
the final phase of the Ballcourt was done by
Edwin Shook and others under the direction of
Gustav Strbmsvik (1952) between 1937 and
1941. Charles Cheek (1983) in hU excavations of
the Great Plaza trenched all around the Ballcourt
and associated its phases with important floors in
the Plaza. Finally, during the Copan Mosaics
Project and the ongoing Copan Acrópolis Archae-
ological Project under the direction of William
Fash, tunneling into Structure lOL-26 has re-
vealed many earlier stractures that had been
"killed" and then sealed before new constructions
began over them. In the fiH separating these
constraction phases, archaeologists have found at
least three different styles of macaw heads. The
presence of these carefully cached sculptures
demónstrales the contínued association of the
Ballcourt with Structure lOL-26 in all its mani-
festations and confirms the fact that the iconog-
raphy of the Ballcourt remained the same
throughout its history.

48. Stremsvik (1952) reports fmding two macaw
heads lying on the ground near Mound 7 across
the court from the Ballcourt, while examples of
at least two other sets of macaw heads have been
found inside the fill of Structure lOL-26, depos-
ited apparently as offerings when various phases
of the building were terminated. The constrac
tion history of Temple 26 has been reponed by

W. Fash, VVilliamson, and otlu-rs (n.d.) and by

William Fash (1991:81 87).

49. The reassembly of these macaws was tlie resuli of

an extraordinary project conducted by William

and Barbara Fash and Jeff Kowalski in the Copan

Mosaics Project (Kowalski and Ftxsli 1991). In

1986 they began a project designed to test melh-

odology and techniques that could be used lo

reconslruct the iconography oí fallen Copan

buildings using the thousands of sculptural frag-
ments. Since Strttmsvik had leít the fragmeiilary

sculpture from tlie Ballcoun buildings in known

piles, they began by photograpliing, drawing,
and cataloging all known fragments. Using mini-
mum counts of the elements and a huge sandbox

for experimental reconstructions, they were able
to determine that there were sixteen birds in all

and to produce best guesses as lo their original

compositions (see Kowalski and Fash 1991:62).

Barbara Fash had earlier discovered that some of

the birds had triangular tenons signaling that
they went on the comers of the buildings, and
that the height of the birds required that they go
between the doors. As an cxperiment in 1990,
Rudi Larios placed one of Barbara's reconsiructed
birds back into the eastem building. He found
that the birds had to be sel at a slight anglc.
while Barbara continued to refine her fits as they

went back into the wall. This experimental work
also confirmed that StrOmsvik's reconstruction of
the vaulting was at least two courses too short.
Each building then had eight macaws distributed
around the upper half of the outer walls.

Baudez (1984), Schele and Miller (1986:251-
253), Kowalski and Fash (1991) have all dis-
cussed the meaning of the markers from
Ballcourt A-IIb and agree on the cosmological
intent of the imagery and the direct reference to
the Popol Vuh myih. Much of our own interpre-
tation is based on these earlier analyses.

50. Kowalski and Fash (1991:64-65) identified the
macaws as Seven-Macaw, the prideful macaw in
the Popol Vuh. We entirely agree with their
identification, bul add that the bird on the Ball
court at Copan is shown before his defeat. Mac-

Eeod (199Id) pointed out that a macaw was also
present in a Creation-related "Ritual of the An-

gels" in the book of Chilam Balam of Chumayel-
Then resounded the eight thousand k'atuns at
the word of the first stone of grace, at the first
omamented stone of grace. It was the macaW
that warmed it well behind the acantun- Who
was bom when our father descended? ThoU

knowest. There was bom the first macaw who

cast the stones behind the acantun. . . - The
Ballcourt macaw at Copan appears to be related
to these birds present in the past cosmos or at the
Creation of the present one.

51. Andrea Stone (1983:217) connected this story
with the imagery of the Principal Bird Deity of 57.
the Popol Vuh myth. Constance Cortés (1986)
further suggested that "the adventures of the
Hero Twins are attempts at reconciling the im-
balances caused by overextended powers. In the
process, the Twins come to represent a bluepnnt
of the 'correcf behavior to be emulated by future
generaúons of Maya nobility." In this interpreta-
üon, Vuqub-Kaqix acts in the Maya versión of
hubris. The Twins bring nature into correct be
havior by defeating him.

52. 18-Rabbit is a nickname that carne from a mis-
reading of the T757 glyph. As David Stuart first
pointed out. the actual reading is Waxaklahun-
Ubah-K'awil. Like Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil of Tikal,
this Copan king was named for one of the great.^nbols-the W« SeTK^n. W«Jdahun 58.
Ubah. ,,

53. Schele. Gnibe, and Stuart (1989) weie ® ®
reconatrttc. the tert once recenled on the^^
band running down the eenntr of the west beneh^
T»o datea .« teeortled gg.,8.Rabblt on 9.15.3.6.8 7 Untat.W^
dedicado» of the Ballcourt on 9 ' " « "
16 K'ayat This dedlcation date e M

see, the inscnption Yaxk'iDioiOOOO 10 Ahaw 8 XaXKm,
corded the date 9. • •

6. stuart

sociated censer fragm ^ 26 and the
between the the date

ne« phase tnward i,oon»etsations
9.13.8.0.0 (Februaiy 2, have tenia-
with Stuart. Lanos. an ,emodel-
üvely assigned ''®'° " '.efurbishment of
ing of Temple 26 and the retu
Ballcourt A-U- 11 W' T were made of ®

55. The earliest sets with B co
plaster and did not survive i986:25l) as-

56. Mary Miller (in Schele j yuh story. She
sociated this rope with jope to be a
also took the shapes atta
plan-view ballcourt into«hentheratchewaU.rougl.'h® P®
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of Stela 4 is a huge effigy of this tied ball. Leye-
naar (personal communication 1986) pointed out
to Schele that a Mesoamerican rubber ball will
not hold the round without a mold. He suggested
that hanging and tuming the ball might have
served this purpose.

David Stuart (personal communication 1985)
first pointed out to Schele the contrast of these
halfmasks on the ancestor figures in the upper
cartouches of Yaxchilan's stelae. The fatheis,
who sit in k'in-marked cartouches, wear upward-
tuming, square-nosed face masks, while the
mothers, who sit in moon signs, wear this down-
ward-tuming face mask. He suggested that the
second mark referred to the moon and the former
to the sun. WhUe we have not confirmed the sun
associaüon, the correspondence of the down-
tumed face mask does correlato very well to
moon imagery. Since Hunahpu and XUlanke
rose into the sky where the sun belonged to one
and the moon to the other, this moon mask may
sienal the moon-owner. .

Schele and MUler (1986á50 ^®
left playee as Hun-Abasv based en the glyphchis face. Seb.le(.987)w.n^5^®;
in showing that Hun-Aha» was ene ef the h^
tatd twins, wh. am »»w " *®riepretotypesef the Hae Twins.

legically in the sacrificial burials at the T^pleXeilceaU atT^ttihuacan (Sugty^a 1989).
Bacbam Fash hm worltrtf diligently .M ta ye-
,rith the sculptural ftagments excava^ bom theridesof Structure lOL-26 during the Otpan Mesa.
rmPr,iectSeeadiscus.ienofh.rreconstnt™.ns
c,d the project ef excatraüen on Sw^ 26 ».
Fash (199ftl42-t51). In a prodigtous feat ef pa-tience, persisunce,inspiration, and the best tcono-
p,phlctu.dpatt.m-f».din6skillsw,rltn.gu.the
Ld she has demonstrated that the euter f^de
ef thé upper temple was cevered with huge ftent-
,é.w Tlalocs. Smart (1986c) has detenmned thatritTerinscriptionef the temple r^rd^*®

Te, thit fuU-fieured inscnp-

=S:HS=SÍ,
r^ZXnandtherandcmerderthatwm
„,cdn,remeunt much ofit «rites a complete
reading highly unhkely.
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62. Owls, shields, spears, spearthrowers, and captives
are represented ihroughout the iconography of
the ñnal phase of Slructure lOL-26.

63. Houston and Stuart (1989b: 12) show ihe "kimi"

sign in direct substitulion for the standard way.
The sign may, in fart, derive from a special neck-
lace and bib wom by wayob. The necklace part,
which consists of disembodied eyes, functions as
the phonetic sign u to give the first sound of tvay
The word for "necklace" is u. The bib part of the
omament usually sports a "kimi" sign and the
same trileaf motif that characterizes this glyph.
We suspect that because the bib and necklace
read way, it identified its wearer as a way of a
human being transformed into his way. As
glyphic signs. the necklace became phonetic u
and the bib became a logograph for way.

64. The Ballcourt at Tikal had markers showing
bound captives known to have been taken by
Ruler B, the son of Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil (Ruler
A). Tikal's Ballcourt was also associated with the
sacrifice of war captives.

65. The text on each of these shields (M31, M52,
M65, and M72) begins with "nine" and u, which
can be a numerical classifier. The next unknown
glyph is followed by a ñame, then yahtuu "the
vassal lord of," ah pitzil "the ballplayer," and the
emblem glyph. M65 may have a "guardián of the
Palenque ahaw" as a record that the king cap-
tured someone from that city.

66. The date on the capture panel unfortunately
was never completely fmished so that only 13
AJc'bal 16 ??? is readable. There are enough de-
tails to determine that the month must be Keh,
Yax, or Ch'en, but not which color was in-
lended in the superfxx. However, only one of
the possible combinations occurs within K'an-
Hok'-Chitam's reign—9.13.19.13.3 13 Ak'bal 16
Yax or August 30, 711. This would have given
him a reign of about nine years, but since a
new king did not accede at Palenque until
9.14.10.4.2, we presume that K'an-Hok'-Chitam
was kept prisoner for almost eleven years before
he was sacrificed.

67. Peter Mathews (n.d.) first deciphered the dates
on this ballcourt marker and recognized that the
text recorded some posthumous event 260 days
after the death of the protagonist. He read the
dates as 9.17.4.12.5 8 Chikchan 18 Sak (death of
the protagonist), 9.17.5.0.0 6 Ahaw 13 K'ayab (an
anchor date), and 9.17.5.7.5 8 Chikchan 13 Xul.
Stephen Houston (personal communication 1988)
later read the second verb as tu muknal, "in his

tomb. The separation of dates mav refer to a

reburial of the boiies as we have discussed oii

Altar 5 of Tikal and tlie apotiieosis of tlie soul.
68. Marisela Ayala (1988) associated the hoh* under

the central alley marker iti the Tonina ballcourt

with the consistent representation of just surh a
hole in ballcourts in the Mixtee and Borgia group
códices. In tiiese sources, tlie ballcourt was also

depicted as a gattfway to the ütherworld, which
played a crucial role in origin and creation my-
thology. This hole may represent the ff'uk-Ek'-
Kanal part of tlie ballcourt ñame at Tonina.

69. Stuart (n.d.) first read this glyph as ha al and
proposed that it means "firstboni child of

woman. Since "child of term in Mayan lan-
guages are differentiated according to tlie gender
of the parents that is, "man's child" versus

woman s child"—this kinship terms identifies
this person in reference to his mother, not his
father. We suspect that he is identiried as the

firstbom child of one of the king's wives, and tliat
this ballcourt marker records his premature
death and burial. That he warranted a record in
such an honored place suggests that he was the
heir to tlie throne of Tonina.

70. The oval with line of dots usually marks üie body
of the Cosmic .Monster, while tlie mirror sign in
the center has been read by Grube and Schele
(1991) as tzuk, partition." It appears to identify
ihe location as a partition inside or on the Cosmic
Monster in other words, in the sacred space of
the Otherworld.

Edward Kurjack and his colleagues (1991) re-
viewed the known distribution of ballcourts in

northem Maya lowlands. These scholars
noted that masonry courts are rare in the nortli
and date primarily to the Terminal Classic period
(a-d. 800-1000) although some Late Classic
courts have also been documented. In contrast to
this general pattem, Chich'en Itza has thirteen
identified ballcourts (Kurjack, Maldonado, and
Robertson 1991:150).

72 Xhese are characteristics found in other Termi-
nal Classic-period courts in the northern Maya

lands. See Kurjack, Maldonado, and Robert-
son (1991).

Preidel (1986a) suggested that the Late Classic
nd Terminal Classic governments of tiie xiorth-

lowlands lacked the focus on dynastic kings
found in the southern Classic lowlands. He
hypothesized that the emphasis on interior space
'n P^laces" registered a focus on the aggregate

er the individual. Freidel and Schele (l989b)

and Schele and Freidel (1990:54€—376, 393—395)

proposed tliat Chicli'en Itza was ruled by a set of
siblings under a form of govemment by council
called mulupal by later Yukateks. Grube
(1991b), in a study of inscriptions from other 78
northem Yukatekan sites, found evidence for the
same kind of govemment at least one hundrcd
years earlier at Xkalumk'in. Siblings (Scliele
1989; Gmbe 1991b) are also recorded as ruling at
Uxmal so that tliis form of govemment by coun
cil seems to have been extant in norüiem Yuka-
tan from Uie second half of the Late Classic
period on. The Itza apparenUy adopted this form
of govemance and used it as a basis of empire.
Wren and Sclimidt (1991; Wren n.d.) reviewed 79
üie iconography of Üie Norüi Temple and pro-
vided new restoraüon drawings of the rehefs.
They suggested Üiat Uiese scenes celébrate acces-
sion ceremonies of a mler in ways Üiat parallel
later accession rituals at TenoclitiUan in México.
We find persuasivo VVren and Schmidt's argu-
ments that accession is the subject of the central
scenes of the north wall of Üie NorUi Temp e.
Confedérate govemment in tlie northem ow
lands of later periods included a first antonge,u.b-.»U<tdd«W«rd,e.n«; "first tnte^r.
son" antottg the hcWh winikob. dte rulers.
this person is at Chich'en Itsa rentatns a tnMteofconiectnro, for although he «ears a s^

i»,! Qhirt in tliis scene, he has nomosaic spangled

texts or other diagnosucs of a perso
preserved texts accompany üiis event or any
other in the Great Ballcourt...SeeMaudsla,(.dd^.'--^^:;;:;,^:„
plans and photograp
the üme of his invesuga jummit
tury. He jje gatas facing the
stmctures as portal arene

sun's east-west patl. ,,„i„iscent of 80.
75. This arrangement is , the Twin Pyra-

tbe north and south^
mid complexos of Tika
ingdoes nothold astelaas^^^^_^^^
does house extensiva p investigated

76. A. M. Tozzer (1957) vanwge of a
the artof Chich'en

Toltec versus Maya e syncretic
77. This is not to deny the co chich'en

nature of tlie (Schele and Freidel

-""'■"""'a':':1990). we ^„,iiMesoamencaandhad
appealed success u ^ Mexican counter-
vital alliances with n>g
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parts at cities like Tula. See Kurjack, Maldonado,
and Robertson (1991) for fiirther discussion of
the Maya iconography of the two competing
groups in these reUefs.
Several of the players on the Great Ballcourt
reliefs wear the Jester God adomment that is a
signal of kingship in the southern lowlands until
late in Classic history. Toward the collapse pe
riod, the Jester God became increasingly availa-
ble as a sutus marker for lords other than kings.
It is certainly still a statement of lordship at the
time of Chich'en lua. See Freidel (1990:77) for a
discussion of the Jester God in the Termmal
Classic period.
We have no doubt that the disk is a portal. The
precise nature of this portal is ««>«<«'
We have diseussed the ro*'.po*«i bWe-shteld
talismán of war at some length in Chapter 7^ In
.4 c/Kinfi (Schele and Ffeidel 1980.503).
«e reviewed the varióos argnments concermng
ü,e Chich'en Itsa Snn Disk and its warrior
peut. The Snn Disk in the northwest murri of the
Upper Temple of the Jagnars eanries the fonr
eguare-nosed drageos radiating at fonr comen^
These also ctm mark dte Ancestor
southern lowland Classic iconography. Inside thrulkU.warriorseatedo^..^^»-^

A wrasnine tlie tlirowmg suck ana,l.rrT.Lvenuswar.Wepropo..d...^^^-
US figure represents the kings ip,

"Z I- •» "■
le etemal spiritual king, by dte tusemblyrfWngirrdswho'togetherrnlethegovernm».of hving syncretic quality of the

"''rrXanarealfi.ril'.'P'»^»-™spiked nn „,,Uonship between the

::'t Mrrica„High.ands, in the Termina.
Classic period (..o. 8—

^düaC.^""»^ „„ warfare and its imagery thro^ghom
Mesoamerica. Researeh proieeu .ncluded the
rvrlf the southern lowlands, Teotdtuacan,rnt.Albaw.Cbicl.'onl-.C»»»'-^'^"lünof the Mixtecandthe Astee Mostof these
'"hadmuldpleresearritersworkingo.--

,, -f war but the most remarkableous aspects of war,
sult was the idenüficaüon of a war
complex üiat is clearly present with httle

in the representatton of tts symbo.wm
throughont Mesoamerica from abom a.D.
until the conquest. We have diseussed much of
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the paraphernalia aasociated with this complex
in the chapter on warfare under the rubñc oí

Tlaloc-Venus war. It is clearly present in the

imagery of Maya in the southem lowlands and

at Chich'en Itza, but it is also extremely impor-
tant at Teotihuacan, as many researchers have

already observed (see Chapter 5 for a full discus-
sion of this research and interpretation). How-
ever, what we leamed by comparing all the
various versions was its presence at Cacaxtla and
in the Codex Nutall assodated with wars fought
as a part of foundation and origin mythology.
Foliowing John Pohl's interpretativo studies of
the Codex Nutall, Rex Koontz showed how the
foundation war by the Mixtee against the "origi
nal stone people" was required to estóblish land
claims and legitimaty that Eight-Deer used in
his own campaign to establish himself at Tiian-
tango. Kathy Reese associated the almost identi-
cal iconography of the slaughter scene, the
star-chamber imagery, and the jaguar and eagle
men muráis to a foundation myth recording a
terrible war between rival facüons that was re
solved by alliance to create the Olmeca-
Xicalanco. Similar foundation war mythology
and iconography are associated with Huixila-
pochtli of the Aztec. The muráis of the Upper
Temple of the Jaguars appear to record exaaly
the same kind of seminal battles in which the
Itza established their legitimacy as rulers and
holders of dominión over empire. The same im-
agery is associated with founders on Untel 25 at
Yaxchilan and in Temple 16 and Altar Q of
Copan, both of which present dynastic founders
in this war complex. The Ox-Ahal-Ebnol of
Chich'en Itza not only links to the traditions of
war of Teotihuacan and the southem Maya low
lands but it participates in the epi-Classic adapta-
üon of the complex to a pan-Mesoamerican
expression of origin and divine sanction.

81. This image has always been interpretad as Toltec
and Mexicanized, but it, like almost all other
imagery at Chich'en Itza, has prototypes in the
southem lowlands. There are many birds, usually
the Muwan bird screech owl associated with God
L, that appear on pottery with human heads in
their mouths. The most telling, however, was
discovered by Ricardo Agurcia at Copan in 1990
(Fash 1991:101). After clearing the west wall of
an older temple completely encased by Temple
16, he found huge stucco relief sculptures flank-
ing the doorway. These are certainly Itzam-Yeh
standing front view with its vrings extended, its

claws before it, and the aged face of Itzamna,

God D in Paúl Schellhas's nomcnclature, in its

mouth. Iconographically, this image is clearly
one Classic-period precedent for the kind of bird

images with human faces emerging from the

mouths found at Chich'en Itza and other north-

era Yukatekan sites a few generations later. In-
deed, architecturally the west front facade of the

Temple of the Wamors virtually replicates the
composition on the west wall of the Itzamna

temple at Copan. These magical birds accompany
all of the portrayed lords on the columns of the

Northwest Colonnade below the Temple of the
Wamors. The Itza were greatly feared as magi-
cians and it seems likely to us that their very
ñame derives from itz. See National Geographic
magazine, 98-99, September 1991, for a full-
color restoration drawing of the Itzamna temple
at Copan.

tíiscussions of the iconography of Maya sa-
cred liquids see Schele (1988), Stuart (1988a),
and Freidel (1985). The jar shape depicted on
this frieze is not exactly like known Terminal
Classic vessels from the area, but it generally
conforma to the pedestal vase shape that is com-
mon in this period. It is remarkably similar to
defined types of censerwares from the Middle
and Late Postclassic periods (Smith 1971). The
three dropleu and four jars are no doubt ritually
significan t.

83. The roof comb had completely fallen off the
building at the time of modem scientific observa-
tion. The restoration is based on the discovery at
the base of the stmcture of tenoned elementa that
clearly constituted part of that decoration. Our
illustration and interpretation of the roof comb
follows Marquina (1964: Fig. 860), and Tozzer
(1957: Fig. 82) illustrates this motif. Maudslay
(1888-1889; reprinted 1974: Pl. 32) restores the
roof comb with a single tok'-pakal element di-
rectly over the doorway and then scroll elements
around the rest of the roof. This is not a central
tssue to the interpretation, for in either case the
element we describe is certainly part of the roof
comb.

84. In addition to the Upper Temple of the Jaguars
and the North Temple, the chamber of the
Lower Temple of the Jaguars is elaborately deco-
rated with scenes germane to the state rituals of
e Great Ballcourt. We have already discussed
Lower Temple of the Jaguars in Chapter 9 of

A Porest of Rings (Schele and Freidel 1990). The
central ritual in that chamber is a bundled offer*

ing given by a Tlaloc-masked lord entwined in a
Feathered Serpcnt to a higher lord seated majes-
tically within a spiked sun-shield. We argued
that the person in the sun-shield is an ancestral
king elevated to the status of sute divinity and
that tlie person below is one of many high offi-
cials of the govemment who rule together as
brothers in the ñame of that dead king. The
hypothesis Üiat Chicli'en Itza was ruled by a
brotherhood of lords is supported in glyphic texu
from elsewhere in the city. The notion Uiat there
was a first among equals. a superior lord, is
hinted at in some texts and declared in the acces-
sion iconography of the Nortli Temple as we
describe further on in this chapter. The idea that
such a superior lord ruled in the ñame of a dead
king, presented in an ancestor cartouche porul, u
still under investigation, but it makes sense of the
iconography of the city as we undersund it In
the ritual sequence of the Great Ballcourt, e
Lower Temple of the Jaguars is a more public
and accessible display of the lordly accesión de
picted in the inaccessible Norü. Temple- ̂
accompanied by tribute processions,
processions, and sacrificial offerings to

j* • 'éíf This teinplG containscartouched divinity. j „;nitv is
u  » «n which that divimty isstone jaguar throne

,ho«n scaud. Preaumably, h.s

ci,y afta, the ntud 6^= Hieroglyphie

Writing. a team eomtttmg
Ktochock. Erik added addi-
Rex Roentz and WalK .^hey
tional detail to th r-male gods on
suggested that the Couple-In addi-
the two columns are e r fadeftmoun-
ü,„,theypoint«i.u..heim.g"^^^
tain/turtle carapace wi identified
emerging from ^left top as the
the being emerging ° ^rings with him
Maize God and the tree stump nf
as the vine growmg froin
saerificial vieúm in the P ^

85. The Chich'en sur-
way of ensuring ® «ons of use by carving
vive through many genera Muráis
the imagery inte the « the
like these of „ repaint and re-
e,„al ef the «"P"'' ' i,„ag«
pairthem-once b,ew the roles ofMlor
into the wall, anyo «yithout needmg
symhelism ceold repaint the

speóal training or skills as an artist or scnbe.
Thus, the interior reliefe used at Chich'en were
indeed the functional equivalent of the mural
tradition, even though we also note that the Itza

abo painted quite extraordinaiy murab as well.
86. The artbt divided the north wall into three

major pictorial fields: two regbters on the upper
vault wall and a huge single scene on the vertical
wall. The main scene is, in turo, sub-divided into
diree epbodes by lining up three rows of people,
sunding one above the other, as they converge
on a central action. These rows of figures do not
incorpórate the formal device of sepárate ground
lines to sepárate the regbters: nevertheless, each
row shows a highly ordered set of people engaged
in a different activity.
The maior ccnl «xurs in the middle row,

where a man dressed in a iade.s«,mnrf, kn^
togth shir. appears m accede t. an cfBm.
,pedal status is emphasited nct cidy y
,^„e shirt. hnt hy the fact that he st^i.
whereas everyce else in his
ehairs. The spedal status cf the ,.de-slnrt^

"  n Wcrld Tree cu the westioduding ' j for the tree in
«all. The —0° ̂•'''"■■th'a.^Mrya'mdespeciaUytcthe
d,elc6y.t.l.«a^ th^,fpi„.F,U.er.
TvlSTpeathered Serpent-enwrapH

I m sits in hb presence. These seated men,
depicted in seated positions in the
Chak-Mol and the Temple of the

Hreat Ballcourt. represent the govemment
toleloZmw immediately helo» to ¡ad^

hirted protagonist, tm empty heneh draped wtth
to skin «f a animal and a hall sit as to f<-s of■  I„ other smnes at Chich'en Itza (m-
tdtiskindofia^ar heneh asdemonstran.^
d.eir powerand rank. Archaeologto fotmd a mr,Impleef this stone iaguarhenchm the dehns
„f to Lovct Temple of the Jaguars and tot mayhilare to scene commemoratedhereactually
unfolded. If this imagery records li»
rites of to mler of Chich'en, ton to hall is
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connected directly to the seat of power. Warriora
armed with spearthrowers and javelitu stand

four on the left and five on the right of the
bench. Among the warriors, fourth on the left, is
a man wearing the net skirt of the Maize God,
Hun-Nal-Ye, First Father, and he is holding an
offering píate in his ann. This connection to the
myth of the Hero Twins is reinforced by a blow-
gunner scene just below the houses in the upper
vault registers.

87. This recÜning jade-shirted figure also stretches
out above the center of the muráis in the Upper
Temple of the Jaguars. There are a number of
features of the iconography and compositional
strategies of Chich'en Itza that resemble contem-
porary art of Tajin, an important dty in north-
central Veracruz (Wilkerson 1991: Fig. 3;4). Qne
scene on a carved column commemoraúng an
mportant ruler named IS-Rabbit depicts sacrifi-
aal disembowelment and the arranging of the
entrails over a wooden rack decorated with maize
plants. The effect is that of a tree growing out of
the already decapitated victim. In this scene,
Wilkerson notes the presence of ballgame gear
and suggests that this ritual may immediately
foUow a ballgame (Wilkerson 1991:53). We also
note that Taube (1990) identified this prone fig.
ure as an Farth Goddess.

88. Wren (1991) identified the dedication date of the
BallcourtasNovember 18, A.D. 864(10.1.15.3.6 11
Kimi 14 Fax). This day was just short of the nadir
position of the sun. Four days later, in fact, the sun
was at nadir at midnight, while the Gemini-Oñon
pivot-that is, Three Stones of Creation-was at
zenith. As important, the full moon was also di
rectly at zenith position at midnight. Considering
that most dedication rituals took several days to
complete, we suggest that the recordad dedication
date was the beginning of the ceremonies that
chmaxed on this date. Susan Milbrath (1988) has
also commented on the importance of this time of
the year at Chich'en and on other important
alignments in the Great Ballcourt.

Moreover, we now know that on the day of
Creation, the Three Stones of Creation were
laid at Na-Ho-Chan. Pictures of this location in
the París Codex (Fig. 2:32) show twisted cords
emerging from the belly of the Maize God like
his umbiÜcus. A pot (Fig. 2:51) depicting Na-Ho-
Chan shows these snake cords intertwining
through the scene. We think the snakes coming
fi-om the belly of the jade-shirted being relates to
this same imagery.

89. Divided into two registers, the vault images
begin with two men, one with his genitals ex-
posed flanking a huge phallus, itself perforated
by two awk. Then the following sequence of
scenes unfolds: a wamor stands before two ca-

nines; two warriors flank a captive in front of
some kind of rocklike structure; a corpse is ai-
tended before two houses; and finally two war
riors bearíng paper-wrapped lances walk past a
tree holding a bird with a human head in its

mouth. The lower register from left lo right has
the following scenes: a ritual at a water tank; a
vomit ritual involving men and women holding
a large píate; a bloodletting ritual on a platform
(the seated figure has a píate in his lap and a
lancet in his hand); a ritual held before a house
and around a tree, and last, blowgunners shoot-
ing birds out of a tree. Only a few fragmentary
sections of the south wall have been reassembled,
but they too show important rituals. In one scene,
príests dressed in long skirts decorated with a
crossed-bones pattem carry offering bowls to a
Visión Serpent, while the other fragment depicts
the serpent dance taking place before a low plat
form with seated people and a dead body. Again
we do not understand all of these scenes, but they
appear at least partially to involve the purifica-
tion and bloodletting rituals that prepared practi-
uoners for important ritual performance. These
iaion and punfication rituals appear to parallel

conjuring ritual in the Yaxchilan ballgame
sequence.

90. Kurjack, Maldonado, and Robertson (1991)
«immarízed the history of ideas on the Great
Ballcourt and credited Stephens (1843) with
rat fecognizing similaríties to central Mexican

ballcourts and the first expression of the Toltec
hypothesis to Chamay (1888). They traced the
ideas about the Toltec orígin of war and ball-

iconography that culminated in their
ost eloquent expression in the work of Tozzer

(1957).

Again Kurjack and others (1991) summarized the
opiwnents' viewpoints, especially citing Thomp-

wly opposition and Chairles Lincoln's more
cent and systematic críticism of the Toltec hy-

pothesis. See Schele and Freidel (1990:346-377)
the ma.«r.

M  ̂ote of the Yukatekaya, their history, customs, religión, amd calen
dar, is called Relación de las Cosas de Yucatán
(Tozzer 1941).

antage does not explain why the northem

lowland Maya relinquished the game as a politi-
cal theater aftcr the fall of Chich en Itza but

before the Spanish arrived. We can point out that
the game as played in raasonry courts never had
a strong foothold in the northem lowlands. It was
principally a phenomenon of the Late and Ter
minal Classic periods, when the struggles for po-

litical hegemony racked the entire lowland

región. If we are right that the game as a political
instiument was introduced firom the southero

lowlands during this episode, it may never have

been important to local towns or villages who
would have had to sustain it for it to be present

at the time of the Spanish Conquest.

Aftcrword

1. My gradúate student Tim Albright helped me in
my endeavor by doing much of the übrary work

and consulting with Dr. Tadzia after I became
engaged in the unfolding of Creation.

2. This is described in Chapter 2.
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Altar de Sacrificios vase, 265-266,

458, 460, 463, 475
altars, 37, 55-58, 172, 177,

186 187, 190, 214, 253, 389,
413, 414-415

as center, 31, 51, 57
of Ch'a-Chak ceremony, 31 33,

51, 53, 55, 413
Christian, 53, 174, 175, 228,

255
at Copan, 309, 37a 372

crosses on, 32, 53, 55, 168
al El Perú, 215
hneage, 189 190
maize on, 55
numbers and, 57
terms for, 51, 55 57, 103, 414,

415, 426, 427, 436
al Tikal, 262 264, 483-184

Alvarado, Pedro de, 289, 290,
327 -329, 385, 479, 480

am (divining stones), 126, 411,
426

American Museum of Natural
History, Hayden
Planetarium of, 95, 416, 429

ancestors, 34, 43, 58, 158, 175,
181, 184-185, 187-190, 200,
213, 224, 270, 350, 375, 421

cariouches of, 190, 325, 358
cave dwellings of, 187-188,

201, 250
conjuring of, 190, 207-208,

308-309

Fallier-Molhers, 111, 121, 124,
127, 160, 182, 254, 255, 286,
397, 400

female, 357
flinl-shields inheriled from,

305-307, 308-309
founding, 185, 208, 308-309,

370

lineage, 188, 190, 208, 308-309
mouniain dwellings of, 124,

127, 144^145, 182, 187-188,
201, 202, 254, 426, 432

reincamaiion of, 182, 188
replaced by descendants, 190,

285

in Romería Day of ihe Dead,
401 402

see atso Hero Twins

.4ncient .Maya. The (Morley), 410

.Inciení .Maya Civilization
(Thompson), 410

Andorson, Thor, 117
Andrews, Aniliony, 438, 442
Andrews, Will, 189-190
animals, 111, 276, 340, 347

in canoe scenes, 89-90
as companion spirils, see

companion spirils
crealion of, 108
sacrificed, 164, 186, 187, 202,

230, 275, 287
Annals of ihe Kaqchikels, 43, 406,

409, 438
annallo iree, 248-249
Anonal, 353
Archaic Ecstasy (Eliade), 12
Aries (bird), 424
Arroyo Pesquero, 137
Alileko Maya, 254-255, 256
Aiiinasi, John, 461, 466, 469
Aveni, Anthony, 95, 120, 416,

422, 424, 426, 438, 443
awls, 206
axes, 200-201, 202, 217, 226

see also celts
axis mundi. 53, 57, 71, 73, 75,

76, 135, 196, 256, 367, 394,
414

Ayala, Marisela, 454, 488
Aztecs, 17, 199, 226, 289, 350,

407, 416, 430, 437, 439, 468,
472, 476

baiile standard of, 328, 468
constellations named by, 79,

112,422,426
defeated by Spanish, 294-296,

327, 337, 468
tlachtli game of, 541 343
war emblem of, 301

525



Inde:

babatunob, 50, 130, 428
Baby Ja^ar, 521
backracks, 236, 276, 277, 360, 424
Bahlam-K'uk', king of Palenque,

192, 477

Baird, Ellen T., 471

Bakab-Kan-Siknal, 164
bakabob (Pawahtunob), 130, 142,

152, 155, 156, 160, 428

Baknal-Chak, king of Tonina,
372-374

balamob (jaguar-protectors), 50,
130, 428

ballcoun markers, 340, 358, 377
at Chich'en lua, 378, 483
at Chink'ultik, 368
at Copan, 541, 352, 353,
366-369

at Tikal, 294, 470, 488
at Tonina, 341, 374

at Yaxchilan, 358

ballcoum, 143, 144, 340-343, 355,
356-385

bench markers of, 147, 365,
367, 435

at Cerros, 340-341, 434
at Chich'en Itza, 35, 128, 157,

160, 374-385, 387, 438, 488,
489, 490, 491, 492

at Copan, 147, 154, 155, 168,
169, 355, 362-372, 379, 486

dedication dates of, 353, 355,
356, 361, 362, 366, 374, 381,
384

false, 154, 168, 239, 352-353
form of, 340, 341-343, 365,

376, 422

Gemini as, 112, 426

glyph of, 341
at Izapa, 340
Olmec, 137, 431

orientation of, 340
as Otherworld portáis, 139,

144, 147, 155, 157, 222,
350-355, 362-364, 372, 384,
386, 431

at Palenque, 144
sunilarity of, 384
Six-Stair-Place, 239, 351-353,

354-355, 358-361

Three-Conquest, 239, 353-355,
356-362, 369-370, 372-374,
379, 384, 387

at Tikal, 297

at Tonina, 144, 319, 372-374,
379, 488

of Xibalba, 65, 108, 109, 110,
112, 246, 275-276, 292, 345,

348, 367, 370, 422, 426
at Yaxchilan, 144, 351, 358,

379, 453

ballgames, 337-391
activities in, 357-361, 377,
385-386

captive sacrifice in, see captives

as cathartic ritual, 350

Creation and, 341, 345-350,
351-352, 355, 365-372,
379-381, 384, 385

Otherworld locations in,
350-355

post-Conquest, 385-386
rules of, 340-345, 386
warfare and, 349, 353-355,

361, 362, 369-370, 372-374,
377-379, 384

ballplayers, 340, 385-386
captives as, 319, 349, 350, 374,

377, 379, 382

costumes wom by, 340, 343,
358, 360-361, 377

First Father as, 108, 351, 370
Hero Twins as, 109, 274, 345

346-348, 367-368, 431
kings as, 265, 350-352, 353,

358-361, 374

maneuvers of, 341, 343-345
Olmec, 340, 431
playing gear wom by, 343, 345,

346, 347, 358, 360, 377
preparations of, 381-382
purification rites of, 382
as wayob, 358

balls, 341-345, 349, 367, 377, 381
382, 385-386

bound captives as target of
374

boimd captives used as,
352-353, 358, 360-361

glyphs on, 357, 358, 361
Hunahpu's head as, 347, sgg
of Lords of Death, 346
size of, 343

baptism, 163-164, 270, 439
Bardawil, Lawrence, 449
Bardslay, Sandy, 352, 453
Barthel, Thomas, 445, 450
Bascoupe, Grace, 219-222
Bat House, 153, 347
batlle beasts, 296, 308-331

of Chich'en Itza, 158, 209
324-327, 377-379, 389*

Spanish saints vs., 295,
327-330

of Tikal, 310-316
Jee aUo War Serpent

battle standards, 293-317 325
329, 468

of Bonampak', 236-237
303-304, 334

of Chich'en Itza, 325, 377-579
cut-shell oraament on, 300
effigy, 299-303

emblems on, 300-303, 311
323, 325

feathered, 237, 325
flapstaffs, 316
gods in, 294-296, 314-315
litters and, 310-317
parasol, 304

Sun-Chrisi banners, 117, 118,
119, 120. 290 292, 531 554,
426

of Tekum L'man, 528
of Teotihuacan, 296, 500 505
of Tikal, 296 505, 512, 514,

523

of Tonina, 522

ite aUo flint-shields

bench markers, 365, 567
macaw head, 147, 455

Benson, Elizabcth, 258, 458
Berendt, Cari, 408
Berlin, Heinrich, 466
Berna!, Ignacio, 481
Bernal-Garcia, Maria Elena, 450
Big Bang tlieory, 60, 65
Big Dipper, 425, 429
"cupped hands" image of, 105
Itzam-Yeh image of, 79, 89,

112, 121, 122, 449

Bird-Jaguar, king of Yaxchilan,
219, 265, 271, 516, 460, 484,
485, 486

ballgame panels of, 550 552,
355, 356-362

snake dance of, 272-273, 458
Black-Transformer (Ek'-Way), 51,

87, 98, 107, 112 113, 222,
279, 351, 355, 374, 422, 437,
465

Blaffer, Sarah, 439
Blom, Franz, 45, 409, 429
blood, 151, 194, 200-207,

248-249, 262, 329
ch'uUl in, 201-202, 204, 205,

206-207, 210, 224, 244,
245-246

images of, 204, 377, 379, 382,
388

lightning in, 200, 201, 226,
227, 229

smeared on statues, 164, 202,
246, 287

lalking, 200, 201-202
bloodletters, 205, 206, 217, 218,

241, 242, 244, 245, 272, 281,
381

personified, 265, 278, 283
ree also stingray spines

bloodletting, 151, 164, 195,
204-207, 208, 211, 230, 242,
287, 328, 445, 447, 450-451,
472

ch'ulel released by, 202,
245-246

in dedication rituals, 234, 241,
242, 244, 245-246

of kings, 151, 205, 206, 308
penis perforation in, 205, 206,

241, 265, 382, 476
tongue perforation in, 205, 209,
312

Blood Maiden, 109, 211, 345,
348
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Blowgunner's Pot, 69 71. 75, 102,
412, 417, 449

blowguns, 505, 582
of Hero Twms, 69 71, 75, 102.

109. 110, 211, 547, 565

Bolon Chon song, 118, 119
Bonampak", muráis al. 558, 581,

455, 458, 459, 461, 474, 485,
491

battle standards in, 256 257,
305 504. 554

consiellaiions in. 79 82. 85
dedication ntuals in, 256 259.

305, 261 262. 264 265

f irst-1 rue-.Mountain image in,
158 159

bones. 206. 245, 297
exhumauon of, 262 264,
¿78 279, 292

mcised, 87. 89 92, 244
bone llirone, 505, 307, 312, 522
Bowditch. Charles, 408
Brasseur de Bourbourg. Charles

Etienne. 45. 406. 408
braziers. 52, 117, 210. 247, 551
breads, sacred (wah), 51, 414
^rvaking the May a Codr (Coe),

406-407

Bficker, Harvey. 424
Bncker. Victoria. 529, 552. 555,

399 400, 416, 421. 424. 425.
"^26, 440, 447. 455, 458 459.

-468. 479
Brmton, Daniel. 408
®ruce. Roben, 249 251, 440. 454
«ninhouse. Roben, 409
"ullrings, 168, 169

sacrificial, 250
""dles CiAatzJ, 68, 259. 271, 279

416

sacred objects in, 257, 244, 272
Ruth, 409

^sh, Alfred, 117
"li'-Chan, ktng of Copan,

278-279

^ched offerings, 199, 217,
234- 235, 240 246, 365, 367.

430

'^•"•d„eyde,,4+-,5, 61-65,90,^51, 147, 170. 214-215, 407,

agricultura! rituals and,
1í4~115

Creauon date in, 61-65. 68, 69,
416

ai/ "6. 121, 122,
422 40^ '''• 299, 597423, 429

darofT' '®'^2887i^tzam-Yeh'sdefeat m,
«catión ntuals and, 246-247

"losi days" of. 116, 287. 416.
422

Year Bearers in. 106. 164,
287 288, 414, 425 426,

466 467

Calvarlos, 118 120. 291, 400

candles, 51, 185. 186, 204. 210.
220, 228 229. 250. 256, 415

canoe imagerv, 82, 89 94, 96,

112, 244, 279, 285, 422, 425,
425

Capricorn (laguar), 102, 424
Capiain Sun Disk battle standard,

525, 577

capiiv«»s, 250, 257, 296, 297. 525.

517. 572. 581. 584. 586

ballgame victones possible for.
550

as ballplayers. 519. 549, 550,
374, 577, 579. 582

as balls. 552 555, 558, 560 561

as bal! target. 574
dance of. 259

decapiution of. 241. 521. 561,
568. 574. 577. 579. 582. 588

18-Rabbit as. 566. 569 570
flower ear ornament of, 549

K'an llok'-Clmam as. 518 521.
522. 574

Otherworld resurrection of.
259. 517 518. 554. 555.
361 562. 574

of Pakal. 517 518

rolled down Six-Stair-Place.
259.552-553.560 561

scaffold sacrifice of. 289. 522
Shield Skull as. 510. 512, 514,
516

shields made from skin of, 505
shrunken heads of, on war

costumes. 316

at Three-Conquest-Stair. 354.
555

tortured, as way, 265
Caracol, 41, 355, 406, 475
cargo bearers, 124

Carlsen, Roben. 254- 255, 285.
497

Carlsen, Ruth, 457

Carlson, John, 79, 416, 418, 436,
443, 445. 450

Carmack, Roben, 409, 479
Carnegie Institution of

Washington, 45
Carr, Sorraya, 340
Carrillo y Ancona, Crescencio,

408

Caste War, 128, 165-166, 173,
178, 252-253, 335, 375, 455

Castillo Raquero, Magdiel, 422
Catemaco lake, 132
caves, shrine, 41, 92, 151, 202,

203, 330

ancestors in, 187-188, 201, 250
at Utatlan, 185 187, 204, 224

ceiba trce, 55. 70 71. 168. 254.
256. 593 597. 400. 417

celts. 137. 425. 450. 451

smoking ax. 193 194. 199. 200.
201. 202

aMunes, 128, 15!. 157. 159. 195.
389. 422

ceiiter. 9. 31. 67. 73. 123 172.
414

m agricultural ntuals. 113 116.
129 130. 427 428

at Cerros. 125 126. 127

at Chich'en lua. 155 160

at Copan. 146 155. 157.
168 169

at Cozumel. I6l 163

Olmec. 131 137. 138. 160.
428 429

at Palenque. 144 146
quincuux pattern of. 50 51. 58.

115. 126. 127. 128 131. 155.

137. 140. 156. 160. 161. 164.
170. 242. 256. 413

at Tixkakal Guardia. 165- 169

at Waxakum. 139 145. 146,
152. 155. 157

at Z.inacantan. 123 126. 127.
144 145

ser also mountains. sacred;

World Tree

Cerros, 125 126. 127. 210. 335.
422

ballcourts at. 340 341. 454,
481

cached offerings at. 240 241,
242 244

Structure 5C at. 125. 240- 241.
426. 447

Ch'a-Chak ceremony. 29-33, 94,
213. 240. 387. 389, 415, 423
427

altar of, 31- 33. 51. 53. 55. 415
Chak, Chakob, 30. 50, 114, 150

161, 165, 202, 509. 521. 412
420. 428, 445, 462

constellaüon of (Virgo) 423
486

human personification of, 52,
94, 246, 423

peccaries associated with 94
423

pectoral device worn by, 217
shell earflare of, 361

ch'akba (self-decapitation), 355
Ch'akba-God A", 266
Chak-Zutz' of Palenque, 507
Ch'amai of Tikal, 299 500,

301-302, 470
Chamula Fesüval of Games, 116,

117 122, 181, 206, 257- 258,
260, 290-292, 531 554,
597-400, 421, 426, 458 459
480

chan (four. sky. snake), 53 57
405, 440 ' '
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Chan-Bahlam, king of Palenque,
281, 285-284, 286, 292, 454,
465, 464, 465, 470, 474

ancestral ílint-shield of,

505-507

architectural achievements of,
144, 241, 518-519, 400, 451

as K'awil, 195-194, 459-460
ritual resurrection of, 279-280

serpent foot and, 195, 196
way of, 192, 477

Chan-Muwan, king of
Bonampak', 256-259, 581,
455

Chan Santa Cruz Maya, see
Cruzo b Maya

chanul (companion spirit), 182,
205

Chamay, Desiré, 585
ch'ay k'in (lost days), 116, 287,

416, 422

Cheek, Charles, 486

Chi, Antonio Gaspar, 214-215
Chich'en Itza, 54—56, 155-160,

161, 175, 174, 175, 545,
574-391, 407, 416, 425, 428,
458, 459, 445, 447, 452, 471,
478-479, 480, 488, 493

ballcoíirt markers at, 578, 485
battle beasts of, 158, 209,
324-527, 577-579, 589

battle standards of, 325,
577-579

Castillo at, 54, 35, 37, 155-156,
160, 575, 381, 438

cenote at, 128, 157, 159, 389

Great Ballcourt at, 35, 128,
157, 160, 374-385, 387, 438,
489, 490, 491, 492

Great North Platfomi at, 325
Group of the Thousand

Columns at, 159
jaguar throne of, 381
Lower Temple of the Jaguars

at, 160, 381, 389, 490-4-91,
491^92

Mayaness of, 385-385
Mercado at, 159
muráis at, 377, 378, 384, 491
North Temple at, 379-383,

384, 388-389, 489, 490, 491
plaza at, 156-157
political organization of, 155,

157-158, 376, 381, 382-383,
384-385, 438, 489, 491

reliefs at, 377, 379, 381-383, 388

serpent balustrades at, 34, 156
Temple of the Warriors at,

157-159, 160, 323, 389, 490,
491

bpper Temple of the Jaguars
at, 325, 376-379, 383, 384,
471, 489, 490, 492

World Tree images at, 379,
381, 588-389

Chilam Balam, Books of, 15, 43,
103, 409, 410, 413, 420, 425,
435, 439, 464, 478, 486-487

chilan (translaior), 177, 178, 181,
246, 247, 252

Chimal Ek' (Little Dipper), 79
Chimalmat, 79
Chink'ultik, 368
Cholan languages, 15, 16, 57, 214,

338-339, 405, 406, 412, 414,
418, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444,
445-446, 448, 450, 452, 454,
458, 461, 464, 466, 469, 472,
476, 481

Cholti language, 64, 354, 485
Chorti language, 19, 338, 409,

417, 418, 420, 452, 454
Chorti Maya, 114-116, 409, 426,

447

Christianity, 40, 42, 49, 163, 166,
167, 175-177, 192, 548, 409,
441, 456, 467, 479-480

churches of, 53, 115-114,
175-175, 228-229, 255, 331

Cross of Christ in, 39, 53, 174,
175, 251, 254, 405

saints of, battle beasts vs., 295
327-330

syncretism with, 49, 50, 113,
174-177,251,258,289,405

ch'u (god, holy being), 69 202
436

chuchkahawtb (mother-fathers),
92, 169-170, 172, 176, 181,
185, 187, 225-230, 419

chul, ch'ulel (soul stuff), 142, 182,
203, 217, 254, 256, 272, 374,'
402, 433, 436, 440, 443, 445,
446, 448, 449, 451

in blood, 201-202, 204, 205,
206-207, 210, 224, 244
245-246

in clouds, 152, 206-207
in dedication rituals, 234,

244-246, 367
depictions of, 244-245, 274

280, 414

Chun, Janaro, 113
cinnabar, 254, 244
Cintla, battle of, 527, 468
Classic period, 40, 46-^, 52, 55

55-57, 105, 128, 137, 139, '
163, 212, 354-355, 437, 438,
439, 440, 441, 443, 444] 445I
447, 448, 449, 450, 454,' 457^
459, 462, 463, 464, 466, 467^
469, 471, 476, 478, 481, 483*
490

collapse of, 48, 246, 324
Creation myth of, 43, 61-75

107, 111, 112, 115, 281-283
426

Early, 72, 447, 449, 453, 473,
481, 484

Earth Lord of, 127-128

elite vs. commoner classes in,
46-47, 48, 410

fourfold gods of, 130
Itzam-Yeh in, 88-89

Late, 47, 89, 436, 439, 445,
474-475, 478, 488, 489, 493

lineage shrines in, 188-190
Terminal, 174, 385, 471, 488.

489, 490, 493

cleft mountains, 111, 132,
138-139, 146, 149, 152, 181,
283, 284, 389, 429, 431

clouds, 151-152, 190, 202
ch'uUl in, 152, 206-207
of incensé smoke, 32, 117, 152,

206-207, 249, 258, 291, 331
cloud scrolb, 151, 190, 206
códices, 44-45, 46, 50, 406,

407-^8, 410, 411, 422, 448.
462, 490

Dresden, 44, 107, 407, 414,
420, 421, 447, 464, 466, 467

Grolier, 44
Madrid, 44, 71, 82, 466
Paris, see Paris Codex

Spanish destruction of, 41, 45,
50

Coe, Michael, 43, 44, 83-85, 258,
279, 406-407, 417, 437, 444,
458, 460, 462-463, 466-^7,
481, 483, 484, 485-4-86

Coggins, Clemency, 471
cognate sets, 16, 405

Collins, Wade, 436
color glyphs, 244
Community Book of Utatlan, 406
companion spirits, 124, 201, 299,

323, 426, 444
chanul, 182, 203
nawals, 152, 184-185, 192,

202-203, 224, 289
•sce also battle beasts; way,

wayob

Conquest, see Spanish Conquest
Conquest of New Spain, The

(Díaz), 357, 480
constellations, 10, 74-76, 78,

79-84, 99-105, 107, 120,
122, 147, 192, 222, 325, 422,
423

Aztec, 79, 112, 422, 426
in Bonampak' muráis, 79—82,
83

drawn by sky artists, 94--95,
112, 116,210,211,283

in Paris Codex, 75, 83, 99-103,
105, 421, 424-425, 427

precession and, 96, 121
rotation of, about Heart of Sky,

73, 74-75, 105, 113, 414,
420

on stelae, 101, 424
■tce also specific constellations

Cook, Garrett, 188, 200, 290, 416,
432, 441, 445, 459, 480
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copal. 51. 164. 172. 185. 186. 204.
211. 228. 249. 256

Copan. 53. 87. 97. 114. 146-155.
157. 163. 165. 186. 194. 196.
241. 383, 408, 417, 418, 456.
457-4-38. 441. 449. 450. 451.
452. 453 454. 461. 465. 464.
475. 476. 485

Acrópolis at. 146-147. 152. 155.
189. 456. 457. 463

altars at. 509. 376 572
ballcourt markers at. 541. 352.

355. 366-569
ballcourts at. 147. 154. 155.

168. 169. 355. 362-572, 379.
486

Bat House at, 153. 483
bencli markers at. 147. 365.

367. 435
cached offerings at, 199. 242,

365

dance plalform at, 152-155,
154. 168. 433. 437

East Coun at, 152 153, 155,
168, 436, 437, 484

falso ballcourt at, 154, 168,
352-355. 438. 484

Great Plaza at, 147, 420, 463,
486

Itzam-Yeh images at, 149,
365-366, 367, 436, 490

language of, 41, 406
lineage shrines at, 189-190
Popol Nah at. 152-153, 157,

168, 433, 437, 441
stelae at, 147, 277-279,

309-310, 374, 418, 419, 420,
«1, 469, 484

Temple 11 at. 222, 352-553,
+38, 484

Temple 16 at, 309, 490
Temple 22 at, 85-87, 147-152,

168, 390, 436, 447
Temple of the Hieroglyphic

Stairs at, 355, 364-365,
369-372, 440, 463

Cortés, Constónce, 422, 449, 451,
487

Cortés, Hernando, 289, 294-295,
327-330, 339, 409, 467, 468,
+69, 479, 480

Cosmic Monster, 46, 152, 244,
360, 419

Milky Way position of, 85-87,
88, 89, 90-91, 151, 217

*^stumes:
of ballplayers, 340, 343, 358,

360-361, 377
of dance, 236-237, 260-267,

273-274, 276-277, 286, 292
516, 358

of Tlaloc-Venus Warfare. 208,
502, 307, 309, 311, 316, 369
377

^^uncil (popol), 142

Cox, Rebecca. 450, 454
Cozumel. 161 163. 234, 251, 270.

433. 459
Oracle of Ixchel on, 178
sakbes of, 162

Creation, 9. 37. 43. 53. 59 122.
138. 147. 230. 235. 256. 262.
280. 587 591. 454. 4v84. 491

of animals. 108
ballgames and. 341, 345 350,

351-552, 355. 565 572.
379 581. 584. 385

dance and. 274 276
date of. 61-65. 68. 69. 71. 79.

92. 95-96. 251. 584. 416
days of. 69. 82. 95 99. 112.

113 114. 116. 121. 122. 217.
247. 258. 279, 299, 397, 422.
423. 429. 492

gods' joint effon in, 69
gtxis' word in. 59. 65
of human bemgs. 55, 58, 92.

108. 111 112. 118. 152, 138.
139. 145, 146. 155. 180. 181,
185. 194 195. 211. 285. 284

place of, 79. 92. 96. 99. 105,
106. 112. 150. 285. 284, 314.
425; see also three stone
place

previous creations vs.. 61. 71.
96. 106. 107 111. 118 120.
211. 284. 290. 550. 551. 355.
567. 416

ritual reenactment of. 115 120
sky and, see sky
subsequent Creation \-s.. 115
see also First Fatlier; First

Motlier; Popol Vuh
crocodile imagery. 87. 91. 122,

151, 196, 449
Crocodile Tree, 72, 87-89, 96,

112. 116, 157. 196, 449
croases, 172, 251- 256, 397-402,

439, 457
on altars, 32, 53, 55, 168
of Christ, 39, 53, 174, 175, 251,

254, 405
K'an-, 94, 96, 105, 418, 423,

451

talking, 166, 168, 177, 178,
180, 181, 252-253, 254, 335,
336, 455-456

see also World Tree
cross shrines, 123-124, 127, 162,

254, 428
on Calvarios, 118-120, 291, 400

Cruzob Maya, 122, 173, 178, 192,
252-254, 375, 384, 421

end of the world expected by,
335-336

sacred books of, 15, 167, 168
Shrine Villages of, 165-169,

253

Culbert, T. Patrick, 458
curing ceremonies, 219-222, 285

C

D
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417 418
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+11 412, 415, 419, 436
personified forms of, 211 213
potential evil of, 211
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420, 421
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slelae ai, 88 89, 157, 222, 422

jade, 55, 204, 234, 241, 242, 244,
245, 256, 272, 381, 450

jaguar, 124, 154. 276, 312, 361,
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Annals of, 43, 406, 409
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Karttunen, Fran, 472
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394, 414
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potential evil of, 212-213, 224
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World Tree embodied by, 135,
137, 138, 147, 213, 394 396*
+14, +18

see also specific kings
kisin (farter), 176
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65-87. 88, 89, 90-91, 151
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67-89, 96, 112, 116, 449
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World
see navel of the

Momostenango, 169-172, 186.
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334. 402, 419

Monkeys, 118-120, 290-291, 331
monkcys, 89, 276

of previous Creatton, 108,
118-120, 290

Monroy. Estrada, 467
monster masks, 139-140, 265
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339, 340
Moniezuma, 289
moon, 78
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272, 367-368

as First Mother's avatar, 61,
112, 205, 280, 283. >286

Mopan Maya. 113-114
Morales. Alfonso. 114. 434. 436
Moran. Pedro. 444
Morley, Sylvanus, 45, 46. 375,

407. 410
Morris. Chip. 210, 455
mosaics, 135

mirrors, 175, 242, 244
mother-fatliers (chuchkahawib),

92, 169-170, 172, 176, 181,
185, 187, 225-230, 419

mountain (untzj, 139, 429, 432
Mountain Monsters, 140, 433
mountains, sacred, 188. 419, 430

ancestors in, 124, 127, 144-145,
182, 187-188, 201, 202, 254,
426, 432

Calvarios, 118-120, 291, 400
cleft, 111, 132, 138-139, 146,

149, 152, 181, 283, 284, 389,
429, 431

navel of the world, 125-126,
127, 128, 144, 169, 171, 254,
400-101

at Palenque, 144-145
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127, 144-145, 426
Six-Place, 170-172, 233
volcanoes, 132-135
see also temple pyramids

mud mortar, 148
Mundos, see Earth Lords
musicians, 237
Muwan Bird headdress, 68
muyal (cloud), 206

nab (plaza, large bodies of water),
139, 144, 430, 432

Nahm, Wemer, lOO-lOl, 102,
276, 416, 420, 428, 440, 441,
444, 448-449, 460, 461, 476

Na-Ho-Chan, 66, 68, 94-95, 99,
105, 128, 421, 437

Nah Tunich, 41, 406, 447
Náhuatl language, 17, 472, 479
Nakbe, 429, 432, 449
ñame glyphs, 46-47, 269, 316,

410-412, 420
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nance tree. 110, 211
Naranjo, 411

defeated by Caracol. 355
defeated by Tikal. 314. 315.

476

Three-Conquest-Stair at, 354.
355

Na-Te*-K'an. see
First-Tree-Precious

Nauat, Manuel, 455-456
navel of the world (mixik'

balamil), l >23-126, 127. 128,
144. 169, 171, 254, 400401.
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nawals (companion spirits). 152.
184^185. 192, 202-203, 224.
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net skirt, 276, 277, 280, >283, 286,
292, 360, 362, 370, 431
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444, 463

New Year. 106-107, 164,
425426, 466-467

ceremonies of, 218, 287-288.
414. 419. 423, 425

Nine-Place, 170, 307
Nine-Star-Over-Eartli glyph, 68
north, 75-76, 79. 122, 128, 421

celestial pole of, see Heart of
Sky

eight-partitioned house of.
71-73, 75, 113, 130,
417420, 426

Novello, Venancio, 210
Nu-Balam-Chaknal (Jaguar

Protector), 312, 316
Nuñez de le Vega. Francisco. 448
Nupul-Balam. 266, 475

Oakes, Maud, 409
objects, sacred, 173-181, 197, 330

boxes for, 304
in bundles, 237, 244, 272
dance with, 239, 270-272. 316
heirloom, 249, 270-271, 286
see also statues, sacred; ulking

objects
obsidian, 200, 205, 226, 234, 242,

245, 256
ocA bih (he entered the road),

76-78, 351
Och-Kan (Visión Serpent), 209
och ta chan (he entered the sky),

69-71, 75, 412, 417, 418
offerings, 127, 164, 168, 195, 222,

230, 249, 255, 270, 271, 288,
297, 378, 418

cached, 199, 217, 234-235,
240-246, 365, 367, 414, 430

intermediary, 204
materials used for, 51, 212,

217, 234, 241, 242-245, 256,
272, 413

see also blood; bloodletting;
sacrifice
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offering vessels, 61, 71, 74, 79, 92
105, 163, 213-219, 266, 277,

281

aifterbinh cairied in, 92

at base of World Tree, 71, 87

bloodletting, 205, 206, 308
depicted contents of, 205, 206,

217, 244-245

First Father's head on, 216,

279, 367

images on, 216-218, 244, 247,
355

Lakandon god pots, 214, 215,
216, 247-251, 399

lip-to-lip, 240-242, 244, 414
as Otherworid portáis, 215-216
Quadripartite God form of,

216-217, 244, 370, 414

stm-marked, 87, 151, 280, 367,
370, 414, 418

types of, 213-214, 414
see also pottery vessels

ol (heart, center), 105, 441
as Otherworid portal, 51, 215,

216, 217-218, 241, 352, 358,
364, 367, 374

Olmecs, 12, 17, 48, 96, 196, 352,
423, 430, 432, 466, 481

ballplayers, 340, 431
buildings of, 133-137
center and, 131-137, 138, 160,
428-429

influence of, 137, 138-139, 143

sculpture of, 132, 134, 137, 196,
340

stelae of, 134—135

One-Ahaw, see Hunahpu
One-Anisan, 108, 367

One-Hunahpu, 108-110, 275-276,
284, 345, 351, 352, 462, 483,
485-486

see also First Father

One-Monkey, 108, 367
Grade of Ix Chel, 178
Orejel, Jorge, 354, 484, 485
Orion, 103, 112, 121, 283, 424

three stone place in, 79, 80, 85,
91, 92, 96, 97-98, 105, 116,
119, 183, 422, 423, 426

turtle image of, 80, 82-84, 85,
92

Otherworid, 10, 30, 39, 43, 47,

103, 118, 128, 131, 142, 194,

224, 525, 436, 438, 441, 443,
446H47, 450, 451, 460, 463,

470, 474, 488

abyss leading to, 269—270
altar portáis to, see altars
béülcoun portáis to, 139, 144,

147, 155, 157, 222, 350-355,

362-364, 372, 384, 386, 431

Black-Transformer portal to,
51, 87, 98, 107, 112-113,
222, 351, 355, 374, 422,
437

captivos resurrected in, 239,
317-318, 334, 353, 361-362,
374

cenote portáis to, 151, 157, 389
cross portáis to, 254
fixed portáis to, 139, 204, 222,

377

locations in, 184, 216, 269-270,
283, 284, 307, 350-355, 372

mirror portóls to, 175, 244
offering vessel portab to,

215-216

Ol portal to, 51, 215, 216,
217-218, 241, 352, 358, 364,
367, 374

plaza portáis to, 135, 139, 222,
353

Primordial Sea in, 135,
139-140, 143, 157, 280,
283-284, 367, 377

quadrifoil poital to, 94, 215,
352, 367, 414

Visión Serpent portal to, see
Visión Serpents

volcano poitals to, 132, 134
White-Bone-Snake portal to,

51, 269, 357, 370-372, 422
see also ancestors; gods; sh riñes;

Xibalba

Otumba, battle of, 294—295, 327
owl-shield-spearthrower war

emblem, 300-303, 323, 325
Ox-Ahal-Eb (Three-Ginquest-

Stair), 239, 353-355,
356-362, 369-370, 372-374,
379, 384, 387

Ox-Bolon-Chak, 190
Oxkutzkab, 436

Ox-Nab-Tunich, 349

Pacheco, Manuel, 92, 185-187
203

Paddler Gods, see Jaguar Paddler;
Stingray Paddler

Pakal, king of Palenque, 144, 190,
193, 218, 273-274, 280-281,'
283, 286, 305, 307, 452-453[
454, 470, 474

captives taken by, 317-318
sarcophagus of, 76-78, 87, 194

199, 270, 276, 280, 370, 402
422, 451, 462, 463

pakal (shields), 297, 300-303,
314, 372-374, 378

see also flint-shields

Pakam, 109

Paklom, 170-172

Palenque, 41, 101, 163, 169, 190,
191, 192, 196, 279-285, 407,
423, 438, 439, 440, 444, 45oi
452, 458, 472, 475-^76, 477,'
480

ballcourts at, 144

defeated by Tonina, 318-321,
322, 374
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environment of, 144

Group of the Cross at, 76, 96,
144-146, 241, 443, 449, 459,
466

House C at, 317-318, 457, 477
language of, 41, 406
Palace at, 144, 280-281, 319
Palace Tablet at, 196, 286, 451,

464-H^5, 470

pib natl at, 222, 283, 418
plaza at, 144
population of, 258
sacred mounuin at, 144—145
snake dance of, 273-274

Tablet of the Cross at, 69, 71,
73, 74-75, 118, 283, 419,
426, 465, 474

Tablet of the Foliated Cross at,
138, 139, 146, 281, 284, 418,
419, 431, 464-465, 466, 474

Tablet of the 96 Glyphs at,
337-339

Tablet of the Slaves at, 307
Tablet of the Sun at, 283,

305-306, 312, 454, 460^1,
470, 474

Temple 14 at, 279-280, 319,
419

Temple of the Cross at, 53, 71,
145, 400, 420

Temple of the F'oliated Cross
at, 69, 82, 94, 145, 183-184,
194, 252, 283, 284- 285

Temple of the Inscriptions at,
144, 193, 195, 276, 422,
459-460, 464-H-65

Temple of the Sun at, 69,
305-306, 478

Triad gods of, 184, 283, 304,
443, 464, 465, 466

World Tree images at, 53, 118,
145, 280, 372, 420

see also Chan-Balam, king of
Palenque; Pakal, king of
Palenque

Palka, Joel, 435
Panjoj, Sebastián, 225-230, 451
parasol battle stóndards, 304
Paris Codex, 44, 464

constellations in, 75, 83,
99-103, 105, 421, 424-^25,
427

New Year's pages in, 106-107
Parker, A. M., 408
Parker, Joy, 12, 267-268
Parsons, Lee, 507
Parsons, Mark, 469
partition (uuk), 94, 113, 140, 152,

156, 160, 194, 201, 374, 418,
419, 432-433

on Itzam-Yeh, 140, 420
on World Tree, 73, 140, 394,

419, 420, 433

Pasiones, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120,
181, 290, 291, 331, 426, 480

Pawahtunob (bakabob), 130. 142,
152, 155, 156, 160, 381. 390.
428

Peabody Museum oí Archaeology
and Ethnology. 45. 407. 408

peccanes:

assoaaied witl» Chakob. 94,
423

associated wjtli luamna. 91. 94
coimellauon of, 80 84. 87.

91 92. 112. 422. 423. 424.
426

irifoil sign on. 83. 422
pectoral jewelry. 242

of u-ayoh, 217

ponis perforaüon, 205. 206, 241,
265. 382. 476

Pennsylvania. Umversiiy of. 408
Perera, Víctor, 455
Peten-Iua. Lake. 164
pib nail 222. 241, 283. 284, 418
pib ovem, 240 241. 246. 414
Pickands, Martín, 462
Piedras Negras, 205, 305, 410,

421, 449, 474
Pío Pérez. Juan. 408
Pisces (bat). 424
Piste, 34

(ballplaying), 338 339, 351
386

Planetariums. 95. 97. 416 423
429

planets, 78, 79, 131. 151 192
196

anthropomorphic figures of
80 82

sec aUo spect/ur planets
plaster, 139, 432
Plates, offering, ,ee offering

vessels

plazas, 131. 242, 257, 353, 370
432

at Chich'en Itza, 156 157
«t Copan, 147, 420

portáis, 135, 139,

at Palenque, 144
Mmordial Sea .ymbolúed by

'.f' >«. 155,,  156, 222, 430, 431
l^wdes, 92, 96, 97-98 ni

112

John, 490

'"llfo"h Su,), 73, 75, 76
"om, 32

•""«nona, 321, 322
^i^feai), 142, 15,2, 433

(council), 142
(«^o^ncil house), 158,

437, 441

^ 169^^''^^ Guardia, 167, 168,

Inde.

at Waxaktun. 142 143, 152,
433

Popol \ uh (Book of Council), 43.
64, 19+ 195. 197, 199, 201.
233. 284 285. 385, 406. 409.
437. 438. 444. 449. 460. 462.
463. 464. 465. 483. 484. 485.
486. 487

Bat House in. 153. 347
Creauon m>tli in, 43, 53,
59 60. 61. 65. 69. 79. 88. 95.
107 112. 115. 118. 180 181.
202 203. 283. 351. 352. 416.
422. 423

Itzam-Yeh (Seven-Macaw) in.
70. 79. 88 89. 96. 110. 211.
365.417.420

Spht-Place (cleft mountam) in.
111. 138

see also Hero Twins

Poqom Maya. 197. 215. 409. 410.
411. 444. 450

posh, 123

Postclassic penod. 46, 161, 163,
178. 208. 289. 323. 384. 385.
+06. 438. 439. 490

Potter, Dan. 241, 454
pottery vessels, 45. 46 47. 61. 78,

82 85. 91. 163. 197. 212.

239.279.417 418
Altar de Sacrificjos vase.
265 266

black-background, 69. 92.
99-100

Blowgunner's Pot, 69-71. 75,
102.412.417

canoe scenes on, 82, 92 -94, 422
costumed dancers depicted on,

260-261, 262-264, 265 267
276. 358

god pots, 214, 215. 216,
247-251, 256, 399

for maize gruel. 180, 220
peccary heads as feet of, 82, 83
Pot of the Seven Gods. 67-69
417

umbilical cords on, 99-100
u>ayob on, 191-192, 262, 266,

322, 323, 355
see also offering vessels

power, 37

precession, 96, 121
Prechtel, Martin, 254-255, 285

497

Precious-Shell-Matawil
(K'an-Hub-Matawil), 184,
283, 284

Preclassic period, 88, 101, 125,
139, 163, 208, 235, 241, 406,
+22, 430, 439, 447, 452, 454,
+73, 478, 481

Primordial Sea, 67, 92, 353
in Otherworid, 135, 139-140,

143, 157, 280, 283-284, 367,
377
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symbtdized by plazas, 135, 137,
139 140. 143. 155. 156. 222.
430, 431

Proskouriakoff. Tatiana, 46, 183.
+10. 412. 436. 440, 469. 476

Proyecto lingüístico Francisco
Marroquin (PLFM). 16-17

pus (sacrifice). 202-203

Q'anhob'al language, 338. 339.
+81

Q'eqclii language. 338. 339. 481
Q'eqrhi Maya. 208-209. 288. 292.

338. 339

quadrifoil cartouche. 94. 215. 552.
367, 414

Quadripartite God. 216-217. 244.
370. 414. 449-1.50. 451

Quadripartite Monster. 78
Quenon, Micliel, 102, 424
Quetzalcoaü. 289, 479
quincunx patlern, 50 51, 58. 115.

126, 127, 128-131. 135. 137.
1+0, 156, 160. 161. 164. 170,
242, 256. 413. 428. 430

Quiriguá. 452
18-Rabbit captured by. 366.
369

Stela C at, 64 67. 68, 69. 73,
92. 100. 448-449

Qumaar Kah. see Ihatlan

Rabinal Achi. 43. 406
rams. 115. 116, 195. 207, 210.

251.389

Recinos. Adrián. 45, 408, 409, 479
Redfield, Robert, 409, 421, 422.

439

red pigments, 234, 240, 242, 244,
248-249, 256, 272

Reents-Budet, Dorie, 462
Reese, Katliryn, 458, 490
Reillv, Kent. 12, 132-137, 415,

423, 428-429, 430-431, 458
Relación de las cosas de Yucatán

(Landa), 15, 43^, 163-164,
385, 439, 445. 492

Riese, Bertliold, 416
Ringle, William, 418, 436, 443,

+45, 450

Río Azul, 72, 418-419, 432,
484

Ritual Humor in the Highlands
(Bricker), 400

Ritual of the Bakabs, book of, 43,

409, 426, 427

Robbins, Robert, 415—416

Robertson, Merle Greene, 393,
407, 450, 454, 457, 459, 462,
466

Robiscek, Francis, 443, 462, 465
Robles, Fernando, 438
Rodríguez Cuajan, José Obispo

"Pakal-Balam," 231
Romería, 401-402
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Roys, Ralph, 45, 408-409, 413,
426, 444, 455, 478

rubber, 164, 204, 210, 211

Ruler A of Tikal, see

Hasaw-Ka'an-K'awil, king of
Tikal

Sabloff, Jeremy, 412

sacrifice, 58, 124, 143, 151, 154,

157, 168, 169, 195, 202-207,

222, 234, 239, 289, 334, 381

of animals, 164, 186, 187, 202,

230, 275, 287

of captives, see captivos
means and ends linked in,

202-203, 217

of substitutos, 203, 205, 211,

219, 244, 249

terms for, 202

see also bloodletting;
decapiution; offerings;
offering vessels

Saenz de Santa María, Carmelo,
444

Sagittarius (rattlesnake), 102, 122
sahalob, 174, 272-273, 307, 358

sak (white, olear, hiunan-made),
180

soA-a' (maize gruel), 179,
180-181, 212, 213, 220, 440

Sak Be (White Road, Milky
Way), 76-78

sakbes, 162

Sak-Hunal (Jester God), 205, 283,
377, 431, 472, 489

Sakim (Creek shaman), 12-13
sak lakob (offering vessels), 214,

241

sak-nik-ncd (white-flower-soul),
183-184, 218-219, 254, 278,
283, 374, 389, 394, 39fr-402,
440H41

Sanders, William, 293-294
San Martín Pajapán volcano,

132-133

Santiago (saint), 116, 295, 327,
328, 330, 334

santoh de che' (tree crosses), 177
Sargent, Carolyn, 422
Sarhan, Adnan, 267

Saqik'oxol (White K'oxol),
200-201

saso'ob (stones of light), 179
Sattler, Mareika, 480

Satum, 80, 443, 464

scaffold frame, 289, 322

Scarborough, Vernon, 340, 481
Schele, Linda, 9, 12-13, 65, 165,

169, 189, 201, 253, 294, 335,

337-339, 354, 385, 393-403,
406, 411, 415-416, 422, 436,
437H.38, 439, 440, 441, 442,
443, 445, 447, 448, 450, 451,
452, 453, 454, 455, 458, 460,
461, 462, 464, 465, 466, 467,

468, 469, 470, 472, 475, 477,

478, 480-^1, 483, 484, 485,

487, 488-^9

astronomical research of,

75-107, 429

at Chamula Festival of Games,
116, 117-122, 181, 206,

257-258, 331-334, 397-^00,

421

Chamula ñame bestowed on,
117

at divination ritual, 224-230
at Iximche' dedication ritual,

231-235

at Romeriá, 401-402

at Six-Place, 170-172, 233, 402
at Tikal, 393-397, 400
at Utatlan cave shrine,

185-187, 203

Schellhas, Paúl, 46, 408, 410, 443,
490

Schmidt, Peter, 523
Scholes, France, 408, 409
Scorpius, 75-76, 87, 99, 102, 107,

120, 122, 145, 217, 421, 422,
424

Sedat, David, 434
Seibal, 315

Six-Stair-Place at, 353, 361,
362

Seler, Eduard, 407-408, 410,
450

self-decapitation, 262, 266, 355
361

semen, 181, 210, 413

Sénior Large Moimtain, 124, 127
144-145, 426

serpent foot, 152, 193, 195-196,
201, 202, 271

serpentino, 133, 135, 137, 430
Seven Black-Yellow Place (Wuk

Ek*-K'anal), 269-270, 307
372

Seven-Hunahpu, 108-110,
275-276, 284, 345, 348, 351,
352, 367, 462, 463, 483,
485-486

see also First Father

Seven-Macaw, see Itzam-Yeh
shamans, shamanism, 11-13, 37

38, 39, 49, 124, 131, 15*7,
178, 180, 241, 242, 391, 412,
W, 446, 447, 448, 451, 453*

Ch a-Chak ceremony of, 29—33
94, 213, 240, 387, 389, 415 '
423, 427

chuchkahawib, 92, 169-170
172, 176, 181, 185, 187, '
225-230, 419

cleansing rituals of, 126,
150-131, 163-164, 41*7

community support of, 69
curing ceremony of, 219-222

285

ecstasy of, 33-34

538

h-men, 15, 31-33, 176, 180,

181, 209, 412, 413. 414

initiation of, 169-170, 186- 187,

208-209, 226

lightning in blood of, 200, 201,
226, 227, 229, 268

lineage, 188
mediumistic, 184

Native American, 12 -15

Otherworld portal opened by,
51, 126, 129, 210

patrón god of, see Itzamna
potential evil of, 181, 192-193,

211, 224, 228

quincunx pattcm created by,
115, 126, 128-129, 130

responsibilities of, 50, 51
seers, 124, 176, 181, 200, 426

shrines used by, 188
soul sickness healings of,

181-182, 201, 205, 219-222,
230, 268

souls of. 187-188

Spanish view of, 176
terms for, 51, 127, 176, 188,

211

wayob of, 192
see also altars

Sharer, Robert, 434, 436, 438
Shield-Jaguar, king of Yaxchilan,

208, 305, 308-309, 316, 356,
558-360, 453, 485

shields (pakal), 297, 300-503,
514, 372-374, 378

see also flint-shields

Shield-Skull, king of Tikal,
510, 312, 314, 316, 475,
477

Shook, Edwin, 486
shrines, 167, 168-169, 170, 255,

254

in houses, 162-165

lineage, 188-190, 297, 452
shamanic, 188
at Tikal, 297-299

see also caves, shrine; cross

shrines

Shrine Villages, 165-169
Sipakna, four hundred boys killed

by. 96, 110, 111, 112
Six-Place (waqibal), 170-172,

253, 402

Six-Shell-in-hand, 351
Six-Sky-Smoke of Tonina, 574
Six-Stair-Place (Wak-Ebnal), 239,

351-355, 354-355, 358-561,
562, 453, 484

S'*"Tun-Bird-Jaguar, king of
Yaxchilan, 356, 358-360

skeletal death gods, 192, 317, 321,
522, 323

skulls, 152, 281, 377, 589
com kemels as, 284
of First Father, 108-109, 155,

545, 389, 419

sky, 50, 51. 75 107, 112 113,

120^ 122. 211. 217. 381. 591

glyphs for. 55. 57. 405. 427
K'an-cross in. 94. 105. 451
lying-down. 67, 68 69. 71. 75.

75. 79. 92. 112, 246, 256,
280, 419

raised by First Father. 55, 67.
71 75. 115, 150, 152, 185,
246. 285. 299, 569, 597, 414;

see also World Tree

zcnith position in. 75. 75. 78.
91. 94. 105. 116. 419 -420

see also conslellaiions; Milky
Way; umbilical cord. sky

sky artist (itzaO, 94-95. 112, 116.
122. 211. 285

sky-bearers. 50. 150. 142. 152.
155. 156, 160, 581, 590, 428

Sky in Maya Literature, The
(Avcni, ed.), 424

sky tree (kaan che') altar. 55 57.
103, 414, 415, 426, 456

Smailus, Ortwin, 192
smoke, 376

ch'ulel in, 206-207
incensó. 32. 34, 117, 151, 152.

190, 202, 206-207. 249, 258,
287, 291, 331-332, 582

as sustenance, 117, 204, 210,
249, 331-332

Smoke-Imix-God K, king of
Copan, 309, 418, 437

Smoke-Shell, king of Copan. 369
smoking ax (celt), 193-194, 199,

200, 201, 202

Smoking-Frog, king of Tikal. 296.
299. 307, 470

snake, 46, 66, 96, 116, 196,
209-210, 218. 276, 459, 440,
461H-62

as blood image, 377, 382, 388
sky umbilical cord, 105, 128,
196, 278, 378

^ee also Double-headed

Serpent; Feathered Serpents;
Visión Serpents; War
Serpent
dance, 272-274, 448, 458

otz, 439

«obstices, 85-87, 115, 156, 157
osa, John, 78, 152, 177, 180, 181,

591, 412-413, 414, 415, 427
, +28, 437, 439, 440
. 151, 152, 173-230, 234, 254,
256

«ieath and, 183, 184. 187-188
190. 194, 217

infant, 182, 184, 196, 218-222
374

¡oss of, 181-182, 201, 203, 204
«ature of, 181-185

ovil of, 181, 192-193,
204-205

«■eincamation of, 182, 188, 374

in sacred objects. see objects,
sacred; statues. sacn^l

white flower image of,
185 184, 218 219, 254, 278,
285, 574, 589, 594, 569 402,
440^441

see also ch 'ui ch htel; dedication
rituals; Otherworld;
sustenance

Spanish Conquest, 15, 57 59, 40,
46, 48 50, 52. 94. 105. 128.
165. 201. 205. 208. 254. 456.
441, 447. 469. 479, 495

aided by saints, 295, 527 550
ballgames and, 584 585
clianges wTought by, 57 58.

126. 165
chronicles of, 43^14, 165 164.

246 247. 251. 287 288. 557.
556. 585 386

códices bumed by. 41, 45. 50
cultural desirucliveness of. 41.

165. 251
dance and. 286 292
Mayan ortltographv and. 15
sacred objects and. 173 177
shamans and. 176
warfare of. 289^ 290. 294- 295.

527-331
see also Christiamty

"Spanish lx«tler," 332
spatial organizaiion, see center
speartlirowers. 300-303, 323, 325,

381

Spero, Joanne, 445
spiders, 126
Spinden, Herbert J., 408, 450
spondylus shells, 217, 234, 241,

242, 244, 245, 256
staff dances, 239, 271
staffs, 236, 237, 270-272, 287,

291, 309, 316, 381
stairways, 143, 144, 155, 376, 379,

388

ballgame panels on, at
Yaxchilan, 350-352, 355,
356-362

serpent balustrade on, at
Chich'en lua, 34, 156

Six-Stair-Place, 239, 351-353,
354-355, 358-361, 362, 453

Three-Conquest-Stair, 353-355,
356-362, 369-370, 372-374,
379, 384, 387

see also hieroglyphic stairways
star-over-earth glyph, 90
Stars and Planets (Menzel), 76
statue (k'awil), 196-199, 202
statues, sacred, 41, 49, 163,

173-181, 197, 264, 329, 390,
479-480

blood smeared on, 164, 202,
246, 287

decoration of, 247
dedication of, 246-247

539

host. 196 199; ice also K'awil
talking. 177, 178. 180. 181
in \tbalba Okot dance.

287 -288

Yahaw-Te*. 242
see also objects, sacred

stelae. 45. 197. 271. 287. 361
constellations on. 101. 424
at Copan, 147. 277 279.

309 310, 374. 418. 419, 420.
431. 469. 484

Hauberg. 101. 102. 424. 486
at Izapa. 88-89. 137. 222. 422
Olmec. 13+ 135
at Piedras Negras. 421
at Quiriguá. 64-67. 68. 69. 73.

92. 100, 448-449
at Tikal. 101. 102, 302. 303.

307. 512, 424. 442
at Tzum. 269-270

"Stellar City; 11 tallan and Orion.
A" (Fernaitdez), 425

Stmgray Paddler, 79. 89- 95, 244
in canoe scenes, 89^-94. 423
as sky artist. 94—95, 112
llirce stones set bv. 66. 92. 95.

112.314
stingray spines, 217, 218. 242,

244. 245. 256
generativity of, 151. 281. 285.

567

Siomper, Jeff, 437
Stone. Andrea. 436, 446. 447, 449,

487

stones, 249
lighming associated with, 200,

226, 445
talking, 177, 178, 179, 180
see also divining stones; three

stone place
Stormy-Sky, king of Tikal, 302,

512, 470, 472
Strbmsvik, Gustav, 486
Stross, Brian, 416, 454, 461, 464
Stuart, David, 183, 190, 196, 316,

399, 406, 410, 417, 418, 422.
431, 434, 436, 437. 440^1,
442, 443-+44, 445, 446, 447*
448, 449, 450, 451, 452, 453!
460, 461, 466, 469, 474, 475,
476, 477, 480, 484-485, 487,
488

Stuan, George, 406, 408, 445
substitutes, 203, 205, 211, 219,

222, 244, 249
generational, 285-286

Sufi dancing, 267-268
Sullivan, Paúl, 178, 179, 375
sun, 10, 78, 79, 94, 96, 97, 112,

116, 152, 239, 274, 333, 414,
419-420, 423, 424, 427

eclipses of, 44, 100
equinoxes of, 34, 156, 397
false, Itzam-Yeh as, 70-71 110

211,365,420
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sun (continued)

foiur-peialed flower image of,
85

on offering vessels, 87, 151,

280, 367, 570, 414, 418

serpent path of, 196
solstices of, 85-87, 115, 156,

157

Xbalanke associated with,

110-111, 276, 368

Sun-Christ banners, 117, 118, 119,

120, 290-292, 331-334, 426

Sun Disk battie standard, 325,

377

sun god, 50, 82, 128, 420
Sun-Jaguar (K'in-Balam),

314-315, 316, 476

sustenance, 127, 193-230, 241,

249, 285-286, 369, 414, 427

tí2 as, 51, 210-213, 222-223,
224, 240

smoke as, 117, 204, 210, 249,
331-332

transformative cycle of, 195,
203, 207, 216

see also sacrífice

Taladoire, Eric, 481

talking objects, 177-180
blood, 200, 201-202

crosses, 166, 168, 177, 178, 180,
181, 252-253, 254, 335, 336

statues, 177, 178, 180, 181

stones, 177, 178, 179, 180

"translator" of, 177, 178, 181,
246, 247, 252

talud-ublero architectural style,
297, 300

Taube, Karl, 94, 106-107, 206,
410, 411, 413, 416, 423, 425,
439, 444, 445, 447, 449, 450,
462, 467, 469, 479, 492

Tedlock, Barbara, 79, 105, 110,
169-170, 200, 416, 417,
419, 422, 441, 442, 445,
451

Tedlock, Dennis, 13, 60, 61, 79,
96, 107-108, 110, 199, 202,
285, 406, 415, 416, 417, 422,
423, 444, 449, 463, 464, 483,
485-486

Tekum Uman, 187, 200-201,
325-330, 480

battie standard of, 328

way of, 328, 329
temple pyramids, 29-30, 31, 37,

131, 139, 163, 324, 402

fixed portáis on, 222, 376
masks on, 139-140, 143,

149-151, 240, 429, 432,

433

orientation of, 103, 156
see also stairways; specific sites

Tenochtitlan, 294, 296, 430, 438,
489

Teotihuacan, 296-303, 430, 432,

438, 447, 469, 470, 471-472,

473, 474, 478, 481, 487, 490

"apartmenl complexes" al, 299
battie standard of, 296,

300-303

statecraft of, 324, 325

talud-tablero architecture of,
297

war emblem of, 300-301, 311,
323, 325, 378

War Serpent of, 296, 309, 324,
330, 377, 469

termination rituals, 234, 240
Texas, University of, 396,

415-416

Texas Workshop on Maya
Hieroglyphic Writing,
12-13. 99, 105, 116, 294,
415, 416, 417, 418, 422, 426,
469, 470, 473, 476, 491

Tezcatlipoca (Smoking Mirror),
199, 444

Thompson, J. Eric, 46-48, 49, 50,
58, 113-114, 163, 208-209,
384, 408, 410, 411, 416, 432,
436, 440, 441, 448, 450, 453,
461, 464, 466-467

thom bloodletters, 242, 245
Three-Conquest-Stair

(Ox-Ahal-Eb), 239, 353-355,
356-362, 369-370, 372-374,
379, 384, 387

three stone place, 94—95, 130,
178, 217, 276, 279, 283, *314,
387, 426

Lying-down-Sky at, 67, 68-69,
71, 73, 75, 92, 112, 419

in Orion, 79, 80, 85, 91, 92 96

97-98, 105, 116, 119, 183,
422, 423, 426

setting of, 65-69, 75, 92, 95,
100, 112, 116, 127, 129, 420
423

thrones of, 66-67, 68
triadic pattem as symbol of,

135, 140, 144, 413, 428, 430
433

threshold buildings, 140-143, 433
thrones, 419

bone, 305, 307, 312, 322
jaguar, 66, 68, 381
three stone place, 66-67, 68

Tikal, 41, 140, 163, 205, 265, 266,
422, 433, 449, 458, 471, 476'
489

Altar 5 at, 262-264, 483-484
battie beasts of, 310-316
battie standard of, 294

296-303, 312, 314, 323, 470
488

burláis at, 89-92, 197, 246, 343
cached offerings at, 241-242
244

ceiba trees at, 393-397, 400

540

defeatcd by Dos Pilas, 312,
314-316, 475

graffiti at, 312-314
Group of the Seven Temples

at, 297

Group 6C-XVI at, 297- 299,
469-470, 473

Kalak'mul defeatcd by, 312,
316

language of, 41, 406
Lost World Group at, 296- 297,

454, 470

Naranjo defeatcd by, 314, 315,
476

North Acrópolis at, 312
offering vesscl (MT 140) from,

74, 79, 105

population of, 258
shrincs at, 297-299

stclae at, 101, 102, 302, 303,
307, 312, 424, 442

Structure 5D-46 at, 244
talud-tablero stylc at, 297, 300
Temple of the Inscriptions at,

188, 432

Temple 1 at, 311-312
Temple 4 at, 314, 449
Temple 33 at, 312
Teotihuacan and, 296-303, 470
Triple Ballcourt at, 297
Waxaktun dcfeated by, 296,
299-302, 311, 312, 323, 469,
472, 476

Time and the Highland Maya
(Tedlock), 169

Tixkakal Guardia, 9, 121-122,
165-169, 424, 439

bullring at, 168, 169
dance platform at, 167,

168-169

embroidery designs of, 210
Popol Nah at, 167, 168, 169
shrine at, 167, 168-169, 253
Talking Cross of, 166, 168, 178,
253

tíachtli, Aztec game of, 341—343
Tlaloc, 296, 300, 301, 302, 309,

310, 467, 470-471, 478, 479
Tlaloc-Venus warfare, 156, 289,

296, 297, 310, 323, 334, 349,
355, 471, 473, 474-475, 483,
489-490

costume of, 208, 302, 307, 309,
311, 316, 369, 377

Year Signs of, 312
Todzia, Carol, 396
tok'-pakal, see flint-shields
Toltecs, 17, 289, 296, 325, 377,

383-384

tongue perforation, 205, 209, 312
Tonina, 318-323

ballcourt markers at, 341, 374
ballcourts at, 144, 319,
372-374, 379, 488

battie standard of, 322

K'.ui Hok' Clmam captured bv.
318 321. 322, 374, 477

Tortillas/or the Gods (Vogt), 127.
42h

Tozzer. Alfred. 45. 52. 105 10b.
107. 4)9. 444. 447. 455. 474.
489. 490

trance. 207 210. 239. 242. 2bO.

2b7 268. 277. 322. 412

swimmmg sensaiion mductHl

bv. 139. 431

translator chilan). 177. 178. 181.
24b. 247. 252

tree crosses iantoh de ihe'l 177

tree scepter 'iukpi\ 271
Triad gods oí Palenque. 184. 283.

304. 445. 4>4. 4b5. 4b()
Tula. 438

Tulane l'niversity. Middle
Anierican Research insiitute
oí. 45. 408

1 uin Teleclie dance. 289
turtle, b5. 80. 112, 424

Tirst 1-aiher reborn through
cracked shell of, 65, 80, 82,
84. 92 94, 9b, 99, 103, 112,
■^•1. 214, 217, 281 283, 352.
37o 572, 589, 423, 42b, 475

Gemini as, 80, 82 83, 84
Grion as, 80. 82 84, 85, 92

tzak (coniure), 190, 202
tz'akah (bring nito e.vistencv, put

m order), 68, 41b 417
Ttak (iod A', 266, 267

(scorpion), 120, 421
ízt'ltal language, 17, 416, 418,

4-54, 458, 469
T^Uzimit, 200 201
Tzotzil language, 17, 181, 418,

426, 438, 459, 440, 442. 452
+58, 469

r-totzil .Maya, 39, 127 128 185
¿06. 219. 270, 289, 292. 438.
439, 445, 456, 457, 459 462*
467

dances of, 289
^rth Lord of, 128
shamans of, 124, 127. 286
soul concept of, 181 182, 184

374

see partition
269 270, 372

umbilical cord, sky, 57, 82
•02 107, 157

f^onnected to gods, 128
^"lerging from Firsl Father,

99. 105, 112, 128, 222, 4¿
snake-headed, 99, 105, 128

•96, 278, 378, 421,427 '
®ustenance through, 127 128

425

also ecliptic
(Qumaar Kah), 103, 201

585, 406, 425, 441

shnne cave at. 185 187. 204.
224

I xinal. 385. 453. 438. 478. 489

Vaillant. (ieorge. 458
Valdés, Juan Antonio. 139. 433
V.vsquez. Barrera. 17. 411. 412.

415. 423. 425. 428. 43b. 440.
441. 443. 444. 447. 451. 463.
4b b

Venus. 44. 80. 90. 112. 120. 147.
151. 389. 414. 424. 435.
437 438. 471

lis Kveningstar. 23b. 485 -186
glvph of. 31b. 361
lis Mornmgstar. 239. 330. 420.

485 48b

icr aho llalocAenus warfare
Venus tiod. 149. 154. 437 438
Villa Ropis. Alfonso. 409. 415.

+21. 422. 425
3 illela. Khristaan. 79. 80. 415
Virgo (Chak). 423. 48b
\ ision .SerjK'nts. 4b. 140. 152. 155.

185. 207 210. 222. 224. 244.
278. 325. 357. 402. 436. 441.
++5. 447. 448. 450. 453. 463.
492

Tirst Tather reborn through.
92. 19b. 422

infant soul hirih through.
218 219

K awil associated with.
195 196. 197. 201. 443 -444.
464

of modern Maya. 208 209
ñames of. 207 208. 209
on offering vessels, 216. 218
War Serpent as. 207 208.

299 300, 308 310, 370, 470
475

Vogt, Evon Z. "Vogtie," 39,
123 124, 126 127, 182.
201 202, 203, 270, 405, 412,
+ 13. 415, 416, 426, 428. 438,
++0, 445, 455, 456, 457, 458,
+59, 461

volcanoes, 132 135, 254 255
von Wiiming, Hasso, 471

u-ah (sacred breads), 31, 414
tvak (six), 53, 57
wakah-chan (raised up-sky), see

World Tree
Wak-Chan-Ahaw (Six-Sky-l>ord),

67, 73, 92. 99
íce also First Father

Wak-Chan-Ki
(Raised-up-Sky-Heart), 105

Wak-Ebnal (Six-Stair-Place), 239,
351 353, 354 355, 358 361,
362, 453. 484

wakeras (oíd women), 164,
167

Walker, Debra, 213

541

u-aqihal fStx Plaivl, 170 172. 233.
402

u arahal ja fsleeping house.
lineage shnne). 188 190

warfare. 80. 192. 237. 239.
2v89 290. 293 336

ballgames and. 349. 353 355.
361. 362. 369 370. 372 374.
377 379. 3v84

change in rules of. 323 324
auiunon people and. 334 336
end of the world exjHxned

from. 335 33b
of Sjwnish Conquest. 289 290.

294 295. 327 331
stairway inemonals to.

353 355. 369 57o
as stativrafi. 316 317
l laloc \ eiius. sev Tlaloc-Venus

warfare

see also battie beasts; battie
standards; captivos;
flint shields

War Seiqient
(Waxaklahun l'bah - Kan),
308 312. 316. 326 327. 349.
36b. 389. 469. 470 471. 473.
+74. 47b. 479. 487

Feathered Si'iqient as. 158. 289.
325. 375. 377 379. 469

ot Teotihuacan. 296. 309. 324.
330. 577. 469

as Visión Serj^nuit, 207 208.
299 300. 308 510. 370. 470.
475

water. 31. 180. 188, 195, 283. 413.
+32. 434

cenotes. 128. 151. 157. 159.
195. 389, 422

see also Primordial Sea
waterhly, 66, 259. 267, 425, 450
Waterlily Monster, 85 84, 94,

+18

Wauchope, Roben, 407, 415
Waxaklahun-l'bah Kan, see War

Serpent
Waxaktun. 159 145, 146, 152,

155, 157, 205, 422, 447, 475
cached offerings at, 241
defeated by Tikal, 296,

299 502. 511, 512, 523. 469,
472, 476

Popol Nah at, 142-145, 152,
455

threshold building at, 140^ 145,
455

way, wayoh (companioii spirits),
55, 152, 190- 195,202,578,
411, 422, 458, 441, 442 445,
449, 451, 460, 475, 477

ballplayers as, 558
dancing as, 26d 267
glyph of, 190, 244, 570
of gods, 190, 192, 211
of K'awil, 196, 197, 201, 464
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of kings, 191-192, 224, 317,

321, 322, 323, 328

of lineages, 191-192
pectoral device wom by, 217
potential evil of, 52

self-decapitation of, 262, 266,
355

of shamans, 192

Spanuh, 328, 329
of Tekum Uman, 328, 329
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